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A Cary triode family
amp is the right choice
if you are serious about
creating the illusion of
alive performance
in your home.
Your music will be
"Crystal clear, warm
and romantic, vivid
and alive, with
unmatched purity
and linearity."
Triode Family of Amps
CAD-300B 300B tubes
CAD-300SE 300B tube
CAD-2A3 2A3 tube
CAD-211
211 tube
CAD-805
805 tube

rte.( I
Cary Audio is pleased to offer an entire family
of exotic triode amplifiers. The triode tubes used
in the Cary triode family are REAL directly
heated, three element tubes. These tubes offer far
greater linearity and lower distortion than tetrodes
or pentodes. Class A triode audio amplifiers
are known for offering the highest fidelity
in tube audio. A Cary triode amplifier
frees the listener from the harshness
and fatiguing distortions of high power
pentode tube and solid state amplifiers.

Call 1-800-421-5456 or
FAX 919-460-3828 for
additional information.
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JWOODWINDS

INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, N.C. 27511

C OMING

A TTRACTIONS

For some time, British reviewers like Martin
Collorns have corrunented on the ability of hi-fi
components to reproduce the rhythmic values
inherent in apiece of music. "How can they not
do this?" you ask. Having recently auditioned
some components that singularly fail in this
respect, Ithought it worthwhile to commission an artide from Martin on this vexing topic.
His thoughts will appear in November, along
with Corey Greenberg's update of his own passive buffered preamplifier, Robert Harley on
CD-R, Tom Norton on inexpensive amplifiers,
Dick Olsher on the massive Sound-Lab A-1
electrostatics, Jack English on interconnects,
and an interview with "authentic instruments"

veteran Roy Goodman.
Also in November, we will be recording our
third album, again of Canadian pianist Robert
Silverman, but this time performing Romantic
piano works, including Robert Schumann's Fminor sonata, the "Concerto without an Orchestra." To coincide with the recording, Robert
will give aconcert in Albuquerque's First United Methodist Church, at 4th Street and Central, on Friday, November 6, at 8pm. If you
would like to attend the concert, hear the works
on the forthcoming album in the acoustic in
which they are being recorded, and perhaps
visit Stereophile in Santa Fe the next day, please
(continued on p.246)
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FEATURES

I
TWAS 30 YEARS AGO TODAY

We near the end of our ongoing celebration of three decades of Stereophile by publishing
aclassic 1971 essay by founderj Gordon Holt on why traditional THD measurements
are meaningless without examining the harmonic structure of the distortion.

HARMONIC CONVERGENCE

Ben Duncan examines the effect of component tweaking on measured amplifier distortion.

RE-CREATING THE M USICAL EVENT
Theta Digital's Mike Moffat talks with Robert Harley.

YO, W HATSAIVIATTER M YTASTE?!

Corey Greenberg describes his new listening environment and proclaims himself the King
of Cheapskate Hi-Fi.

RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS

350 products and 38 pages: the distilled wisdom of the United States' leading equipment
reviewers.

BRAHMS'S PIANO QUINTET IN F, OP.34

BarbaraJahn listens to this chamber-music masterpiece on disc.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
THETA DS PRO GENERATION III D/A PROCESSOR
(
ROBERT H ARLEY ez LEWIS LIPNICK)
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR LOUDSPEAKER (
J
ACK ENGLISH)
M ELOS SHA -1HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER (
COREY GREENBERG)
TARA LABS SPACE ez M INE PASSAGE LINE PREAMPLIFIER (
D ICK O LSHER)
PERFECTIONIST AUDIO COMPONENTS CPR IIIB /
TIPS PREAMPLIFIER
(
ROBERT D EUTSCH)
BERNING EA -2101 POWER AMPLIFIER (
DICK O LSHER)
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS SIGMA Diet PROCESSOR (
ROBERT HARLEY)
FORTE DAC 50 D/A PROCESSOR (
ROBERT H ARLEY)
PS AUDIO DIGITAL LINK D/A PROCESSOR (
ROBERT H ARLEY)
Sumo 11nEoREm D/A PROCESSOR (
ROBERT HARLEY)

FOLLOW- UP
THETA DATA SERIES II CD TRANSPORT (
LEWIS LIPNICK)
AUDIO ALCHEMY D IGITAL D ECODING ENGINE D/A PROCESSOR
(
ROBERT H ARLEY)
BITWISE AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES M USIK SYSTEM ZERO D/A PROCESSOR
(
ROBERT HARLEY)
M ERIDIAN 203 D/A PROCESSOR (
ROBERT HARLEY)
KRELL KST -100 POWER AMPLIFIER (
M ARTIN COLLOMS)
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As W ESEE I
T

"I have heard thefuture!" shouts Peter W Mitchell, talking about Snell's recent
demonstration of Digital Signal Processing to optimize aloudspeaker's accoustic
environment.

LETTERS

Topics this month: admitting consumers to the Summer CES; music-lovers vs
audiophiles; the difficulty ofgetting record companies to admit that they still make LPs;
sensible system building; and Corey Greenberg'sJuly essay on why it's better to assess hifi components with the music you love.

I
NDUSTRY UPDATE

High-end newsfrom the US and the UK, including Peter W. Mitchell on digital
developments, ThomasJ. Norton on Dolby's newfilm soundtrack format, Ken Kessler on
the state of UK hi-fi shows, and Peter van Willenswaard andJack English on Pioneer's
new Legato Link DIA conversion system.

BUILDING ALIBRARY

BarbaraJahn listens to Brahms's Piano Quintet in f, Op34 on record.

RECORD REVIEWS

It had to happen: authentic-instrument BrahmsfromJohn Eliot Gardiner. Also: Robert
Levine listens to four Handel operas and an oratorio, BarbaraJahn offers mini-surveys of
recent Schnittke and Sibelius recordings, and Les Berkley recommendsfour new
Elizabethan CDsfrom Virgin Ventas. Robert Deutsch reviews thefirst batch of Sony
Broadway original cast reissues. OurJazz section this month is ahigh-end bonanza,
with reviews of six audiophile albums from Reference, Audio Quest, and ViTaL—every
one of them on CD and LP! Elsewhere, Michael Ross rounds upfour recent Bill Frisell
discs, and in rock, new albumsfrom k.d. lang, sara k., Delbert McClinton, the concluding
volumes in Frank Zappa 's You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore series, and a
smattering of quick'n'dirty Outtakes. Plus lots more.

M ANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
THE FINAL W ORD

Publisher Larry Archibald on the peculiar relationship between Stereophile writers and
the manufacturers of the equipment they review

I
NFORMATION
3
313
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Proof you can grow up
without becoming square.

Four years ago NHT introduced aliterally off-the-wall approach to
sound. Our compact Model 1bookshelf speaker featured an acoustic
technology called Focused Image Geometry. Its baffles slanted 21 °
,
projecting sound away from side walls and out into the listening area,
dramatically improving the stereo image. It was ahit. Ever since then,
people have expected more from us.
Which is why we continue to incorporate this technology in acomplete
line of NHT loudspeakers, from our bookshelves to our elegant towers.
We're older now, but at 21 °.
we're still pretty cool.
EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.

Now Hear This, Inc., asubsidiary of International Jensen Incorporated, 537 Stone Rd., #E, Benicia, CA 94510.
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993; (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., (514) 631-6448.

6
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ateline—Chicago, May 30, 9:00pm.
Exploding fireworks lit up the sky
above the Chicago river as 200
leading high-end designers gathered in the
Hotel Intercontinental for Stereophile's 30th
Anniversary banquet. After arepast of four
gourmet courses and five wines, the time
came for after-dinner speeches to celebrate
Stereophile's past and high-end audio's future.
Publisher Larry Archibald described his adventurous transition from the high-end car
business to risky publishing. Introducingl
Gordon Holt, he praised JGH's uniquely
lucid writing and his unflinching insistence
that equipment designed to reproduce music
should be judged on its ability to do just
that—the unconventional view that launched

STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

high-end audio.
JGH began by observing that high-end
audio is no longer just acottage industry. It
has become abig business and anew "establishment," with money, influence, and its
own trade association (the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio). But Gordon, still amaverick after all these years, reminded the leading lights of this industry of
an awkward truth: Although their stated goal
oflifelike re-creation ofconcert sound has
not been achieved, much of the industry has
been focusing its attention on small differences while ignoring the large issues that
continue to separate live from reproduced
sound. Even non-audiophiles standing in an
outside hallway can easily tell whether a

WorldRadioHistory
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First in aseries
THE

COMPONENTS

OF

EXCELLENCE:

BUILD

QUALITY

You can tell how good
a
McIntosh is even
before you turn it on.

MC 1000

POWER

AMPLIFIL

Made in the USA

The MC 1000 is a 1000 Walt, Mono Block Powei Amplifier

For ahigh fidelity component to earn a
position at the pinnacle of high-end audio,

mesh together, the strength and heft of its
construction; all these McIntosh qualities are

many criteria, not simply superb sound

not mere adjuncts to superb sonic perform-

quality, must come into play. A McIntosh

ance, they are essential to the definition of

audio component is built to such high stand-

the highest quality. In fact, for more than 40

ards that it speaks volumes about itself and

years, the design and construction of McIntosh

the company that built it...even before it is

products have set astandard of quality not

turned on.

only for audio components, but for the finest

The look and the design, the feel and
'sound' of the controls, the way the parts

products of
any kind.
WorldRadioHistory

McIntosh Laboratory Inc, 2Chambers Sheet Binghamton, NY, USA 1390121399 (607) 7213512

McIntosh

Components of Excellence

sound is canned or live.'
JA concluded the evening by emphasizing that, in order to make genuine progress,
we must reinvent ourselves at regular intervals. High-end audio was very different ten
years ago, he reminded us, and will be different adecade hence, in ways that we cannot
foresee today.
Of course, the fireworks outside hadn't
been ordered up for the occasion by our esteemed publisher; the City of Chicago was
celebrating Memorial Day. Nevertheless, the
rockets exploding colorfully in the sky were
entirely appropriate: Stereophik's 30th Anniversary (and LA's tenth year as publisher)
marked the maturation of high-end audio as
an industry that now is not merely afringe
but amainstream business.

THIS BREAKTHROUGH
WILL ALLOW LISTENERS TO
HEAR, FOR THE FIRST TIME,
HOW GOOD THEIR
LOUDSPEAKERS AND
RECORDINGS REALLY ARE.
The fireworks were appropriate for another reason. A new technology, which was
unveiled at breakfast that day, represents
nothing less than atrue revolution in sound
reproduction—the first real attempt to conquer the listening room. Kevin Voecks of
Snell Acoustics demonstrated how digital
signal processing (Dsp) can be used to remove the sonic colorations caused by standing waves and boundary reflections. This
breakthrough will allow listeners in many
rooms to hear, for the first time, how good
their loudspeakers and recordings really are.
Speaker designers have created transducers
that turn electrical power into sound with
splendid accuracy, both on- and off-axis. But
speakers that sound great in one room may
sound awful in another, or sound good at
only one location in aroom—if you're lucky
enough to find it. We've all had the experience of buying speakers that sounded terrific
in the store (or in the published review), but
were disappointing at home. No matter how
good aspeaker is designed to be, in most
1
JGH's talk was published as "As We See It" in our September
1992 issue, Vol.15 No.9.
—JA
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

rooms the sound waves arriving at your head
are anything but accurate. If you measure
your system's frequency response by placing acalibrated microphone in front of your
nose, the variation in response from the
highest peak to the deepest valley may exceed
20dB. These aberrations can't be corrected
by analog equalization, because they are
time-dependent.
The direct sound that arrives at your head
in astraight line from the speaker is as accurate as the designer was able to make it. But
if the driver is 3' above the floor and you are
seated 8' away, astrong floor-bounce arrives
just two milliseconds after the first-arrival
wave. Due to this delay, at 280Hz the floorbounce is out of phase relative to the direct
sound when it gets to your ear, causing a
broad measured cancellation notch around
that frequency. Usually the floor-bounce is
also severely irregular around the crossover
frequency because it is produced by awavelaunch 35° to 40° below the speaker's axis,
an angle at which the woofer and tweeter in
many speakers go substantially out of phase.
During the next few milliseconds the
arrival of the floor-bounce at your head is
followed by other reflections—from side
walls, the ceiling, the wall behind the speaker,
and the wall behind your chair—all producing out-of-phase cancellation notches at
other frequencies. If you were so unwise as
to locate the speakers or your head at nearly
equal distances from several of these reflecting surfaces, the cancellations will all occur
at the same frequency, making the notch very
deep indeed. This problem, named the Allison effect after the New England speaker
designer whose ABS papers analyzed it, was
discussed in these pages by the editor of the
Boston Audio Society Speaker, David Moran
(Vol.15 No.3, pp.15-19).
During the next 100ms, sound waves
bouncing back and forth between room
boundaries will build up the patterns of reinforcements and cancellations that we call
standing waves. The resulting peaks and valleys occur at frequencies that depend on the
room dimensions. You can reduce their severity by experimenting with both speaker
placement and listener location. (Low-cost
computer programs such as Sitting Duck
Software's The Listening Room help with
speaker placement by displaying the frequency distribution of the peaks and valleys.)

WorldRadioHistory
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But as long as you have parallel walls, you
8.496
will have standing-wave problems.
The basic low-frequency standing waves
8.217
along the room's length and width have the
greatest effect on the sound. If your room is
18' long (a typical dimension), the first fun1,erv V\
-8.882
damental resonance or "eigentone" occurs
at 32Hz, producing apressure maximum at
-8.216
each end of the room and anull in the middle.
If you locate your speakers and yourself away
from the walls (for the sake of better imag-8.5813
RUM 2.32 1.64
6.97
9.29
11.6
13.9
16.3
10.6 28.9 23.2
ing), you probably won't experience the
ti,, in @Isms
lowest bass that the speakers can produce. If
Fig. IImpulse response of Snell B-Minor at the
the width of your room is around 12' (the
SCES (23.2$ time window), taken at the
most common dimension in ahouse or apartlistening position. Note the multiple
ment), the fundamental standing wave on
reflections of the speaker's direct sound
that axis occurs at about 50Hz. It's likely that
from the room boundaries.
your speakers are symmetrically placed in the
room and you probably sit on the stereo axis,
meaning that your head is midway between
IRO
the sidewalls. In that case you will experience
asound-pressure minimum at 50Hz and a
5.8 sound-pressure peak near 100Hz. This combination of weak low-bass and turgid midbass is the single most common fault in
domestic hi-fi. Deep bass may not be important to you, but dense midbass will color
nearly every recording you play.
Kevin Voecks demonstrated this situation
18.888
me
lee
1888
at CES, using Snell B Minor speakers in
frequency I It
aroom of typical dimensions, around 12'
Fig.2 Snell B-Minor, in-room frequency response
by 18! FFT analysis of the system's response,
at the listening position. The major
measured with amicrophone at the "ideal"
irregularities are due to the speaker's direct
seat on the stereo axis, showed the complex
sound being interfered with by the
effects of boundary reflections and standing
boundary reflections.
waves. On the computer screen the firstarrival response from the speaker (fig.2) was
nearly flat. Subsequent curves in the "waterfall" plot (fig3) showed increasingly severe
irregularities, alow-bass rolloff, and avery
large 100Hz peak as the standing waves
built up.
Then Voecks switched aSigTech AEC1000 Acoustic Environment Correction filter
into the signal path.2This device, produced
by Cambridge Signal Technologies, is a
programmable digital filter. It uses aMotorola 56001 DSP chip and afistful of FIR filters
188
1863
18M8
2481313
64
that synthesize an "inverse room" in the digital domain. During installation the impulse
Fig.3 Snell B-Minor, uncorrected in-room
response of the speaker/room system is meacumulative spectral-decay plot derived from
.

°

2This brand name, with acapital letter in the middle of the
word, betrays the product's parentage in the computer industry, where names like WordStar, SidelCick, and CompuPro
are widespread.
10

the impulse response in fig. I. The impulse
decays rapidly at high frequencies, but note
the deep valley near 50Hz and the
persistent high peak near 100Hz.

WorldRadioHistory
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sured, and aseparate computer calculates the
parameters of the required inverse-room filter. The parameters are stored in the AEC1000 unit, which synthesizes a2500-tap digital filter that can adjust the response at more
than 1000 individual frequency points.
What really matters, of course, is not the
frequency resolution but the fact that the
filtering is atime-dependent process. Since
the heart of the filter is amulti-tap digital

Snell B-Minor
loudspeaker

time-delay circuit, the processor causes the
speaker to emit asuccession of wave launches
that have the same time-delays as the room
reflections. Each delayed signal arrives at the
listener's chair simultaneously with aroom
reflection, but with an inverted pattern of
peaks and valleys. Voecks displayed the waterfall plot of the correction filter on the computer screen (fig.5): its first-arrival response
was nearly flat, but later curves (at intervals
of about 5ms) exhibited increasingly deep
notches at about 100Hz—the inverse of the
100Hz standing-wave peak seen in the initial
speaker/room waterfall plot. The later curves
also contained some low-bass boost to compensate for the 32Hz standing-wave null that
occurs near the middle of the room.
By now you may have guessed the result.
When the digital filter was switched into the
signal path, the valleys and peaks in its delayed responses canceled out the peaks and
valleys in the room's delayed reflections. I
should stress this point, to clear up any potential misunderstanding: the DSP filter does
15.0

Th
108

18M11

248130

Trequency In Hs

Fig.4 Frequency response of the correction filter
calculated by the SigTech digital signal
processor.

15.8

18.11

5.0
d
-8.8

-5.8

-10.8

15.8

Sigrech AEC-I000 Acoustic Environment Correction
Filter
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

28

lee

1880
Frequency In 14/

10010

24890

Fig.5 Cumulative spectral-decay plot of DSP
correction filter.
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not try to entirely cancel the room's reflections, simulating an anechoic environment.
(That would not sound very good, as you can
prove to yourself by setting up your system
outdoors.) The digital filter simply cancels
the peaks and valleys due to the reflections.
The room acoustics are still there, but the
reflections and standing waves no longer
color the sound. Voecks showed the waterfall
plot of the entire system with the filter incircuit (fig.7): the first-arrival and all of the
delayed arrivals exhibited nearly flat response.
In effect, the DSP preconditions the musical signal going to the speakers so the signal arriving at your head mimics the sound
of an ideal speaker in an ideal room.
This may seem like apurely technical feat,

5.8

15.8

188

1888
Frequency in

181.08

24888

Fig.6 Snell B-Minor, DSP-corrected in-room
frequency response at the listening position.
The rise in the low bass may indicate overcorrection.
15.8

18.8

5.8

-0
4 .8
1

15.8

Fig.7 Snell B-Minor, DSP-corrected in-room
cumulative spectral-decay plot. While the
correction is not flawless, the system's
transient response can be seen to be
dramatically improved. After the initial
impulse, the sound decays evenly, with only
aslight hangover in the bass and lowmidrange.
12

but with music, the subjective effect of this
correction was mind-boggling. Pipe-organ
pedals that were barely perceptible without
the filter were felt and heard clearly (even in
the middle of the room) when the Acoustic
Environment Correction was switched in.
More important, the elimination of the
100Hz standing-wave peak removed adense,
turgid quality that affected virtually every
recording. The entire soundstage opened up:
the psychoacoustic "masking" caused by
excess rnidbass was taken away, exposing formerly covered instrumental lines, midrange
details, ambience, and depth. Recordings of
male vocalists (Joe Williams, Mel Tormé),
which Ihad always thought were made with
mediocre cardioid microphones, turned out
to be far more enjoyable than Ibelieved possible. Bass textures (organ, bass fiddle, cello,
baritone), which are thickly colored in many
playback systems because of the rooms' midbass peaks, were rendered in afar more relaxed, open, and lifelike way. The sound had
afreedom from coloration that Iusually hear
only when Iset up "near-field" monitors at
arecording session.

ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
CORRECTION IS PERHAPS
THE MOST IMPORTANT
ADVANCE SINCE THE
ADVENT OF STEREO.
There is asmall population of very lucky
audiophiles for whom this process might not
produce adramatic benefit. If you have avery
large listening room with irregular walls, if
you have managed to tame your room's
standing waves with active bass traps and a
lot of experimentation, or if you sit very dose
to your speakers in order to hear mainly the
direct wavefront with little contamination
from the room, perhaps you don't need this
correction. But boundary reflections and
standing waves have compromised the performance of every audio system I've ever
owned, in every place I've lived, and most
other systems I've heard elsewhere. In my
judgment, acoustic environment correction
is the single most important advance in audio
since the CD—perhaps the most important
advance since the advent of stereo.
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or most, the benefits of apre/power amplifier set-up is
rarely considered as many combinations cost thousands of

dollars-most are discouraged well before ademonstration.
Rotel, winners of What Ill-fl? "Best product of the year 1991
and Best System" has an affordable solution. Rotel introduces
the 360watt 8ohms (Bridged Mono) amplifier that can be bought
in stages.

o
RIflUflF

Aclaimed by Audiophile

(11/91),

the RB980 can form the heart

of your audio system, it can grow as your system grows. Begin
by using one RB980 with 120watts nominal per channel and

then add another when you need. Audio Review (2/92)
measured the RB980; I37watts O 8ohms per channel, 267watts

O 4ohms per channel, 388watts O 2ohms per channel. Audio

Review noted, "a really great performance. The sound quality
is extraordinary for products in this price range."
Drive your amplifier with Remote Control AM/FM

tuner/preamp RTC950 motor-driven volume control and 20

presets or RC980 preamp with its non magnetic chassis which

cancels hysteresis distortion. Whichever you select, the sound

quality is going to be incredible. Also, check out the
Rotel CD players. They have

received worldwide aclaim.

Choice amen Rotel CD player

trees '
e '
s

RCD965 'Best Buy' "produces the sort of sound that many
highend products wouldn't have a hope of
achieving." Ill-111 World (11/91)

RCD965

"effortless sound quality..." CD
HI-fl Buyer (Ivan again reviewing
the RCD965 "bass is tight, deep and
where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control.
High frequencies are sweet
and clear..."

RTC950
RCD965
RD96 5

Designs developed in England by
audiophile Tony Mills, Rotel amplifiers truly are built from the
inside out using only premium pans. Selected for sound quality,
resisitors and capacitors come from Germany and the UK, while
special semiconductors orginate in USA. If you're on abudget
then consider the Rotel RB960 power amplifier, its of dual mono
design and capable of 60watts per channel in stereo. By bridging
apair of amplifiers you can feed your speakers with astunning
180watts. What Hi-fi? (3/92) says, "a thoroughly commendable
performance. Great sound quality for price."
Designed in Britain Enjoyed
RCTEL OF AMERICA

PO BOX 653

WorldRadioHistory
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REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
PRIDE IN THE DETAILS ...
Mark Levinson* components have earned areputation for
their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish
and, above all, superior sonics. We at Madrigal Audio
Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.
The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for
some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Massproduced look-alikes are everywhere, even in the realm
of so-called high-end audio. The quality that you see and
hear in aMark Levinson component is not the result of
automated mass production—rather, it is the result of
painstaking attention to the details of design, and of pride
in the art of craftsmanship.

Mark Levinson components are handcrafted in limited
quantities and to exacting specifications. All who participate in their production share the feeling of pride that
comes from knowing that they contribute to aproduct
that defines quality.
It is with great pride, then, that we
introduce the Mark Levinson Ne 30
Reference Digital Processor. Five years
of exhaustive research into digital
audio yielded aprocessor worth
waiting for, deserving of the Levinson
marque.
The Ne 30 is atrue reference: it neither
adds to nor subtracts from the music.
It brings to your home the accuracy as well as the essence
of the performance. Finally, the promise of digital audio
is fulfilled.
rhe Ne 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog
technology can coexist with craftsmanship. The subject
here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of music
is in the listening. To fully appreciate the quality of the
Ne Ix we recommend that you visit your Mark Levinson
dealer for afull audition.

niar+*r
Evinson
Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES WorldRadioHistory
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (2031346-1540

The basic idea of using adaptive digital
filtering to compensate for speaker/room interaction was devised ten years ago by Robert
Berkovitz and Ron Genereux at Acoustic
Research in Massachusetts? Articles were
published describing the concept, but digital
signal-processing hardware with sufficient
speed and power did not exist at that time in
apractical and affordable form, so the method was patented and shelved. Three years
ago it was revived, and aspinoff company
was formed to create aworking product. ExAR engineer Ron Genereux headed the development team, and the SigTech AEC-1000
is the result. But while it can be used in aliving room, it was designed to be apro-audio
product, especially for correcting acoustical problems in recording-studio control
rooms. The price is $10,000 plus an IBMcompatible PC. A more affordable consumer
version of the SigTech may be developed next
year. If you just can't wait, phone the company
at (617) 225-2499 for more information.
When Kevin Voecks demonstrated the
SigTech processor at CES, his purpose was
not to sell the product but to provide apreview of the remarkable transformation in
sound quality that DSP makes possible DSP
products for home use are being developed
on several continents. For example, major
investigations of speaker/room interaction
were launched three years ago in Europe and
at Canada's National Research Council, with
the expectation that the resulting knowledge
will be used both to design more roomcompatible speakers and to design DSP
equipment to correct for the room. Engineers
at Philips in Holland, Matsushita in Japan,
and elsewhere are currently working on several DSP applications that will reach the market during the next two years.
In the US aconsortium of developers
joined forces under the AudioSoft banner.
They include Snell Acoustics (whose loudspeakers have always been designed with
particular attention to speaker/room interaction), engineer Doug Goldberg of Audio
3Iheard the AR ADSP (Adaptive Digital Signal Processor)
successfully demonstrated in the spring of 1982 (see "Music
by Numbers, the AR ADSP," HFN/
RR May 1982), but, due
to the speed limitations of DSP technology adecade ago, it
could only apply acorrection for room problems below
500Hz. The problem of recombining the corrected lowfrequency signal with the uncorrected higher-frequency one
was, Ibelieve, never satisfactorily solved in the ADSP, though
it did indicate the future path audio reproduction was eventually going to take
—JA
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Alchemy (an authority on digital hardware
design and efficient manufacturing using
surface-mount circuitry), software developer
John Solar, and afourth member whose
identity has not been announced. While other
developers are trying to develop DSP systems from the ground up, AudioSoft has
leapfrogged rapidly to designs that are nearly
ready for production, thanks to John Solar's
experience with computer-based signal analysis for military applications. Digital processing to correct for room coloration is based
on principles that already are widely used in
military signal-analysis computers to cancel spurious echoes in radars and undersea
sonar-mapping systems. (Many of the technical papers in this field, at least those that
are not classified secret, have been published
in theJournal of Underwater Acoustics.) Practical DSP correction for room acoustics may
turn out to be yet another beneficial consumer spinoff from our military tax dollars,
along with personal computers and Teflon
frying pans.
Ihave focused on using DSP to correct for
coloration caused by room acoustics because
that is the most dramatic benefit of this technology. It can also be used to correct some
of aspeaker's built-in imperfections.4 For
example, all woofers roll off below some
low-frequency limit. The steeper that rolloff,
the greater the associated group-delay (phase
shift) in the octave above the cutoff frequency.
As aresult, transients from abass-reflex
speaker tend to sound soggy next to the taut,
solid bass produced by alow-Q acousticsuspension woofer. Sharp infrasonic filtering
in preamps and amplifiers can have asimilar unwanted side-effect. A few years ago
designer Laurie Fincham at KEF demonstrated that the quality of bass reproduction
could be improved by equalizing awoofer's
response all the way down to 10Hz, because
the EQ flattened its group-delay. Amplitude
and phase are tied together in analog signals,
4Though aDallas company, Audile, showed aprototype
loudspeaker at the 1991 SCES which used DSP to optimize
its sound quality, the first digital equalizer commercially available in quantity was Celestion's DLP-600, which Ireviewed
in August '92 (p.145). This black box adjusts the phase and
frequency response of the Celestion SL600Si loudspeaker
above 500Hz to be optimal when the listener sits on the
intended axis, but doesn't do anything about the speaker's
low-frequency performance As arule of thumb, the lower
in frequency you want to extend your full-range correction
with DSP, the more coefficients the digital filter has to have,
meaning that there has to be more computing power, with
aconcomitant increase in cost.
—JA
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but aDSP system can correct them separately,
removing group-delay without boosting the
bass to excess. DSP can also fix crossover
phase problems and equali7P aspeaker's overall response, if it isn't already flat.
According to Voecks, the first DSP speaker/
room processors for the consumer market
will be introduced by Snell Acoustics within
afew months. The "black box" from Snell
Digital will accept plug-in software cartridges that provide specific phase and amplitude corrections for Snell loudspeakers (including older models no longer on the
market). When you buy the processor, the
dealer will bring ameasuring microphone
and aportable computer to your home and
measure the speaker/room transfer function
at your chair. At your choice, the measurements can be averaged over abroad listening area or can be concentrated at one chair.
A program will calculate the required filter
parameters and load them into your processor, after which the dealer can take the computer away. This calibration process can be
repeated whenever you rearrange your room,
buy new speakers, or move to adifferent
house. Eventually, of course, the AudioSoft
programs will be marketed so that you can

16

use them with your own computer.

I

HAVE HEARD THE

FUTURE, AND THE SOUND IS
WONDERFUL.

Next year Audio Alchemy will market a
general-purpose version of the processor,
usable with all loudspeakers. Audio Alchemy's involvement is likely to mean adramatic
reduction in the price of this complex processing. And as DSP speaker/room correction
becomes widespread, loudspeaker designers
may have to rethink how they should tailor
aspeaker's on-axis and off-axis responses so
as to make the best use of the processing. For
example, built-in crossovers may become
optional, with separate input terminals for
woofers and tweeters; once you have aDSP
computer for room correction, it can easily
be programmed to do aphase-perfect crossover too.
Ihave heard the future, and the sound is
wonderful.
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...Have you heard?
"Rooms with good sound included Clearfield...The impressive
and reasonably priced Metropolitans were driven by
Counterpoint's gorgeous new monoblocks.” —Robert Harley,
Stereophiie, April '92, Vol. 15, No. 4.
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AFFORDABLE HIGH-END!

The NAD 5000
CD Player

A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS?
Since 1972, NAD has represented performance standards that rival the most
esoteric stereo components for a fraction of the price. This is accomplished
without superfluous features or needlessly complicated and expensive front
panels. Rather, we favor investing your money on the technology inside, where it
counts.
From receivers and compact disc players to cassette decks and separate
components, NAD delivers simple elegance, ease of operation and superb sound
quality at an affordable price.
The NAD Model 5000 Compact Disc Player, pictured above, is a great
example of NAD design philosophy: elegantly simple front panel, ease of
operation, and terrific performance! In a comparison with several CD players,
costing over three times the 5000's price, Tom Norton of Stereophile (Jan., 1991,
Vol. 14, No. 1) writes: "If you're still awaiting the full evolution of digital, and
believe that spending big bucks at present on an up-market player is money down
the drain, the NAD might just keep you happy halfway to the next millennium."
At asuggested retail price of only $499, the contradiction ends!
At NAD, we invest your money wisely! Call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641 for
further product information or the name of your nearest NAD dealer.

NAD
633 Granite Court
Pickering, Ontario
Canada
L1W 3K1
Fax: (416) 831-6936
1-800-263-4641

U.S. Mailing Address:
NAD
P.O. Box 387
Lewiston, New York
14092

NAD
Advanced Technology ...
...Simply Applied.
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of
general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing,
particularly if they are very long or address more than one topic.

LOOKING BACK

Editor:
Iam concerned with the apparently permanent addition of the "It Was 30 Years Ago
Today" feature. Iunderstood the need to wax
poetic over your 30th anniversary in Vol.15
No.1, and Iwould even find it amusing to see
abrief write-up—a short column, perhaps—
on what happened 30 years prior. Yes, Iknow
it is important to know where you've come
from in order to know where you're going.
But, come on, an average of nearly five pages
per month of what, in terms of hi-fi, is truly
ancient history? Can't you find something
better to fill this space with? Another review,
or an interview perhaps?
G.KURT HADELER
Pearl River, NY
It is true that it's unusualfor amagazine to devote
so much space to what happened 30 or so years ago,
but a) we get aconstant demandfrom people wanting to buy these out-of-print issues, and b) IfrelJ.
Gordon Holt's early writing to be important enough
tojustify the space used. Consider his 1971 essay
on amplifier distortion in this issue, in which he
points out the non-correlation of an overall THD
figure with an ampljfier's sound quality and suggests
that it is the harmonic structure that matters. Even
though later work has confirmedJGH's hypothesis,
you only have to pick up acopy of Stereo Review
or Consumer Reports to see how necessary it is
for us to repeat what he said. "It Was 30 Years Ago
Today," the last edition of which will appear in
December, also gives us awelcome opportunity to
reprint some of his succinctly wise "Audio Verities."
—JA
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

LOOKING FIRST

Editor:
I'm really enjoying (and learning from!) my
subscription to Stereophile. Ifind the "Advertiser Index" quite handy at times, and Iwonder if you could carry this idea one step further by listing the names and phone numbers
for those companies whose products you
review in that issue (but aren't advertising in
that issue). That way we can readily contact
them!
DONALD WINN
Portland, OR
The simple answer to Mr. Winn's request would
be to point out that company names, addresses, and
telephone andfax numbers are listed at the end of
the speceation paragraph that begins each equipment report, as they have been since the magazine
began. We are publishing his letter, however, because
the answers to many of the questions we receive by
letter or phone askingfor specific information are
in the magazine For exaniple,following our coverage of the 1991 A&S Speakers Sound-Off in
March, we were asked how to get in touch with
Speaker Builder magazine, which had been mentioned in passing. That magazine's address and telephone andfax numbers had all been included in
the article. So, before you reachfor the phone or a
pen, check that the information you need is not
already lying under your nose.
—RL &JA

APPLES'N'ORANGES

Editor:
Iwas disturbed enough by the "apples and
oranges" quality of the "Recommended Components" loudspeaker ratings that Ithought
Iwould propose an alternative system.
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"Have you seen Elvis?"
From playing asingle track on a
specific CD to playing acustom
sequence of dozens of tracks or
CDs, the CD Library lets you
choose how to play your
favorite music—from anywhere
in your home. Want to play an
hour of baroque music?

Convenient, compact, durable,
wonderful sound—the endearing qualities of compact discs.
Trouble is, you've quickly
collected so many CDs that
finding Blue Suede Shoes when
you want to play it has become
areal problem.
Until now.
The Proceed CD Library stores,
organizes, and gives you
flexible access to your one
hundred favorite compact discs.
Not just ahigh-capacity CD
changer, the CD Library lets you
organize your CD collection, in
the way that works best for you.

100-CD LIBRARY

How about all of your jazz
CDs? Or acontinuously
repeating sequence of pre-'68
Beatles? It's up to you.
Such power and convenience
don't come at the expense of
first-class sound. Comparable
to any of today's "audiophilequality" single-disc CD players,
the CD Library's superb sonics
are the result of the same engineering that produced the
acclaimed Proceed PCD, PDP,
and PDT.

No more juggling jewel boxes.
No more scrambling to find
the right liner notes. The CD
Library's powerful remotecontrol unit, the Communicator,
displays titles, artists, and
tracks not by number but by
name. You'll also be able to
define up to fifteen "music
types" (we don't choose
them—you do).

Visit your nearest Proceed
dealer, and discover what the
Proceed CD Library can do
for you and your music.
Who knows what
you'll find?

Around
$13,000

PROCEED
Proceed

products are designed and manufactured by

MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

FAX (203) 346-1540

WorldRadioHistory
Certain component parts of the Proceed
CD Library are supplied by Rowe International.

Since different aspects of aspeaker's sound
are relatively more important to different
listeners, followed closely by amplifier and
room constraints, why not summarize reviews in such away as to make comparison
along these lines easy?
For example, you could assign aclass A/
B/C/D/E rating to each of the following categories: overall bass satisfaction (quality as
well as extension), accurate reproduction of
timbre, soundstage (accuracy, not just amazingness), and rhythmic drive (can they rock?).
Dynamic range and transparency are two
other possible categories. These could be
averaged to get the overall rating, or it could
be asubjective Gestalt kind of thing, but either
would be less confusing than the present system. If, further, you were to state (in addition to the price, and perhaps the size) the
actual -3dB bass extension, minimal impedance, sensitivity, or other measures of amplifier needs, and room-placement restrictions
(je, "must sit 4' from areflective rear wall"),
this would pretty much give the man-onthe-seat agood starting place to begin his
search for the sound.
Finally, the practice of rating some speakers with asubwoofer (le, the Hales/Muse
combo) seems grossly unfair; I'm sure there
are many which would move up acategory
if so auditioned. (See p.229 of the April issue,
where CG comments, in his review of the
Teslas, "Unfortunately, speakers under review don't get the aid of akick-ass Class A
active subwoofer.") On the other hand, I
wouldn't mind seeing a"Follow-Up" of the
Stages with the Muse sub!
CHRISTOPHER RYAN, M.D.
Wellesley Hills, MA

DISILLUSIONED?

Editor:
Yesterday Ireceived the final copy of my first
subscription to Stereophile. Until acouple of
weeks ago, Iwas convinced that this issue
would be my last. Earlier, Ihad been to the
summer CES here in Chicago, and, while
fascinated by the sound and presentation of
the equipment, Iwas disillusioned with the
prices, the gadgetry, and the egos of many
of the salespersons and reviewers. Not only
were these mostly male egos larger than
some of the behemoth power amplifiers on
display, they dwarfed even those of musicians
and artists/creators of the original sources.
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

True, many performers revere their instruments as phallic extensions, but my, how
some of these "audiophiles" do strut their
ears! Worse yet, one could have easily gone
away convinced that these learned experts
spend money profusely on high-end systems
while limiting their musical experience to the
likes of Chesky samplers! Needless to say, I
was badly in need ola catharsis.
Then, two weeks ago, as though through
divine influence, Ire-auditioned asystem that
renewed my zeal for audio and your magazine. Isat there transfixed for an hour and a
half listening to just one complete piece. The
clarity was impeccable, the bass never boomy
or forced; the transients were crisp without
ever being edgy, and the midrange was silky.
Soundstaging was exquisite. The exact location of every instrument was easily perceived,
and images were focused in amost natural
acoustical space, never boxed-in. Uncanny!
And it was all analog. Furthermore, the price
was less than most high-end interconnects.
What did Ihear? It was alive performance
of the Mahler Eighth Symphony by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and Choruses,
conducted by James Levine at Ravinia. The
price? $35 for the best seats in the pavilion.
(How many tickets can one buy for the price
ofa Krell?) Somehow, as many times as Ihave
heard them live (or any live music, for that
matter), Itook the great sound for granted.
Now that my priorities are realigned, no contradiction exists in spending the same $35 to
renew my subscription to Stereophile. The
encounter reminded me neither to be aggravated about the inadequacies of my audio
system, nor to lose sight of the fact that sound
is merely the medium through which most
music passes; never mind reproduced sound.
We can strive for the best ofboth, but if anything is to be tweaked, it ought to be the
musical experience.
PETER GENA
Glenview, IL

MEIE UNWASHED RESPOND

Editor:
As two members of the "great unwashed,"
we shake our heads in disgust at the highhanded and insulting comments by JGH
and others in August regarding the effect of
having (gasp) actual consumers at the Chicago CES.
Who do JGH and the other Stereophile
writers think they are? Even if, by his own
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OUR POWERFUL

HIGH-END AMPLIFIERS ARE ALSO DESIGNED TO INSULATE YOU

FROM STICKER SHOCK.

Shopping for high-end audio can be
areal jolt to your system.

power and grace.
And you'll be pleasantly surprised

But it doesn't have to be. Because

to learn that each one has been favor-

Parasound offers acomplete family of

ably compared to amplifiers costing

affordable power amplifiers to faith-

two to three times more.

fully reproduce the music you love.
From the HcA-500 at under $400,

To choose the one that's right for
you, visit an authorized Parasound

to the John Curl-designed HcA-2200

dealer. And discover amplifiers and

at under $2,000. Each one is designed

other components which are nothing

to master difficult loads with true

short of electrifying.

PARASOUND
affordable audio for the critical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 9411 I•800-822-8802; Fax: 415-397-0144
WorldRadioHistory
In Canada, distributed by: Absolute Sound Imports,
7651 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC; 604-264-0414

humble adrnissionJGH "looks great," he has
clearly lost his mind. Without consumers,
neither the manufacturers nor the trade press
would exist. You made it clear, however, that
your goal is to interpose yourselves between
manufacturer and consumer as the "high
priests" of audio, the only ones with the
knowledge, skill, sensitivity, and purity of
spirit to deserve access to the convenient
forum for judging good sound that is the
CES. While your magazine is fun to read, we
prefer to decide after listening for ourselves.
You forget that consumers do not have
access to manufacturers and unlimited review
samples and can normally audition only a
fraction of the equipment that you review,
by making numerous trips to different stores.
The CES provides arare opportunity to hear
ahuge range of equipment playing awide
variety of music in anumber of settings, share
knowledge and experiences with fellow
'philes, and have agreat time. Any inconvenience caused by "insensitive clods" briefly
standing in front of aspeaker does not justify
your suggesting that the event was inconsequential, or, even worse, afailure. In fact,
we enjoyed the CES even though we too saw
an "insensitive clod" standing in front ola
speaker for awhile. Maybe he was trying to
check out the hardware. Perhaps he was trying to ruin everyone else's good time Bar this
man from the next show! It was JGH.
From our pedestrian perspective the event
was adelight, and something to which we
look forward next year, despite whatever
elitist efforts you may muster to prevent us.
LELAND CHAIT
Chicago, IL
JGH's comment about "insensitive clods" in August, and those of our other writers, were straight
reporting of what many of the exhibitors at CES
felt. Though JGH did note that he felt that the
admission ofcustomers to the CES to have served
no useful purpose, Ipersonally felt it to be one of
the better things to have happened to this industry
in the lastfew years, for the reasons noted by Mr.
Chait. However, asJGH pointed out in his report,
it was ashame that this was at the expense of the
primary reason manufacturers take space at the
show: to do business with their retailers.
—J
A

SICKNESS?
Editor:
The argument made in recent issues that one's
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

record collection should cost as much as one's
system is clearly fallacious. What on earth
does one have to do with the other?
Quite frankly, I'm surprised that the average Stereophile reader has 720 recordings. At
the stated 11 hours per week, it would take
over ayear just to listen to the collection once
This is alot of fallow capital.
I've recorded over 1500 hours of music on
audiocassette, and about 350 hours on videocassette using my digital VCR. The vast majority of these tapes have not been listened
to even once since they were recorded. My
wife and Iagree that this collecting sickness
—and sickness is what it is—will not happen with CDs. We have come up with the
following plan:
There is room for 52 CDs on the shelf
where they are kept. Every time we play a
CD, we return it to the far right side of the
shelf. If Ibuy anew CD, Ihave to remove one
from the left and get rid of it.
What do we do with these CDs? Some we
give to friends, some are sold to used CD
stores. But my favorite solution is to give
them to the Public Library. Iborrow lots of
CDs from the library, and every time Igo
there and see the hundreds of date stamps on
the discs Ihave donated, Iget afeeling of
satisfaction that aCD Imight never again
have listened to is being appreciated by dozens of people.
Remember, every time you listen you hear
your entire music system, but you can only
play one CD at atime!
NORM STRONG
Seattle, WA

M ARKETING?

Editor:
Few Stereophile readers take American Record
Guide, laments David Marks ("Letters," August '92). It may not be entirely the readers'
fault.
In 1951 Ibegan subscribing to the "mass
circulation" magazines in the hi-fi field and
have continued to this date. Smaller, some
more specialized publications have gone and
Ihave forgotten them. Each found my name
somehow. Stereophile found me in early '90
for are-subscription.
How do they do it? While Idon't know
specifically how Stereophile got my name, it's
common to buy the subscription lists of likeminded magazines to begin adirect-mail
campaign.
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To me, this is not an invasion of privacy,
but serves to keep me informed. And the
round file is never far distant. But Ithink I
can claim that my name has had reasonably
wide exposure.
In more than four decades Ido not (at least)
recall once receiving asubscription solicitation
from arecord-review magazine!
If any such publications are interested in
broadening their circulation base and, perhaps, their advertising income, they might
visit alocal agency for guidance in atechnique called "marketing!" A lot of respectable
folks use it, you know.
E. D. HOAGLAN
Omaha, NE

I
TDIDN'T HAPPEN

Editor:
Say, 10 or 15 years ago, acompany in Germany called you and said that they had asystem that would revolutionize the music business. Your reaction alone would determine
the future of recorded sound. Record sales
would again zoom upward. The total concept of music recording as we know it would
be obsolete. Everyone would again be "in the
chips!' The whole music industry would be
reborn. There are afew drawbacks:
1) There will be no turning back. This new
technology will force out all other alternative
recording and playback equipment and their
related products. All development of the current analog system will stop. In time, it is
wished, this lack of alternative development
and competition will give the new technology
amusical edge—a musical edge over analog
that the new technology does not now incorporate. The brightest feature of this new technology is: utterly forced obsolescence.
2) The equipment will cost three to four
times as much as the present recording and
playback equipment.
3) The software—or, as it will be known,
the disc—will also cost three times as much
at the retail level as arecord. This disc will
last forever, given proper care.
4) Given equal development investment,
the sound quality of the disc and the playback systems will continually be only 60%
to 75% as true in musical terms as the analog
system.
If you had the decisive vote, how would
you have voted 15 years ago? How would
you vote today?
BILL HELMICK
Irvine, CA
24

Good letter, Mr. Helmick. Iwas at thefirst demonstration of CD in 1979 and in effect was asked the
very questions you describe. But there's no standing
in the way ofprogress. Is there?
—JA

LPsARE ...

Editor:
Iapplaud you for continuing to acknowledge
the existence of the vinyl format. However,
you should be abit more careful in your
record-review section. Both of the new Bruce
Springsteen albums are available domestically as LPs—a fact that both vinyl purists
and those unwilling to pay artificially inflated
CD prices would find interesting. Please tell
Allen to be more careful next time. The "record" conglomerates don't need any help in
their efforts to kill the vinyl format (recently
they decided to refuse any LP returns, even
for manufacturer defects). By the way, anyone looking for new pop releases with that
full analog sound should stop by Rock'n'Soul
on 7th Avenue between 35th and 36th in
Mànhattan.
JUDSON KILPATRICK
Brooklyn, NY

...
ALIVE AND WELL

Editor:
You were kind enough to publish my letter
regarding the availability of Nirvana's Nevermind on LP, but the same mistake occurred
in the August issue—the new Bruce Springsteen albums are readily available on LP
(Columbia C 53000 and C 53001). As publishers of the excellent Schwann guides, you
would presumably have access to such information. If people are unaware that vinyl versions of their favorite albums exist, the LP's
extinction is hastened and the people most
likely to support vinyl are further discouraged. Perhaps you could redress the balance
somewhat by devoting areview section to
new releases available on vinyl sometime,
whaddaya say?
RICH DECUIR
Stereo Design, San Diego, CA
Sorry about the inaccuracies, Mr. Kilpatrick, Mr.
DeCuir (the "CD only" note in ASJ's Springsteen
review was myfault, not his). You have no idea how
difficult it is to get accurate information re. LPsfrom
the majors, who invariably swear up and down to
me that albums like Springsteen's are absolutely not
released on LP. Either they're lying or theyjust don't
know. In those rare cases when they do admit the
awful truth that, yes, they are still manufacturing
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The new B&W DM-600
and DM-610 monitors
have received the highest
accolades and rave reviews from the demanding British audio press.
Their sound is unmistakably B&W. Your fl&W
dealer can show you the
reviews. Better yet, listen
and you'll see.

B&W Loudspeakers of America, P.O. SOX 653, Buffalo, NY 84240 Tel: (416) 771-6611
WorldRadioHistory
Fax:
(416) 882-8397

The UltrAmp Series from Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
In the end, you have to judge for yourself.

Dual mono
configurations
Fully discrete
circuitry
Hand-selected highgrade components
Doubly-regulated
power supplies
RF filtering and DC
coupling

igh-end does not have to equal high-priced. Something most
manufacturers don't understand. The challenge, as we see it,
is to offer an integrated system of audio components that
delivers high-end sound at amid-fi price.

T

he UltrAmp Series is the culmination of everything we've
learned in fifteen years as pioneers in the audiophile industry.
The D/A Converter, Line Amplifier and 100-watt/channel
Power Amplifier boast ahighly innovative topology, creating
extraordinary depth and amiraculously expansive, precise
soundstage. And judging by the overwhelming response we've
received from numerous audio seminars we've conducted
nationwide, we think you'll agree.

T

he UltrAmp Series is not available through dealers. That's
how we can offer it at the affordable price of $1295 per unit.
The beauty is that these components compare with systems four
times the cost! This series is only available by contacting us
directly. We encourage you to take the UltrAmp home and listen
for yourself. If you do not agree that our system gives you outstanding craftsmanship, reliability, service and, most definitely,
sound, simply return it within 30 days for afull refund.
Call our audio advisors for more
information at 1-800423-5759.
WorldRadioHistory
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mound lab
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(!:f not actually distributing) LPs, they won't send
me one—they don't know how to get them. Asfar
as I've been able tofind out, no New Mexico record
retailer special-orders new LPs any more. (If one
does, PLEASE contact me.) If they do try to order
LPsfmm one-stop wholesalers/dishibutors who actually list LPs in their inventories, the one-stops won't
send them. And when I've had my local retailer ask
his major-label sales reps about LPs, the reps, after
reminding the retailer that he doesn't really want
LPs, have said things like, "Well, yes, okay, we do
still make LPs. ..
but don't order them; I'll get in
trouble if you do, and we won't send them to you
anyway" I'm not making this up. I've had the most
trouble along these lines with Columbia/Sony.
What's aMusic Editor to do?

W RONG PICTURES

Editor:
In his excellent review of Mussorgsky's Pictures (Stereophile,July '92, p.163), Robert Hesson reminds us that the composer's proofreader knew little Latin and less Greek. The
subtitle for "Catacombs" appeared in the
original piano edition as "Con mortuis in lingua
mortua," and in the article (p.165) as "Con mortuis in lingua morta." Stassov or Mussorgsky
assimilated "con" from the Italian. It should
be "Cum," which in fact appears on Stereophile's p.167. But "morta" probably stems from
the proofing desk. Although two wrongs don't
make aright, does anyone remember in the
third Stokowski recording of Pictures that
some fiddler in the new Philharmonia audibly drops amute in this item? An inch cut out
of the tape would have undropped it.
DENIS STEVENS
Santa Barbara, CA

RIGHT PICTURES

Editor:
Ijust received my July 1992 issue, happy to
see Robert Benson's article on Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition, one of my favorite
pieces. Iwas disappointed that he failed to
list my favorite piano recording, that by Hyperion Knight on the Wilson Audio label
(WCD-9025). No other recording I've heard
conveys the dynamic energy Knight puts
into this rendition, performed on an exceptionally beautiful instrument, and recorded
so lovingly by David Wilson. It's apity these
small audiophile labels receive so little attention from Stereophile. Other recent releases
from Wilson Audio are also immensely
S
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satisfying.
While praising Dave Wilson's recordings,
Iwas gratified that his WATT/Puppy speakers
received "The Best Sound at the Show" in
Los Angeles, confirming my own vote. I
voted the Infinity IRS as very disappointing,
although Iheard them very early on; perhaps
the electronics were not properly burned in.
Thanks for the show; Ilook forward to next
year—is it in San Francisco?
D. KEITH COOMBS
San Francisco, CA
The next Stereophile show—"Hi-Fi '93"—does
indeed take place in San Francisco, at the downtown Marriott Hotel, from March 12-14. —J
A

SMALL DOLLARS, BIG RETURNS

Editor:
hi his review of the Theta CD Transport (November '91), Robert Harley said he would
check out non-modified videodisc players
and "follow up in the next issue." Ihave never
seen a"Follow-Up" but may have somehow
missed it.
Ican't be the only penny-pinching Stereophile addict who keeps looking for abig return for small dollars (Electronic Visionary's
Ultimate Attenuators and Lindsay-Geyer's
interconnects, for example). ..1 can't believe
the effects of using the Elfix polarity tester
reviewed in June '92. As Gordon Holt said,
"sonically, everything, but everything, is improved"—and for amere pittance. Ihave
spent many dollars on equipment which has
not improved the sound atenth as much.
WILL BAKER
Tampa, FL

W EDROPPED THE BALL

Editor:
Iown the Mark Levinson No.26S and have
been interested in hearing more about the
Cello Palette preamplifier, and so was delighted at the appearance of Lewis Lipnick's
review comparing the two in June. Iam not
likely to be able to travel to New York (the
closest Cello dealer) to hear the preamp and
so, like many others, Isuspect, Irely on you
for some impression of its merit. Delight
turned to dismay, then, when Ilearned that
the comparison was marred by Lipnick's listening to the Levinson with gain switches set
incorrectly. Ido appreciate your pointing this
out in afootnote to the review, but think that,
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ACROTEC
AUDIO CABLES and WIRES

6N-A2030/Balanced Type Interconnect Cable

<

Application of high purity copper (99.9999% or purer) to audio and video products>
in the U.S.A. is a patent of Nippon Mining Co.,Ltd. (U.S. Patent No.4, 792, 369)

O NIPPON MINING CO-LTD.
Marketed and Sold in the US. Canada and Europe by
NIMTEC Inc., 2929 West Chandler Blvd., Chandler, AZ 8F Phone 602-732-9857 Fax. 602-899-0779,
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in retrospect, you might have given thought
to pulling the review and letting LL start over.
Worse still, though, two issues have appeared since then with no further mention
of the subject. No "Follow-Up:' no apology to readers or to the two manufacturers,
one of whose products was subjected to an
unfair comparison, and the other whose
product was contrasted with this. What is the
reader to conclude about the relative merits
of the two? Believe me, there are precious few
audio publications Ilook forward to reading each month, and Stereophile has been one
such, but this has shaken my respect for (one
of) your reviewers' standards of care and for
your editorial judgment and integrity.
Iam sure you aspire to some degree of
respect in the audio community. Sloppiness
like the above will not further it.
DAVID GINN
Cockeysville, MD
We dropped the ball with the Cello/Levinson comparison, LL informing me of the latter's wrongly
set gain switches too late in the magazine's production cyclefor the review to be postponed while he
repeated the listening tests. He is currently writing
a"Follow-Up" on the correctly performed comparison which will appear within the next two issues
or so. Regarding RH's promised "Follow-Up" on
aplain-jane LV player used as aCD transport, he
has yet to get hold of the Philips model used by
Theta.
-JA

SYSTEM BUILDING

Editor:
To judge by letters to Stereophile over the years
complaining about the exorbitant cost of
high-end systems, many readers out there
must be unhappy. It is true that super sound
systems are outrageously expensive, what
with $7000 preamps, $13,000 power amps,
$35,000+ speakers, and $20,000 (gasp) CD
players, not to mention Class A vinyl record
playback outfits. Moreover, the costs of some
cables and interconnects might keep ahomeless family in food for ayear.
Your recent reader survey, reported in
"Who Are You?" (June 1992), indicates that
the average Stereophile reader spends about
$6300 to $7500 on atotal system (the median
and mean values, respectively). That is just
about the entry-level cost ola new car. If I
recollect accurately, in 1960 adecent stereo
system cost around $2000 (eg, KLH, Dyna,
STEREOPH1LE, OCTOBER 1992

or Harman/Kardon, Thorens, SME, and Revox), which was also close to the price of the
cheapest new car. So, relative prices are about
the same, but $7500 today can buy an infinitely better system than was available in 1960.
There is no reason to spend ayoung fortune for good sound, provided one is willing
to make afew compromises, particularly
with respect to the ultra-low bass range in
speakers; that is, under 40Hz or so. Iwould
guess that most listening rooms double as
living rooms, so huge Wilsons, Infinitys,
Duntechs, and the like are impractical for
many audiophiles, especially since they must
be placed well away from room boundaries.
In addition, super amps like the big Krells,
Thresholds, and the like can convert smaller
rooms to saunas. Of course, this will not deter
the Larses of the world; practicality was never
aforte of the true audiophile. But one can
manage very well with smaller, moderately
priced speakers, and still have first-rate sound.
From what Ihave seen and heard, many
audiophiles still allocate too much of their
total stereo budgets for speakers, despite
many warnings that good speakers indiscriminately reproduce what is fed to them, whether it be ambrosia or Ripple in character. Of
course it is true that, budget allowing, very
expensive loudspeakers may sound better
than moderately priced models, but only
assuming that compromises are not made on
electronics or playback devices.
After re-reading equipment reviews over
the past few years, it occurred to me that one
can put together avery fine-sounding stereo
system for about the same amount most Stereophile readers report spending. The upper range
would depend upon whether or not one ineluded an LP player. Cheap record players definitely should be avoided. Decent vinyl playback gear adds at least $2000, and more likely
$3000, to the total cost of agood system.
Judging from recent reports and advertising, here is arough breakdown of what it
would cost to purchase avery fine, reasonably priced system:
Speakers
Power amp(s)
Preamp
CD player
FM tuner
Subtotal
LP playback

$1000 to
$1500 to
$1500 to
$1200 to
$400 to
$5600 to
$2000 to

Grand Total

$7600 to $11,500 CD and LP system
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$2000 including stands
$2000
$2000
$2000
$500
$8500 CD-only system
$3000
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Your ears have an amazing memory, which is why you
seek aloudspeaker that's as unforgettable as live music.
Had nature intended sounds to travel only forward,
acoustics would be asimple science.
Unlike conventional speakers, Mirage's M•si Series
Bipolar loudspeakers set the mosic free
over afull 360 degrees.
It's only netural,
Because what defines the sound of music is as much
the physical space surrounding them as the instruments

d

tImseties. In reproducing music, aloudspeaker must
place you, the audience, in that space.
Mirage's Bipolar speakers do just that.
But before you audition the M•si Series at your
Mirage dealer, take in alive concert 9r two.
Theo you can experience for yourself just how
unforgettably life•like the M•si's really are.

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

See the music.

3641 McNicoli Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MI XI G5 416-321-1800
WorldRadioHistory
—1992 Audio Products International (ors).

FAX 416-321-1500

This doesn't include the cost of connectors,
vibration dampers, and the like. But if one
were to buy acomplete system from asingle
dealer, it shouldn't be difficult to wheedle
some respectable cables for free. Once one
has become accustomed to the excellent sound
such asystem should produce, then great
satisfaction can come with tweaks and fiddling (substituting for the fun we used to
have with Dynakits and homemade speakers). It might mean driving an old Toyota or
Ford for awhile, but that is nothing for a
dedicated audiophile.
HERBERT BARRINGER
Kaneohe, HI

No CLASSICAL!
Editor:
In regard to CG's review of the ProAc Response Two speaker in July, Ifeel compelled
to point out that virtually nothing was said
about how these costly speakers reproduced
classical music. While CG does give apassing
reference to the Stereophile Test CD recording
of aChopin piano piece (apparently one of
the few classical pieces CG has actually listened to and can identify; cfhis reference in
another article in your July issue to acartoon
soundtrack), this is hardly adequate. Iwould
have liked to know how this speaker reproduced orchestral, choral, vocal, and chamber
works. Ihave nothing against CG's musical tastes (although Ilargely do not share
them), but Ifind this review egregiously incomplete, especially since the ProAc Two
costs nearly $4000 with the necessary stands.
Further, for CG to assert, as he does in the
review, that he likes all sorts of music, strikes
me as being untruthful, as he is obviously neither particularly fond of classical music nor
inclined to listen to it much, if at all. (I am reminded of aconversation Ionce had years
ago at aHoliday Inn—this guy was swigging
beer from the bottle while listening to the
band play in the lounge, asserting between
belches that he "listens to all kinds of music
—right now I'm into Disco." Of course,
what he meant was that he was into all kinds
of music, provided it was Rock and Roll.)
In view of this, Imust state that, even if
CG did grit his teeth and played classical
material for evaluation of aspeaker's (or
other component's) performance in deference to the editor or to areader such as I, his
opinions would nevertheless carry little
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

weight, as Idoubt seriously whether he is
familiar with the timbres of individual and
massed instruments heard in classical pieces,
or with the concert venues in which such
instruments are typically heard.
It bothers me that components (particularly those which are in the multi-kilobuck
category) are given to this fellow to evaluate with so little regard to his lack of exposure
toward and lack of appreciation for avast
corpus of music, music which is, additionally,
often so complex texturally that it poses spedal challenges and problems both for recording engineers and for playback systems, far
more so than that which constitutes Mr.
Greenberg's piefaied musical fire, and which
he uses as the basis for his judgment as to
whether acomponent (or an entire system)
succeeds or fails.
RICHARD STEINBERG
Middletown, NY
Thefallacy behind Mr. Steinberg's criticism is that
he implies that acomponent that performs one way
on classical music will somehow perform differently
on rock orjazz. This is not correct: an amplifier that
makes Alfred Brendel sound like he is playing on
apoorly tuned upright will do the samefor 'Thelonious Monk; aloudspeaker that booms in the upper
bass will interfere with Madonna as much as with
Mahler; aCD player that adds anasal coloration
to the sound of distantly miked clarinet will do the
same to closely miked electric guitar; the system that
makes the cello sound correct will make the Fender
bass sound correct; the speaker that makes Hans
Sachs sound right will even make Sid Marks's hog
caller (below) sound right.
My responsibility as editor, therefore, is not to
bully my writers into conforming to some arbitrary
policy regarding what music they listen to, but to
ensure that they use source material, whether it be
Sarah Vaughan, Stevie Ray Vaughan, or Ralph
Vaughan Williams, that enables them to correctly
describe the sound of whatever it is they are reviewing. Note that Iam not advocating absolute cultural relativism here; value judgments still need to
be made to separate the musically goodfrom the bad,
the indifferentfrom the inspired, and the eternal
from the potboiler—hold on asecond, Richard Lehnert has something to add. ..
-JA
"Thisfellow" CG may not be asfamiliar as, say,
JA with the timbres of individual and massed instruments heard in classical pieces, but he most certainly
is intimatelyfamiliar with the timbres of individual
and massed instruments heard in rock and jazz
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NEW TRADITION...
The Krell KRC Remote Controlled Preamplifier
The Krell KRC preamplifier
introduces anew era in high-end
audio by integrating remote control
with classic Krell performance and
build quality.
Switching functions are performed
with relays, avoiding the use of FET
switches. Level control is achieved
with amotor-driven precision
potentiometer which provides an
extremely fine vernier of adjustment.

Another Krell first: military-grade,
four layer epoxy PC boards are
used to provide suberb operational
linearity, circuit isolation and reduce
intra-circuit modulations. Of
course, audio circuitry is pure
Class A, direct-coupled and fully
complimentary.
Witness the sonic quality and
effortless convenience of the KRC—
the vanguard of anew tradition.

KRELL INDUSTRIES INC.• 35 Higgins Drive •Milford, CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3139• Fax: 203-878-8373
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pieces, acoustic and electric. AsJA says, !fa piece
of equipment accurately reproduces the latter, it
should accurately reproduce theformer.
And asfar classical being more texturally complex
than rock orjazz, this is simply wrong, as anyone
with more than asuperficial knowledge ofall three
fields will tell you. How is it that the sound ofaclassic jazz quartet (sax, piano, bass, drums) playing
Monk or Bird is texturally any less complex than
that ofastring quartet playing Mozart or Haydn?
Or that of abig band—whether rock, jazz, or
fusion—any less so than that ofachamber orchestra?
Mr. Steinberg, you appear to be attempting to
justify your own preferencefor classical musical with
such sweeping socialjudgments as: aguy swigging
beerfrom abottle and into disco cannot possibly have
an opinion worth considering, and classical music
is inherently superior to rock orjazz. Well, no, it
isn't; and even if it were, it could not be proven so
to the satisfaction ofany but the already convinced.
The degree to which lovers ofclassical music wish
to think their taste superior to that of those who enjoy
rock orjazz only reveals the degree to which they
are insecure in that taste It is apinched heart whose
feelings of moral and aesthetic rectitude can be purchased only at the cost ofthe perceived "wrongness"
of all who disagree.
—RL
RL said what Iwas going to say, only better, but
Iwould like to point out that there is one culturally
neutral sonic reference available to all: the human
voice. Listen to someone speaking. ..
no, Imean
really listen, noting the inflections, the microdynamics of the loudness, and the ever-changing
pitch center. Ihave yet to hear areproduction system
that can reproduce something as "simple" as the
human speaking voice with everything intact.—JA

M ARKS CALLS!

Editor:
Corey is going to have to stop using those
CLASSICAL ROCK, CRITIC-APPROVED
RECORDINGS when reviewing equipment!!!
You too can own amulti-disc box set containing the complete works of achampion
hog caller by the name of PIG ASS DONG.
Polls taken immediately after listening comparisons were made show that, for "buttresonating sound," six out often humans and
999 out of 1000 hogs definitely favored Pig
Ass's SUUUUUFFEFFFF over Little Richard's LUUUU-CFFEFAAALLL!!!!
Folks, get rid of that rock-critic-approved
CRAP. You'll never go back once you've
heard that midwestern radio announcer say,

at the beginning of side one, "Let's Schwing
and Schlong with PIG ASS DONG."
SID MARKS
Brooklyn, NY

J
UST TWO QUESTIONS

Editor:
1) Why did it take Corey Greenberg one
whole year to determine that he should audition audio equipment while listening to
music he is familiar with and enjoys?
2) Why does Corey Greenberg always
have to YELL AT US!!! like that?

,\\

I

/

•
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.
. .

ELWOOD H.SMITH
Rhinebeck, NY

A-FUNKY-MEN!
Editor:
Re: "As We See It," July 1992.
A-funky-men!
EDMUND RAJNER
Park Ridge, IL

WAYNE'S WRIGHT!

Editor:
Given that enthusiastic carnal approval is still
abig (never say "small" to aguy) part of my
life, Iam compelled to say "okay!" to CG's
July "As We See It" article regarding the art
of listening to music. Itoo am a"Wayneophile," and I'm even thinlcing of renaming
my car the "Myrthmobile," though Ihaven't
yet reacquired an affection for Queen's operarock ...
but, Idigress.
Ihave spent the past 15 years thoroughly
involved in and consumed by audio, first in
being raised by ajazz enthusiast, then in
home- and car-audio retailing, and, for the
past ten years, Ihave been involved with
high-end car audio manufacturers, most recently Precision Power, Inc. Icurrently oversee all of PPI's sales and marketing efforts,
and am constantly asked to listen and evaluate. Like CG, Ihave always harbored ameasure ofuninterest in Lincoln Mayorga, Amanda
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Now hear the Word .. .
Rectangular Solid Core'"* by TARA Labs; if
you use any other speaker cable (no matter how expensive), the best
you can hope for is second best.
No other cable has RSC's transyarency, coherency,
immediacy and sense of musical rightness.
Rectangular Solid Core, ... "the speaker cable that God
uses." For the location of your nearest authorized RSC
dealer call 503 488 6465 or write 2567 Siskiyou Blvd„
Ashland, Oregon 97520.
"patents pending

TARA LUS
Space & Time Audio Products
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"McDoom," James Newton Howard, and
the umpteenth version of The Four Seasons
reference recordings. I'd much rather like to
know if Hendrix's "Little Wing" can still
give me that chill up my back. Weather Report's "Birdland" is acut Iam so familiar
with, having played it over at least ten different personally owned systems, that I've grown
to rely on it to evaluate everything from
Celestion to Paradigm; although Imust admit,
until CG's article, Iused to preface my audition by apologizing for wanting to play it.
Thanks for finally saying it, Corey.
KEVIN CAMPBELL
Phoenix, AZ

musical tastes, then listening to music is no
longer any fun. For me, listening to music is
fun, away to escape the everyday world and
blow some steam.
In the name of fun, that is what Ilook for.
That is the reason Idropped Stereo Review for
Stereophile. And Stereophile has gotten to be
more fun since the infusion of the Coremeister. Don't let Corey get unhappy—let him
listen to his own music, and he'll do some of
his best literary writing in this manner.
It was said by Chuck Yeager: "If you enjoy
what you do, you eventually become one of
the bestri Gordon Holt and amajority of
the Stereophile reviewers fall into this category.
This is quite obvious from CG's reviews: Get
RAISIN PIE FOR COREY
the most out of your equipment and the
Editor:
music that you like. As for the rest of those
Please cut abig slice of raisin pie for CG.
who think reviewing is arepetitive, boring
Audiophiles should have fun! Yes, the Apo- job, it's time to look for adfferent line of work.
gee Grands were impressive at the Hansen
Ihave enjoyed CG since his introduction
salon. But give me five minutes with aJoe
to Stereophile in April 1991. Ilook forward
Satriani disc, aKrell firing squad, and a to each upcoming issue, just to see if Aunt
Levinson 30!! The ribbons would be toast!
Corey and the rest of the gang is having fun.
LELAND A. BEAMAN Just keep things interesting, and above all,
Vacaville, CA
keep it fun!
DAVE VANSICKLE
Aurora, CO

pRAvo!

Editor:
As Isee it, Ihave only one adjective to describe Corey Greenberg's in-your-face attitude in the July "As We See It." ¡Bravo! Never
in such aprofessional magazine have Iseen
the power of conviction so wonderfully conveyed. Iagree wholeheartedly with Mr. Greenberg that, at one time, all audiophiles should
discard their sacred (boring) listening discs
and pop in something they love. ..
Pink
Floyd, for example Idid just that auditioning
apair of Martin-Logan Sequel Ils driven by
Rowland monoblocks. Imust say that, at the
end of the audition, Iwasn't the only one
feeling comfortably numb. Great stuff, guys.
Class A feelings from aClass A mag.
Honestly,
M ICHAEL A. CORONADO
Santa Ana, CA

CHUCK YEAGER SAID IT
Editor:
Iwould like to take my fedora off to Aunt
Corey's turban in response to July's "As We
See It." Corey Greenberg said it, and said it
well. If you are forced (coerced, threatened,
etc.) to listen to unfamiliar or audiophileapproved recordings that don't match your
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

SCOURING AWAY
Editor:
I'm asalesperson at ahigh-end shop in Rockville, MD, and Ican't tell you what arelief
it is that Ican now leave the "audiophileapproved" recordings at work and listen to
Pink Floyd, Genesis, and Steve Miller at home
I've often brought this music into work with
me, but never had the nerve to actually play it!
By the way, I've found that the B-52's and
the Art of Noise will scour classical residue
out of most systems just as the music we enjoy will remove our parents ...
Scouring away—and loving it!
Bravo!
JAMES M OCK
Absolutely Sound!, Rockville, MD
FINALLY SOMEONE SAID IT!
Editor:
Finally, one of you guys has said it! As an
audio dealer and long-time reader, Iam overjoyed to see that not all reviewers take themselves so seriously. As arule, reviewers tend
to pontificate at length about equipment and
music that only 40,000 readers are aware of,
and even fewer own. Ithink it is about time
somebody said what many of us have thought
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Season tickets for alifetime.

The season begins tonight. In the
comfort of your own home. No parking
hassles. No babysitter. No annoyances
from the guy in the row behind you.
With the D400 stereo power amplifier
coupled to your speakers. your favorite
performers will be right there with you.
as you've never heard them before.
Palpable. Holographic. Immediate. With
the most explosive dynamics heard
outside of aconcert hall.

Simply put, the D400 will
transport you. Thanks to the enormous
reserves of musical power lurking
within the D400's classic, understated
exterior. And to sophisticated leadingedge circuitry that focuses and clarifies
instrumental timbres as only agreat
seat or the finest tube amplifier could
do before. Without maintenance.
So. why not enjoy the best seats in the
house? Your house, every night of the
year. Audition the D400 soon at your
nearest Audio Research retail specialist.

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION'
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for years: that it's only stereo gear, not brain
surgery. It is "cool man" of LA and yourself
to give CG the opportunity to write in astyle
alot of us younger readers (read: rock listeners)
find not only entertaining, but relevant. Who
cares about image specificity if the music don't
groove?! Ihave visions of old Dr. Audiophile
fainting dead away and falling into his Audio
Labs every time CG puts finger to keyboard.
Let's not forget that most ofus in this industry got involved because we used to love
music. Now most of us are more interested
in the boxes. ICinda misses the point, don't it?
NEWS FLASH
Santa Fe, NM: After years of chasing their
tails, researchers have determined that the
majority of the world's hi-fi-buying population is more interested in music, not how
much palpable drivel the new Youcantaffordit Model 2001 D/A converter can extract
from Amanda McBroom recordings.
Iremember driving around in my teenage
years listening to great rock'n'roll (like Robert
Palmer's Some People Can Do What They Like)
and thinking how amazing the music sounded.
Maybe I
just miss my old 8-track. My point
is, good music transcends the playback medium. It's the music that matters! Let's all agree
to use some new terminology:
Audiophile: someone who no longer listens to acomplete recording or an entire cut.
An audiophile would rather admire his equipment than listen to it.
Music Lover: someone who can still tap
his/her foot when agood song comes on the
radio—even AM radio! A music lover would
rather share news of agreat find at the record store than news of the newest piece of
equipment at the local hi-fi emporium.
Enthusiast: amusic lover who can afford
to listen on good hi-fi gear, and can appreciate the difference.
Now Iam done pontificating, like all
right-thinking Americans, I, too, prefer the
young Elvis stamp.
EDWARD HOLMWOOD, J
R.
Lisle, IL

A MOST EXCELLENT MANIFESTO

Editor:
Thank you, Coremeister! Reading "As We
See It," July 1992, inspired Johnny Golden
Ears himself to get back into the schwing of
things. Iimmediately slapped on some good
old ZZ Top, and something drastic happened.
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

My heart started pounding, my foot started
stomping, my hands started working their
way around my 68-piece air-drum kit, and
Ilet out an incredibly audible "Yeeee-Hiiii!! !
"
What had come over me? Iwasn't listening
for timbral accuracy, transparency, or detailed
palpability. Iwas too busy enjoying myself.
Am Ifree at last? Ihave spent alot of money
on my audio and video equipment, constantly
upgrading in my quest toward audio nirvana.
Ihave found Stereophile to be extremely useful
and informative, finding myself agreeing
more often than not. Ihave purchased countless audiophile-suggested recordings due to
their detailed coherence and musicality. Ihave
sat motionless trying to pinpoint holographic
imaging, while noticing asense of air around
the instruments.
But wait asecond; I, too, hate all those
audiophile-approved recordings. Don't get
me wrong, they do have their place, and alot
of people enjoy them, but Ican't stand some
snub-nosed audiophile telling me this is the
only way to listen to music. Ialso get akick
out of reading the letters by some of the elitist
overachievers, using words that Ican't find
in my dictionary. Iknow Ishould upgrade
that also.
It's easy for all of us to pass judgment on
someone for not sharing the same likes or
dislikes. Ienjoy avariety of music, whether
I'm relaxing to the woody sound of Bob
James on the piano or stomping to the pounding sound ofJohn Bonham during adrum
solo. My point being, what good is high-end,
or music for that matter, if it doesn't strike
you emotionally?
My Listener's Manifesto: Follow the teachings of Wayne.
J
OHN PFARR
Columbus, OH

THE REAL WORLD

Editor:
Well done, Mr. Greenberg! And welcome to
the real world. Ithoroughly enjoyed your
article "It Don't Mean aThing. .." in July's
issue. It's important for readers to know that
they needn't feel guilty for enjoying all types
of music. All too often, Iwonder if I'm hearing music through my system the same way
that the reviewers do, even though I'm not
using those audiophile recordings. Ithink
sometimes we feel intimidated by the reviewer's opinion. We all want to have the ultimate
stereo system, or at least be able to recreate
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Effortless
"Theta's Generation III DS Pro does not merely sound
better than other digital processors. It literally redefines what
digital music can sound like.
With the Theta Generation III, we hear into the music as
we have never heard from digital, its stunning and effortless
transparency is reminiscent of the clarity we have heretofore
encountered only from the world's very finest turntables..."
"The superiority of the Theta Generation III covers all
sonic aspects, from transparency to clean purity to stereo
imaging."
"...the Theta DS Pro Generation III can give you a total
musical experience that you can't get anywhere else from digital."
—Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #64

Digital Done Right

Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079
WorldRadioHistory

the ultimate stereo experience in our living
rooms. By not using the same recordings as
the reviewers, how can we possibly achieve
this? A very misleading myth, as you have
found out.
Well-recorded material is just that: wellrecorded material. It won't make you enjoy
Bach if your heart is the B-52's. And music
is all about enjoyment. It's something each
and every one of us has to find within ourselves. No amount of audiophile records in
the world can do that if they're not your bag.
As far as evaluating equipment is concerned,
the true measure is in the feet—if it sounds
good, you're gonna bop! No doubt about it.
Throw on Herbie Mann's "Comin' Home
Baby" (on The Best of Herbie Mann, Atlantic
CD 1544-2) and tell me I'm wrong!
WILLIAM P.M ARTIN
San Angelo, TX
iitY HAROLD'S CHICKEN
Editor:
After reading "As We See It" in July's issue,
Imust enthusiastically concur with CG.
Being a"young" audiophile myself, Ilike to
bring in some of my favorite tunes to see
what aparticular piece of equipment can do
for them. Sometimes this is not too popular with the management. Don't get me wrong.
Ialso bring in some of my "listening" CDs/
albums too—I like to hear what aparticular speaker does with the bass drums on the
Dunn/Holst Suite in E-flat, third movement,
or how an amp/speaker combo handles the
sound of apiano on Rachmaninoffs Piano
Concertos 2, 3, 4, or on Dave Brubeck Quartet's Red, Hot, and Blue, or how Dire Straits'
Love Over Gold album's "effects" sound, etc.
But along with that, popping on aToad
the Wet Sprocket album or the Hoodoo
Gurus, or even Billy Bragg for that matter,
should be part of my auditioning repertoire
since that's also what's going to be played on
the system. Audiophiles really need to keep
in sight what audiophilia is all about: the
Music; first and foremost, the music. It's
really very irritating when Igo to ahigh-end
audio retailer and watch some old fart playing
20-second sound bites from the latest Cheslcy
Jazz disc, or his favorite Mozart symphony
(usually the "Jupiter," anyway). Imean, what's
that all about? Play the whole thing, for
God's sake! Unless all you do at home is play
sound bites, of course.
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

So, CG, rock away, since nobody should
be forced into sitting through multiple playings of The Rite ofSpring, or any C&W music,
no matter how high-end the recording.
JAMES H. HONG
Bartlett, IL
P.S. Corey: You oughta try Harold's Chicken
next time you're in town. A South/West-side
institution of culinary clucks!

LIFE ITSELF

Editor:
There is much truth in Corey Greenberg's
thoughts and comments found in July's "As
We See It," "It Don't Mean aThing if it Ain't
Got that Schwing." Iam alover of music first
and alover of audio equipment second (although my wife may disagree).
Ilisten to, and enjoy, awide range of music
including Classical, Opera, Jazz, Rock, Pop,
and other uncategorized types. Individuals
who insist on the "Audiophile-Approved
Recording Format" probably don't know
that much about fin, and consequently can't
get off like regular folks.
The tide is changing, though, and it's beginning to be okay to like what you like. Iwas
recently down to my favorite high-end shop
in Selinsgrove enjoying the audiophile experience with 1966 Rolling Stones (Out of Our
Heads), 1972 Steve Miller (Anthology), and 1992
Tony Banks (Still). The owner and another
fellow audiophile-type customer were having
an enjoyable audiophile experience too ...
Limiting one's self to acertain type or category of music is as absurd as limiting one's
self to one type of speaker, or electronics, or
playback component. "What is life but aspectrum, and what is music but life itself?"—
Billy Cobham, Jr.
BEOz
Montoursville, PA
Corey says Thanksfor the support, fellas, but don't
get the wrong end of his argument. It's not that he
_frets people should use rock music to judge hi-fi, but
that they should use the music they enjoy, be it Bach,
Basie, or the Beatles, Ella, Elgar, or Elvis. As Mr.
Martin says, well-recorded material is just that: wellrecorded material.
-JA

ALIENATION

Editor:
Since subscribing to your magazine last year,
Ihave been enjoying it more than any of the
other "audio" publications Ihave read. Iespe-
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Discover Superb Performance!

With innovative design and
costly components normally
found only in very expensive
loudspeakers, Vandersteen
loudspeakers are absolutely
unparalleled in value
and performance.

The Model 2Ce features:
• Cast-basket drivers.
• Multi-enclosure,
minimum-baffle
driver alignment.
• Genuine transparency
and openness.
• Powerful and extended bass.
• Unrivaled quality control.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324

SlOw'

DITV
1

For 15 years, Vandersteen Audio has built affordable loudspeakers true to both science and
music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately reproduce the entire frequency range
of music and recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you to
your nearest carefully selected Vandersteen Audio dealer.

Vandersteen loudspeakersWorldRadioHistory
are priced from under $700 per pair.

cially appreciate the emphasis on listening
over and above the typical hardware aesthetics or technical measurements. For example, Martin Colloms's article, "Basso Profundo" in December'91, is the single most
useful article Ihave ever read. This kind of
clarity and meaningful reporting is what sets
your magazine apart ...1 believe, however,
you are making an important mistake to publish CG's articles. Perhaps he could write for
ateen-oriented rock music publication; he
does not belong in your relatively civilized
journalistic environment. Street talk belongs
in the street, and only detracts from any
attempt at clear communication. I'm not sugsuggesting that he doesn't have useful knowledge or opinions; it's his immature and exaggerated style of writing that alienates me.
LES BUNCH
New Ipswich, NH

CHEATED

Editor:
Isuppose, in this age of radical pluralism,
Corey Greenberg is entitled to his voice. It
is not politically correct to penalize someone obviously conceived while his parents
were on such avery special LSD trip. But
judgment of him is to be distinguished from
holding to publishing standards and consensual meanings. It is safe to assume that the
relaxation of Greenberg's mind at its moment
of conception and its floating downstream
only is not recognizable by him as abirth defect. Accordingly, may Isuggest that he be
edited by someone to the point of readability?
As the matter stands, his reviews must be
passed over. Accordingly, Iam beginning to
feel cheated by your current use of him.
J. HAUSER
New York, NY
As acopy editor and active reader, I'm alwaysfascinated by the convenient use (and abuse) ofthe passive voice by lawyers, bureaucrats, representatives
of large corporations, politicians, and all others who
disclaim responsibilityfor their own actions—as you,
Mr. Hauser, do when you say that CG's reviews
"must be passed over." "Must"? You choose to pass
over them, Mr. Hauser, because you don't like CG's
writing. The avoidance of CG's reviews is no more
forced upon you than is the reading of them. CG,
of course, is eminently "readable"—you just don't
like what he has to say, or how he says it.
Iread many magazines. Ican't think of asinSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

gle one—including Stereophile—whose every
writer's work Iequally respect, or even like. Only
two do Iread cover to cover: Harper's, and, because
I'm paid to do it, Stereophilelust what, exactly,
is it that youfind so offensive about Corey's writing?
You don't trouble yourself to say. Mr. Bunch does
say what offends him, but still doesn't say why it
offends.
Suggest away, Mr. Hauser. Isuggest that your
dilemma has avery simple solution: Don't read
Corey Greenberg's reviews. Irest my case with your
letter's opening sentence.
-RI..

IHATE TO SAY THIS, BUT. ..

Editor:
...
Corey Greenberg is the best addition to
the Stereophile staff since JA took the helm.
Ilike both his writing style and his ear for
gear. But don't you guys get it? The very
appeal of CG lies in the fact that he's unique,
just like Sam Tellig. You can't try to imitate
him by spelling suck "SUUUUUUCCC1C,"
as did Allen St. John in his August review of
the new Springsteen releases. Another offender is Jack English. Ever read any ofJE's
old reviews in TAS? And some people call JA
pedantic. But JE hits Stereophile and suddenly
he's Henny Youngman. Please, guys, your
styles are just fine as long as they're your own.
PAUL A. CERVANTES
West Hills, CA
ASJ was making an entirely unveiled reference to
CG's writing style, not attempting to appropriate
itfor his own.
-RL

liFIE EAGLE HAS J
AMMED

Editor:
1am the owner oían Electron Kinetics Eagle
2Power Amplifier purchased in about 1987
through aclassified ad in your magazine.
Over the years it has been agood amp and
served well, except for the AC power switch.
This switch consists of two large square buttons side by side in asingle unit. Two years
ago Icontacted the manufacturer, Jon Iverson, when the unit became jammed in the On
position. He suggested Itry "punching" the
switch back and forth with my index finger
to free it up. His suggestion worked, for a
while. Now Iam back in the same predicament, except it appears Jon Iverson is no longer in business.
HARRY A. BALLING
San Antonio, TX
Any ideas, readers?
-JA
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What the Critics
have to say...
At its $1395 asking price, this has to qualify
as aminor miracle.
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol.15 No. 8, August 1992 (USA)

Iconclude that the SFL-1 is the only
preamp that can be described as having
really high quality sound and yet be very
affordable.
Y.K. Chan, AUDIOPHILE, Issue 71, February 1992 (Hong Kong)

"0 Canada, your native son, Sonic Frontiers,
has done you proud!"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol.15 No. 8, August 1992 (USA)

Given the sound quality, the very high
craftsmanship in construction, and the overall
parts quality, Iwould call the Sonic Frontiers
SFL-1 hybrid line preamplifier something of a
bargain at its price.
WorldRadioHistory
Andrew Marshall, Audio
Ideas Guide, Winter 1992 (Canada)

The

SFL-1 Line Stage
Preamplifier

Decide for yourself. Audition an SFL-1 today!

Call for the dealer nearest you.

SONIC FRONTIERS
INCORPORATED

760 PACIFIC RD., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5
WorldRadioHistory
TEL: (416) 847-3245
FAX: (416) 847-5471

Listen!

A reputation for exceptional performance and
best value have earned PSB loudspeakers a
solid position in the highly competitive North
American marketplace.
•
Paul Barton, "the dean of Canadian speaker
designers", as described by the audio press, is
the founder and chief designer of PSB Speakers
-Canada's premier loudspeaker company. PSB
designs have won the respect of leading audio
critics around the world.
•
PSB's broad selection of models have been
satisfying customers for almost twenty years. By
buying PSB speakers you'll get the best of
Canadian craftsmanship and technology,
resulting in a sound quality that is always
associated with much higher priced brands.
LET'S TALK

P
SP91,

Call or write
PSB Speakers, 633 Granite Court, Pickering,
Ontario, Canada L1W 3K1 (416) 831-6333

PSB Stratus Gold
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US: Peter W. Mitchell

The mass-market focus of the audio industry
is centered on DCC's PASC, MiniDisc's
ATRAC, Dolby AC-2, and other coding
methods that compress digital sound into
smaller and more cost-effective packages by
recording fewer bits. Meanwhile, other engineers are continuing to develop alternate
approaches that promise to pack more bits
into less space. These could be used to provide more channels, longer playing time,
smaller discs, or ahigher sampling rate without accepting the subtle (or not so subtle)
compromises inherent in perceptual coding.
Two years ago we reported Denon's development of a"quad density" mini-CD. It uses
a"blue" (actually bluish-green) laser to read
pits whose size and spacing are half those on
astandard CD, thus squeezing up to 80 minutes ofmusic into ahalf-size disc with no data
compression. Sony and Sanyo have also developed short-wavelength lasers that could
be used for high-density CDs. There are still
afew practical problems to be solved, such
as the fact that Sony's blue laser won't work
at room temperature; it requires cryogenic
freezing. High-density CDs will also require
more precise tracking mechanisms and more
perfectly dust-free pressing plants, so don't
expect to see such discs in stores before the
turn of the century. But it's nice to know that
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

the technical foundations already exist to produce CDs with 20-bit resolution and a
100kHz sampling rate.
Of course there's no guarantee that such
discs will ever come to pass. Bit-rate compression is far more cost-effective for the
mass market, because microchips can be
stamped out by the million from processed
silicon. The digital microprocessor chip, encapsulating an encyclopedic volume of logic
in afingernail-size bit of refined sand, is the
greatest miracle of practical alchemy in human history.
For the high-end market, where cost is a
less important consideration, engineers at
Pioneer and other Japanese firms have designed adouble-speed DAT recorder with
ahigher sampling rate and wider audio bandwidth. If they decide to go ahead with this
project, they will have to revise (or exempt
themselves from) the DAT standard which
two dozen Japanese manufacturers adopted
about eight years ago. That's actually not too
difficult agoal to achieve; upgrading ataperecording format requires only the cooperation of the engineering departments of a
handful of companies. Launching an improved
disc format is afar more difficult process
because it involves international standardization among player manufacturers and dozens
of record companies around the world.
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Adcom's GR-565
Preamplifier:
Pure and-Simple.
In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design Ingenuity, Adcom has created the
GFP-565 — the world's first affordable
preamplifier with direct, linear gain path
circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with
any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can
experience the exceptionally lifelike sound
which has astonished even the most
demanding critics.
Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility_
You can use one or more sets of
outputs: 1) BYPASS -direct-coupled before
tone controls, filters, etc. for the most direct
path to your power amplifier while retaining
control of volume and balance. 2) LAB direct-coupled with no output-coupling
capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL -same as LAB but
with highest quality output capacitors for
use with amplifiers needing the extra
protection of ultra-low-frequency roll-off.
Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are
easily accommodated by this flexible
arrangement.

Pure Convenience
The minimalist aesthetics of the
GFP-565 are deceptive in their simplicity.
Without being overly complicated to use,
this preamplifier is able to integrate and
control all of the components in the most
sophisticated of music systems. There are
five high-level inputs as well as aphono
input. A separate front-panel switch allows
the use of an external processor, only when
needed, leaving both tape circuits free. And,
of course, you may listen to one input while
recording from another.
More Sound, Less Money_
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
Pure and simple.

jetais you can hear

I
IElkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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US: Thomas J Norton
On July 11, 1992, Dolby Laboratories in San
Francisco and Zoran Corporation in Santa
Clara, California announced atechnology
partnership to develop low-cost ICs for
decoding Dolby's new, 5.1-channel, discrete
digital surround-sound system. This system
uses abit-rate reduction technique known as
AC-3 to compress the 5.1 channels ofinforrnation into a320kbits/s data stream—a rate
less than half that required for one channel on
aCD. The ICs expected to result from this
partnership are aimed at the home market,
specifically for use in the audio and audiovideo products expected to incorporate this
new digital multi-channel technique, picking
up where the current matrixed Pro-Logic
technique leaves off. The ICs will be marketed to Dolby-licensed consumer electronics manufacturers. Zoran Corporation
has extensive experience in data-compression
technology, including the development of
components for the still-video market.
AC-3 was originally developed for, and
is currently being used in, Dolby's new SR-D
digital film-sound system. For those who
missed my brief discussion of SR-D in Vol.15
No.6, or Peter Mitchell's longer technical discussion in Vol.14 No.12, SR-D encodes five
fill-range tracks plus asubwoofer track (the
total oddly referred to as 5.1 channels) into
asingle track which is then optically printed
onto the sprocket area of astandard 35mm
print. The digital tracks do not interfere with
the standard optical Dolby tracks, which
remain on the film for compatibility—the
same print may be used in atheater equipped
for either SR-D or standard Dolby. (The
standard Dolby tracks also act abackup,
switching in instantaneously if the digital
tracks malfunction.) No magnetic tracks are
provided or required.
Exactly how this technique will be incorporated into consumer electronics products
is at present quite hazy. Presumably some
sort of standard will eventually be established. There is also the question of making
room for the data on present software formats, particularly video, where the applicability is most obvious. When all of this is
finally hammered out, the first products to
appear will likely be expensive, followed by
eventual incorporation of the chips into more
moderately priced components.
Dolby is also talking of using AC-3 in

audio-only media such as CD, where the severely bit-rate-reduced 5.1 channels of data
will easily fit. Such an application, however,
because of this severe data reduction, may well
set off alarm bells with audiophiles. I'll have
more to say about this further on.
As of now, however, AC-3 is only available
for public audition in movie theaters equipped
for the Dolby SR-D digital surround-sound
process. At present, there are few of those.
The first movie to be presented officially to
the public in SR-D was Batman Returns?
Eleven theaters were equipped for the system and provided with SR-D prints: five in
the Los Angeles area, one in San Francisco,
three in New York City, and one each in
Dallas and Seattle?
On aJuly trip to LAI was able to see Batman Returns in two Mann theaters equipped
for SR-D: the Chinese in Hollywood, and
the Village in Westwood. I'd seen two films
in the Chinese in the early '80s and found that
its acoustics seriously affected speech intelligibility. As BR began in the Chinese's darkened, Oriental Deco main theater, my first
reaction was that the acoustics sounded abit
better than before, but still problematical.
Perhaps Iwas merely sensitized by my earlier
exposure, or the problem was caused by something in the soundtrack itself. (Since my last
visit, the Chinese had become aTI-IX house;
speech intelligibility is supposed to be aprimary TI-IX goal.) In any event, Iwas bothered enough by the sound to leave after 30
minutes. Since the soundtrack and SR-D itself were unknown quantities, and my past
exposure to the Chinese had left questions
in my mind about the theater itself (subsequent TI-IX conversion aside), Idecided that
to give SR-D afair shot I'd have to sample
die film in another theater. And Iwas not enjoying Batman Returns enough to sit through
the whole thing twice in three days.
Though still not ideal, dialogue intelligibility was abit better at the Mann Village;
Icould therefore concentrate more on the
sound quality itself. One cannot, of course,
separate the sound of SR-D from the soundtrack alone, or from the impacts of the theater
and its sound system. The Village, also THX,
is agood theater which I've visited three or
1Star Trek VI was presented unannounced in alimited number
of theaters for an SR-D test run.
2Honey, IBlew Up the Kid received alimited SR-D release a
few weeks later.
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This is especially true in the audio field where everyone, from studio engineers to
manufacturers and reviewers, needs asolid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF Reference Series has been astandard by which all
other loudspeakers have been judged. The latest benchmark foi loudspeakers is the
KEF Reference Series Model 105/3.
The 105/3's draw upon KEF 's ground-breaking research into
the interaction of speakers and room acoustics: coupled-cavity
bass loading for deep bass from the smallest possible enclosures;
conjugate load matching, which uses amplifier power to its full
advantage and KUBE, KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which
Fi
produces the bass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3's are the first Reference Series speakers to use Uni -Q
technology.
Only the
KEF Uni-0
Uni-O: the first coincident-source drivers.

driver places the tweeter
inside the woofer's voice coil.

KEF Uni -Q is an engineering breakthrough: the first truly
coincident-source driver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker would be apoint source;
unfortunately, multiple-driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most powerful of all magnetic materials, KEF has
created atweeter so small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice coil. In effect,
every Uni -Q driver is apoint source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as awave guide for the tweeter and controls its
dispersion. The entire frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly the same
time, producing seamless sound no matter where the listener sits. Unwanted reflections within the room are actually reduced, and the music you hear is
less colored.
If you appreciate music, audition the Reference 105/3's. For any
audiophile system, they are "standard" equipment.
111

KEF Electronics of Amen., Inc., 1701 Touchstone Rd.

The

Colorual Heights, VA 23834 (804)520.7200 Fax (804)520.7260
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Speaker Engineers.

four times in the past. Still, in my judgment,
it's slightly below the top rank of LA THX
houses.
My impression of SR-D, as heard in this
theater with this film, was not positive. The
sound was definitely more full-range than
any optical analog print I've heard, with a
strong, extended, but rather woolly bass, and
discrete and well-defined surround effects.
But the overall effect was hard and brittle,
reminding me vividly of my early experiences with CDs—perhaps even worse. At
best, this was consistent with the general tone
of Batman Returns; at worst, it was amajor
irritant and distraction. Did the problems
stem from the soundtrack mix itself, or the
SR-D process? Or was it aproduct of the bitrate reduction, incorporated into the system
in order to squeeze all of the required tracks
onto the film area available—a far more severe
reduction than that used in the new DCC or
MiniDisc home formats?
Sources in aposition to know have since
informed me that, at the insistence of director
Tim Burton, BR's basic soundtrack mix was
very hot in the upper octaves; this may account for the sound Iheard. Certainly a
"hot" mix will be less audible on astandard
optical print viewed in your average multiplex shoebox.
Ihad originally understood that Batman
Returns would be released in both SR-D and
70mm, six-track magnetic prints, but this
was not to be. For afilm with ahuge budget
and even larger advance hypola, this can only
be viewed as amajor example of studio pennypinching. Had it been so released, Icould
have seen and heard it in both formats. Certainly in Los Angeles it might well have been
run in both formats in different theaters.
Until it's possible to directly compare the two
formats with ahigh-quality source, we'll never
know whether the playback format or the
quality of the mix itself is the major contributor to what we are hearing. It's unlikely that
the public will ever have this opportunity?
Certainly a70mm, six-track analog mag
print is, in itself, no guarantee of top-quality
film sound, as innumerable personal experiences have confirmed. But the technology
certainly has the capability—listen to prac-

tically any Spielberg film. Dolby, however,
has no plans to incorporate SR-D into the
70mm format, instead using lower-cost
35mm prints with 5.1-channel digital sound
as amajor selling point. Hopefully economics will not drive 70mm magnetic off the
market before SR-D is truly proven and
refined enough to take its place. Up till now,
70mm magnetic has been the premium format, and the only one providing six discrete
channels of magnetically recorded analog
sound. If the magic words "digital sound"
combine with Dolby's market clout and the
relative economy of SR-D prints to catch the
public's fancy, the potential exists for the
complete disappearance of 70mm magnetic
as aviable theater film format. (This whole
affair is also, Ineed hardly add, adirect analog
—pardon the pun—of what happened in the
original digital revolution for home audio,
and what may yet happen when DCC and
MiniDisc lock horns with CD 4in the marketplace.)
My first impression is that SR-D, as presently demonstrated, is asonic step back from
the best magnetic prints. Again, it's impossible to say for certain without adirect comparison between the current analog magnetic
medium and SR-D on optical, using the same
program material and playback venue. It's
unlikely that anyone except industry insiders
—if even they—will be able to make this type
of comparison. By the time we have enough
anecdotal exposure to SR-D through viewing films in theaters to determine whether
or not it works as well as our current best
70mm six-track, the latter may be just afond
memory. Reminds me of déjà vu all over
again.
If you don't care about motion pictures as
an entertainment medium, none of this is
likely to seem of much importance.
5 The first
part of this article should give you pause to
rethink this position. A number of large,
influential corporations produce films and
music software. Sony's purchase of both

3Such ademonstration was reportedly made for agathering of industry observers in Los Angeles some time before
the Bamian Returns release, but the source reportedly was poor
in quality and no meaningful comparison was possible.

5Though Ican't imagine why anyone who is both afilm buff
and an audiophile would be indifferent to the quality of film
sound, either in the theater or at home, Ido know such individuals.
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4Though the proponents of MD and DCC are touting these
parsimonious media as replacements for the analog cassette,
many fear that they will replace the higher-quality CD. After
all, they all feature the magic word "digital." At least Ithought
so until Iwas told that aNPR radio program in the summer
touted MD as being superior to CD on the grounds that MD
was "digital" and CD wasn't.
—JA
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F INALLY
Ahigh performance,
highly flexible, remote
control preamplifier at
areasonable price.
Introducing the
remarkable Forté 44
remote control line
level preamp.
Balanced inputs and
outputs, no sonic
degradation through
remote circuitry, and a
computer bus for future
products.
U NBELIEVABLE!

FORTE
7325 Roseville Road
Sacramento. CA 95842
Telephone (916) 348-0600
Facsimile (916) 348-0678
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Columbia Pictures and CBS Records in recent years is aprime example, as is Matsushita's (Panasonic, Technics) present involvement in both film production via their
purchase of MCA and heavy promotion of
DCC for the home. Many of the players in
audio, video sound, and film sound are the
same. Combine that with Dolby's push for
home use of SR-D technology, and you have
the budding ola possible revolution in home
entertainment software and hardware; arevolution which could have profound implications for audiophiles and high-end audio.
Whether instituted as acost saving or simply
as an inherent tendency, acompromise in
quality standards in any area can, if accepted
uncritically by the public, translate into losses
in other areas as technologies cross-fertilize.
Most movie-theater audiences wouldn't
know alive, unamplified instrument if they
fell over it. But it is largely this group of
young, spend-happy consumers that is
courted by the mass-market music and film
industries. They will eventually accept as a
paradigm of reproduced sound that which
makes an impact and to which they are most
frequently exposed. In audio, to ignore what
is happening in related entertainment fields
is to risk unpleasant surprises in the future.
I'm not inherently opposed to the digitization of film sound; Iview it as an inevitable
development. Transferring that technology
to the home is also probably inevitable. Ifbetter film sound becomes available to more
patrons than presently have access to good
70mm houses, that can only increase public interest in quality audio, either in concert
with video or (hopefully) in and of itself.
Remember that the birth of high-fidelity in
the early '50s owed much to film sound.
(Most of the hardware in that first home
audio explosion was originally designed for
theater use.) The stereo boom of the late '50s
likewise grew out of audience exposure to
early stereo film soundtracks. But the risks
are tremendous—the digital format chosen
must be inherently capable of quality sound 6
if the end result is to be positive. If the
development of these technologies is badly
handled, awhole new generation exposed
to viscerally impressive but grotesquely
unnatural sound could take that as its standard for home reproduction.
6If the situation wasn't already fluid enough, Sony also has
adigital film sound process in development. Details later.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

US: Peter W. Mitchell

One version of the proposed law to impose
a"royalty" tax on digital recorders and blank
media passed the Senate in June. Different
versions of the bill were approved by House
Copyright and Judiciary committees in August; then Congress departed for amonthlong vacation. It remains to be seen whether
Congress can act during the few weeks that
remain after its mid-September return and
before most of the members go home to
campaign for re-election. Assuming eventual
House passage, the differences between the
House and Senate versions will still have to
be resolved in conference before acompromise version of the bill can go to the
President and become law. The House version is aradically slimmed-down bill that
eliminates much of the regulatory language
and technical detail in the Senate version.
Will this affect Philips's launch plans for
DCC? In the past, when asked whether the
launch would be aborted if Congress failed
to pass the bill, Philips executives have always
expressed confidence that the bill will be
passed in time. Perhaps it is only acoincidence that in early August Philips announced
that the official worldwide launch of DCC,
originally planned for April 30 and then
rescheduled for September 15, was being
postponed again. Perhaps it's just alucky
break that the delay will give Congress another chance to get the bill onto the President's
desk before DCC machines and tapes begin
arriving in stores. Officially, the delay was
chosen to ensure that the first mass-production runs will be completely free of gremlins.
In this context it may be useful to recall the
advice that JGH gave in these pages nearly
20 years ago: No matter how enticing new
designs may be, you should never buy anew
product during its first six months on the
market. Give the designer time to get the
bugs out, and production workers time to
perfect the assembly process. If you're the
first to buy anew product, you volunteer
your services as aguinea pig. In asimilar vein,
Julian Hirsch once told me that he envies
consumers, because the products they buy
usually work. His status as the dean of audio
reviewers means that the products he receives
for test usually are among the first samples
off the production line, and they have ahigh
failure rate. Many Japanese manufacturers
introduce new products at the Japan Audio
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Fair in October, sell them only to domestic
customers during the first few months, and
refuse to begin exporting to America and
Europe until after this initial shakedown
period has been completed. This policy may be
one reason why Americans admire the consistency and reliability ofJapanese products.
Philips's insistence on tight quality standards for DCC could be just an excuse for
waiting until Congress passes the royalty bill.
Regardless of Philips's own corporate flexibility, American record companies are said
to be absolutely unwilling to deliver prerecorded DCC tapes or MiniDiscs until the
royalty law is in place, and available software
is the key to the success of any new massmarket medium. On the other hand, DCC
delays actually may be aresponse to reported
problems with overheating and erratic control logic in the first machines. If longer burnins and more thorough testing yield amore
reliable product, the first DCC users may
have reason to be glad they waited.
I've been playing with samples of BASF's
DCC-Maxima 90 CrOz blank DCCs. They
are an interesting mixture of clever new features and the old cassette characteristics that
millions of users have learned to love and
hate. Clever: pressure on athumb-size depression releases alatch that holds the cassette in its sleeve. Disappointments: the sliding metal cover does not completely block
the entry of dust and moisture, so the cassette should be kept in its sleeve; and when
you want to list the contents ola tape, it's
remarkably difficult to remove the J-card
from the sleeve.
Reportedly BASF had to do alast-minute
redesign to solve another problem. The oxide
surface has an impressive mirror-smooth
polish, but apparently some tape-duplicating
machines couldn't get agood grip on tapes
that were equally smooth both front and
back. BASF added atextured back-coating.
As with some professional tapes, the glossy
polished surface is the magnetic oxide, while
the "dull" side is the plastic backing.
Meanwhile, the delayed arrival (and high
prices) of DCC hardware and tapes has
opened an opportunity for Dolby Snoisereduction, combining near-digital dynamic
range and freedom from tape hiss with analog cassette economy. BMG/RCA is issuing
aseries of prerecorded tapes encoded with
Dolby S, offering both full dynamic range
STEREORHILE, OCTOBER 1992

on machines equipped with Dolby Sdecoding, and compatible playback with compressed dynamics on car and portable DolbyB machines. The tapes are also encoded for
Dolby Surround playback. Some of these,
such as agood San Diego Symphony performance of Glière's Symphony 3, are recent
recordings that were specifically miked and
monitored with aDolby Surround processor
(or the compatible Shure/Museatex HTS
system). Others, notably aseries featuring
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra, are RCA recordings from the
1970s originally recorded for release on CD4quadraphonic LPs. They will be available
on CD as well as Dolby-S cassette.

UK: Ken Kessler

Not wishing to recall too much of my college days—I was bored to tears in Philosophy
101—I can't help but marvel at the truth in
the expression, "Life sucks; then you die."
Or "The best-laid plans. .." Or the various
subheadings of Murphy's Law. The fact is,
no matter how much the UK hi-fi industry
tried to sort out the mess that was the late1970s/early-to-mid-'80s hi-fi show scene,
someone always came along to screw it up.
For the past couple of years the calendar
has featured asensible number of shows,
manageable and supportable in terms of manpower, cost, and available column inches.
Scotland, the North/Midlands, the West
Country, and London/the Southeast all had
nicely spaced shows for specialist hi-fi, with
September's Hi-Fi Show at London's Heathrow Penta Hotel serving as both aregional
show for those who live south ofWatford and
as an international show by virtue of its size,
location, and press coverage. It meant that enthusiasts all over the country were within acœss
of ashow, dealer-sponsored or otherwise.
After anumber of years in which there
were 20 or more shows sponsored by dealers
who literally blackmailed their suppliers into
appearing, things had calmed down to asane
level. Now, there are plans afoot for what the
organizers think will be the UK equivalent
of the massive Consumer Electronics Shows
in Las Vegas and Chicago, or the biggerthan-massive Berlin Show.
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Instead of scheduling this show during one
of the gaps in the calendar, the organizers
plunked it right in the middle of September
so it would scupper both the best of the
northern shows—the one held at Bolton—
and the Hi-Fi Show at Heathrow Airport;
both have been at those venues, and at the
same dates, for the past decade The devil on
my left shoulder tells me that the choice of
dates was deliberate, while the grapevine
informs me that one of the pseudo-CES's
organizers said that the show would "blow
away Bolton and Penta." And Ican think of
ahalf-dozen bitter and twisted men in the
UK hi-fi industry who probably suggested
the dates because of their own warped vendettas.
The new show, to be called LIVE '93, is
planned for September 1993 at Olympia in
London. Then again, I've heard it might be
held in Birmingham. Whatever happens, the
show will have massive impact because it's
backed by Rupert Murdoch's News International, which publishes enough newspapers
and magazines to reach nearly half of the
adult population. No specialist exhibition can
garner the kind of pre-show publicity a
string of newspapers can supply, with hacks
providing puff-job editorial features proclaiming it the ultimate consumer electronics
extravaganza, and subsidized full-page ads
the smaller shows can't afford.
So far there have been no reports of suicide among the sponsors of the other September/October shows, who are wisely waiting to see what happens. The first and most
important justification for this laissezfaire attitude is that the Penta and Bolton shows concentrate only on hi-fi and related products
such as video, TV, and portables. LIVE '93,
on the other hand, will, like aregular CES,
probably offer space to everything from telephones to calculators to Nintendo to computers. You can bet your show badge that
—if the Olympia show truly emulates CES
—high-end audio will be among its lowest
priorities.
This in itself allowed one unnamed spokesperson for the Hi-Fi Show to suggest that
LIVE '93, like the Summer 1992 CES, will
attract "sightseers" and gawpers rather than
serious consumers ready to buy, that the hi-fi
enthusiasts who support Bolton and Penta
will probably stay away in droves, and that
the show will do little or nothing for hi-fi
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

while giving Nintendo, Casio, et al even more
publicity.
Not that portions of the hi-fi community
haven't welcomed the Olympia Show. The
British Audio Dealers Association, about
which Iwill say nothing, has already endorsed
it and booked space. The Federation of British Audio will probably do the same, because
that's one organization which has never
known how to focus its PR efforts. If they
were offered space at adog show at the right
price, they'd probably take it.
How this affects the specialist hi-fi shows
isn't all that clear. The Bolton show, for
example, is protected by geography. The
British have proven time and again that they
won't travel far (more than afew inches) to
view new hi-fi products, so its importance
in regional terms is assured. The same can
almost be said of the regional aspects of the
Penta show, which serves the most densely
populated part of the UK. But the Olympia
extravaganza is aLondon event, so Penta is
most likely to suffer in regional terms.
But another spokesperson pointed out that
allegedly national shows like the Olympia
event cost alot more for the exhibitors, the
stand fees being far higher than those charged
for Bolton or Penta rooms. This will not
bother the gigantic Japanese firms who spend
more on advertising in aweek than the entire
British hi-fi industry turns over in adecade,
but it will force less wealthy firms to choose
between the pseudo-CES and the traditional
shows. In some cases—eg, the small specialist
firms which depend on hi-fi shows for
exposure—they can't even consider the cost
of the Olympia show, so they'll stick with
Bolton and Penta. They grey area includes
all of the mid-sized companies which can
afford either but not both.
To the best of my knowledge, the Olympia
show plans do not include ahotel venue for
specialist companies which want to demonstrate hi-fi. It's one thing to switch on abank
of TV sets so knuckle-draggers can mess
about with Sonic the Hedgehog; it's something else entirely to play host to acouple of
hundred brands that have to demonstrate
sound. So will the hi-fi companies attending Olympia be forced to employ static displays, with nothing playing, or yielding
whisper levels at best? A Sony or aTechnics
can afford, after paying the horrendous fees,
to build soundproof demonstration booths.
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Naim lifts the lid
on the
next generation
of CD players.

Our new CDS CD player.
Something new from Naim is not to be
treated lightly. Least of all by Naim itself.
So when we develop aCD player, it
is an event to set the hi-fi world talking.
After all, such aCD player has alot
to live up to. We haven't spent the last
twenty years making •name for ourselves

in amplifiers, tuners and tone-arms to just
squander our reputation on an upstart
CD player.
So aCD player from Naim has to be
good.
It has to be so good that people whose
opinion we respect say of it:
"A reference class machine without equal"
STEFAN SCHICKEDANZ AND STEFAN
ZENKER, HI•Fl VISION. GERMANY

"The CDS easily surpassed all that had gone
before it"
MALCOLNI STEWARD. Ht -FI WORLD

"A landmark product in the development of
the Compact Disc"
PAUL MESSENGER, HI-FI CHOICE

Enough said? Then talk your way
into your nearest Naim dealer and lift the
lid on our CDS for yourself.

Now you know what's in aNaim.
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SCMS can be pronounced "scams:' areminder
that it's all adelusion; acommercial pirate who
expects to make money from illicit copying can
easily afford to build an interface box that will
fix the SCMS codes to allow unlimited digital dubbing.)
To complicate matters, abroadcaster who
voluntarily broadcasts SCMS codes must do
so "accurately:' in conformance with LEC digital audio interface standards that are still being
written. This is an example of the complexity that was removed from the House version
of the royalty bill on the ground that such
complicated regulations are best left in the
hands of regulatory agencies, not coded inflexibly into law. These provisions about digital
radio may vanish when the different House and
Senate bills are reconciled.

•
Japan:
Peter van Willenswaard

As reported in the August issue, Sony has
issued CDs which have been mastered with
aprocess called Super Bit Mapping. This
allows normal 16-bit DIA converters in CD
players to reconstruct the musical information with 20-bit resolution. Sounds like
magic? Remember how 1-bit Bitstream
and MASH DACs process 16-bit data: the
horrible distortion and noise which would
result from simply cutting off 15 bits is
removed from the audio spectrum and
parked where it can do no harm: at very high
frequencies, in the MHz region. The process
through which this is done is called Noise
Shaping. (The distortion is also fed back to
the input of the 1-bit quantizer so as not to
lose any of the original 16-bit-wide information, but that discussion's out of line here.)
One-bitters can get away with it precisely
because of their very high internal sampling
rates (typically 20-50MHz); there's plenty
of space to park unwanted audioband noise.
Sony didn't have that luxury when going for
20-bit-resolution CDs, because the CD format, fixed at 44.11d-lz, allows no higher sampling rate. But Sony (with the help of one of
Stanley Lipshitz's graduate students) took a
look at psychoacoustics, and instead ofleaving the 16-bit noise spread evenly across the
entire audio band, as has been done up to
STEREOPHILE, O CIOBER 1992

now by everyone else, they decided to park
the noise (using anoise shaper) where it hurts
least: at high audio frequencies, between 17
and 22kHz. The higher noise and distortion
there remain inaudible because of the much
higher hearing threshold in that part of the
frequency range, but in doing so, noise and
distortion in the rest of the audio band can
be reduced to a20-bit level! If such aprocess
works if executed just prior to D/A conversion, it will also work if performed at the
recording level, the 16-bit DIA converter in
our CD player having no knowledge in its
innocence of where exactly the noise shaping
took place.
Pioneer has also been busy improving the
quality recoverable from afixed-specification
digital system. Remember last year's PD-75
with its "CD platter:" arotating mat on which
you had to place the CD upside-down? Not
only that, its audiophile innards—two transformers, multiple power supplies, copper
screening everywhere—hinted that something was going on at the Pioneer factory.
Iwasn't too pleased with that player's
sound quality, but Ifound the machine conceptually intriguing. It's now clear that Pioneer saw it as afirst step. This year they introduced two new CD players featuring a
technology someone, in his unfathomable
wisdom, has baptized "Legato Link Conversion."
What's it all about? Iwas sent an $800 PDS901 and some literature: Pioneer has stopped
worrying about the 22kHz border theoretically imposed on 44.1kHz digital audio by
the Shannon/Nyquist theorem. They took
alook at the conventional impulse response
of CD and said, "Yech! Look at all those preand post-echoes caused by the brickwall filtering. This can't be good for natural sound."
(Many of us had already thought about this
ten years ago, of course?) They further refer
to some recent research revealing that humans respond in some way to frequencies up
to 90kHz; without naming names, this must
be the recent papers on ultrasonic hearing
presented at AES conventions!' (Again, we're
not surprised. At high frequencies, our ears
go for arrival-time differences for localiza7The US company Wadia has based their entire product philosophy on this idea, as examined in past issues of Stereophile.
Given the similarity between Wadia's digital filter design and
Pioneer's Legato Link Conversion, Iwould be surprised if
the Japanese company had not simply taken alicence for
Wadia's technology.
—JA
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The Height Of Technology

Available In All Sizes.
apogee Acoustics celebrates its
tenth year as the world's first and
leading manufacturer of ribbon
loudspeakers with the introduction of
the "Grand."
The ribbon technology that makes
the Apogee Grand the speaker
system of the decade is also found in
our entire range of award winning
speakers.
The height of technology is yours
whether you invest in our timehonored Full Range Ribbon Speakers
or the elegant Centaurus Hybrid line.
Apogee's Ribbon technology begins
with the Centaur Minor at $1,295 per
pair.
"Once you hear the seamless transparency
of the ribbon, it may be difficult to go
back to listening to cone
and dome drivers."
Robert HarleyStereopinle-Vol. 15 No. 1, Jan. '92
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For more information and adealer nearest you, call Apogee Acoustics, Inc. at (617) 963-0124.
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Fig.2 Pioneer PD-5901, frequency response, using
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div., right channel shown IdB lower for
clarity).

tion; 20-30-year-old research points out that
our resolution is in the order of 6µs, so there
must be some brain processing that can cope
with time differences that relate to frequencies
of well over 100kHz.) They even admit that
there are some "stubborn high-end people
who refuse to part with their record players,"
and think one of the causes could be the
difference in high-frequency properties.
So they devised adigital filter that creates
an impulse response (fig.1) with almost no
pre- or post oscillations. Because, as they
(correctly) say, each digital sample can be
considered an impulse sent to the DIA; if you
create awell-behaved impulse response, the
musical signal will have amore natural supersonic overtone spectrum and, hopefully, a
more natural waveform.
It's atrick, of course, because the disc contains no musical data beyond 20kHz, but it's
anice try. What happens to the amplitude
response can be seen in ig.2: 3dB down at
17.5kHz. [The Wadia converters have asimilar
tradeoff between the time andfrequency domains.
8"High Frequency Sound Above the Audible Range Affects
Brain Electric Activity and Sound Perception," Tsutomu
Oohashi et al, AES preprint 3207, presented at the 91st AES
Convention, New York, October 1991.
—JA
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Fig.4 Pioneer PD-S901, FFT spectrum, DC80kHz, of I
kHz squarewave (linear
frequency scale). The lines are spaced at
2kHz intervals and the spectrum is roughly
intact to about 40kHz.

Ed.1 Take alook at fig3, afine lkHz squarewave reproduced by the Pioneer without the
"Gibbs Phenomenon" ringing on the tops
and bottoms of the waveform, which is due
to the 22kHz band-limit eliminating all the
squarewave components above that frequency, Fig.4 shows the spectrum of that
lkHz squarewave; normal CD players stop
bluntly above 20kHz. Fig.5 shows the spectrum of a5.5kHz squarewave; again look at
the components above 20kHz in the Pioneer's output.
Finally, fig.6 is my measured guess of what
the "overall frequency response" (in- and
outside the standard 20kHz audioband) looks
like (when measured with sinewaves, the
response is 3dB down at 17kHz). The signal used was arepeated pulse of 3ms repetition time, so there are spectral lines at each
300Hz. That's too close to see the individual
lines, but their envelope gives aclear idea of
the energy spread across the 0-801cHz range.
Up to 20kHz, the energy is directly defined
9The spectrum of asymmetrical squarewave of frequency
fconsists of uneven harmonics only: f. 3f, 5f, 7f . .
(Lowlevel, even-harmonic components betray aslight DC offset.)
If the basic frequency componentf is at OdB, 3f is at -9dB,
Vat -14dB, 7f at -17dB, 'eat -19dB, etc—that is, for aperfect
squarewave
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•275 watt monaural amplifier
•all-tube circuit
•500 khz bandwidth output transformer
•by conrad-johnson design
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Fig .5 Pioneer PD-S901, FFT spectrum, DC80kHz, of 5.5kHz squarewave (linear
frequency scale). The 3rd harmonic lies at
I6.5kHz, the 5th harmonic at 27.5kHz—je,
well into the "forbidden' .zone beyond
20kHz. Even the 7th harmonic (at 38.5kHz)
shows up with amore or less correct
amplitude.

have more authority, better dynamics, more
openness, offer abetter view of what goes
on at the back of the soundstage, and display
greater height in the stereo image. As for pace
and rhythm, the Pioneer is only reasonably
good (though alot better than its predecessor,
which was exceptionally poor on this point).
But despite its relatively low-cost though
well-laid-out electronics, voices, acoustics,
and "s" and "t" sounds are handled by the
PD-5901 in away that could bring ablush
of envy to the faces of many high-end players.
And that is probably the result ofLegato Link
Conversion.

Í
•
Japan: Jack English

Fig.6 Pioneer PD-S901, overall frequency
response, DC-80kHz (linear frequency
scale). Measurement signal was arepeated
pulse, its 3ms spacing causing lines at very
close 300Hz intervals. The envelope up to
40kHz indicates the relative amount of audio
energy as afunction of frequency.

by the musical signal; beyond 20kHz, the
energy is "reconstructed" by the Legato Link
digital filter. Looking back at figs.4 and 5, the
Pioneer treats the hard digital squarewaves
from the Philips test disc differently from
how it treats the impulses. Fig.6 suggests that
the energy at 40kHz should be an extra 60dB
down, and in figs.4 and 5it isn't. It must be
said, though, that the squarewaves on the
test disc are calculated, not recorded, and
hence contain much more high-frequency
energy than amusical recording on CD
would ever have.
Pioneer states that Legato Link Conversion
was optimized via listening tests. This may
be an $800 CD player, but Ifound its sound
more natural and relaxed than that of many
very much more expensive high-end players.
This is not to say that it sweeps its high-end
competitors off the lawn: the latter usually
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

Peter van Willenswaard gives the technical
background to Pioneer's new Legato Link
conversion process above, which is available
in the PD-65 and PD-52 Elite CD players.
Both of these players, priced at $800 and
$500 respectively, incorporate the Stable
Platter and "multi-one-bit pulseflow decoders!'
The Legato Process focuses on the natural
impulse or transient characteristics of music,
as well as typical decay patterns of sound.
Pioneer has developed entirely new interpolation or inference algorithms to recreate
information above 20kHz if it's there, or to
create it in some cases where it isn't. The
Legato Link process is said to be significantly
superior at eliminating various forms of ringing related to bandwidth limiting and inaccurate oversampling interpretations of
transients.
Ihad the opportunity to hear the new
technology at apress briefing in New York.
While Ido not believe Ican hear anything
above 20kHz, where the Legato Link supposedly does most of its work, Iwas able to
hear clear improvements using the new conversion process. There was simply more subtle musical information, an improved harmonic richness, and an appreciably greater
sense of space. Without Legato, the sound
was softer and rounder, with anoticeable
increase in congestion and harshness during
louder passages. Ialso thought the same passages sounded louder with the new conversion process. While this briefing was only an
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uncover tne secrets hiding in
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even better.
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introduction, it was certainly an encouraging one.
Fulfilling one of my own expectations,
Pioneer has also released the PD-S95 transport. The PD-S95 builds upon and extends
the principles of the Stable Platter technology
found in the Elite CD players. In addition,
it incorporates anumber of improvements
in chassis construction and RFI isolation
which Pioneer calls the "acoustical shell."
Other PD-S95 features include switchable
digital outputs (RCA or BNC coaxial and
Toslink) which turn off nonactive circuitry
to reduce noise, adiscrete servo power supply, memory backup, adisplay on/offswitch,
and afull-function remote. The PD-S95's
one obvious shortcoming is the lack of an ST
(AT&T) digital output. US retail price is
$3000; Pioneer is now clearly aiming directly
at the High End.

US: Guy Lemcoe

Hey, all you vinyl junkies! Looking for an
inexpensive way to store all those LPs you've
spent so much time collecting? Listen up,
because Iran into that problem when Irecently moved from Santa Fe to San Diego
with over 3000 LPs in tow.i° For two months
the albums—all 33 boxes of 'em—sat under
cover, outdoors, on adeck. Rain is rare in
Southern California, so Iwasn't worried
about them getting soaked. Iwas worried,
though, about mildew, since Ilive just afew
blocks from the Pacific. Iwas faced with the
problem of how to economically store my
record collection so it would be indoors, safe,
accessible, and attractively displayed.
The move ate up alot of my disposable
income, so Iwas looking for something (even
if Ihad to assemble it) readily available and
cheap. Ialso didn't want those awful-looking
veneer-over-particleboard bookcases you
find in every K-Mart, Target, and other discount houses. Besides making avery negative
statement about one's aesthetic sense, the
shelves on these things are usually too wide
to support the considerable weight of LPs
without sagging (I've found about 24" to be
10 Like adummy, Isold my custom-built, solid-wood record
cabinets to fellow vinyl junkies in Los Alamos just before the
move.
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max). In addition, the clearance between the
shelves is not optimum for LPs, which need
abit over 12 1
4 ". You invariably end up with
/
either one overly tall shelf or one not tall
enough. Iknew Icould do better.
After much searching for the ideal cheapskate record cabinet, Ibelieve I've found it.
It's called the RSU-2472 and is made by
Do+Able Products, Inc .
11 Each RSU (recordstorage unit?) comes ready to assemble, indudes
hardware, and is made entirely of We particleboard. They measure 24" wideu by 72"
tall by 11 1
/"deep. The nonadjustable shelves
2
will easily clear even oversized boxed sets.
These things are GREAT! And CHEAP!
Mine cost $26.98 each, took alittle over 30
minutes apiece to put together, and are as
strong as the proverbial ox. Unfinished,
however, they look—and I'm being kind
here—terrible. Like something you'd throw
old paint cans and rusty tools on in your
garage.
A trip to alocal paint store solved the problem. Sitting on the shelves was aproduct
called FLEC IT,' 3 aspeckle-finish, textured
paint in aspray can which, when dry, gives
whatever it's been applied to the look of
masonry. You may be familiar with the look;
several high-end companies use similar finishes on loudspeaker cabinets, equipment
racks, and turntable bases. The stuff covers
well, dries quickly, and completely masks the
"grain" of the particleboard. It costs $5.67
acan and comes in avariety of colors. Ichose
Mesa Grey, which complemented the starkwhite plaster walls of my listening room.
Incidentally, Ionly did the sides and front
edges of my cabinets. Isaw no reason to paint
the insides of the shelves, since they'll be filled
with records and won't show. It took about
21/
2 cans of FLEC IT per cabinet. The finished cabinets look super now—like something you'd buy in afine furniture store instead of the lumberyard or Home Depot.
At acost ofjust over $40 for storage ofjust
under 700 LPs, Idon't see how you can vi
wrong with these products.
11 15320 East Salt Lake Avenue, City of Industry, CA
91745-1111.
12 With 22 3
4 "usable shelf space, and figuring six LPs per
/
inch, that's 135 albums per shelf. There are five shelves, so
aquick calculation shows that an RSU will hold at least 675
LPs.
13 Manufactured by Zynolyte Products Company, Carson,
CA 90749-6244.
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HEAR OVER $2 MILLION WORTH OF HI-FI
FOR $15
AND HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE!

HIGH-Eit
San Francisco Marriott
(55 Fourth Street)
March 12-14, 1993
Order Now
and save $10 aticket!
Imagine that you have a50-room house—a
mansion, acastle, apalace—and more than
$2 million to fill it with the finest hi-fi gear in the
world.
Your hi-fi fantasies come true for 3days in
March in San Francisco at HI-Fl '93.
The Stereophile High-End Show—where
every audiophile can feel like the richest person in the world. Order tickets now and save
$10. Attend all 3days for only $15.*

Hear the gear
that got the great reviews!
Dozens of manufacturers and dealers will
bring the best hi-fi equipment in the world and
set it up professionally for you! All you have to
do is be at the San Francisco Marriott the weekend of March 12-14, 1993. Hi-fi hotel! Hi-fi
heaven!

It's Stereophile
happening live!
The Stereophile High-End Show is the closest
thing to your favorite magazine happening
live. Enjoy demos. Discussions with manfacturers. Meet the reviewers.

Come with your friends. Compare listening
impressions on the spot. Shop for hard-to-find
CDs, rare LPs and accessories—all on premises
and many at show prices.
Hear live music all 3days of the show. And
once you're in the door, pay nothing for any of
the special events—including the live concerts.
One ticket admits you all 3days!

If you live out of town,
you're really in luck!
You get to visit San Francisco! The Marriott has
extra-special weekend rates for the Show—
call them directly at (415) 442-6755 to reserve
...
space is limited! (You know how well the
Marriott treats weekend guests! Luxuries!
Amenities!)
All the best of San Francisco is just footsteps
or ashort cab ride away. Clubs, concerts, restaurants, cable cars. Have the time of your life!

Our ONLY show
in 1993!
HI-Fl '93 will be Stereophile's only show in
1993. For high-end audio, this is the show.
Where it all happens. Birthplace of new products. And. ..
it's the place where every person
you meet is an audiophile like you. Think of all
the great conversations you'll have!
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ORDER TICKETS
FOR
SAN FRANCISCO
NOW AND SAVE
$10.*

Iwant to save $10 aticket.* Send me
advance tickets to
The Stereophile High-End Show at $15 each.
Ticket good for all 3days.
Name

ve
Address

H"gleelT

1

Apt. #
City/State/Zip
Home phone
Work phone
H Check enclosed (Payable to: HI-Fl '93)
Charge my:

E VISA

fi MasterCard

;I; AMEX

Card Number
Exp. Date
Signature
For special-rate hotel-room reservations, phone San Francisco Marriott directly at (415) 442-6755.
Mail to: HI-Fl '93 •The Stereophile High-End Show •
P.O. Box 5529 •Santa Fe, NM 87502 •(505) 984-2716
Or fax your credit-card order now to: WorldRadioHistory
(505) 984-1737

Tickets at the door will be S25.
MOST

The New THIEL CS3.6
A new generation of THIEL loudspeakers has evolved from over 15 years of research,
design, and engineering dedicated to the highest level of home music reproduction.
The new CS3.6 continues the high standards set by the critically acclaimed reference
model CS5 and the more affordable CS2.2. Using all THIEL designed drivers, the CS3.6
provides an extremely high degree of tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic accuracy.
The THIEL tradition of innovation and superior performance continues.
The same 1" metal dome
tweeter used in our flagship
model CS5 eliminates
resonances, energy storage,
and colorations in the audible
range. The short coil/long gap,
large suspension design
provides very low distortion
and high dynamic range. The
result is high frequency
reproduction of unparalleled
clarity and realism.

The baffle is sloped to
properly position the drivers
for correct time alignment
and accurate reproduction of
transient musical information.
It also incorporates rounded
edges to greatly reduce
energy diffraction which
contributes to very "open"
reproduction.

A 3" thick baffle, 1" thick
cabinet walls, and extensive
internal bracing greatly
increase cabinet stiffness. By
reducing unwanted vibration,
both clarity and imaging
performance are improved.

The 4.5" midrange driver uses
our unique double-surface,
air-core diaphragm (patent
pending) which practically
eliminates "cone breakup"and provides exceptionally clear response. A short
coil/long gap magnet system
is used for very low
distortion. Rigid, cast
magnesium chassis are used
in all c53.6 drivers to
improve clarity.

The synthesized first-order
acoustic crossover is a25
element unit implemented
with 36 parts. It provides
extremely uniform tonal
response (±1.5dB), and
completely phase accurate
transitions between drivers to
preserve the recording's
spatial information. Custommade polystyrene capacitors
and low-oxygen copper, aircore inductors are used for
very low distortion and highly
transparent reproduction.

The new 10" woofer employs
arigid anodized aluminum
diaphragm to eliminate cone
"break-up" and unwanted
energy storage. A specially
shaped magnetic pole greatly
reduces distortion, and heavy
copper rings maintain an
ultra-stable magnetic field. In
conjunction with the bass
radiator which eliminates the
resonances and noise of a
bass port, the result is
remarkably clean and tonal
bass reproduction to 27Hz.

Cabinets are finished in either
mirror-matched Amberwood
or gloss black lacquer.
Custom finishes are available
by special order.

Suggested Retail $3900/pair •Call or write for literature and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427
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tributor to Stereophik; as an ordained minister, he had also officiated
atJGH's wedding. Not as well-known, however, is that he was a
cover modelfor Stereophile VoL2 No.9, as depicted above. To the
best of our knowledge, however, Mr. Dell has but two ears.
—John Atkinson

THE M ISSING SPEC

/

nthe 1952 edition of the Radiotron Designer's Handbook, long recognized as the
"bible" of the industry, the permissible
level of IM distortion for ahigh-fidelity amplifier was given as 3%, with the alternate
figure ofr/o being cited as a"rather extreme"
specification. We wonder what the author
of that statement would think of today's
solid-state amplifiers with their measured IM
of 0.01% and less. And we wonder what he
would think about the fact that these superamplifiers still have audible distortion.
The Ftadiotron handbook was written
during the heyday of the tube, but even in the
latter days of that era there were people who
maintained that triode output tubes sounded
"better" than pentodes (or, rather, than tetrodes). Distortion measurements showed
that neither was categorically better than the
other, yet the triode-vs-tetrode controversy
persisted until solid-state laid the whole issue
to rest.

AUDIO VERITIES
I
FFOUR IRREPLACEABLE SCREWS
ARE DROPPED,
THREE WILL BE FOUND.
AUDIOPHILES COLLECT DISCS;
MUSIC-LOVERS COLLECT RECORDINGS.

It was soon observed, though, that all solidstate components had their own characteristic
sound. They were sharp, crisp, and quite brittle-sounding—fine for reproducing "hard"
transients like triangles and xylophones, but
not so fine for massed violins, which became
annoyingly shrill. By comparison, most tube
equipment was rather "sweet" and slightly
veiled, which made strings sound fine but
took the edge off harder sounds. After the
initial infatuation with "solid-state" wore off,
it became obvious that the "crispness" of
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

transistors was just as much aform of distortion as the softness of tubes, only different.
So, subsequent designs aimed at lower and
lower distortion figures until these were in
some cases significantly lower than in the best
of the tube-type amplifiers. Yet the characteristic difference was still there: Transistors
sounded harder, tubes sounded "sweeter."
And the astounding thing about it was that
the amount of hardness from one solid-state
component to another was audibly different when measured distortion figures differed
by as little as 0.002%!
The usual IM and harmonic distortion
tests do not actually measure an amplifier's
distortion, they measure the effects of it—
the modulation of treble by bass, the production of sum-and-difference tones, and the
introduction of spurious harmonics. But the
fact that such minuscule measured amounts
of these effects are nonetheless audible through
loudspeakers producing hundreds of times
as much distortion as the amplifiers raises the
question of whether there might not be a
dlfferent effect occurring simultaneously, one
to which the ear is more sensitive than those
that we measure. We don't believe, though,
that the answer is quite that abstruse.
When an amplifier is adding harmonics,
they are not likely to be equally strong. For
example, the strongest harmonic from a
single-tube amplifying stage will be the second. The third will be weaker, the fourth
weaker still, and higher-order harmonics will
be weaker still until they die out. (Push-pull
operation cancels most of the second harmonic, making the third one the strongest.)
In transistors, however, the distribution of
harmonic energy is entirely different. Here,
the harmonics are likely to be of fairly equal
strength all the way out to and even beyond
the 10th. There is little tapering off in the
higher-order harmonics, as in atube.
A total-harmonic-distortion test (THD)
measures mainly the strongest harmonic.
Thus, for atube-type power amplifier (with
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But, with the STUDIO
MONITOR, PARADIGM has done
the impossible... captured
high-end speaker performance
for an almost impossible
$1,899/pair.*
Designing this fine an
audiophile speaker takes alot of
determination and extensive
resources -better design
execution with better materials.
And premium materials are
used throughout. From diecast
aluminum chassis, used in all
drive units, to the astonishing
tweeter with its
pure-aluminum-dome, to the
midrange with amineral-filled
polypropylene cone and
ferrofluid cooling, to bass drivers
with mineral-filled polypropylene
cones, 11/2"voice-coils and
massive 40 oz. magnets, to
advanced enclosure design and
seamless dividing networks.
The results are staggering!
The STUDIO MONITOR is
articulate and transparent, yet
also very dynamic!
YOU WON'T FIND
PARADIGM everywhere. Speakers
this good require the expertise of
aqualified audio specialist. So,
before you buy any high-end
speaker, visit your AUTHORIZED
PARADIGM DEALER.., and listen to
the power and the glory of the
STUDIO MONITOR.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
write: AUDIOSTREAm, MPO Box
2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302. In
Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar
Dr., Weston, ON M9L 2R6.
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO BUILD ahigh-end speaker in the
digital age?
It's not easy. Today's finest speakers must be able to reproduce not just
the subtle detail of music but also its size -be it agrand symphony, intimate
jazz or progressive rock. Even few expensive speakers are up to the task

r

Sound&Vision
Critic's
Choice Aunziti.
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push-pull outputs), the reading would be a
measure of its third-harmonic distortion. The
weaker higher-order harmonics would not
register at all. On asolid-state power amp,
though, the THD reading (which might be
numerically identical to that of the tubed
amp) may be that of the second, third, fourth,
or fifth harmonic, or that of all the harmonics
to out beyond the 10th. Obviously, identical
THD measurements do not assure identical
distortion characteristics. And since it is a
proven fact that the ear is much more offended
by the higher-order (fourth, fifth, etc.) harmonics than by the lower ones, it would seem
equally obvious that the ear is responding to
these little details that the THD measurement
overlooks.
This is borne out by subjective observation. In tube equipment, ameasured THD
of 0.05% through most of the audio range
(that is, using test frequencies of 40, 1000, and

RCS Audio
International

THE
NATURAL
CHOICE

US & Canadian Distributors for:

Spendor
Loudspeakers

Rogers

°nix Electronics
Chord Power Amps

Rogers products have earned a
worldwide reputation for fine sound
quality and high construction standards. Primary design goals at Rogers
have always been tonal neutrality,
low colouration, transparency and
extended bandwidth. The result is
a smooth, effortless sound that
makes Rogers the natural choice

British Fidelity
For Further Information Contact:

Write or call for dealer Information.

Audi

OlfORTEPS Of All010,11011 PRODUCTS

5000Hz as the fundamentals) was almost an
ironclad guarantee of rich, sweet sound, although there may have been abarely perceptible "veil" over the sound due to the audibility of the lower-order second and third
harmonics. Things didn't start to sound hard
until THD rose to above about 0.2%. In
solid-state equipment, the sound is annoyingly hard at 0.2% THD, and some hardness
is still perceptible at 0.05% THD. The "veil"
rarely becomes audible, because it is covered
up by the screech. Hence, the transistor's
reputation for "clearer" sound.
Dynaco's Dave Hafler (who supplied
much of the info for this piece) suggests that
the industry devise away of "weighting" the
distortion readings to favor the higher-order
harmonics, as we now weight signal/noise
ratio readings to favor that part of the spectrum where the ear is most sensitive. This
seems like afine idea, but the industry seems

Peter Ewenko -Sales Mgr.
3881 Timber Ln., Verona, WI 53593

nflux

(608)-833-6383

VO k.W,,ItSflNJ Ol4flI2oII lMl9,
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There was a time
when owning a
Velodyne subwoofer
was only for the
obsessive audiophile
who insisted on
"Nothing But
The Best."

Or the collector of
high-end au
equipm
insis

at "Price
Object"

Well, that
was then.

And this
is now.

\uelodyne
The Bottom Line in Bass
Velodvne Acoustics, Inc.
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1070 Commercial St., Suite 101
San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-7270 800/835-6396
In Canada: 416/671-8990
In Taiwan:
Musicscope, Ltd. (02)8722361

in no hurry to consider it' Heaven forbid that
the consumer should be given abetter way
of distinguishing the good from the bad!
—J. Gordon Holt

QUADRAPHONIC HOLT?

Editor:
Was that, by chance, Ye Editor & Publisher
wearing the four headphones on your Summer cover?
R. L.WILKES
Alexandria, VA
No, it wasn't.

—J. Gordon Holt

1Now that FFT spectrum analyzers are widely available, two
decades after Gordon wrote this piece, it has become relatively
easy to plot the levels of the different distortion harmonics.
In Stereophile amplifier reviews, we routinely examine the spectrum of harmonics produced when the amplifier is asked to
drive a4ohm load with alow-frequency tone (50Hz) at high
levels. As JGH predicts, it has been our experience that the
sweeter-sounding amps do have distortion spectra in which
the second harmonic predominates. More important to good
sound, it seems subjectively significant that the harmonics
descend with increasing order; je, the second is stronger than
the third, which in turn is stronger than the fourth, etc. Also
to be considered is apoint Imade in the booklet notes for the
second Stereophile Test CD: that the higher-order harmonics
are out of tune with the equal-temperament scale used in
nearly all music performances, therefore might be expected
to be more audible than theory alone suggests. (Elsewhere
in this issue, Ben Duncan examines the effect of tweaking on
the relative levels of an amplifier's harmonic structure.)—JA

Aluminum CDs also available on the
Analogue Productions Label:
New! Ravel-Works for Orchestra I
Skrowaczewski Minneapolis
Orchestra La Valse, Alborada del
Gracioso, Rapsodie Espagnole,
Menuet Antique
CI)=APCD 007 $16.00

DEVILISH DIVINATIONS

Editor:
Sometimes Iwonder if you people aren't in
league with the devil. ..Two issues ago, when
Quadraphonic recording was announced,
your cover showed someone wearing two
sets of headphones for four-channel listening.
The June issue of Audio, which came out
about six months after that issue of Stereophde,
carried anews item about afour-channel
headset that [Koss] has patented and, presumably, intends to manufacture. Of course,
your cover photo was only in jest. Or was it?
Where do you get your advance information? From apentagram on the listeningroom floor?
HARRY BLOCH
Teaneck, NJ
Our "predicting"follows the precept "Ifsomething
can be done, for profit, it will be done." [This] could
obviously be done at the present state of the art, [it]
would obviously make moneyfor someone, so it was
inevitable that eventually someone would take a
crack at doing it ...The 4-channel headset may or
may not be an overwhelming success. We shall
see. ..
—J. Gordon Holt

CD CAPF 005
830.00

miE S.,063

REU$1110"151 CA14,14EGI.E;hf.LL

New! Rachmaninoff /Symphonic Dances; Vocalise Donald
Johanos Conducting The Dallas
Symphony Orchestra.
CD-CAPCD 006 $16.00

eNeterOd

Copland: Fanfare for the
Common Man IRodeo: Ives the
Fourth of July IThanksgiving
Washington's Birthday I
Decoration Day CL)CAPCD 004 $16.00

Like all of the other Analogue
Productions releases, they have
been mastered by Doug Sax off
the original mastered tapes.
TO ORDER

owe

1800-525-1630
-

SHIPPING Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item:
$.40 for each additional item. Call us for shipping costs
outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere
VISA
refundable coupon with catalog

4111,
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The "Recommended" Place to Get
The Right Components.
"'lee

„
A IL

•

,,,,

le n....."
.,,,,...*

Record Cleaning 'achines

Digital Nmse Absorbers
Blacks digital
and ale«
high Ireguericy

for CD player 8
0/8 processor interconnects
514 95 pr

l'he

Power Co ,
Power Wedge

TN DNA

by A udi() Power

Big °lockers
loi thick interconnects

Record

8 power cords
119 95 'or

Doctor

Protect
Vacuum-powered

audio/video gear

record-cleaning machine

Only '•189,95

and improve performance

Listening Room Software

Hilly Gritty Machines

Power Wedge I, 10 outlets
Power Wedge II. 9outlets ........

15Fi—semi-automatic. vinyl cabinet . .

'455.00

Power Wedge IP. 4outlets ......

25Fi —Semi-automatic. wood cabinet ..

'51995

Power Wedge V for big amps
Power Pack f1,6 outlets ....... .

API Cleaning Machines
VPI HW-16.5

Deluxe LP cleaner ............'399.95

VPI 6W-17

Professional model

VPI 9W-16 5/17

Replacement pick-up tubes .. 19.95

.66915

Use your PC lo

.

analyze the acoustics
Tice Power Block
Poorer cor [Witmer will 6outtets

of square or
rectangular rooms.
IBM software

Record Cleaning Solutions

39 95

Nifty Gritty Purifier 02

li,oz ... 11.95

1gal ... 39.95

SuperCleaner

3205 ... 16.95

1gal ... 24.95

Torumat TM-7011

1002 ... 14.95

1gal... 69.95

(specify 35' or 5.25•1
Macintosh software

PAC IDOS Orgda, Filter

(3.5) 65.00

SPI RCM

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES

IDOS 1

ROOMTUNES

Beyerdynamic Headphones
BOT -990
'World famous"
BOT -900 Pro
ProfessAinal model

199 95

Lel Michael Green

Audioprism Iso-Bearings

tune sour room—

Vibration Dampening Support Globes

Set of 3

Eaton ones

2499:

3995
CarnerTunes
set of 4

Joe Grado
Signal., Headphones

79.95

RoomTunes

HP-3

Bargain-priced

395 00

line pair .

HP-2

Studio reference grade

495 00

pach

HP-1

WI polarity switch--B

595 00

BassTune

HPA-I

Studio headphone omp

795 00

"229.00
114.50

Monster
CD Footers
Set of 4
S49 95
129 00

Navcom Silencers
Suint vibrations ____ 14)59.95

Electronically sense posdrve

Alsop Nucor', CO feel

polarity of powercords
moment

$3995

RoomTune Amp Clamp

POLARITY TESTER

LP &CD Care Products

„.•

Ellis

76

IDOS 2w/ 8ourels

without slicker shock!

169.9,

LAST boo. Cl.....
Cl Power Cleaner
19
*2 Preservative
19 91
03 Reg Cleaner _
14.95
ea Stylus Cleaner
12.95
es Stytast
2195
Firtyl Standard lOt
14,90
Deluxe Ka ..... 29 95
Somalia
Analog Slone KA .. 49 95
Audlopriem CO Stoplight
oreen pm, pen
... 14 95
AO Laserguide CO polish
Improves CO Sound
and readability
14 95

149 95

Isolation Accessories

Only 629.95

CONTACT CLEANERS

2995

Audle Selector Isolators
Clops,' black sduer brass or
Çdll met', blue brush
Isolobon Cores
tat -12 95
Soppod Discs
10, 19 95

FM ANTENNAS

Umiak" electronic connection cleaner/enhancer.
Imported Dom England

49.95 /kit
1“dio Primn

MC Cramollne contact cleaner
DO
Protrac
S34 95

Surniko Tweak

.14.95

Signet RCA cleaning tool kit

.24.95

Torumal TC-2 contact enhancer

.14.95
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6500 passive, box-type w/ bias line tune .
7500 passive. 72 M. wf oak wood base

.

79.95
189 95

S
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TARGET RACKS

STANDESIGN RACKS
Slandesign Equipment Rseks
from England

EQUIPMENT RACKS
Compose,nis seta& belles woes oloperh,sole&
Model

Heigh,

No el shelves

TT5T

40

5shelves

115

33'

5shelves

TT3
TTFI

33
4

3shelves
amp floor stand

TIV/1

turntable or CO wall shell

Once

Design 5Rack Looks great, Iodes wires

399 95

5shelves

369 95

20'

3shelves

'399 00

Perna Rack Illtr -rigid welded steel construction

•139 95

5shelves

341411

'14195

Ouanro Rack Lke Penla. with 9' between shots

NEW-Ternes TV Mond., Mend
AERTV

34' tail

Design 4Rack Looks cool hides woes
4shelves
34' tall
'349 00

'269 95
99 95

'399 95

4shelves
34' tall
'290/95
Indent Rack Like Ponta. with 14' between stiles

-IN

Penta 5

D/A CONVERTERS

3shelves

34' tall

'249.95

ARCICI

CARTRIDGES

ARCICI
Superstructure
Equipment Rack
frame
PS
PS
PS
PS

shelves

Audio
Audio Ultralink
1995.00
Audio Superlink Generation II
•1195 00
Audio Digital Link II .............. Now Only "499.00

••149.95
(ea,) 28.00
Sumacs, Supel &nee&

ARCICI
Speaker Stands
Quad ........... •'249.95
Leadballoon "299.95

399.95
599.95

Grado Signaler» Cartfidges
Signature 8MZ 13 5mV)
Signature MCZ (1 5mV)
Signature TLZ (3.5mV) .

VTL ELECTRONICS
Audio Alchemy
Digital Decoding Engine CIDEv1.0
Digital Transmission Interlace DTI ...

Module Serna Genees

Monster Moving Coil (.3mV) Cartridges
Alpha Genesis 10011
Sigma Genesis 2000

.. 399.00
.. 349.00
_499.00

.. 169.95
.. 255.00
-399.95

Sumiko Cartridges
RInepOMI Speuiar (2.0mV)

AMPS/PR [AM PS

259.95
.99.95

TURNTABLES
VII 75/75 Stereo 75w/ch tube amp ...
'1175 00
VIL 90/90 Stereo tube amp
'1799 00
VIL 225 Mono tube amps .. .
'4499.00 /pa. r

rf

Premium Vacuum Tubes
Counterpoint
SA-5000 phono/line preamplifier ..........'3595.00
SA-3000 phone/tine preamplifier ..............•1995.00
SA.2000 line stage preamplifier
'1495.00
SA.1000 phono/line preamplifier .................'99500
PS Audio
PS Audio Delta 250 mono amps .........'1990.00 pan
PS Audio 100 Delta sMmo amp
'1195.00
PS Audio 6.1 line stage preamplifier
•"59000
PS Audio nnonotink mm/rric phono preamp "599.00
Melos IRA"
Reference inn stage and headphone amp
'995.00
Music Reference
RM-5 phononinestage preamplifier
'115000
RM-9 100 Well stereo tube amp ... "2.49500

CABLES & INTERCONNECTS

INTERCONNECTS
Tara Labs Ouantum DigItal (1.0M) ......._
Cardas 3008 Microtwin (1AM)
Cardas Ouadlink 5(1.0M)
SIllech MC4.24 wiWBT's (1 OM) . ...

.
85.00
.
89.95
189.95
375.00

DIGITAL CABLES
Cedes HOB coaxial digital (10M)
.
45.00
Tara Labs DR-1 coaxial digital (1.0M)
195.00
Monster Cable Lightspeed 100 optical (1.0M). 39.95
California Audio Labs liber optic (10M)
195.00

--4-401.041
SPEAKER CABLES
Call for prices on Aural Symphonies, Cardas.
Monster Cable, Minutes, Siltech, Tara Labs. and
Tice Audio Cables.
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GOLDEN
DRAGON
AUDIO
TUBES
120070

RAM Labs Tubes
SPIO
5P10
ARC Power Amps
Sud II 26

14 00

12AU7A

14 00

121117A

14 00

CJ MV-75
CAT SL.i MItil

22 00

Counterpoint 50-3

60J8
EL34•6CA7
6550A
0166

23995
9905
. Call
89.95

.12 95/pr
72 00/pr

DYnaco PAS3
NYAL Mosel

189 95
159 95
69 95
129 95
65 00

48 013rpr

Moscode 150 8 300

0188

96 00ror

3008

264 00•In

OuKksilver Monos
209.95
Match Power Tubes
Call

7995

SOTA Turntables
NEW! SOTA Comet w/ LMT arm .......

.. '549.95
.99595
'1995.00

SOTA Star vacuum turntable
Raga Tumlables
Rega Planar 3w/ R8.300 arm ..........
Rena Planar 2w/ RU-250 arm _.......

. 575.00

API Turntables
API RW.19 MK iv
.•1799.95
API RW.19 MK III
.•1095.00
API FIW.19 Jr
•549.95
Upgrade HW19 to i1W19 MKIV ....................'699.00

TONEARIVIS

CHARGE IT!
Mastercard /DiscoverNisa /
Amex

1-800-942-0220

Vega R8-300

Raga 08.300 Tonearm (from UK) .......
Eminent Technology ETI1 (with pump)

... 369.95
.1049.95

ETII (with CAIGA pump ,
SME 309 (from UK)

'1735 00
'
1500

Shipping Charges

AUDIO
AIMSOR
225 OakesSW •Grand Rapids. MI 49503
FAX 616-451-0709 •Service 616-451-3527
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shipping chemes (UPS. Insured. 48 Stmes1

'Turntables

495
150
12 95

tAdd, la.ge

2995

Accessories 0le aew
Extra lien,

"Eleclrowcs
895
Business Hours: Mon-Fri 900-7.00 E5T - Sal 11003:00
Prices subiect io change
0/0992 Audio Advisor, Inc.
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BEN DUNCAN
EXAMINES
THE EFFECT OF
COMPONENT TWEAKING
ON MEASURED
AMPLIFIER
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ower amplifiers fascinate me. In the past 15 years I've helped design
and build over adozen advanced models, with output powers ranging from 50 to 2500W, for anumber of the UK's professional
equipment manufacturers. To learn from others' ideas and mistakes, I've
also repaired, measured, used, and reviewed hundreds of makes of amplifier.
My experiences have led me to regard the power amplifier as one of the messiest, most imperfect pieces of electronic equipment in the record/replay path.

CONVERGENCE
THE SETTING APART

Why should this be so? Creating good-sounding mixing consoles, preamplifiers, volume controls, DIA converters, and crossovers is difficult enough
(!). Still, there are few really ugly engineering problems; the attainment of
good objective performance (a good baseline) should be relatively straightforward, leaving the designer to concentrate 70% of his mental budget on
sonics, system overview, producibility, reliability, cost, and the like. Compared to aproperly engineered power stage, aline-level audio stage is relatively simple, with even the worst-case load conditions defined.
Power amplifiers, on the other hand, are hooked up to complex, ill-defined
loads while being asked to deliver athousand times as much current as any
other audio circuit. This is akey factor, as both electromagnetic interference
and impedance-related interactions between supposedly separate conductors
and circuits are proportional to the currents involved, while heating and
consequent thermal interactions are proportional to the square of that current.

THERE ARE FEW NONESSENTIALS IN POWER AMPLIFIERS;
EVERYTHING INFLUENCES EVERYTHING ELSE.
Moreover, the physical layout of any finely tuned amplifier design is also
fundamental to its performance. (A pure circuit diagram without mechanical
drawings, or even an amplifier schematic bereft of its power supply, is nothing more than audio pornography.) There are few nonessentials in power
amplifiers; everything influences everything else. This "all-come-at-onceness" not only adds considerably to the development difficulties, hence cost,
but also slows the overall evolution of up-market power-amplifier design.

UNRAVELING THE RESIDUE

Ile

Over the past decade, it has been established in DIY audiophile circles that
upgrading component parts in any reasonable amplifier design can change
and generally improve sonics, often greatly—even though the circuitry itself
remains unchanged. As nothing has been forthcoming from the scientific
and academic community as to why this should be, Iundertook an experiment of my own. Iwould investigate the influence of passive components
on the measured performance of atypical amplifier.
My experimental field was Audio Precision's Dual Domain DSP test set,
the "Senior Model." Since this device's introduction in the fall of 1988, a
growing body of users has been able to routinely measure the levels of
individual distortion harmonics, even with modern semiconductor electronics where the harmonics are generally below 0.1% and substantially
buried beneath the noise floor.
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Perhaps Me most Important feature
of all in Compact Disc Players.
In acategory where manufacturers try
to convince you of their superiority with digital
theory and laboratory specifications, Denon adds
an all-important new criterion: Overall Consumer
Satisfaction.
In the most exhaustive research ever
conducted, Verity Research, the nation's leading
independent Consumer Electronics research firm,
ranked Denon CD Players Number 1in Overall
Consumer Satisfaction.
This honor, determined by interviewing
hundreds of thousands of people across America,
takes into account the many factors that make
buyers fully satisfied with their purchases.
Denon is especially proud to win in this
category, because CD Players, more than any other
component, challenge acompany's abilities in the
electro-mechanical, analog and digital domains.
Denon is even prouder, because the
ultimate judge in this unprecedented competition
was not areviewer or amagazine editor, but
someone just like you.

1991 WINNER

DENON

DENON
FOR
HOME COMPACI' DISC PLAYERS

The first name in digital audio.

PC',' e11.1010 IMINOLOGY ,CD AUTO C11,..k.1DCM -520

5DISC AUTOMATIC DISC LOADING SYSTEM
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Traditionally, THD (Total Harmonic Distortion, or everything that
remains in adevice's output after the fundamental signal has been removed)
has been measured as apercentage of that fundamental signal and typically
plotted vs frequency. Such tests may have value in design and review, but
are basically meaningless when it comes to predicting acomponent's sound
quality: the audibility of THD does not correlate with our perception when
the levels are below 0.1%? But individual harmonics are different, and their
order—the harmonic structure—can offer afair correlation with what we
hear.2Correlation can be improved by referring to typical acoustic levels,
then overlaying "hearing sensitivity curves" derived (for example) from
Robinson and Dadson? Another UK designer has worked on producing
still more refined psychoacoustic overlays 4in order to model masking and
other perceptual attributes. But this is asubject to itself; for the purposes
of showing ameaningful difference, Ifelt it was sufficient to look directly
at the harmonic structures of the devices under test.
The subject for my experiment was the Rauch DVT 50s 200Wpc professional amplifier. Ihad been involved with the design of this class-AB MOSFET unit in 1986, and it has afairly simple signal path. For anumber of
years, Ihad supplied audiophiles with astock upgrade which produced an
improvement in sound quality that had been well received.' It was obvious that this Rauch was ripe for use as asubject in my quest after differences—before and after modification.
The two channels of aproduction sample of the amplifier were initially
measured with the Audio Precision Dual Domain to confirm that they were
substantially matched. One channel was then upgraded as follows:
•All the 1% metal-film resistors were replaced with ahighly specified type
made by Holsworthy Electronics in the UK.
•The indifferent electrolytic caps were replaced with established audiophilegrade models.
•The IC op-amp (a reputable low-noise type, itself much better than the
standard NE5534) was replaced by adamn fast (1000V/µs), newly released
current-mode op-amp made by Linear Technology.
•Finally, the DC supply leads were unwound from the wiring harness, separated from ground, and mutually twisted; ditto the output pairs. Both steps
were taken to reduce interaction, although the original loom did not exceed
7" in length. No other changes were made.

COMPARING DATA

Fig.1 shows the manner in which the percentage of Total Harmonic Distortion plus Noise' (THD+N) in the amplifier's output varies with fre1This was pointed out by Stereophile's founder, J. Gordon Holt, some 25 years ago (see his "30 Years
Ago" essay elsewhere in this issue). In addition, Stereophile's Test CD 2has anumber of tracks comparing the audibility of large and small amounts of different harmonics: the second, third, and seventh. Iprepared the signals for these tracks entirely in the digital domain using the Audio Precision
System One Dual Domain.
—JA
2Russell O. Hamm, "Tubes vs Transistors—Is There an Audible Difference?,"JAES, May 1973.
3Mark Burgin & Ben Duncan, "Dynamic Loudness Compensation," Proc. 10A, Vol.8, 1987. See also
Louis Fielder, "Human Auditory Capabilities and Their Consequences in Digital-Audio Converter
Design' AES 7th International Conference, Toronto, May 1989, Paper 4A, in which Mr. Fielder shows
that the order of adistortion harmonic is as important if not more so than its absolute level when it
comes to audibility.
4J.R. Stuart, "Psychoacoustic Models for Evaluating Errors in Audio Systems," Proc. 10A, Vol.13
Pt.7 (1991). See also "Estimating the Significance of Errors in Audio Systems" and "Predicting the
Audibility. Detectability and Loudness of Errors in Audio Systems," two papers presented by Bob Stuart
at the 91st Convention of the Audio Engineering Society, held in New York in October 1991, and available as preprints (V each) from the AES at 60E. 42nd Street, Room 2520, New York, NY 10165-0075.
Tel: (212) 661-8528. Fax: (212) 682-0477.
5Chris Wood, "Modifications to the Rauch DVT-50s," Audio Conversions (UK), No.14, Spring 1992.
6The two cannot be readily separated with standard test instruments.
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quency, before and after modification (dashed and solid traces, respectively).
The amplifier was driving an 8ohm resistive load, about 0.6dB below its
clipping point. Before modification, the curves for the two channels were
nearly identical, close enough to be interlaced. It can be seen from fig.1,
however, that the modified channel's THD +N curve is higher overall than
the unmodified unit's. This need not mean that increased distortionper se
is the sole reason for the difference. In fact, the fact that the replacement
op-amp is 12-15dB noisier is bound to have an effect on this measurement.
The only hint of the sonic improvement offered by the upgrade is aslight
change in curvature at the edges of the modified unit's plot (top, solid curve).
Here, the rate of increase of THD (and/or noise) with frequency looks like
it will level off and perhaps fall at ultrasonic frequencies, whereas the unmodified unit's THD+N (bottom, dashed curve) looks like it will skyrocket above
30kHz.
Fig.2 uses the Audio Precision's DSP facility to plot the second to seventh
harmonics of the unmodified channel, again driven into 8ohms, at afractionally lower level of 2dB below the amplifier's clipping point. In general,
the spectra could be termed chaotic, noise residue making the plots below
the 0.001% point erratic. But the general picture is quite clear: the second
harmonic dominates, followed by the third, below 3kHz—excepting a
sporadic dip and change in order between 600 and 700Hz. Above 3kHz,
the fourth and fifth harmonics dominate, giving way above 18kHz to the
third? Above 7kHz, analysis is complex, as the seventh harmonic is then
the next most dominant, but the seventh harmonics of frequencies above
71d-lz lie above 49kHz. The effect of these products will not be directly audible, but they can create unpleasant intermodulation products in the audible
band.
By comparison with fig.2, fig3 shows that the modified amplifier's harmonic structure has become much cleaner, even taking into account the
fact that harmonic levels are higher and thus lifted away from the noise7The harmonic levels in figs.2 and 3are plotted up to the point where they reach the AP's 80kHz filter
limit. For example, the measured amount of fourth harmonic is not plotted above 20kHz because the
fourth harmonic at 20kHz is 80kHz.

Stereophile
0.5.

DUNCAM-1 THD.Wm) & THD.M(m) os FREg(Hz)

Fig.I Amplifier THD+Noise vs frequency before (dashed line) and after (solid line)
modification (8 ohm load, 0.6dB below clipping). The increase is not wholly due
to THD, as the sonically superior op-amp has higher noise.
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floor. Now the subjectively innocuous second harmonic can be seen to dominate clearly at all frequencies. The even fourth and sixth harmonics are dearly
the next most dominant, respectively. Overall, the even-order (second/
fourth/sixth) harmonics dominate the structure; moreover, they are in their
natural sequence, the lowest orders being the stronger. The odd harmonics
aren't so naturally ordered; eg, the third is weaker than the fifth and seventh below 8kHz.
The upshot is afairly nice-sounding amplifier: the benign, dominant second harmonic is aclear leader, up to an order of magnitude stronger than
the others. The order of the harmonics in the unmodified channel's out-

Fig.2 Harmonics of the unmodified amplifier's distortion spectrum plotted against
frequency (8 ohm load, 2dB below clipping). Solid lines, from top to bottom at
10kHz: 4th harmonic, 2nd harmonic, 6th harmonic. Dashed lines, from top to
bottom at 10kHz: 5th harmonic, 7th harmonic, 3rd harmonic.

Fig.3 Harmonics of the modified amplifier's distortion spectrum plotted against
frequency (8 ohm load, 2dB below clipping). Solid lines, from top to bottom at
10kHz: 2nd harmonic, 4th harmonic, 6th harmonic. Dashed lines, from top to
bottom at 10kHz: 5th harmonic, 3rd harmonic, 7th harmonic. Harmonic order
is more monotonic, indicating amore consistent sonic character.
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992
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Innovation
Introducing the MIT series of
Fully Balanced Interface Components

PROLINE TERMINATOR
PROLINE EXTENDED
PROLINE FULLY BALANCED
from MIT, the Innovator of High-End Interface Components

• Engineer Bruce Brisson, designer of all MIT cable lines.
> Mr. Brisson has designed interface products for Goldmund,
Monster Cable, Spectral Inc., Wilson Audio Specialties Inc.
> Recipient of two AAHEA Awards for Innovative Designs.
> Granted multiple patents for his technologies.
> Technologies Terminator, CVT, Fully Balanced, Vari-Lay.
> Results Focused, Immediate and Lifelike Musicality.

MIT Music Interface Technologies
Call us for the MIT Dealer nearest you

3037 Grass Valley Highway • WorldRadioHistory
Auburn, CA 95603 • Tel: 916/888/0394 • Fax: 916/888/0783

put (fig.2) is similar below 3kHz, though the third and fifth are now stronger
than the fourth. The unmodified amplifier's sound changes at high frequencies to adominant fourth/fifth combination, which is less pleasant while
not being unlistenable.
The complexities of describing and analyzing these data are less important
than the hard copy itself. An audible, "subjective" 8change has now aclear
difference mirrored in the "objective" test data. The difference is complex
but glaring.

RESIDUE STUDIED. ..

Recall the late '70s, when Japanese manufacturers' glossy advertisements
promised amplifiers with THD+N levels of 0.0002% or lower? In practical
production, and at power levels ranging into hundreds of watts into 4ohms
and below, you can usually attain figures of this magnitude only with carefully trimmed high or multiple feedback circuitry, and then usually only
at lkHz and below.
Conventional wisdom has it that the series of harmonics we lump together
as measured "THD" are created by diverse nonlinearities, occurring principally in the power devices of well-engineered units. The causes include:
1) fundamentally non-linear gain or transconductance, true of all devices;
2) opposing devices passing conduction among themselves, alias "crossover
distortion," true of class-AB operation; 3) mutual mismatch between
paralleled devices; 4) non-complementarity: pnp and npn devices are rarely
truly identical opposites in every respect; 5) thermal feedback—where temperature changes follow the signal and in turn alter the device characteristics;
6) all the other stuff nobody can be bothered to categorize, commonly called
"noise"—but is it really?
Items 1-6 can be reduced to very low levels by good design, which
involves choosing (or stumbling across) one of the right combinations of
types of parts, topologies, and design philosophies, and extensive testing
against the bounds of realistic operating conditions. In designing anew
power amplifier over the past two years, Ifelt Ihad reduced these defects
to below the threshold of concern. Still, Ihad some distortion.

N

r

ANY PROBLEMS ARE HIDDEN BY SLOPPY WORD USAGE.
Many problems are hidden by sloppy word usage. Creative thought
requires terms taken for granted to be continually redefined and "errorchecked." 9Noise is truly arandom, stochastic thing. Noise is hiss. Hum and
buzz are not noise, but periodic signals related to the AC line's generator
frequency. If you carelessly call hum "noise," you may be upset when use
of alow-noise IC fails to reduce that "noise."
A great deal of so-called "noise" is really signal feedthrough, the brothers
Crosstalk, Backtalk, and Sidetalk. Crosstalk is familiar enough, Backtalk
obvious enough. Sidetalk introduces to your music anumber of signals
inside electronic equipment which are quite different from the audio signal
at the input and output. In power amplifiers in particular, this signal may
include strong elements of mains-related signals, and unilateral (half-wave)
audio signals in the output stage. A great advantage of amplifiers using
8Quotation marks because the word has been debased to suggest rather flaky or romantic perception, rather than "human perception unfettered by instruments."
9"Power amplifier" is itself amisnomer, as power is rate of energy usage, not athing in itself (like volts
or amps); the concept of "amplifying" power is thus highly dubious. "Loudspeaker driver" would
be much more apposite.
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MOSFET outputs is that these hostile signals can be more readily limited
to the two output supply-rail nodes alone, rather than occurring throughout
anumber of nodes in preceding driver stages. 1°
When such "X-talk" contributions have been engineered below audibility,
you will still be left with distortion, unless the amplifier's output stage is
biased into class-A operation. If you concede that class-A is gross on ecological grounds for powers above afew watts, you're left with class-AB.
Then, however linear your circuit, however much feedback you use, and
however big your power supply (a traditional type is assumed), adistortion product will be present or will eventually obtrude with decreasing load
impedance and increasing frequency.
"SURELY WITH ABUTCH ENOUGH SUPPLY?"

Well, even using a100,000 µFreservoir capacitor, and superconducting,
resistance-less wiring, every amplifier with aconventional power supply
has asignificant impedance. It increases toward either frequency extreme
(as seen in fig.4), and always drops avoltage in proportion to the current
dragged through it. If the current varies, the voltage on the rails (as seen
by the output stage) varies too. In aclass-A amplifier, current draw should
be constant. (Any change indicates ashift from class-A into class-AB
operation.)
Turning to actual figures, the impedances in fig.4 are very much bestcase. A 1milliohrn impedance at lkHz (0.001 ohms), while seemingly small,
will cause avoltage perturbation of 10mV if 10 amperes of peak current
are drawn from the amplifier's output stage by the speaker. This perturbation is 60dB below the typical output signal of 10V, but only at lkHz.
At low and high frequencies, it can range up to just 10 or 20dB below the
signal, particularly with earthly power supplies. (The model used to plot
fig.4 assumes superconductor construction, in supercooled orbit around
Pluto, maybe.)
To make matters even worse, rectifier conduction modulates this impedance at 120 or 100Hz, momentarily reducing it at low frequencies to the
transformer's source impedance, with avariable, load-dependent pulse repetition frequency. Ugh.
10 MOSFET amplifiers do not require high continuous drive currents and the drivers do not need to
be "wrapped" around the output devices, so their driver supplies are readily separated from the output
stage and individually regulated, like aline stage.

Zout OHMS
10
1000m

100m

„ss

10m
1000µ
100µ

AUDIO BAND
•
PSYCHOACOUSTICALLY SIGNIFICANT BAND ---

100

lk
10k
Frequency in Hz

100k

IM

Fig.4 Output impedance vs frequency of ahypothetical "over-engineered" power
supply. Even using super-conducting wires and 100,000µF of reservoir
capacitance in the model, performance is poor for audio purposes, with an
output impedance of more than 0.1 ohms below I6Hz and above 75kHz.
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So Who Are We
To Argue?
Introducing The NEW
Hailer Trans nova
There is something "very right" about
tube sound.

Audiophiles know it. musicians

know it, so who are we to argue? We don't. Jim
Strickland. Hafler's chief engineer, has created
"tu bey" sounding solid state circuitry for Hafler's
new Models 9300 and 9500 power amplifiers.
Aunique drive stage allows the lateral MOSFET
output devices to be connected just like tubes!
In fact, this new trans•nova circuitry is so
unique, its patented.
As with the rest of the new Series 9000
line, the trans•nova amplifiers share the same
elegant sonic quality, simplicity in design, modesty in price, reliability, and an unprecedented
7-year warranty!* We know you'll hear the
distinction immediately.

Audition the new

Models 9300 and 9500 trans•nova amplifiers
at your local Hafler dealer and hear incredible
tube sound... without the tubes.

Haller

-THE

Model 9500

AFFORDABLE HIGH END"

Hafler, ADivision Of Rockford Corporation
Tempe, Arizona 85281 U.S.A. (602) 967-3565
In U.S.A., Fax (602) 894-1528
In Canada, Call Korbon Trading (416) 567-1920
In Europe, Fax (49) 421-487-877
In Pacific Asia (65) 339-0363
7-Year warranty valid only in the USA
®
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Thereafter, any amplifier relies solely on Power Supply Rejection" (PSR,
or local feedback) to remove this large, high-garbage-content signal from
the output. PSR is broadly related to the amount of feedback you use. It
invariably decreases with increasing frequency—and decreases sooner the
more feedback you use—but nested and current-mode feedback can stave
off the inevitability.
The upshot is that, particularly if you want to use low-feedback, class-AB
circuits, power-rail garbage will leak into your music. To overcome this
once and for all, my amplifier project needed an audio-grade power regulator.
Most designers abandoned regulators in audio amplifiers 15 or more years
ago because they didn't seem necessary, or were too complex and expensive
for the nominal gains. 12 A fresh approach was needed.
DC voltage stability, the usual obsession of regulator designers, is irrelevant. Instead, we need to reduce supply impedance and feedthrough to
vanishing levels and have noise as low as aline stage, yet be able to source
peak currents of over, say, 50 amperes. With the help of the latest US IC
11 Power Supply Rejection is the ability oía circuit to cancel or ignore signals on the DC supply rails,
usually by using negative feedback.
12 Commercial hi-fi amplifiers currently available that use regulated power supplies for their output
rails are the Mark Levinson No.20.6 (and its predecessors, the 20 and 20.5), the Krell Audio Standard,
and models from Exposure, Linn, and Naim.
—JA

DIY M ONITORING

Inquisitive readers may like to hear what kind of garbage resides in their
amplifiers' rails. Using an old AC-coupled power amplifier and speaker
as amonitoring system, hook this amplifier's input ground to your hi-fi
amplifier's central ground point (usually the OV busbar between the reservoir capacitors—see fig.1). As you want to hear the AC signal on the
rail, make sure that the DC voltage (which can be up to 100V) will be
safely blocked. Connect a100V, 100µF electrolytic in series with the
hot input lead of the monitor amplifier, oriented so that the positive side
of the capacitor is connected to the test amplifier's positive supply rail;
ie, the positive terminal of the reservoir capacitor which isn't grounded.
If you cannot reliably identify these parts, do not attempt this test!
Switch on the monitor amp first, but disconnect the monitor speaker.
With both amplifiers switched on, reconnect the monitor (ideally placed
outside the listening room) and play music through your hi-fi amp, which
should be hooked up to your speakers in the normal way. On the monitor,
unless you have aperfect amplifier, you will hear arather unpleasant
mixture of hum and buzz, with highly distorted music in the background.
The rails you are listening to are only displaced from the amplifier's
output by the output device or devices.
—Ben Duncan
Power Amplifier under test

Resenroir capacitors

Monitoring Supply Residue
Old Amplofier

100µf 100V

Old monitor
speaker

—et

(rot odile

Fig.I Monitoring apower amplifier's supply residue (see text).
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...it justly earned my highest
honor —the "maestro" appellation in revealing musical
nuances ....The sound of the
VAC was always pure, smooth,
and liquid, with harmonic
textures never too thick nor
too hard —the perfect musical
tapestry.
Dick 0/slier
Stereophile Vol 14 No11,
November 1991, on the
Class ARecommended
VAC PA90

We're not talking about a subtle
improvement here, folks. This was
some of the best sound I've ever heard
from CDs, anywhere —with "bloom"
and air and surging dynamics that
seemed to breathe with each musical
phrase.
Peter W Mitchell
Stereophile Vol 15 No 5,
May 1992, on the
installation of aVAC DAC
The VAC CPA1 Preamplifier and CLA1
Line Amplifier offer the ultimate in
dynamics, imaging, and natural sound.
The VAC Vintage Williamson is the first
in the new Vintage Series, named in
fond memory of the days when
excellent and affordable tube amplifiers were available to any audiophile.
The sound quality and quantity
produced on many sophisticated
loudspeakers mock its modest test
bench power rating, producing clean
levels well in excess of 100 dB.

MC

--11•
11---

VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY

P.O. Box 4609 •Sarasota FL 34230 USA •Telephone 813-377-7884 Fax: 813-925-1220

HANDCRAFTED WITH PRIDE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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1092 by Value Amplification Company

technology, Japanese/UK power devices and electrolytic capacitors, and
MicroCAP III circuit simulation, Ifound it surprisingly easy to construct
aunit with exceptional specifications. At the node from which the power
devices draw their current, measured and computed impedance was reduced
to micro-ohms at low frequencies, and no more than 2milliohms at 200kHz,
adecade above the audio band. As arough measure, supply-induced residue
is now below -60dB at all psychoacoustically significant frequencies, typically below -110dB below lkHz, and rising only slightly at high currents
above 15 amperes.
What does all this mean? Suddenly, the power rails are as noise-free as
the line input you are listening through. If one can afford abig enough transformer, the regulator circuit can supply 40 amperes continuously. "Oneshot" current into the most greedy passive-crossover/speaker combination is practically unlimited, as theoretical instantaneous current capability
exceeds 10,000 amperes—although to get this, the sinking path would need
to have anet resistance under some 20 micro-ohms!

THE OUTLOOK AFTER RE-REGULATION
A regulator with these attributes dramatically affects the amplifier's measured
performance. The noise spectra become clear, while the THD +N can drop
an order of magnitude or more, depending on how much negative feedback is in use and how good the conventional power supply is. Need Isay
that the regulator affects sonics? Pinpoint images, tonal clarification, intertransient silence, all the stuff of class-A, perhaps?

THE ABSENCE OF POWER-SUPPLY MODULATION IS
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE IMPROVEMENT IN SOUND QUALITY.
The ramifications are interesting. First, clear evidence has emerged supporting the phenomenon of power-supply modulation. This was recently
highlighted by Greg Ball," an Australian audiophile engineer who shares
my thoughts about the superiority of class-A amplifiers: it is their absence
of power-supply modulation (which amplifiers with output stages biased
into class-A cannot, by definition, have) rather than the simplistic absence
of crossover distortion (which class-B amplifiers do, by definition, possess, however minutely) which is responsible for the improvement in sound
quality. It is now much harder for objectivists to laugh at listeners' reactions to amplifier output-stage class. At the same time, the search for engineering ecology has squared the circle: Clean up the power inside an amplifier, and you can use fewer parts and less juice to sound as good as classA, and probably sell off your mains conditioner. Suddenly, class-A's
supremacy is no longer certain.

FURTHER READING
•Ben Duncan, "Analog Equipment Design," Parts 1-5, Home Studio Recording,
1985-86.
•Ben Duncan, "Amplifiers—So You Thought You Could Just Change the
Amp?:' Line Up (Institute of Broadcast Sound, UK), April 1992.
•Martin Colloms, "Some Observations on the Results of Objective and
Subjective Technical Reviewing Practice in High Fidelity," Proc. 10A (UK),
Vol.13 Pt.7 (1991).
13 Greg Ball, "Distorted Truth," Electronics+ Wireless World, May 1992.
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

We built the
best store:

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.
Krell Reference 64/MD- 10

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell Model KAS

We offer the best service:
BENZ
MICRO
RE F

To us that means doing whatever it takes to
ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.

Benz-Reference
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Gimmicks.
We make
the best sound:

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

Conrad-Johnson Premier 8

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.

martin Logan Quest
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Call Toll Free 1800.882-5271
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Bold listings available in New York exclusively at Sound By Singer. •Exclusive U.S. Dealer
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" suprising resolution and resolution ... "
" bass was clean and tight."
" clean ,accurate"
-Audio Ideas Guide
Sununer/Fall 92
" uncanny tonal balance ... "
" liquid and smood:"
" outstanding value . ."
" a must listen"
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-Inner Ear Report
Summer 92
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M ONI'l'Olt 300 Si
"Serious listeners on budgets will take to the clean,
accurate sound of the Clements 300 Si loudspeaker."
-Audio Ideas Guide, Summer/Fall 92
"All of our panelists thought that we were listening to
loudspeakers in the $1200 to $1500 range."
-Inner Ear Report, Summer 92

St tit:t.s
US RETAIL:
$599.00

Audiosphere 25 Esna Park Drive, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 1C9
Phone: 416. 474.0909 Fax: 416. 474.9812

SOUND FOUNDATIONS

Sanusbysterns
AUDIO •VIDEO

Little Canada MN (800)359-5520 FAX(6I2)482-0536
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RE-CREATING THE
M USICAL EVENT
THETA DIGITAL'S M IKE M OFFAT TALKS WITH ROBERT HARLEY

H

is background may have been in tubed audio product design, but Theta
Digital's Mike Moffat is now at theforefront of computer-based digital
processor development. His Theta DIA processors are among ahaneul
ofproducts that use Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chips and customfiltering software
instead of offthe-shelffilter chips? Irecently visited Mike at the Theta factory to get
his current ideas on digital audio reproduction and what goes into designing agoodsounding processor. Ibegan by asking Mike i
[he had always been an audiophile.
1The software in aDSP-based processor is the list of instructions that cell the DSP chips what to do
to the audio data. It is contained in one or more Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM)
chips.
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Like an Open Window, They Give You All The Music.
Adding Nothing of Their Own...
Taking Nothing Away.

With Bozak...
it is the Music that is Spectacular.
Bozak Audio Laboratories' sole commitment is to the recreation of the life-like fidelity
of original musical events.
For further Information, please contact us directly.
Bozak Audio Laboratories

539 Norwich Avenue Taftville Ct. 06380

(203) 886-1510

te MixTape.
TDK
RECORDABLE
COMPACT DISC
CD-W12

sem*gainiM

Your compilation of music can now be on acompact disc. With the optical
benefits you expect, like instant access to any music you want when you want
it and lifetime permanence so you're assured the
music you record won't be going anywhere but
through your speakers. For more information, call 1-800-TDKTAPE.
AsSeriousAsYouCanGet

eTDK.
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Mike Moffat:
I've been an audiophile since high school. Iwent to UCLA, but got drafted
in the middle of it and ended up graduating [in Electrical Engineering] two
years late. I'm giving away my age. [laughs] Ithen worked briefly at Douglas
Aircraft and decided Ididn't like adesk job. So Igot amore adventurous
job with Texas Instruments working on experimental digital tape recorders.
These were 8-bit machines that sampled at 50Hz to pick up low-frequency
information that geologists used. It was overseas employment and paid well.
When Icame back from overseas with all that money, Icould afford to be
in audio professionally. In 1977 Ibuilt apreamp called the Theta Preamp.
Isold Theta to my partner in '82, did interconnects for awhile, and got
involved in import and export.

T
EVER MADE.

HE WESTERN ELECTRIC 4I7A

Robert
MM:

RH:
MM:
RH:
MM:

RH:
MM:

RH:

MM:

WAS THE QUIETEST TUBE

All the old Theta analog stuff was all tubed—a power amp, preamp, and
tubed head-amp. It was kind of anovel design in its day: no feedback and
6DJ8 tubes—and there were no 12AX7s in it. My campaign at the time was
against the 12AX7; it was atwo-bit tube designed for cheap phonograph
players.
The power amp was a75W monoblock thing that sold for $700 or $800
apiece, the preamp was $700, and the head-amp was $500—this was 1977,
now. The head-amp had two Western Electric 417As in it, which was the
quietest tube ever made. It was fun getting the head-amp non-microphonic.
We built about ahundred of those.
Harley:
Was the old Theta successful?
It was doing fine at the time Isold it. My partner sort oflost interest in it,
Iguess. He got married, but still, to this day, he'll work on the old Theta
stuff. He's down in San Diego and still takes care of whoever has them out
there running.
You seem nostalgic about tube gear. Do you think tubes are inherently better sonically than transistors?
My whole system at home is tubed—but Iwouldn't want to build aproduct
with tubes in the 1990s. The worst thing is when they come back ...
Do you mean reliability problems?
Ihave heard that reliability is aproblem from dealers who sell tube equipment
in general. If it's got tubes in it, it will be more problematical. That's what
Ihear.
But do you think they sound better?
Oh, yeah. So why don't Iput tubes in my own products? The answer is,
Idon't want to see it back. Also, just putting tubes in a$4000 DS Pro would
take it up to probably $5500 or $6000—more than that if you do the power
supplies right.
But Ilove them. Neil [Sinclair, Mike's partner in Theta Digital] still has
tubes. He probably won't admit to using atubed system in 1992, but Iknow
he hasn't sold his tube amps.
All your designs—even the $1250 DS Pro Prime—use computer-based DSP chips
running customfiltering software. Do you think DSP-based digitalfilters are arequirementfor state-of-the-art digital playback?
Ibelieve so, yes. That's because there are no digital filters you can buy that
optimize for time-domain performance. They are designed for best
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DIGITAL NOISE ABSORBER

Do something to squelch high-frequency noise from digital equipment. Clamp
TDK's Digital Noise Absorbers on your interconnects. 4., TDK.
Then sit back and enjoy cleaner, clearer sound.
For more information, call 1-800-TDK-8273. AsSeriousAsYouCanGet
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frequency-domain performance—minimum ripple in the passband and maximum attenuation in the stopband. They are frequency-domain devices only.
One of the purposes of an oversampling system, where you add dots [samples] between the existing dots, is to add more information. In the captive
filter design [an off-the-shelf filter chip], that translates to improvements
you see on spectrum analyzers—lower ripple and better stopband characteristics. But there is no optimization or enhancement of the time domain. •
So you're constrained to whatever information is in the original rçcording. Whereas in atime-domain-optimized filter, you can improve [the timedomain characteristics] the way you would improve the frequency-domain
characteristics of acaptive filter. With DSP filters you get the best of both
worlds.
RH: How much of your processors' spatial qualities are aresult of DSP-basedfilters and
custom software?
MM: Almosi all ofit. Having done anumber of experiments with captive filters—
the NPC, Philips, Sony, etc.—the variations of the algorithm they all run
'
doesn't do anything to optimize the time-domain performance. The
algorithm we run is aspecific time-domain enhancer. That's why Ibuild
processors that are Motorola-based [the Motorola 56001 DSP chip] as
opposed to captive filter-based; there is asubstantial difference in imaging and sense of space.
RH: So soundstage size and imagefocus are primarilyfunctions of the digitalfilter's timedomain performance?
MM: Absolutely. Not only theoretically, but also empirically—I've done the
experiments.
RH: How much can you change the sound of aprocessor with the software?
MM: Quite abit. You can put aWadia-type [filtering] algorithm into aDS Pro
Basic—we've done it—and it totally changes the sound of the processor.
We've put in afrequency-domain optimization that completely changes
the sound of the processor, particularly the imaging.
RH: When you're designing aprocessor, how do you decide which filtering algorithm is
the best? What's the point of reference? And do you make editorial decisions to try to
make it sound "better?"
MM: Well, there are lots of ways to optimize digital filters. Iwould be bullshitting
if Itold you we've tried them all—we haven't. But they sound very different,
even with the same parameters. Given the same passband, stopband, and
transition-band parameters, they do sound different. Ipicked the filter we're
using because it does it more than any other algorithm I've found. We get
good frequency-domain and good time-domain performance. Ipicked it
over filters with identical performance—it sounded better in the spaciousness
aspect.
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The Speaker You Can't Hear.
However, If You Insist on Trying, Please Visit
Your Local Dealer.
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LIMITED

Carl J. Marchisotto, 15 Woodview Drive, Nesconset, NY 11767
516-737-9369 •Fax 516-981-3476
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thing and roll it off, it can actually intrude into the treble presentation of
the electronics. We try to keep the RF as low as possible. In the worst case—
our least expensive product—we have in the high 60dB of RF rejection to
100MHz. Most digital audio products are only quoted on signal/noise ratio
across the audioband.
The time-domain optimization is avery important part of getting the
image right—hearing exactly where everything is. There are other factors
as well. The grounding becomes much more critical in digital designs, particularly when they're mixed with analog designs, which of course occurs
in every D/A converter. But the sonic goal is being tonally wonderful, wonderful from the standpoint of how it images, and quiet and free from noise
and other spuriae.
The term litter" is overused. What's quoted primarily is asingle figure generally measured in the picoseconds, and, in the poorer-performing
units, nanoseconds. But what we're finding is that not only is the total
amount ofjitter important, but the frequency components of the jitter as
well. Different jitter frequencies affect the sound in different ways.

M AKE IT AS QUIET AS POSSIBLE AND AS JITTER-FREE AS
POSSIBLE. THAT TRANSLATES TO THE BEST SOUND.

I

I'm sure there are more things we'll find out about, but my thing is
frequency-domain- and time-domain-optimized filters. You make it as
quiet as possible and as jitter-free as possible. That translates to the best sound.
RH: The sound of many products reflects their designers' sonic priorities. You, for example,
seem to gofor three-dimensionality and deep bass How do adesigner's sonic preferences
end up in his product?
MM: My preferences emerge as various prototypes are developed. Again, I'm
shooting for the same kind of rush Iget listening to live music.
The goal has always been the Peter Walker thing—to re-create live music
in the listening room. You learn things along the way, then refine other
aspects of the design. When we learn how to do something, like bass—
we learned how to do bass early on—we just keep on doing it and improve
other aspects of the design.
I'm not trying to color it or take artistic license, I'm just trying to make
it sound like the real thing. How you do that in the analog stages is to do
analog circuits that are horrendously fast, particularly at the surnming junction of the DAC. You try to keep it as fast as it can be and keep the distortion
as low as possible. The analog stage [in adigital processor] is very different
from the line stage you would use in apreamp. You have different priorities—settling time, glitch reduction—because the smaller the area under
the curve of the glitches, the better it sounds.

F YOU RELY ON MEASUREMENT ONLY, YOU CAN DESIGN

PRODUCTS THAT MEASURE WELL BUT DON'T SOUND SO
GOOD.
RH: Do you find much correlation between sound quality and measurements?
MM: Not all the time. If you rely on measurement only, you can design products than measure well but don't sound so good. If Iimprove aspecification—and I'm talking about specifications other than the usual harmonic distortion and audioband S/N ratio—if Iimprove the RF S/N ratio to
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992
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THE WORLD'S MOST ACCURATE PREAMP

the NRG MODEL PA-1
..THE reference standard by which to judge all others. If you
require total musical honesty, the PA-1 is the ONLY one!

...matched in quality only by
THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL MOSFET AMPS

A201S 200W/Ch Class Aand 401S 400W/Ch Class AB Stereo Amplifiers
A401M 400W Class AMono Amplifier

Offering the power and articulation of the best solid state equipment
combined with the smoothness of the best tube equipment.
Acoustic Image, NRG's exclusive representative in the Los Angeles
area, carries the finest in high-end audio equipment:
Unity Audio
Forsell
LA Audio
Klyne Audio Arts
Sound-Lab

Atma-Sphere
Anodyne
Purist Audio Design
Micromega
OCM/Belles

Acoustic Image

Studio City, CA

7,/coltzp.cinscettG

Telephone: 818-762-1501
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and more...
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FAX: 818-752-9709
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100MHz, Iknow it's going to sound better. That's not acommonly measured specification. We're finding things to measure that aren't commonly
measured. We've found empirically that, as you reduce the RF noise, you
get nothing but better sound. As you reduce the settling time in the currentto-voltage converter and reduce the area under the curve in the glitching,
you also get better sound.
RH: Your latest project uses alaser-driven interface between transport and processor instead
of aconventional LED-driven interface.
MM: The unit we brought [to the 1992 SCES] is an all-out design. The differences
between that unit's interface and the AT&T—and the Toslink, for that
matter—is that the AT&T and Toslink are LED-driven and ours is laserdriven. The AT&T interface is some 10 times faster than Toslink; the Toslink
has about a5MHz bandwidth and the AT&T has about a50MHz bandwidth. The Toslink is way too slow.
As an experiment, we built aGigahertz bandwidth device that was laserdriven. It was also "single mode," which means that if you look at it on a
spectrum analyzer, you see one pip instead of aseries ofpips. Both the AT&T
and the Toslink system are multi-mode. They work over abroad range of
frequencies.
The laser system we developed involves some focusing and some critical distancing between parts. It has to be assembled in production to an
accuracy of one to ten microns. We're now building an interface in the vicinity
of 150MHz that is single-mode. The plan is to build anon-single mode
system with a Gigahertz bandwidth and determine which is really
important—the single mode or the wide bandwidth. Then we'll take alook
at what to offer as aproduct.
We will offer the all-out design. We're building ajig to assemble the thing
to the tolerances required. We're also looking at offering alower-cost, singlemode interface if that works out well. I'm optimistic.
RH: So this is apractical system we're likely to see in Theta products in the nearfuture?
MM: Oh, yes. Certainly by sometime in 1993.
RH: Any idea what it will cost?
MM: The target on the 1GHz system—a complete system including the transmitter
and fiber link, and adetector that would mount in aGeneration III—is $1200
to $1500.
RH: What do you hear when you widen the interface bandwidth?
MM: It's stunning. Layers of haze and veiling disappear, revealing nuances. Not
just in asense of more detail to the music, but there is more spatial information as well. When Ifirst heard it my jaw hit the floor. Icouldn't believe
the differences it was making. It was alot like the difference between aveiled
and slow inexpensive preamplifier and apreamplifier that is faster and
smoother at the same time and has alot more detail. It's shocking.
RH: That reminds me ofsomething you said once said about moving aToslink optical cable
and hearing the images shift.
MM: Ido that at dealer demos. I'll find whatever processor's hooked up optically, and get all the listeners there, and just take the cable and wind it
around—curl it up—and then ask them to note where the images are. And
I'll be sitting there holding the cable, and they'll notice where everything
is, and then Ilet the cable go. When it springs back to its normal position,
they say, "Wow, it really moved." It does.
RH: Why do you think there is so little recognition of the sonic limitations of digital audio
among professionals?
MM: Well, Ithink it's obvious that many of them don't give ashit as long as their
CDs are selling. It's the people like us who care about good sound. We
[audiophiles] have been given short shrift. Just look over the last 20 or 30
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992
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years. Going back to the 12AX7 [tube] we were talking about earlier: the
12AX7 was basically acommercial compromise to allow low-cost record
players to be built. The kind of record player with an on/off switch—you
turn it on, it starts spinning, you lift up the arm—had a12AX7 in it. Companies are always going to be looking at cost.
Japan's abig market for Theta. They love our stuff because it's an alternative
to the stuff that was designed to perform as well as possible for as few dollars
as possible. Actually, when you look at aMagnavox Bitstream player that
you can buy for $200-$300, even at $300, that's alot of electronics for the
money. So the guy who's buying the average cheap system is getting abetter
deal.
RH: Some would argue that differences in digital processors are academic—loudspeakers
have amuch greater effect on the reproduced sound.
MM: A friend of mine named John Koval believes that the only reason that any
two speakers sound different is because they have different frequency responses. He will equalize one speaker to the other and then prove that no
difference can be heard between the speakers. But I'll be over there and he'll
be absolutely swearing that Ican't tell them apart—but Iknow.

SOME PEOPLE JUST DON'T HEAR THE DIFFERENCES. THEY
DON'T WANT TO HEAR THE DIFFERENCES.
So one day, Itook over an early prototype of the DS Pre. He said, "Okay,
we're going to do ablind test." He's very emphatic about what he believes
in. He hooks up the DS Pro and acheap stock CD player through his A/B
box that has relays and junk interconnects—throwaway cables that come
with a$100 cassette player. He hooks it all up, gives me this little box, and
Idon't know which is which. I'm sitting there going back and forth. Iwas
the only person in the room who picked out my processor ten out often
times. After ten times he finally gave up.
But he couldn't hear the difference. Some people just don't hear the differences, but Ihave to think the reason they don't hear the differences is they
don't want to hear the differences.
The guy who sells the exotic Vishay resistors came in [to Theta Digital]. He lives, talks, eats, and breathes resistors. He asked what we made.
When we showed him, he asked what it did. We said, "It makes digital audio
sound better." He said, "Well, digital audio's perfect, isn't it?" And we played
it for him—compared aGeneration II to ageneric CD player—and he was
just absolutely amazed. He left babbling.
RI-1: One of your updates to aTheta processor was replacing the short piece of wire that
carries the digital audio signalfrom the inputjack to the pcb. Can a3" piece of wire
carrying digital audio make such adifference to the sound?
MM: The wire we use is very fast wire, made for the internal wiring harness in
supercomputers. It's relatively expensive; but it's blindingly, screamingly
fast. And since the first product we put it in—all the little wires to the jacks,
and then on the larger units where we had the boards separated under different compartments—we use it for all the digital wiring between boards. It
just sounds much better.
Idon't want to sound like anonscientific type, but Ihave to totally admit
that that's just an empirical sort of decision which is normally not the way
we do things here. Normally we try to have organized R&D programs.
Because hopefiilly we're going to learn something about these things—other
than vague generalities.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
*Monitor Audio's aluminum, precision coated ceramic cones afford the ultimate in speed and
rigidity to fully reproduce the subtle-to-thunderous dynamic ronge of live music.
*Monitor Audio's revolutionary gold dome/metal cone driver technology brings
the musicians into your living room win three dimensional realism.
*Monitor Audio offers you the choice of matched real-wood veneers
and truly stunning Grand Piano lacquers.
*Monitor Audio loudspeakers ore 100% designed and manufactured by
Monitor Audio to unparalleled standards of excellence.
*Monitor Audio Loudspeakers: From only $379 to $5400 a pair
... when only the best will suffice.

MONITOR AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS

In USA. P.O. Box 1355 Buffalo NY. 14205

Tel (416) 428-2800

In Canada 902
Mckoy Road Pickering. Ontario L1W 3X8 Fax (416) 428-0004
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Yo, W HATSAMATTER M YTASTE?!

S

ince Irecently moved to anew house
here in Austin, Texas, and since JA
wants you, Cherished Reader, to have
all the pertinent information such as areviewer's reference system, the dimensions of
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his room, and the distance between the bottom of his skirt and his kneeline, I've been
asked to describe my new listening environment, throw around some ideas Ihave for
review coverage in the coming year, and just
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generally shoot the audioshit with you in
hopes that we can break down these awful
barriers of glossy stock and printer's ink and
emerge with abetter understanding of one
another and, yes, maybe alittle love as well.

THE BETTER YOUR VOICE
SOUNDS, THE BETTER THE
SOUND OF THE ROOM.
My new crib is atwo-bedroom house in
alovely neighborhood whose exact location
will remain unspecified due to several of your
more descriptive letters. While Ihad my playback system set up in my old house's living
room, Ichose this new house specifically
because one of its bedrooms looked like it
would make agreat dedicated listening room.
In addition to the thick'n'rich carpet on the
floor,' the ceiling tapers slowly through the
room's length, then abruptly slopes down to
meet the rear wall (behind the speakers) in
the last four feet. This irregular ceiling really
helps to break up the typical "room sound"
Iencounter in so many listening rooms and,
yes, many hi-fi huts' demo rooms as well.
You can hear this when you talk: the better
your voice sounds to yourself—ie, the less
low-frequency boominess, midrange honk,
and spurious slap echo—the better the sound
of the room generally. Although I've installed
aset of RoomTunes, the basic character of the
room is very good.
Iam, however, sympathetic to the needs
of manufacturers of poor-sounding gear
given to me for review, so I've engineered
several audio "no-no's" into my room to give
these poor schlubs something, anything to
blame their negative reviews on besides the
sound of their gear. For starters, there's abigblade ceiling fan mounted over and slightly
behind the speaker plane; if someone's speakers get low marks for image specificity, they
can confidently point to this fan as atroublesome reflector that scatters the li'l sound
Chidets every which way but loose, thus preventing them from aligning into the crystal1Most floors in Austin's nicer pads are hardwood, which
generally makes for apretty live-sounding room unless you
throw down abig rug or something. My old place had carpeting too, but the sonic signature was more axiomatic, analogous to afilterless Camel instead of aSwisher Sweet. Ihate
myself.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

clear, pinpoint imaging claimed in the ad.
Also, room lighting is courtesy of one of
those chi-chi looking "torchiere" 6' longstem halogen lamps, a500W floorstanding
thang Igot for 25 clams at Home Hut. You
see, the torchiere lamp has aDIMMER on
its stem, and we all know what sonic havoc
alight dimmer can wreak on the sound of a
hi-fi if it's not turned all the way up. Therefore, if Icriticize apiece of gear's lack of midrange liquidity, hardness in the highs, or
overall poor sound, Idemand that the manufacturer blame my poorly derived findings
on the degradation caused by the torchiere's
light dimmer, even though Iuse the lamp
either full on or not at all.
The biggest "no-no," though, is Muddy,
my new kitty. Ifound Muddy, along with
three of his brothers and sisters, in the huge
shipping box the Proceed CD Library came
in when Ireviewed it in Vol.15 No.8. Ikeep
all the boxes out in the toolshed in my backyard, and when Iwent out to haul the Proceed's humongous crate back into the house
to pack the mofo up again, Iheard these faint
squeaks coming from inside. Turned out to
be four li'l newborns. Itook them in, cleaned
them up, and put them back outside in the
toolshed so their mother would come back
and get them. She came back all right, but
rescued only two of them; Muddy and one
of his brothers were too runty, Iguess. So
Dara and Itook them in and nursed them
with atiny little bottle of kitten formula,
covered them in asoft hand-towel, and laid
them on an electric blanket set for Warm'n'Cuddly. Alas, the second baby didn't make
it; he was real weak from the get-go, and we
didn't expect him to last. But Muddy was a
feisty li'l guy, and he's grown into ahealthy,
playful kitten who only prefers chasing pingpong balls to gnawing on hideously expensive speaker wire. I'm keeping him.
Muddy is, however, apliant object. And
as we all know by now, pliant objects can
subtly pressurize and depressurize alistening
environment, causing problems through the
bass and lower midrange; witness any Linnapproved dealer's "Single Pliant Object"
demonstration rooms. So Muddy's constant
presence in my listening room automatically
invalidates any opinions Ihave on the bass
capabilities of gear under review. Oh, I'll still
offer them, of course, but please discount
them outright as amatter of course /would.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE
B50 'TIGER'

RIGHT COMPONENTS...
i‘

WRONG ROOM?

ensemb

Ie

The reviews are in..."Imagine a 'hybrid'
(integrated) amplifier rivaling the best tube
designs in the conveyance of music without glare
in a palpable space -oozing liquidity, maintaining
timbrai accuracy and preserving the music's
pulse." "a sound stage seemingly unlimited by the
dimensions of my room." "I can not imagine a
music-lover disappointed with what he/she hears
through the Ensemble..."-Guy Lemcoe, Stereophile,
vol. 1
4, no.5.

$2095

Demo At Home

CORNER TUNES
ECHO TUNES

COMPLETE LINE
AVAILABLE

2 ECHO
$39
4 CORNER $79
2 DELUXE $229

f

GET IT RIGHT
WITH AFFORDABLE

Roonirunc

Home Audition Available With
Full Money Back Guarantee.

INTRODUCING the logical upgrade to any CD Transport...
Digital Transmission Interface
from

...picherny

AUDIO n

OPTICAL AND

IMPEDANCE MATCHED
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

COAX INPUTS
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REAL-WORLD GEAR

e

As the leading subjective-review audiophile
magazine in the free-trade zone excluding
Chilean Hi-Fi and The Absolute Sri Lankan, Stereophile tries to be all things to all audiophiles.
We've got Bob Harley on board to cover the
latest digital playback gear, acategory marked
by rapid and hair-pulling advancement.
We've got Sam Tellig, who holds amirror up
to the nuttier segments of the audio world
as they recoil in disgust. And we've got Arnie
Balgalvis, Larry Greenhill, Lewis Lipnick,
and Dick Olsher to write about $20,000 amps
and $4000 phono cartridges and $7000 turntables and plenty more heinously priced gear
the likes of you and Iwill never, ever be in the
position to be allowed to stand on the same
side of ared velvet rope with, much less own.

THESE SHAPES WILL CHANGE THE
WAY YOU LISTEN TO AUDIO
FOREVER!

TUNING BELT
TUNING DOTS

TUNING DEVICES from...

COMBAK

THERE'S A
WHOLE LOT
MORE OF YOU OUT THERE
WHO NOT ONLY CAN'T
AFFORD MOST OF THE STUFF
WE COVER, YOU WOULDN'T
BUY THIS HIGH-DOLLAR
STUFF EVEN IF YOU COULD!

Complete with application guide

SET OF 8.$100EA.

CLEAN ELECTRIC,
CLEANER MUSIC.
CRITICAL DAMPING
AND
SUPRESSION
ACTIVE
INTERCOMPONENT
ISOLATION

DEDICATED
HIGH POWER
OUTLETS

pow= WEDGE
9MODELS AVAILABLE FROM

189,0$539
HOME DEMO AVAILABLE

1-800-FAT-WYRE
PO BOX 579, POINT PLEASANT, PA. 18950

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
OPEN MON-FRI. 10AM-6PM
215-297-8824 OR FAX 215-297-8661

What we don't have is anyone covering
what Ilike to call REAL-WORLD GEAR:
good, solid, affordable audio gear that doesn't
cost as much as it does these days to have a
man killed. Oh sure, Stereophile publishes the
odd review of abudget-priced overachiever
like the $450 Rotel 955 CD player and the
$200 PSB Alpha speaker, but these reviews
lack the proper context in which to judge this
kind of gear. Dropping a$200/pair set of
speakers into a$30,000 reference system can
tell you what that speaker sounds like in
absolute terms, but is any of that information
transportable to the likely user of those
speakers, who's more likely going to hook
them up to an NAD receiver with AudioQuest F-14? Does abudget-oriented music
lover care if a$450 CD player sounds slightly
rougher than a$5000 Theta transport/processor combo when heard in asystem with
megabuck tube amps, silver wire, and stateof-the-art speakers? Does the fact that a$2/ft.
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Introducing ECLIPSE, the dazzling

The connectors are equally outstanding.

star of the WIREWORLD line, created
by noted cable designer David Salz.

Phono plugs* are as gratifying to use as
they are stunning to behold, with a

Its unique desn* utilizes

jewelry-like finish and

matched concentric con-

direct gold-plated solid

ductor braids separated

copper contacts.

by microporous Tèfiont

ECLIPSE speaker

to effectively minimize

cables feature

electromagnetic

precision-machined solid

and electrostatic inter-

silver spade lugs and, like all

modulation, resulting in

WIREWORLD cables, carry alifetime

unprecedented spatial coherence, resolution

limited warranty. Hear ECLIPSE soon at

and harmonic integrity.

your dealerfor arare glimpse of heaven.
'Patents Perairw t

W
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3320 GRIFFIN ROAD

American-M4de

FORT LAUDERIMLE FL 33312 USA
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TEL 305.962.2650

FAX 305.962.2603

with the soothing relief of Bobby Blue Bland's
Two Stepsfrom the Blues.
So come the new year, in addition to reviewing the best and brightest audio equipment Ican find, I'm also going to tackle RealWorld Gear with no apologies, qualifiers, or
trepidations that "if! write about the cheap
stuff, my mighty ,sword won't seem as large
as if Ireviewed the muy expensivo Fantasy
Island gear." I'm going to do it the right way,
by putting together abudget-reference system in my living room that more closely
approximates how real people listen to music.
No $500 spiked lead-filled speaker stands
placed well out into the room. No separate
digital processors. No top-o'the-line cables.
No bass-shy "audiophilesque" minimonitors.
And NO Audiophile-Approved recordings;
real people listen to Nirvana and Mozart, not
Jan Ulmstegt and her Happy Little Dulcimer.
I'm going to try to evaluate affordable gear
the way it should be judged, and if you have
any suggestions or tales to tell, by all means
write me here at the mag. The rich old farts
have had control of this vessel forjar too long;
let us real people take over the ship and laisse
les bons temps rouler!

speaker cable doesn't quite have the inner
detail of the same manufacturer's $100/ft.
cable make adamn bit o'difference to the guy
who just wants agood-sounding, warmly
balanced rig to crank Stevie Ray Vaughan in
his living room? No, no, and hell no!
Am Idenigrating the pursuit of the highest
fi this business of ours has to offer? Not at all.
You hard-core audionuts are well-served by
Stereophiles stable of hard-core audionut reviewers, who give you all the vicarious highspeed thrillz'n'chillz of listening to the best
and most revealing audio gear that aplatinum card and aquick confirmation call to the
bank can offer.
But there's awhole lot more of you out
there who not only can't afford most of the
stuff we cover, you wouldn't buy this highdollar stuff even if you could! You're people
with priorities. Families to feed. And above all,
real-world budgets. You don't care about whether or not aspeaker places the flamenco guitarist well to the right of the speaker on some
stupid Audiophile-Approved recording; you
just want asystem that's musical, honest, and
makes you feel good at the end of the day
when you want to replace the throbbing
echoes of your boss's high-pitched bleating

(
getti
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
Issues

each

VOLUME Ill, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

$5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3, 6

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5,8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME VIII, 1985

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,8
Issue 3

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Issue 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME X, 1987

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00

VOLUME XI, 1988

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00

VOLUME XIII, 1990

Issue 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XIV, 1991

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00

5.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$500.00

*Photocopies

r•
I

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED

Send me the following back issues:

BIAX

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $5.00 each)

Total:

Original copies x $5.00 per issue =

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $10.00 each)

Total .
Reproductions x $10.00 per issue =
Add shipping and handling: 1to 5issues $2.00
6to 10 issues $3.00
11 issues and over $4.00
FOREIGN ORDERS, Please add $2 per magazine
for handling and surface mail postage.

Total

$

Name
Address
City
El Check

State
[7 MC

Zip
El VISA
EXP. DATE

No.

Stereophile, LP/CD Dept.

Li AM EX

P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502

OR CALL 1-800-358-6274
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omponents listed here are ones which we have
found to be among the best available in each
of four quality classes, and whose purchase
we highly recommend. Following each listing
is abrief description of the product's sonic characteristics and acode indicating the Stereophile Volume and
Issue in which that product's report appeared.

REoPfin.E,
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Some products listed have not yet been
reported on; these are marked (NR). We recommend that any product's entire review be
read before purchase is seriously contemplated (products without reviews should
therefore be treated with more caution);
many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and
caveats appear in reviews, but not here. To
obtain back issues of the magazine, see the
advertisement in this issue. (We regret that
we cannot supply photocopies of individual
reviews.)
In general, discontinuation of amodel
precludes its appearance here. In addition,
though professional components—recorders,
amplifiers, monitor speaker systems—can be
obtained secondhand and can sometimes
offer performance which would otherwise
guarantee inclusion, we do not generally
include such components. Apart from that
exception, Steteophik's "Recommended Components" listing is almost exclusively concerned with products currently available in
the US through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.

How

Class A
Best attainable sound, without any practical considerations; "the least musical compromise." A Class A
system is one for which you don't have to make aleap
of faith to believe that you're hearing the real thing.

Class B

RECOMMENDATIONS

ARE DETERMINED

The ratings given components included in
this listing are predicated entirely on performance—je, accuracy of reproduction—
and are biased to an extent by our feeling that
things added to reproduced sound (flutter, distortion, colorations of various kinds) are of
more concern to the musically oriented listener than things subtracted from the sound,
such as deep bass or extreme treble. On the
other hand, components markedly deficient
in one or more respects are downrated to the
extent that their deficiencies interfere with
the full realization of the program material.
We try to indude in "Recommended Components" every product which we have
found to be truly excellent or which we feel
represents good value for money. Bear in
mind that many different tastes are represented. The listing is compiled after extensive
discussion among Seeophile's reviewing staff,
editors, and publisher, and takes into account
continued experience of aproduct after the
formal review has been published. In particular, we take account of unreliability and
defects that show up after extended auditioning. The fact that aproduct received afavorable review can't therefore be regarded as a
118

guarantee that it will continue to appear in
this listing.
The prices indicated are those current at
the time the listing was compiled (August
1992). We make no guarantee that any of
these prices will not have changed by the time
this issue of Stereophile appears in print.
We indicate products that have been on this
list in one incarnation or another since the
"Recommended Components" listing in
Vol.12 No.10 (October 1989) with aspecial
symbol: *. Longevity in ahi-fi component
is arare enough commodity that we felt it
worth indicating (although, as in the case of
pickup cartridges and separate MC head
amplifiers, it can indicate that the attention
of design engineers has moved elsewhere).
We are not sympathetic toward letters
complaining that the Symphonic Bombast

The next best thing to the very best sound reproduction; cost is afactor, but most Class B components
are still quite expensive.

Class C
Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more musically
natural than average home-component high fidelity; products in this class are of high quality but still
affordable.

Class D
Satisfying musical sound, but either significantly
lower fidelity than the best available, or major compromises in performance—limited dynamic range,
for example. Bear in mind that appearance in Class
D still means that we recommend this product—it is
possible to put together amusically satisfying systern exclusively from Class D components.

Class E
Applying to loudspeakers only, this "Entry Level"
classification includes products that may have obvious
defects but are both inexpensive and much better than
most products in their price category.

Class K
"Keep your eye on this product!' Class K is for components which we have not tested (or have not finished testing), but which we have reason to believe
may be excellent performers. We are not actually
recommending these components, only suggesting
you take alisten. In certain cases, though the report
has yet to be published, the reviewer and Editor feel
confident enough that the review opinion is sufficiently well-formed to include what otherwise would
be aClass Kentry in one of the other Classes, marked
(NR).
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A-123 MkV, which we recommended heartily two years ago, no longer makes it into
"Recommended Components" at all. Where
deletions are made, we endeavor to give reasons (there always are reasons). But remember, deletion ofacomponentfrom this list does not
invalidate abuying decision you have made.
Individual reviewers mentioned by their
initials: Larry Archibald, John Atkinson,
Amis Balgalvis, Martin Colloms, Anthony
H. Cordesman, Robert Deutsch, Jack English, Gary A. Galo, Corey Greenberg, Larry
Greenhill, Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt,
Ken Kessler, Guy Lemcoe, Lewis Lipnick,
Peter W. Mitchell, Thomas J. Norton, Dick
Olsher, Donald A. Scott, Bill Sorrunerwerck,
Sam Tellig, Stephen W. Watkinson, and Peter
van Willenswaard.

How TO

MAKE USE OF THE

LISTINGS

Read carefully our descriptions here, the
original reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews
in other magazines to try to put together a
short-list of components to choose from.
Carefully evaluate your room, your tastes,
your source material and front end(s), your
speakers, and then yourself: with luck, you
may come up with aselection to audition at
your favorite dealer(s). "Recommended Components" will not tell you just what to buy, any more
than Consumer Reports would presume to tell
you whom to marry!

TURNTABLES
Editor's Note: Any audiophile worth his or her salt
(unless they are exclusively committed to CD) should consider at least one of our Class D recommendations or,
preferably, one of the Class C turntables and their variants as the essential basis oía musically satisfying system. An in-depth audition as part of apreferred turntable/arm/cartridge combination before purchase is
mandatory. The point should also be made that these are
lean times for turntable manufacturers—"Buy while you
can" is Larry Archibald's advice [fan inexpensive turntable
has not made its way into Class D or is not listed in Class
K, do not assume that it is recommended by default.
Underachievers are more common in the world of turntables than in any other area of hi-fi.

A
Basis Debut Gold Standard: $6900
"A natural for aClass A recommendation," said AB of
this thoroughly worked out, beautiful-looking suspendedsubchassis design. Interchangeable armboard has been
designed in an ingenious manner that doesn't compromise
structural rigidity. A vacuum hold-down upgrade is availSTEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

able for $2600; the Basis supplied with hold-down is
$8900. (Vol.13 No.12)
Versa Dynamics 2.0/2.3 er
Ingenious vacuum hold-down, air-bearing, suspendedsubchassis turntable with integral air-bearing tonearm.
JGH felt the complete player to give the "best sound from
analog disc" that he had heard, particularly in its presentation of silent backgrounds and tight low-bass response
Needs avery massive support (designer John Bicht uses
athick slab of granite). Though the 2.0 is no longer made,
it is retained in this listing due to Versa's March '92 offer
to present owners of a"23" update kit. (Von() No.8,
VoLIl Nos.1 & 4; see also JE's report from the 1992 WCES
in Vol.15 No.4.)
Linn Sondek LPI2 with Lingo power supply: $2545$2745 (depending on finish)
Compared with the Valhalla model, the Lingo-equipped
version minimizes the LP12's propensity for aslightly
fat midbass and subjectively extends the low frequencies
by another octave, resulting in aClass B rating overall.
The upgrade alone costs 81295. (Vol.14 No.1)
SOTA Cosmos: $4000
"Does it boogie?" asks MC, adding that "Very few of the
big turntables do." TJN thought very highly of the
Cosmos, however, feeling that it offers amore contrasty
sound than the SOTA Star, with greater inter-transient
silence The subjective result was that small details were
better resolved with the more expensive turntable The
low end, too, betters the Star in detail and clarity. TJN
did feel, however, that purchasers might want to experiment using the Cosmos without SOTA's supplied
"Groove Damper" mat. In systems which lean toward
warmth, the mat led to "a slightly more closed-in sound
that tempered the feeling of an unrestricted top end that
is one of the Cosmos's principal strengths." In other,
leaner-sounding systems, however, the overall balance
with the mat might be preferred. Ahigh-gloss black finish
adds $600 to the price (Vol.13 No.7, Vol.15 No3; see also
TJN's SOTA Jewel review in Vol.15 No.4.)
Aura: $3050
The only recommended turntable to conform to the
Oriental high-end norm of coupling ahigh-mass platter
on asprung subchassis with aseparate, unsprung motor
tower, the beautifully finished Australian Aura impressed
DO with its ability to enable the arm and cartridge to
throw adeep soundstage. "Borderline Class A!" quoth
he, though the Aura didn't quite match the Versa 2.0.
Dynamics, too, were effortless, he felt, musical peaks contrasted with an astonishingly quiet, velvet-black background. Works well with the both the SME V and the
Graham tonearm. Not available in the US for awhile, the
Aura is now distributed by Musical Surroundings. (Vol.13
No.4)
VPI TNE $3500
Sophisticated belt-drive turntable wish two idler pulleys
in addition to the motor pulley to give amore even belt
tension. "Soul" was an ingredient that TJN felt impelled
to mention as being part of the big VPI's sound, as was
"midrange liquidity, with aself-effacing high-frequency
sweetness." The sounds of the cartridges and arms he used
became alittle richer on the VPI when compared with
their sounds on the sarA Cosmos and Star. Compared
with the sound of the standard VPI HW-19, the TNT features agreater degree of palpability. LA's reference LP
source. West Coast price is $3600. A dustcover and dedi-
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cated stand add $1150 to the price. (Vol.13 No.7)

FOR THE ART
OF SIGHT
AND SOUND
SO
DING.
most
knowledgeable audio source
in the Rocky Mountain West
offers the "Classics" in fine
audio equipment:
Acurus •a/d/s •Aragon •
Audioquest •Audio
Research •Barco •California Audio Labs •Cardas •
Esoteric •Frox •Genesis •
Jeff Rowland •Krell •Krell
Digital •Lexicon •Lindsay
Geyer •Luxman •Magnum
Dynalab •Marantz •Mirage
•Oracle Helicon •Philips
*P-S-Audio Proton •
Rockustics •Snell
Straightwire •Sumiko •
Theta •Theil •THX
Theatre •Vidikron •VPI •
XL0 •
And More...
We Offer:
• Custom Home Design
& Installation
• Phone Consultations
• Equipment Trade-Ins
• 30 Day Exchange Privilege
• Free Handling & Shipping
CALL US TODAY
(303)-759-5505

4697 E. Evans, Denver, CO 80222

Linn Sondek LP12 Valhalla: $174541845 (depending on finish) *
The standard against which newer tumtable designs have
been measured for 16 years now, the Linn is felt by some
to be more colored than the other Class C 'tables, particularly in the upper bass. Latest version has alaminated
armboard which results in aconsiderably more neutral
sound. Certainly it is harder to set up and more likely to
go out of adjustment, though with the latest springs and
glued subchassis, it is now much better in this respect nowbass extension suffers when the LP12 is not set up correctly). Superbly low measured rumble and excellent speed
stability reinforce the feeling of musical involvement
offered by this rltstic turntable. Good isolation from shock
and vibration—essential in view of the fact that JA's cats
like to use his LP12 (with the lid down) as aspringboard
to jump onto the equipment cabinets! (This application
is not recommended.) While the felt mat doesn't offer the
greatest degree of vibration suppression within the vinyl
disc, what absorption it does offer is uniform with frequency. Despite flirtations with other decks, JA remains
true to the basic design he has used now for over 14 years.
A version with aBasik power supply is available for
$1395-$1495, depending on finish. (Vol.7 No.2, Vol.13
No.3)
Oracle Delphi MILIV: $1995
Latest version of this elegant Canadian turntable offers
greater subchassis stability, ahard polymer mat, anew
bearing and bearing mounting, and arevised platter that
concentrates its mass at the rim. Its basic sound is analytical rather than romantic, being "detailed, tight, quick"
with "excellent clarity," according to TJN, who did note
that it lacks warmth. Turbo power supply adds $450 to
the price, though TJN found the improvement offered
to be relatively small. Owners of earlier Delphis can have
their turntables upgraded for $795. (Vol.14 No.8)
Roksan Xerxes: $2260-$2750
Unusual but well-made British design that eschews aconventional sprung suspension for asemi-rigid construction.
Easy to set up and align, therefore, but astable support
essential. Excellent pitch stability, though the bass is alittle
lightweight. Provides afirm musical foundation for the
SME V, Rega RB300, and Eminent Technology ET 2
tonearms. (Vol.13 No.3)
SOTA Deluxe Star Series III turntable: $1950 *
A synergistic match with the SME Series V tonearm, the
Series III Star, complete with the acrylic Supermat, is significantly better than earlier versions, due to its use of an
aluminum armboard, new motor drive pulley, new suspension springs, and ribbed platter construction. Compared with the standard SOTA Sapphire, the vacuum holddown significantly improves bass range and detail, as well
as resolution across the audio range. The basic SOTA
Sapphire at $1400 lacks vacuum disc clamping—the
Series II Reflex clamp (separate price $135) is supplied as
standard—but is easy to set up and use, attractive, ingenious in design, and tonically excellent. (Vacuum clamping
is available as a$600 upgrade.) If you find the cost-noobject "superdecks" tantalizingly out of reach, JGH
recommends that you set your sights on the sank Deluxe
Star: "The best turntable performance you can buy for
anywhere near its cost!" It must be noted, however, that
LA and JA find its sound alittle uninvolving compared
with the Linn, Well-Tempered 'table, or VPI. Exotic wood
finishes add $300 to price. (Vol9 No.2, Vol.10 No5, VoL11
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No.1)
VPI I-IW-19 IV: $1800 *
The Mk.III version of the VPI 'table (still available for
$1200) was cosmetically more elegant than the original
and achieved astandard of sonic neutrality that put it close
to the SOTA Star Sapphire, and at asignificantly lower
price. Borderline Class B. The Mk.IV version is better
still, the music arising from avelvet-black background,
thought GL, with significant improvements in soundstaging and resolution. An upgrade with astandard Mk.IV
platter from older 1-1W-19s costs $700; with aTNT Series
2platter, the upgrade costs $800; an acrylic armboard for
the ET 2costs $100, while the special 1"-thick armboard
for the ET 2when the TNT platter is used costs $100. The
HW-19 readily accommodates awide range of tonearms
—the ET 2air-bearing design in particular—and is very
stable. The $400 Power Line Conditioner (see Vol.12 Na2)
is an essential accessory. New as of 1991 was an upgrade
path to the VPI TNT, as well as anew bearing and platter.
(Vol.8 No.4, Vol.9 Nos.4 & 9, Vol.12 No.11, Vol.15 No.8;
see also Vol.13 No.7, p.112, and GL's ET 2report in Vol.14
No.10)
Well-Tempered litrntable: $1995 (inc. arm) *
An integrated belt-drive turntable/tonearm combination
featuring an acrylic platter and a unique four-point
wobble-free bearing. Lacks asuspension, but designed
with attention to detail, particularly concerning the maximizing of speed stability and the rejection of motor noise.
Most obvious sonic characteristic is stability, both in speed
and harmonic structure, coupled with cleaned-up sound
quality: "The quiet between the notes is suddenly more
silent:' said AB in his review. In addition, dynamics seem
to be enhanced, though the sound is more lightweight
than that of, say, the VPI. Only significant drawback, as

WHAT DO
MUSIC
LOVERS
WANT
MOST IN
AN AUDIO
CABLE?
STEREQPH1LE, O CTOBER 1992

far as mix'n'matchers are concerned, is its dedication to
the Well-Tempered Arm. No other arm can easily be
fitted—we've had reports that the Wheaton Triplanar
works well—but it's available w/o arm for around $1195.
A high-gloss finish adds $200 to the price of either version,
while ablack, damped platter costs $200-$400, depending
on vintage of tumtable, or purchased as upgrade or with
new turntable. GL feels the new platter to go along way
toward alleviating the WIT's rather lightweight balance.
(Vol.11 No3)

D
Linn Axis: $1195 (inc. Akito tonearm)
Versatile, "turnkey operation' two-speed belt-drive deck
with electronic speed control and ingenious suspension.
Latest version fitted with the new Akito tonearm, which
is much improved compared with the original arm.
"Smaller" sound than the Sondek, which offers both a
greater sense of ease and better low-frequency extension.
Tight midbass, but aslightly "fat" upper bass, coupled
with aforward HF balance, don't detract from this inexpensive player's ability to allow its owner to enjoy the
music. CG preferred the sound with the Linn cables
replaced by AudioQuest Emerald. Version without arm
costs $895. (Vol.10 No.1, original version; Vol.14 No.7)
Rega Planar 3: $599 *
Synergistic mix of no-nonsense deck with superb arm.
Lack of environmental isolation may be problematic,
limited cartridge compatibility, but asafe Class D recommendation nevertheless. Can be obtained in adedicated version for playing 78s. (Vol.7 No.1, Vol.8 No.6)
SOTA Jewel: from $995
Basically abare-bones SOTA Sapphire without the sus-

They want performance and value
and
They want a
Transparent Audio has been listening to what music
lovers say they want in an audio cable for nearly adecade.
For years, we've been developing and manufacturing some
of the most technically advanced cables available. In our
new cables, we've combined the benefits of these experiences to bring music lovers what they have been asking for:
performance, value, and cables that can transfer music with
the transparency of alive musical performance.
With over 30 product categories to choose from, there is
aTransparent Cable for every bud et and performance
need—including home-theater syste s!
For more information, Call Karen or I.ug at 207-929-4553

717mnefpreort77

WcOe

Designed and Manufactured by Transpar t
Audio Laboratory
A Division of Transparent Audio Marketing, Inc. Rt. 202 Hollis, ME 04042
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pension or vacuum hold-down, the Jewel features the same
"Constrained-Mode" damped platter and inverted bearing
as the more expensive model. Using both AudioQuest
PT-8 and Graham tonearms, TJN was impressed with the
Jewel, finding its sound taut, clean, and dynamic, with
awell-controlled bass. Balance alittle forward, more contrasty, compared with the Cosmos, and sound tends to
smear at climaxes by comparison, but overall "very high
Class D," according to TJN. The Jewel can be upgraded
all the way to Star Sapphire level; fundamental upgrade
prices include wooden armboard ($30, $50 pre-cut), composite armboard ($135 pre-cut), acrylic dustcover ($125),
and Reflex Clamp ($135). (Vol.15 No.4)
VPI HW-I9 Jr. turntable: $600
Well-constructed belt-drive turntable featuring an excellent disc-damping system. No suspension, due to upgrade
path to fully fledged HW-19 being incorporated into
design. GAG therefore recommends awall-mounted isolation shelf (such as the Target) to get the best performance
from the Jr. Available for $950 ready-fitted with AudioQuest PT-6 tonearm. West-Coast price is $25 higher.
(Vol.12 No.10)
Well-Tempered Record Player: $1195
Somewhat fussy to set up, but when done right the WTRP
'table/arm combination produces coloration-free sound
with aclarity and resolution that belie its price. Possesses
amore laid-back, more musically natural balance than
the Linn Axis, but does not achieve this by suppressing
recorded detail. Low-bass performance is intrinsically
alittle soft, but can be fine-tuned by playing with the
damping arrangement. Borderline Class C performance
with the latest platter, according to CG. (Vol.14 No.7)

Rockport Technologies, Immedia RPM-1, Forsell.
Deletions
Acoustic Research ES-1 no longer available.

TONEARMS
A
Eminent Technology Two: $950 er
The ET 2col tali its predecessor's cueing difficulties and
comes up with ahost of ingenious extras, including VTA
adjustable during play. More important, it has "an extraordinarily live and open soundstage," according to AHC,
and gets the best results from awide range of cartridges.
Very fussy to set up and use and needs avery stable subchassis tumtable—VPI, for example—to give of its best.
MC also reports excellent performance with the ET 2
mounted on the Ftoksan Xerxes. Surpassed overall by the
SME V, which has as neutral amidrange and significantly
better bass definition and extension, and by the Airtangent.
At less than half the fixed-pivot SME's price, however,
the ET 2is an excellent value. Latest version incorporates
aviscous damping trough ($95) and arevised manifold
to take advantage of the higher pressure offered by the
Airtedi Wisa air pump ($375) and surge tank ($200). (The
pump and tank cost $500 if bought together; ET's highpressure manifold for the Model 2costs $100 with return
of original pump and manifold.) GL reports excellent
results from this combination on the VPI HW-19, and
also recommends the Teclodc AL-911 VTA dial indicator
($27), for which ET provides amounting bracket ($25).
(Vol.8 No.7, Vol.13 No.3, Vol.14 No.10.)
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Graham Model 1.5t: $2450
Beautifully engineered unipivot design using an SMEtype armboard cutout that offers interchangeable armwands and easy adjustment of VTA, azimuth, and geometry. Superb bass definition, though not as much ultimate
weight as the SME, but astonishingly good retrieval of
midband information due to avery low resonant signature,
exceeding even the performance of the SME in this area.
The "t" stands for the new tungsten side-weights, and
the counterweight decoupling mechanism has been
refined; otherwise, the arm is the same as reviewed. New
side-weights for older arms cost $175; the arm is available
in gold or chrome finishes. (Vol.14 Nos3 & 8; see also
TJN's SOTA Jewel review in Vol.15 No.4.)
Linn Ekos: $2495 er
Cleaner-sounding than the Ittok, upon which it's loosely
based, the Ekos rivals the SME in overall neutrality while
offering asomewhat brighter, more u.cuc presentation
of the music. The treble is nevertheless superbly transparent. The Ekos also provides amuch better match with
the Linn LP12 than the English arm, which loses control
of the bass when mounted on the Scots turntable. MC
also found the Ekos's bass to be more tuneful and "open"
than that of the original Wok. Azimuth adjustment is not
possible. (Vol.12 Nos.3 & 4, Vol.13 No.3)
SME Series V: $2550 tr
Ergonomically and aesthetically awork of art, with afinish
worthy of Tiffany's, this pivoted tonearm has an extraordinarily neutral midrange, with one of the lowest resonant
signatures in this region (though DO feels the Graham
to offer slightly more midrange detail). Easy to set up, VTA
and overhang are adjustable during play, but no azimuth
adjustment, something that DO feels to be asignificant
drawback. "The best bass performance on the market,"
said SWW—LA concurs, having auditioned the Von a
VPI TNT—but JGH, DO, and LL feel that the whole bass
range is somewhat exaggerated. Certainly JA feels the latter
to be the case when used with the Linn LP12, which is
apoor match for the arm. Some compatibility problems
with cartridges having low height. A less versatile version,
the IVVI (which uses Series V bearings and Magnan Vi
wiring), appears to offer many of the V's sonic virtues
at alower cost ($1995), though LA feels the difference
between the V and the original IV to be well worth the
extra outlay. (Vol.9 No.6, Vol.14 No.8)

Oracle SME 345: $1595
Made by SME for Oracle, this sports the detachable headshell of the 309, the bearings of the IV, and the arm lead
of the V. A less relaxed, less warm sound than the SME
V, thought TJN, the more expensive arm also offering
slight improvements in depth and overall high-frequency
balance. Nevertheless, he found the combination of the
Oracle Delphi IV and SME 345 arm to be very satisfying.
(Vol.14 No.8)
SME 309: $1195
Not reviewed, but included due to ST's continued use of
this detachable-headshell arm on an AR turntable—
"Beautifully engineered, easy to use, agreat non-twealcer's
arm:* says he. Lacks any damping mechanism. (NR, but
see Von] No.10, p.53, and Vol.12 No.12, p.63)
Well-Tempered Arm: $900 te
One of the most neutral arms, according to JGH, this oddlooking arm is hard to fault on any count. Superb highs,
stereo soundstaging, and midrange, plus excellent corn-
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patibility with MC cartridges that put alot of energy back
into the arm. Some deficiency/softness in the low bass and,
according to some listeners, an undynamic sound, but
virtually no other problems. Good value for money. The
Black Classic version, which is currently being supplied
with new Well-Tempered Turntables, is available as an
upgrade for $300. Removing the armrest, which adds a
thickening in the lower midrange when the arm is
mounted on the Well-Tempered Turntable (see Vo1.11
No.6), further improves the sound, as does replacing the
standard counterweight with amore massy one nearer
the pivot. RI-1 recommends the LP Lab modification for
the WTA (Vol.15 No.1), which costs $245 including UPS
return shipping. (Vol.8 Nos.4 & 7, Vol.9 Nos.3 et 5)

AudioQuest PT-8: $595
TJN got excellent results from the pr-8 fitted with Signet
OC-9 and AudioQuest 404i-L phono cartridges on a
SOTA Jewel turntable Sound wise, the balance is abit more
forward in the midrange than the Graham arm, but with
excellent dynamics. The armtubc is dead, there's no play
at the pivot point, and friction seems very low, he found,
summing it up as "a gem:' Otherwise identical AudioQuest PT-7 ($495) and '6 ($395) differ from the '8 only
in having less highly specified AudioQuest arm-topreamp cables. (Vol.15 No.4)
Rega RB300: $299 *
The Rega offers very good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost creeping into Class B. Works well with the Rega and Roksan
'tables, but also recommended by ST as an ideal substitute
for the arms that come with the AR and Sonographe
'tables. The Audio Advisor also offers it as apackage with
the VPI HW-19 Mk.Ill and Jr. and SOTA Sapphire turntables. Lacks any form of height adjustment, however:
VTA can only be adjusted by adding spacers under the
base. Even-cheaper RB250 dispenses with the spring
downforce adjustment and thesintered tungsten counterweight, but sacrifices little in sound quality. (Vol .7 No.7,
Vol.10 No.1)

Ikeda 9R: $1895
Sibling to the no-longer-available Rowland Complement
from the same designer, the cantilever-less Ikeda offers
similarly superb transparency. Music has afast, tight "URthere" quality, felt AB: "vividly focused, delineated, and
dynamic" Less refined treble than the Clavis and AQ 7000,
however, with some sibilance emphasis. (Vol.15 No.1)
Koetsu Pro IV: $3995
A provisional rating for this extremely expensive cartridge
because, although DO ultimately couldn't recommmend
it in his review-he found it "overly lush"-JE emphatically disagrees, feeling it to be one of the world's great
cartridges with "a state-of-the-art midrange." (Vol.14
No.12, Vol.15 No.11)
Koetsu Rosewood Signature: $2150 itt
The latest version of MC's reference pickup "matches the
Troika for bass definition and overall definition!' It offers
asuperb balance between the ability to decode space and
perspective and to present adetailed retrieval of groove
information, and allowing the listener to be swept away
by the music. (Vol.13 No3)
Linn lkoika: $1995 tr
Lightish balance, but musical integrity not compromised
by superb retrieval of information. As good as the Koetsu
Rosewood at presentation of the soundstage, in JA's opinion, with one of the best-defined bass registers in the business. Unique three-point mounting maximizes mechanical
integrity but means that it can only be easily used in the
Wok and Ekos tonearrns. (Vol.10 No.6, Vol.13 No3)
Lyn Clavis: $1695
Like the AQ 7000, made in Japan by Scan-Tech, the Clavis
was felt by AB "to trade some of [the former's] lowermidrange richness for an improved ability to handle the
upper frequencies." He also noted "an outstanding absence
of colorations" and rejoiced in the way the Clavis was able
to retrieve inner detail during loud, complex musical passages. A winner! (Vol.15 No.1)

Naim ARO, Wheaton Triplanar IV.
Deletions
Airtangent 1B no longer available.

PHONO CARTRIDGES
A
AudioQuest AQ 7000: $1595
RH's auditioning, confirmed by RD, DAS, JE, LA, and
AB, suggests atop-ranked musical performance for this
sophisticated low-output MC manufactured for AudioQuest by Scan-Tech in Japan. Superb rendering of depth,
astonishing retrieval of recorded detail, and "razor-sharp"
transient leading edges are coupled with aslightly emphasized top octave (that becomes sweeter after significant
run-in) and asomewhat lean overall balance. DAS adds
that "its detail credibility, staging, and natural warmth
make you want to smash your CD player against the wall!"
(Vol.14 No.6, Vol.15 No.1)
Benz-Micro MC-3i: $1750
Low-output MC from the manufacturer of the van den
Hul and Madrigal Carnegie cartridges that TJN thought
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

to be overall the best he had heard to date in his system.
Possessing asimilar, somewhat softish balance to the vdH
MC One-"tubey-sounding:' said TJN-the Benz MC-3
offers aslightly more transparent view into the soundstage.
More warm-sounding than the Rowland Complement,
feels DO. RI-1 also feels the MC-3 to be warm-sounding
compared with the more incisive AQ 7000; he also feels
the latter's presentation of depth to be alittle more coherent. Latest version has anti-resonant vented body. Price
with atrade-in phono cartridge is $1250. (Vol.13 No3,
Vol.14 No.8)

AudioQuest 404i-L cartridge: $650 er
A slightly forward treble and aminor lack of image depth
didn't prevent TJN from enthusiastically recommending this MC, the sound being naturally detailed without
any HF exaggeration. Current production samples have
FPC-6 "Functionally Pei fect Copper" coil windings, said
to improve the sound of the low-output version slightly
but that of the "H" high-output version to asignificant
extent. (Vol.12 No.3)
Dynavector XX-1L: $1100
Better-sounding, overall, than the high-output version
reviewed by AB in Vol.12 No.6, the XX-1L still has a
rather HF-forward, "cool" balance that just keeps it from
achieving aClass A rating. Offers excellait low-frequency
extension and "punch!' thought TJN, who also noted its
superbly defined imaging. (Vol.14 Nos.5 & 8)
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Grado Signature TLZ II: $500 *
The only MM model to break out from the confines of
Class C. the TLZ features slightly more open highs than
the AudioQuest 404i-L, an open, lively midrange, ataut
midbass, and expansive low frequencies, according to TJN.
Latest version is said to be alittle flatter in response than
the review sample. "A sweetheart" feels GL. (Vol.12 No.7)
Kiseld Blue Goldspot: $700
Low Class B, feels DO, for this well-made MC offering
good trackability, good if not outstanding image delineation, and "outstanding bass control and definition."
(Vol.15 No.3)
Audio Advisor/Monster Cable Sigma Genesis 2000:
$600
Early samples seemed to be very arm-sensitive, but when
mounted in an optimum tonearm—the ET 2, for example
—the Sigma Genesis offers an airy and open sound with
superb dynamics but arather soft bass. Rather aforward
if detailed presentation of soundstage information, as
though the 2000 "seemed to turn up the contrast ratio
anotch" thought MC, implying that it would not be the
best choice for systems that are already alittle larger than
life Further auditioning in Santa Fe suggests high Class
B is the appropriate rating. Now available only from the
Audio Advisor, but abargain at the new price. (Vol.13
No3)
Audio Advisor/Monster Cable Alpha Genesis 1000
II: $400
Almost as sweet in the top five octaves as the Koetsu Rosewood Signature, but more detailed. For along time one
of DO's favorites, while DAS finds it "to play awider variety of material with superb detail" than any cartridge he
had heard up to February 1990. GL also thinks highly of
the Genesis 1000. As with the Monster Genesis 2000, now
available only from the Audio Advisor, but again abargain
at the reduced price. (Von() No.5)
Signet AT-0C9: $400 *
"The best ever from Audio-Technica," said TJN. Neutral through the midrange, the 0C9 is less sweet and threedimensional than, for example, the vdH MC One, but not
by much. Highly recommended (and an excellent tracker).
The 0C9 has very high output for alow-output MC,
minimizing phono-stage noise. (Vol.12 No.2)

Grado Signature MCZ H: $300 *
Although basically similar to the more expensive TLZ,
the MCZ is less "fast"-sounding, with less well-extended
highs and aless-focused sound. A "steady shortstop"
rather than a"home-run hitter" said TJN. (Vol.12 No.7)
Shure V15 Type V-MR: $297 er
Very neutral midrange and bass, slightly soft high end,
high compliance. You sacrifice abit of detail compared
with both good MCs. A "budget reference" according
to ST, who, given his druthers, would place it in Class B,
though he notes that its sound "doesn't open up like agood
CD" Recommended for its unsurpassed tracking ability, excellent reliability, and listenability. Excellent value,
frequently available at significant discount. (Vol.7 Nos.5
& 8, Vol.10 No.5, Vol.12 No.11)
Sutniko Blue Point: $125
Although not formally reviewed, the Blue Point has been
CG's reference for some time and he feels it deserves a
strong Class C recommendation, perhaps even higher
when it is Crazy-Glued to its P-Mount adaptor. CG is
currently auditioning the Blue Point Special. Costing
124

$295, this features an improved stylus profile and aonepiece body. (NR)

D
Grado ZTE+1: $30 *
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this MM has
excellent trackability and sounds rather like agood MC.
Readers of this magazine should consider spending more
than $30 on acartridge, but when asked by friends what
they would recommend for an old Dual or Garrard, this
"system saver" is the one to mention. Will hum if used
with older AR decks (an "AR" version is available); lack
of suspension damping can lead to woofer pumping, even
flutter, with high- or even medium-mass arms. (Vol.7
No.8; actual review was of the earlier GTE+ 1)

Audio-Technica ART-1, Benz-Micro MC Reference, Ikeda
ICiwame, Symphonic-Line RG-8 Gold, Roksan Shiraz.
Deletions
Shure Ultra 500 and Jeff Rowland Design Group Complement discontinued, van den Hul MC One not auditioned in along time.

KARAOKE LASERDISC/ CD
PLAYERS
A
Pioneer CLD-V820: $1050
"Class A fun!" wrote CG. Who are we to disagree? (Note
that CG actually reviewed the almost identical CLD-V710,
which lacks the '820's DSP reverberation generator—CG
preferred the older model's "cheesy" bucket-brigade echo.)
(Vol.14 No.12)

CD PLAYERS
Editor's Note: The class ratings are alittle different in
this and the following two sections: whereas the phrase
"state of the art" can be interpreted literally for other categories, here it means the best CD sound available as of
the time of writing. With every advance in digital replay,
we realize that the goal still seems to be just as far away.
As with computers, aCD replay system in effect becomes
obsolete as you drive it home from the store; we urge caution to someone about to purchase an expensive "stateof-the-art" CD player. Perhaps the wisest strategy these
days would be to buy separate transport and DAC units,
eventual replacement of the latter being the best way to
stay abreast of continuing development. (Note that the
Class rankings in CD players and D/A processors are not
necessarily directly comparable.) However, it now seems
that deficiencies in the A/D converters used to master CDs
may well be the limiting factor in CD sound—see RI-I's
interview with Doug Sax in Vol.12 No.10. It's also worth
comparing the performance of the industry-standard Sony
PCM-1630 with Chesky's 128x-oversampling ADC on
the appropriate tracks on the first Stereophile Test CD.

A
Linn Karik CD transport ik
Linn Numerik DIA processor: $5790
Two-box system in which the DAC clocks the transport
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Better than
the Original!
Analogue Productions is so confident that our remasters are
better than the original, that if you do not agree or are not totally
impressed with the sound quality, we will give you your money back.
Analogue Productions (LP) and Vanguard Classics (CD)
- - are combining old recording techniques with the latest
mastering technology to create the ultimate sound. The
LP's are Limited Edition and mastered by Doug Sax.
New! Sonny Rollins I
Way Out West. (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing.) CD is on
the Original Jazz Classic Label.

LP=AAPJ 008 $30.00

*CD=COJC 337 $15.00

New!

Ravel-Works for Orchestra ISlcrowaczewski Minneapolis Orchestra
La Valse, Alborada del Gracioso,
Rapsodie Espagnole, Menuet
Antique (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing.)

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCK OF IN PRINT
8t OUT OF PRINT AUDIOPHILE LPs 8c CDs!

LP=AAPC 007 $30.00
CD=APCD 007 $16.00

New!

Rachmaninoff /Symphonic
Dances; Vocalise Donald Johanos
Conducting The Dallas Symphony
Orchestra. CD=CAPC 006 $16.00

New!

TO EWEAVE RS

¡gm et Carnegie/toffee.
/
Mer 2" and S.,'
.60., 1. IS^ Algorliffetart

Weavers/Reunion at Carnegie Hall (CD is agold limited edition on the

Analogue Productions Label.)

LP=AAPF 005 $25.00

.

Nenners

CD=CAPF 005 $30.00

Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man /Rodeo: Ives the Fourth of July /
Thanksgiving. CD includes Ives: Washington's Birthday /Decoration Day
LP=AAPC 004 $25.00

CD=CAPC 004 $16.00

br

Gould Latin American Symphonette /Gottschalk: A Night in the Tropics.
Abravanel conducting The Utah Symphony Orchestra LP=AAPC 003 $25.00
Canteloube ISongs of the Auvergne. Netania Davrath -Soprano. Conducted
by Pierre De La Roche. 2CD set is on the Vanguard Classic Label.
LP=AAPC 002 $25.00

tile
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*CD—CVAN 8001 $26.00

Virgil Thomson /The Plow That Broke the Plains & The Suite from "The
River?' Leopold Stokowski conducting the Symphony of The Air. CD also
contains: The Suite from L'Histoire du Soldat. CD is on the Vanguard Classic
Label.

LP=AAPC 001 $25.00

•CD=CVAN 8013 $16.00

Massenet Le Cid /Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra Conducted by Louis Fremaux.
LP -AKLA 522 $25.00

New!

LP=AKLALE 522 $30.00 (LP 180 gram vinyl pressing)
CD is on the Klavier Label. •CD—CKLA 11007 $16.00

New!

Ray Brown /Super Bass. (LP is 180 gram pressing) LP—ACPR 74018 $25.00
•These items are not on the Analogue Productions Label or were not produced by
Analogue Productions.

TOALLORDER 1800525
- - -1630

C

:

SHIPPING

Sheffield Lab -Mobile Fidelity -Wilson
Dorian -Reference Recording -Chesky
Waterldy -Harmonia Mundi -DMP
Proprius -RCA Living Stereo -Ravier
Mercury Living Presence -Opus 3
Delos -T8M London Blue Backs

Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item; $40 for each additional item.
Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3.00 U.S. I$5.00 Elsewhere
refundable coupon with catalog

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
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P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA, KS 67402-2043 •USA
TELEPHONE: 913-825-8609 • FAX: 913-825-0156

_1117SW" introduces

The World's Largest
CD Catalog
75,000 TITLES:
The ultimate CD, Tape
and Video sourcebook
in the world.

ONLY $6.00:
Completely
refunded with
your first order!

320 PAGES:
Rock, Jazz, Blues,
Country, Opera
and Classical

TO ORDER CALL
1-800-451-BOSE.
—just $6.00!
All major credit
cards accepted.
FREE UPDATES:
up-to-the-minute
updates plus
recommendations on
all the latest releases'

OVER 1.000 INDEPENDENT LABELS:
Including impossible
to find labels like
Chesky, Pausa and
Alligator!

1-800-451-BOSE
Knowledgeable operators standing by

Subscription/Mail Order Form
Yes, send me Bose Express Music's 1992 CD, Tape and Video Catalog plus free
updates for just $6.00/YR —completely refunded with my first order from the
catalog. (Additional $5.00 S&H charge for orders outside U.S. except APO/FPO.)
Check

Ill Credit Card El Visa E MC El Amex

Ill Discover

exp

Credit Card No.
Name
Address

State

City

Zip

BOSE EXPRESS MUSIC
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701 Fax: 508-875-0604
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via aseparate link. Excellent presentation of instrumental
timbres other than asomewhat lightweight bass, thought
FtH, with an intimate rather than Technicolored soundstage, and afatigue-free, musically appealing balance. JA
also liked the Linn. MC demurs, however, feeling that
the Linn has areduced sense of pace and involvement.
(Vol.15 No.1)
Nairn NA CDS: $7395
The sound of this very expensive two-box player (unusually, it has aseparate power supply rather than analog section) offers asuperb sense of pace and rhythm without being overly incisive. Smooth and easy to listen to,
thought RI-1, though ultimately he felt this didn't offset
the resolution of low-level detail, which was not to the
same standard, preferring the same-priced Theta Data
and DS Pro Generation III combination. However, as MC
prefers the CDS to the Linn (as do some others whose
ears we trust), we advise you to listen for yourself to see
whether the CDS's balance of virtues fits your tastes.
(Vol.15 No.8)

Kinergetics KCD-40 Platinum: $2295
The KCD-40 offers arather laid-back balance, but with
asuperbly detailed soundstage. Less soft-sounding than
the Wadia, the KCD-40 lacks alittle image depth in absolute terms, but not to the detriment of the music, which
never fails to communicate. Current version differs from
that reviewed in having "Platinum" cosmetics. TJN is
working on a"Follow-Up." (Vol.13 No.1)
Meridian 208: $2950
Unique combination of Bitstream CD player and remotecontrolled preamplifier that JA and MC found to offer
avery musical sound. A somewhat laid-back balance and
aslight diminution of soundstage space compared with
the expensive Stax, but more open-sounding than Meridian's 203 processor, JA found. The 203 and 208 are the
only units JA has so far heard that deliver the promise of
Bitstream DAC technology. (He hasn't auditioned Theta's
DS Pro Prime.) Preamp has agood sense of LF weight
and is free from solid-state "glare but sounds veiled when
compared with the best passive control units. The 208
also lacks abalance control, though its "Comms" data
link allows it to be controlled by the remote control for
the Meridian D600 and D6000 active loudspeaker systems. Phono module (untested) costs $250. (Vol.13 No.12)
Proceed CD Library: $13,000
"F.rellent!" is how LL answered when JA asked him what
he thought of this 100-disc changer combining Proceed
Series 3digital electronics with aprofessional jukebox
mechanism, ahigh-quality Philips transport, abeautifully realized remote-control, and asophisticated computerized database for disc information. CG, too, was
impressed, finding it significantly enriched his life during
the months he had it to play with. Main drawback (apart
from the 100-CD capacity) is the necessity to key in
all the CD and track information with the supplied
QWERTY keyboard before the programming options
can be used, but, as CG points out, at this price level this
is something the retailer should be prepared to do. See
also "CD Transports!" (Vol.15 No.8)

California Audio Labs Icon Mk.II: $850
A full-featured American player with apowerful upper
bass, with excellent soundstage depth and imaging,
thought JE. Midrange alittle grainier and leaner than the
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other Class C recommendations, but the Icon still manages
to effectively communicate the music's message. "Few
players at or near its price offer as much:' summed up JE.
(Vol.15 No.7)
JVC XL-Z1050TN: $800
"Gets the midrange right," noted CG, finding that the
JVC also offered atransparent, sweet, grainfree treble,
but asomewhat lightweight bass. ST recommends this
player highly for its smoothness and low-level resolution
—he liked it so much, he bought it! Makes an excellent
transport from its coaxial data output. (Vol.15 No.2)
Sonographe SD22: $895
A little rolled-off in the highs but "sweet and laid-back:'
says MC of this Bitstream player. The SD22's "got the
warm romance of tubes in spades:' thought CG, though
he did note asomewhat reticent bottom octave in the bass
and restrained dynamics. But "definitely in the winners'
circle says DAS. (No coaxial data output.) (Vol.15 No.2)

D
NAD 5000: $499
Inexpensive MASH-system player with very listenable
sound, offering well-extended low frequencies, awelldefined soundstage, but with slightly etched highs. Note
that the variable outputs both measure and sound worse
than the fixed-level outputs; our recommendation is to
pretend the former don't exist. (Vol.14 No.1)
NAD 5425: $299
An obvious entry-level recommendation, thinks PWM
of this inexpensive MASH player, while CG was also
surprised at how good it sounded. "Dynamics may be
snubbed at low frequencies," says DAS, but CG sums up
the 5425 as "the cheapest CD player that sounds musical
[with] little or none of the glare, the offputting brightness..
(Vol.15 No.2)
Rotel RCD-955AX: $449
Rotel RCD-965BX: $549
A pair of otherwise identical Japanese players designed
in England that differ only in their DACs: the '955 uses
Philips's 16-bit, 4x-oversampling chip set; the '965 the
7323 Bitstream chip. The original multibit '855 so impressed LL that he recommended it to 20 other fellow
members of the National Symphony Orchestra; "Great
sound for apeanuts price" was the thrust of his review's
conclusion. Very sensitive to the cables with which it is
used, though in the right context LL felt the '855 to offer
"a degree of transparency and harmonic neutrality usually
found only with the expensive stuff:" RH agreed that the
'855 offered asound that is musically involving, adding
the opinion that its sins are ones of omission rather than
commission. Fitted with adigital output. The current version, the '955, differs from the '855 only in having better
cosmetics and ahigher price. Both CG and MC point out
that the '955 sounds more musically natural than the Bitstream RCD-965BX, due to abetter-developed sense of
dynamics and amore involving, if less detailed, sound.
MC, however, feels that the 965 still deserves recommendation. (Vol.13 No.7, Vol.14 No.2, RCD-855; Vol.15 No3,
RCD-955 & '965)

Meridian 206B, Wadia 6, MSB, Sony CDP-X779ES.
Deletions
Panasonic Prism LX-1000 CD/I.V Combiplayer and
Panasonic SL-NP1A portable discontinued; California
Audio Labs Tercet Mk.III replaced by Mk.IV, Proceed
PCD 2replaced by PCD 3, neither yet auditioned.
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With its digital heart the same NPC filter chip as the

DIGITAL PROCESSORS
A
Mark Levinson No30: $13,950
Very expensive but very well-made and very versatile processor whose ease and quality of sound, when driven via
an ST optical cable from aTheta Data, blew RH's socks
off, lis dynamic contrasts, palpable soundstaging, and freedom from "digital" artifacts set anew standard for CD
replay that might not be surpassed for years, he conduded.
JA agrees, the only CD sound he has experienced to come
close in terms of musical accessibility being that of the
Linn ICarik/Numerik (though that Scottish combination
doesn't have the Levinson's lush, warm balance) and
(provisionally) the Meitner IDAT. "Rewrites the rules,"
notes ICK. Textbook measurements, too, that imply close
to true 20-bit resolution. (Vol.15 No.2)

Levinson No30 and one of the two-channel UltraAnalog
20-bit DACs, the UltraLinIc promises alot for arelatively
affordable price. RH found it to deliver on that promise,
its somewhat midrange-forward sound featuring avivid
immediacy, razor-sharp transients, excellent resolution
of fine detail, palpable soundstaging, crystal transparency,
and clean, hash-free highs. "A great bargain!" he proclaimed. GL, JA, and RD concur with RH's enthusiasm,
RD adding that, for him, the UltraLink's most important attribute was "its ability to reduce the sense of strain
and congestion while unraveling complex musical passages involving orchestra, chorus, and soloists:' An ST
optical input costs an additional $200. (Vol.15 Nos.6
& 9)
Theta DS Pro Generation IU D/A processor: $4000
Borderline Class A. Balanced outputs add $1000, AT&T
ST-type optical input adds $400, Toslink optical input
adds $100. (See RH's and LL's reviews in this issue.)
Theta DS Pre Generation III D/A preamplifier: $5000

Audio Research DACI-20: $3495
ARC's first digital product uses asingle UltraAnalog 20bit dual-channel DAC module. The original version with
an 18-bit DAC offered a"glare-free and natural presentation of instrumental textures" that were "the antithesis
of sterile, cold, or 'digital'," noted RH, who also feels the
improvements in resolution of detail and portrayal of natural tonal shadings offered by the 20-bit version to be well
worthwhile. The best sound is obtained from the glassfiber optical input, RH found; the reproduced ambience
then swells, instrumental outlines become more distinct,
and the treble becomes smoother and more coherent. "A
bit overcooked, but merits Class 13," was MC's verdict.
(Vol.14 No.6, 18-bit, and No 12, 20-bit; see also Vol.15
No.2, pp.143-145.)
California Audio Labs System I D/A processor:
$2645-$3495
A complicated component, in which amainframe chassis
($1995) can be fitted with two DAC modules, either multibit (Caelum, $350; or Indus, $650) or PWM (MASH
IV, $200; or MASH V, $1500). The digital input is apparently converted to analog, then back to digital (a decidedly
inelegant kludge, feels JA) before being fed to one of the
DAC modules While TJN can't recommend the MASH
IV module, he found the Caelum to offer Class C sound,
the Indus and MASH V Class B. Both of the latter modules were warm-balanced; the Indus DAC proved best
at reproducing transient details, the Super MASH DAC
the better sense of spatial ambience. Overall, he preferred
the Indus for its "sweet yet vibrant" sound and palpability, but the beauty of the System One is that its owner
can benefit from the sonic advantages of both DACs. "A
winner:' summed up TJN in his review. (Prices listed are
for System 1fitted with either the recommended Indus
or MASH V DAC modules.) (Vol.15 No.8)
Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra: $3995
Well-finished solid-state processor uses two UltraAnalog
20-bit DACs in adifferential configuration similar to that
of the Analog Devices DACs in their excellent KCD-40
CD player to give "razor-sharp transient detail" and
"crystal-clear soundstage transparency:' with atight, solid
bass. A more forward, leaner presentation than the ARC
DAC l-20 which will work well in more laid-back systems. (Vol.15 No3; see also Vol.15 No.2, pp.143-145.)
PS Audio UltraLink D/A processor: $1995
128

Providing extensive digital-domain functions, including atape monitor facility, this massive processor features
user-replaceable ROM chips containing the coefficients
for the digital filter. The analog section includes one additional set of line-level inputs. Compared with the earlier
Generation II, the Generation III DS Pre offers 50% more
computer power and 20-bit DACs. DO's reference for
digital sound, but only if the analog signal is obtained from
the tape-out jacks, when the Pre should sound very similar
to the DS Pro Generation Ill reviewed in this issue by RH
and LL. (Vol.12 No.3)
Theta DS Pro Basic II: $1995
The Mk.I DS Pro Basic's resolution of fine detail and
soundstage depth was excellent: RH described its overall
presentation as "vivid!' While he felt the Basic lacked the
sense of bass weight possessed by the Wadia processors,
he described it as having amore precise pitch definition
and tautness. Nevertheless, he felt it lacked the ultimate
sense afease so typical of good analog replay. Maximum
output level is 11dB higher than the industry's 2V standard, which will optimize the Pro's use with passive control units. Latest version, currently under audition by CG,
offers balanced outputs. His preliminary auditioning suggests acontinued Class B rating. (Vol.13 No.8)
Vacuum 'Babe Logic Reference: $7000
This tubed unit features the UltraAnalog 20-bit DAC,
though this has its output level reduced to provide abetter
match for the tube output circuitry. "A complete freedom from hash and grain:' said RH. Though he noted
that the expensive Stax better defined image outlines, he
found the VTUs warm presentation ultimately to be more
musically believable. Bass is alittle soft, however, while
the overall balance is more forward than the Wadia's.
Review sample had alarge de-emphasis error, said to have
been corrected in subsequent production. (Vol.13 No.12,
Vol.14 No.6)
Wadia Digital Dighnaster WD2000: $7450
This processor features adigital filter that differs from
just about every other around in that it uses an algorithm
different from the ubiquitous (sine x)/x impulse-response
reconstruction filter, intended to more closely synthesize the original analog waveform before sampling. (See
"Manufacturers' Comments:" Vol.13 No.8, p.191.) AB
thought the Wadia 2000 to be "a sonic knockout:' particularly when fed adigital signal from the Esoteric P-
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2transport. He also enthused at length about the Wadia's
ability to throw adeep, detailed, and stable soundstage,
and felt that the balanced outputs give the most musical
sound. RH feels the 2000's bass performance to be exceptional in terms of extension, dynamics, and "driver High
frequencies are alittle rolled-off, which might mean morethan-usual care in system matching, while relatively high
levels of ultrasonic and RF spuriae present in the analog
output might lead to trouble with some pre- and power
amplifiers. Low-level linearity of the review sample of
the WD-2000, surprisingly, was quite poor compared
with the other Class A recommended units, but RH's
auditioning of a2000 fitted with ROMs that gave better measured low-level linearity confirmed Wadia's tradeoff as being the musically optimal one. PvW's measurements confirm that Wadia's Rok Lok circuit virtually
eliminates data jitter. Price is with AT&T glass opticalfiber data input. Digilink converter unit adds $950 to price
About to be discontinued, we hear. (Vol.13 No.1, Vol.14
No.6; see also "Follow-Up" and "Industry Update" in
Vol.14 No.10, and Vol.15 No.2, pp.143-145.)

Bitwise Audio Technologies Musik System Zero D/A
processor: $1495
Rather apolite, lightweight balance, noted RH, lacking
dynamic contrast compared with the Kinergetics KCD55p, but this minimalist design offers asmooth, unfatiguing treble with air and delicacy and acomplete lack of
digital hash and metallic hardness. "There was just the
right balance between presentation of detail and asense
of ease," he summed up. BNC coaxial and Toslink inputs
only. (Vol.15 No.9; see also RH's D/A processor review
in this issue.)
Kinergetics KCD-55p D/A processor: $1895
Identical to the twice-the-price '55 Ultra apart from substituting Analog Devices AD1862 DACs for the Ultra's
UltraAnalog DACs, the '55p has amore etched treble
quality which keeps it from Class B. Dynamics are excellent, however, the soundstaging superb, with considerable
image depth, and the bass powerfid, extended, and tuneful.
ST-type optical input available for an additional $250.
Balanced outputs cost an additional $125. (Vol.15 No.9)
Museatex Melior Digital Control Center: $2300
A "digital" preamplifier in that its volume control operates
in the digital domain, the DCC sounds similar to the
original Meridian 203 but with aslightly sweeter treble.
Overall, however, the DCC's sound was somewhat uninvolving, decided RH. Latest version incorporates C-Lock
anti-jitter circuitry. (Vol.13 No.11)
Theta DS Pro Prime: $1250
A huge, transparent soundstage, and asense of immeliary
and effortless of power that are "un-Bitstream," said RH.
LL agrees with RH's strong recommendation, though
DO feels the Prime to be slightly bright and grainy in the
treble. MC felt the Prime to be alittle forward in the midrange, and points out that, like other Bitstream processors,
it needs to be used with agood transport, such as Theta's
own Data. (Vol.14 No.11)

D
Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine v1.0: $399
Overall balance of this very inexpensive Bitstream processor is on the forward side of neutral, with an upfront
presentation of detail and asomewhat restricted image
depth. The DDE has asharper sense of image focus than
that other giant-killer, the Rotel RCD-855, but with a
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less laid-back musical presentation. Some disagreement
among Stetrophile's writers about the quality offered by
the DDE: ST says it's basically as good as the Meridian
203; RH feels it doesn't offer as well-developed asense
of palpability; CG prefers the Ftotel '955jE adds that it's
anice little product unfortunately "overrated by the audiophile grapevine." All recommend it highly to music-lovers
on atight budget, however, ST saying that readers who
own CD players with coaxial digital data outputs should
"buy the DDE, forget the hardware, and enjoy their
music." I'S bus connection makes for easy updating. ST
says the separate power supply makes the sound more
dynamic. (Vol.14 Nos.8 8c 10; see also RH's D/A processor
review in this issue.)
California Audio Labs Sigma D/A processor: $695
(See RH's review in this issue.)
PS Audio Digital Link H D/A processor: $499
(See RH's review in this issue.)
Music And Sound DCC-1 Digital Line Stage: $1195
A versatile remote-control line-level preamplifier that
offers digital decoding, the DCC-1 throws anarrower
soundstage than the Meridian 203 or Theta DS Prime and
lacks ultimate transparency, but still manages to present
agood illusion of image depth. Low frequencies sound
alittle lean and highs alittle dark, though the midrange
balance is smooth, not thrust forward at the listener. Price
includes remote control. (Vol.14 No.3)
Sumo Theorem D/A processor: $800
Borderline Class C. (See RH's review in this issue.)

VAC DAC, VT!.. Straightline DAC/preamp, Meitner
IDAT.
Deletions
Meridian 203 replaced by version with DAC-7, Proceed
PDP 2replaced by PDP 3, PS Audio Superlink replaced
by Superlink Generation II, none yet auditioned; Esoteric D-10 and Wadia Digital Digimaster X-32 now too
expensive for the sound quality offered; doubt whether
Micromega Trio and Duo BS currently available in the US.

CD TRANSPORTS
A
Esoteric P-2: $4000
RH, AB, and PWM all swear by the improvement
wrought on CD sound when this expensive, beautifully
constructed transport is used. Astonishingly low measured
jitter, found RH (see Vol.13 No.5, p.87), lower even than
that intrinsically typical of aCD. Internal damp renders
it incompatible with CDs fitted with the central retainer
disc for the Mod Squad Damper, however. JE reports that
the P-2 works fine with both the Sumiko/Allsop edge
rings and the Monster/AudioQuest surface rings. Coaxial
and Toslink outputs only. (Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 No.4)
Nakarnichi 1000mb: $6000
Stunningly finished transport visually matches Nakamichi's 1000p processor and 1000 DAT transport (see
"Recording Equipment") and incorporates the Japanese
company's "Music Bank" 7-CD changer mechanism.
CD drawer door provides acoustic seal against external
airborne vibration. Sound driving the Theta Generation
III or PS Audio UltraLink is mellower than the Theta
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Data's, RH found, with ageneral sense of ease. AT&T ST
optical output adds $850. (Vol.15
Theta Data Series II: $2400
Modified Laserdisc player which impressed RH, MC, CG,
and LL. AT&T ST optical output adds $400 to price, but
must be regarded as mandatory. (Though CG says that
if you have an early Data, the money is better spent on
upgrading to the Series II-"Coax Series II sounds better
than optical Series I.") JE feels the Data to be clearly the
best transport he has heard in his system, while RH stated
that it "redefines what we can expect from aCD transport." RH's Data occasionally finds adisc it won't play,
while LI:s Data developed asusceptibility to shock, which
appeared to be aiample fault. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.15 No.10)
Proceed CD Library: $13,000
"A Class A CD transport for the rich audiophile couch
potato," in the words of CG. See "CD Playera:' (Vol.15
No.8)
•
Wadia WT-2000: $5600
Based on the Esoteric P-2, the big two-box Wadia transport, fitted with an AT&T glass-fiber optical data output, exceeds even that high-flier's performance. "Establishes new standards for digital playback equipment," said
AB in early '92. (Vol.14 No.5)

Meridian 602: $2750
With this expensive but beautifully built and finished British transport feeding the Stax processor, JA felt the sound
to be superbly natural, particularly regarding the reproduction ofbass frequencies. Comparison with the similarly
priced Wadia WT-3200, using Mod Squad Wonderlink
for the coaxial connection, revealed the American transport
to produce arather more forward midrange, aless deep
soundstage, and occasionally more emphasis of the top
octave. Like the expensive Nakarnichi, the drawer door
isolates the CD from airborne vibration. Borderline Class
A, and superb error correction. An MC favorite. (Vol.14
No.6)
Museatex Melior CD-D: $1749
ST heard afirming up in the bass, lower distortion and
hash, and increased resolution of detail, air, and ambience
with this nicely finished transport fitted with acoaxial
data output. RH confirms that high Class Bis the appropriate rating. (Vol.15 No.6)
Proceed PDT 3: $2495
Cosmetically identica&to the Proceed CD player, the PEYI'
offers optical (S1'), balanced electrical (XLR), and unbalanced electrical (RCA) data outputs. Compared with the
Esoteric P-2, the earlier PDT 2offered amore forward
treble and fatter and deeper low frequencies, but alesswell-defined bass performance overall. Latest PDT 3effectively improves on the PDT 2's sound, and has slightly
better cosmetics and excellent damping feet. (Vol.14 No.5)
Wadia.WT-3200: $2500
Though outclassed by the Meridian 602 via its coaxial
data output, the Wadia's glass-fiberoptic output enables
its bass to go lower, its low-frequency timbral shadings
to become better developed, and its dynamics to become
more extreme-as in real life, showing adean pair of heels
to the English transport as aresult. "Difficult to go back
to coaxial:' was how RH summed up these improvements.
Error correction doesn't seem to be as powerful as that
of the Meridians 208 and 602, however, while both of
our review samples developed trivial performance glitches,
such as occasional failure tojump to ahigh-number band
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in amany-band CD. (Vol.14 No.6)

JVC XL-Z1050TN: $800
Excellent-sounding CD player that we have found to make
agood transport from its coaxial data output, though we
understand that that output is taken before JVC's proprietary K2 Inteifacejitter reduction circuit. (Vol.15 No.2)
Krell MD-10, Audio Alchemy, Arcam Delta 170.3.

PREAMPLIFIERS
Editor's Note: With the exception of the C-J Premier
7A, all the Class A preamplifiers offer both balanced and
unbalanced outputs.

A

Audio Research LS2B; $2995
"The most transparent yet!" says MC of this line-levelonly, FET/tube preamp, which RH also found to have
almost no editorializing effect on the signals it passes. Current version has balanced inputs and outputs. (Vol.14
No.10)
Cello Palette Preamplifier: $6500
As well as superb transparency across the band and holographic imaging, the Palette Preamplifier offered "a musical quality Ididn't know existed," according to LL, though
JE is less convinced. Extremely high input impedance but
only 6ciB of gain. Incorporates superb graphic equalizer
which differs from the norm in having alarge amount
of interaction between the bands; in combination with
the fact that the maximum amount of boost and cut
decreases toward the center of the audioband, this actually
results in very fast optimization of program material by
ear. Note that the response with the controls centered but
not bypassed is not quite flat, which will invalidate listening comparisons to pin down the sound of the EQ circuitry on its own. Optional phono stage costs an additional $2000. (Vol.15 No.6)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 7A: $8950
Not the most convenient preamplifier to use, this dualmono, all-tube design was found by JE to offer wonderful
soundstaging, with superb air, space, and ambience. There
is aslight loss of harmonic integrity in the lower middles and the bass has atrace of extra bloom, but dynamics,
transient detail, and resolution are all first-rate. Very quiet,
non-inverting, nuvistor-based phono stage; high-gain
line stage inverts polarity. About to be replaced by the
Premier 7B. (Vol.11 No.11, Vol.12 No.8, original version;
Vol.15 No.5)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Consummate: $8750
This superbly made, fully remote-control preamplifier
is TJN's reference for absence of preamplifier sound, offering superbly precise imaging, palpable soundstaging, clean
and tight low frequencies, and aslightly forward midrange and treble. Less dark-sounding than the Krell KBL,
decided TJN of the line section, with better image focus.
Phono section is open and spacious-sounding but a
little lean, overall. Price includes phono stage, available
separately for $2800; price for line section alone is $5950.
(Vol.15 No.1)
Krell KBL: $4500
This line-level preamplifier offers midrange smoothness,
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top-to-bottom coherence, clarity, transparency, and
incredible dynamic punch. Though the ICBL throws aless
deep soundstage than that presented by the Mark Levinson
No.26S, LL feels that it is more true to the information
on the CD. Similarly, he feels that the KBL's vision of
music's tonal colors, less romantic than that of the Levinson, is more accurate. Whatever, with appropriate ancillaries the ICBL will enable its owner to attain musical Nirvana. (Vol.14 No.8, Vol.15 No.4)
Mark Levinson No.26: $6095 elThe No.26 has amore laid-back presentation of the music
than the Krell preamps, coupled with superb definition
of detail and soundstage delineation. One of the two finest
solid-state prearnps JA has heard, the other being the Vendetta phono unit. With internal switches set for minimum
gain, the sound lacks dynamics, however. Offers achoice
of internal balanced line-level input or high- or low-gain
phono input, and front-panel-switchable signal polarity.
The price quoted is for the version with the balanced input
module. Digibuffs can obtain abasic version lacking
phono stage. Should they change their minds but wish
to keep their balanced input option, an outboard phono
unit, the NŒ25 ($2195, High/Low Gain, $3390 with additional PIS-226 power supply) is available but needs careful
positioning to avoid hum being induced into its circuitry
from the power supplies of other components. More
expensive "S" version of No.26 ($7895 with internal
balanced or phono module; $6795 without) features Teflon
circuit boards: our preliminary auditioning suggests that
it sounds significantly more transparent and would therefore supercede our recommendation of the 26. (Vol.11
No.5)
Threshold FET ten/e: $5700 *
A two-box unit with separate High-Level ($3200) and
Phono ($2500) sections, each with its own power-supply
module. While its soundstage depth was alittle shy of that
provided by the best tubed preamps, DO—that wellknown tube enthusiast—was impressed by the Threshold's
superb presentation of musical detail and lack of grain.
"An exceedingly pure and pristine window on the sound'
he summed up. JGH also loves this preamplifier's line
stage. (Vol.14 No3)

Audio Research SP14: $2995
Borderline Class A sound for this versatile hybrid tube/
FET preamp. The SP14 is one of those rare components
that lays out every sonic detail dearly without destroying
the essential sense of musical wholeness. It allows the listener to hear into the soundstage in an addictive manner,
without having individual instruments thrust forward
at him or her, though that soundstage is alittle less wide
than with the best preamps. The quality of its line stage
doesn't quite match that of the phono: though GL
enthused that at last he "could hear through the electronics
to the music itself' CG found the line stage to have more
of an editorial effect than he would have liked. JA feels
the SP14's treble sounds perhaps alittle more etched via
its phono stage than, say, that of the Conrad-Johnson PV9,
but, as GL noted in his review of the SP9 Mk.II in Vol.13
No.11, both share asimilar quality—"magic' (Vol.13
No.6)
Audio Research SP9 Mk.II: $1995
Offering an almost identical tonal balance to the excellent
SP14, the original version of the '9 had asofter overall
presentation but agrainier midrange that detracted from
what would otherwise be asuperbly musical, Class B
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sound. The 1991 $40 tube update dramatically improves
the sound, says GL, endowing the '9 with better dynamics
and arich, full-bodied, non-fatiguing sonic character to
both phono and line inputs. (Vol.13 No.11, Vol.14 No.6)
Coda lbchnologies FET-01: $2750
"Superb detail, very smooth, lacks dynamics when compared with the best preamps, avoids any hint of hardness
or sibilant splash, afine performer at the price says ST
of this beautifully built FET preamp. "Cool, calm, and
collected," was how RD described the Coda's sonic personality, noting that its bass was more extended and more
controlled than that of either the SP9 or PV II. He also
found it to lack any trace of hardness. Line-level-only version costs $2450. (Vol.15 No.3)
Conrad-Johnson PV11: $1895
Less colored than earlier C-J preamps, with abetter sense
of space and depth, felt RD, who found this all-tube design
to supply an endlessly musical stream of sound. "A magical
way with voices!" he noted. The line stage does add some
warmth, but RD felt the phono stage to be outstanding.
"Watch disc input noise," warns MC, "but good value
Line-level-only version costs $1495. (Vol.14 No.12)
Conrad-Johnson PF-1: $1395
Moderately priced FET preamp offering apure-sounding
treble, aslightly crisp, well-delineated midrange, and excellent soundstaging via its phono input. Limited headroom
would seem to dictate that high-output MM pickup cartridges are best avoided, and ahighish noise level mandates
careful matching with low-output MCs. More important,
felt MC, what lifted the PF-1 out of its price class was
its superb presentation of musical dynamics. Via the line
input, the overall balance was atouch lightweight, but
again with arealistic sense of scale and natural dynamics.
Aversion lacking the phono stage is an excellent value
at $1150. (Vol.13 No.12)
Counterpoint SA-5000: $3595
Superb transparency, coupled with aslightly forward presentation and ataut, robust bass. A slight reduction in
soundstage "air" and depth keeps this versatile, well-made,
all-tube preamplifier from scaling Class A heights, however. "Worth the extra bucks over the SA-3000:' said GL.
Separate (tube) power supply. Note that the inverted position of the polarity switch slightly increases the gain,
which will invalidate any "Absolute Phase" listening tests.
High output impedance from better-sounding "Direct"
outputs mandates care in system setup. (Vol.15 No.1)
Counterpoint SA-3000: $1995
The sound from LP of this well-made tube preamp bore
aresemblance to the Vendetta Research, felt GL, with a
superbly transparent midrange, excellent soundstage
depth, and well-extended lows. (ST demurs.) The line
inputs, too, seemed to add very little to the sound of CD.
However, arather clinical overall balance—"piquant"
rather than mellifluous, said GL—leads to care having to
be taken with integrating the Counterpoint in amusically satisfying system. A line-level-only version, the SA2000, is also available for $1495. (Vol.13 No.11)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Consonance: $3700
The remote-controlled Consonance offers asuperbly
clean, neutral, transparent tonal balance with an opensounding, airy, and detailed treble. Alaid-back midrange
balance, but with more top-octave air and more detailed
overall than the Audio Research SP14. Grainier than the
Rowland Consummate and less transparent, but borderline Class A. RD finds the current production (8/92) to
give more detail and abetter sense of ambience. Price
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includes phono stage; line-level-only version costs $3300.
Balanced and unbalanced outputs are provided. (Vol.14
No.3)
Krell KSL: $2000
Line-level-only control preamplifier (an optional phono
stage costs $300 more) with balanced as well as unbalanced inputs and outputs The sound is "amazingly close"
to that of the KBL, said MC, with superb dynamics, a
"clean, crisp bass devoid of any emphasis or restriction:"
but arather cool midrange balance. A touch of haze in
the high treble keeps this otherwise excellent preamp from
attaining aClass A rating. Excellent value. (V61.14 No.7)
Mark Levinson No.28: $3195
A superbly quiet phono stage and aline stage with exceptional detail, clarity, and focus are offset by aslight drying
of harmonic textures and atouch of upper-midrange grain,
thought RD. MM or MC stage adds $300 to price. Ingenious high-precision volume control uses an optical shaft
encoder. "Good Class B sound," adds LL, noting that the
No.28 sounds "filtered" compared with the twice-theprice No.26S. (Vol.15 No.7)
McCormack Phono Drive: $1695 *
Beautifully engineered, stand-alone MC/MM phono stage
with line-level output. Includes low-output-impedance
line stage with volume and balance controls. Excellent
delineation of detail, superb soundstaging, but ahigh noise
level with moderate-output MCs precludes aClass A recommendation. EPS version with external power supply
costs $1895. Also now sold in conjunction with the
McCormack/Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe as the Duet
EPS for $2995. Owners of Phono Drives manufactured
before 1990 can have them updated by the factory to current specification for $250. (Vol.12 No.1)
Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier: $995
Class A, according to CG; borderline Class A, according
to JA. Price is for silver finish; black front panel adds $100.
(See CG's and JA's review in this issue.)
Perfectionist Audio Components CPR 111B/TIPS line
stage: $3100
Class B for the line stage, feels RD, but Class C for the
optional phono module. AC-powered line stage costs
$1550; AC-powered line stage with MM stage costs
$1950; AC-powered line stage with MC stage costs
$2350; TIPS rechargeable battery supply on its own costs
$1550. (See RD's review in this issue.)
Sonic Frontiers SFL-1: $1395
"This Canadian line-level preamplifier kicks butt!"
exclaims DO, noting that it competes effectively with units
costing much more. A hybrid tubeJFET design from the
pen ofJoe Curcio, it features lavish selection of passive
parts and careful attention paid to power supplies.
Dynamics and spatial resolution are strong suits, though
its reproduction of harmonic textures is strongly affected
by choice of 12AT7A tube. DO found Chinese tubes to
sound bright and grainy, the best tube being the Yugoslavian Tesla, which had the smoothest-sounding treble.
High output impedance will mean careful selection of
length and type of interconnect running to the power
amplifier if the highs are not to be rolled off. (Vol.15 No.8)

Adcom GFP-565: $800
An excellent preamp combining Walt Jung's design skills
with good parts quality, buffered tape outputs, low output
impedance, and ahigh-current, low-impedance power
supply. GAG feels the '565 should convince even the most
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skeptical listener that IC op-amp circuits can sound both
musical and accurate. Full-featured, but purist outputs
are supplied that bypass tone-control and filter switching.
MM phono preamp is one of the quietest ever, with accurate RIAA EQ. The best under-$1000 preamplifier,
according to GAG, offering stiff competition to far more
costly units. GAG felt Class B was the most suitable rating,
but further auditioning by JA, LL, CG, and ST puts the
'565 on the cusp between Classes B and C, provided the
listener uses the bypass outputs. Otherwise, the sound
quality drops to solid Class C. (Vol.13 Nos.2 & 10)
B&K Sonata Pro 10MC: $698
Inexpensive preamp with one of the best MC stages ST
has heard—"neutral, detailed, never spitty or splashy."
Line stage not quite as good, but can be switched out of
circuit. (You needed to switch off the power amps when
you did this with early Sonatas, but current production
is OK in this respect.) Price now includes balanced outputs.
(Vol.14 No.5)
Music And Sound DCC-1 Dili preamplifier: $1195
Versatile switching unit for analog, digital, and video
sources includes an excellent DIA section and aline-level
preamplifier that, while slightly veiled in absolute terms,
is free from the thickness or murk that obscures the sound
of many inexpensive preamps. Passive preamp mode is
more transparent than the active, though the sound is still
less sharply focused than the best passive control units.
Fveellent value for money. Price now includes remote control. (Vol.14 No.3)
Music Reference RivI5 Mk.II: $1150
Tube design unique in offering user-adjustable line-stage
negative feedback. DO found the music to sing with the
preamp's overall feedback set to give 18dB of gain; with
the RM5 in this condition, he felt there were no sonic
weaknesses apart from aslight lack of dynamics. Otherwise, soundstaging was excellent, the treble free from
grain, the lows tight and extended, though more recent
auditioning suggests Class C to be amore appropriate
rating. He summed up the performance as "wonderful!'
Best suited for agood MM or ahigh-output MC, the
RM5 represents superb value at an affordable price. (Vol.13
No.4)

D
Adcom GTP-400: $400 *
GAG enthused at length in his review over this inexpensive
IC-based tuner/preamplifier combination that has had
op-amp guru Walt Jung's magic wand waved over it. Very
low noise on all inputs; euphonically warm-sounding
rather than accurate phono circuit; reasonable soundstage
depth; line stage rather laid-back in the top; not the ultimate in inner detail; the overall sound, however, is musical
and enjoyable. Errors are of omission rather than addition. Tuner section, although not offering the ultimate
in selectivity, will be good enough for most users and,
again, offers musically satisfying sound. (Vol.12 No.9)

Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Counterpoint SA-9/SA11, Conrad-Johnson Evolution 20 and PV10A, Convergent Audio Technology SL1 Signature, Ensemble Virtuoso, Jadis JPL, Mark Levinson No.26S, MFA Magus,
NAD 1000, Parasound P/FET-900 Mk.I1, VTL Ultimate.
Deletions
Hafler Iris, PSE Studio SL, and Linn LK1 not auditioned
in too long atime to be sure of their current standings.
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PASSIVE CONTROL UNITS
Editor's Note: While many audiophiles feel that apassive
control unit has the potential for offering the highest possible sound quality from line-level sources such as CD,
it must be noted that the entire responsibility for driving the interconnects, the passive unit, and the power
amplifier input is handed over to the source component,
which may not be up to the task. Careful auditioning and
the advice of your dealer will be essential in putting together amusically satisfying system around apassive unit.

A
Electronic Visionary Systems Attenuators: $195-$675
RH enthused over the transparency offered by these passive control units, sold by mail-order only. Ranging from
the dual-mono Ultimate Attenuators, which plug into
the power amplifier's input sockets (5195/pair with 12position attenuator, 5365/pair with 31-position attenuator), to the more convenient stereo Stepped Attenuators
available in balanced versions and with two or threefive inputs, those primarily interested in CD replay should
investigate these well-made units. (Vol.13 No.7)
McCormack Deluxe Line Drive AGT: $1150
Its nature places demands on upstream components to
be able to drive afairly awkward load, but if that's the case,
the Line Drive Deluxe (originally aMod Squad product)
offers the most transparent, least colored way of achieving
Class A sound from CD and other line-level sources. Must
be used with short interconnects, however. (The improvement offered by the Deluxe over the conventional Line
Drive is not subtle.) On its introduction, it set anew standard for Class A sound at an unreasonably low cost. It
also offers considerably more versatility than the barebones EVS units mentioned above. JA's reference for (lack
of) preamplifier sound. The latest version, with Cardas
jacks, revised internal wiring, and anew volume pot is
astonishingly transparent even when compared with the
bare-bones EVS Ultimate Attenuator. (Vol.12 No.1)

McCormack Line Drive AGI1 $650 *
The ideal Class C "preamplifier" for aCD-based system, given that its passive nature will mean that cables
must be kept relatively short. Latest version has AGT
(Advanced Grounding Topology) feature. (Vol.10 No3)

First Sound II, Purest Sound Model 1000.

M OVING- COIL STEP-UP
DEVICES
A
Expressive Technologies SU-1 transformer: $2950
A 35-lb step-up transformer that offers "utter transparency" and "exquisite resolution," according to RH.
JA agrees, finding his LP sound with the SU-1 feeding
the Mod Squad Phono Drive's MM input to be deliciously
transparent and musical. Unless used with Expressive
Technology's own interconnects, however, it may be impossible to avoid excessive hum pickup. Needs also to see
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a47k ohm load impedance with low capacitance, otherwise sound quality will be overly dependent on the preamp MM input characteristics. (Vol.15 No.7)
Mark Levinson No.25: $.3390
Available in High- or Low-Gain versions, this MC-linelevel phono preamplifier features identical circuitry to the
phono section of the No.26. Above price includes PLS226 power supply. See "Preamplifiers." (NR)
Vendetta Research SCP-2C phono preamp:
$2995 tr
From John Curl, adual-mono MC-line-level RIAA
equalizer and preamplifier with separate power supplies
that redefines the definition of "quiet." JGH felt that this
well-made unit imposed less of asignature on the signal than any other preamp he has heard. An ideal partner for apassive-preamp-based system, though its lowish
output means that the power amplifier or speakers used
must be quite sensitive if musically acceptable levels arc
to be achieved. Current version does not invert polarity.
RH enthusiastically supports the Class A rating, while
TJN feels it just beats the Consummate phono stage in
terms of clean presentation of detail and overall balance.
(Vol.11 No.6, Vol.15 No.1)

McCormack Phono Drive: $1695
Matches both MM and MC cartridges with versatile loading options. Line-level. RIAA-equalized output. See
"Preamplifiers." (Vol.12 No.1)

Audio Research PH-1 phono stage.

POWER AMPLIFIERS
A
Editor's Note: Class A amplifiers differ sufficiently in
character that each will shine in an appropriate system.
Careful auditioning with the user's own loudspeakers is
therefore essential. Note that, except where stated, all output powers are those specified into an 8ohm resistive load.
Air Tight ATM-2: $6545
An 80Wpc classic stereo tube design from Japan that
eschews the use of printed circuit boards in favor of pointto-point wiring. DO's reference for midrange accuracy:
"the most refined tube amplifier money can buy" (though
he's alarmed that, after the review sample broke, it did not
sound as superlative when fixed). Though its highs are
free from grain or hash, the Air Tight does have rather
ashut-in high treble when compared, for example, with
the Audio Research Classic 60, apoint which bothered
ST "Sounds like amore refined Quicksilver," says RH.
Its low bass, too, is less well-defined than the other Class
A amplifiers, and it really needs to be used with speakers
having 8ohm impedances. Nevertheless, in an appropriate
system—DO thought the combination of the ATM-2
with the Ensemble Reference minimonitors was particularly synergistic—the Air light will give superbly musical results. (Vol.13 No.5)
Audio Research Classic 150 monoblock: $9990/pair
A full, harmonically rich midrange presentation, apowerful, extended, and articulate bass, stunning soundstaging, and agrainfree treble—so JE described this hybrid
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150W monoblock that uses KT88 tubes in its output stage:
"A Class A product if ever there was one!" LA adds that,
based on his auditioning of apair of '150s driving Thiel
CS5s, it has "a magic midrange and better bass than it
should haver Balanced inputs add S200/pair. (Vol.14
No.11)
Audio Research Classic 60: $3495
The sound of this relatively low-powered (60Wpc) stereo
design that combines tubes with FETs is alittle forward
in the low treble, yet never fails to sound musical, thought
JA. Superbly delineated soundstaging. The midrange is
presented with anatural tonality, and though the low frequencies are not as tight or as extended as the Krell or
Mark Levinson competition, they have amusically appropriate fullness. With the latest ARC KT88 tubes, the sound
acquires even more depth and palpability. Classic 120
monoblock (S6990/pair, review forthcoming) builds even
further on the '60's strengths by extending the dynamic
range and adding apotent degree of bass slam. (Vol.13
No.9, Vol.14 No.9)
Conrad-Johnson Evolution 2000: $4995
Hybrid 200Wpc design using tubes for voltage gain and
aMOSFET output stage. (Inverts signal polarity, so Wood
Effect buffs take care.) Tremendous dynamics are coupled
with excellent performance at the lower edge of the audio
band. JE found the soundstage presentation to be alittle distant, as well as slightly lacking air and spaciousness in absolute terms. Less vivid-sounding than, for
example, the ARC Classic 150, the 2000 also lacks alittle
low-level resolution. Nevertheless, avery musically satisfying performer. (Vol.15 No.4)
Fourier Sans Pareil OTL monoblock:
$2950/pair plus freight
Only available direct from the manufacturer, this audiophile-grade reworking of the NYAL Futterman OTL3requires careful load matching, preferably with highishimpedance speakers, its measured output power of 160W
falling off rapidly below 8ohms. Surprisingly strong bass
for an OTL design, while, as DO noted, "in concert with
all great tube amps, it breathes life and drama into the midrange" And the soundstaging? With the amplifier driving
Sound-Lab A-ls, this literally had DO dancing forjoy
in his listening room. To alarger extent than any amplifier
in this listing, the Fourier will demand aspecial relationship
with its owner. (Vol.15 No.6; see also "Letters" in Vol.15
Nos.8 & 9.)
Jadis Defy 7: $5995
A provisional rating for this stereo tube amplifier, following ST's enthusiastic auditioning. Though he feels
that the sound may be somewhat lacking in ultimate refinement, "The sound tends to be lean, crisp, clean. .like
agood French symphony orchestre quoth he The bass
is "solid ...
tighter, better damped" than the VTL 225
monoblocks. AB agrees that the Jadis is aClass A amplifier,
finding it to have asuperbly musical midrange. JE demurs.
The Defy 7can be run in class-A as a60Wpc amplifier,
or in class-AB, 100Wpc. (Vol.14 No.9)
.

Krell KSA-250: $6200
This 250Wpc powerhouse of astereo amplifier is the best
Krell yet, despite the fact that it's also the first Krell not
to run its output stage in class-A all the way up to the 8
ohm clipping point. It combines an effortless delivery of
power into difficult loads with traditional Krell clarity
but an almost tubelike seamlessness from the lowest bass
to the highest treble, noted LL: "a soundstage so real one
can reach out and touch the performers," the Krell besting
134.

the M-L No.20.5 in this respect. RH agreed with LL's
assessment of the KSA-250's sound, mentioning its natural
midrange textures, lack of grain, and the general sense
of musical ease compared with the superseded KSA-200.
Until he tried apair of the awesome MD-500s, LA found
the '250 to be the best amplifier with which to drive the
demanding Thiel CS5 loudspeakers. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 9)
Mark Levinson No.20.6 monoblock: $14,950/pair *
LL would like alittle more power, but agrees with JA that
the 100W No.20.6 offers abig improvement over its predecessor. The sound preserves the 205's effortless dynamics and stunning bass impact and extension, and couples
them with asignificantly more transparent midrange and
airier high frequencies. Whereas the 20.5 lost on points
to the newer No.23.5, the No.20.6 sets anew standard,
in JA's opinion. Type II Upgrade from No.20.5 costs
32390/pair plus S560/pair for new faceplates; upgrade
from older amplifiers below S/N 1850 costs 13290/pair.
(Vol.12 No.9, No.20.5; Vol.15 No.4)
Mark Levinson No.23.5: $6500
A significant redesign of the original 23 has resulted in
an altogether more musical-sounding amplifier, according
to JA (though LL feels it to be too laid-back for his tastes).
Compared with the 20.5s, the 300Wpc 235 offers amore
vivid, more dynamic, better-defined view into the image,
though it still doesn't approach the standard set by the
Audio Research Classic 60 in this respect. Its soundstage
is also alittle shallower than that thrown by the Krell KSA250, but it handily outperforms even that beast when it
comes to low-frequency extension and weight. At its best
with darker-sounding loudspeakers, such as the KEF
R107/2, with which it makes amusically synergistic match.
(Vol.14 No.9)
Symphonic-Line Model RG-7: $4975
"The only solid-state amp Iwould live with," declaims
DO of this well-made 150Wpc German design. "Musically refined, wonderfully transparent and detailed without
even ahint of edginess and aggression," he adds, though
its presentation is on the dry side compared with the best
tube models. (Vol.15 No.2)
Threshold SA/12e monoblock: $14,400/pair
"A gorgeously clean, natural high end" and "an open,
lively midrange," said TJN after auditioning this expensive
250W behemoth of apure class-A amplifier. Perhaps the
most authoritative low frequencies of any amplifier, but
image depth not quite to the standard shown by the Krell
KSA-250. (Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 No.9)
Threshold S/550e: $6300
A more forward midrange and treble balance than the
similarly priced Krell KSA-250 or Mark Levinson
No.23.5, said RH of this very powerful, 250Wpc stereo
amplifier, but with asimilarly impressive reproduction
of low frequencies if slightly less soundstage depth.
Though somewhat less subtle in sound than Threshold's
SA/12s, its more vivid presentation will work better with
tonally laid-back speakers like the Apogee Stage, decided
TJN. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 9)
Vacuum Tithe Logic 225 DeLuxe monoblock:
$5000/pair
RH's long-term reference amplifier; in its EL34-fitted
form, he feels it has adetailed and unfatiguing presentation, aharmonic rightness, and an unparalleled midrange liquidity: "There is something magical.. .
in the
mids that is unmatched by any other amplifier I've auditioned:' CG, however, prefers the version with VTL:s own
KT90 output tubes (see Vol.14 NŒ6, pp.I28-142 & 289-
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299) for its "more kick-butt balance and tighter bass!'
Maximum power output is around 190W. (Vol.13 No.1,
Vol.14 No.10)
Valve Amplification Company PA90C monoblock:
$5190/pair
"Its holographic imaging ability in triode mode is astonishing," DO reports on the sound of this superbly made
two-box tube monobloric. "Its levels of transparency, spatial resolution, and dynamic shading combine for amuch
more convincing illusion of live music." ST, too, was
impressed by the sound of these amplifiers—"a realism
that was positively breathtaking!' he gushed—though
he feels it only fair to point out alack of overall dynamics.
ST also feels the Czech Tesla Blue Cobalt EL34 to be a
better-sounding tube than the supplied Golden Dragon
output tubes. Output power is 45W (triode), 90W (ultralinear). Review was of the earlier version; DO is currently
working on a"Follow-Up." (Vol.14 Nos.9 8c 11)

A (Integrated Amplifiers)
Lectron JH 30: $3595
"I love this little integrated amplifier:' states JE for the
record, "but wish it cost less!" This French hybrid design
from Jean Hiraga with transistor input stages and tube
output stage is "sonically Class A:' but offers alow power
output of 30Wpc into 4ohms. "One of but ahandful of
products that can definitely convey much of the magic
of alive musical performance was JE's summation: "it
would raise goosebumps on the dead!" (Vol.14 No.10)

Aragon 4004 Mk.II: S1850
This well-made 200Wpc solid-state amplifier provided
TJN with what he thought was the best low-end control of the Apogee Stages he has yet heard in the Stereophile listening room. Less forward-sounding than the
Threshold 5/550e, the 4004 is overall not quite up to Class
B's highest performers in high-frequency purity.
Nevertheless, ITN notes that he prefers it to the similarly
priced McCormack, which by comparison has asomewhat softened treble focus. (Vol.15 No.9)
Audio Research D240 II: $2995
This solid-state 120Wpc stereo amplifier's open, dynamic
sound impressed MC, particularly for its reproduction
of classical music, though he felt it to sound dry in comparison with ARC's Classic series amplifiers. Doesn't have
the midrange magic of ARC's Classic series tube amps,
notes LA, but has great bass and good neutrality. Review
sample was alittle noisy; this was said to have been fixed
in the current version. The upgrade is free to any owner
of an early D240 with proof of purchase from an authorized ARC dealer. (Vol.14 No.12)
Berning EA-2101: $4290
(See DO's review in this issue.)
Boulder 500AE: $3999 tr
DAS feels this well-made, 150Wpc solid-state stereo
amplifier, based on the late Deane Jensen's discrete opamp topology, "to be the most natural-sounding amp I've
used:' though he points out that it needs to be used with
apreamp lacking dryness to get the best from it. LL and
JGH would argue for aClass A rating for the 500AEJGH
feeling the Boulder to be the most accurate amplifier he's
heard. He found that, while "there was nothing reticent
about the top!' the Boulder's presentation of midrange
detail "was nothing short of remarkable. ..
Highly recommended!" "Some will claim that it sounds too vivid, too
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forward:' says LL, "but Ithink it sounds so much more
real than Ithought possible!' Though he agrees with JGH
that the 500AE has superbly powerful, well-defined, and
extended bass, RH does find its overall sound too vivid,
too forward, so borderline Class A would seem about
right, decided JA. LL, DAS, and JGH found the 500AE's
sound to be significantly improved, in that it becomes less
dry, more smooth, when apair is used as bridged monoblocks. XLR sockets wired opposite to IEC recommendation with pin 3hot, leading to inverted polarity. The
otherwise identical Boulder 500 adds meters and other
ancillaries for $4999. (Vol.9 No.5, Vol.14 No.10, Vol.15
No.4)
Bryston 4B NRB: $2095
The revision of the classic 250Wpc 4B improves on an
area that was very good to start with: bass, where it equals
the Krell KSA-250. The 4B NRB displays generous
amounts of bass "slam" and "snap," notes LG, but falls
short of the Krell's rich midrange and ultra-smooth highs.
Optional LED display adds $2013; TlX-approved version
costs $2245. (Vol.15 Nos.5 & 10)
Conrad-Johnson MV-125: $3995
A classic, 125Wpc all-tube design without any electrolytic
capacitors in the power supply or signal path. High input
impedance and sensitivity make it suitable for use with
apassive control unit. !fa little too luscious on rock recordings, its sound was luxurious on classical, "invoking the
rich space and character of great concert halls," felt MC,
with a"sense of inner poise and calm!' Borderline Class
A, the MV-125 proved asynergistic match with digital
front ends. (Vol.15 No.7)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 1: $3100
Compact, well-made, 60Wpc solid-state stereo amplifier that TJN described as being "full-bodied, even slightly
lush, but in acompletely believable, natural fashion!' He
continued that the Model One had asomewhat soft low
end and "lacks abit of 'speed' and liveliness, but makes
up for them with adisarmingly unforced quality. ..
and
asubtle and delicate high-frequency response." RH was
also impressed by this amplifier, which TJN found to exert
excellent control and dynamic range in bridged mode,
if lacking asmall degree of subtlety compared with one
amplifier used conventionally. One negative point: on
our review sample, some of the screw-terminal speaker
connectors—two pairs per channel are provided to facilitate bi-wiring—became stripped after alot of use. (Vol.14
Nos.4 & 9)
Krell KST-100: $2950
100Wpc stereo amplifier operating in class-A/B that MC
felt to offer asound "of greater delicacy, air, and transparency than that traditionally associated with solid-state
electronics!' He also felt it had superb soundstaging and
was atouch more dynamic and ashade clearer than Krell's
now-discontinued KSA-80, the only significant criticisms
being amildly emphasized top half-octave (which will
mandate careful system building), and marginal channel
separation when used in balanced mode. DAS notes that
the sound is alittle lean in the midrange, but points to the
excellent bass control and extension as one of the reasons
why he bought aKST-100. Latest version improves on
the quality offered by the original. (Vol.14 No.7, Vol.15
No.10)
Mark Levinson No.29: $2995
"Focus, depth, and detail. The 50Wpc Levinson No.29
excels in all three of these vital characteristics," said TJN,
though he did note aslightly lean balance overall, without
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the ultimate low-frequency weight possessed by the more
expensive Levinson amplifiers. He also felt the soundstage offered by the Jeff Rowland Model 1was ashade
more palpable. Nevertheless, "a compelling performer,"
was his ultimate conclusion. (Vol.14 No.4)
McCormack DNA-1: $1995
Beautifully made and using premium parts, this relatively
inexpensive amplifier had RH waxing lyrical abouts its
sound: "warm, sweet, punchy, and eminently musical."
With amore laid-back balance than the Boulder 500AE,
the DNA's soundstage presentation featured asuperb sense
of palpability, noted both RH and JA. A pair wired for
bridged-mono operation costs $4595. "A strong Class
B product that is knocking on the door of Class Ar -RH.
(Vol.15 No.4)
Muse Model One Hundred Fifty monoblock:
S2280/pair
Powerful and well-constructed 150Wpc MOSFET design
from apro-sound company that sounds on the upfront
side of neutrality without losing the ability to present a
recording's musical values intact. "Tight, well-controlled
bass and avery natural, liquid midrange," said RH. (Vol.13
No.1)
Music Reference RM-9: $2450
The price quoted refers to the version outfitted with EL34
output tubes; KT88s add $300 to the price but improve
the performance significantly, thought DO of this stereo Roger Modjeski design. With less of asonic signature than the KT88-equipped Quicksilver, the RM-9
"does very little to interfere with the essence of the music:'
and the adjustable gain/feedback feature means that the
amplifier can, to an extent, be "tuned" for aparticular
loudspeaker. Maximum output power is just over 100Wpc
(Vol.12 No.12)
Nestorovic NA-1: 57200/pair *
Driven in balanced mode, this 150W tube monoblock
came close to combining the best of solid-state performance with the best of tubes, sounding euphonic but with
atight, well-controlled bass, thought SWW in his original
review. DO listened to more recent samples and felt that,
although they were not as detailed or as transparent as
the Audio Research, VAC, and Threshold amplifiers, they
had asweet-sounding midrange and worked to perfection
with Nestorovic's own loudspeakers, the sounds of the
two being complementary. Borderline Class A performance, overall. (Vol.9 No.8, Vol.14 No.9)
Quicksilver K'T138 monoblock: $1895/pair
Quicksilver Silver Edition KT138 monoblock:
S2300/pair
KT88 output tubes eliminate aresidue of glare in the upper
mids, giving more of a"see-through" quality. ST found
the mono Quicksilvers to be ideal with the Quad ESL-63s.
Others have found them to work beautifully in alot of
low-power situations: reports from the field suggest that
the Quicksilver is ahappy choice for driving Vandersteen
2Cis as well as Acoustats of various vintages. Wonderfully tube-like, superb, tonal-standards-setting midrange;
can drive low impedances due to an excellent output transformer; but low frequencies still rather soft and ill-defined
in the classic tube amplifier tradition. Stereophilds reviewers
are divided on the Quicksilver's merits. LA feels that,
despite the Quicksilver's overall "pleasant" sound, it's
still a"low-resolution" design. "It just doesn't cut it in
the bass," says DO, "and the amp is soft and muted on
top." DO concluded his review by pointing out that the
Quicksilver has too much of an old-fashioned sound for
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aClass B recommendation in these days of highly neutral
amplifiers. GL, however, disagrees strongly with both
LA and DO in his "Follow-Up," feeling that the Quicksilvers should remain in Class Bon musical grounds: "It
doesn't do anything to actively interfere with the music?'
Extraordinary long-term reliability for atube design, Mr.
T parenthetically points out. However, he now feels that,
for not much more money, the 90W Silver Edition monoblock is the amplifier to buy. (Vol.7 No.3, Vol.8 Nos.2
4, Vol.12 No.11, Vol.13 No.5; Vol.14 No.9, Silver
Edition)
Vacuum 'Babe Logic Compact 160 monoblock:
$3500/pair
Whereas the older vn Compact amplifiers (the 100
reviewed by JA in Vol.11 No.11, for example) had an
upfront midrange that grabbed the listener's attention,
the 160 has amore subtle overall balance with asofter but
still detailed treble. Though it runs out ofjuice before the
"160" name would suggest-JA measured amaximum
of 130W in pentode mode, 95W in triode-it presents a
musically satisfying sound overall. Front-panel switching
enables the amp to run in triode mode: essential to get
the best sound from the KT90 tubes, CG's auditioning
and JA's measurements reveal. (Vol.14 No.8)
Vacuum 'Babe Logic Stereo 90/90 Deluxe: $2750
A slight midrange bloom and fullness reduce the clarity
of its imaging, thought TJN of this 80Wpc stereo design,
and push images forward alittle too often. Nevertheless,
despite aslightly soft high treble, this relatively modestly
priced tubed amplifier offers good bass extension and control and proved capable of generating an extremely musical
sound, particularly with Vandersteen 2Cis. Latest version using KT90 tubes has not yet been auditioned, but
see RI-I's "Follow-Up" on the VTL 225 monoblock in
Vol.14 No.10. Price now includes switching to allow the
output to run in triode mode. (Vol.13 No.5)

B (Integrated Amplifiers)
Ensemble B-50 Tiger: $2100
This diminutive 50Wpc integrated amplifier enabled GL
to get some of the most musical sound he had experienced
from his old Acoustat 2s, particularly when used with
Ensemble's own cables. "A soundstage seemingly unlimited by the dimensions of my room:' he noted, commenting also on the Tiger's "captivating ability. ..
to maintain rhythmic and timbral spatial separation between
diverse elements of any musical presentation." JA also
found the Tiger to give afundamentally musical presentation. JE disagrees, feeling the B-50 to be more of a
"pussycat" than atiger. Though the Tiger lacks aphono
input, aDeluxe phono module with adjustable loading
option is available for $490. Though this can be powered
from the B-50, aMalaysian reader ("Letters?' Vol.14 No.9,
p.33) suggests that aseparate power supply is essential
to get the best from it. (Vol.14 No.5)
Nairn NAP 140 power amplifier: $1495
Nairn NAC 62 preamplifier: $965
Though these Naim components appear to be separate
pre- and stereo power amplifiers, their idiosyncratic natures mean that they are best described as an integrated
amplifier in two boxes-three if you count the Hi-Cap
preamp power supply ($1355). Nairn speaker cable must
also be regarded as part of the package, the 140 being only
marginally stable into some highly capacitive "audiophile"
cables. The sound of the combination, however, is astonishingly musical, being smooth, transparent, detailed, and
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involving. With the Hi-Cap power supply, the $3815
50Wpc Naim system offered an excellent ability to keep
musical threads distinct within the overall texture, though
RH did feel alack of tradband immediacy was sometimes
noticeable. The 140 power amplifier works best into
higher-impedance speakers. "If you want amusic system you don't have to think about, and don't need lots
of power, [the Nairn] offers asuperbly musical experience," RH concluded. (Vol.14 No.2)

Adcom GFA-555 II: $850 et
While the original '555 was one of the best-selling power
amplifiers of all time, some felt its rather hard treble to
be its weakest point. The Mk.II version sounds significantly sweeter, though still with rather aforward sonic
signature, while maintaining its predecessor's superbly
well-defined, authoritative low-frequency performance
and excellent sense of dynamics. It also throws adeeper
soundstage A lot of power for the money-200Wpd Fancooling is available as a5100 option for those with insensitive or low-impedance loudspeakers. (Vol .8 No.4, Vol.12
No.12, original version: Vol.13 No.10)
Adcom GFA-565 monoblock: $1800/pair
"Clean, solid, secure," was how TJN summed up his
description of the 300W '565's sound, while ST loved the
sound of this gutsy monoblock—high power, excellent
presentation of detail, weight and authority in the lows,
and superb image definition. He agrees with TJN, however, that acertain flamess of image, atouch of low-treble
hardness, and an ultimate lack of high-frequency transparency make Class C an appropriate rating. Balanced
inputs add S200/pair to the price, as does apair of fans
for those with very insensitive or low-impedance loudspeakers. (Vol.14 Nos.4, 6, & 7)
B&K Sonata M-200 monoblock: $1996/pair
ST found this relatively inexpensive 200W amplifier to
drive his Spendor S-100s to perfection, despite arather
lean tonal balance in stock form. Output-stage bias can
be increased, the sound then warming up to give tubelike smoothness and sweetness. "A wonderfully sane
product:' declaimed Sam, stating that it should give
more expensive amplifiers ahard timejustifying their existence. Price now includes balanced inputs. (Vol.14 Nos.1,
2, & 3)
Kinergetics Kl3A-75 Platinum: $1995
Powerful, silent-running, fan-cooled, class-A 75Wpc stereo design that, with the exception of aslightly dry upper
midrange, has very little editorial effect on the music, in
particular lacking any high-frequency glare. Doesn't appear to be cramped by any particular loudspeaker, handling
dynamics, electrostatics, and hybrids with aplomb. Restricted soundstage depth keeps this relatively modestly
priced amplifier from attaining aClass B recommendation.
Current version differs from that reviewed only in having
"Platinum" cosmetics. (Vol.13 No.1)
Muse Model 100: $1200
This modestly priced stereo MOSFET amplifier was one
of the "finds" of 1991, offering acoherent, musically satisfying presentation. CG commented on its effortless sense
of dynamics, and while its bass was not in the same class
as that of the Adcom '555 II, its midrange and highs were
better-balanced overall. TJN also found the sound of the
100Wpc Muse to his liking driving B&W 801s (see Vol.14
No.6, p.200). (Vol.14 No.4)
Nobis Cantabile: $1695
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This reworking of the Dynaco Stereo 70, with discrete
FET input and driver stages, offers 35Wpc, reasonably
good bass, and superb midrange transparency. "Price a
little high for the watts," decided CG, but "a very musical,
capable, thoroughly modern Millie of atube amp!' High
output impedance will give asound that is more dependent
than usual on the loudspeaker with which the Nobis is
used. (Vol.15 No.9)
PS Audio 100 Delta: $1195
Main sonic characteristics of this 120Wpc solid-state
design are asomewhat softened bass and slightly dosed-in
high frequencies, thought TJN. Excellent midrange presentation, however, with a"clear, naturally rich immediacy!' Superb value for money (Vol.15 No.9)
Sumo Andromeda II: $1595
As abalanced-bridge stereo amplifier, the 240Wpc Andromeda Il requires care when used with speaker switching boxes, IRS 113 crossovers, and other ancillaries that
might common the grounds of the two channels. But used
conventionally, it impressed the heck out of TJN, who
noted that its midrange is more laid-back and its bass
warmer than that of the big Adcom monoblocks, and
commented very positively on its "upper-frequency air"
and clean, transparent sound. (Vol.14 No.6)
Vacuum Ilibe Logic Tiny THode monoblock:
$1300/pair
It's hard to recommend such an idiosyncratic amplifier,
the (just) 25W Tiny Triode being unable to put out any
real power with any degree of control in the bass and unable to drive conventional dynamic loudspeakers to high,
let alone very high, levels. Yet when it comes to midrange
performance, it is perhaps one of the most palpable, musically real-sounding amplifiers CG and JA have heard.
"Used Within Their Limits," concluded CG, "they sound
utterly terrific." If you have an old pair of Electrovoice or
Klipsch hom speakers around, you might try investigating
what apair of TTs could do for them. JA also tried using
apair to drive Grado HP Iheadphones, with some musical
success. On the other hand, apair of Ill is the ideal amplifier for your desktop office system, hooked up to apair
of LS3/5as and aportable CD player. (Vol.14 No.4)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)
Naim NAIT 2: $995 Yr
Expensive—too expensive, says ST—almost totally lacking
in features, and very low-powered (21Wpc), the diminutive
NAIT 2would appear to be poor value for money. But
when you listen to it, it offers much better sound than
Class D integrated amplifiers, featuring an expansive
soundstage with asmooth, natural tonal balance and a
liquid midrange. Lacks bass authority, however, low frequencies being neither extended nor tight, and the line
stage is somewhat rolled-off in the highs (A slightly tiltedup treble in the RIAA response ensures that LP reproduction is more neutrally balanced.) Best suited for sensitive minimonitors like the Celestion 3and Monitor
Audio Monitor 7. (Vol.8 No.5 original version, Vol.12
No.9, Vol.13 No.4)

D (Separates)
B&K ST-140: $548 er
The 105Wpc MOSFET '140 costs little enough to make
it into Class D. but the sonies, after extensive auditioning,
convince ST that it belongs in Class C. LA disagrees, feeling that it should be "high Class D," and after his auditioning, JA also disagrees. The ST-140 features deep but
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not extraordinarily powerful (and mushy) low bass, and
atube-like tonality with asmooth, sweet midrange.
Despite the Anarchist finding the '140 not to have "too
much MOSFET mist:' the amp's high frequencies can
become alittle tizzy, thought JA, while GL found disc
surface noise to be somewhat accentuated. Latest production features adetachable IEC AC cable and gold-plated
RCA input jacks. An important caveat to our continued
recommendation of the ST-140 concerns the ability of
the current version to drive real-world loudspeakers. With
loudspeakers whose impedances drop much below 8
ohms, the amplifier is thermally limited from delivering
much power without asignificant increase in distortion,
with aresulting hardness to the sound. More powerful
ST-202 ($698, reviewed in Vol.10 No.8) has very similar sonic signature, according to ST, and is therefore to
be recommended with amuch wider range of loudspeakers than the '140. Balanced inputs add $50 to price
of both '140 and '202. (Vol.7 No.4, Vol.10 No.7, Vol.11
No.10 mono version, Vol.12 Nos.4 & 12, Vol.13 No.1)
NAD 2100: $429
Though as aconventional 50Wpc stereo amplifier this
inexpensive NAD has arather lightweight balance with
ashallow image, apair used in bridged-mono mode offers
high power, excellent soundstage depth, and an open,
spacious, detailed sound. (Vol.12 No.12, Vol.13 Nos.1,
5, & 12)
Parasound HCA-800 II: $425 *
Less image depth than the Adcom '555 II and atouch of
treble grain at high levels, but "More than atouch of highend sound:' said JA of this modestly priced 100Wpc
amplifier, due to its sweet midrange presentation and good
sense of dynamics. (Vol.11 No.2, Vol.12 No.2, original
version; Vol.13 No.10)

D (Integrated Amplifiers)
Creek 4140 S2: $595 *
Excellent soundstaging, with asense of air and openness,
coupled with "satisfying" bass reproduction, lead to a
recommendation for this inexpensive 40Wpc British
integrated. Top octaves alittle forward, but an excellent
foundation for amusically valid budget system. (Vol.8
No.5 original version, Vol.12 No.9)

Audio Research Classic 120, Ensemble Corifeo, Krell
MDA500, Manley Reference 100/200 Triode monoblocks,
Mark Levinson No.27.5, Meridian 605, VIL 140 Deluxe
monoblock, Crown Macro Reference, Symphordc-Line
RG4 Mk.III, Rotai RB 980BX, NAD 2400 THX.
Deletions
Mark Levinson No.27 replaced by $4995 No.27.5, not
thoroughly auditioned when this issue went to press;
Adcom GFA-535 II, Kebschull 35/70 monoblock, PSE
Studio IV, and Linn LK280 not auditioned in too long
atime to be certain of current rating.

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Editor's Note: Class A in "Loudspeakers" is in astate
of flux at present: though there are anumber of contenders,
Ifeel that further auditioning of each is necessary before
the rating and the recommendation can be confirmed. I
have thereforejust listed every system or combination that
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at least one of Stereophile's reviewers feels, as aresult of his
experience, to approach the current state of the art in loudspeaker design. (Note that, to be eligible for inclusion in
Class A, the system must be full-range-le, feature bass
extension to 20Hz-which is why the Hales Signature
is only included in combination with the Muse Model
18 subwoofer and the WATT 3/Puppy 2with the Wilson WHOW or POW-WHOW-and capable of reaching
realistic sound pressure levels without any feeling of strain.)
Readers are therefore advised to turn to the original reviews
for descriptions of the sound.
In addition, such has been the recent progress in loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we have
added anew class-E, for "Entry-Level." Someone asked
me recently why Stereophile bothers to review inexpensive
loudspeakers at all. In effect, aren't we insulting our readership by recommending they buy any of these inexpensive models? Remember: it's possible to put together a
musically satisfying, truly high-end system around any
of our Class D and E recommendations. That's why
they're listed-and why you should consider buying them.

A (Provisional)
Apogee Diva: $9995/pair *
Best sound is to be obtained with the $3295 DAX III dedicated electronic crossover. If the DAX is bought with the
Divas, the system price drops to 511,595. (Vol.11 No.8,
Vol.13 No.8)
B&W Matrix 800: $15,000-S18,000/pair
(Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10)
Hales System Two Signature with Muse 18 subwoofer: $8350/system
(Vol.13 No.7, Vol.14 Nos.7 & 10)
Infinity IRS Beta: $12,000/pair
Only recommended if the modifications described in
the reviews are performed. (Vol.11 No.9, Vol.12 Nos.1,
6, & 12)
Meridian D6000: S15,000/pair
Active system offers digital data inputs only and uses Bitstream D/A conversion. (Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
Thiel CS5: $9200/pair
(Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14 No.10)
Wilson Audio WATI' 3/Puppy 2/WHOW H Universal
or POW-WHOW II:
$22,290/system-$26,620/system
(Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10, without WHOW)

Editor's Note: Imake no apologies for the wide variety of loudspeakers listed in the next two groups. Polling Stereophile's reviewers resulted in atotal lack of consensus, implying that all the following speakers will, in
the right room with the right ancillaries, give true highend sound. Following pressure from JGH that small
speakers should automatically be denied recommendation
because of their lack of LF extension, Ihave split Classes
B and C into two sections: "Full-range" and "Restricted
LF." To be included in the latter class, asmall speaker has
to be at least as good in every other area as the full-range
competition. (Note that all the full-range Class B recommendations, with the exception of the B&W 801, Hales
System Two, Sonus Faber Extrema, and Spendor 5100,
are floor-standing models.)

B-Full-range
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Apogee Centaur Major: $3395-$3785/pair
Crossing a40" ribbon over to a10" moving-coil woofer
below 350Hz gives the best of both worlds, decided TJN:
midrange and treble transparency and asuperbly tight,
well-defined, and extended bass—organ pedals shook
the room, noted TJN—that makes the all-ribbon Stage
sound exaggerated in this region by comparison. Sideby-side driver configuration and length of ribbon make
the Major fussy regarding setup. A slight tendency to
brightness is offset by asuperbly clean midrange and a
freedom from treble grain. (Vol.15 No.4)
Avalon Eclipse: $5600/pair
A warmer balance than the Hales System Two Signature
is coupled with aflat on-axis response, astonishing midrange transparency, beautifully delineated, almost holographic soundstaging, and arelative freedom from coloration that get. -rally allow the music to communicate
most effectively. However, this is only true when the
Eclipses are driven by good tube amplifiers, the sound
with even good solid-state amplification—Mark Levinson,
Jeff Rowland—being too bright. The Eclipses also have
somewhat limited dynamics, which can lead to hardness
at very high playback levels. Price refers to aNextel finish;
anon-rainforest veneer finish adds $1600/pair. Current
production has "an inexpensive tweeter revision" which
AB felt to significantly improve the sound; earlier samples
are upgradeable. (Vol.14 Nos.1 8c 10, Vol.15 No.8)
BeiW Matrix 801 Series 3: $5500/pair *
(stands optional)
A complete redesign of the classical recording industry's
standard monitor loudspeaker—aluminum-dome tweeter
and B&W's patented "Matrix" enclosure, where the cabinet is effectively transformed into asolid body—has
resulted in amoving-coil speaker capable of competing
with the best planars. As LL put it, "a true musicians reference transducer!' Strengths include excellent low-frequency definition and weight, ahighly detailed midrange,
and unrestrained dynamics B8cW's bass-alignment equalizer gives true 20Hz extension but is not included in purchase price. The best sound, however, is to be had from
one of the after-market models, such as those from Anodyne and Denver dealer Listen-Up (the MaughanBox).
Best used with stands: we have had good results with the
Sound Anchors and with the wooden, sand-filled Arcicis.
(Also see Vol.12 No.10, p.45, and Vol.13 No.2, p.217, for
discussions of acrossover modification that improves the
sound of the original 801 Matrix.) Current version has
arevised tweeter, anon-detachable head, an improved
crossover layout, and has done away with the APOC protection circuitry. (Vol.10 No.9)
Hales System Two Signature: $5600/pair
A beautifully made two-way, dual-woofer design with
aresonance-free cabinet featuring a4" baffle and aphysically separate crossover, the 181-lb System Two Signature
displaced the B&W 801 Matrix from RH's listening room
His characterization of the Hales's sound: "precise, controlled, detailed, meticulous, exact, finesse." Though the
treble is both clean and transparent, aslight propensity
for on-axis brightness can be ameliorated by experimenting with toe-in. Compared with the 801, the Hales offers
superior dynamic detail, even though it lacks the British loudspeaker's low-frequency weight. In fact, the main
fault of the Hales is alean, rather over-damped bass balance
which can be unforgiving with some ancillaries and in
some rooms. With agood subwoofer such as the Muse
or perhaps the Kinergetics SW-800, the Signature becomes
aClass A contender. East Coast price is $5700/pair. (Vol.13

No.7, Vol.14 No.10; see also RH's reviews of the Hales
System Two in Vol.14 No.4 and the Muse 18 subwoofer
in Vol.14 No.7.)
Hales System Two: $3000/pair (stands necessary)
Sounding overly bright and hard before being broken-in,
the System 2retains aslight tendency toward tizziness
in the high treble, though its sound is otherwise superbly
clean, with sharply defined transients and atransparent,
uncolored midrange. Some might find the bass overly
lightweight, however. East Coast price is $50 higher;
stands cost $375/pair (without stands, the sound becomes
uninvolving due to alack of presence-region energy on
the upper-woofer axis); stained walnut finish adds $100/
pair. (Vol.14 Nos.4 & 10)
KEF R107/2: $5900/pair
The latest version of KEF's flagship speaker features anew
tweeter and arevised KUBE equalizer. JA felt strongly
that its bass performance (within dynamic limitations set
by the use of EQ to extend the response below the design's
natural LF limit) was among the best he has experienced
in terms of definition and authority, as was its presentation
of image depth. While the treble sounds dark, leading to
asomewhat polite tonal balance (which might also be a
function of the KUBE's solid-state electronics), the 107's
midband is neutral and free from resonant colorations.
(Vol.9 Nos.4 & 7, Vol.10 No.2, original version; Vol.14
Nos.5 & 10)
Nelson-Reed 8-04/CM: $3650/pair
Very sensitive with awide, compression-free dynamic
range. Rather forward midrange balance but adean, transparent treble that opens "a gorgeously clear (and alive)
window on the recording!' said JGH in his review. The
review samples' out-of-spec woofers resulted in the overall
sound being too lean; this recommendation is therefore
provisional, pending JGH's audition of apair with the
proper woofers. (Vol.15 No.3)
Nestorovic Type 5AS Mk.IV: $4500/pair
A four-way dynamic loudspeaker that features apatented
bass alignment wherein adriven second woofer also
behaves somewhat as an auxiliary bass radiator. DO felt
that the Nestorovic's inidband had avelvety, non-resonant
texture, especially on female voice, and that its highs were
free from sizzle and tizz, though he did find that soundstage depth did not develop as fully as he expected. JA
adds that the overall balance is alittle forward in the treble,
which might be afactor here, though it does lead to asynergistic balance with tube amplification rather than solidstate. Nestorovic's own NA-1 monoblocks gave liquidsounding mide and abold, sweeping soundstage, reports
DO, who summed up his feelings thusly: "In terms of
tonal balance, LF extension, and dynamic scale, this speaker
allows one to fully explore orchestral music without trepidation, congestion, or any form of attendant harshness."
(Vol.9 No.5, original version; Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
ProAc Response Three: $6500/pair
Beautifully finished two-way, dual-woofer design from
English designer Stuart Tyler that Jack English can't recommend highly enough, feeling that it outperforms both
the Thiel CS5 and the combination of the Martin-Logan
CLS II with the Kinergetics SW-800 subwoofer, as well
as other Class A speakers. When the speaker's integral
plinth is correctly loaded with sand, the bass is "extended,
controlled, and powerful." The highs are clean and extended, while the soundstaging is excellent, the speakers
disappearing. The midrange is "full, lush, musical, involving—in short, lifelike," wrote JE; CG, for one, would not
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B&K PRO-10 SONATA & EX-442 SONATA

JUST THE MUSIC

The SONATA FAMILY UNITED -When used
together, the PRO-10 and EX-442 Sonata worked
like a pair of world-class figure skaters: each
complemented the other to benefit the overall
performance. They really worked well in tandem.
On recordings of acoustic music, these
components had the ability to differentiate
clearly between an instrument's direct sound
and the accompanying envelope of reflected and
reverberant sound. In many cases, this gave
me aclearer sense of what the recording acoustic
was like. Just the music."
Bob Bottman Sensible Sound, Summer /992

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
NY:716-822-8488
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disagree. JA also feels that the sound of the Response
Threes was ahighlight of both the 1990 and 1991 SCESes.
(Vol.14 No.9)
PSB Stratus Gold: S2000/pair
A large three-way design, the Stratus Gold offers afundamentally neutral midrange balance coupled with very
low levels of coloration, alively yet unfatiguing treble,
and agenerous, powerful bass. The treble is less prominent
when the speaker is used with the grilles on, when the
sound takes on an appealing accessibility. Excellent value
(Vol.14 Nos.2 & 10; see also PWM's "Industry Update"
in Vol.14 No.4.)
Snell Type A/III Improved: S4680/pair
Ultraflat frequency response is married to asuperb coupling of the low frequencies with the room acoustics, which
leads to extended, powerful lows. Replacement of the
original's Audax tweeter with acleaner-sounding Vifa
unit leads to the "Improved" being added to this large
floor-standing speaker's designation and astrong recommendation from LG, though alack of treble transparency and restricted image depth should be noted. Biamplification via the dedicated electronic crossover from
DB Systems ($642) significantly improves performance.
(Vol.7 No.6, Vo1.9 No3, Vol.10 No.6, Vol.13 No3, Vol.14
No.10)
Snell Type B: 54490/pair
Considerable conflict among Stereophile's writers over the
sound of this big, Kevin Voecks-designed, floor-standing
three-way. All agree about its low levels of coloration,
neutral midrange and treble balance, and extended, powerful low frequencies. RH and CG feel very strongly, however, that the B's slow, ponderous bass quality precludes
recommendation, while PWM and LG feel that, under
the right circumstances, the B will sing. JE feels that the
Snell B is the sonic equivalent of aTelarc recording: "initially very impressive but ultimately dissatisfying." LG
reinforces JA's feeling that the B's balance will work better
in larger rooms, while PWM adds that unless the room
is somewhat "leaky" at low frequencies, the speaker will
tend to sound too thick. Even more than usual, therefore,
home trial is essential. (Vol.14 No.12, Vol.15 No.2)
Snell Type C/IV: 52190/pair
Superbly flat on-axis response, alack of resonant colorations, and aweighty but well-defined bass performance
that is emotionally as well as intellectually satisfying make
this large floor-standing speaker from the pen of Kevin
Voecks excellent value for money. Low Class B sound,
however, due to alack of ultimate transparency and restricted image depth compared with such space-meisters
as the Avalon Eclipse, KEF R107/2, and Hales System Two
and Signature. (Vol.14 Nos.4 & 10)
Sonus Faber Extrema: $12,500/pair (stands necessary)
"I admire the commitment, dedication, and craftsmanship
which have gone into this effortlessly musical transducer?'
says MC of this superbly well-contructed two-way
speaker from Italy. MC emphasizes that the Extrema, with
its remarkable sense of timing, superbly transparent, spacious treble, and naturally generous midrange, would be
rated in Stereophik's Class A were it not for alow-frequency
response that doesn't quite reach 20Hz. "Always musical?'
says KK. LG agrees with both writers, saying that "The
Extrema has it all: speed, transparency, imaging accuracy,
and midrange richness." Unusually, the crossover does
not use capacitors, and tuning of the rear-panel ABR is
adjustable to optimize the low frequencies for the owner's
room. Matching stands cost $1500/pair, but should be
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regarded as essential to get the best from this gem from
designer Franco Serblin. (Vol.15 No.6)
Sound-Lab A-3: $7410/pair *
JGH's reference speakers for almost six years, offering
excellent dynamic range and aneutral transparent midband
that reproduces instrumental timbres as convincingly as
Gordon has encounterd. Class A sound quality, feel PWM
and JGH, though this large electrostatic's ultimate lack
of extension without asubwoofer preclude that lofty ranking, judges JA. "Wings" to extend the bass response can
be retrofitted for $975-$1250, depending on finish. (Vol.9
No.6, Vol.11 Nos.6 & 11, Vol.15 No.1)
Spendor S100: S2990/pair (stands necessary)
Somewhat self-effacing quality compared with "audiophile" loudspeakers and only fair imaging, thought ST,
but the outstandingly tight, extended bass, full, rich balance, overall smoothness and lack of coloration through
the midrange, and treble sweetness make this beautifully
constructed British three-way astrong Class B recommendation. "No significant flaws?' say both Mr. T and
MC, the latter regarding the S100 to have "hidden depths?'
JA emphatically agrees, feeling the Spendor to be one
of the best buys in high-end audio. $175/pair Chicago
Speaker Stands speaker stands are normally supplied,
though Spendor intends to introduce their own stands.
(Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14 Nos.10 & 12)
Thiel CS2 2: $2250/pair
"One of the best speaker values on the market today,"
thinks ST. Smooth, civilized sound with good (but not
great) soundstaging, excellent presentation of detail, and
dynamic, superbly controlled and nicely extended bass.
JA is currently working on afull review of the speaker
which was launched as the 2.2 but has been renamed, due
to Bose copyrighting decimal numbers such as "2.2:' etc.
(Vol.15 No.4)
Wilson Audio WATT 3/Puppy 2:
$12,900/pair-$13,900/pair
A pair of WATT 3s by themselves costs between $7450
and $7950, depending on finish (the update from WATT
2to 3status costs $2700), but are not recommended except
for such specialist applications as location monitoring,
their balance being too lean and lightweight for long-term
satisfaction. But add apair of Puppy 2woofers and you
have an almost full-range system that throws amagically
holographic soundstage, the speakers giving no clue to
their physical location. The WATT/Puppy system is also
refreshingly free from resonant colorations—the muchmodified Focal tweeter used by Wilson is an order of magnitude better behaved than the similar-appearing Focal
tweeters used in lesser speakers—and rxrAs when it comes
to accurately reproducing music's dynamic contrasts. It's
easy to get an excess of energy in the crossover region
between WATT and Puppy, however (something that particularly bothers ST), while the treble region tilts up somewhat, which is very revealing of amplification problems.
This also adds adegree of brashness to the sound reminiscent of the real thing, but is alittle exaggerated in absolute
terms unless MIT CVT Terminator cable is used. Despite
an impedance which dips to 1.75 ohms at 2kHz, the
WATT/Puppies seem to work best with great tube amplification, the ARC Classic 60 and 120s proving capable of
producing superbly palpable imaging and anatural tonality. "Less is more states MC: "more rhythm, more
dynamics, more music! Who wants deep, slow bass?" As
with the Sonos Faber Extrema, only afew hertz more bass
extension would result in true Class A sound, something
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New England Audio Resource
The NEAR-50ML
The 50M's three
metal-alloy-diaphragms
deliver superior musical detail
without "break-up" or "ringing."
"...this is one of the most
accurate loud-speakers you
can buy at any price."
Martin G. DeWulf,
BOUND FOR SOUND

See the complete review of our 50M in
THE ABSOLUTE

SOUND, Issue #77,

or call us for afree copy.

Hear NEAR here...
CA, Beverly Hills
Beverly lills Audio
213-276 2001

IL, Chicago
HIFI Hutch
708-351-9351

NY, Albany
Altair Audio
518-452-3525

CA, Concord
Stereo Unlimited
510-676-8990

IN, Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
219-482-2069

NY, Syracuse/Liverpool
Audio Excellence
315-451-2707

CA, Mill Valley
World of Sound
415-383-4343

IN, Lafayette
Stereo Consultants
317-474-9004

NY, Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
716-262-4310

CA, San Francisco
World of Sound
415-928-3101

LA, New Orleans
Wilson Audio
504-866-3457

PA, Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
215-923-3035

CA, Woodland Rills
Wilson Audio Video Entertainment
818-883-2811

MA, Boston
Goodwin's Music Systems
617-734-8800

PA, Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
412-521-9500

CO, Boulder
Céd SAudio
303-443-3053

ME, Falmouth
HIFI Exchange
207-781-2326

TX, Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
214-520-7156

CO, Denver
Gramophone Shop
303-744-1284

MO, Kansas City
Primus Audio
816-421-3555

UT, Salt Lake City
Audioworks
801-364-9999

FL, Gainsville
Sound Ideas
904-378-0192

NC, Charlotte
Mr. Audio
704-377-4434

VA, Centreville
Gifted Listener
703-818-8000

FL, Pensacola
All Pro Sound
904-432-5780

NJ, Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
908-671-1559

WI, Madison
University Audio Shop
608-284-0001

FL, Tampa
Audiovis;ons
813-871-2989

NJ, Teaneck
Sound View Electronics
201-837-0020

PR, Caparra Heights
Precision Audio
809-782-6969

GA, Atlanta
Stereo Video Systems
404-916-1001

NJ, Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
201-744-0600

CANADA, Toronto
Audio Excellence
416-321-9130

679 Lisbon Road Lisbon Falls Maine 04252
PH 207-353-7307
FX 207-353-7309
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that those whose ears we trust indicate can be achieved
by adding the expensive Wilson WHOW subwoofer.
(Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10)

B—Restricted LF
Apogee Stage: S2595/pair (stands optional)
The Stage has one of the most neutral, seamless midbands
around. Recorded voice is reproduced with an uncannily
lifelike quality. Imaging, too, is superb—"In terms of
soundstage transparency, it rivals any loudspeaker money
can buy:' says DO—as is the speaker's presentation of
recorded dynamics. In this category because of its lack
of deep bass extension, but the midbass is actually very
generous, which both upsets LA and leads to matching
problems in some rooms. The Stage works particularly
well with Classé amplification and SYMO cable, but
prospective purchasers should be prepared to experiment
with room position and toe-in to get the optimum sound.
Matching stands (S395/pair) are also available for those
who prefer ahigher listening seat. "A real honey ...
an
eminently musical transducer:' said MC. Stereophile agreed
sufficiently with that conclusion to buy the review pair.
A dedicated subwoofer is on the way that might make the
combination aClass A contender. (Vol.13 No.8, Vol.14
Nos.2, 3, & 10; Vol.15 No.4)
Apogee Centaur Minor: S1295/pair (stands optional)
A hybrid design that mates aribbon tweeter/midrange
unit to asealed-box tuned dynamic woofer. Restricted
in bass extension and ultimate dynamic range capability, fussy about setup, but excellent transparency coupled
with upper-midrange purity and the ability to throw a
huge, wide soundstage Upper bass sounds abit wooden,
but amusical bargain overall. Matching stands, 5169/pair,
should be regarded as mandatory, felt RI-I. (Vol.15 No.1)
Celestion SL700SE: S3299/pair (stands included) *
Once considered very expensive for asmall speaker, price
includes excellent stands. Improves over the SL600Si in
the areas where that speaker excels, and sets new standards for abox loudspeaker iii transparency, neutrality,
and upper-bass darity. In contrast with the SL600Si, overall balance is rather on the bright side, which demands
careful system matching. Auditioning of the current "Special Edition" version reveals better integration between
tweeter and woofer and an even deaner upper bass, though
the tradeoff appears to be aless involving sound overall. "A bit polite," says ST Though the SL700 is deficient
in low bass in absolute terms, rate of rolloff in-room is
slow enough that it almost qualifies for inclusion in the
"full-range" Class B category. But only almost. (Vol.11
No.9, Vol.14 No.10, Vol.15 No.4)
Celestion SL600Si with DLP600: S2798/pair
(stands necessary)
Celestion's DLP600 digital-domain loudspeaker processor
($799) fits between the CD transport and DAC; with it,
the SL600Si's soundstage snaps into focus to an extent
that JA hadn't heard from any speaker other than the Wilson WATT, Avalon Eclipse, or Quad ESL-63. The speaker's dark-sounding treble also becomes more natural/airy/spacious. The lower-midrange congestion remains
unimproved, however, otherwise the '600 system would
beat out Celestion's SL700. MC adds that the '700 has
abetter sense of pace and timing. (Vol.15 No.8)
Ensemble PA-1: $3180/pair
Ensemble Reference: $4980/pair (S5300/pair with biwiring option) (stands necessary)
Two almost identical-looking minimonitors from SwitSTEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

zerland combine an excellent soft-dome tweeter with an
unusual laminated-cone woofer and arear-facing passive radiator. Both sensitive to being overdriven by subsonics, but, provided agood high-pass filter is used, the
Ensembles generate aneutrally balanced if bass-shy sound
with better imaging—"spatial resolution was outstanding,"
according to DO—and less upper-bass congestion than
the standard Celestion SL600Si. The Reference betters
the PA-1 in every way—at acost. Both speakers require
considerable break-in periods to reach their optimum performance levels. The sound of the References in the Rowland room at the 1991 WCES was outstanding, according to JA. DO is currently working on a"Follow-Up:'
Matching Landmark stands cost 51550/pair. (Vol.13 No.6,
Vol.14 No.10)
Monitor Audio Studio 10: $2549/pair
(stands necessary)
Mating M-A's excellent 1" metal-dome tweeter with a
metal/ceramic-cone woofer, the Studio 10 offers awarmer
balance than the Celestion SL700, with ariper bass. An
unfailingly musical sound, however, with a neutral,
uncolored midband and agood sense of dynamics. Matching stands cost $850/pair. (Vol.13 No.11, Vol.14 No.10)
Monitor Audio Studio 20:
S4499/pair-$5399/pair depending on finish
A floorstanding descendant of the Studio 10 with asimilar
drive-unit complement, the Studio 20 offers abig, transparent, well-focused soundstage presentation with an
excellent sense of detail and sufficient bass fullness, thought
RH. ST disagrees strongly, feeling that the Studio 20 is
too expensive, considering it doesn't go low or play very
loud. "Not for rockers!" he warns. JA feels the 20 to be a
superb speaker when used within its limitations, though
he noticed an occasional wiry edge to female voices and
boy sopranos. RH also noted this in his review, but points
out that this will be ameliorated by agood tube amplifier. (Vol.14 No.12, Vol.15 No.4)
ProAc Response Two: S3000/pair (stands necessary)
"Solid Class B," decided CG, "but only when the Response Twos are used with the matching Target stands
($700/pair), coupled to them with Blu-Tack, or the RoomTune Torture Clamps." A slight tendency to woodiness
in the lower mids is exacerbated by the wrong stand, JA
found. While the massively constructed Response Two
doesn't have quite the image focus of the Wilson WATT,
SL600/DLP600, or Acoustic Energy AEI, it has amore
accessibly even tonal balance, with asmooth yet detailed
treble, enough bass to be very musically satisfying, and
much better dynamics than either the Celestion or the
Acoustic Energy. "A stunning product that delivers aquality
of sound most audiophile speakers only hint at:' summed
up CG. (Vol.15 No.7; see also Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
Quad ESL-63 USA Monitor: $4995/pair *
(stands necessary)
Very musical sound, with very low midrange coloration,
natural, precise imaging, excellent soundstaging, and very
good resolution of detail when listened to on the optimum axis. The highs roll off considerably off-axis, which
can lead to adull, lifeless sound in overdamped rooms.
The low treble is alittle resonant (perhaps due to the dustcover), which bothers some listeners (LA) more than others
(ST, LG, DO, JA). Low frequencies are tight but not very
deep, while maximum volume capability is somewhat
limited. (In Santa Fe, with its 7000' altitude, this is astrict
97dB on peaks.) Later models sound less dry than early
production. Can really come alive with the right amplifier,
and benefits from modifications, most especially suitable
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stands (we've found Arcicis to work well). Works well
with such dipole subwoofers as the Finnish Gradient SW63 and the Celestion System 6000 (see "Subwoofers"),
while LG has achieved an excellent match with both the
omnidirectional, servo-controlled Velodyne ULD-18 and
the Muse 18. The current version, the "USA Monitor:'
has astiffer steel frame, arevised protective grille, and a
reduced plate gap for higher sensitivity. (Vol.6 Nos.4 &
5, Vol.7 Nos.2 & 7, Vol.8 No3, Von° No.1, Vol.12 Nos.2
& 6; see also LG's review of the Gradient SW-63 subwoofer system in Vol.14 No.10.)
Sonus Faber Arnator: 84500/pair (stands necessary)
"The Amator has the Extrema's wonderful imaging and
huge soundstage, without that loudspeaker's dynamic
range, bass, or transparency:' feels LG, though JA and TJN
agree with JE that it is still asuperbly natural-sounding,
if expensive, minirnonitor. Matching stands cost 3950/pair.
(See JE's review in this issue.)

Acoustat Spectra 1100: 81700/pair
Hybrid combination of atraditional Acoustat electrostatic
panel crossing over to an 8" moving-coil woofer in asealed
cabinet that adds the traditional virtues of the paneltransparency and uncolored sound-to those of the
dynamic driver-dynamic range and bass power handling
and extension. Treble smooth and midrange timbrally correct, but, as with the Quad ESL-63, limited HF dispersion
leads to adull sound if the room is overdamped. Overall tonal balance more natural in larger rooms; in small
rooms, the omnidirectional woofer can overwhelm the
electrostatic panel. The integration between the two disparate units is also better for alistener sitting farther away.
Less expensive Spectra 11 (31200/pair), reviewed in Vol.13
Nos.] & 2, similar in concept but somewhat less good
overall. (Vol.14 Nos.8 & 10)
B&W Matrix 804: $2200/pair
Borderline Class B, feels TJN of this elegant two-way-"a
miniature 801"-feeling it produces an open, generous
sound with awell-defined soundstage Apart from some
warmth in the upper bass, the lows are intrinsically clean
and reasonably extended, though TJN points out that
using B&W's "800 Series Variable High-Pass Alignment
Filter" to equalize the speaker's bass to be flat to below
30Hz restricts the dynamic range too much to be useful.
He also commented on some occasional nasality, though
this was to an insignificant degree. (Vol.14 No.11)
Icon Parsec: 81795/pair
Large, three-way speaker from the pen of David Fokos,
once the loudspeaker designer at Conrad-Johnson/Synthesis. Excellent dynamics, the ability to throw awelldefined soundstage, aflat on-axis response, and very good
low-bass extension are let down by arather too generous upper bass and highish levels of midband coloration,
due to atoo-lively cabinet. (Current production is said
to have improved internal crossbracing.) Only sold direct,
price includes shipping. (Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 No.10)
Magnepan MG2.6/R: 81950/pair
Large two-way panel combining aribbon tweeter with
a"Magneplanar" woofer/midrange unit. A warm-sounding midrange is coupled with aclean yet detailed, transparent treble that will be musically pleasing with the right
ancillaries and provided care is taken in setup. Somewhat
restricted dynamic range and arather thickened bass, but
overall "deliciously smooth:' said JA. Otherwise similar
three-way MG33/R (33000/pair; not yet reviewed) adds
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

aMagneplanar midrange unit and should be capable both
of playing louder and of going lower in the bass. (Vol.14
No.11)
Snell 'Iype EIHI: 8990/pair (stands necessary)
A smooth treble is coupled with anatural, if remote, midrange, while the soundstage focus is somewhat diffuse.
"Awfully good for what they are!" says LL, however, of
this inexpensive ported two-way that resembles asmaller
Snell C/1V-it even has asimilar second rear-firing tweeter.
LG was similarly impressed, feeling the Type E to have
"good dynamic range [and] stunning bass response [with]
complete control, no overhang, no peakiness. .
it truly
offers the wonder and excitement of recorded music at
amodest price" Needs to be used well away from walls;
matching stands cost 3120/pair. (Vol.14 No.10)
Spica Angelus: 81275/pair *
The first floor-standing model to come from this New
Mexican manufacturer, the idiosyncratically styled Angelus has much in common with the TC-50, including a
superbly defined if lightweight bass register, abasically
neutral if occasionally "cardboardy" midrange, and the
ability to throw an astonishingly accurate soundfield. Treble transparency is alittle lacking when compared with
the best Class B speakers, but still one of the best loudspeakers ST has heard. LA demurs, due to the Angelus's
slight departure from midband accuracy, while MC points
out that the speaker's unusual styling results in asomewhat
deeper than usual "floor dip" in the lower midrange which
can lend the bass arather disembodied character. CG's
long-term reference. A recent crossover revision results
in amore dynamic sound, with less congestion at very
high levels. (Vol.11 No.2, Vol.13 Nos.1 & 4)
Thiel CS1.2: 81250/pair *
Lacking ultimate dynamic range, this modest-sized floorstanding speaker offers an outstandingly detailed sound
with superbly precise if alittle shallow soundstaging, a
neutral midband, and aless critical treble balance than the
older CS2 (although VTL monoblocks produced rather
a"hissy" sound). ST reports that the Electrocompaniet
AW100 sounds terrific with the 1.2s. Low frequencies are
full, but only become too ripe when used with, say, atube
amplifier, states JA. ST disagrees, feeling that the bass was
alittle lightweight, which might suggest some room
dependency in the low-frequency balance. A best buy at
the price, nevertheless. (Vol.12 Nos.1, 6, & 11, Vol.13 No.1)

C-Restricted LF
Acoustic Energy AEL 81899/pair *
(stands necessary)
Tiny reflex box with metal-dome tweeter and unique
metal-cone woofer. Redefines the art of miniature speaker
design, according to JA, due to its relatively high dynamic
range capability, electrostatic-quality treble, and seethrough, if somewhat forward-balanced, midrange. Bass
is perhaps the weak point, with rather aslow-sounding
character that keeps the AEI from Class B. Now supplied
ready for bi-wiring with gold-plated binding posts. Price
is for satin black finish; rosewood veneer costs 32290/pair,
black lacquer 32460/pair. Matching stands cost $900/pair.
(Vol.11 No.9, Vol.15 No.7; see also Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
Celestion SL600Si: 81999/pair tr
(stands necessary)
Though lacking the bottom octave-and-a-half of bass
extension, and possessing slightly depressed mid- and
extreme treble ranges that make system optimization difficult, the SL600Si combines lower-midrange trans-
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Kinergetics Research.
Digital Products for
the Analog Generation.
Back in the days when vinyl was king,
Kinergetics Research was leading the way
in analog technology.
Twenty years later, Kinergetics still leads
the way in the application of analog
technology — but today we apply that
technology to afull line of digital products.

For those of us who remember how good
those records sound but also want to be
able to enjoy the music of today,
Kinergetics' engineers have developed
the KCD-40 Platinum. The KCD-40
represents the state-of-the-art in
integrated CD players. Not only does the
KCD-40 employ four 18-bit DACs in a
balanced/differential configuration, but it
also utilizes afully balanced and discrete
analog section.
Performance, flexibility, and styling are the
reasons why the KCD-40 has become the
standard to which all CD players must
measure up to and has thus become the
favorite of the experienced music lover.

KCD-20 and KCD-40 Platinum Series
If analog is how we listen, then the KCD-20
Platinum is what we listen to. In the
KCD-20 our engineering team has
combined the most advanced 16-bit digital
circuitry available with our fully discrete
Hysteresis cancelling analog circuitry.
This design exemplifies our firm belief
that the digital section of CD reproduction
is only one part of the audio puzzle.
The two analog sections of CD processing
are equally critical and in the KCD-20
these sections are superior to analog
sections of all but the most costly
CD players.
Superior sonics and direct drive capability
make the KCD-20 the logical choice for the
CD-only listener who wants to learn what
vinyl was all about.

For the most demanding audiophile
and music lover Kinergetics offers a
masterpiece in audio engineering, the
KCD-55 Ultra. Four 20-bit Ultra Analog
DACs, aproprietary anti-jitter digital
interface, and adifferential digital and
analog stage are but afew of the technical
reasons why this processor has become
the primary listening source of record
lovers all over the world. The non-technical
reason is that the KCD-55 Ultra simply
sounds more like music.

KCD-55 Ultra Platinum Series
Audition these and other Kinergetics
Research products at adealer near you.
The experience will evoke memories of
music as it was meant to sound. Not
analog, not digital. Just music.

KINERGETICS
RESEARCH
P.O. Box 4839, Chatsworth, CA 91313-4839
213/582-9349 •Fax: 213/582-9434
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parency and holographic imaging (areas where it sees off
most of the moving-coil competition) with amusical, if
dark-sounding, balance unique for abox speaker. Worth
using with high-end electronics. Latest Si version has
revised crossover layout to allow bi-wiring and is more
transparent in the treble, though atouch of midband congestion remains. Sound quality significantly improved
by $799 DLP600 DSP engine. Good stands, such as Celestion's own S299/pair 18" SLSis, are mandatory. (Vol.10
No.2, original version; Vol.12 No.5, Vol.15 No.8)
Celestion 100: $1199/pair (stands necessary)
While not as inherently musical or sweet-sounding as
Celestion's SL600 or as transparent as Acoustic Energy's
AEI, the well-finished 100 offers low levels of coloration,
excellent imaging, articulate if not particularly extended
low frequencies, and very clean-sounding, if slightly tiltedup, highs. Low treble gets alittle grainy at high levels, with
an occasional touch of congestion in the lower mida Price
is for walnut or black oak finishes; apair in mahogany
veneer costs $1299. (Vol.15 No.6)
Epos ES14: S1295/pair (stands necessary) *
A speaker that has long been an ST favorite, the ESI4
seems to be typical of small British speaker designs in that
it features ametal-dome tweeter in awell-braced cabinet with aminimal crossover and the option for bi-wiring.
The result is asuperbly coherent sound that, according
to TJN, kept drawing him into the music. Ported bass is
both alittle lightweight and somewhat soft, but the upper
bass and midrange are very low in coloration, with excellent transparency. Matching stands cost $250. (Vol.11
No.6, Vol.13 No.1)
Genesis Technologies IM5200:
S895/pair (stands necessary)
Tiny two-way in aunique tubular enclosure from Arnie
Nudell, one of the founders of Infinity. Circular "ribbon"
tweeter gives adelicate, detailed, open, and airy treble,
found TJN. Levels of colorations are low, while the soundstaging is wide, deep, and well-focused. Low bass, however, is missing in action, and the dynamic range of the
5" woofer is also necessarily limited. Overall, the rather
analytic tonal balance works best with sweet-sounding
tube amps, decided TJN in his review, while the combination with the Genesis Servo 10 subwoofer (see "Subwoofers") approaches Class B quality. Matching stands
cost $395/pair. (Vol.14 No.10)
JM Lab Micron: S650/pair (stands necessary)
The original version of this French minimonitor had a
truly horrendous lower treble-peaky and fatiguingwhich could be laid at the feet °fits Kevlar-domed Focal
tweeter. Current production features anew titanium inverted-dome tweeter which is significantly smoother and
less colored, leading to an enthusiastic recommendation
from DO. "The upper mids are sweet and texturally
smooth' quoth he Though it lacks bass extension, it gets
the tenor region right, the sound of the cello being timbrally correct. Soundstage focus was also excellent. Price
is for black vinyl finish; wood veneer costs $750/pair, black
lacquer $1050/pair. (Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
Spica TC-50: $550/pair *
(stands necessary)
The coherence and imaging of the middle to upper midrange rival the Quad and LS3/5a and would be considered excellent in aspeaker of any price; at $550 they're
asteal. Only significant drawback is the absolute need
for the listener to be sitting with his or her ears on the optimum axis, the sound otherwise becoming too lean. On
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

the optimum axis, the high frequencies roll off above
16kHz, the midband is rather forward-balanced, and the
low end is designed to be very controlled down to the
lower limit of about 55Hz. This latter aspect makes the
TC-50 perfect for matching to asubwoofer-a pair of
Kinergetics BSC-SW100s with their stands and matching
amplifier are ideal. Easily damaged by amplifier overload.
Latest version features acrossbrace between front and rear
panels. (Vol.7 Nos.2 & 3, Vol.9 Nos.5 & 7, Von] No.1,
Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)

D
Epos ES11: S850/pair (stands necessary)
Borderline Class C sound, feels JA, if it were not for a
rather congested lower midrange and restricted dynamics.
But above that region, this sophisticated little English twoway from Robin Marshall gets everything right: instrumental textures and timbres, imaging and soundstaging,
aseamless blend between woofer and tweeter, and grainfree highs. Matching stands cost S200/pair. Highly recommended. (Vol.14 No.7, Vol.14 No.10)
Pried R/4: $1195/pair
"Lean, crisp, and articulate," was how TJN summed up
the floor-standing R/4's character. Less refined sound overall than Epos ES11, but considerably more dynamic range
and LF capability, he decided. Though the upper midrange can be abit bright and some "cupped-hands" coloration was occasionally noticeable, the treble was "silky"
and naturally balanced. Good value for money. (Vol.15 Na6)
Icon Lumen: S795/pair (stands necessary)
Despite an apparently flat on-axis response, the well-built
Lumen sounds alittle tilted-up, there being some sibilance
present in its treble. There is also adegree of resonant coloration in the lower midrange, but its sound is otherwise
delicate and very clean, with an optimally tuned, reasonably extended bass. Only sold direct; price includes shipping. (Vol.14 No.7, Vol.14 No.10)
Magneplanar SMGa: $575/pair
Musical sound, with relatively well-extended low frequencies, considering the size of the panel. Not that transparent in the midband, and high frequencies recessed, but
amusical bargain nonetheless. (Von° No.7)
Mirage M490: $600/pair (stands necessary)
Extended bass lacks definition but is offset by lush, transparent midrange, highs that are non-fatiguing if alittle
rxr.gsive in absolute terms, and good overall clarity. Inexpensive loudspeakers for the music-lover rather than the
audiophile, felt GL. Matching stands cost S129/pair.
(Vol.15 No.5)
Phase Tech PC-80: S650/pair (stands necessary)
Similar to the Fried Q/4 in having arather exaggerated
bass region, the well-made PC-80 also offers excellent
imaging specificity, asuperbly flat tonal balance, and a
clean treble, spoiled only by aslightly nasal upper midband. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10; see also RH's review of the PC90 subwoofer in Vol.13 No.9.)
Rogers LS3/5a: 5999/pair tr
(stands necessary)
A major revision of the crossover in 1988 was meant not
so much to "improve" this venerable design (first seen
and heard in 1975!) as to bring production back on target.
Still somewhat compromised in overall dynamics, HF
smoothness, and darity when compared with Class B and
C miniatures such as the Acoustic Energy AEI, Genesis IM-5200, and Celestion SL600Si and SL700, and having adistinctly tubby midbass, the 1989 version of the
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LS3/5a still has one of the least colored midbands around,
throws adeep, beautifully defined soundstage, and has
aslightly sweeter top end, with less nasality apparent than
it used to have. The sound, however, is sometimes not as
musically involving as it could or should be. The LS3/5a
is also being manufactured by Spendor, Harbeth, and
Goodmans, and differences among any current LS3/5as
should be cosmetic only. Now manufactured in abiwirable version with four gold-plated Michell connectors
-see "Industry Update Vol.15 No.2. (Vol3 No.12, Vol.4
No.1, Vol.7 No.4, Vol.12 Nos.2 & 3, Vol.14 No.10)
Signet SL280: $900/pair (stands necessary)
Designed by an ex-AR engineer, the two-way SL280 was
found by TJN to rival the Epos ES14 in being musically
satisfying at amodest price. Good bass extension is coupled with excellent midband transparency, though the
treble has atendency to sound alittle bright. SL280 B/U
is the same speaker in ablack vinyl finish for S700/pair.
(Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
Spica SC-30: $399/pair (stands necessary)
This cone-tweetered design offers avery flat response on
its optimum axis, which is actually below the woofer,
implying the use of very high stands or the speaker used
upside-down on low stands. "Imaging and soundstaging
were surprisingly good:' noted RH, adding that the SC-30
had an overall musical balance and sweet yet detailed high
frequencies, despite some grain in the low treble A "boxy"
lower midrange has been alleviated with anew woofer,
used in production from early '92. (Vol.15 No.5)
'ftiad System 7: $1050 (stands necessary)
Three-box system comprising two tiny satellites and separate woofer module. The System 7offers low levels of
midband coloration and excellent bass extension at this
price level, though RH found it hard to properly integrate
the woofer with the satellites, leading to asomewhat threadbare upper bass. Exaggerated on-axis treble balance means
that best sound is obtained with satellites firing away from
the listening position. (Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)

E
Cambridge SoundWorks Ambiance: 1,350/pair
(stands necessary)
Tiny, well-finished stand-, wall-, or shelf-mounted twoway speaker available only via mail-order (S&H add $10
to the quoted price; full customer support is provided).
Midrange rather forward in balance, accentuated by shutin but lispy highs and anecessarily limited bass extension. The mids also lack clarity. Nevertheless, the Ambiances offer asurprisingly musical sound overall, and can
be recommended for second-system use or as ambience
speakers in avideo-surround setup. Oak cabinets are available for an additional S50/pair. (Vol.13 No3, Vol.14 No.10)
Celestion 3: S279/pair (stands necessary) te
Intended to be sited near arear wall on astand or shelf,
which usefully reinforces its limited low-frequency output,
the diminutive 3has arather "cardboardy" coloration
in the midband but aclean, open-sounding treble unusual
in this price range. (Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
Dana Audio Model 1: $199/pair
(stands necessary)
One of the two least expensive loudspeakers listed in
"Recommended Components," Dana's Model 1is only
available via mail-order. A rather warm bass and arather
depressed treble lead to aforgiving balance offset only
by adegree of resonant coloration in the low treble.
Balanced to work best away from room boundaries, when
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it "squeezes the most music out of the least money,"
according to FtH, while JE adds that it offers "a very fine
level of performance for the price:' (Vol.13 No.9, Vol.14
No.10, Vol.15 No.7)
Fried Q/4: $518/pair (stands necessary)
Excellent low-frequency performance from such asmall,
inexpensive speaker, though some might find it overripe
in this region. (Owners are encouraged to experiment with
the bass tuning by removing some of the line-tunnel
damping.) A smooth, laid-back, borderline Class D sound
overall, with low levels of midrange coloration. (Vol.13
No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
KEF Q60: $599/pair (stands necessary)
When used against the rear wall, the Q60's bass is full and
generous, which adds to the speaker's clean highs and
good dynamics. Imaging alittle imprecise, however, and
arather peaky-sounding upper midrange. Perhaps too
polite-sounding in absolute terms, the Q60 is excellent
value according to MC, with an overall performance closer
to Class D than most of the other entry-level loudspeakers.
(Vol.15 No.5)
Monitor Audio Monitor 7: $379/pair
(stands necessary)
The Monitor 7is "smoother through the treble than the
Celestion 3, better focused, and better finished too," says
the redoubtable Mr. Tellig. JA concurs, feeling that its midrange is also less colored, but points out that the 7's significantly more peaky treble balance will be fussier regarding matching amplifiers and CD players, and adds that
he finds its reflex-loaded low frequencies to be fuzzier,
less well-defined, than the sealed-box Celestion's. (Vol.13
Nos. I, 2, 8c 3, Vol.14 No.10)
Mordaunt-Short MS 330: $459/pair (stands necessary)
A rather uninvolving upper midrange and some veiling
in the upper-bass/lower-midrange transition region are
offset by good bass extension, good sense of space, good
presentation of recorded detail, and alively treble (Vol.14
Nos.7 & 10)
NIFIT 1.3: S500/pair (stands necessary)
Unusual styling but asuperb level of fien'finish distinguish
this small, inexpensive loudspeaker. Its midrange is neutral,
its high frequencies clean and free from resonant hash,
though low frequencies lack alittle weight. Sound quality
overall is borderline Class D with the right ancillaries"the NHT 13 excels in those areas that are most important
musically," stated RH. (Vol.13 No.9, Vol.14 No.10)
Pinnacle PN8+: $400/pair (stands necessary)
Borderline Class D sound, though the presence region
is alittle emphasized and hard-sounding and bass too lean
with the wrong amplification. Midrange has aslight
"boxy" coloration but is otherwise dean, and the imaging
is good for aspeaker this inexpensive. (Vol.15 No.5)
PSB Alpha: $199/pair (stands necessary)
"An oustanding audio bargain' proclaimed JE of this little
two-way. Designed to be used close to the rear wall, the
Alpha plays surprisingly loud without strain, though toein is best avoided to minimize hardness. Optimum with
soft-sounding electronics. Imaging somewhat vague compared with the similar-priced Danas. (Vol.15 No.7)
Snell 'Pype K/II: $465/pair (stands necessary)
A tight, tuneful, articulate bass, thought RH of this modestly priced two-way design, though with less weight
than the Phase Tech PC-80. The mida are neutral, the highs
open and airy, but there is atrace of hardness in absolute
terms that can't altogether be ameliorated with the tweeter-
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acurus

Accuracy From the U.S.
Advanced Technology in the Service of Musical Tradition
The Acurus P10 Phono Preamplifier
The musicality of better analog recordings is undisputed. The
Acurus P10 was created to preserve and advance the quality
of these cherished recordings. The P10 may be connected to
the auxiliary input of any preamplifier. Its selectable gain and
loading allows it to be properly interfaced with any moving
magnet or moving coil cartridge.
As you would expect of Acurus, only 1% metal film resistors,
polypropylene capacitors and matched transistors are in the class
A circuit. The price of the P10 will surprise you, because there are
no integrated circuits used to cut costs, thereby making the
Acurus fully discrete... Because discretion is the better part of value.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2Elm Street, Ardsley NY 10502 • 914-693-8008
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level control. Nevertheless, RH enthusiastically recommends the K/11 for its musically natural presentation. A
TJN favorite (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10; see also the panel speaker
tests in Vol.14 No.7 & Vol.15 No.5.)
Wharfedale Diamond IV: WOO/pair (stands necessary)
A diminutive speaker that needs to be positioned close
to arear wall to get any real bass extension. Midrange is
spoiled by adegree of nasality and badness, but the overall
sound, surprisingly open and musically enjoyable, is less
bright than the Celestion 3and therefore more forgiving of the inexpensive electronics with which it is likely
to be partnered. Excellent soundstaging unusual at this
price level. (Vol.14 Nos.7, 8, & 10)

Acarian Alón IV, ATC SCM10, Eminent Technology LFTVIII, Hales System One, Mirage M3-Si, Magnepan
MG33, Shahinian Diapason, Snell Type B Minor, SoundLab A-1, Unity Audio Signature, Thiel CS3.6, Vandersteen
lb Revised, 2Ce, and 3.
Deletions
Martin-Logan CLS IIA replaced by CLS 112, which has
different woofer and crossover; Martin-Logan Sequel II
not auditioned in too long atime; Mission Cyrus 782 discontinued; PSB 40 Mk.II replaced by PSB 500.

SUBWOOFERS &CROSSOVERS
Editor's Note: DO's mini-survey in Vol.12 No.1 indicated that true subwoofers, capable of reproducing the
bottom two bass octaves at realistically high sound levels,
are rare and expensive beasts. In addition, the problems
of integrating one or two subwoofers with high-quality
satellites are major if the integrity of the upper-bass/lowermidrange region is not to be compromised. We strongly
recommend those trying to subwoof on the cheap to
instead look at the possibility of acquiring more expensive
full-range loudspeakers.

A
Kinergetics SW-800 active subwoofer system:
$4995/system (inc. crossover and amplifier)
Twin-tower, 10-driver active stereo subwoofer offering
true 20Hz extension and intended to be used with the
Martin-Logan CLS IIAs, when it gets aClass A recommendation from JE. Price includes all amplification and
aversatile crossover. Price without amplifier is $3695.
(Vol.15 No.3)
Muse Model 18 active subwoofer: $2750
(inc. crossover and amplifier)
Slot-loaded active mono subwoofer extending down to
20Hz with which RH, LG, and CG have obtained great
sound (successfully integrating it with Hales Signatures,
Quad USA Monitors, and Spica Angeluses, respectively).
"A complete lack of plodding slowness," said RH of the
Model 18's ability to present recorded kick drum with
its character intact. RH also noted that it offers a"dynamic
agility" rare in asubwoofer. Part of the reason for the
Model 18's quality is that it is not intended to extend very
high in frequency, thus minimizing its potential for
introducing midrange anomalies. In addition, it can be
customized for the specific satellites with which it is to
be used to give aseamless match. Each "personality card"
to adapt the Model 18's crossover for aspecific loudspeaker
costs $30, and seems to have very little editorial effect on
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

the sound of the satellites (other than the high-pass function, of course). LG found that the personality card for
the Quad USA Monitor is set alittle low in frequency to
maximize the electrostatic's dynamic range, however. Price
is for oak finish; walnut finish adds 5250. (Vol.14 Nos.7,
8, & 10)
Wilson Audio Puppy 2subwoofer: $5450-$6450
Dedicated passive stereo woofer system for the Wilson
WATT minimonitors. Series 2version of the Puppy features anew high-density composite panel bottom and
dedicated MIT 750-W "Puppy tail!" See "Loudspeakers!'
(Vol.14 No.6)

Gradient SW-63 woofer $3000/system (inc. crossover)
Stereo dipole moving-coil subwoofer system from Finland
intended to be used with the Quad USA Monitors. Adds
useful increase in dynamic range and midbass power
handling—"Within the 40-100Hz range Ihad never heard
aQuad system sound so clean, well-defined, and fast:'
said LG. Though he found the SW-63 lacked the bottom
octave of ultimate LF extension and was prone to subsonic overload when driven hard in large rooms, he feels
the Gradient to be a"must-listen" for any Quad owner.
Price includes electronic crossover, but separate stereo
amplifier required. (Vol.14 No.10)
Velodyne ULD-18 active subwoofer: $2750 *
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
LG felt this well-finished, servo-controlled subwoofer
system to offer superb bass performance, extending his
Quad USA Monitors' low frequencies to 20Hz even at
high levels, and adding aconsiderable degree of dynamic
contrast. LG, who also found it to work well with B&W
805s, and PWM would choose aClass A rating for the
ULD-18; DO and others on the magazine's staff disagree,
feeling the Velodyne belongs in Class B due to an overall
lack of absolute definition and apropensity for adding
midrange coloration (this perhaps due to the crossover
electronics). It's fair to note, however, that DO derives
his opinion from auditioning the Velodyne at hi-fi shows,
where the subwoofer would undoubtedly have been
turned up too high. (Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)

Celestion System 6000: S3100/pair *
(inc. crossover)
20Hz bass extension, though not at high levels, with excellent transient performance and dynamic range due to its
using four 12" drive-units. Dipole radiation pattern makes
system optimization aless thankless task than usual (Celesdon can supply detailed setup data to System 6000 owners
who send the company adiagram of their room). Though
expensive, not even including the need for aseparate stereo
power amplifier, the System 6000 is worth auditioning
with both the Quad ESL-63 and the Martin-Logan CLS
to endow those systems with bass extension and lowfrequency power handling (though DO and LG feel that
the system's fundamentally excellent performance is compromised by the quality of the line-level controller/equalizer). Note that LG feels the System 6000 to be incapable of competing with the Velodynes in terms of being
able to reproduce the power of live low frequencies.
Separate stereo amplifier required. (Von() No.2, Vol.12
Nos.1 & 10)
Genesis lbchnologies Servo 10 active subwoofer: $895
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
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"...the SL260 easily
qualifies for
'Best Buy' status."
"...my initial listening confirmed that the
SL260 offers generous bass power for a
compact loudspeaker. Orchestral works
had agratifying sense of power and body,
which combined with the Signet's fine
dynamics to give large-scale music real
impact
The Signet's most obvious strength,
however, lies in its ability to portray music
with both smoothness and clarity.
Superior in sound quality to many
speakers costing far more, the SL260 also
dazzles with its superb build quality and
gorgeous cabinet finish. As such, the
SL260 easily qualifies for "Best Buy"

"The result
was striking...
areal
soundstage."
"The result was striking. "This is wonderful," my listening notes read —"a real
soundstage
•
The sound produced by the Signets on
this piece (Otello, Karajan and the Vienna
Philharmonic) defied their size and price.
...the 512801 Signets were (and are)
remarkably satisfying on awide range of
music, from the most intimate to the most
bombastic?'
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile, Vol 13, No 10, October, 1990

status,"
Kent Bransford
Hifi Heretic, Issue 14, Spring, 1991

44

...great ambience
and imaging."

"How do they sound? Holy golden ears —
they're swell!
Gobs of bass and percussive kick...
and there's great ambience and imaging.
The Signet has more bass than the
reference but preserves all the other good
qualities. It almost gives the real feeling of
apipe organ —high praise for such little
woofers.
The Signet SL260 is awinner. It handily
beat the reference on all types of music?"

Audition the Signet SL260 and SL280 in either
oak or black finish at your nearby Signet dealer.
Write or call today for complete, unedited
reviews and list of dealers.

slignet®

Gregory Koster
WorldRadioHistory
The Sensible Sound, Issue 43, Summer, 1991
4701 Hudson Dr., Stow, OH 44224 •(216) 688-9400

Main limitation of this inexpensive yet versatile, servocontrolled, active subwoofer is that, while it does go very
deep, it will overload on maximum-extension settings
if pushed very hard. Excellent value. (Vol.14 No.10)
Infinity Modulus active subwoofer: $2000
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
A small, handsome, well-made, well-thought-out servocontrolled design that offers considerable flexibility in
choice of satellites. JA got excellent results with the Monitor Audio Studio Tens, though he couldn't eradicate a
residual hum that appeared to be due to the subwoofer
controller cornmoning the grounds of the two channels.
(Vol.13 No.11)
Velodyne ULD-15 active subwoofer: $1895 *
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
A smaller version of the Class A ULD-18, the '15 imposed
more of asignature on the music, thought LG, shrinking his Quads' soundstage and somewhat diminishing
their depth. (Vol.12 No.10)
AudioControl Richter Scale Series III equalizer/
analyzericrossover: $349 er
Versatile six-band, half-octave, low-frequency equalizer
and analyzer incorporating bass warble-tone generator
and 24dB/octave crossover factory-preset to 90Hz.
Slightly "muffled" in sound quality, the Richter Scale
nevertheless offers the woofer fan an excellent chance of
achieving successful integration between subwoofer(s)
and satellites. (Vol.12 No.1)
Kinergetics BSC SW-100 subwoofer: $990/pair •er
Kinergetics BSC SW-200 subwoofer interface and
stereo bass amplifier: $895 *
Using apair of 10" drivers per side, the Kinergetics system
achieves true 20Hz extension but at the expense ofa limited
dynamic range. In the right circumstances, however, particularly with Spica TC-50s, it can work very well,
producing afull-range sound that can be intensely musical.
(Vol.12 No.1)

Bryston 10B electronic crossover, Hsu Research Model
10 8c 12 subwoofers.
Deletions
Acoustat SPW-1 woofer not auditioned in too long atime.

HEADPHONES &
HEADPHONE ACCESSORIES
A
Grado HP 1: $595
Beautifully made dynamic headphones with asmooth,
transparent, well-balanced sound. The midrange to treble
transition is seamless compared with the Stax Lambda
Pros, though JA feels that the extreme high end lacks air
and the bass is alittle generous. Highly recommended,
though it must be pointed out that to get the best from
the Grados, you need adedicated headphone amplifier,
such as the Melos tubed unit or Grado's own batterypowered device. GA got excellent results driving the
Grados with apair of VTL Tiny Triodes!) The otherwise
identical HP 2lacks the absolute polarity switches and
costs $495; the HP 3features alooser parts tolerance and
costs $395. (Vol.14 No.5)
Stair SR-Lambda Signature: $2000 *
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

A diaphragm one-third thinner (lam) than the Lambda
Pro, and adrive amplifier (SRM-11) with atube output
stage distinguish what BS termed "the best headphones
around" in his review. As good as the Pros are, the Signatures better them in terms of air and space around instruments, having amore forward midrange, and less, if you
can believe it, of a"mechanical" quality. The modest cables
Stax supplies with the SRM amplifiers are dark at the top,
with slightly muddy bass, according to BS. (Vol.11 No.8)
Stax Lambda Pro 3: $1200
When used with Stax's SR/v1-1 Mk.II dedicated class-A
solid-state amplifier (Stax's passive interfaces add some
hardness, veiling, and brightness), the Pro 3features a
totally transparent sound with, according to BS, "oodles
of detail." Unlike most 'phones, the listener gets atrue
idea of the surrounding ambience on arecording. Balance is laid-back and bass is abit fat, not quite blending
with the rest of the range, but distortion levels are astonishingly low, and the Pros have aremarkable dynamic-range
capability. As delivered. the Lambda suffers from uppermidrange suckout, which becomes less bothersome after
some hours' use. The low treble still remains alittle isolated, however. Very comfortable. (Vol.7 No.5, Vol.10
No.9; see also headphone reviews in Vol.12 No.4, Vol.14
No.5.)

AKG K-1000: $999
Superb resolution of detail and asense of effortlessness
to the sound of these expensive dynamic headphones,
which have hinged earpieces to allow the soundwaves to
strike the ear pinnae at anatural angle. BS was bothered
by an excessive nasal coloration, but JA found the degree
to which this coloration was present to be very dependent on the angle the headphones made with the side of
the head and the exact relationship between drive-unit
and ear canal. Bass response generous, if alittle underdamped. (Vol.14 Nos3 & 5)
Stax Gamma Professional: $700
The Gamma offers asuperbly clean presentation with airy,
delicate high frequencies and excellent low-frequency
weight when driven by the SRD-7/Pro interface. Connecting the Gamma Pro to aStax direct-drive amplifier
further refines the sound, but it still lacks the pristine detail
and musical focus of the Lambda headsets. (Vol.14 No3)
Stax Gamma: $400
A slightly thicker diaphragm than the Gamma Pro leads
to adarker, less transparent sound overall. (Vol.14 No3)
Stax SR-34 Professional: $200
A new 4am diaphragm gives these inexpensive electret
headphones aliquidly transparent midrange without any
trace of grain or dryness, offset by asometimes slightly
hard edge to their sound that BS felt was due to the SRD-4
step-up transformer. (Vol.14 No.3)
Stax ED-1 diffuse-field headphone equalizer: $900
Equalizes headphone sound to compensate for the fact
that headphones fire the sound straight into the listener's
ears—see Vol.14 No.5, p.161—whereas in real life the
sound has to negotiate the audio obstacle course represented by the listener's head and outer ear. "The entire
audible spectrum sounds more coherent and seamless,"
quoth BS. GAG disagrees, feeling that the ED-1 adds "a
layer of sonic grundge to the midrange and an edge to the
treble," as well as reducing the spaciousness of the Grado
HP l's sound. JA also feels the degree of the ED-1's EQ
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to be alittle exaggerated, there being adegree of emphasis
in the upper midrange, but adds that the ED-1 "tames
the forward treble of the Stax Lambdas, giving amore
relaxed, more musically natural sound:' Note that the ED1inverts polarity with the EQ switched in. (Vol.12 No.4,
Vol.14 No.5)

Beyerdynamic 171990 Pro: $275 *
Excellent dynamic headphones, with aneutral midband
balance and extended low frequencies. Borderline Class
B performance. (Vol.10 No.9, original version; DT990
Pro, Vol.14 No3)
Beyerdynamic IRS-690: $400
A comfortable cordless headphone related to the '990 that
offers "the most agreeably euphonic, most fatigue-free
and plain enjoyable" headphone sound BS has heard. He
did note some roughness with high-level passages having
alot of treble content, however. The rechargeable headset
is available separately for $270. (Vol.14 No.7)
JVC HA-D990 Digital Reference: $150
These circurnaural and closed-back cans lack the midrange
and midbass colorations that afflict so many other closedback headphones and produce asound that is beautifully
clear and transparent. Though brass instruments tend
toward brightness, they don't sound hard. Full but tight
bass, along with crisp detailing without being "etched!'
(Vol.14 No.8)
Sennheiser HD540 Reference II: $199 *
Slightly less neutral than the Beyerdynamic DT990, being
more laid-back with a"wispy!' even bright, high end.
The $279 HD560 Ovation II has amore musical balance,
lacking the '540's top-octave brightness, notes PWM; JA
is currently working on areview. (Von() No.9)
Sony MDR-CD6: $120 *
A little expensive for the sound quality offered-too much
midbass, sound somewhat unsubtle-but Sony seems to
have flattened out the fat midbass and heavy low end in
their latest production; if anything, the tonal balance is
now awee bit on the light side! The top end is still slightly
dark, but the more neutral low end makes this error less
objectionable The MDR-CD6's light weight, compactness, comfort, excellent seal and isolation, high sensitivity,
and total lack of "fiddliness" when mounted or removed,
make it BS's first choice for both live recording and "Walkman" listening. (Vol.10 No.9)

D
Nakamichi SP-7: $100
A somewhat bland balance keeps these headphones from
Class C, but as BS noted, the SP-7 is one of those rare
under-$100 headphones that is basically neutral and essentially honest. (Vol.14 No.8)
Sony MDR-V6: $100
A lighter bass than the MDR-CD6 and "a bit too bright,
and occasionally hard, with some accentuation of tape
hiss and brass brashness!' noted BS, but this is offset by
"the sheer clarity and liveliness of the sound!' (Vol.14 No.8)
Sony MDR-S101 Mk.II: $30 •Cr
A light balance with alively, open sound, but free from
coloration and distortion. A bargain! Mk.II version features gold-plated connectors. (Vol.10 No.9)

Sennheiser Orpheus and HD560 Ovation, Koss ESP/950.
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Deletions
Koss PRO 75 headphones discontinued.

FM TUNERS
Editor's Note: LG recommends that those interested in
purchasing agood FM tuner read JGH's and DAS's discussion on reviewing and measuring FM tuners in Vol.7
No.7, pp.54-57. (See the advertisement elsewhere in this
issue for information on ordering back issues of Stereophik.)

A
Day-Sequerra FM Reference: $4800
Using aclosed-circuit comparison setup where the sound
from CD could be compared with its sound via the tuner
under test, LG found this superbly made tuner to be the
most neutral, most transparent he has heard, offering a
musically satisfying sound with ahighly defined bass
response and a"total absence of white FM haze RF performance was also excellent, the FM Reference pulling
in more FM stations with acceptable or bener sound quality than any other tuner he had tried. His verdict? "Redefines the state of the art in FM tuners!' The $12,800 FM
Reference Panalyzer is identical apart from adding an FM
spectrum analyzer. (Vol.14 No.12; see also LG's tuner
reviews in Vol.15 No.9)
Magnum Dynalab Etude: $1295
Based on the well-established FT-101A, the Etude features amachined faceplate, WBT output jacks, audiophilequality passive components, and two extra hours of component selection, matching, and testing during its manufacture. The result is atuner that sounds only slightly
noisier than the extraordinarily expensive Day-Sequerra
Broadcast Monitor with the same antenna and station,
and features adistortion-free midrange with strong
dynamic contrasts. "The sound was wonderfully free of
hash, distortion, grit, and glaze said LG, though he feels
that it is now borderline Class A due to the Day-Sequerra
FM Reference setting anew standard, particularly regarding bass reproduction and sensitivity. His overall conclusion? That the Etude nevertheless "represents one of
the better balances of price and performance you can find
in FM tuners today!' (Vol.13 No.8)
Nairn NAT 01: $3395
Excels in natural sound quality, but full automation of
tuning parameters to optimize sound quality will annoy
DX hounds-DAS was so frustrated, he was driven to
uncharacteristic hyperbole: "It will not get stereo stations
unless the tower lights are in sight!" However, "The
Naim's ability to involve the listener in the music is remarkable stated LG. (Vol.15 No.9)

Magnum Dynalab FT-101A: $815 *
An analog tuner, the FT-101A is superb from an RF standpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity. Selectivity
is bettered only by the Onkyo, Denon TU-800, and Citation 23, but the '101A consistently sounds superior on
most stations. Examination of three different samples in
February 1988 confirmed good quality control. Latest
version has instant-on feature, defeatable stereo blend,
and new board. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.10 No3, Vol.13 No.10)
Meridian 204 Mk.II: $1190
"One of the best values in ahigh-end FM tuner today!'
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to keep y
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I
The MAX 1000

aline conditioner/surge protector
by PANAMAX
Designed for the discriminating audiophile who
wants the sound quality improvements that can
only be obtained with superb, low-source
impedance line conditioning. The MAX 1000
continuously monitors and filters AC power and
provides th.e most technically advanced power
protection available.
1. Line Voltage LED Indicator Constantly monitors AC voltage.
2. Indicator Light -Shows the
MAX 1000 is plugged in, and that
there is clean power to the "Always
On", (Un-switched) outlets.
3. Master On/Off Switch -Controls power to the "Switched" and
"Delayed Turn On" outlets.

8. Two Unswitched "Always On"
Outlets -Provide power when the
MAX 1000 is plugged in. Components with clocks or programmable
features remain in operation.
9. Four Switched Outlets -AC
power for the system accessories.
Power controlled by front panel
switch or by the master control.

,,nnted circuit board features
our exciuswe balanced circuitry for
optimum performance and control
Superior components, design and crafts.
mansh0 enable us t
oback the MAX 1000
with the 'Panamax Lifetime Product &
Connected Equement Werra*,
10. Two "Delayed Turn-On" AC
Outlets -10 to 15 second delayed
start-up/shut-down prevents amplifier "thump".
11. Coax In/Out Connection Coax line protection.

o

4. Eight AC Outlets -Provide
continuously monitored, filtered
and protected power.

oo

5. Circuit Breaker -15 AMP
6. Ten ft. AC Power Cord i14 AWG)
7. Six It. AC Master Control
Power-Sensing Cable -Connects
to master control unit (18 AWG).

nwark4x.

For more information call 1-800-472-5555, Ext. 3904
'THE PANAMAX LIFETIME WARRANTY -Panamax will repair or replace any equipment
damaged by apower surge while properly connected to aPanamax surge protector.
See actual warranty for details.

150 Mitchell Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94903 •415-499-3900 •USA 800-472-5555
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felt LG of this diminutive shoebox, finding its imaging
and soundstaging to be second only to that of the expensive Day-Sequerra. Just misses aClass A rating due to a
slight lack in transparency and bass response. (Vol.15 No.9)
Onix BWD1: $1200 tr
Minimalist design with separate power supply (included
in price), but asound "transparent to the music source,"
with good soundstaging. Will give excellent sound with
classical stations broadcasting clean, uncompressed signals.
Still among the best-sounding tuners, thinks DAS, but
not among the best at snatching signals from the ether.
(Vol.10 No.8)
Onkyo Integra T-9090 II: $750 *
This Mk.II version of an old favorite is an excellentsounding tuner in its Wide mode, offering very low noise
and superb stereo separation, though switching to Narrow
or Super-Narrow noticeably degrades audio quality. Bass
response is quick and dynamic. RF performance is excellent, though not as good as the Luxman T-117 in fringe
reception areas. Very similar Grand Integra T-G10 version
($850) offers automatic antenna A/B switching. (Vol.11
No.5)
Proton AT-670: $400
"Exceptionally smooth" sound on FM, with anatural
tonal quality and awide soundstage, thought DAS, especially with weaker FM stations. Lacks ultimate selectivity
and AM section has poor sensitivity. Features Schott noise
reduction. (Vol.13 No.7)

HarmaniKardon Citation 23: $699 *
Excellent selectivity-"it can separate closely spaced stations where others fail" -but sensitivity rather on the low
side. Excellent AM section, FM fine-tuning, topnotch
sound. Still aDAS favorite. (Vol.10 No.8)
Magnum Dynalab FT-11 FM tuner: $495 er
Borderline Class B tuner, according to DAS in his review,
that lacks transparency when compared, for example, with
the more expensive FT-101. This is perhaps due to its having asingle, narrow IF bandwidth. Has good selectivity
and avery effective high-blend circuit for receiving weak
stations in acceptable stereo. (Vol.12 No.10)
Onkyo Integra T-4700: $450
Superb "signal-sniffing ability," noted DAS, which, combined with excellent adjacent-channel selectivity, leads
to a"tuner that will miss few.. .
signals delivered to its
antenna jacks." Sound quality not quite up to the standard set by the other two Onkyo tuners recommended
in this listing, however. (Vol.13 No.5)
Pioneer Elite Reference F-93: $900
An optimal tuner for those along way from the transmitters. Loaded with sensitivity, selectivity, and elaborate,
"space-age" tuning displays. Sonics display anatural timbral quality but are acut below the best British tuners.
More expensive than the similar-performing Onkyo T9090 but better-sounding than most of the digitally synthesized competition LG has heard. DAS recommends
trying the less expensive Pioneer F-449 ($260), which
he has found to sound similar. (Vol.15 No.9)
Quad FM4: $849 *
Good-quality construction, though only eight presets.
Very sensitive, with listenable, unfatiguing audio if properly aligned. Has excellent imaging, but tends to sound
alittle thin in the bass and lacks transparency. Lacks high
adjacent-channel selectivity, switchable IF bandwidth,
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

and mono/stereo switch. Soon to be replaced by the
remote-controlled FMS, we understand. (Vol.8 No.4,
Vol.15 No.9)
Soundstream T-1: $595
Residual RF noise at some frequencies limits this
American-made tuner's ultimate sensitivity, but overall RF performance makes the T-1 agood choice for those
in weak signal areas. A good, long-term buy, thought
DAS. (Vol.14 No.11)

D
Adcom GTP-400: $400 tr
Excellent budget-priced preamplifier, with integral
FM/AM tuner offering good sensitivity but only reasonable selectivity. (Vol.12 No.9)
AudioSource TNR One: $229
A basic, no-frills tuner that DAS felt to offer abasically
good sound for its price in areas where FM signal strength
is moderate to high. (Vol.14 No.3)

Grundig T-9000, Yamaha TX-950, Harman/Kardon
TU-9600.
Deletions
Mission Cyrus FM tuner discontinued, Arcam Alpha 2,
Bogen TP-100A, Hafler Iris not auditioned in along
while.

FM ANTENNAE
AudioPrism 8500: $450
63"-tall, remote-controllable, vertical phased-array passive
FM antenna for indoor use offering amore directional
pickup than the less-expensive 7500. (Also offers an
omnidirectional pattern.) Will prove optimal for those
who desire to receive relatively weak stations that compete
with stronger stations on similar frequencies that are
broadcast from other directions. (Vol.14 No.6)
AudioPrism 7500: $190 *
Low-VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio), vertically
polarized, omnidirectional indoor passive design that,
like the Day-Sequerra, will prove optimal in urban highsignal-strength areas. 89.5" height. (Vol.12 No.5)
AudioPrism 6500: $90
(wood cabinet)
If you don't have the room for an external antenna, then
the diminutive 6500 could be agood substitute, offering good reception except for DX-ing purposes. A lot
more effective than the small, active, omnidirectional
antennae offered by some companies, thought BS. Vinylcovered version costs $60. (Vol.13 No.9)
BP FM-9700: $30 *
Excellent directional active indoor antenna offers 6dB
improvement over conventional T-shaped dipole. (Vo1.11
No.10)
Day-Sequerra FM Urban: $385 •er
Lciw-VSWR, omnidirectional, vertically polarized, 5'-high
indoor passive design optimized for metropolitan reception in areas of high signal strength. Price is without base,
which adds S150. (Vol.12 No.7)
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster: $279 *
Excellent RF amplifier to optimize selectivity and reception
in areas of poor signal strength. (Vol.10 No.6)
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version without preamp section costs S995. (Vol.13 No.11)
Day-Sequerra Signal Probe Outdoor Antenna.
Cello Audio Palette MIV.

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
Editor's Note: JA feels that to continue to recommend
dynamic-range expanders, compressors, aural exciters,
equalizers, ambience extractors, etc., is not in the true spirit
of high fidelity, where the reproduction should be true
to what the engineer and producer intended. The only
processors he would recommend are those which can
prove useful in rendering acceptable the playback ofhistorical material. JGH, however, disagrees forcefully, feeling that equalizers, in particular, should be given highend respectability for the correction of program deficiencies in the almost ubiquitous absence of tilt controls; as
does BS, who states, "What this country needs is an
audiophile-quality, $1000 equalizer!' PWM also disagrees,
on the grounds that "the true spirit of high fidelity" could
mean either "re-creating alifelike illusion of music, by
whatever means necessary, or literal reproduction of what
is on the disc—no matter how falsely equalized, compressed, or colored that signal may be:' He goes on to say
that "with the best recordings, these goals may coincide,
but not as ageneral rule. Case in point: Apogee speakers
are inaccurate reproducers, but their fat bass and rolled-off
top are partly responsible for their ability to re-create the
sound you hear at aconcert. Without the aid of equalizers or other modifiers of tonal balance, how can the radically different-sounding Apogee Diva and Acoustic
Energy AEI both be called 'high-fidelity' reproducers?
If either is regarded as plausibly accurate, the other will
need radical help from an equalizer to sound (DKr OK?

A

Cello Palette Preamplifiers $6500
Preamplifier with superbly realized equalizer. See "Preamplifiers!' (Vol.15 No.6)
Packburn 323A noise-reduction device: $2650 *
Quite expensive, and frankly intended for professional
(archival) use, the Packburn is the best such device made.
felt JGH. It can remove the maximum of surface noise—
ticks, pops, and hiss—from shellac or vinyl discs with a
minimum of signal degradation. (Vol.5 No.8)

Cary Audio Design CAD-5500 analog CD processor: $1295
Though advertised on the grounds that its "Reverse Phase
Canceling" circuitry eliminates RH hash from aCD
player's output signal, we could only find agentle ultrasonic rolloff identical to that offered by aconventional
low-pass filter. More important, the CAD-5500 is actually
an equalizer: it rolls off the highs, adds asmall degree of
bass boost, and gently compresses signal dynamics. Its
high output impedance will also roll off the highs with
very long or capacitive interconnects.' DO feels, however, that it is an essential purchase for those, like him, who
dislike the bright, hard sound typical of CD. CG strongly
disagrees with any recommendation. Note that both sets
of line inputs are processed, not just the one marked "CD:'
Optional Penny & Giles volume-control pot adds $255;
1Cc.;notes that if you just want to roll off the highs, solder
a10k, '4W resistor (Holco or Resista) in series with the signal
at the player end of your cable, inside the RCA plug.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

DOLBY STEREO SURROUNDSOUND DECODERS
Editor's Note: Although BS argued cogently against the
use of aDialog-channel center speaker in his Dolby
decoder reviews, it must be pointed out that when several
listeners are involved, as will often be the case with movies,
acenter speaker will be essential if those well off the central
axis are to receive asound localized at the screen position.

A
M useatex HTS-5300 Dolby surround-sound processor: 51299 *
Originally marketed as aShure product, this Dolby processor is now manufactured and distributed by the Canadian Museatex company. Full logic action and remote control. Individual trim-pot level controls are provided for
all six outputs, but can only be accessed from underneath.
Only processor "to preserve the width, depth, and spaciousness of the soundfield," said BS of the Shure version, with aclear and open sound quality and stable,
crosstalk-free decoding action. (Vol.12 Nos.8 & 11)

Lexicon CP-1 surround-sound processor: $1495 *
Uniquely, Dolby Pro-Logic decoding is performed in
the digital domain, making what is basically an ambience
synthesizer also an excellent buy for home video surroundsound use. Doesn't quite reach Class A for Dolby sound,
arather brash, "transistory" coloration being noticeable.
Unique in being able to compensate for the effects of tapeazimuth errors. (Vol.12 Nos.1 8c 8)
Lexicon CP-2 surround-sound processor: $995
Less well-featured version of the CP-1 that keeps the alldigital processing of the Dolby surround information and
the auto-balancing circuit. (Vol.12 No.12)
AudioSource SS-Three/II surround-sound processor:
$399
"A heck of abargain!" says DAS of this versatile processor
incorporating Dolby's Pro-Logic chip, subwoofer crossover, and a30Wpc stereo amplifier to drive the front-center
or rear channels. "A slight darkening...but above-average
sound quality," said BS. (Vol.15 No.1)

Snell/Lexicon/Rane Home THX system.

SURROUND- SOUND
SYNTHESIZERS
A
JVC XPA-1010TN digital acoustics processor: $1200
Differs from other synthesizers in how it distinguishes
between the ways in which wide and narrow soundsources
excite the reverberant field, the result being an enhanced
sense of realism to the synthetic space being produced
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compared, for example, with the Lexicon CP-1. The JVC
is "unmatched' said BS, in its ability to give the listener
"exactly the kind of ambience" he or she wants, perhaps
due to the fact that its synthesis action doesn't duplicate
the early reflections already present on all but anechoic
recordings. Its artificial ambience thus seems to fit much
better with that on the record, thought BS. (Actual model
reviewed was the XP-A1000BK, identical apart from
being finished in black rather than "titanium.") (Vol.12
No.12)

Lexicon CP-1 digital audio environment processor
81495 *
Until the JVC came along, the CP-1 was the best-sounding hall simulator BS had heard, but with only three room
models. Versatile choice of reverberation parameters, however, although less flexible overall than the now-discontinued Yamaha DSP-3000. Includes areasonable Dolby
surround decoder which can cope with video tape-azimuth problems. (Vol.12 Nos.1 & 8)

HOME RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
Editor's Note: With the exception of the Fostex, none
of the microphones listed below has been formally
reviewed. However, RH has had extensive experience with
many professional models and has compiled most of the
thumbnail sketches of the sonic signature of each. Other
professional models to look out for on the secondhand
market are cardioids from Sony (C37P 8c C500), Milab,
and Calrec (AMS), figure-eight ribbons from B&O and
Coles, omnis from Schoeps and B8cK, and PZM mikes
from Crown (though it is very easy to get arather colored midband with the PZMs). The Shure C81 cardioid
is also reported to have quite aflat response. Anyone about
to undertake serious recording should ignore all "amateur"
microphones; as arule of thumb, you should spend as
much, or more, on agood pair ofmilces as you do on your
recorder.

A
Brüel & Kjaer 4006: 81660
Omnidirectional, phantom-powered, 112" capacitor microphone with high dynamic range, extended bass response,
and abasically flat response marred only by asmall peak
in the top audio octave and arather depressed lower treble.
A calibrated sample is used by Stereophile to measure loudspeaker responses. (NR, but see "Follow-Up" in Vol.14
No.10 and audition track 5, index 7on the first Stereophile
Test CD.)
EAR 824M stereo mike preamplifier: 83150 er
Extremely neutral, very quiet, all-tube, balanced preamp
from Tim de Paravicini, with switchable level controls
and 48V phantom mike power. Used by Water Lily Acoustics and also to make Stereophile's first two commercial
recordings. We also use it to make all our loudspeaker measurements in conjunction with aBrüel 8c Kjaer 4006
omnidirectional microphone. (NR)
Manley Reference A/D Converter: 87000
After using this solid-state, UltraAnalog-based twochannel converter to master Stereophile's Intermezzo and
second Test CDs, JA felt it to be one of the best-sounding
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

around. One of the winners in the October 1991 AES
Sound-Off. Offers DC trim controls, balanced and unbalanced analog inputs, and AES/EBU and S/PDIF data outputs. Analog peak meters with "0" set to -12dBFS are
an anachronism, however; you're better off using the LED
or LCD peak meters on the DAT recorder (or whatever
you use to store the data) to avoid running out of bits on
peaks. (NR)
Nakamichi 1000 R-DAT recorder: 811,900
Easily the most expensive R-DAT machine around, this
Nakamichi combines asuperb DAT transport with the
$6000 1000p DIA processor. (Upgrades from earlier versions of the latter cost $1400.) Records digitally at 44.1kHz
and 321.cHz and from analog at 48kHz. Superb, quiet tape
transport, unique fast-spooling mode, and exceptional
ergonomics make it ajoy to use. Treated as aD/A processor, the sound of the original version was not up to such
Class A contenders as the Theta DS Pre, being less transparent. The current 1000p is much improved, particularly when it comes to soundstaging, though it was ultimately outclassed by the PS Audio UltraLink. The
Nakamichi was used to master the first Stereophik Test CD,
though its A/D section does not now match the transport in overall quality, being exceeded by the Manley and
Pygmy ADCs. (Vol.12 No.11; see also RH's "Follow-Up"
on the 1000p in Vol.15 No.6.)

AKG C414BIULS: 81199
A popular, large-diaphragm condenser mike, the 414's
extended bass and flat frequency response make it ideal
for avariety of applications. Switchable polar patterns,
variable pad, and selectable LF rolloff add to its versatility. Transformerless TL. version costs $1399. (NR, but
audition track 5, index 11 on the first Stereophile Test CD.)
AKG The Mate: 82999
One of the few currently produced tube microphones.
Smooth, open, and uncolored, The Tube captures detail
without solid-state stridency. (NR)
AMS SoundField Mk.V: 85850
Having used both Mk.III and Mk.IV versions, JA feels
that the highly praised, variable pickup pattern of this stereo/Ambisonic mike is let down by an overall "greyness"
and lack of midrange detail, coupled with aslightly hard
lower treble. Nevertheless, it's excellent at capturing amie
stereo image with width and depth. Price includes 20m
of dedicated multi-conductor cable; 100m of cable on a
reel adds $450 to price. (NR, but audition track 10 on the
first Stereophile Test CD.)
EAR "The Mie": 84000 *
Using asingle 6DJ8 tube and afist-sized output transformer, this very expensive rectangular-capsule (sourced
from Milab), switchable-pattem
cardioid, figureeight) mike is somewhat shut-in in the highs and noisier than average, but has extended low frequencies and
amidrange that is extremely true to the original sounds.
"No trace of edge or glare," says RH. Borderline Class
A. (NR, but audition track 5, index 19, and tracks 1118 on the first Stereophile Test CD.)
Meridian CD-R: 88500
Superb, Philips-based digital recorder let down by only
fair-sounding ADC and DAC sections. SMA optical input
and output adds $500 to price. (Vol.15 No.11)
Panasonic Pro 3700 R-DAT recorder: 81599
One of the best-sounding DAT decks on the market,
according to PWM, with MASH oversampling encoders
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and pretty good analog circuitry. Offers better sound with
redesigned filters, easier head cleaning, ajog/shutde control
knob, more flexible controls, and alower price tag than
its predecessor, the 3500. In/outputs are all balanced XLR
A consumer version, the $800 Technics DA-10, combines
many of the same features with RCA and optical connectors. (NR)
llindberg TD20A SE Open-Reel lkpe Recorder:
$1995 er
The best buy in an open-reel deck, this Norwegian model
offers professional-caliber performance at arelatively
modest price Better sound than many professional decks,
but ergonomics less good than the still-current Ftevcac B77
Ill or PRO-99. Now distributed in the US by Tandberg
International, of Brewster, NY. (Vol.7 No.7)
lhlefintken ELAM251
Classic tube mike with asweet, warm sound. No longer made, but available in the used market at many times
its original price. Smoother HF than the 414 or U-87. (NR,
but audition track 5, index 16 on the first Stereophik Test
CD.)

AKG C451EB/CK1: $599
AKG C460B/ULSICK61: $599
Two small-diaphragm condenser mikes with removable
cardioid capsules (omnidirectional, hypercardioid, vocal,
and shotgun capsules are also available). Sound is very
detailed, but the C451/CK1's tonal balance leans toward
the thin and bright, and it has significant off-axis peakiness,
making it aless-than-optimal choice for realistic twomike stereo. Good on drums, however. Same diaphragm
as CK1 used in C34 stereo mike, which has similarly
bright balance. Omnidirectional CK2 capsule is somewhat
colored, but a20Hz resonance provides an attractive
emphasis for pedal fundamentals. Newer C460/CK61 said
to be much improved. (NR)
Crown SASS-P MLR microphone system: $899
This is astereo pair of omni PZ/v1 microphones in aheadsized foam block that produces ORTF-like, superbly natural stereo imaging. Extended bass response, unlike most
directional mikes. Weighs only 1lb, making it very easy
to hang from cables or mount on atall stand. "One SASSPunit, one stand, and aPanasonic Pro 255 DAT make a
complete but amazingly portable recording system with
very satisfying performance reports PWM. BS found
the original version very dry-sounding and rather grainy,
but Mk.II said to be much improved in these areas. SASSB accommodates two B&K 4006 mikes (not supplied)
and costs $869. (Vol.15 No.7)
Fostex M22RP/S M-S Microphone: $1095 *
Integrated ribbon M-S stereo microphone. While not quite
as open at the top as the best capacitor mikes, and possessing alightweight bass, the M22RP/S captures the original soundfield extremely accurately. Stripped-down version, the M2ORP, costs $700. (Vol.11 No3)
Panasonic Pro 255 portable R-DAT recorder $2700
Very good sound, with MASH A/D and D/A encoders.
Less flexible than 3700, and lacks digital inputs. Amazingly
tiny for what it does—far and away the best-sounding
recorder small enough to carry in acoat pocket. Builtin mike preamp, while not the ultimate, is good enough
for serious use. (NR)
Sony TC-D5M: $750 er
This decade-old portable will handle metal-particle tape
but offers only Dolby-B noise reduction. It is probably
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still the best location cassette recorder available short of
an R-DAT. (NR)

D
Sony WM-D6C Pro Walkman cassette deck: $400 tr
A pocketable stereo recording system of surprising quality
and versatility. Alvin Gold feels that to spend more on
acassette deck would be awaste of money. Less expensive
WM-D3 ($270) half the size but keeps most of the quality.
Higher wow & flutter, however. (Vol.7 No.6, Von() NŒ6)
Any cheap Dolby-C cassette deck
Buy the cheapest with the longest manufacturer's warranty; don't expect to get high-end sound quality from
it; use it to make tapes for your car or Walkman until it
breaks; throw it away; buy another one, advises ST in
Vol.10 No.9.

Pygmy AD1 A/D converter, AMS 250 SoundField microphone, Manley microphones, Arcam Delta 100 Dolby-S
cassette deck, Aiwa HD-S1 portable DAT recorder, JVC
XD-ZIOIOTN DAT deck.
Deletions
Revox B-215 and B-215-S cassette decks now available
only in Europe; Neumann U-87A microphone discontinued.

ACCESSORIES
Adcotn ACE-515 AC Enhancer: $180 *
Effective AC power-line filter with RF and spike suppression, five accessory outlets (300W capability), and
two heavy-duty outlets (1500W). Does not seem to limit
current demands of power amplifiers. (Vol.11 No.4)
Allsop Reference Band: $14.95/dozen
Sumiko Reference Band: $17.95/dozen
Molded, non-adhesive Navcom band that fits around the
periphery of aCD to produce the same aural benefit as CD
Stoplight, including an increase in the amount of reproduced reverberation and improved bass quality. (Vol.14
No.11; see also Sam Tellig's column in Vol.13 No.9.)
Arcici Quad speaker stands: $265/pair *
Available in versions for both the ESL-63 and the original
Quads, these elegant stands enable the speakers to perform
as God and Peter Walker intended. Clamps them in arigid
embrace, raising the panels the optimum height off the
ground. Now includes Super Spikes. (Von() No.1)
Arcici Lead Balloon ihrntable Stand: $375 *
The opposite approach to that of the Sound Organisation table, with lead bars on top of the structure providing
sufficient internally damped mass that nothing short of
an earthquake will disturb the tranquility of the groove/
stylus interface (provided the stand rests on asolid floor,
points out TJN). Supports may be filled with user's choice
of material—sand, lead shot, or some combination. Shelves
may be added to latest version, though rear pillar restricts
their utility. Price includes three Super Spikes; amatching
light is available for $32. (Vol.14 No.11)
Arcici Superstructure I8£ II: from $177.50
Basic price includes one shelf. Versatile, well-made, metal
equipment rack system. Our experience from two samples
of the Il indicates that the shelves can be alittle undersized, however. (Vol.14 No.11)
ASC Tube Ti-aps: $189 to $579 depending on size and
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style tr
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective roomacoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up low-to-high bass
standing-wave resonances like sponges. The $315 Studio
Trap provides easily tuneable upper-bass absorption that
JE found to be aboon with the Martin-Logan CLS IIAs.
(Vol.9 No3, original Traps; Vol.15 No.2, Studio Traps)
Audio Advisor Elfix AC Polarity 'Ulster: $29.95
Components tend to give the best sound with the lowest
potential between their chassis and signal ground. JGH
found using the Elfix to be an easy, non-contact method
of optimizing this aspect of performance in conjunction
with AC "cheater" plugs. (Vol.15 No.6)
AudioControl Industrial SA-3050A Analyzer:
$995 *
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive Vi-octave
analyzer with pink-noise source, ANSI Class 11 filters,
accurate calibrated microphone, and six non-volatile memories. Parallel port can be used with any Centronicscompatible printer to print out real-time response. (Vo1.11
No.6, Vol.12 No.3)
Audio Express NoiseTripper Plus AC Line Conditioner: $379
Audio Express NoiseTrapper 2000 AC Line Conditioner: $1099
Available by mail order from Audio Express, these units
effectively filter RF from the AC line and feature 500VA
(Plus) and 2kVA (2000) isolation transformers. Less «pensive NoiseTrapper costs $299; was felt by RH to offer an
improvement over his raw AC outlets. (Vol.14 No.11)
Audio Express Noiséfrapper Power Strip: $150
AC outlet extender, offering eight hospital-grade Leviton
outlets, that CG can't recommend highly enough. (Vol.14
No.11)
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Model IAC
Line Conditioner: $499
Featuring RF filtering, three isolation transformers with
dual secondaries feeding six AC outlets, and MOVs to
absorb voltage spikes on the AC line, the Model 1also
offers four filtered outlets to plug your power amplifier(s)
into. Highly recommended-"Makes the silences more
silent:' says JA-(though LL cautions that in some systems,
it may detract from overall dynamics). (Vol.14 No.11)
AudioPrism Iso-Bearings: $49/three
Squishy, non-reactive polymer balls with plastic cups are
recommended by CG for effective acoustic isolation. (NR,
but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $14.95
Green water-based acrylic paint for coating the edges of
CDs. The green color-it absorbs the laser's infrared
wavelength-is presumably significant, but at present we
have no idea why this tweak should so improve the sound
of CDs. That it does so, however, seems to be beyond
doubt to anyone with ears to hear (though no one single product has raised greater guffaws from the mainstream press). "This stuff works!" report JE, PvW, and
JA, who feels that it increases soundstage definition,
improves the solidity of bass reproduction, and usefully
lowers the level of treble grain so typical of CD sound.
PvW and MC report that awater-based poster pen, the
Uniposca from Mitsubishi, has avery similar effect. MC
also notes that the CD should first be destaticized and
its edges degreased before the green paint is applied.
(Vol.14 No.11; see also DO's and TJN's WCES reports
in Vol.13 No3 and ST's and RH's articles on CD tweaks
in Vol.13 No.5.)
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AudioQuest DM-1000 cartridge demagnetizer $89
Effective, but be sure to remove the stylus assembly when
using any of these devices to demagnetize amovingmagnet cartridge. (NR, but the similar and more expensive
Sumiko FluxBuster was reviewed in Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10
No.5, Vol.12 No.4.)
AudioQuest Laserguide: $17
"If you're into glossing up your CDs, this is the best stuff
I've come across;' says CG. (With all CD treatments, take
care not to scratch the playing surface.) (NR)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet *
One of the best means of isolating components from
vibration. A set of four big feet costs S50, four CD Feet
$30. (NR)
CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization program: $65 (5 ,1/
4"disk), $67.50 (3 1
2 "disk)
/
User enters measured drive-unit response, impedance and
sensitivity, and target response; program designs appropriate crossover filter networks. Available from Old
Colony Software, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH
03458-0243. Tel: (603) 924-6372/6526. Fax: (603) 9249467. (Vol.13 No.11)
CD Saver tr
Eliminates scratches from CDs and laserdiscs, rendering
the unplayable playable. (Vol.10 No.8, Vol.11 No.8, Vol.14
No.11; see also Vol.13 No.9, p.11.)
Cramolin Contact Conditioner: $30 *
The right stuff for cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized plugs
and contacts. (Vol.10 No.6)
DB Systems DBP-10 Protractor: $30 *
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency.
JA's and JGH's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
Discwasher CM.? CD Laser Lens Cleaner $21.95
PvW found this CD fitted with six tiny brushes in aspiral
to be effective at improving the sound ofhis 18-month-old
Marantz CD-80. (Vol.14 No.11)
Finyl CD treatment: $11.95 (treats 100 CDs)
This surface treatment made CDs sound more "open,
direct, and dynamic," determined PvW. A larger bottle
($23.95) treats 200 CDs. (With all CD treatments, take
care not to scratch the playing surface.) (Vol.14 No.11)
German Acoustics Cones: $11 each
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable
hardened tips. (NR, but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
Isopod Ceramic Isolation cones: $50/box of three
"Good pods, these," writes ST. "Won't scratch furniture."
Smaller "Jr" version costs $45/three; versions of both with
'/4"-20 threaded studs cost 1;65/S60/three, respectively.
(Vol.14 No.10)
Laser Illusions Spatial Filter: $79.95
Basically an optical aperture disc that fits over the laser
lens in aCD player, resulting in lower measured jitter in
the recovered data stream. Both FtH and CG found that
the improvement in sound quality was offset by the player
becoming much more fussy over which discs it could read.
(Vol.15 No.6)
LAST StyLast Stylus lleattnent:
$22/ 1
4 -oz bottle *
/
StyLast won't make adifference every time you put it on,
but it will help provide smoother high-end sound, and
is claimed to extend stylus and cantilever life. (NR)
LEAP 4.1 loudspeaker design program: $2994895
Highly recommended by DO and much used by profes-
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sional designers, LEAP imports raw drive-unit data (it
accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA files) and optimizes
aspeaker system's crossover network to meet the user's
target specifications, either on- or off-axis. (It will also
average responses to give aspeaker's power response) The
fully loaded LEAP 4.1, which includes aSPICE-type passive network analyzer and an Active Filter Library, costs
$898; abasic version, to which modular upgrades can be
made, costs $299. Available from Audio Teknology Inc.,
7556 SW Bridgeport Road, Portland, OR 97224. Tel: (503)
624-0405. Fax: (503) 624-0194. (Vol.13 No.11)
The Listening Room: $4750 (IBM version)
$67.50 (Macintosh version)
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for PCs from
Sitting Duck Software, P.O. Box 130, Veneta, OR 97487,
Tel: (503) 935-3982, that allows an audiophile to move
simulated loudspeakers and simulated listening seat around
asimulation of his or her room (in three dimensions) in
order to find the position giving optimum performance
below 200Hz or so. The suggestions made by TJN in his
review have been incorporated in the latest version, which
can also store different setups as separate files. Upgrades
are available for $5 inc. postage. (Vol.13 No.12)
Merrill Stable 'Bible Mas 11 turntable stand: $1097 *
Exceptionally stable support but too massive for sprung
floors unless some means-jacks, for example-is found
to support the floorboards. An appropriate amount of
lead shot will cost around $100. (Vol.12 No.10)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator: $69.95
Provides effective antenna isolation for those with hum
problems in their video systems. (Vol.15 No.2)
Monster Cable Footers: $50-$100
Effective Navcom isolation feet. (NR, but see Vol.15 No.9,
p.162)
Music And Sound POWER maiTER AC cord:
$125/6' cord, $142/8' cord, $170/10' cord
Replacement AC power cord that AB found to make a
worthwhile difference to the sound of power amplifiers.
LL had some concerns about the mechanical integrity,
but arecent examination by TJN revealed that these cords
are about as well-made as it is possible for anon-encapsulated design to be. (NR, but see "Industry Update,"
Vol.15 No.9, p.61.)
Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge Network:
$300
Passive network intended to optimally load an MC cartridge. An "Audiophile" version is available for an extra
$250. (Vol.13 No.9)
Perfectionist Audio Components IDOS AC Line
Conditioner: $150
ST raved about the effect of this patented AC line RE filter
on the sound of his Audio Alchemy DDE. A somewhat
system-dependent effect, noted CG, however, who
recommends trying before buying, seeing if the sound
gets worse when the IDOS is removed. RD finds plugging
the energizing leads for his old Quads into the IDOS to
be worthwhile. Otherwise similar IDOS II ($200) offers
three "digital" and six "analog" outlets. (Vol.14 Nos.10
& 11)
Perfectionist Audio Components DIF Digital Interference Filter: $250
Small RCA-equipped box that accepts aCD player's analog outputs and feeds the preamp with RF-filtered and
ground-isolated signals. Makes the sound smoother, more
listenable, said ST, CG also liked the D1F's effects. (Vol.14
Nos.10 & 11)
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Root/Mine AmpClamp: $149
Holds your amplifier in an iron embrace to reduce the level
of chassis vibration, to the audible benefit of the sound,
found GL. May restrict cooling of tube amps, however.
(Vol.15 No.3)
Etoomlimes: 5229/pair ($239/pair in black)
Roonffune Corneffunes: 579/set of four
Roonffune EchoTunes: $39.50/pair
Idiosyncratic and effective "less-is-more" acoustic treatment for your listening room. GL was much impressed,
though others point out that care should be taken not to
overdo things. The "Basic" room treatment set of3 RoomTunes, 4CornerTunes, and 2EchoTunes costs $462; the
Deluxe room treatment set costs $845. (Vol.15 No.3)
RPG Diffusors & Abfftssors *
Effective method of adding diffusive surfaces to alistening
room, these remarkably effective panelsjoin Sonex foam,
RoomTunes, and Tube Traps in helping to tame the sofar untamable: room acoustics. RPG Diffusor Systems
Inc. offers acomplete room-treatment system, called
"SOUNDTRAC," which offers the owner the option of
concealing the panels behind fabric (Vol.11 NŒ4; see also
TJN's article on listening rooms in Vol.14 No.10.)
Signet SK-302 Contact Cleaner Kit: $25 *
Contains abrasive plastic tools for effective inner cleaning
of phono plugs and sockets in combination with Cramolin
or Kontak. (Care must be taken not to twist the cleaner
and break the RCA socket's internal center connection.)
The RCA phono plug and socket cleaners alone cost $10.
(Vol.10 No.6)
Sound Organisation Turntable Stand: $235 er
The mandatory ancillary to the Linn turntable, though
its low height may prove bothersome in alistening room
that has to be shared with cats and children. (A taller version is now available.) (NR)
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit: $50
"On agood 'table, makes kilobuck digital processors cry
in their EPROMs!" was CG's verdict of this set of turntable and arm tweaks consisting of apaper-thin mat and
ahigh-tension plastic strip to damp tonearm resonances.
(NR)
Sumiko Kontalc: $50
Far and away the best contact cleaner CG has used. "The
gains in transparency and purity are startling:' gusheth
he. (NR, but see "Industry Update," Vol.15 No.5 and
"Manufacturers' Comments," Vol.15 No.9.)
Sumiko Navcom Silencers: S70/four
Robert Deutsch finds these damping feet to provide
superior isolation to Mission's Isoplat. (NR)
Sumiko Tweek Contact Enhancer: $19 *
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals actually does improve the cleanness and resolution of the sound
oían already rxcrllent system. Keeps freshly made contacts
fresh by excluding air. (Vol.10 No.6)
Target TT series equipment racks: $190-$400 *
Finished in basic black, these useful but inexpensive racks
feature rigid, welded rectangular-steel-tube construction, price dependent on height and number of shelves.
Spiked feet supplied, with top shelf resting on upturned,
adjustable spikes to optimize it for turntable use Target's
wall-mounting turntable shelf is possibly the best way
of siting your turntable out of harm's way, feels JA. (NR)
TDK NF-009 Digital Noise Absorber: $14.95/pair
ST found these ferrite rings to improve the sound from
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CD when clamped over the interconnects between player
and preamp. He also found that one improved the sound
-less grit-when clamped over the data lead between
transport and processor. In the first instance, the improvement was presumably due to RF noise being blocked that
would otherwise upset the preamp, while in the second,
both the reduction in RF noise and the normalizing effect
on pulse rise- and fall-times, due to the ring's selfinductance, would reduce datastream jitter. (Vol.14 No.1)
Theta Optigue: $50
Refractive-index-matching goop which LL recommends
for use with ST-type glass-fiber data links. "Must be used
on the Theta's internal connections to get the full benefit," he cautions. (See LL's Theta review in this issue.)
Tice Power Block/Titan Series II: $1350/$1100
Superb if expensive AC conditioning system. Series II
models differ from the original in having aTPT-treated
AC cord (!) and specially designed capacitors. RD finds
the Series II to give asignificantly extended top end.
Updates cost $300 (Power Block) and $125 (Titan),
including return shipping in original packing. The new
expanded-scale voltmeter for the Power Block costs $85.
(Vol.13 No.4)
Tiptoes: $11.50 each *
The Mod Squad's greatest invention. The least expensive way of improving the bass and midrange definition
of virtually any loudspeaker when used to couple the
speaker or stand to the floor.
Watkins Echo-Muffs: $149/pair tr
Effective means of reducing amplitude above 200Hz of
early reflections of loudspeaker from nearby surfaces, thus
improving imaging. Whether or not the aesthetics will
be domestically acceptable will be up to personal taste.
(Factory-direct only.) (Vol.10 No.4)
W13T RCA plugs: $43.50/pair
The best, although original steel locking collets, now
replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. (NR, but see
"Industry Update Vol.12 No.9.)
XOPT loudspeaker crossover optimization program:
$199
Similar in concept to the CALSOD program, XOPT
allows the user to rapidly optimize the design of crossover filter networks. (Vol.13 No.11)
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood stand
has the following characteristics: good rigidity; spikes
on which to rest the speaker, or some secure clamping
mechanism; the availability of spikes at the base for use
on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep
speaker cables away from the stand, to avoid magnetic
interaction; and the correct height, when combined with
your particular speakers (correct height can be anything
from what you like best to the manufacturer's design
height for best drive-unit integration). Though Stereophile has neglected to review speaker stands, it doesn't mean
we think them unimportant-for speakers that need
stands, every dollar spent on good stands is worth $5 when
it comes to sound quality. Brands we have found to offer
excellent performance are Chicago Speaker Stand, Arcici
Rigid Riser, Celestion SLSi, Sound Anchor, Target, Heybrook, Sanus Systems Steel and Reference, and Linn.
(Sound Anchor also makes an excellent turntable stand,
reports TJN.) Interface material between the speaker and
the stand top plate is critical: inexpensive Bin-Tack seems
to reduce the amplitude of cabinet resonances the most
(see Vol.15 No.9, p.162).
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SPEAK loudspeaker design program; MIT Z-Stabilizer.
Deletions
Meitner Translinks and Sumiko Fluxbuster discontinued.

RECORD- CARE PRODUCTS
A
Gruv-Glide II: $21.95 er
Record destaticizing agent that also leads to better sound.
Apparently doesn't leave afilm or grundge-up the stylus.
(Vol.9 No.8)
LAST record-preservation treatment: $6 *
Significantly improves the sound of even new records and
is claimed to make them last longer. 2oz bottle contains
60 treatments. (Vol.5 No.3)
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record cleaner: $725 *
This semiautomatic wet cleaner cleans both disc sides at
once. Slightly less rugged than the VPI, but both do an
excellent job, and the Nitty Gritty Pro II is faster. Significantly better design than earlier Nitty Grittys. You
may be surprised that the main sonic effect of cleaning
LPs is not primarily areduction in surface noise but a
cleaning up of midrange sound. (Vol.8 No.1)
Nitty Gritty 2.5H record cleaner: $519 tr
Instead of avacuuming "tonearm" as on the professional
Keith Monks machine, the NG cleaner uses avacuum slot.
Cleaning is efficient and as good as Nitty Gritty's Pro,
at asignificantly lower price, though it takes twice as long,
cleaning each side of an LP in turn. (Vol.7 No.5, Vol.8
No.1)
Nitty Gritty Hybrid 2Record/CD cleaning machine:
$629 te
Basically aNitty Gritty 2.5FI with an adapter that allows
CDs to be buffed clean in anon-tangential manner. (Vol.12
No.3)
VPI HW-17 record cleaner: $760 *
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality,
the VPI does one side at atime, semiautomatically, and
is slower than the Nitty Gritty. "A highly functional and
convenient luxury." Latest version has aheavier-duty
vacuum system. (Vol.8 No.1)

VPI HW-16.6 record cleaner: $450 *
Manually operated version of HW-17 (above), noisier
motor; less money. Adjusts automatically to thickness of
record. CG is currently working on areview of the latest
version. (Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9, review was of earlier but substantially identical HW-16.)
Nitty Gritty Mini Model 1.0 record cleaner: $229
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: $190
Both of these units (the latter is manufactured for Audio
Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units that offer the
least expensive way to effectively clean LPs. The Record
Doctor II differs from the original in having aroller bearing to make turning the LP easier when the vacuumcleaning motor is on. The earlier model can be fitted with
aroller-bearing accessory, available for $14 including S&H
from KAB Electroacoustics. P.O. Box 2922, Plainfield,
NJ 07062-2922, which fits beneath the existing platter.
The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also available as the oak-finished
2.0 for $279. (NR)
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D
Decca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Statibrush record
brush *
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle against
the approaching grooves and slowly slid off the record),
these are the most effective dry record-cleaners available.
UGH strongly disagrees, feeling that they leave the dust
on the record.) No substitute for an occasional wet wash.
(Vol.10 No.8)
Discwasher record brush *
If you don't have acleaning machine, the DW system will
do an adequate job on relatively clean records, but won't
get out the deep grundge. If you begin to accumulate lots
of gunk on your stylus after cleaning your record with
an older DW brush, the bristles are worn our, send it back
for resurfacing or buy anew one. A high-torque turntable is required. (NR)

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES &
I
NTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Previous "Recommended Components"
listings for speaker cables and interconnects were mainly
derived from Dick Olsher's surveys in VoL10 No,2 (March
1987) and Vol.11 No.7 (July 1988). As many, perhaps
nearly all, of the models recommended have changed to
agreater or lesser degree since those reviews appeared,
we decided just to list those cables that members of the
magazine's review team either have chosen to use on a
long-term basis or have found to offer good value for
money. They are therefore implicitly recommended.
Where acable has been found to have specific matching
requirements or an identifiable sonic signature, these are
noted in the text.
Jack English supplies acogent essay on the whole subject of cables in Vol.14 No.10, but bear in mind that, to
afar greater degree than with any other component, the
sound of cables depends on the system in which they are
used. Before parting with possibly large sums of money
for acable, it is essential to audition it in your own system. "Drinking by the label" is always abad thing to do
in hi-fi, but it is both unforgivable and unwise when it
comes to speaker-cable purchases. In addition, in JA's
opinion, the virtues offered by the most expensive cable
may well only be audible in the context of atop-flight,
very expensive system. What is the "best" in absolute
terms is not, therefore, necessarily the best for your system.
AB points out that mixinen'matching interconnects
and speaker cables is awell-worn route to sonic disappointment. Always use interconnects and speaker cables
from the same manufacturers, is his advice. PWM strongly
makes the point that less is more when it comes to speaker
cable, recommending that amono power amplifier be
placed as close as possible to the speaker it drives. This
does pass the buck, however, to the preamplifier, which
must then be capable of driving long lengths of interconnect. Peter uses Canare Star Quad microphone cable for
interconnect, acable available from pro-sound outlets that
CG feels to be the best of its type for live balanced recording work.

I
NTERCONNECTS
Acrotec: S400 1m terminated with 6N copper RCA
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

plugs with gold-plated pins
"Very, very good," according to LL.
AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz:
$400 lm/pair terminated with RCA plugs,
$480 lrn/pair with AQ custom XLRs & direct goldplated FPC sockets and pins *
Tonally, the latest version of Lapis (which uses RCA plugs
made from Functionally Perfect Copper, or FPC, with
the gold-plating applied directly to the copper) seems to
fall midway between the "mellow" cables—MET, Monster
—and those that are rather upfront in the treble, such as
Madrigal HPC and Straight Wire Maestro. JA feels, however, that its outstanding virtue is alack of grain that allows
correct instrumental textures to flow freely, and adeep,
well-defined soundstage to develop. Preliminary auditioning of current-production Lapis (as of 2/91), which
uses Teflon insulation and long-grain, solid-silver conductors, suggests that this is the best AudioQuest interconnect yet, apart from their even-more-expensive Diamond. Auditioning of identical lengths of Lapis fitted with
Neutrik XLRs and AudioQuest's own custom XLRs suggests the latter represent auseful step forward in sound
quality (!).
AudioQuest Diamond: $600 Ina/pair,
$680 lm/pair with AQ custom XLRs & direct goldplated FPC sockets and pins
Superb resolution of detail coupled with amusically natural midrange and excellent low-frequency weight.
Cardas Hexlink-5: $500 lm/pair terminated with
RCA plugs or XLRs
Essentially avery neutral sound, without any tendency
to hyper-detail or etching. If it deviates at all, it leans
slightly to the rich (rather than the lean) side of neutral.
Lucid and open, especially in the midrange, with believable
body and texture to voices and instruments. Physically
bulky and fairly flexible, its size and large connectors may
cause problems with closely spaced and/or weak input
jacks. High capacitance.
Cello Strings: $320 1m pair terminated with RCA
plugs, $368 lm pair terminated with XLRs, $476 lm
pair terminated with Fischers
Remarkably good for the price," feels LL, "and 'faster'sounding than the Acrotec interconnect."
Expressive Technologies IC-1:
$595 lm pair terminated with RCA plugs
RH gets excellent results from this interconnect with the
same company's SU-1 step-up transformer. "Despite the
fact that these tables are bigger around than agarden hose,
ridiculously bulky, unwieldy, and stiff, the musical rewards
they offer are well worth the trouble," he says. Less cumbersome IC-2 is close in sound quality. (Vol.15 No.7)
Jerrold RG-6
DAS fits this inexpensive generic cable (available from
radio supply shops) with Radio Shack plastic-shell RCA
plugs, modified to fit the wire diameter, and feels that the
result is remarkably uncolored.
Kimber KCAG:
$350 lm pair terminated with RCA plugs
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent. AJE favorite.
'Limber KC1: $76 Irn pair terminated with RCA plugs
Excellent value, though unshielded.
Magnan 'Fype VI: $595 4' pair terminated with RCA
plugs, $695 4' balanced pair
RH's auditioning suggests that this one is awinner. "I
am tremendously impressed with the cable's lack of col-
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oration? also said JE.
MIT MI-330 CVT Plus Terminator:
$1800 1m pair terminated with MIT CVT RCA plugs
Extremely expensive interconnect uses patented networks
but gives an extremely palpable, musically natural sound,
says JA. (Did he say it was extremely expensive?) RCA
plug center-pins avery tight fit with some jacks.
Monster Cable MS2K Sigma:
$750 1m pair terminated with RCA plugs
Used by both LG and AB, the latter characterizes the
Sigma interconnect, when used with Classé and Rowland
electronics, as giving low frequencies "proper weight and
extension, the overall sound being very open and detailed?'
with excellent timbres. The Sigma cables also "throw a
soundstage of vast proportion, the results being alive and
musically involving?' Arnie notes that the Sigma works
superbly with awide range of equipment.
Siltech MC4-24: $375/first meter w/RCAs,
$250/additional meter or unterminated
Astounding transparency and imaging, feels JA.

AudioQuest Sterling:
$1595 10' pair terminated, $1295 8' pair terminated
AudioQuest Dragon:
$3095 10' pair terminated, $2495 8' pair terminated
Two silver-conductored speaker cables that are maximally
smooth and maximally transparent, according to RH and
JA.
Audio Research Litzline 2: $520 1m pair, $640 3m pair
JE found this under-promoted speaker cable to perform
well in adiverse variety of systems, working especially
well with ARC's own amplifiers.
Cardas Hezlink-5: $800 10' pair terminated tr
TJN's fave rave.

Straight Wire Maestro: $272 lm pair terminated with
RCA plugs (MSI) or balanced (BMI) with Neutrik
gold XLRs; $82/additional meter
Less laid-back than AudioQuest Lapis or MIT 330, with
superb presentation of detail. May be too bright in some
systems.
TARA Labs Space St Time Pandora S:
$295 lm pair terminated with RCA plugs

Kimber 4AG: $100/ft *
A very expensive hyper-pure silver cable that resides in
LA's and DO's systems and can offer aglimpse of audio
heaven. Significant system sensitivity, points out DO, so
be sure to check for compatibility before you buy.
Kimber Kahle 8TC: $8.60/ft *
A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound, feels
DO. Excellent bass.
Kimber 4TC: $4.60/ft

van den Hul D-102 Mk.III:
$125 1m pair terminated with RCA plugs
Excellent treble but less good image focus. AJE recommendation. Latest version has different jacket color and
refined metalwork but is otherwise identical.
XLO Type 1: $200/1m, plus $75 terminated
In the right system, XL0's Type 1can sound marvelous.
XLO l'ype 4: $150/1m, $50 additional 0.5m
LL:s current reference: "Very transparent, slightly smooth,
harmonically honest?'

Wireworld Eclipse, Discovery interconnect, Magnan Type
Deletions
Esoteric Audio Enamel Litz interconnect discontinued.
Lindsay-Geyer 4-40 interconnect replaced by new Gray
version, not yet auditioned.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
Acrotec 6N-1030: $19/m
This "six-nines" pure copper cable is recommended by
DO as good value for money, while LL feels it is clearly
the best speaker cable he has heard.
AudioQuest P14: 79a/ft
Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core cable that RH enthusiastically recommends as excellent value for money.
AudioQuest Type 4: $2/ft
"The best cheap speaker cable on the market, and much
better-sounding than F14:' sez CG. "Try this stuffbefore
laying down long green for expensive cables."
AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz:
$1095 10' pair terminated
$895 8' pair terminated (most common length) *
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

Very expensive but solid bass reproduction with aclear
(ha!), open midband and treble. Can sound rather lightweight in some systems, but almost defines the term "neutrality?' feels JA. Uses "6N"-pure copper bundles in a
complex lay that brings every conductor to the surface
to the same extent.

Kimber 4PR: $1/ft
Least expensive cable from Kimber was found to have
good bass, but a"zippy" treble and poor soundstage,
according to DO. With inexpensive amplifiers, however,
its good RF rejection compared with zipcord or spacedpair types will often result in abetter sound.
Krell The Path: $680 10' pair terminated
Works optimally with Krell amplification, the result being,
according to AB, "more heft and agratifying glow around
the performers."
MIT MH-750 CVT Plus Shotgun Terminator $4500
8' pair terminated with MIT CVT spade connectors
Extremely expensive cable that forms asynergistic combination with Wilson WATTS and Puppies.
Monster Cable MS2 Sigma: $1000 12' pair terminated
Excellent detail, attack, and delineation of space, found
AB. Not as transparent as XLO Type 5, but takes the
honors for presence, pace, and harmonic integrity.
Nairn NACA5: $12.95/m
Inexpensive cable that ST found to work well with the
Spendor S100 loudspeaker. Worth investigating as agoodvalue cable, thinks JA.
OCOS speaker cable: $8/ft plus $75/pair termination
Distributed by Sumiko, this idiosyncratic cable was found
by LG to have aspeed and clarity he hadn't heard from
other cables. He found the bass to be alittle lightweight,
but votes it a"three-star" design.
Purist Audio Colossus:
$1180 1.5/m pair, $200 each additional Vs meter
The famed "water" cable with afluid-filled insulating
jacket. "Resoundingly open staging?' found AB, "with
aremarkably distinct lower-midrange/upper-bass presentation which lends music agreat sense of pace."
Radio Shack 18-gauge solid-core hookup wire:
11c/ft *
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speakers can create the illusion of live music
in your home.
Available in alusterous Piano Black Lacquer
or agorgeous rich Rosewood. Three
floorstanding models priced under $2,000/pr.
to $6,000/pr.
Elegant looks, Fabulous sound, and
Affordable price —what agreat combination!
You owe it to yourself to hear GENESIS —
don't miss the thrill!

1-11‘1111111W
8010

DAVID LEWI S AUDI O LTD .
"
ATSOUNd SERViCE CO."

BUST1ETON AVENUE • PhilAdElphiA,

Authorized
Dealer for:

PA 19152 •(215) 725-1177

Avalon

Jadis
Kinergetics
Klyne

Muse
Oracle
PS Audio

SOTA
Unity
VAC

Cary
Classe
Counterpoint
Ensemble

Koetsu
Melos
Meridian
Monitor Audio

PSB
Purist Audio
Roksan
Snell

VPI
Wheaton
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and Many Others

Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet ST
reports that this cable is OK sonically. You have to choose
for yourself whether to space or twist apair for best sound
(or even whether to double up the runs for less series
impedance).
Straight Wire Maestro: $560 8' pair with gold spade
lugs or pins; $30/additional foot
The cable that LA found to work best between the Krell
KSA-250 and Thiel CS5s.
TARA Labs Space & Time Rectangular Solid Core:
$45/ft plus $90 termination
These cables have wonderful lucidity, finds RD, and atopto-bottom coherence that's truly heavenly—"The Almighty sure knows His cables." AB found it to have an
endearing smoothness, "but without obvious loss of detail
due to softness."
TARA Labs Space & Time Phase II TFA Return:
$195 10' pair terminated
Guy Lemcoe's preferred speaker cable until he heard
TARA's RSC.
TARA Labs Space 8/ Time Phase II cable: $6.95/ft *
Featuring twisted solid-core construction and "Australian
copper:' this inexpensive cable is DO's workhorse speaker
cable.
SYMO IS5SX cable:
$30/ft with gold-plated spade connectors
Distributed by Apogee Acoustics, this relatively inexpensive cable works well with, you guessed it, Apogees.
TJN's reference for use with the Stages.
XL0 Type 5: $55/ft, plus $75 terminated
"This is the real gem of the XL0 fine—JE. "Very transparent and detailed'—AB. Perhaps atouch of midrange
prominence makes it less suitable for speakers that are
already balanced too forward in this region. Not as expansive as TARA RSC or Monster Sigma, works well with
tube amps.

range textures are less velvety-smooth than some of the
other data cables, with asoftened soundstage focus, felt
RH. DO found this relatively inexpensive cable to work
well with the Bitwise D/A.
Aural Symphonies Digital Standard:
$195/1m, $292.5011.5m single cable
Neutrik RCA connectors with asliding shield make
ground before signal connection. Vivid and forward rendering, with sharp soundstage focus.
California Audio Labs HD Optical Cable:
$200/1m, $275/2m
The best of the Toslink-equipped fiberoptic cables, feels
JA.
Furukawa F0-1310:
$350 1m, $20 each additional meter
The best of the Toslink-equipped fiberoptic cables, feels
Goldmund Lineal digital interconnect:
$495/1.5m single cable
"More air, more bloom, more music:' said ST of this true
75 ohm cable. (Vol.15 No.6)
Kimber Kable KCAG DigitalLink interconnect:
$175/1m
Best coaxial data link ST had tried until he heard the
expensive Goldmund. JE found it to excel in the retrieval
of detail, while it also featured an extended and powerful
bass. (Vol.15 Nos.2 & 6)
Thé Mod Squad WonderLink Digital I:
$195/0.5m, $225/1m single cable
Exceptionally transparent presentation, thought JA, with
excellent soundstage depth and natural midrange. Clunky
gold-plated plugs are actually old-fashioned RF connectors with RCA and BNC adaptors.
NBS Reference Digital Interconnect:
$600 1
2 -1m, $150 each additional half meter,
/
$300 each additional meter
One of the best coaxial links, in JE's opinion.
TARA Labs Space & Time Digital Reference:
$195/lm terminated
Laid-back, relaxed presentation, excellent resolution of
soundstage depth. Smooth treble adds to pleasing analoglike warmth. Silver-plated RCA plugs slightly undersized,
making connection difficult.

Wireworld Eclipse.

DIGITAL DATA
I
NTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Extensive auditioning by RH suggests
that all the coaxial data cables listed below are better than
conventional, Toslink-fitted, plastic fiber-optic cables,
which in general don't give as tight abass or as focused
asoundstage. "You don't get that essential sharpness of
image outlines, the sound becomes more homogenized:'
quoth he. JA feels strongly that coaxial interconnects fall
short of the sonic standard set by the "AT&T" ST optical data connection. He also points out that the specific
character of any particular cable will depend heavily on
the transport and processor it connects.

TARA Labs Space & Time Digital Master:
$595/lm
Very stiff, awkward to handle, and asilly price, notes RD,
but it does sound exceptionally transparent. RH also
recommends it highly.
van den Hul D-102 Mk.III interconnect:
$125 lm pair terminated
Although not specifically intended for use as adatalink.
JE found this interconnect to be useful in systems that are
overall too bright, too forward. (Vol.15 No.2)

AudioQuest Digital Pro:
$140/1m single cable with welded RCA plugs
A top-rated coaxial data link, though perhaps alittle
behind the Kimber KCAG in absolute terms.

XL0 Type 4Reference Series digital interconnect:
$150/1m, $50 additional 0.5m
JE found this unshielded cable to excel in soundstage presentation, while being warmer and fuller than thelCimber
KCAG. "The best digital cable Ihave yet heard in recreating abelievable soundstage with layers upon of layers
of width and depth, ample ambience, and pinpoint localization:' he cautiously announced. (Vol.15 No.2)

AudioQuest Video Z:
$70/1m single cable with welded RCA plugs
The tonal balance is tilted upward in the treble, while mid-

Deletions
Music And Sound masTER LINK LP (Gray), as RD feels
it to have been bettered.

Altis Altimate Glass Fiber:
$75/1m, $55 each additional 1
2 m
/
"Four stars:' says_lE of this ST-type datalink.
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EQ UIPMENT

R EPORTS

THETA DS PRO GENERATION III
DIGITAL PROCESSOR
Robert Harley, with additional thoughts
from Lewis Lipnick

Theta DS Pro Generation Ill D/A processor
Frequency response: DC-21.721(1-1z (no tolerance given). Decoding software: proprietary time- and frequency-43min optimization.
Math resolution: 56 bits. Computing power 45 MIPS (million instructions per second). SIN ratio: 120dB. Resolution: 20
bits. Linearity: 20 bits. THD: 0.002% at full scale. Inputs: four coaxial on RCA jacks (Toslink and ATM' ST-type optical inputs
optional). Digital output one RCA jack, S/PDIF. Analog output: Single-ended on RCA jacks, 3.4V minimum at full scale (balanced
on XLR jacks optional). Output impedance: 2ohms. Warranty: 10 years parts and labor, limited. Dimensions: 19" W by
15'A" Dby 3'¡" H. Weight: 36 lbs. Price: $4000 (balanced outputs add $1000, AT&T ST-type optical input adds $400, Toslink input adds $75). Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer Theta Digital Corporation, 5330 Deny Avenue,
Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Tel: (818) 597-9195. Fax: (818) 597-1079.

A visiting manufacturer recently expressed
the idea that digital processors and transports
are the worst value in high-end audio. He
contended that, because they all sound bad,
their differences and degrees of imperfection
are meaningless. In his view, the very best
digital differed very little from the worst. His
advice? Buy amoderately priced CD player
and enjoy your LPs.
Based on my experience with awide range
of digital processors, Ihold the opposite
opinion. Sure, the best digital processors are
expensive, but the difference in the musical
experience between superlative and mediocre converters is, for me, vast.
This view was dramatically strengthened
the past two months as Iauditioned seven
digital products. They ranged from the outright unmusical to the state of the art. The
176

difference in the quality of the reproduced
sound—and, more important, the musical
experience—made by changing only the digital converters, was enormous. It wasn't just
acase of degree; the best converters produced atotal immersion in the music, while
the poor converters rendered the system
uninvolving.
The digital processors that solidified this
position were the $14,000 Mark Levinson
No.30 and the new Theta DS Pro Generation III reviewed here. Irecently gave another
listen to the No30, borrowed to compare
with the Gen.III for this review. Putting these
processors in my system transformed digital playback from the ordinary to the truly
musical. On some discs, the quality of the
musical experience was extraordinary—
despite being digital.
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With that foreshadowing of what Ithink
of Theta's DS Pro Gen.III, Ishould add some
background. The Gen.III replaces—what
else?—the Gen.II. The price has increased
from $3500 to $4000, reflecting the new
unit's higher parts cost. Gen.II owners can
upgrade to Gen.III for $1250 ($1500 if you
bought it secondhand). The only thing saved
is the chassis and DSP chips; the entire electronics are gutted and replaced.
Although Istill prefer analog, Ithink many
of digital's critics haven't heard CDs made
with state-of-the-art AID converters and the
best digital playback hardware available—
playback hardware which now must include
the very special Theta DS Pro Generation III.

analog stage. The analog supply uses cantype regulators instead of the more common
TO-220 plastic package, adifference that
reportedly had an effect on the unit's sound.
Twenty-one 4700µF electrolytic caps provide
smoothing and filtering. Additional filtering is provided on the analog board next to
the circuits these rails supply.
On the top side of the bisecting plate, the
large digital board (9" by 10 1
/") consumes
2
most of the real estate. The pcb is surrounded
by ashield to prevent radiated noise from getting into the analog stages. The DACs and
analog output circuitry are mounted on apcb
adjacent to the digital board. In the unbalanced configuration, one board—which contains both left and right channels—is used.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The balanced version uses two identical
The Generation III's appearance is traditional
boards, one processing both phases of one
Theta: plain black box with front-panel togchannel's balanced signal, the other processgle switches. The 1
4 "-thick front panel holds
/
ing both phases of the other channel.
four switches and two LEDs. The former
It is important to note that the Gen.III's
select among the unit's three digital inputs,
balanced outputs are not merely XLR coninvert absolute polarity, engage the digital
nectors with aphase splitter in front of them.
tape input, and turn the unit on or off. The
This is a typical method of achieving a
LEDs indicate power on and lock to an inbalanced signal: take the analog output and
coming digital signal.
split it into two polarities just before the XLR
The rear panel is similarly minimal. Three
jack.
RCA jacks provide digital inputs, with space
Theta takes adifferent—and much more
for an optional ST-type optical jack. A digital
expensive—approach. They split the signal
output appears on an RCA jack for driving
in the digital domain before the DACs, and
aDAT machine, CD recorder, or any other
convert the signals with four DACs (± left
device that requires adigital input. For an
channel, + right channel) instead ofjust two.
additional $75, the Gen.III can be ordered
In addition to doubling the number of DACs,
with aToslink optical input jack instead of
each of the four outputs must have its own
one of the RCA coaxial inputs. The Toslink
current-to-voltage (UV) converter and output
input is significantly inferior to either coax
stage. The advantage of this approach is that
input or ST-type optical: it is offered only for
any radiated noise, distortion, or converter
compatibility with sources having only Tos- artifacts common to both halves of the
link output, such as laserdisc players. The
balanced signal will cancel. This is why the
analog output is provided on RCA jacks;
balanced option is awhopping $1000; both
balanced outputs on XLR jacks are available
the whole DAC and the analog output stages
as an option. An LEC line-cord jack and line
are doubled.
fuse finish off the rear panel.
To my knowledge, only Theta, Madrigal
Looking at the Gen.III's circuitry required
(in the Mark Levinson No30), Meridian, and
removing both the top cover and bottom
ICinergetics balance the signal before the
panel. The unit is asplit-level design, with
DACs. According to designer Mike Moffat,
the power supply mounted upside-down on
this technique greatly reduces the amount of
apiece of sheet metal that horizontally bisects
clock noise riding on the signal. Note that
the chassis. The power supply is mounted on
abalanced Gen.III's single-ended outputs do
asingle printed circuit board and contains four
not benefit from the fact that it is balanced:
sections, each fixl by aseparate transformer. The
there is no summing circuit before the RCA
four supplies are: +5V to the main digital
jacks as there is in the Meridian and Kinersupply for the DSP board, +5V to the digital
getics designs. However, anyone who spends
portion of the DAC circuit, and +15V to the
$1000 for the balanced version will likely use
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992
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the balanced outputs exclusively.
The heart of the Gen.III—and all Theta
processors—is the software-based digital filter. Rather than use an off-the-shelf digital
filter chip, Theta designed their own filter
with Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chips
and custom software. This software is the list
of instructions that tells the DSP chips what
to do to the audio samples passing through
the DSP. By varying the software, the designer can optimize those filter parameters
he considers most important—and have
greater control over the product's sound.
Only Theta, Wadia, and Krell use custom
software-based digital filters.'
The Gen.III's filter differs from the Genii's
in that the III uses three DSP chips instead
of two. This third DSP increases the filter's
mathematical processing power, resulting in
improved filter performance. Three Motorola
56001 DSP chips running on a30MHz clock
is aformidable amount of number-crunching
power.2
The software is held in two Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM)
chips located next to the DSP chips. The 8xoversampling filter is optimized for timedomain performance. Conventional digital
filter chips are optimized for frequencydomain performance—flattest passband and
maximum stopband attenuation.
A new input receiver chip, the Crystal
8412, replaces the Yamaha YM3623 used in
previous Theta processors. This receiver
reportedly has much less jitter than the
Yamaha chip. The Gen.III's input switching
and other "glue logic" is performed by a
programmable gate array. This is an integrated circuit that can be configured any way
the designer wants. A second gate array processes the clock signals, converting the
44.1kHz, 16-bit clock to an 8x-oversampled,
20-bit clock. These two gate arrays greatly
reduce the number of individual chips on the
board. In addition to reducing the parts cost
and real estate, the gate arrays radiate far less
digital noise than do rows of discrete logic
chips.
1See my interview with Theta's Mike Moffat in this issue.
He provides afascinating look at the effects of DSP-based
filters and software on adigital processor's sound.
2For comparison, aparticular Macintosh-based professional
digital audio editing system uses just one 56001. The system
does cut-and-paste editing, level adjustment, equalization,
and other digital-domain processing, all on the single DSP
chip.
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The DAC and analog output stage are
mounted on asingle pcb next to the digital
board, but separated by an RF shield. Two
identical boards are used in the balanced version. The DACs are Burr-Brown PCM63s,
the 20-bit "Colinear" device that has excellent low-level linearity and needs no external
MSB trimmer. This DAC is quickly becoming afavorite of high-end designers.
The current-to-voltage converter is an
AD841 op-amp, alongtime favorite of Mike
Moffat's. The resistors associated with the
841 are mounted atop the IC to keep the pcb
traces as short as possible. The output buffer
is the Precision Monolithics BUF-03, used
in other Theta products and in Corey Greenberg's buffered passive preamp.
The output stage is direct-coupled, with
an op-amp providing DC servo action. A
pair of trim pots are set at the factory for lowest DC offset at the BUF-03. De-emphasis
is performed in the digital domain by the
DSP filter. The analog low-pass output filter
is acombination of a6dB/octave rolloff
around the IN converter and an 18dB/octave
rolloff around the BUF-03.
Parts and build quality are very high: the
DAC/analog output board is made of Teflon,
and every resistor on the board is the very
expensive (several dollars each) Vishay bulkfoil types. In addition, the layout and execution are first-rate.
Overall, the Generation Ill's outward
appearance is utilitarian and businesslike, in
sharp contrast to its tweaky circuitry and
build quality. It is obvious that Theta chose
to put all the money into audible improvements—over $50 worth of Vishay resistors,
for example—instead of cosmetics.

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

Iauditioned the Gen.III with the usual retinue of components. The Theta fed an Audio
Research LS2 line-stage preamp, which in
turn drove either aMark Levinson No.23.5
or VTL 225 monoblocks. Loudspeakers
were Hales System Two Signatures, helped
in the bass by aMuse Model 18 subwoofer,
except when the No.23.5 was driven directly
in balanced mode. Interconnects were AudioQuest Lapis and Diamond, or Monster
Cable Sigma. The Theta was driven primarily through the ST-type optical input from
Theta's Data Series II transport.
To get the full effect of the Gen.III's bal-
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anced outputs, aKrell KBL preamp temporarily replaced the unbalanced LS2. Ialso
drove the No.233 directly from the Gen.III's
balanced outputs, attenuating the level with
the Electronic Visionary Systems Balanced
Ultimate Attenuators?

LISTENING

I've had the Generation III in my rack for a
few months, but it had to wait until recently
to become my primary digital processor—
I've had so many other products to audition.
This turned out for the best: While the review
was in progress, Theta upgraded the review
sample to reflect current production. This
description of the Gen.III's sound is therefore
based entirely on the updated sample.
Iwas immediately impressed by the
Gen.III. It was clearly in adifferent league
compared with all the other converters Ihad
around the listening room.4 In fact, the
Gen.!!! was nothing short of stunning: I
hadn't heard digital reproduction on this level
since the $14,000 Mark Levinson No30 left
my listening room. More on this comparison later.
Soundstaging has always been aTheta
hallmark, but the Gen.III was clearly astep
up from previous Theta processors in soundstage width, depth, and portrayal of space.
The Gen.III's huge, spacious, three-dimensional rendering made the loudspeakers and
listening-room walls truly disappear. The
sheer sense of instruments hanging in space,
completely free of the loudspeakers and
tuifettered by room boundaries, was awesome. Music Ihad gotten to know recently
through other processors was arevelation
when reproduced by the Gen.III. A good
example was Mike Garson's The Oxnard Sessions, Volume One (Reference Recordings RR37CD).5 The way the hall envelops the instruments, the placement of the musicians,
and the feeling of vast space were beautifully
conveyed by the Gen.III. There was just so
much more spatial information revealed. In
3Many readers have called me for EVS's phone number. It
is (510) 530-1438, 9am-Noon PST
4These have included the Kinergetics KCD-55p and KCD55 Ultra, Wadia 2000, PS Audio UltraLink, Bitwise Musik
System Zero, Naim CDS, and EM) DSP-7000, as well as the
inexpensive processors reviewed elsewhere in this issue.
5Corey's As We See It" in July about not liking audiophile
recordings notwithstanding, this recording is aparadigm (for
me, anyway) of what can happen when great music is combined with superb sonics.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

addition, the Gen.III's ability to clearly distinguish individual instrumental lines within
the whole was extraordinary by any measure.
The presentation was made up of individual
instruments, not asynthetic, homogenized
continuum. Images were surrounded by a
"puff" of air, further establishing their
individuality.
The icing on this soundstaging cake was
the Gen.III's remarkable transparency, a
crystal-clear picture window on the music
that allowed me to look deep into the soundstage. Icould go on and on about the
Gen.III's remarkable soundstaging ability,
but I'm sure you get the idea.
Although I've always been aTheta fan,
their products have exhibited certain characteristics that made them immediately identifiable—characteristics that weren't always in
the best interests of the music. The soundstage has had atendency to be almost overblown, excessively "vivid" and "Technicolor"—words I've used in previous Theta
reviews. Further, Theta processors have never
excelled at sweetness, delicacy, or natural
presentation of instrumental timbre, particularly in the treble. There has always been a
slight edge and hardness in the upper octaves,
acharacteristic that could make long-term
listening fatiguing.
I'm happy to report that these traits are
greatly ameliorated in the Generation III. The
new processor sounds less "Theta-like" than
their previous products. Beginning with the
difference in soundstaging, there was anewfound subtlety to the presentation; it was
less "sculpted" and overt than that of early
Thetas. Although the music still had ahugeness, the Gen.III's portrayal of size tended to
come from revealing such fine spatial information as reflections and reverberation decay.
Rather than being hyped, low-level information tended to be presented more subtly and
delicately. The result was agreatly increased
involvement and intimacy with the music;
it drew me in more.
The next area in which the Generation III
was vastly superior to its predecessors was
in timbral accuracy and smoothness. The tendency toward glare in the upper mids and treble was replaced in the Gen.III by agreater
smoothness and liquidity. Saxophone, for
example, had more of around, warm sound
than aglassy edge. Despite the improvement
over earlier products, Iwouldn't call the
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Gen.III lush or sweet. The treble still tended
to be abit forward and slightly aggressive
compared to the smoothest processors Ihave
heard—the Linn Karik/Numerik and Mark
Levinson No.30. The Theta was definitely
brighter than the No.30, with cymbals taking
amore prominent role in the music. The treble also had less delicacy, instead having a
slightly chromium-plated character when
compared with the No.30's rendering. The
leading edge of piano transients also had a
bit of an edge when compared to the No.30,
but this was far less apparent than in other
Theta processors.
Despite the overall improvement, the
Gen.III's overall presentation still exhibited
atrace of forwardness. It was adifferent kind
of forwardness than Ihear from the PS Audio
UltraLink, which seems to push only midrange instruments to the front of the soundstage. Instead, the Gen.III positioned the
whole presentation slightly in front of, rather
than behind, the loudspeakers. This could
give the music an involving immediacy,
but in the long run Ipreferred the No.30's
slightly more distant and less forced perspective. Nevertheless, Iwouldn't characterize the
Gen.III's presentation as aggressive.
One aspect of the Generation III's presentation that greatly contributed to its musically involving quality was its ability to
resolve fine detail. Nuances and subtleties
barely hinted at by other processors were
revealed with clarity by the Gen.III. This is
one area in which analog clearly beats digital
—the ability to hear very low-level information. This detail can be spatial, transient information, instruments playing very softly,
vocal nuances, or an instrument's subtle harmonic shadings. The Gen.III excelled in all
these areas, revealing so much more of what's
on the CD. The first time Iheard such a
wealth of information from digital was with
the No.30. Hearing the Gen.III brought back
memories of my first revelatory experience
with the No.30.
Still, though the Gen.III's resolution of
detail was superb, it was not quite as musical
as the No.30's. The Theta tended to be
slightly etched, more forward, and less delicate than the No.30.
The Gen.III's bass set anew standard in
digital playback. Low frequencies were tight,
well-defined, and detailed, with avery pleasing roundness and warmth. The punch and
180

pitch resolution of the lower toms on my
drum recording on Stereophile's Test CD 2was
superb. Music in which the kickdrum and
bass guitar work together was driving and
powerful, with atremendous sense of pace.
Moreover, the Gen.III seemed to add another
octave of extension to the Hales Signature—
the bass went that deep. With the Gen.III in
the system, Icouldn't hold still while listening
to music that cooked.
A direct side-by-side comparison with the
Mark Levinson No.30 (borrowed back from
Larry), each driving the No.23.5 in balanced
mode through the EVS Balanced Ultimate
Attenuators, put the Gen.III's performance
in perspective.
First, the Gen.III had awarmer bass and
midbass than the No.30. Bass guitar had
more purr, and the entire presentation was
weightier. The No.30 had slightly better pitch
definition in the midbass, but didn't have
quite the "center of the earth" extension of
the Gen.III. The lower toms on my drum
recording were tighter and better defined
through the No.30, with asteeper attack that
was more like how the drums actually
sounded. Overall, Itended to prefer the
Gen.III's bass on most music program, at
least through the Hales/Muse system, which,
in my room, tends to be alittle lean between
50Hz and 100Hz.
The No30 clearly excelled in treble smoothness, ease, and portrayal of instrumental
timbre, an area where it is unequaled, even
by the Gen.III. Cymbals had more delicacy
and subtlety through the Levinson, and were
less prominent in the presentation. This made
long-term listening less fatiguing through
the No.30. In addition, the No.30 had amusical "rightness" that is hard to describe.
Despite these tradeoffs, both processors
shared some remarkable qualities not heard
from other digital front ends I've auditioned.
These were:
•The loudspeakers completely disappeared,
replaced by the musicians surrounded by the
recorded acoustic in transparent space.
•Music emerged from a "black" background. Quiet passages had more drama
when the music seemed to hang in black
space. In addition, the silence between notes
was deeper, aquality that greatly added to
conveying the music's essence.
•Music was infused with awealth of detail
and nuance. The Gen.III is the only processor
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I've heard, other than the No.30, to reveal
such awealth of musical information.
•Individual instrumental lines were presented as distinct entities rather than as variations of the same cloth.
Overall, the No.30 was clearly the better
processor. But considering the huge price
difference ($13,950 vs $5400 for the fullblown Theta), the Gen.III is abargain. Even
though they may not be able to afford the
Gen.III, Iurge all listeners to hear it for themselves. It will greatly increase your awareness of what digital can do, and attune your
ears to what to listen for when auditioning
lower-priced processors•

M EASUREMENTS
Theta processors have always put out avery
high signal voltage, and the Generation III
is no exception. From the unbalanced outputs, the unit produced awhopping 6.98V
when decoding alkHz, full-scale sinewave.
This is 10.8dB higher than the standard 2V
output. Imeasured ahuge 14.03V from the
balanced outputs. These are extraordinarily
high levels. According to Mike Moffat, this
high output voltage results in better sound.
Potential purchasers are cautioned, however, about using the Gen.III with preamps
with unusually low input-overload voltages.
Additionally, preamps with lots of line-stage
gain—more than about 20dB—are to be
avoided; even atiny opening of the volume
control will result in high sound-pressure
levels from the loudspeakers. Another factor
to consider: preamplifier volume controls
typically have their worst channel balance at
the low end of their range. With such ahigh
output level from the Gen.III, the volume
control will most likely be used in the 8:00
to 10:00 position—where the worst channeltracking area lies. Bottom line: Be cautious
about what preamp is used with the Gen.III.
Finally, it is essential that levels be matched
between components when performing sideby-side auditioning. The Gen.Ill's huge output level will give it adecided advantage if
the levels aren't carefully matched.
One benefit ola high output level, however, is that it makes the unit ideal for driving
apower amplifier through apassive control
unit. Additionally, the Gen.III has avery
6There's another reason for auditioning products yourself:
"Why speak of things which can be known only through
experience?"
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low output impedance-2.7 ohms across the
band from the unbalanced outputs (balanced
output impedance was 5.3 ohms at 20Hz, rising to 6.8 ohms at 20kHz). The combination
of high output voltage and extremely low
output impedance make the Gen.III agood
choice for use with apassive control. Ihad
excellent results driving the Mark Levinson
No.23.5 power amplifier through the Electronic Visionary Systems Balanced Ultimate
Attenuators, even through 20' of interconnect
(AudioQuest Lapis).
Unless otherwise noted, the following
measurements were taken at the balanced
outputs.
Frequency response, shown in fig.1, was
extremely flat. In fact, the treble rolloff—seen
in all digital processors—is very slight (less
than 0.1dB) and unusually shaped. It starts
to roll off sooner, but looks as though it
maintains its passband amplitude beyond
20kHz. This is no doubt due to the Gen.III's
custom digital filter. As would be expected
from aprocessor that performs de-emphasis
in the digital domain, the Gen.III's deemphasis error (shown in fig.1 along with
frequency response) was virtually nonexistent
at audible frequencies. It did, however, have

Fig.I Theta DS Pro II, frequency response (top)
and de-emphais error (bottom) (right
channel dashed 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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a0.4dB negative error at 20kHz.
Interchannel separation (fig.2) was excelStereo»Ils 116101118(1110 I »819186(»)
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lent, measuring nearly 130dB at lkHz, decreasing only slightly to 118dB at 20kHz. In
the bass, the crosstalk is below the lowest
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horizontal division (-130dB) on our standard
plotting. This is outstanding channel separation.
Fig3 is a1
/-octave spectral analysis of the
2
Gen.III's output when decoding adithered
-90dB, lkHz sinewave. The plot is exceptional: low noise level, absence of powersupply-related junk, and good linearity.
The tiny spike at the power-line frequency
(60Hz) is very low. A spectral analysis of the
Gen.III's output when decoding digital
silence (all data words are zero) is shown in
fig.4. The curve's shape is unusual: besides
avery low noise level, the curve has asway
through the upper midrange and treble. Most
processors exhibit arising noise level with
frequency, sometimes with converter artifacts
visible as spikes at specific frequencies. The
peaks at 60Hz and 180Hz are probably
related to the power-line frequency.
The Gen.III's excellent low-level linearity
is confirmed by fig.5, the unit's departure
from linearity. The DACs are virtually perfect
to below -100dB, superb performance by
any measure. This is among the best linearity
I've measured, regardless of conversion technology. Note that because the Burr-Brown
PCM63 DAC requires no MSB trimmer, the
Gen.III will maintain this excellent performance over time and temperature variations.
Fig.6 shows the Gen.III's reproduction of
alkHz, -90dB, undithered sinewave. The
three code transitions at this level (+1, 0, -1)
are clearly evident. There is aremarkable
absence of audioband noise, and the quantization step sizes are uniform.
The noise modulation plot (fig.7) revealed
avery low level of noise-floor modulation
with signal level. The plots (five traces, from
-60dBFS to -100dBFS) are tightly grouped,
and there is an overall low noise level. This
is the second-best performance I've measured
on this test. The best was the No.30, but by
aslim margin.
The Gen.III's squarewave response (fig.8)
was unusual in that it looked like that of most
other frequency-domain optimized digital
filters, with leading-edge overshoot and
"Gibbs Phenomenon" ringing. The overshoot is slightly less than I've seen from the
NPC filter chip, however.
Driving the Gen.III with the code representing acombination of 19kHz and 20kHz
at full scale and performing an FFT on the
output produced the plot of fig.9. The sideSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

bands around the test tones are fairly high
(just below -80dB), and the lkHz difference
product reaches the -80ciB level. This is not
atypical, but higher than I've seen from some
other processors.
The Gen.III had no problem locking to
any of the three sampling frequencies, but the
output waveform was distorted when the
unit decoded a32kHz or 48kHz digital signal. Driving the Gen.III with the code
representing alkHz sinewave with a32kHz
sampling frequency produced alkHz wave
at the output, with some 8kHz junk superimposed on it. Using the Audio Precision,
Icaptured the waveform shown in fig.10. The
printout, showing much less detail than the
'scope screen, doesn't reveal the extent of the
spuriae. When driven by a48kHz signal from
aDAT machine, however, Iheard no distortion.
Imeasured no DC at either the unbalanced
or balanced output jacks. The unit doesn't
invert absolute polarity from either the
single-ended or balanced outputs.
Overall, the Generation III performed very
well on the bench. Its low-level linearity,
crosstalk, and noise modulation were exemplary. Iwas disturbed, however, by the fact
that it produced adistorted output when
driven by sampling frequencies other than
44.1kHz, even though there didn't appear to
be audible distortion.

CONCLUSION

To put the Generation III's performance in
perspective: Ifound it slightly less musical than the Mark Levinson No.30's. The
No.30's more relaxed, laid-back presentation, smoother treble, greater sense of ease,
and better portrayal of instrumental textures
confirmed its continued standing as the state
of the art. Nevertheless, the Gen.III shared
some of the No.30's remarkable qualities.
The AT&T ST-type optical input should
be considered mandatory, as should the
balanced option, provided you have afully
balanced preamplifier. Note that these options can be added later at no penalty: the STtype input costs $400, and balanced outputs
are $1000 regardless of when they are added.
Listeners can therefore get into the Gen.III
for $4000, upgrading as finances permit.
The Theta DS Pro Generation III is a
superb product worthy of my highest recommendation. Listening through it, Icon-
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sistently crossed the threshold from good
sound to total immersion in the music. This
was digital playback of the highest caliber.
Moreover, the Gen.III had much less of a
distinctive signature than previous Theta
processors, with asmoother treble, better
portrayal of instrumental textures, and amore
refined, yet bigger, soundstage. In addition,
the Gen.III's bass performance—extension,
control, power, and warmth—was beyond
reproach.
In my opinion, the Generation III is vastly

superior to the many $1500-to-$3000 processors I've heard. If you're contemplating
aprocessor anywhere near the Gen.III's
$4000 price, an audition is mandatory.
The Theta Generation III is perhaps the
best processor I've heard except for the Mark
Levinson No30. If you can afford the No30,
buy it—it's that good. But for those watching
their budgets, the Generation III knocks on
the No.30's door at afraction of the price.
—Robert Harley

LEWIS LIPNICK LISTENS TO THE THETA PRO BALANCED GENERATION HI
D/A PROCESSOR &DATA SERIES II CD TRANSPORT
For the past three years I've lived with one
of the original Theta Pro D/A processors.
After what seem like dozens of updates and
upgrades, my archaic (by today's standards)
Pro finally made it to the vaunted status of
Generation II Balanced. Although Ihadn't
had the opportunity to hear all of Theta's
competitors' products in my system (except
for the Krell 32 and 64, and original Proceed
D/A), the Gen.II balanced processor surpassed everything auditioned Chez Lipnick
within the realm of musical accuracy. The
Theta seemed better able to glean the fine
nuances and less obvious dynamic shadings
from the recorded material, providing amore
intimate and involving perspective. While
you were still aware of the digital artifacts in
some recordings, the Gen.!! successfully
separated the kernel of musical truth from
the chaff of poor-quality commercial A/D
conversion. In short, the Gen.II brought me
to the highest level of musical reproduction
Ihad so far experienced.
Then, in the middle of my sonic bliss,
Theta decided to come out with yet another
upgrade: Generation III. Will this never end?
Maybe I'm just getting burned out, but at this
rate, we'll be into Generation XX by 1995!
Okay, so high-end audio is flaky and fickle.
What would the lunatics do without constant
upgrades to look forward to? Isuppose it's
not exciting enough to just listen to the music
No way.
In spite of my ranting and raving about the
upgrade/update mania, I've got to tell you
that Generation III is so much better than the
previous incarnation that you should either
sell your II by tomorrow (before everyone
184

else reads this), shove it out the window, or
have it updated (the most logical, but least
compulsive route). How much better is the
III than the II? Apples and oranges. Even
though Theta products suffer very little from
Designer Sound Syndrome, the Generation
II definitely sounds colored in comparison
with the new version.
My sample was supplied with the usual
two coaxial inputs, along with the optional
AT&T interface. A few weeks after receiving
the Gen.III, Isent my Data CD drive back
to the manufacturer to have the AT&T output
installed (my Data is one of the first units
built). At the same time, Neil Sinclair at Theta
suggested that they update my Data to the
new Series II, which had just become available. By this point (mid-April) Ihad the only
production Gen.II Data/Gen.III Balanced
Pro with all of the options. I'm not an engineer, so Iwon't attempt to provide the technical description of the updated Data (perhaps Neil Sinclair would be kind enough to
give you the details in his "Manufacturer's
Comment"), other than to say that the reworking is quite extensive (new transformers
and additional power supplies).
Sonically, the $2495 Data II' closely
parallels the new Pro D/A: more open, less
constricted, with alot more three-dimensional soundstaging (but only if it's in the
program material). This heightened degree
of ambience retrieval is somewhat of a
double-edged sword. Recordings with lots
of natural space and dimensionality sound
much more convincing, but those loaded
7The AT&T data output is a$400 option.
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with multiple phase anomalies and gobs of
artificially induced reverb can sound very
confused and downright unmusical. There
is no doubt in my mind that the revised Data
transport is clearly better in every way. But
just as the person who lives next to the junkyard finds the outside world not so pretty
after cleaning the windows, the Data II may
provide more than we might always want to
hear, especially with poor-quality recordings. The abnormal sensitivity to shock noted
in my earlier comments on the Data has been
somewhat alleviated in the upgrade (the
manufacturer replaced the entire subchassis), but the problem still remained to an
unacceptable degree After several phone calls
to Theta, Neil Sinclair agreed to swap the
troubled unit with anew sample, which
exhibited none of the shock problems of my
original Data. In other words, this was a
"one-off" sample defect, and not indigenous
to the design.

SETUP

My reference system (which Iown) used for
this review consisted of aMark Levinson
No.26S preamplifier, No.23.5 power amplifier, and apair of B&W Matrix 800 loudspeakers. A Cello Palette Preamplifier, and
Krell KSA-250, KMA-300, and Boulder
500AE monoblock power amplifiers were
substituted at various times during the listening sessions. Cello Strings and Acrotec
balanced and unbalanced interconnects were
used between D/A processor/preamplifier/
power amplifier. Theta optical (AT&T configuration) and coaxial, and XLO coaxial
cables were used between CD drive and D/A
processor. Speakers were quad-wired with
AudioQuest Diamond on tweeter/midrange,
and Clear to the woofers.

SONIC &MUSICAL RESULTS
Many audiophiles look upon digital recording and playback in much the same way wine
connoisseurs view Thunderbird. It's wine,
all right, but better you should put it in your
car radiator than your stomach. As regular
readers probably know, Idon't completely
agree with the analogy. I'll admit that digital (especially commercial A/D conversion)
has along way to go, but digital technology,
properly employed, has many musical attributes overlooked by the critics.
So how does the new Theta Generation III
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

Pro/Data II combination deal with the music?
Better than anything I've yet experienced in
the digital domain. If you're looking for
transparency, and the ability to follow several
music lines at once without earstrain, then
it's awinning combination. If you prefer the
sound of an orchestra in anatural acoustic,
without any exaggeration or diminution of
ambience, you'll probably go nuts over this
combo. And if soundstage dimensionality
is your thing, this is the closest thing to the
holy grail of digital audio I've heard so far.
Definition of the most minute musical transients (instrumental/vocal attacks) were uncovered without the usual non-musical electronic artifacts found in virtually all digital
front ends, but without the common artificial
sweetening we've come to expect from so
many lesser components. At first, Ifound the
sound to be abit too laid-back. But after
extended listening, it was obvious that Iwas
really hearing more music and less equipment.
I've been accused of living on the hot side
of town when it comes to high-frequency
spectral balance. No, Idon't want it to sound
like I'm sitting in the middle of the orchestra
(where the effect is not bright or forward at
all, and actually rather dull and heavy), but
Ido want to hear all of the natural clarity and
brilliance of live music. This is where the new
Pro/Data combo set anew standard. Clarity without grit, high-frequency extension
without glare, and, for the first time in my
digital experience, bass with all of the natural harmonic textures.
In arecent A/B comparison of the Gen.II
Pro (which Istill have) and the new III with
some DAT master tapes of the National Symphony made by Ed Kelly (a member of our
listening group), the latter produced amore
realistic sonic clone of our orchestra's personality. The same results were obtained with
our Sony CD, which we recorded live in
Moscow during a1990 tour (Rostropovich:
Return to Russia, Mstislav Rostropovich,
National Symphony Orchestra, Sony SK
45836). Although it may be in bad taste for
me to blow my own horn (as it were), this
CD is aknockout, both sonically and musically. Recorded over two nights in the Main
Hall of the Moscow Conservatory, the Sony
production team successfully captured the
excitement of the standing-room-only concerts, with a"not too close" perspective. The
Pro Gen.III recreates the brilliance and sheer
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dynamic weight of our orchestra much better
than the Gen.II, which sounds constricted,
bright, thin, and artificial in comparison. The
increased sense of ambient space and open,
transparent acoustic supplied by the Pro
III/Data II allows every fine nuance and
dynamic shading to be physically experienced by the listener. (If you haven't yet heard
the NSO play Tchaikovsky—or any Russian
piece, for that matter—go out and buy this
recording today!)
Bela Fleck's Flight of the Cosmic Hippo (Bela
Fleck & the Flecktones, Warner Bros. 265622) is a"must hear" with the new Theta duo.
A wonderfully funky combination of electric
banjo, harmonica, electric bass, and SynthAxe Drumitar makes for atuneful experience
you can't get out of your mind. The results
were OK with the original Theta!! and Data,
but the clearer transients, much deeper bass
impact, and more open transparent characteristic of the new Pro III/Data II brought
these four fabulous musicians to life in aspacious, vibrant soundstage. Similarly, k.d.
lang's beautiful, seductive voice never
sounded so good (Ingénue, Sire 26840-2).
Although Ialways enjoy listening to this
recording—especially after an evening of
performing stuffy classical music with the
NSO—hearing it through the new Theta
front end transported this listener to ahigher
plane of sonic serenity.
The most dramatic demonstration of the
Pro III/Data II combo's improvements was
supplied by Reference Recordings' CD of
Malcolm Arnold Overtures (RR-48CD,
Malcolm Arnold, London Philharmonic).
Among the best (if not the best) recording of
an orchestra I've heard, it will severely test
the ultimate dynamic capabilities of any system. This is where the new Theta components clearly outclass not only their older
siblings, but all other similar products auditioned, reproducing the awesome dynamic
orchestral transients and low-level harmonic
details so beautifully captured by Keith
Johnson.
Listening comparisons using AT&T optical
vs coaxial digital interface yielded some dramatic results. Iprefer the optical cable, even
though various coax interconnects do some
things very well indeed. The XLO and Adjustable Digital Interface from MIT both
offer musically acceptable but very different perspectives, the former favoring deep
186

soundstage, the latter retrieving an amazing
amount of inner detail. In fact, you may actually prefer one of these over the more neutralsounding AT&T in your system. Try them
all—it's alot of fun, and you may just end up
using different interfaces for specific recordings 8 But when all is said and done, Istill
think the optical interface is the most musically accurate and sonically satisfying: deeper
bass, more dynamic impact, and aholographically palpable soundstage. The overall
presentation is more "liquid," but at the same
time better focused, with sharper transients.

OPTIGUE

Last April, while Iwas at the Stereophik High
End Show in LA, Armando Martinez (of
Laser Illusions fame), who said he worked
with Theta, shoved acouple of very small
plastic boxes into my hands. He said they
contained agel that, when placed on the ends
of AT&T optical connectors, would enhance
the transfer of the digital signal across the
small air gaps between the CD drive, cable,
and D/A convertor. Since high-end audio
does not exactly lack weirdness and bizarre
products, Idismissed the whole thing as
another case of sonic witchcraft.
When Igot home, Iexamined the contents
of the two small boxes, and found, to my
amazement and amusement, athick, dear gel.
According to the instructions, the user is supposed to dip the two male ends (receiving and
terminating) of the AT&T cable into this stuff
before inserting into the receptacles of the
CD drive and D/A convertor. Somehow, the
whole idea seems abit kinky. The real question is, does it work?
Yes. Although the difference may not blow
you away, it clearly produces amore open,
yet smoother quality, without sacrificing any
clarity (which is actually improved). According to Armando, who does indeed work with
Theta, and is quite an expert in laser technology (see RI-I's review of the Laser Illusions
Spatial Filter in the June 1992 Stereophik), this
stuff reduces the reflections that occur
between the various discontinuous fiber
optics within the digital bitstream chain.
Theta sells Optigue (pronounced Opti-goo)
for about fifty bucks acontainer. Buy some.
But please, don't try to use K-Y jelly, Vaseline, or any apparently similar substance as
8Yikes! Talk about audiophila nervosa.
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amore cost-effective substitute; the refractive
index of Optigue is critical to its effect. In
addition, be careful handling it: Optigue contains small amounts of arsenic, which just
might cause problems when applied to certain parts of the human anatomy.

CONCLUSIONS

'What the Theta Generation III achieves that
Ihaven't previously experienced in digital
replay is that flesh-and-blood palpability so
often missing from this format. Analog
proponents would probably say that digital sounds cold and brittle. In many cases
they're right. The Generation II Theta certainly avoided most of this unwanted artifact,
although hindsight (hindhearing?) now
shows that it suffers from this affliction to a
greater degree than Ithought. Many lesser
processors I've heard also sidestep this problem, usually by adding various types of sonic
syrup to cover up the digital nasties.
The Theta Pro Generation III/Data II combination offers, without adoubt, the most
sonically impressive and musically accurate
digital replay I've yet experienced in my
reference system. No, Ihaven't auditioned
every DIA converter and CD drive available
in the high-end marketplace in acontrolled
situation, so Ican't, with any credibility, tell
you that these components are absolutely the

best in all instances. But there comes apoint
when you have to draw the line. Different
doesn't necessarily mean better, it may be possible to find another digital front end that
excels in asingle parameter. It's more aquestion of balance, and the subjective recreation
of arecorded musical event. As someone
who makes his living by playing in asymphony orchestra, Iregard such things as
properly reproduced transients, harmonics,
and ambience to be of utmost importance.
Only when all of these are presented in anatural order do we begin to hear more of the
music and less of the equipment.
The highly volatile world of digital audio
moves quickly. Sam Tellig would probably
tell you not to spend so much money on a
digital front end, since the future will, no
doubt, hold many more advanced products.
Ihave conditionally agreed with him until
now. With the Pro III and Data II, Theta has
made agiant step toward the yet unrealized
promise of digital audio. Of course, you
could go with a"budget-driven" digital
source for years, waiting for that elusive magical component. But you'd be missing ahell
of alot. Give the Theta alisten. If your reaction is anything like mine, you're going to
find it damn hard to live with anything less.
—Lewis Lipnick

SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR LOUDSPEAKER
Jack English
Two-way dynamic ported minimonitor. Drive-units: I" soft-dome tweeter, 7"-cone long-throw midrange/woofer. Crossover 2800Hz, 6dB/octave slopes. Frequency response: 42Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Dimensions: 13" Hby 8" W by 13" D. Weight:
65 lbs/pair. Price: 54500/pair. Matching stands: $950/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer Sonus Faber,
L. da Vinci, Arcugnano (VI), Italy. Tel: (39) 444-962699. Fax: (39) 444-962687. US Distributor Sumiko, Inc., P.O. Box 5046,
Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax: (510) 843-7120.

SOLAMENTE UNA FAC CIA BELLA?

At first glance, the Sonus Faber (pronounced

Fah-bear) Electa Amator appears to be atypical minimonitor: asmall vented box with two
drivers. The speaker is significantly betterlooking than Franco Serblin's first speaker
system, the Snail, asubwoofer with two
satellites attached via arms (see photograph
in Vo1.11 No.3, p.34). And, like the Oracle
Delphi turntable or Goldmund Apologue
speakers (the latter also an Italian design), the
Amator's appearance has received at least as
much attention as its performance. But is it
just another pretty face?
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

Hardly. Imagine the usual minimonitor
box, each of its eight corners rounded off in
abeautifully worked curve. Use 11
2 "-thick
/
medium-density fiberboard for both the
back and front faceplates. Take the back of
the box and pull the bottom out an inch or
so toward you so that the back surface is no
longer parallel to the front. Now make the
cabinet so narrow in front that the midrange/woofer front driver just can't fit. Round
out the sides of the cabinets at the front
around the driver, making bulbous curves
on each side of the cabinet. Now bevel the
edges where the sides meet the front and back
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baffles so that the sides sensuously embrace
one another. To complete the picture, cut and
groove 24 separate pieces of gorgeous solid
walnut to make the sides of the cabinet.
The result is stunning. The woodworking reminded me agreat deal of the inlaid artwork found around Sorrento, in the Amator's native Italy. Rapping the cabinets yielded
only avery dull thud.
Inside each cabinet are two Dynaudio
drivers built exclusively for Sonus Faber. The
tweeter, a1" soft dome said to be capable of
handling 600W of continuous power, is the
same Esotar 330 described in detail by Martin
Colloms in his review of the marvelous
Sonus Faber Extrema (Vol.15 No.6). Each
tweeter is protected by ametal-wire tripod.
John Hunter of Sumiko assured me that the
tripod has no deleterious effect on the sound.
Since these weren't my speakers, Ididn't pry
off the tripods to test his assertion. The midrange/woofer, which handles the signal below 2.8kHz, is a7" long-throw cone unit.
The crossover is said to feature true 6dB/
octave slopes. (The use of 6dB slopes has been
aSonus Faber feature since the release of the
Parva FM2 minimonitor in 1984.)
A significant difference between the Amator and Extrema is found on the former's rear.
Whereas the Extrema has alarge auxiliary
bass radiator like that found on some of the
Ensemble speakers, the Amator features a
curved and flanged passageway from just
behind the lower driver to the top rear of the
cabinet. The interior finish is just as fine as
that on the exterior, to minimize disruptive
laminar air flow. The back plate is finished
off with two sets of binding posts to facilitate
bi-wiring or bi-amping.
The optional stands are integral parts of
the overall design. Rising from the large,
heavy base plate is acolumn consisting of a
number of separate, interlocking pieces of
wood. (Of course, the wood is finished to
match the speaker cabinets.) The column can
be lengthened or shortened by extending
these interlocking sections. At the top of each
column is asmall mounting plate, topped off
with small Naycom sheets to decouple the
speakers from the stands. (While other speaker
manufacturers or distributors suggest spikes
or Blu-Tack/Mortite between speaker and
stand, Sumiko strongly recommends Naycorn.) The stands are essential for proper height
adjustment of the Amators. The woofer, not
188

Sonus Faber Electa Amator loudspeaker

the tweeter, should be located at ear level.

M INIMONITORS:
CITTADINO DI SECONDA CLASSE?

Stereophile writers and readers have grappled
with the issue of minimonitors for many
years. The current, tenuous compromise has
led to the somewhat artificial segmentation
of speakers found in "Recommended Components?' Minimonitors have created the subclass categories under "Restricted LF." Contained in these second-class citizen groupings
are such superlative speakers as the Ensemble
Reference and Celestion SL700SE. While I
appreciate the positions of such people as J.
Gordon Holt and Anthony H. Cordesman
on this issue, Idon't agree. Why not create
additional sub-classes for "Inability to Properly Soundstage," "Additive Colorations:'
or "Exaggerated HF"?
Like all other pieces of hi-fi gear, speakers
are mechanical/electrical devices. None of
them truly sound like live performers in our
listening rooms; every speaker has faults
(sorry, LL). Icontinue to believe that the primary role of the reviewer is to identify each
speaker's most obvious faults; for example,
limited low-frequency performance, exaggerated high-frequency performance, inability to soundstage, additive colorations,
etc. Reviewers must determine the relative
importance of shortcomings based on their
own preferences and needs. We report, you
judge. Ifind it much easier to live with "Res-
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tricted LF" than with any number of more
intrusive and obnoxious colorations. Great
minimonitors are great speakers.
MINIMONITORS:
SONO TUTTI GLI STESSI?
To those who dislike them, minirnonitors are
all the same: reasonable frequency performance except for the lack of deep bass, limited dynamics and volume levels, and very
good soundstaging.
With the general exception of deep-bass
limitation, such generalizations are nonsense:
above the missing bass foundation, minimonitors like the Wilson WATT and ProAc
Super Tablette are near ruler-flat. These two
excellent speakers also tend to sound analytical, with superb resolution of detail and
state-of-the-art soundstaging. Conversely,
minis like the Celestion SL600Si and Ensemble PA-1 are more musical overall, but equally
adroit at soundstaging. Still others may have
aforward midrange balance (JA's oft-praised
Acoustic Energy AE-1s), or even achieve a
psychoacoustically balanced sound by attenuating both frequency extremes (the superbbang-for-the-buck Spica TC-50s). All minimonitors are not created equal.

E DUNQUE,

PENS! DI POTERLI
ISTALLARE IN QUALUNQUE
POsTo?
Speakers in general, and rninimonitors in
particular, cannot be placed just anywhere
in alistening room. Proper placement is critical. With the Amators, placement proved
even more critical than usual, and significantly more so than with the Extremas (as
reported by MC). Stuniko suggested placing
the speakers well into the listening room, at
least 5' from the rear wall. Side-wall distance
was not as critical. Iended up with the speakers approximately 8' out from the rear wall
and 3' in from each side wall to the front
centers of the cabinets. Iadjusted the stands
so that the centers of the woofers were approximately 36" off the floor (the height of my
ears while seated). Sumiko went on to suggest that the speakers should be toed-in toward, but not directly at, the listening position.
The setup suggestions were right on the
money. With the speakers too dose to the rear
wall, soundstaging and bass clarity suffered
in favor of bass volume Too dose to the sidewalls and overall clarity dropped afew notchSTEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

es, with the same bass anomalies. When the
Amators weren't high enough (eg, tweeters
at ear height), or were aimed directly at the
listening position, the sound was just abit
too bright and aggressive Firing the speakers
straight ahead slightly attenuated the trebles
and pulled the image apart, leaving greater
depth at center stage and more shallow presentations to the left and right, in addition
to lack of focus within the stage. The Amators did have aslight nasal or hollow coloration.1Placing Navcom sheets between the
bottoms of the speakers and the stands' top
plates minimized but did not entirely eliminate this coloration.
Ifound the Amators to be extremely interactive with my listening room. There were
audible tonal-balance shifts with different
placements. In positions where I've had success with other speakers, the Amators yielded
avery uneven response This characteristic
of the speaker was significantly different from
the Extrema's performance as reported by
MC. Based on my own experience, anyone
buying the Amators should expect to spend
agreat deal of time getting the speakers properly set up. The following setup guidelines,
though essential, define only astarting point.
It took agreat deal of experimentation to
minimize reinforcement and cancellation
effects in my listening room. Without proper
setup, the Amators' overall performance suffered greatly.
The rest of this review should be taken in
the following speaker-placement context: I
found that, in my listening room, the Amators needed to be: placed away from side
walls, well into the room; well up off the floor
so my ears were on the level of the centers of
the woofers; toed-in toward but not directly
at the listening position; and with the Navcom sheets between the speaker cabinets and
the stands.

AH,

MA LORO POSSONO
MANEGGIARE IBASSI?
Once optimally positioned, the Arnators had
avery extended, relatively neutral tonal balance to well up beyond the limits of my hearing. Using The Ultimate Test CD (Woodford
Music WM 1112) and aRadio Shack SPL
meter, the frequency performance appeared
to be very flat to 18kHz, and only slightly
1Michael Gindi also commented on this in his review in The
Absolute Sound, Issue 73.
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attenuated above that. The exact nature of the
frequency performance varied dramatically
with different placements. In most positions, the overall frequency balance sounded
uneven. Getting it to sound relatively flat or
neutral required an unusual amount of effort.
My effort was rewarded: Properly positioned, the Amators' tonal performance was
very good, with the exception of the attenuated deepest bass.
When Isee any small box speaker, 'just
don't expect to hear much in the way of bass
performance One of the first things Idid was
try to find out what kind of limbo dancers
the Amators were—just how low could they
go? In my room, Iwas able to obtain very
strong and flat performance down to 60Hz
using the Woodford CD. At that point there
was aslight rolloff, but, consistent with the
stated frequency response, the bass remained
reasonably strong through the mid-40s, with
steadily diminished performance below that
point. Again, different room positioning did
little to alter bass extension without introducing other problems.
Iwas surprised at how deeply the Amators extended into the bass range. Properly
set up, they were as powerful in the bass as
my reference ProAc Response Threes (which
are hardly minimonitors). The character of
the bass performance was generally very natural, with minor anomalies. The bottom
octave simply wasn't re-created, this obvious
only on asmall number of recordings. There
was avery minor thickness or lack of articulation in the midbass. At low volume settings, the bass was less powerful than Iwould
have expected, given how strong it was at
higher levels. In fact, at higher volume levels
(above 85dB), it was astounding to hear the
mid- and upper-bass performance from such
little boxes. A great illustration was Los
Lobos' "Georgia Slop" (The Neighborhood,
Slash 26131). When the volume was pumped
to anything near realistic levels, there were
drive, slam, pace, power, and rhythm aplenty.
In fact, the bass's rhythmic integrity and timbral naturalness were simply wonderful at
anything above low volume settings.
It took me along time to understand the
Amators' unusual bass performance Starting
with the upper bass, performance was neutral, articulate, and powerful. Great example were the bass riffs from the Red Hot Chili
Peppers' surprisingly good recording Blood
190

Sugar Sex Magik (Warner Bros. 26681). If the
overall volume was too low, the bass lost significant impact. At acertain level, the bass
truly came alive. Moving down into the midbass, tonal neutrality and power were the
equal of that found in the upper bass, but
with aslight loss of clarity and articulation.
Another illustration of these distinctions was
evident on the timpani strokes from SaintSens's Symphony 3(Mercury 423 719-2).
Moving down into the deep bass, the SaintSaëns made it clear that some of the deepest
bass fundamentals were not reproduced.

E LA LARGHEZZA,
E LA PROFONDITÀ?
While we expect rninimonitors to have poor
bass performance (the Amators didn't), we
also expect them to produce wonderful soundstages. On this count, the Amators fulfilled
all of my expectations. With well-recorded
source material, the soundstage developed
behind and around the speakers. The cabinets simply disappeared into the soundstage
—something I, for one, love There was width,
depth, precise placement, and air aplenty.
A surprising illustration of these abilities
was Clannad's Past Present CD (RCA 99122-R). This is Enya's former group, with more
of arock than aNew-Age flavor. The Amators presented layer upon layer of stage depth,
and nearly sidewall-to-sidewall width. With
amore closely miked recording like Take 6's
debut (Reprise 25670), the performers were
right in the room with me. It is important to
note that the Amators did not give everything
the same characteristics, the sonic differences
on recordings being reproduced intact. The
only downside was the frustration of listening to some of the many recordings (LPs and
CDs) where the engineers simply hadn't bothered to consider soundstaging in the recording process.
With splendid recordings such as the
Atrium Musicae's La Folia de La Spagna (Harmonia Mundi 901050), however, the soundstaging was captivating. The stage itself was
very wide and deep, with layer upon layer in
both directions. Images within the stage were
themselves equally dimensional and fullbodied. The speakers' treble performance
added to the spatial illusion with agenerally
open, extended, and airy character.
What was somewhat unusual in the Amators' soundstaging was the relative closeness
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of the performers. With any source material,
the Amators had asomewhat close perspective. Ifelt Iwas always closer to the stage than
Iwas with any number of other speakers. The
soundstages were thus wider, as they should
be with such apresentation. With few exceptions, the Amators put the performers in my
listening room, but always behind and around
the speakers. As such aperspective implies,
the midrange was prominent.
While this close perspective was occasionally surprising, it was very pleasant with
more intimate works. A musically satisfying example was McCoy Tyner's splendidly
well-recorded New York Reunion (Chesky
JD51). There in my room was Al Foster's
drumkit to the right center, Ron Carter's
upright bass to the left center. Joe Henderson's sax was closer and abit further to the
right, while Tyner's piano was further off to
the left and abit closer than the bass. And
there /was, right in the same room with all
of them.
Constance Demby's Sacred Space Music
(Hearts of Space HS11010-2) was even more
intriguing. Her hammered dulcimer was
right in the room, just behind the speaker
cabinets and slightly over to the right. Absolutely no sound appeared to be coming from
the speaker cabinets. They totally disappeared
into the music.

E IL FORTISSIMO?

Fortunately for my own hearing, Ido not listen at rock-concert levels. Driven by the
excellent Audio Research Classic 150s, the
surprising Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, or the
truly musical Lectron JH 30, the Amators
were able to play as loudly as Iwould ever
want. They were significantly easier to power
than the larger Extremas. (Powering the
Extremas may prove achallenge for any
number of well-regarded amplifiers, including my own.) The Amators appeared to present the amps with amoderately efficient and
unproblematic load. While able to play
loudly enough in absolute terms, Idid feel,
as Ido with most audio gear, that there was
some restriction of dynamics. The range of
subtle volume shifts in works such as the
splendid Chesky reissue ofScheherazade (RC4) was somewhat glossed over. This was not
an issue on most popular recordings, as the
dynamic range was not that great to begin
with. In these cases, the ability of the speakers
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

to play loudly was at issue; the Amators handled this test with aplomb.
The Amators really came alive above acertain volume level (85dB), energizing my
room with sound. Surprisingly, they continued to sound fine at much higher levels.
It wasn't until somewhere around 95dB that
the diminutive Amators began to lose their
ability to fully unravel all of the little nuances
contained in my cherished recordings. Many
moments in the Saint-Saëns, or almost anything from the Red Hot Chili Peppers, provided good illustrations of this phenomenon.
At these higher levels, detail was slightly
smoothed out or blended together—that thickening character again. This minor exception
aside, the Amators played effortlessly to volume levels well over 100dB, making them
excellent rock speakers in addition to everything else. There was no additional hardness
at these higher levels.

SI, MA COME SONO GLI ACUTI E
IL REGISTRO CENTRALE?
Of course, all would be for naught if the
Amators didn't do agood job in the critical
midrange. Fear not: their midrange performance was lovely. Unlike some minimonitors, the Amators were neither analytical nor
euphonically musical. Consistent with their
surprising bass weight and extended and
lively highs, their sound was full-bodied as
well as being nicely detailed through the
mids. The overall midrange performance of
the speakers was superior with the grillecloths removed.
An excellent across-the-board illustration
of these strengths was the live recording of
Carmen McRae and Dave Brubeck at New
York's Basin Street East (Take Five, Sony
Music Special Products A-9116). Voice and
piano were natural and realistic, and resolution of detail was first-rate, ranging from
McRae's phrasing through the jovial sounds
wafting up from the audience.
Timbres were harmonically natural and
temporally correct. Transients were quick,
never smeared or slurred, and fundamentals
and overtones were in the right proportions.
With the grillecloths on, the slight sonic veil
rendered everything just atad less satisfying.
But there was more to the Amators' presentation. Once pumped up to ahigh enough
volume, they actually seemed to energize the
listening room. Iwas first struck by this capa-
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bility while listening to Take 6's beautiful a
cappella voices. On live recordings like the
McRae/Brubeck, this energizing capability
was extremely involving. The effect couldn't
have taken place without disappearing-speaker
soundstaging, natural timbres, and an open,
lively treble, but there was more to it than
that. The performance became very much
alive, filling my listening room with sound.
Instead of transporting me to the performers,
it brought the performers into my listening
room—with much more than what reviewers
often describe as asense of "immediacy."
There was aslight warmth from the upper
bass through the lower midrange. On some
vocals, such as those of Take 6or Carmen
McRae, an occasional nasal or hollow character was added—especially without the Naycorn sheets. When the overall volume level
was high enough to enliven the bass but not
so high as to harm detail resolution, this nasal
character was very slight. At lower levels, it
became more obvious. Within the Amator's
very wide effective volume range, the hollowness just about disappeared.

LAPANNA SU QUESTA TORTA,
DOV' É?

When Ifirst saw the Amators, Ifully expected
problems from the little tripod protecting
each tweeter. Once again, my preconceptions
proved groundless—the Amators' treble performance was wonderful: extended, open,
and airy without ever becoming bright, hard,
or edgy. Iwas particularly impressed with
the explosive crashing of cymbals on such
recordings as Present's Triskaidekaphobie (Cuneiform 17 CDX). Another vivid example
was the purity and clarity of the Saint-Saëns's
triangle and cymbals, which cut through and
floated effortlessly above the other sounds
of the orchestra.
The treble performance I've described was
attainable only when the speakers were higher
off the floor than seemed appropriate. My
ears were level with the center of the woofers,
as Sumiko advises. With the speakers closer
to the floor—ie, tweeters at ear level—the
sound was appreciably more harsh and edgy.
In fact, the sound at this speaker height was
what Iexpected to hear with the tweeters'
protective tripods in place. I'm not convinced
that the tripods aren't responsible for the onaxis harshness. While it may be true that the
speakers' acoustic center was designed to be the
192

center of the woofers, Iwonder if the unusual
height requirement is actually aclever solution to an on-axis problem created by the
tripod.

JA ELE MISURE

The Amator's plot of impedance magnitude
and phase vs frequency (fig.1) reveals an easyto-drive reflex design. The port tuning, indicated by the saddle between the two bass
peaks, lies at 40Hz, supporting JE's positive
feelings about the speaker's low-frequency
extension. Though aslight wrinkle in the
impedance amplitude trace at 480Hz might
be thought to correlate with an enclosure resonance problem, the Amator's cabinet was
relatively inert. The main side- and top-panel
modes lay at 360Hz but were well down in
level.
Moving to the time domain, looking at the
impulse responses of the individual driveunits revealed them to be connected in phase,
as might be expected for adesign with afirstorder crossover. The Amator's overall impulse response on the tweeter axis (fig.2),
however, suggests higher-order filters, as
does the acoustic crossover (fig3), which also
implies acrossover frequency nearer 2kHz
than 2.8kHz. While the tweeter's response
appears smooth, if alittle uptilted in the high
treble, that of the woofer near the top of its
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passband is somewhat lumpy, which might
well tie in with the nasality noted by JE.
This lumpiness can also be seen to the right
of fig.4, which shows the speaker's response
on the tweeter axis averaged across a30°
horizontal window. (Both this response and
those in fig.3 have been corrected for the
1 11111111

1 11111111

1 1111111f

1

measuring microphone's own departure
from aflat response.) Despite this, however,
the overall tonal balance trend is smooth and
relatively flat throughout the midrange and
low treble, spoiled only by aslight plateau
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Fig.3 Sonus Faber Amator, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 45", corrected for
microphone response.
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Fig.4 Sonus Faber Amator, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield woofer
and port responses plotted below 200Hz.
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probably minimize the effect of this resonance on music. Indeed, JE noted no veiling
or one-note character in the midrange that
ea
could be laid at the feet of this behavior.
The wide-range waterfall plot for the
VW
Amator (fig.6) shows an exceptionally fast,
clean decay in the treble: this is one good
tweeter! The frequency resolution of this
-31143
I I1111111
I 11111111
1 11111111
graph is not sufficient to do more than hint
11111
left
MIs
at problems in the midrange. Nevertheless,
Fig.7 Sonus Faber Amator, vertical response
with the exception of acouple of possible
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: response
modes near lkHz and 2kHz which might
difference 7.5° above cabinet top;
lend the sound aslight nasality, the Amator
difference level with cabinet top; reference
appears to be an excellent performer here.
response; difference midway between driveJack noted some criticality to the speaker's
units; difference on woofer axis; difference
vertical listening axis, preferring the sound
level with Sonus Faber badge.
with his ears level with the woofer. Iexplored
this aspect of the speaker's behavior in fig.7,
which shows the changes in measured response
to be expected on different axes compared
with those on the tweeter axis. (This is shown
as astraight line—there are no changes.) By
comparison with fig3, it can be seen that listening too high results in ahollow-sounding
low treble, due to asuckout appearing in the
Us
lOis
lit
lakl:
crossover region. Otherwise, fig.7 implies
Fig.8 Sonus Faber Amator, horizontal response
that Amator is not critical regarding the
family at 45", normalized to response on
listening height, which is at odds with JE's
tweeter axis, from back to front: reference
auditioning. This is also at odds with the
response; difference 15° off-axis; 30° offspecified 6dB/octave crossover slopes, as firstaxis; 45° off-axis; 60° off-axis; 75° off-axis;
order crossovers tend to result in avertically
and 90° off-axis.
critical listening axis at this close amicroin the top octave. While Ifound this audible
phone position.
Horizontally, as can be seen from fig.8, the
in my own auditioning of the Amator as a
Amator's dispersion is also well-controlled,
slight emphasis to tape and microphone hiss
moving to the speaker's side producing an
and rather exaggerated vocal sibilants, it was
not enough to interfere with the music and,
increasing amount of top-octave rolloff and
aslight boost in the mid-treble. If the Amaindeed, added adegree of "air" to the speaktor's on-axis excess of extreme HF is prober's sound.
lematic in your system, not toeing them in
To the left in fig.4 are shown the individual
responses of the port and woofer, taken in the
all the way to the listening seat will usefully
nearfield (ie, with the microphone just lmm
tame it. All in all, these excellent measured
results confirmed both JE's and my good
away from the woofer dustcap or port openopinions of this little gem. —John Atkinson
ing). The level matching between these two
curves and the quasi-anechoic curve to their
right can only be approximate, but they reinSOMMARIO
The Sonus Faber Amator looks absolutely
force JE's feeling that the Arnator's bass went
gorgeous, rivaling anything made at any
quite low.
One alarming thing to note is the peak in
price. Unfortunately, they're expensive, and
even more so with stands, which are visually
the port's outputjust above 600Hz. As can
be seen from the cumulative spectral-decay
and sonically essential. Without proper stands
and careful, arduous setup, the Amators' peror "waterfall" plot of the port's output (fig.5),
formance suffers significantly. But set up
this is due to aresonance of some sort, possibly apipe mode of the reflex port itself The
optimally, the speakers are lovely to look at,
wonderful to listen through.
fact that the port is on the speaker's rear will
11I
n
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Physically, the Amators are minimonitors;
sonically, they clearly are not. While they do
lack the capability to produce the very deepest bass, the rest of their sonic performance
is at or near the state ofthe art. From the midbass through the uppermost trebles, they are
neutral, full-bodied, and musical. Their
soundstaging is superlative; with the proper
source material, the cabinets simply disappear. As Isat in my listening room, the Amators brought most performers closer to me,
and with greater immediacy, than do most

other speakers.
There is very little sonic evidence for classifying these wonderfully musical speakers
as minimonitors. Overall, the Sonus Faber
Amators' very satisfying sonic performance
dramatically belies their small size. While they
are expensive with their dedicated stands,
their sound is commensurate with their price.
The Amators represent aunique speaker
alternative. They are small, look beautiful,
and are equivalent sonically to some of the
best-sounding big boxes. Bravo!

I
'M J
UST W ILD ABOUT SAFFRON
Corey Greenberg plugs into the Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier
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Melos SHA-I headphone amplifier
Melos SHA-I class-A hybrid tube/FET headphone amplifier/line stage. Gain: I9dB. THD: less than 0.07% at IkHz, IV output. Polarity: non-inverting. Frequency response: I5Hz-200kHz, +0, -IdB. SIN ratio: 85dB ref. full output. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Output impedance (line): 0.5 ohms. Maximum output (headphones): 3.5V. Dimensions: 19" W by 17"
Dby 3.5" H. Weight: 12 lbs. Price: $995 in silver finish, $1095 in black. Approximate number of dealers: 17. Manufacturer:
Melos Audio Inc., 723 Bound Brook Rd., Dunellen, NJ 08812. Tel: (908) 968-4748. Fax: (908) 968-8771.

"I remember Momma!"
That's what Iused to yell whenever Iremoved my headphones after along session
of late-night Led Zep. They were Koss's big
"DJ" hermetic-seal' specials, the ones so
beloved by FM DJs because the big plastic
cups actually house gnarly-ass car stereo
drivers that can blow your ear drums clean
down into your throat with but afew milliwatts and have such ahellacious bass boost
that they make even the squeakiest, wimpiest
voices sound like Isaac Hayes to the tenth
power.
It was that pair of Koss 'phones, plugged
into acheap JVC jambox that withstood four
years of summer-camp abuse, that made up
my first hi-fi rig. It wasn't much, but it was
enough to instill in me apassionate dislike
for headphones; when Ifinally got ahandme-down all-in-one record changer, Iswung
1If you've ever owned apair of these monsters, you can
appreciate how they give new meaning to the term "Sweatin'
to the Oldies."
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those Koss headphones around by their coiled
brown cord like adead cat and smashed 'em
against my bedroom wall with glee, vowing
never to own another pair of headphones
again.
Ithought about that vow again last year
while buying apair ofJoe Grado's new headphones several minutes after Ifirst put them
on for alisten. I'd heard these new Grados
were good, real good even, but Iwas stunned
at how clean and clear they sounded even
when driven by an Adcom GFP-565 preamp's headphone output jack. Ineed apair
of headphones like Ineed afourth leg, but
Ibought the Grados on the spot because it
was obvious that these were as good or better
than anything else I'd heard, the high-dollar
Stax 'phones included.
Only problem is, what do you plug 'em
into? Forget the headphone jacks on your
preamp, CD player, tape deck, etc.; these
afterthought circuits are usually built around
cheap 4558 op-amps, rank resistors, and
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critical when it comes to sonic's; many potencrappy caps. You wouldn't drive your Thiels
tially great preamps are let down by mediwith acruddy low-end amp, would you? No,
ocre volume pots, simply because the bestwhat the cool-man Grados need is ahighsounding ones are so goldarned 3expensive!
quality headphone amplifier.
George fits his SHA-1 with the high-grade
OK, let's crack open the latest Audio EquipALPS "Black Beauty" 100k stereo volume
ment Directory ish ...
heh heh, another fine
pot, the same model used by Joe Grado in his
Edward Tatnall Canby piece—how Iadore
headphone amp. The input signal is fed dirthat man and his wondrous tales of yore. Lesectly to the ALPS volume control, and the
see now. ..
[flipf/ipjlip] ...
CD players. ..
[flip
i
.,F film
flip flip] ...
headphones.. .[flipflipfiip] ... wiper/output is AC-coupled via a1
cap to the grid of the 6DJ8, whose plate is
turntables. ..woops! ...[pilf pilf
..
then AC-coupled with two 1µF caps in parhmmm. No headphone amplifiers! What's
allel (2µF) to the FET buffer stage, which is
agirl to do?!
DC-coupled to the 1/4" stereo headphone jack.
Still with me? An additional 4F film cap
THEY CALL ME MELDS YELLOW
per channel, the metal-can Frenchies Ide(
QUITE RIGHT-LY)
scribed earlier, is in series with the line-level
Iwasn't the only one who noticed the dearth
output, which is simply paralleled with the
of high-quality headphone amplifiers; Melos
headphone jack but muted whenever the
Audio's George "Tell Sam Tellig My Name's
headphones are plugged in. George Bischoff
Not Gunther" Bischoff was also mightily
explains that the SHA-1 is designed to have
impressed by the Grado 'phones, so he set
an output impedance of 8ohms with plenty
out to design ahybrid tube/FET circuit to
drive them with; the result is the Melos SHA- of current drive for the 40 ohm Grado headphones when used as aheadphone amp, but
1. Rather than base the circuit on op-amps,
the line-stage configuration sports an output
even good ones like those found in Joe
impedance of ahalf an ohm coupled with
Grado's own $795 HPA-1 battery-powered
very little current drive, as most power ampliportable headphone amp, the Melos SHA-1
fiers have high input impedances which don't
utilizes aspecially selected 6DJ8 for nearly
present adifficult load. The Melos SHA-1
20dB of gain, then follows it with discrete
can handle two line-level sources plugged
FETs to both buffer the tube and provide the
into its rear, and sports two headphone jacks
current drive needed to properly drive dyon the front panel. There is no balance connamic headphones.
trol, and the revolution will not be televised.
As befits the high quality of the Grado
headphones, Melos has paid careful attenUNIVERSAL SYSTEM
tion to the parts selected for the SHA-1. The
The Melos headphone amplifier is also alineaudio signal is routed with both Grado's own
proprietary cable as well as FMS "zero-core"
level preamp, so it saw alot of use as apreamp as well as driving my Grado HP-2s.
hookup wire, all resistors are low-noise
Replacing my own buffered passive preamp,
metal-film types, and the few caps in the
audio circuit are all high-quality polypropythe SHA-1 was auditioned with an analog
lenes. Interestingly, the 6µF polypropylene
setup of the Well-Tempered Record Player
fitted with Sumiko's Arm Wrap and Blue
caps that AC-couple the line outputs (the
Point Special cartridge and the phono stage
headphone outputs are direct-coupled) are
oían Audio Research SP-14, hot-rodded via
contained in metal cans, giving them the apthe rec-out jacks to one of the Melos's two
pearance of sonically inferior aluminum
electrolytics; George explains that these speline-level inputs. CDs were played with the
Theta Data/DS Pro Basic II combo. Kables
cial French film caps were chosen because the
were mostly ICimber, KCAG interconnect
metal cans minimize vibration-induced
and 4AG speaker, with apiece of Audiotnicrophonics.
Quest Lapis between the Well-Tempered and
As Ifound out during the design of Aunt
the SP-14. Amps included the VTL Deluxe
Corey's Homemade Buffered Passive Preamp,2the selection of the volume control is
2Those interested in constructing this buffered, unity-gain
preamp can check out my DIY plans in Vol.14 No.11. An
update feature will appear in our November '92 issue.
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31993 Miss Audio Reviewer pageant judges, please note the
lack of offensive language in this review. I'm also for world
peace, an end to starvation, and acareer as amodel/actress.
Thank yew.
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225s, as well as the Forté Model 4and Muse
ing the just-arrived Eminent Technology
Model One Hundred. Speakers were mainly
LFT-VIII speakers with this preamp in the
ProAc Response Twos mated with the mighty
chain, the somewhat inefficient ETs requiring
Muse Model 18 subwoofer, but Ialso spent
more gain to give up the goods than my passome time listening to two ribbon/dynamic
sive could push. And the newly arrived Melos
hybrids: Eminent Technology LFT-VIlls and
SHA-1 needed some break-in, too. ..
Apogee Centaur Minors. All gear was plugged
So Ikilled two audiophiles with one driveinto Power Wedge AC line conditioners.
by and replaced the passive preamp with the
I've just finished playing around with a Melos headphone amp. Islapped Stevie Ray
gaggle of RoomTunes Michael Green sent
Vaughan's The Sky Is Crying CD into the JVC
me, and while Ican't say Ifeel they transport
XL-Z1050, set it for repeat, and started to
me into another dimension, they do make an
walk out of the room.
obvious and significant improvement to the
"What the—?!"
sound of my listening room. Ihave some
The sound was startlingly good. And the
additional observations about these RoomMelos was right out of the box. Isat back
Tunes, so look for a"Follow-Up" PDQ.
down on my bed and ended up listening to
As the Melos is basically an ALPS "Black
the whole CD. Twice. Driven by the Muse
Beauty" volume control followed by atube/
Model 100 amplifier with 10' lengths of
FET output circuit, Ithought it would be
AudioQuest's Type 4$2/fr. speaker cable, the
interesting to compare it to the sound of the
system sounded clean, focused, and more
same pot followed only by apair of BUFfleshed-out than ever before.
03 high-quality buffers—je, Aunt Corey's
Days passed, and the sound got even better!
Homemade Buffered Passive Preamp—so I The bass settled into anice, tight groove, and
replaced the Penny & Giles pot Inormally
the overall sound just kept getting more open
use in the unit with the ALPS "Black Beauty"
and relaxed. But above all, the adjective Ikept
Ibought last year from Joe Grado to see just
coming back to was clear. The speaker placehow close to the BUF-03's neutrality the
ment was far from optimum, and the gear
Melos's circuit could approach.
wasn't sitting on spiked steel AudiophileElvis couldn't stand Donovan, so there'll
Approved racks; Allah forgive me, Iwas even
be no anecdote about the King this month.
using asingle-boxJapanese CD player" Itried
Instead, you get to learn that my lovely sister
to remind myself that the Melos was aheadJennifer was named for Donovan's "Jennifer
phone amplifier, not apreamp, but the bedJuniper." And don't eat the brown acid.
room system sounded so good Igave JA acall
to tell him about my find.
SUNSHINE SUPERPREAMP
"John, it's about the Melos SHA-1 headMy usual practice when getting new gear for
phone amplifier—"
review is to first drop it into my bedroom
"Wonderful line stage, that," JA said. "I'm
system. This second system comprises equipusing it as my reference preamp at the moment that's either waiting its turn for review
ment, and the system just sings."
or stuff! like to keep on hand as alternate
"Uhm. .yeah. Well. .er. .uh. .
how's
references. In addition to speeding up the
Harry?"
time it takes to break-in new gear, Ialso get
Beaten to the punch by the Hurdy Gurdy
to blast the Stooges 4while Ishower in the
Man.
morning without subjecting the foo-foo gear
in the main listening room to undue stress.
LIKE IT IS
The preamp in this bedroom system is a So what does the Melos SHA-1/Grado headpassive unit Ibuilt afew years back after readphones combo sound like?
ing my man Ben Duncan's DIY article in Vol.
Like it is. That's all Ican come up with; the
11 No.2—just astereo 10k Bourns volume
Melos amp and the Grado headphones are
control and some RCA jacks in ali'l black
the most revealing, detailed, transparent lisbox. But I'd been having some trouble drivtening tool I've yet heard. Bar none. The
4For readers over 60, that's Iggy, Ron, and Scott, not Larry.
Moe, and Curly. Look for "Building A Library: Ig,gy Pop &
The Stooges" in an upcoming Steerophile, wherever fine books
are sold.
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"best" speakers and amplifiers can present
an amazing illusion of reality in agoodsounding room, but nothing I've heard comes
as close to telling you exactly what the audio
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signal sounds like as the Melos/Grado setup.
Not the Apogee Grands, not the IRS Vs, not
the B&W 800s. Not even the excellent $2000
Stax SR-Lambda Signatures with their tubed
driver circuit, which Ifind to sound less "seethrough" than the $1500 Melos/Grado rig
I'm listening to as Iwrite.
No matter what recordings Ilistened to,
the Melos/Grado combination revealed information and detail Ihadn't heard before.
Imust have listened to Jimi Hendrix's Electric
Ladyland at least athousand times over the
years, but Iheard hidden details like buried
overdubs, weird reverb tails, drum-kit rattles,
wholesale phasing manipulation, and countless other little buried treasures that were all
new to me. As Isaid before in my Rotel CD
players review in Vol.15 No3, listening with
the Grados is like looking with ahigh-power
microscope; everything, and Imean everything
that your signal source sends down the line
is laid out in naked, obvious detail. Free of
the listening-room echoes and reverberant
wash and amp/speaker colorations that obscure this kind of detail in even the best systems and rooms, the Melos/Grado combo
comes closest to the paradigm ofjust simply plugging your interconnects into your
ears than anything else I've heard.
Listening to Electric Ladyland, Iheard stuff
like Jimi talking to the rest of the musicians
in the studio at the very start of "Rainy Day,
Dream Away"; over speakers, Ican just barely
hear some extremely low-level talking going
on, and it's hard to tell just who it is doing
the talking, but the Melos/Grados allowed
me to not only identify Jimi's voice, but to
actually hear what he was saying quite clearly
and easily. And at the very end of "1983: A
Merman IShould Turn To Be:' Iheard for
the first time some breakthrough guitar
tracks that poked through the sounds of the
spaceship circling Earth for the last time
before the track fades into the lead-out groove
Isat there thinking, "This is crazy!" There
should have been nothing on Electric Ladyland
that's escaped my notice after all these years
of intensive digging, but there it was, song
after song: guitars and bass and voices and
sound effects that Iwas hearing for the very
first time. It was almost like listening to a
brand-new record, and exciting beyond words.

WARNING!
Look, let me set the record straight here.
198

When Isit down to listen to music, the object
is not to "listen for" squiggly little details like
this in order to validate my system's alleged
sooper-dooper resolving powers. Rather, it's
to sit back and let the emotional message of
the musicians, if there is any at all, come through
and exdteklelight/soothe/enragelseduce/amusel
move me. If there's one aspect of the Audiophile Approach to Listening I
just can't relate
to, it's this insane obsession with reaching
farther and farther and farther into the record
groove/CD pits, the thought being that, once
you break through some mythical layer of
shale around 2000' down (and the only way
to do that is to spend spend spend that long
long green, and the line forms to the left,
boys), there exists "special" information that
will fill in all the blanks and finally break
down the barrier to perfect sound reproduction.
Sh'yeah! And maybe Jason Donovan will
fly out of my butt!
So while Iconfess astonishment at the high
level of resolution that the Melos SHA-1 and
the Grado headphones possess, Ihave to
throw in this li'l warning not to take this
review as an endorsement of the Great Detail
Safari. The Melos/Grados duo is apowerful listening tool, but it can actually end up
being distracting if you're so bowled over by
all the heretofore hidden detail you don't hear
the music as awhole.
OK, back to the rave.

WEAR YOUR LOVE LIKE HEAVEN

As it happens, Iwas able to do a"bypass" test
with the Melos by hooking my Grados up
directly to the Theta DS Pro Basic II's outputs; the Theta's BUF-03 output buffers' 2
ohm output impedance can drive the Grados
directly, although Ihad to find some CDs
that were recorded at alower average level
than most due to the lack of any level control
with this arrangement. Levels were matched
using the lkHz test tone on the first Stereophile Test CD and measuring the AC voltage at the headphone jack with the Grados
connected.
Comparing the direct sound of the Theta
with its sound when heard through the
Melos (as well as the extra lm of Kimber
KCAG between the Theta and the Melos),
Iwas hard pressed to hear any significant
differences between the two. OK, so maybe
the bass was very slightly less tight in the
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lowest two octaves through the Melos. And
the midbass acquired abit of added warmth
compared to the direct connection, which I
actually preferred to the relatively leaner
sound of the Theta all by its lonesome. I
should stress, though, that these differences
were very slight; the Melos is very, very transparent, far more so than any $995 headphone
amp that's not even touted as aline preamp
ought to be.
Running the same comparison between
my own buffered passive preamp and the
direct Theta hookup, my preamp sounded
identical to the bypass sound through the
bass range, but added aslight forwardness
in the lower midrange that the Melos did not.
The extreme high end was closer; where my
preamp was indistinguishable from the direct
Theta hookup, the Melos sounded rounder
and more liquid, which gave the sound a
sense of ease on top that was not at all unwelcome Don't infer from these comments that
the Melos has that old-fashioned, Mr. Softee
tube sound, however; the Melos's high end
is alive and open.
In terms of sheer loudness, the Melos was
able to drive the Grados far louder while
remaining cleaner and clearer than my own
buffered passive preamp, which could play
the 'phones fairly loud but went into clipping before the Melos did. If you need more
volume than the Melos/Grado combo, either
you plugged your turntable directly into the
Melos or you are DEAF, bub! In which case,
CONGRATULATIONS! Now you can
enjoy your music again without worrying
about the temporal palpitude, timbral viscosity, or whether or not the fourth flautist
from the left was chewing Bubble Yum or
his own cud.

FROM AFLOWER TO AGARDEN

So the Melos is clearly aClass A headphone
amplifier, the perfect partner for the coolman Grado headphones. But even though
this combo is the clearest, most transparent
listening tool you can buy, it's still just atool.
Icall it atool because, while the Melos/Grado
duo will allow you to instantly hear the most
minute detail in the music, the slightest difference between sources, cables, passive parts,
and other minutiae in the signal path, it is not
asubstitute for listening to music over apair
of speakers in aroom. Because while the
Melos/Grados can reveal even the tiniest
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

nuance, they can't reproduce SPACE. No
headphones can unless you're listening to a
binaural recording, and those things usually
feature guys playing ping pong, or else it's
a"you are there" location recording of abusy
street corner, babbling brook in aforest, etc.,
and the thought of some audionut listening
to abinaural recording of ababbling brook
in aforest instead of actually getting off hisfat
ass and EXPERIENCING A BABBLING
BROOK IN REAL LIFE makes my brain
hurt. So while the Melos/Grados setup is astonishingly revealing in terms of tonal differences and the like, it won't tell you anything
about the sense of acoustic ambience, or lack
thereof, in arecording.
That's when you plug it into your system
as aline-level preamp, and that's when the
Melos SHA-1 really shines! The SHA-1 is just
so natural-sounding, so free of the grain and
congestion and coloration that plague most
preamps, that Iwonder if you can really do
significantly better at any price.
Until Iheard the Melos, Iwasn't happy
with the line-stage performance of any preamp Itried; that's why Ioriginally built a
passive preamp, and that's why Iended up
building my buffered passive preamp to address the shortcomings of the purely passive
approach. Until you hear your system with
one of these minimalist units, you won't
believe how colored even some of the most
highly regarded line stages are.
Well, the Melos SHA-1 is just as good, if
not better. At no time did Iever feel the need
to switch back to my own preamp during the
months Iused the Melos as the preamp in my
main system; it's just aterrific-sounding piece
of gear.
The first thing that struck me about the
Melos's preamp performance was the utter
clarity, the clear sense of ease throughout the
entire frequency range Iknow it sounds like
I'm not being that critical, but the Melos just
doesn't seem to have any problems that you
can point to and say, "Ah-HA! There's aweak
spot!" Instead, Ifound myselflistening to record after record, CD after CD, saying "AhHA! Now, what was Itrying to listen for
again? Aw nuts, Iwanna hear '1983: A Merman IShould Turn To Be' float through the
room one more time!"
As for the minute differences Iheard between the Melos and my buffered preamp
when driving headphones, the differences
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were swamped by room noise, speaker overhang, amplifier coloration, etc. when Icompared them as preamps in my system. The
only time Iever noticed anything significantly different between the two units was
when Iplayed Bob Harley's acoustic guitar
track off Stereophile's Test CD 2, and the lowfrequency WHUMP (door slam? David
Manley kicking aKrell?) coming from way
offstage at exactly 19 seconds into the track
came across as slightly less powerful via the
Melos than with my preamp.
In short, the Melos KICKS ASS! It does
nothing to alter the ambient soundfield in any
way when compared to adirect hookup of
the Theta DS Pro Basic II feeding the Muse
subwoofer and VTL 225s; whatever soundstage depth is coming out of your source, the
Melos will pass it along unscathed. Bob's
guitar track reproduced as vividly as ever,
with the walls of the Manley studio very
obvious in their placement and size. Even
Muddy Waters and the twentysomething
Buddy Guy on Muddy's Folk Singer (Chess/
MCA LP CH-9261) sounded properly
fleshed-out, their acoustic guitars ringing
through the old Chess studio with asense
of palpability that surprises me every time
Iplay it.

your car, Ican't recommend the Melos SHA1highly enough. It's as good or better than
any preamp I've heard at any price. Is it a
Class A contender? Iand Ithink so; what
about you, JA-mon rastafaree?
And if you own the Grado headphones,
or any other high-quality dynamic set, you
simply have no choice but to get the Melos
SHA-1 to complete the loop. If you want to
hear everything that the Grados are capable of
and everything that's lurking down there near
the noise floor, the Melos SHA-1 is the only
way to go; the closest thing yet to sticking
your interconnects straight into your ears.
—Corey Greenberg

EXX-Y-DOSS

BARABAJAGAL
Why the Melos SHA-1 works so well as a
preamp Idon't know. Maybe the very fact
that it's such asimple circuit has something
to do with it. In fact, George Bischoff considers the sound of the SHA-1 as apreamp
to be only as good as his lowest-priced preamp, the $1195 MA110ffl line stage; God
only knows what Melos's real preamps sound
like; if Iget my way some time soon, I'll let
you know.6
In the meantime, if you can make do with
only two inputs and the need to screw around
with cables when you war= make tapes for

Ibought myself aMelos headphone amplifier
after hearing it drive Sennheiser HD560
Ovations 6to perfection at the 1991 Summer
CES. Iwas in need of something of quality
to do monitoring with while making live
recordings, and it was only when Ifound
myself temporarily without apreamplifier
capable of driving long cables that Itried it
as aline stage. To say that Iwas astonished
at how sweet yet neutral this inexpensive unit
sounded in this application would be an
understatement! Perhaps instruments and
voices are atrace more forward in the soundstage than they are with my McCormack
Line Drive Deluxe, but the music came
through without atrace of hardness, grain,
or all those other audiophile afflictions.
Oh, well. Corey gets paid to wax poetical. My job is more mundane: maybe some
pointers to its sonic excellence will emerge
in the measured fine print.
The SHA-1's gain with the volume control
wide open was almost to specification at
18.8dB, 100mV in at lkHz giving 870mV
out. When the SHA-1 is used as apreamp,
this will be alittle on the high side for CD
sources. With Wilson WATTs/Puppies driven
by Audio Research Classic 120s, Iended up
using the volume control between 8and 11
o'clock, for example Surprisingly for adesign
with, Ibelieve, asingle voltage gain stage, the
SHA-1 doesn't invert polarity from either
output. The measured input impedance at
lkHz was high, at 91k ohms, while the
output impedance was 2.7 ohms from the
RCA jacks or 0.7 ohms from the headphone

5I'll also ask Him what lengths of TARA's new RSC speaker
cable He uses, and whether or not thou needst to bi-wire.

6Excellent cans, these; Iintend to review them in the near
future
—JA

SHORTCOMINGS
It's only got two inputs. There's no tape loop.
And your friends won't take you seriously
as an audiophile anymore if you start using
a$995 headphone amplifier for apreamp,
especially one whose designer told me that
its line-level preamp capability was just
"thrown in" as an extra.
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socket, these figures again taken at lkHz.
Unweighted audio-band noise was also to
spec, at better than -84dB referenced to a1V
output level? The volume-control tracking
was excellent, within 0.1dB from full up to
9o'clock, though the right-hand channel had
aconstant +0.3dB gain error.
The frequency response for 50mV in and
the volume control set to its maximum was
flat from 10Hz to 70kHz, with then arolloff to -3dB at 200kHz, as can be seen from
fig.l. What also can be seen from this graph,
however, is that the amp's ultrasonic behavior
7My SHA-1 developed aweird problem soon after Ibought
it, with very low-frequency oscillations appearing on the
output—the sight of the Puppy woofers very slowly pumping
in and out was quite alarming, even though no damage
occurred. Isent it back to Melos to be fixed; in the nine
months since then, there has been nary ahint of aproblem.
This was despite the unit being left on all the time, apart from
atwo-week vacation when Laura and Iwent to the UK to see
Nigel Mansell demolish the Formula One competition in
front of his home crowd at Silverstone. Motor-racing hacks
may refer to "Red Five" as "The Whiner:' but he is aperfectionist and 1992 is his Championship year; he's entitled to
bitch and moan if he wishes.
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depends on the volume-control position. As
the control is reduced below the 1o'clock
position, which is where the response is
maximally flat, an increasingly large peak
between 100 and 200kHz appears, reaching
+5dB (left) and +2dB (right) at 200kHz
with the volume control set to 9o'clock.
While the audio-band changes resulting from
this behavior are less than +0.25dB at
20kHz, it is still inelegant engineering.
Channel separation was adequate (fig.2),
though much better in one direction than the
other. More important was the limited separation between the two pairs of inputs. The
top trace in fig3 shows the capacitive leakage
from the driven input into the other when
the latter was untenninated (very much the
worst case), while the bottom is the leakage
with the undriven input shorted to ground
(the best case). In real life, the leakage from,
say, an FM tuner hooked up to one input
while aCD is playing through the other will
depend on the relative levels and output
impedances of the source components. Such
leakage can be eliminated, of course, by
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Fig.I Melos SHA-1, frequency response from
headphone output with volume control set
to (from bottom to top at 50kHz):
maximum, Io'clock, 12 o'clock, and 9
o'clock (right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical
div., load impedance 100k ohms in parallel
with Sennheiser HD560 headphones).

Fig.3 Melos SHA-I, inter-input crosstalk (100mV
input, level control maximum) with undriven
input open (top) and shorted to ground
(bottom) (10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Melos SHA-I, interchannel crosstalk (100mV
input, level control maximum) (5dB/vertical
div.),
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Fig.4 Melos SHA-I, THD+noise vs frequency for
100mV input, headphone output, volume
control set to maximum, Sennheiser HD560
load (right channel dashed).
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reducing the unwanted source's output level
to zero. But if you turn off the other source,
you increase the possibility of RF pickup,
which will then leak into the Melos's other
input, with the possibility of sonic degradation. To get the best from the SHA-1, leave
all sources turned on all the time or fit shorting RCA plugs into the unused pair of inputs.
The SHA-1 seems to be intrinsically linear,
as indicated by the plot ofTHD +noise vs frequency (fig.4, which was taken with the volume control wide open, a100mV input level,
and the amp loaded with apair of Sennheiser
HD560 headphones), though the rise in the
measurement above the audio band presumably ties in with the circuit's propensity for
pealciness adecade or so higher in frequency.
And what distortion there is at audio frequencies consists of the subjectively benign
low orders, primarily second and third, as can
Won Mel
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be seen in fig.5, which shows the harmonic
structure up to lkHz resulting from 100mV
of 50Hz input and the amplifier driving the
Sennheiser cans. Both second and third harmonics are more than 72dB down from the
level-of the fundamental. Though traces of
AC mains-related components are visible at
120Hz, 180Hz, and 240Hz, all of these are
85dB down or more, and innocuous.
These distortion measurements were all
taken from the front-panel 1/
4"'phone jacks.
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Fig.7 Melos SHA-I, distortion vs output voltage
from headphone output into 100k ohms
load, from bottom to top at IV: 100Hz and
'kHz, 10kHz.
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Fig.5 Melos SHA-I, spectrum of 50Hz waveform,
DC-I kHz, from headphone output at
870mV into Sennheiser HD560 headphones
(linear frequency scale). Note that the third
harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in level at
-75.2dB or 0.015%, with the second
harmonic slightly lower.
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Fig.8 Melos SHA-I, distortion vs output voltage
from headphone output into Sennheiser
HD560 headphones, from bottom to top at
IV: IkHz, 100Hz, 10kHz.
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Fig.6 Melos SHA-1, spectrum of 50Hz waveform,
DC-I kHz, from RCA output at 870mV into
Sennheiser HD560 headphones (linear
frequency scale). Note that the second
harmonic at 100Hz is now the highest in
level at -45.2dB or 0.55%, with the third
harmonic at -66.4dB, 0.05%.
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Fig.9 Melos SHA-I, distortion vs output voltage
from RCA output into 100k ohms load,
from bottom to top at IV: IkHz, 100Hz,
10kHz.
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Very similar results were obtained from the
rear RCA jacks when they were loaded with
pure resistive loads ranging from 600 ohms
to 100k ohms. Corey notes above that the
line outputs are not able to source high currents; as an experiment, Ihooked up the
Sennheisers to the RCA outputs and fed the
Melos with the same 100mV, 50Hz signal.
The output spectrum is shown in fig.6. Even
though the Sennheisers don't drop below 200
ohms, the Melos is sweating to drive them
from its line outputs, as witnessed by the
huge increase in both the second harmonic
(more than 100 times, to -42.5dB) and in the
180Hz supply component. The moral is simple: drive headphones from the correct
socket, power amplifier inputs from the RCA
jacks (which is what it says in the manual).
The burstproof nature of the correct headphone outputs is revealed by figs.7 and 8,
which show the way the distortion changes
with output voltage into a100k resistive load
and the HD560 headphones, respectively.
The two overlaid traces in fig.7 are for frequencies of 100Hz and lkHz, with the 1%
"clipping" point reached at 3.85V. The third
trace shows that slightly less output voltage
is available at 10kHz, 3.6V. There is no significant change in performance when the

Sennheiser 'phones are substituted for the
100k load (fig.8). Fig.9 shows the overload
behavior of the RCA outputs into a100k
resistive load. Again, 3.9V is available for 1%
THD at low and midrange frequencies, with
adrop to 3.2V at 10kHz. This is easily
enough overload margin, as all power amplifiers will be solidly into clipping before the
Melos will.
Do these measurements reveal the Melos's
excellent sound quality? Well, the volumecontrol dependency of the circuit's ultrasonic
behavior probably doesn't result in subjective
problems. You have low noise and subjectively benign distortion at very low levels,
coupled with excellent drive capability and
avery low output impedance. The signal
path, too, is simple, with one device providing voltage gain (the tube) and one the current gain (the FET) for the line output, with
an extra FET follower to beef up the current
delivery for headphones. However, if Ireally
knew why this straightforward little line
amplifier sounded so good, I'd quit Stereophile to go into business as areally successful amplifier manufacturer. On the basis of
the sound of the SHA-1, Ibelieve that's about
to happen to George "My Name's Not Gunther" Bischoff.
—John Atkinson

S

TARA LABS SPACE &TIME
PASSAGE PREAMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Space &Time Passage preamplifier
All-tube, line-level-only preamp. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.2d13. Channel separation: minimum of 80dB at IkHz.
Total harmonic distortion: 0.05% maximum. Dimensions: 16" W by 12.5" Dby 3.75" H. Weight: 10 pounds. Sample tested:
SIN 10154. Price: $995. Approximate number of dealers: 28. Manufacturer TARA Labs, Inc., 2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland,
OR 97520. Tel: (503) 488-6465. Fax: (503) 488-6463.
Better known for their speaker cables and
interconnects, The Absolute Reference Audio
Labs (TARA Labs) has quietly branched out
into electronics and loudspeakers. Their Passage is aline-level-only preamp. Iactually
S
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favor such amodular approach to preamp
design. Standing as we are at the dawn of the
digital audio age, the breakup of the traditional preamp into separate phono and linelevel stages represents amore flexible, cost-
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effective design approach. Systems whose
front ends are heavily into digital (CD and
DAT), supplemented only by such other
high-level sources as analog tape, could dispense entirely with phono stages. And because 50dB of low-noise gain for amovingcoil cartridge is difficult and expensive to
implement—especially using tubes—that
cost saving could either be pocketed by the
consumer or used to purchase abetter linelevel stage.
Although the Passage is intended as a
"cost-effective" line-level preamp, its looks
are externally and internally refined. The aluminum chassis is finished in black with redwood side panels. A total of six inputs is
provided, along with one tape out and two
main outputs. The inputs are selectable from
the front panel, which is also adorned by volume and balance pots and a"Mute" switch.
The inside of the chassis is dominated by one
large glass-epoxy circuit board containing
good-quality passive parts. All internal wiring uses TARA's own Space & Time cable.
A small toroidal power transformer and
solid-state rectification are used in the power
supply. A pair of 12AU7A (ECC82) twin triodes are used for amplification. This is alowgain tube, with only about 20% of the voltage gain afforded by a12AX7A. But that's
okay—gobs of gain are not needed in this
application. The really nice thing about a
12AU7A (or a12AT7A, for that matter) is its
much greater plate dissipation compared to
a12AX7A. (Curiously, the Passage's gain
specification is nowhere to be found on the
spec sheet. It's not high, to be sure, but certainly it isn't classified information.)
A power switch is provided on the back
panel, but the manual recommends that the
preamp be left on all or most of the time. It
would appear that TARA still expects athreeto four-year tube life under these conditions;
the tubes are under warranty for afull three
years. And take alook at that heavy-duty
power cord! A really nice touch is the inclusion of aTARA Quantum AC power cord
—a $125 retail value.

SONIC IMPRESSIONS

Much has been said about the sound of tubes
vs that of transistors, the strength of silicon
vs the velvet of valves. On the basis of its
sound with either digital or analog program
material, Idon't think that anyone would ever
204

mistake the Passage for asolid-state unit. The
mids sounded consistently smooth and disarmingly liquid, with adarkish tonality that
gave the sound arich, chocolatey flavor. "Too
soft and liquid" was my first and lasting
impression. Imay be Tube Man, but these
"feel-good" mids were too tubey even for
me. It was like having carte blanche in acandy
store. String tone was so liquid Icould have
gone for aswim in the soundstage, while the
overtone structure was texturally so high in
calories that Ialmost felt like Iwas gaining
weight during the listening sessions.
The "midrangey" effect was further
emphasized by adull, lifeless lower treble.
Soprano upper registers lacked adequate
sheen, flute overtones lacked sufficient
brightness. Brass blasts sounded muted and
were unable to cut through orchestral textures. Brushed and struck cymbals never
quite sounded right, and transient attacks and
decays were slightly softened and blurred.
This was quite evident with Anna Maria
Stanczyk's Hamburg Steinway on track 10
of Stereophile's first Test CD. The effect was
to blunt the percussive feel of the piano and
to render the instrument's overall enunciation
somewhat indistinct.
There were also problems in the bass, particularly in pitch definition and tonality. Bass
transients lacked impact and control, and
timpani thuds turned to Jell-0. Tight control
was just not to be heard through the Passage.
Upright bass, whether Ray Brown or Rob
Wasserman, sounded ill-defined enough to
force me to jot down those dreaded descriptors, "soggy" and "rubbery."
To its credit, the Passage projected areasonably spacious soundstage, though of restricted depth and only decent image specificity. Massed voices were reproduced with
the sort of broad brushstroke that left little
room for the resolution of individual voices.
Instrumental outlines were always slightly
smeared, making their spatial outlines less
easily resolved.
The most significant handicap was the lack
of transparency—a Dance of the Seven Veils
with none of the veils removed. This was
more of aproblem with dynamic speakers
like the Ensemble Reference than with the
Sound-Lab A-1 electrostatics. The sense
of hall inherent in many recordings was
diminished, making it difficult to hear deeply
into the soundstage.
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Ambience retrieval suffered even when
there wasn't ahalljennifer Wames's rendition of the "Ballad of the Runaway Horse"
(Rob Wasserman, Duets, MCA-42131) is
drenched in quite abit of good-sounding
artificial reverb. It should be possible to
clearly delineate the halo of reverb surrounding her voice. This the Passage failed to do.
The breathy effect of the presentation was
diminished, dulling Jennifer's upper registers.
All of this worked to some advantage, however, on track 2, where Rickie Lee Jones was
made to sound less whiny.
It was on such high-powered recordings
as Walton's Belshazzar's Feast (EMI SAN-324)
that the Passage really failed to deliver the
musical goodies. It was incapable of convincingly reproducing the dynamic bloom oían
orchestra, especially when going from loud
to very loud. Loud orchestral passages simply
sounded compressed and uninvolving. But
it was more than just poor dynamics that
made the Passage such amusical bore. It all
added up: dull, slow highs, opaque soundstaging, smeared spatial outlines, and loss of
dynamic contrast. The combination of all of
these made tedium of much of my favorite
music. Beethoven's Ninth and Bruch's Kol
Nidrei failed to move me. Iheard the music
all right, but it just failed to communicate.
The dramatic fire and bite—the music's
soul—was absent. There was no possibility
of goosebumps: even aJGH on steroids
wouldn't have reacted.
Iremember the first time Iheard Bruch's
Kol Nidrei (Julius Berger, ebs 6060). Iwas
engulfed by the acoustic of the hall, in the
middle of it all the cello singing so sweetly,
so urgently. That memory flooded back as
Ilistened to the same piece through the Passage. Iwondered where all the magic had
gone.
Icompared the Passage's performance with
that of the Music Reference RIV1 -5 Mk.II
($1150 retail). Though I'm less enamored
of the RM-5's sound than Iwas when I
reviewed it two years ago, the RIV1 -5 still
managed to outshine the TARA. The Passage
sounded smoother and more liquid through
the mids, but the RM-5 did better at the frequency extremes. The lower octaves through
the Music Reference were better defined, treble transients quicker and more precisely
controlled. The dynamic range from loud to
very loud, though leaving me wishing for
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more, was astep ahead of that afforded by the
Passage. Finally, the RM-5's less colored
midrange tonality was more sunny than that
of the darkish Passage.
The problem with either of these units,
really, is the performance level afforded by
the Sonic Frontiers SFL-1 that Ireviewed in
August. For only afistful of dollars more
($1395 US retail), this Canadian line-level
preamp, ahybrid designed by Joe Curcio,
blows away the competition at this price The
SFL-1 offers asignificant slice of the best
sound money can buy. Its ability to flesh out
the dynamic bloom of individual instruments, and its dynamic headroom from soft
to very loud, put the two other preamps to
shame.

M EASUREMENTS BY T
J
N

The output impedance of the

Passage preamplifier at its main outputs measured ahighish
912 ohms at any volume control setting. The
input impedance measured just over 27k
ohms (left channel, slightly lower in the right)
at full volume, increasing to just over 37k
ohms in the 9o'clock position of the volume
control. The output impedance of the tape
outputs measured about 47.4 ohms with
either a25 ohm or 600 ohm source, indicating that these outputs are buffered. Unity
gain was at 2o'clock on the volume control; the maximum gain of the preamp was
37.7dB. DC offset fluctuated between +0.2
to -03mV in the left channel, ±0.8mV in the
right. The Passage inverted polarity at both
the main and tape outputs.
Figs.1 and 2show the unusual results from
measurement of the Passage's frequency
response. In fig.1, two measurement conditions are overlaid. The two middle curves
(referenced at 20kHz) indicate the response
at full gain with the balance control physically centered. Not much of note here—a
practically flat response across the band, with
agood level match between channels. But
look at the bottom and top curves, taken at
the unity gain setting: the channels are now
mismatched by 0.45dB. More significantly,
the right channel has gone from aslight
droop at 50kHz to aslight rise, while the left
channel is now down by almost ldB at
20kHz. In fig.2, the level control is set at
20dB below unity gain (about 9:20 on the
volume control). Here, the left channel has
flattened out again, while the right channel
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is down in level by almost 2.5dB relative to
the left—an almost 3dB drop from its position at unity gain relative to the right channel.
Furthermore, the response at 20kHz for the
right channel is up by over 1.5dB at 50kHz.
(Note that the vertical scale has been shifted
slightly for fig.2.) These high-frequency
response deviations are not, for practical purposes, very significant; they are under 0.5dB
below 20kHz, and are unlikely to be audible. But they are unusual. Even allowing for
the fact that a9:20 setting on the volume
control is avery low level and unlikely to be
used for critical listening, the volume-control
tracking is rather marginal for this product's
intended market. TARA needs to look into
improving it.
While the crosstalk performance (fig3)
shows some asymmetry between channels,
afairly common occurrence, it would be
more impressive if the left-to-right crosstalk
were comparable to the crosstalk in the other
direction. Still, the results, with separation
better than 50dB in the audio band, are
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unlikely to have audible consequences.
The manner in which THD+ noise varies
with frequency for a100mV input signal and
the volume control set to full is shown in
fig.4. The rise at higher frequencies is not
unusual, and the results are good for aunit
incorporating tubes in its design. The Passage accepted an input of 4.3V before reaching clipping (1% THD +noise), producing
an output of 24.7V in the process.
—Thomas J. Norton

SUMMARY

In terms of parts and construction quality,
the Passage represents afair deal for $995.
Unfortunately, it combines the best and
worst sonic attributes of valve amplification.
The good news is of amidrange that is a
fountain of liquidity: an edgeless, nonanalytic, flowing presentation that's easy on the
ears. Then there's the bad news: harmonic
textures on the dark side of reality and adull,
soft lower treble.
One of the most challenging and rewarding artistic processes in audio revolves around
the mixing and matching of components to
produce asynergistic musical blend. If the
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Fig.1 Space & Time Passage, frequency response at
full gain (two middle curves at 20kHz) and at
unity gain (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div., load impedance 100k
ohms in parallel with 110pF).
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Fig.3 Space & Time Passage, L—R crosstalk (top)
and R—L (IV input, level control maximum,
10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Space &Time Passage, frequency response
at 20dB below unity gain (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div., load impedance
100k ohms in parallel with 110pF).
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Fig.4 Space 8i Time Passage, THD+noise vs
frequency for 100mV input, level control
maximum (right channel dashed).
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overly liquid mids and timid upper registers
were the Passage's only shortcomings, I
would venture to say that such apersonality could be put to good use in mitigating the
brashness of many budget solid-state amps
and loudspeakers.
But what's apoor mother to do with bass
control and impact that flunk even kindergarten? One possibility would be to mate the
Passage with aloudspeaker that had little bass
to begin with. That way, its shortcomings
in the lower octaves would be reasonably
well hidden. And the soggy upper bass and
lower-midrange fullness might even give the
illusion of more bass response.
However, there's no hiding or ameliorating
the Passage's failure to illuminate the soundstage. Depth was not fully developed, and
image outlines were fuzzy and out of focus.
The portrayal of individual instruments was
broad-brush at best, hindering the resolution of spatial detail. The most frustrating
thing of all was the presence of a"curtain"
that veiled the soundstage and thus reduced
the immediacy of the illusion. Both spatial
and low-level detail were obscured to the
point that the Passage can be fairly described
as alow-resolution device.
Because its retrieval of dynamic shadings
was pretty limited, the Passage failed to recreate the dramatic conviction of which live
music is capable. Its dispassionate attitude
hurt orchestral music the most; Iwas routinely bored. Dull, slow, colored, and dynamically constrained, this preamp booked me
passage all right; not to musical heaven, but
to the Land of Nod. Goodnight, and pleasant
dreams.

POSTSCRIPT
TARA Labs' Matthew Bond informed me
late in the proceedings that he has switched
from National (distributed by Richardson
Electronics) to Golden Dragon 12AU7As.
Current production of the Passage uses only
the Chinese tubes, which Matthew felt were

responsible for aconsiderable sonic improvement. He sent me apair of Golden Dragons
to try.

At the same time, Ifinally received acopy
of the schematic for the Passage. As I'd
already suspected, this preamp inverts polarity. A single 12AU7A is used per channel: one
section provides again stage, the other is used
as acathode follower. With only asingle gain
stage per channel, polarity inversion is
inevitable. While this can easily be accounted
for by reversing the speaker leads at the amp
or speaker terminals, the Owner's Manual
is curiously silent on this subject—as ifTARA
is ashamed to own up to the facts. This important information should be explained to
the end user. Having already experimented
with polarity reversals, Ihad basically settled on the polarity that sounded best with
agiven musical selection.
Ifully agree with Matthew that the Golden
Dragons constitute asignificant sonic improvement. Much of the darkish harmonic,
or "chocolate-flavored," textural quality that
had previously afflicted the mids was now
gone. In hindsight, it is clear that the National
tubes coated the mids with aeuphonic glaze.
In contrast, the Golden Dragons sounded
cleaner, imposing less of their personality on
the sound. I've heard that the 12AU7A is one
of the most colored preamp tubes around—
probably areflection of the sad truth that
decent-sounding 12AU7As are rare.
The Golden Dragon 12AU7A may be one
of the best-sounding tubes of its kind, but
even it failed to solve the Passage's remaining
problems. That's not surprising; tube substitution obviously cannot effect design
or circuit changes. The flavor of the amp
changed, but its basic personality remained
intact. The ill-defined bass, dull highs, broadbrush image outlines, opaque soundstage,
and compressed dynamics were not impacted
by the change in tubes. Neither was my basic
impression of the Passage.

BATTERIES I
NCLUDED
Robert Deutsch reviews the
Perfectionist Audio Components CPR IIIB/TIPS preamplifier
Frequency response: 0-100kHz, +0, -0.01dB; RIAA equalization: ±0.1dB. THD: <0.01%. Gain: phono stage, 56 to 66dB
(adjustable); line stage, 2IdB. 5/N1 ratio: >110dB. AC line noise rejection: infinite. Power-supply regulation: line, infinite;
load, >110dB. Input impedance: line stage, 75k ohms; phono stage, selectable 7.5 ohms to 47k ohms. Output impedance:
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Perfectionist Audio Components CPR 11113/TIPS preamplifier
2130 ohms. Maximum input: overload-proof. Maximum output: 10V RMS. Absolute polarity: correct for all inputs. Dimensions:
19" W by 1.75" Hby 10.5" D, each unit. Weights: 7lbs (CPR), 8lbs (TIPS). Serial numbers of units tested: 3191001, 6892001.
Prices: $1550, AC-powered line stage; $1950, AC-powered line stage with MM stage; $2350, AC-powered line stage with
MC stage; $1550, TIPS. Approximate number of dealers: 27. Manufacturer Perfectionist Audio Components, Inc., 32 Church
St., Malverse, NY 11565. Tel: (516) 887-2708. Fax: (516) 887-6009.
One never knows, do one? Within the past
year, I've had six preamplifiers in my system
for critical evaluation, reviewing four of them
and using another two as references. Iwas
getting pretty tired of listening for sonic
differences among preamps, and Itold JA that
I'd prefer my next reviewing assignment to
be something different, like aspeaker or a
power amp. He agreed, but said he'd first like
me to review just one more preamp, the Perfectionist Audio CPR/TIPS, which had been
waiting padendy in the review queue in Santa
Fe. Well, one more wouldn't hurt. Sounded
kind of interesting, anyway: apreamp with
abattery-operated power supply!
The CPR/TIPS arrived while Iwas still
working on the review of the Mark Levinson
No.28 for the July issue, and Iput it aside
until Icould devote my full attention to it.
A couple of weeks later, before I'd finished
the No.28 review, there was amessage on
the answering machine from Perfectionist
Audio's Larry Smith: Was the CPR/TIPS
working OK? Did Ihave any problems or
questions? Well, Ithought, before Icall him
back to reassure him that his pride and joy
has not exploded, I'd better hook up the preamp just to make sure that it does work. Plug
in the power supply for acouple of days to
charge the batteries; connect the preamp into
the system; turn on the power amps; put on
aCD, and flip the switch that disconnects
the AC, making the preamp fully batteryoperated.
Well, at least it works. Yes, works quite
nicely. It sounds.. .
very good. Hey, this may
be agreat preamp!
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Better get on with the review.

DESIGN &DESCRIPTION
In the beginning, according to Larry Smith,
there was atube preamp called the Perfectionist Audio Components (PAC) ProReference. Produced in very low volume, it's
still available as the Pro-Reference lib
($4295), and has been joined by the Compact Pro-Reference (CPR), asolid-state unit
intended to produce the same kind of sound
as the Pro-Reference, but at amore modest
price ($1550-$2395, depending on phono
options). Most recently, Larry Smith—
whose design credits include the Distech LS2
amplifier (a former "Recommended Components" denizen), recording electronics for
Chesky, and the well-known IDOS and DIF
digital/analog isolation devices—came up
with abattery-operated power supply for the
CPR, calling it Total Isolation Power Supply (TIPS). Since the basic CPR preamp is
available as aline-stage-only version (lb), or
as one that includes aphono stage (lib,
moving-magnet; IIIb, moving-coil), the full
name of the product is PAC CPR Illb/TIPS.
It all makes sense, even if the name doesn't
roll off the tongue like, say, "Consummate."
Other than in the area of the power supply,
the design of the CPR appears to be fairly
straightforward, based on high-quality opamp ICs. Like the people at Madrigal (who
use integrated-circuit op-amps in their Mark
Levinson No.28 preamp), Larry Smith feels
that IC op-amps have been unjustly maligned in high-end audio circles, and that,
used properly, the best op-amps can offer
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performance superior to circuits based on
discrete components. The active devices meet
military or aerospace specifications, and are
apparently "radiation-hardened," so that the
CPR/TIPS with the power supply in the
"Total Isolation" mode is said to be the only
preamp that will function during anuclear
attack. (However, if it doesn't, you may have
trouble making awarranty claim.)
The preamp's line stage has no capacitors
in the signal path and is flat to DC, so it
should not be combined with a directcoupled amplifier. Operation is stable without any servo circuits. Considerable attention
has been paid to passive components like
internal wiring (silver/Teflon multi-conductor) and RCA jacks (Cardas gold/rhodium), as well as to the circuit's physical layout. Construction is modular, with four
separate circuit boards, allowing for quick
replacement. The moving-coil section has
switchable gain; load impedance is variable
over awide range. There are two line inputs
plus one phono (wired as another line input
in the version without phono), and inputs/
outputs for one tape recorder. The tape outputs are not buffered, so, for optimal performance, atape deck should be connected to
the tape-out jacks only when making a
recording. The CPR has abalance control
(Yeah!), and the input/output jacks are clearly
labeled on top of the chassis.'
The battery-operated power supply, TIPS,
is identical in size to the CPR, and is meant
to be stacked with it, connected to the preamp via a short plug-in wire link. The
TIPS—which is specifically designed for the
CPR and cannot be used to power any other
equipment—contains Lead Calcium Rechargeable (LCR) batteries, which supply
current for alarge (80,000g) capacitive storage bank. Unlike NiCads, LCRs do not suffer from the "memory" effect that would
require that they be completely discharged
before recharging.
Larry Smith prefers not to refer to the preamp as "battery-operated," pointing out that
the preamp's circuits get their current from
1Ido wish manufacturers would agree on whether the right
channel inputs/outputs are to be on the right as viewedfiom the
front or as viewed from the back. Similarly, if the jacks are
mounted top-to-bottom, perhaps manufacturers could agree
on astandard convention for designating the bottom (or the
top) as the right channel. Iknow, it's mostly audio reviewers
who are inconvenienced by the lack of standardization in this
area, but, hey, audio reviewers are people, too.
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the capacitive storage bank, and that this
design eliminates the frequency- and discharge-dependent impedance variations that
characterize pure battery supplies. (The
capacitive storage bank will actually allow
the preamp to operate for several minutes
after the batteries are removed.) A small toggle switch allows selection of the ACcoupled "Recharge" (suitable for "noncritical" listening) or the "Total Isolation"
(le, battery-operated) mode. There are two
LEDs, which, if lit when the switch is in the
"Total Isolation" position, indicate that the
batteries are sufficiently charged to allow the
preamp to function in this mode. When the
switch is in the "Recharge" position, the
LEDs glow brighter, indicating that the
charging circuit is working. The CPR and
the TIPS are identically sized flat black boxes
with classy-looking 3/
8"-thick anodized front
plates, but with knobs and switches of somewhat utilitarian appearance.

SYSTEM &SETUP
Initial listening was done with the system
staying the same as in my review of the Mark
Levinson No.28 (Vol.15 No.6): Lingo'd
Linn/Ittok/AudioQuest AQ 7000 analog,
Proceed PCT 2/Aragon D2A Mk.II digital
front end, "stripped" original Quads driven
by aLuxman MQ-68c, and Cizek MG-27
subs driven by aBryston 3B via aDahlquist
LP-1 crossover. Interconnects were AudioQuest Lapis; speaker cables AudioQuest
Sterling (Quads) and Midnight (subs). A Stax
Lambda Signature headset, driven by the
SRM-Tl headphone amp, served as an additional reference. All electronics were plugged
into aTice Power Block. My listening room
is supplied with two dedicated AC lines and
treated with Room-, Corner-, and EchoTunes. The Rowland Consonance (with
updated phono and line-level modules) and
the Conrad-Johnson PV11 served as preamp
references.
It took only abrief listen for me to conclude that the CPR showed considerable
promise. Because the review sample lacked
aphono stage, and because Larry Smith had
told me that there was now aslightly upgraded version of the preamp, Irequested a
sample of the latest version, with phono stage.
For various reasons (including, apparently,
PAC's tweaking of the phono stage), Ididn't
get the latest, all-singing, all-dancing ver-
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sion of the preamp for another six weeks.
Meanwhile, Iwas listening to the original
CPR sample (CPR-lb/TIPS, to be precise).
By the time Igot the new sample of the
CPR, my system had undergone a few
changes: the PS Audio UltraLink replaced
the Aragon D2A Mk.II, with TARA Labs
Digital Master coax between transport and
processor, and the Quads' homemade 14gauge AC cables were replaced by TARA
Labs' Affinity AC cables. Oh, yes, the Quads'
AC cables were now plugged into aPAC
IDOS power strip (a major improvement),
and the digital front end was separated from
the rest of the system by the IDOS. Plus ça
change. ..Except as noted, my comments
about the CPFt/TIPS's sound refer to the
latest Bib version. The moving-coil stage
gain was set to the maximum, with load
impedance at 100 ohms, avalue Ihave found
to work well for the AQ 7000.

SOUND

First, let's deal with the obvious question:
What difference does battery operation make?
As the preamp is always getting its power
from the batteries—the mode switch just
selects between "Recharge" and "Total Isolation"—it's impossible to say what the CPR
sounds like with the conventional transformer-based power supply, but asignificant amount of electronic garbage is removed
when the TIPS is in the "Total Isolation"
mode. In particular, much of the harshness
of CDs is revealed to be afunction of connection to the AC supply. This is the case
even though my system has dedicated AC
lines, AC is conditioned by aTice Power
Block, and the digital transport and D/A processor are isolated from the rest of the system through the IDOS power strip. Idon't
know if the effect is due to areduction ofRFI
or EMI, the elimination of ground loops, or
some combination of these factors. Ido know
that it's not amatter of reduced noise as such.
With the input switch set to one of the linelevel sources, and the volume control at
maximum—which, if aCD were playing,
would cause the Quads to expire in about 42
milliseconds—there's anoticeable reduction
in noise when the TIPS is in the "Total Isolation" mode. This effect is inaudible when
the volume control is set at anormal listening
level.
How good does the CPR/TIPS sound in
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the "Total Isolation" mode? The greatest
compliment Ican pay it is that Iwas seldom
aware of the preamp's contribution to the
sound; my attention was occupied by the
music. Ialso found it difficult to switch
myself into the analytical/evaluative mode
(Where is that switch?) and to take notes on
what Iwas hearing. In this "inviting" quality,
the CPR/TIPS reminded me of agood tube
preamp. With almost every recording, there
was an ease and openness to the sound, with
excellent timbral accuracy, awell-resolved
sense of depth, and good focus on voices
and instruments. Interpretive nuances and
dynamic shadings, such as in Kun Woo Paik's
performance of the Liszt Mephisto Waltz No.1
(Virgo VJ 791458-2), came through with
great clarity?
One recording that had always sounded
to me like an overly reverberant mess is the
Cambridge Singers' Olde English Madrigals
And Folk Songs (American Gramaphone
AGCD-500). Through the CPR/TIPS it's
still overly reverberant, but no longer quite
as much of amess: individual voices are more
differentiated, and more clearly placed in the
hall ambience. The highs were particularly
impressive, with very little of the hardness
and grain that often characterize CDs. (The
PS UltraLink worked synergistically here.)
The Rowland Consonance, which Icertainly
would not describe as hard-sounding, had,
in comparison, alittle more of an electronic
edge.
The CPR/TIPS's soundstage was as wide
as I've heard in my system, the "off-stage"
exclamation ("Well done!") at the end of
Anna Maria Stanczyk's Chopin piece on the
first Stereophile Test CD sounding 'way offstage. Bass extension and clarity were outstanding, limited, Isuspect, mostly by the
room and the associated equipment.
Detail? You got it! And without the overly
etched quality that's typically part of the
package. In its lack of electronic edge, the
CPR/TIPS was similar to the Conrad2Kun Woo Paik not only plays with prodigious technical
facility, but his feeling for this music makes me think he must
have grown up somewhere around Eszterháza. Sound is abit
on the dry side, but very clean. Ifound out about this recording by listening to "Records in Review," aradio program
originating from Toronto's CJRT-FM, also broadcast in Dallas
(WRR) and Phoenix (KONC). On this show, Bruce Surtees
(record-store owner/audiophile) and Paul Robinson (conductor) discuss new and old recordings in alively, bantering style
that recalls Siskel and Ebert in the days before they went commercial. The music they play is pretty good, too.
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Johnson PV11, but with superior detail.
How about rhythm and pace, those attributes so valued by Linnies and by Martin Collorns? No problems here as far as Icould tell;
my toe tapped whenever my ears heard toetapping music.
In some listening sessions, Idid notice the
music not being as involving as Iexpected;
Ithen checked the TIPS, and found that it
was in the "Recharge" rather than the "Total
Isolation" mode! Flipping the switch brought
the sound into sharper focus, with areturn
of the sense of ease that Ihad come to think
of as the CPR's signal characteristic. Ispent
abit of time comparing the two samples of
the CPR—just long enough to conclude that,
indeed, the latest version (which differs from
the first only in having Pro-Reference rather
than Distech wire for internal wiring) sounds
slightly more transparent.
LPs. Oh, dear. I've just received the latest
issue of the Schwann Opus, and Isee that it
no longer lists LPs? When Irequested PAC
to send me areview sample of the phonostaged CPR, Iwas told that they'd have to
build me one: there's so little demand for it
that all they keep in stock is the line-stageonly model!
As it turned out, the performance of the
phono stage was abit of adisappointment
after the excellence of the line stage. The first
problem was minor and idiosyncratic: in the
"Recharge" position, there was aloud hum
that defied all my efforts to get rid of it. Itried
the usual solutions—grounding/ungrounding the turntable and the preamp, reversing
the orientation of AC plugs—but to no avail.
This problem is very likely due to some sort
of ground loop in my system; in any case,
putting the TIPS in "Total Isolation" mode
eliminates it.
Somewhat more problematic is the noise
that remains even in the "Total Isolation"
mode: broadband noise that's noticeable during quiet passages, with music being played
at not-unreasonable levels (listening-seat
peaks around 90dB, Radio Shack SPL meter,
"C" weighting, "fast" response). To be fair,
the only preamp I've encountered that's able
to handle the AQ 7000 without some audible
noise is the Mark Levinson No.28, but, given
3Interestingly, Spectrum, the Schwann Guide to nonclassical music, continues to list LPs; editor Jane Poirier Hart told
me that they will continue to do so as long as LPs are available,
even though their numbers are dwindling.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

its dead-quiet line stage, Iexpected the
CPR/TIPS to do better.
Apart from the noise, the CPR's phono
stage had much the same easy-on-the-ear
quality as its line stage, but with arelatively
lower level of transparency. (The latter could,
of course, be afunction of the noise level.)
It may well be that the AQ 7000 is not the
ideal match with the CPR; ahigher-output
moving-coil would likely be abetter choice.
My last comparison was the dreaded bypass test, using the Stax Lambda Signature/SRM-T1 combo, comparing the sound
of the signal that has gone through the line
stage with the signal being fed more or less
directly from the DIA processor (actually,
from the tape-output jack, so that the possible effects of an additional cable and RCA
jack are controlled). Every preamp I've put
through this test has shown some degradation of the signal; the CPR/TIPS was no
exception. The relatively direct sound had
more of asee-through quality, with abetter sense of space, and less grain. Having said
that, Imust point out that the magnitude of
the difference was quite small—smaller than
the difference between the sound of the line
stage in the "Recharge" and the "Total Isolation" modes—and that no preamp I've
tested has done better on this test.

SOME PRACTICAL CONCERNS

Battery operation may have its advantages
(see sidebar), but, as with most other things
in audio, there's apotential downside. First,
there's the matter of battery life. This is not
as bad as one might expect. The CPR/TIPS
has afive-year transferable warranty that
includes the LCR batteries, which are said
to have an expected life of about eight years.
PAC estimates that complete battery replacement in five years' time would cost about
$200. LCR batteries are available from several
sources (PAC gets theirs frorreanasonic), so
it's not like using vacuum tubes made only
in Ulan Bator.
A more immediate concern has to do with
battery recharging. Although the preamp can
be listened to in the "Total Isolation" mode
for extended periods of time (I had it on for
nearly two days before the LEDs went out),
you do have to keep track of how long you've
had it in this mode; the factory recommendation is that the recharge time should equal
or exceed the isolated time. (But remember:
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unlike NiCads, LCR batteries don't develop
a"memory" if they're recharged before being
completely discharged.) If you have even a
slight tendency to compulsiveness—and
what audiophile doesn't?—you'll find yourself switching it off—je, putting it in the
"Recharge" mode—for afew hours during
the day, then having to remember to flip the
switch up when you're going to do any serious listening. The switch is so small and the
mode-indicating LEDs are so obscure in their
operation that you have to go right up to the
preamp to tell which mode it's in. This is a
pain. If the TIPS were to be revised, PAC
might consider changing the LEDs and their
control circuits so that the mode of operation is indicated by color—ie, red vs green—
rather than by brightness.

M EASUREMENTS BY T
J
N
The output impedance of the battery-powered PAC CPR IIIB/TIPS (hereafter referred
to as the CPR) at its main outputs measured
under 201 ohms at lkHz. The input impedance at the same frequency was just under
49k ohms at its lowest (right channel, full
volume). The tape output appeared to be
unbuffered. Unity gain was at 12:30 on the
volume control; the maximum line-level gain

of the preamp was 39.7dB in the left channel, 38.9dB in the right (with the balance
control centered). DC offiet measured 1.6mV
in both channels. The CPR was noninverting,
both line and phono. Phono-stage gain measured 65.7dB at lkHz. The input impedance
of the phono inputs measured 125 ohms.
Fig.1 shows both the line-frequency
response and the RIAA response through the
phono input. There is little of note in the line
response short of asmall rolloff at frequencies
above 20kHz. Note, however, the channel
mismatch (the volume control was on fill for
this reading, the balance control physically
centered). When the volume control is reduced to unity gain, the right channel rises
to ldB above the left; at 9:00 it drops back
to 1.25dB below. As Inoted in my measurement writeup on the TARA Labs Space &
Time Passage preamplifier (which exhibited
asimilar problem) elsewhere in this issue,
this is marginal volume-control tracking
quality. Perhaps TARA and PAC are using
the same marginally specified pot for avolume control.
The phono-stage response in fig.1, taken
at the tape outputs (as were all of the phono
stage measurements), is also marginal, the
shape of the rolloff above lkHz suggesting

AC/
DC
Item: AC power-line conditioners have
become amajor audio product category,
featured in "Recommended Components" and used by several Stereophile reviewers—including RHJEJA, GL, CG,
and RD—in their own systems.
Item: British rep for Audio Alchemy
finds that their DIA processor takes too
long to warm up for convenient demonstration when he takes it to dealers. His
solution is to build abattery-operated
power supply, using acar battery, so
that the DIA processor can be kept
powered up while traveling. He then
notices that the processor sounds better
with the makeshift battery-operated
power supply than with the regular AC
supply. (HFN/RR, April 1992)
Item: At the Los Angeles Stereophile
Show, MSB Technology introduces the
MSB Portable Power Plant ($2999),
providing AC-DC-AC conversion using
batteries. The product literature states:
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"The difference is amazing."
Item: At the 1992 Chicago CES, the
Jeff Rowland Design Group announces
the availability of abattery-operated
power supply for the Models 8and 9
amplifiers.
Item: At the Stereophile Writers' Conference, Amis Balgalvis talks about how
musically involving it can be to hear
music on acar radio. John Atkinson suggests that "there may be something that
car radios do right in general that sophisticated high-end systems do wrong?' ("As
Fteviewers See It," Vol.14 No.12, p.27.) Be
it noted that car radios are batterypowered.
Is there apattern here? What about
the proliferation of cordless (ie, batteryoperated) electric shavers, drills, hedge
trimmers, etc.? Have you ever seen an
electric eel with acord attached? Ithink
I'll put my money in the battery business.
—Robert Deutsch
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an error in the component values in the RIAA
network. The drop of about 1.7dB at 20kHz
relative to the lkHz level will be audible as
aslight softening of the top end, though not
adramatic one. Still, this type of response
deviation is not really acceptable in apurportedly high-end product. It should not
require amajor redesign for PAC to correct
this problem.
Fig.2 shows the crosstalk for the line input
(straight diagonal traces) and the phono input
(the two less straight curves). Note that the
former, though showing afair amount of
increase at higher frequencies (typical interchannel capacitive coupling, also visible in
the phono curves), also show very close
matching between channels. This indicates
good symmetry in circuit layout. The phono
crosstalk curves are also quite closely matched,
and are good on an absolute basis.
The line distortion shown in fig.3 shows
the distortion for two input levels. The distortion is actually higher for a100mV input
—likely the result of the measurement being
dominated by noise. Normally we would
pick an input level where the THD +noise
was the lowest to run this curve, to minimize

the results of noise on the reading. But with
the PAC, the THD +noise at lkHz continued
to decrease as the input level increased—on
up to and above 650mV. As the input increased, so did distortion at higher frequencies, visible in the two curves shown. And
at a650mV input (curve not shown), the distortion at lkHz is alow 0.0025%, rising to
0.6% at 20kHz and 4% at 50kHz (right
channel, left slightly less). The rise in highfrequency distortion noted in the CPR's line
stage is unusually high for amodern solidstate preamplifier, but will not necessarily be
audibly significant. (Remember, the first distortion component of asignal is at twice that
signal's frequency.)
In order to minimize the contribution of
noise in the THD+noise measurement of
the CPR's phono section, it was necessary
to increase the input to avery high (for a
moving-coil input) 4mV. At alower input,
the noise dominated the measurement and
increased the reading; at aslightly higher
input, the phono stage overloaded and did
the same. Fig.4 shows the TI-ID +noise vs frequency both for an input of 4mV (lower
traces) and 2.5mV (upper). While Isuspect

Fig.I PAC CPR IIIB/TIPS, me-stage frequency
response and MC phono-stage RIAA error
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 CPR IIIB/TIPS, line-stage THD+noise vs
frequency (right channel dashed) for 100mV
input (top curves below 3kHz) and 300mV.
AMID 140213111.

Fig.2 CPR IIIB/TIPS, line-stage crosstalk (straight
diagonal traces) and phono-stage crosstalk
(10dB/vertical div.).
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992
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Fig.4 CPRIIB/T PS, MC phono-stage THD+noise
vs frequency (right channel dashed) for 4mV
input at I
kHz.
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that the "true" distortion of the PAC's phono
stage is much lower at amore reasonable level
(for amoving-coil input) of lmV and below,
the noise at those levels made it impossible
to determine the true distortion.
The line stage of the PAC reached clipping
(1% THD +noise at lkHz) at 1.023V input,
producing an output of 9.79V. Clipping was
abrupt: an input of 0.98V produced adistortion ofjust 0.019%. Phono overload (again,
1% THD +noise) with an unequalized input
was 475µV at 20Hz, 4.6mV at lkHz, and
34mV at 20kHz. These figures are equivalent to overload margins of 19.6dB, 193dB,
and 16.7dB, which are all alittle lower than
Iwould like. High-output MCs are probably best avoided.
The line-stage measurements of the PAC
were satisfactory if you discount the volumecontrol tracking, which should have been
better. The phono stage, on the other hand,
appears to be rather noisy, with an RIAA
response which should have been more linear. Not abad result, overall, at least for the
line stage—acceptable in aproduct of otherwise good sonic quality, but not textbook
results for aproduct at this price level.
—Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSION

By completely isolating the preamp's power
supply from the AC line, Perfectionist Audio
has provided an elegant solution to the vexing problem of AC line interference. Now,
all that may be very well, but it would be of
little import if the preamp did not sound
good. The CPR/TIPS does! Although the
bypass test shows that, like other preamps,
the CPR/TIPS's line stage doesn't quite
achieve the ideal of "straight wire with gain,"
its neutral tonal balance, soundstage depth

and width, preservation of recorded ambience and the music's rhythmic quality, and,
most important, its ability to provide musically relevant detail with aminimum of electronic artifacts, confirm that this is an outstanding preamp, and the unusual approach
to power-supply design must take at least
part of the credit. Ihave some reservations
about the performance of the moving-coil
stage (with my cartridge, it was abit on the
noisy side), and the use of batteries means
that the CPR/TIPS is not aproduct that you
can just plug in and forget. (Of course, neither
are tube preamps.)
The CPR/TIPS brings to seven the number of preamps I've listened to at some length
during the past year. Because of changes in
associated equipment, overall comparisons
are likely to be misleading, but Ican't help
having favorites. One of these remains the
Conrad-Johnson PV11, apreamp that may
not be the most literally accurate in the world,
but which doesn't have an amusical bone in
its body. To anyone still bothered by the
harshness of CDs, and who doesn't want to
spend more than $2000 for apreamp, Irecommend the PV11.4The Coda FET-01 and
the revised version of the Rowland Consonance are both excellent, no-fuss/nobother preamps, the Consonance with aversatile remote control that's in aclass by itself
for convenience.
Finally, the PAC CPR nib/TIPS (it is a
mouthful!) strikes me as the most successful in providing the fine details of musical
performance while avoiding the clinical,
"ruthlessly revealing" tendency that "accuracy" normally implies.
4The other recommendation is, of course, to get abetter CD
player or D/A processor (like the PS Audio UltraLink).

BERNING EA-2I0I POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
Vacuum-tube stereo amplifier, with transformer-coupled output stage. Power output: 100Wpc (20dBW), both channels driven,
30Hz-I5kHz, at less than 2% THD. Frequency response: 4Hz-40kHz, -3dB, at 1W. Sensitivity: 800mV RMS for full power.
Input impedance: 100k ohms. SIN ratio: 80dB, DC-1MHz: 100dB, 20Hz-20kHz. Dimensions: 19" W by 5.25" W by 17.25"
D. Weight: 40 lbs. Serial number of sample tested: 90101. Warranty: two-year limited warranty against defects in material
and workmanship. Price: $4290. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer The David Beming Company, 12430
McCrossin Lane, Potomac, MD 20854. Tel: (301) 926-3371.
It was back in the mid-'70s that David Beming
made aname for himself in the Baltimore214

Washington area as an avant-garde designer
—someone with atruckload of fresh ideas
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Berning EA-210I power amplifier

about tubes. At the time, though Audio
Research was starting to crank out pretty
decent amplifiers, tube design was pretty
much reduced to arehash of the Williamson
circuit and the Dynaco mod of the month.
Murray Zeligman introduced me to Dave
Berning's creations. Iremember driving out
to Dave's house in Potomac one evening to
look over an EA2-150 amp (which Ilater
purchased). There was acavernous basement
filled with gear and aworkbench against the
wall. When Dave turned around to greet me,
my jaw almost hit the floor: the guy looked
liked he'd just finished high school. The
"kid," however, was no technical juvenile. His
circuitry knowledge was astounding, and the
quality of workmanship was fully professional—far beyond the garage tinkering
level. The EA2-150 was acopy of nothing;
it represented an original and sophisticated
design statement. Features such as variable
feedback control and digital automatic bias
adjustment were well ahead of their time.
Dave symbolizes for me the quintessential high-end designer: someone with aglint
in his eye who pushes the art forward because
of the desire to uncover the truth. Of course,
the guy wants to make money, but this is
secondary to the creative process. The art is
not driven by business. You wouldn't go up
to Van Gogh and say: paint me a$299 or a
$499 painting. That's low-fi. Instead, allow
the artist to express himself freely with a
complete palette on alarge canvas. If the
result costs five kilobucks, so be it. No one
has ever sold aton of $5k amps, but that
wasn't the point in the first place.
After experimenting with hybrid circuits,
Berning settled down to using nothing but
tubes; the EA-2101 represents his latest
thinking on amplifier design.I
1David outlined some of his amplifier design philosophy in
his interview with Ken Kessler in Vol.11 No.7, July 1988.—JA
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

TECHNICAL DETAILS
One of the chores of the review process is the
physical labor of moving the equipment, setting up and tearing down. Grabbing the EA2101 by its cute little handles and hoisting it
about didn't prove much of a problem.
Weighing 40 lbs, it's not heavy for atube
amp. Even my Air Tight ATM-2, nominally
a50Wpc stereo amp, weighs more. Generally, you can gauge the quality of atube amp
fairly well by its weight:power ratio—the
higher, the better. All else being equal, the
more massive the power transformer is, the
better the power-supply regulation. Similarly, the core size and weight of the output
transformer equate with deeper and cleaner
bass response. So on the basis of the heft test,
the Berning did not look promising. Iwondered out loud how on earth Dave had
managed to pack two 100W channels of
transformer-coupled muscle into such a
lightweight package. The answer's abit long,
but the key involves the output stage used.
"Six times aweek, and twice on Sundays,
for the last 30 years, someone, somewhere,
has introduced anew type of valve." Thus
quipped apundit in 1951 in the pages of Wireless World. Of course, he was referring primarily to pentodes. After the pentode was invented in 1930, almost everyone lost interest
in power triodes. Power pentodes and beam
power tubes ruled the day for audio amplification. The last domestic power triode, the
6AS7, was trotted out by RCA around 1948.
But with the introduction of the EL34 and
the KT66, no "sensible" designer bothered
any longer with power triodes.
The last big push in power-tube research
and development was motivated by vacuumtube television. Rugged tubes like the 6550
and 6LF6 were churned out by GE and Sylvania by the millions. Although the pentode
carried the day, triode lovers who craved the
purity and musicality of triode sound did not
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give up. They seized the opportunity, first
in the '40s, of effectively using the pentode
as atriode. It should be realized that, to function as atriode, the screen grid voltage must
not be held constant in relation to the cathode. Thus, by simply tying the screen grid
to the plate of apower pentode, its screening action vanishes as if in smoke. The result
is triode behavior with increased plate dissipation which typically surpasses that of
most true filamentary triodes. Through the
expedient of "castrating" the pentode, triodephiles hoped to make the pentode sing
sweetly. A compromise strategy is used in
the well-known "Ultra-linear" connection,
in which, by tying the screen grid to apoint
on the transformer primary intermediate
between B+ and the plate, tube behavior can
be made to resemble that of atriode.
Berning, committed to triode sound, followed this path of using castrated pentodes
—but with anovel twist. There are two pairs
of 6JN6 power pentodes (you guessed it: TV
tubes) in his output stage, operating in a
push-pull mode, with each pair of 6JN6s tied
in parallel. The suppressor, control grid, and
cathode of each pair of pentodes are tied
together and grounded through a15 ohm
resistor. The drive signal is applied to the
screen grids.
Say what!? Berning castrated the pentodes
alright, but by cutting off the control grid.
The result is atriode with the "screen grid"
as the controlling element. Interesting things
happen when such screen drive is used, the
most intriguing aspect of which is the possibility of linear triode behavior at extremely
low idle currents. The quiescent current of
each 6JN6 in this circuit is an astonishingly
low 3.5mA! Compare that to the bias current of an EL34, typically 30 to 50mA. That's
an order-of-magnitude reduction in quiescent current. The most obvious benefits are
reduced plate dissipation (ie, lower operating
temperature) and increased tube life. Berning
rates the lifetime of these tubes at around
10,000 hours, which translates to an operating life of 10 to 20 years for most people.
And when it's finally time to retube the amp,
expect amodest cost of around $250 for afull
tube complement.
Another benefit is the reduction of core
saturation in the output transformer. This is
due to unbalanced operation of the push-pull
output stage and, Isuspect, is abigger prob216

lem than most people realize. Perfect pushpull operation, supposed to eliminate evenorder harmonic distortion, is about as rare
as an honest politician. When was the last
time you saw apush-pull tube amp with no
second-harmonic distortion? Icertainly have
not. And when the output stage is out ofbalance, DC current flows through the primary
of the transformer, which pushes its core
closer to saturation. The less the DC current,
the smaller the problem. Thus, with screen
drive and its attendant minimal idle currents,
asmaller output transformer may be used
without fear of core saturation. The EA-2101
features one of the lightest and smallest output transformers you're likely to see in a
100W amp—the main reason for the Berning's lack of pounds.
But nothing is without its price. Because
the screen grid is farther away from the cathode than the control grid, it is much less
effective in controlling plate current. A 300V
drive signal is required for the screen grid to
take control, meaning that you end up with
another amplifier just to drive the output
stage. A total of four Russian-made 6SN7
dual-triodes per channel generate the requisite voltage gain. All of the gain stages are
fully balanced, and the inputs accept either
XLR balanced cable or unbalanced RCA terminations. A switch on the back of the amp
allows changeover from balanced to unbalanced connection.
Continuing aBering tradition, aminimal amount of negative feedback is used,
much of it local in the form of unbypassed
cathode resistors. A short feedback loop from
the output stage to the second gain stage
reduces overall gain and the output impedance, though the latter remains fairly high.
Teflon circuit boards are used in preference
to the standard glass epoxy type.
The secondary of the output transformer
is sectioned into four isolated windings.
These may be connected in avariety of series
or series-parallel configurations to provide better coupling to the load than can normally be achieved with the standard tapped
winding.
Loudspeaker connections at the rear of the
amp are abit intimidating, therefore. A terminal strip is provided for each channel, with
apair of flying leads as well as apair of conventional (though of forgettable quality)
binding posts. At the factory, the windings
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are connected in series with jumpers that join
terminals 2through 7. The black flying lead
is connected to terminal 1, which is grounded;
the red flying lead may be connected to terminals 2or 3for amatching impedance of
0.89 ohms, terminals 4or 5for amatching
impedance of 3.55 ohms, terminals 6or 7for
an impedance of 8.0 ohms, and terminal 8for
an impedance of 14.22 ohms. Speaker connections may be made either at the terminal
strip or, for convenience, at the binding posts.
Since the four secondary windings are independent, by removing the jumpers it's possible to place them in parallel to obtain a
high-current 0.89 ohm output. Another possibility is aseries-parallel connection, to
arrive at ahigh-current 3.55 ohm output.
Even so, the peak current capability ola tube
amplifier is not in the league of solid-state
designs; Iwouldn't consider using atube amp
to drive something like an Apogee. With the
speaker loads Ihad on hand, Iended up using
the 8and 14.22 ohm outputs exclusively.

BEWARE THE DUCK-AND DO !

Another Berning trademark is the use of a
resonant-type switching power supply. Not
only are all of the tube heaters provided with
aregulated DC supply, but, most unusually,
the main 700V plate supply is also regulated.
There are also anumber of interesting safety
features incorporated into the design. The
power supply goes through a"soft-start"
turn-on sequence that reduces the initial
power surge. Main current draw is delayed
by about one second after the power switch
is fully closed.
But beware the duck—a bleep from the
power supply immediately after turn-on
sounds like aduck being fried inside. Dave
assured me that the sound is perfectly normal, and indicates that the soft-start circuit
is working.
The power supply, smart enough to sense
low-line voltage conditions, will not turn on
if the mains voltage is less than 80% ofnominal. Should abrown-out occur during use,
the amp will shut off provided the line voltage drops to asustained level below nominal. The current through each tube is monitored. Any circuit fault or tube failure that
results in dangerously high current causes
the power supply to be placed in afold-back
current-limit mode that protects the burning
out of vulnerable circuit components. HowSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

ever, high power-supply current associated
with amplifier clipping does not trigger the
current limitation mode, as that would obviously be bad sonically.
Based on the foregoing, you'd think this
amp was bulletproof, but DO found away
to take one channel out of commission.
Apparently there's now awarning appended
to the manual about this, so there's no excuse
for you to do what Idid. Do not make or
break input connections with the amp
powered on—especially with no load connected. The latter condition is especially bad,
and describes accurately what Idid. This
causes the output stage to oscillate and do
nasty things to the circuit. Dave graciously
repaired the damage; as for me, I've been
careful not to repeat the scenario.
The amp is rebiased at the factory after one
week of burn-in. Because most component
aging occurs during this period, further drifting of the bias should be insignificant. That's
good news—adjusting the bias is not all that
easy, and requires removal of the top cover
in order to tweak the bias pots. These pots
are fairly close to the output tubes, but since
the latter run fairly cool, this procedure does
not require asbestos fingers. However, just
measuring the bias is easier, and can be done
through holes provided on the bottom of the
chassis. These holes allow test leads to access
the 15 ohm bias-drop resistors and verify a
100mV voltage drop. Berning recommends
rebiasing the amp after the first two years of
use, and every five years thereafter. Just for
the hell of it, Idecided to check and tweak
the bias. The bias as measured across the
resistors was within 5mV of 100mV, and
although that's not asignificant deviation,
Itweaked the voltage to within lmV.
As far as looks are concerned, the EA2101's somewhat industrial look is compensated for by the front-panel window. The red
window gives you apanoramic sunset view
of the output stage in full glow. That alone
is worth afew points in my book.

LISTENING IMPRESSIONS

The Berning proved to be one of those
amplifiers whose sonic performance was
hard to categorize, though not for the obvious reason. Amps that impose aminimal
tonal signature on the sound are sonic
chameleons, taking on the personality of the
front end or speaker load. That was not the
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case with the Berning. It clearly brought its
personality to bear on the music, but in a
system-dependent manner. With afavorable front end and load, only the tip of the iceberg shone through. But with less than sympathetic matching equipment, it asserted itself
in amanner neither subtle nor pleasing.
Harmonic textures were always tinged
with abright, wiry flavor. This undercurrent could be controlled or amplified with
choice of matching equipment. At its best,
the Berning imbued the music with alively
character, aforward drive that made it easy
for me to follow the tune. But Idon't want
to leave the impression that the balance was
so exuberant as to be in your face. The upper
mids and lower treble were slightly soupedup to the point of portraying harmonic overtones more vividly, but under ideal circumstances the Berning did not glare or shout.
The EA-2101 was on its best behavior
with tube preamps and the dynamic loads I
threw at it. With the Ensemble Reference and
Black Dahlia loudspeakers, the Berning easily
generated aspacious soundstage with excellent dimensionality and palpable image outlines. The soundstage was transparent, as if
illuminated by astrong searchlight. This
made it easy for me to localize spatial detail.
Solo instruments were tightly etched in space,
and massed voices retained asense of individuality without becoming homogenized.
The ebb and flow of the music and the
dynamic breath of individual voices were
reproduced with conviction. The extreme
treble was not particularly extended, in my
opinion an asset given the quality of most
dome tweeters. Treble transients were only
slightly on the soft side, certainly less so than
with, say, the Quicksilver monoblocks. But
without adoubt, the Berning's mids could
boogie.
I'm fascinated by the musicality of the
Hungarian language. As achild Iheard Hungarian spoken on the radio: perhaps it was
the charming cadence; regardless, it made a
lasting impression. Having amore recent
Hungarian connection via my wife Lesley's
mother and grandmother has reinforced that
experience Ican recognize the accent instantly, and heard abit of it with the Berning.
Harmonic textures were abit more vivid than
the real thing. But it was alot of fun. Hum
along, tap your foot, follow the tune—whatever signifies musical involvement to you,
218

the Berning could weave that sort of spell in
spades.
It was difficult to tell much about the deep
bass with the Ensemble Reference speaker
because there isn't any. With the Black Dahlias, however, it was evident that the Berning could deliver apotent punch. Not that
its bass reach was like that of solid-state, but
bass transients did not lack power or the ability to rattle the listening seat. The midbass
region was tightly controlled, allowing the
inner detail ola double bass to be precisely
resolved.
There was aproblem, though, in the upper
bass and lower midrange. Here, control over
basslines wasn't as precise, with the result that
the decay portion ofbass transients was exaggerated. If anything, the additional body this
gave to the reproduction of cello and piano
proved abenefit with the Ensemble and
Black Dahlia speakers. It should prove complementary with most minirnonitors because
of the fleshing-out of aregion inherently
weak in this type ofloudspeaker. The additional tonal fat dished out by the Berning was
so enjoyable that repeated attempts to switch
back to asolid-state amp with these speakers
proved disappointing.
Inserted into the reference system to drive
the Sound-Lab A-1 electrostatics? damping
of bass transients through this region was
much better; the Berning actually sounded
lean through the lower mids. Granted, mating the Berning with the A-ls was abit unfair
—these speakers ideally demand anuclearpowered vacuum-tube amp—but this was
agood way to effectively challenge it.
A challenge the A-ls turned out to be,
bringing out the Berning's best and worst.
Bass impact—as in timpani thuds—really
kicked butt. Although not in the Futterman
all class, the soundstage was still welldelineated, having aspacious perspective and
3-D palpability. What Iliked least about the
sound was the slight softening of the lower
treble; it slightly blunted the bite of brass.
Dynamics, at least from soft to loud, were
readily accommodated. But the Berning's
stress level became perceptible when it was
pushed to very high levels. The bad news was
that midrange and lower treble textures were
suffused with aslightly bright, wiry character
2Sample problems have delayed Dick's promised review of
these speakers. It is now scheduled to appear in our November
issue, however.
—JA
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that grew more apparent during loud passages. Though this gave the Berning alively
presentation, it grew more irritating over
time.
Using digital source material and asolidstate line-level preamp did not turn out to be
agood idea. Digital edginess compounded
the wiry tendency of the Berning, to produce
atruly unpleasant sound. For both digital and
analog program sources, the best results were
obtained by interposing avacuum-tube
buffer between amp and source. This can, in
general, be recommended anyway. It's no
accident that some of the best-sounding digital processors use tubes in their line-level sections or output buffer stages (eg, Stax). Ican
take anumber of processors and make them
sound either great or miserable depending
on the choice of partnering line-level preamp.
Berning's own TF-12 preamp should be a
most suitable partner for the amp because it
is inherently overly liquid and soft-sounding? Ihave astrong hunch that the amp was
voiced with the TF-12 preamp in the chain.

M EASUREMENTS BY T
J
N
Following its one-hour preconditioning test,
the Berning EA-2101 was quite hot to the
touch in the region above its 16 tubes. Its
input impedance measured just over 91.5k
ohms into its unbalanced input, just under
191.5k ohms into its balanced input. Imeasured zero DC offset in both channels. The
Berning inverted polarity, apositive impulse
at its input resulting in anegative impulse at
the output.
Beyond these basic characteristics, assessing the performance of the Berning involved
alarge array of measurements, made necessary by the amplifier's flexibility. Its option
of balanced and unbalanced inputs was only
the start of it; as described by DO above,
there were also six different ways to hook up
the loudspeakers-normal taps at 0.89 ohm,
3.55 ohms, 8ohms, and 14.22 ohms, plus the
option of 3.55 ohm and 0.89 ohm highcurrent lash-ups.
The question of balanced vs unbalanced
inputs was dispensed with quickly. With the
exception of the above-noted measurements,
spot checks of unbalanced and balanced configurations revealed them to be either virtual
overlays of each other, or so closely aligned
3As noted by JGH in his review in Vol.11 No.7, July 1988.
-JA
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as to make showing both of them redundant.
The results depicted from this point on,
unless noted otherwise, are for the balanced
mode.
Table 1shows the output impedance from
all of the possible output tap configurations.
This was assessed by noting the voltage rise
when either 4or 8ohm loads are replaced by
an open circuit (in practice, 100k ohms) at a
low signal level. The figure shown is the
average of the two readings, though it must
be noted that there did appear to be some
load-dependence of the measured value. The
output impedance is rather high in most of
the configurations, and rises significantly at
the top of the audio band. While the use of
the low-impedance taps would seem advisable to minimize the amplifier's output
impedance, other limitations which will be
seen shortly may not make this the best
choice The high output impedance from the
14.22 ohm tap is alarming, but it will have
less of an impact when used with the very
high loudspeaker impedances (not all that
common these days) for which it is designed.
Iwould expect the sound of the Berning to
be very sensitive to the way in which the
loudspeaker's load impedance varies with
frequency, the degree of that sensitivity varying with the output tap used. All other things
being equal (which, as we will soon see, they
usually aren't), you should experiment to find
the best match for your loudspeakers.
Table 2shows the variations in the Berning's gain with different output taps into an
8ohm load. Note that, as the impedance of
the output tap drops, so does the gain. Not

T
able 1
Output T
ap
(ohms)
14.22
8
3.55 (normal)
3.55 (high current)
0.89 (normal)
0.89 (high current)

Output I
mpedance in ohms at
20Hz
1k Hz
20k Hz
47
4.7
6.65
3.0
3.0
4.0
1.5
1.5
2.1
1.3
1.35
1.75
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.5

T
able 2
Output T
ap
(ohms)
14.22
8
3.55 (normal)
3.55 (high current)
0.89 (normal)
0.89 (high current)
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Gain (balanced input)
dB
31.8
30.5
28.2
28.3
23.1
23.3
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shown here is the gain from the 8ohm tap
into an 8ohm load with an unbalanced input.
It was almost identical to the gain through
the balanced input. Normally this would
indicate abalanced input which just has its
hot input strapped in parallel with the unbalanced input and its "cold input" grounded,
but that does not appear to be the case here.
The Berning probably pads down its balanced input by 6dB to give the same gain in
both modes.
The Berning's frequency response is
shown in fig.l. Here the output was taken
from the 8ohm tap. The high-frequency rolloff present in many tube amplifiers is evident,
though the response holds up well at low ftc-

quencies. Note the 03dB imbalance in channel outputs, as well as aslight difference (of
the order of 0.5dB) in the high-frequency
rolloff depending on load. The slightly inferior response is that into a4ohm load (2W
output vs 1W into the 8ohm load). This is
presumably due to the amplifier's rising output impedance at high frequencies. There
were minor frequency-response differences
when using other output taps; fig.2 shows
the largest such difference. Here the response
at 1W into an 8ohm load using the 8ohm
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Fig.2 Berning EA-210I, frequency response at IW
into 8ohms from 0.89 ohm high-current
tap (top), 8ohm tap (bottom) (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Berning EA-210I, 10kHz squarewave at IW
into 8ohms.
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Fig.6 Berning EA-210I, 8ohm tap, distortion vs
output power, from bottom to top at IOW,
into 8, 4, and 2ohms.
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tap (bottom curves) is contrasted with that
when the same load was driven from the
high-current-configured 0.89 ohm tap (top
curves). The latter holds up somewhat better
at high frequencies-though we are still talking of adifference of less than ldB at 20kHz.
Note the hint of an ultrasonic peak in the 0.89
ohm plot.
71110:11.10105

heen-54.1.1416C la 510.0.1
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511. 1101 St 11.5:50
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Fig.7 Berning EA-2101, THD+noise vs frequency
at IW into 8ohms, from bottom to top at
I
kHz: from 0.89 ohm high-current tap;
3.55 ohm high-current tap; 8ohm tap;
14.22 ohm tap (right channel dashed).

Fig.8 Berning EA-210I, distortion vs output
power into 8ohm load, from bottom to top
at IOW: from 0.89 ohm high-current tap;
3.55 ohm high-current tap; 8ohm tap;
14.22 ohm tap.

The response of the Berning to a10kHz
squarewave input is shown in fig3. The trace
shows no overshoot-the slightly tilted and
rounded leading edge echoing the highfrequency rolloff evident in fig.1-though
there is ahint of ultrasonic ringing in the
unflat top of the waveform, which may
correlate with the hint of apeak indicated in
fig.2.
The channel separation (fig.4), agood
though not exceptional performance, shows
aslight difference between channels, the
crosstalk from left to right being slightly
worse than that from right to left. Evident
here is the usual increase in crosstalk at the
higher frequencies commonly due to capacitive inter-channel coupling.
Fig.5 shows the THD+ noise vs frequency
of the Berning from the 8ohm output tap
into 2ohms (4W), 4ohms (2W), and 8ohms
(1W) (bottom to top, respectively). Note the
relatively high distortion levels here, even into

Fig.I0 Berning EA-2101, distortion vs output
power into 4ohm load, from bottom to
top at IOW: from 0.89 ohm high-current
tap; 3.55 ohm high-current tap; 8ohm tap;
14.22 ohm tap.
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Fig.9 Berning EA-2101, THD+noise vs frequency
at 2W into 4ohms, from bottom to top at
I
kHz: from 0.89 ohm high-current tap;
3.55 ohm high-current tap; 8ohm tap;
14.22 ohm tap (right channel dashed).
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Fig.I IBerning EA-210I, 3.55 ohm tap, spectrum
of 50Hz waveform, DC-I kHz, at 67W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale). Note
that the third harmonic at 150Hz is the
highest in level at -46dB or 0.5%, with the
second harmonic at -47dB, 0.45%.
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the matched load. The THD +noise vs level
shown in fig.6 provides additional data. Note
that although the amplifier puts out significant power (especially into 8ohms from the
8ohm tap), the distortion reaches arelatively
high level at fairly low output power.
Figs.7 and 8provide another look at this
from adifferent perspective. The THD +
noise vs frequency curve in fig.7 shows the
results for aconstant 8ohm load and 1W
output with four different output taps-the
standard 14.22 ohm and 8ohm taps, and the
3.55 ohm and 0.89 ohm high-current-configured taps. While the 0.89 ohm tap gives
the lowest distortion through the midband,
it rapidly rises to meet, then exceed the distortion of the other taps at high frequencies.
(Though this will not in itself be audible, the
distortion harmonics lying above the audio
band, it may well result in audible interdB Down
1

% THD
--

89

2

79.4

3

70.7

4

63

6

50

modulation products-see later.) And fig.8
(THD +noise vs level) shows why the 0.89
ohm tap may not be the best choice to drive
8ohm loads: despite its lower level of distortion, the amplifier clips at less than 30W
with this output transformer configuration.
Figs.9 and 10 mirror figs.7 and 8, except that
they were taken into a4ohm load.
Perhaps more important than the level of
distortion is its harmonic spectrum:' In fig.11
we see the Berning's spectral response to a
50Hz sinewave input with an output power
of 67W into a4ohm load using the 3.55
ohm, high-current-configured output tap.
The result at first glance does not look
promising. While not particularly notable as
modern amplifiers go, the highest-output
harmonic is the third, at -46dB (about 05%).
The second harmonic is at -47dB (0.45%),
the remaining levels growing ever smaller
until they dip below 0.1% at and above the
400Hz point. (The nomograph in fig.12, prepared by JGH, shows at aglance how adistortion level in dB below areference level
translates to the more traditional percentage
4Stereophiles Test CD 2carries aseries of listening tests that
compare the audibility of different distortion spectra at different levels. The price is $7.95 plus 82 S&H. Credit-card orders
are accepted at (800) 358-6274.
-JA
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o

Fig.14 Berning EA-210I, waveform of residual
noise with random components reduced in
level by averaging (50ps time window).
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figure.) In contrast, the distortion with the
same load but driven from the Berning's 8
ohm tap is considerably higher. This curve
is not shown, but the second harmonic lies
at -39dB (about 1.1%), the third at -36.4dB
(about 1.5%). The readings are similarly
higher for higher harmonics with this hookup, though they remain below 0.2% above
400Hz.
Fig.13 shows the intermodulation spectrum resulting from asking the Berning to
drive an 8 ohm load with a combined
19+20kHz input signal from its 8ohm output tap. (The resultant level was 67W.) Here
the predominant artifacts are at 22kHz
(-43dB or 0.7%), 21kHz (-46dB or 0.5%),
18kHz (-47dB or about 0.45%), 17kHz
(-43dB or 0.7%), and lkHz (-45dB or about
0.55%). Changing to a4ohm load from this
same 8ohm tap (with the same voltage output, graph not shown) results in an increase
in distortion, though not at every point-1%
at 22kHz, 0.5% at 21kHz, 0.45% at 18kHz,
1.1% at 17kHz, and 1% at lkHz. As might
be expected from fig.7, which reveals rapidly
rising levels of distortion at high frequencies,
one of the worst cases resulted from driving
an 8ohm load (at 67W) from the 3.55 ohm
high-current tap. Here the distortion artifacts

reached 3% at 22kHz, 5% at 21kHz, 5% at
18kHz, and 1.5% at lkHz. The lesson here,
which will be repeated in the following data
in adifferent form, is that the lowest distortion generally resulted from matching load
impedance to output tap impedance. These
generally high levels of distortion and the
way in which they increase with level correlates with Dick Olsher's review finding that
the Berning's midrange and lower treble
acquired aslightly bright, wiry character that
grew more apparent during loud passages.
The wide variety of possible loads and
output taps makes the graphic presentation
of further data on the maximum output levels
cumbersome at best. Ielected to condense
the results into Table 3. The values presented
here were read directly off the curves of
THD +noise vs level, one channel driven. The
knee of the distortion curve, as I've described
in other reviews, is the point at which the distortion begins rising rapidly. It is also the
point beyond which the output of the amplifier is of little use, although clipping is usually
reached abit above the knee In this table you
can read the power output and distortion
reading at the knee, the distortion at midpower (here specified for ease of comparison as half the output at the knee of the dis-

Table 3
Clipping
Values read from graphs (one channel driven)
Knee
(watts/ 0/4TH D+N)

Mid Power'
% THD+N

Power
1% THD+N
(watts)

150 / 0.8
140 / 1.3
29 / 2.3

1.0
1.6
2.3

7.5
07
02

170
175
36

150 / 0.8
140 / 1.3
27 / 2.3

1.1
1.7
2.3

160
0.5
0.17

175
160
33

3.55 (normal)
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load

80 / 0.55
130 / 0.72
150 / 1.0

0.53
0.85
1.4

83
140
09

90
160
170

3.55 (high current)
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load

83 / 0.52
140 / 0.75
140 / 1.0

0.6
0.9
1.5

88
150
07

95
170
180

0.89 (normal)
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load

20 / 0.28
36 / 0.32
72 / 0.5

0.22
0.32
0.53

25
45
75

26
48
81

0.89 (Mph current)
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load

20 / 0.28
39 / 0.35
82 / 0.52

0.22
0.35
0.58

26
48
85

27
51
92

Output Tap
(ohms)
14.22
16 ohm load
8ohm load
4ohm load

Pow
THD+N
(watts)

8
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load

'Power at ½ the power of the distortion curve knee.
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tortion curve), and the power output at 1%
and 3% THD +noise. The distortion with
certain combinations of output tap and load
reaches 1% at quite alow power, but then
rises only slightly more before reaching the
knee of the curve. In addition, Table 4gives
the discretely measured readings of the Berning's clipping performance. Because of the
amplifier's distortion characteristics, clipping
here was taken as the 3% THD +noise level
rather than our usually specified 1%.
Two conclusions are clear from these
tables. First, the 0.89 ohm output tap (either
normal or high current) gives the lowest midpower distortion but, ultimately, aTHDrestricted maximum output power for any
typical load. Second, it is generally advisable
to match the output tap impedance as closely
as possible to the load impedance, an observation made earlier. But use caution hereloudspeakers do not have constant impedances at all frequencies. The best match will
still involve acertain degree of experimentation.
The Berning's unweighted wide-band
signal/noise ratio measured 51.6dB in the
unbalanced mode (referenced to 1W into 8
ohms). The result was essentially the same
in the balanced mode (51.4dB) (left channel;
the right-channel S/N was just over 2dB

worse in both cases). Fig.14 shows the EA2101's output noise signature. Note the periodic pulses at 75kHz, most certainly residual
noise from the switching power supply,
which compromises the wide-band noise
measurements.
The Berning's measured performance is
acceptable but not inspiring. Its distortion,
in particular, is higher than average for a
modern amplifier in its price range, even a
tube one, probably aresult of the low-feedback design. There is aconsiderable difference of opinion on the amount of distortion
which is audible (though more agreement
that higher-order distortion is less tolerable
than low-order), but it is probable that the
Berning's distortion is at least afactor in the
amplifier's sound.
-Thomas J. Norton

SUMMARY FROM DO

Before the Berning EA-2101 can be fairly
judged, it's important to carefully define the
context within which it will be asked to
perform. To begin with, it's essential that the
amplifier be partnered with atube preamp.
The harmonic coloration it brings to bear on
the music is best complemented by tubes at
the front end. The Berning's lively nature
can, at one extreme, propel the music forward
and allow for greater intimacy of expression.

T
able 4
Clipping (3% THD+N)
Discrete measurements
Output Tap
(ohms)
14.22
16 ohm load
8ohm load
4ohm load

Both Channels Driven
L
R
W I dBW
W / dBW

One channel
l
W / /1819

Line
volts
RPM

161.1 / 25.1
173.7 / 22.4
40.2 / 13.0

112
III 5
112

140.9 / 21.5
84.8 / 16.3

167.4 / 22.2
159.4 / 19.0
35.1 / 9.4

113
112 5
113

87.7 / 19.4
139.6 / 18.4

88.4 / 19.5
141.6 / 18.5

89.1 / 19.5
145.2 / 18.6
158.4 / 16.0

114
113 5
113

92.5 / 19.7
153.4 / 18.85

92.9 / 19.7
154.5 / 18.9

94 / 19.7
159.9 / 19.0
178.1 / 16.5

116
116
116

0.89 (normal)
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load

25.8 / 14.1
47
/ 13.7

25.8 / 14.1
47.2 / 13.7

25.9 / 14.1
47.4 / 13.75
80.1 / 13.0

114
114
114 5

0.89 (high current)
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load

26.8 / 14.3
50.5 / 14.0

26.7 / 14.3
50.5 / 14.0

26.9 / 14.3
51 / 14.0
91.7 / 13.6

121
121
121

81.1 / 19.1
43.5 / 13.4

89.3 / 19.5
49.2 / 13.9

137.3 / 21.4
76.7 / 15.8

3.55 (normal)
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load
3.55 (high current)
8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load

e
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8ohm load
4ohm load
2ohm load
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But its undercurrent of bright harmonic textures is easily exacerbated by solid-state
hardness or edginess, to the point of active
annoyance.
Because the Berning's bass damping
appears to be load-dependent, the ultimate
tonal balance is very much dependent on the
impedance characteristics of your speaker.
Based on my experience, it's probable that
the overall bass balance would be full with
loads whose impedance magnitudes drop
below 4ohms in the upper-bass and lowermidrange regions. A higher impedance magnitude in this region could very likely result
in aleaner balance. The wiry character of the
Berning may also be emphasized with aload
whose impedance magnitude droops in the
treble, as is the case with the Sound-Lab A-1,
possibly because of poorer damping of treble
transients. [More probably because of the increase
in HF distortion and intermodulation into the lower
load.—Ed.] These are merely possibilities;
your best bet would be to audition the Berning with your particular speaker.
When everything is finally right, the Berning is capable of conveying an intensely
musical experience, with soundstage transparency and dynamic bloom that rival those
of any amp out there. Its bass balance nicely
complemented the dynamic speakers Iused
it with. The Berning can also generate quite
apunch at the low end, though its bass extension is somewhat restricted by solid-state
standards. When it's sitting pretty, the Berning is alot of fun. It's not aponderous, flizzy
teddybear oían amp, àla the stock Dynaco

Mk.III; its quickness and articulation dispel that notion instantly. The midrange is
lucidly transparent, so that spatial outlines
are focused palpably within the confines of
the soundstage. Its lively nature, however,
will dictate the sort of choices you make at
the front end; such as phono cartridge. Your
audio world will surely revolve around this
amp. It has the potential ofbecoming the cornerstone of one hell of asystem.
The EA-2101's value can best be determined by contrasting it with acouple of
Stereophile's Class B recommendations. The
Quicksilver monoblocks sound sweeter and
more liquid by far, but lack the EA-2101's
resolution, dynamics, bass detailing, and
punch. The Music Reference R/V1-9's personality is more akin to the Berning's, yet also
fails to match the latter's midrange transparency and bass power. You'd expect to pay
more for abetter-sounding amp, but the
problem with this comparison is the large
price difference between the Berning and
these other amps. Granted, the price gap narrows when one considers that over, say, a10year span, the Berning's retubing costs will
be far lower. But the remaining price difference still represents asignificant premium
for aClass B entry—especially when contrasted with such Class A choices as the Valve
Amplification Company 90W monoblocks.
Since I'm so darn stare that, in the context of
some systems, the Berning will enable its
owner to reach sonic nirvana, do yourself a
favor and give this amp atry.

THE SEARCH CONTINUES ...
Robert Harley listens to four low-priced digital processors
California Audio Labs Sigma I-bit D/A converter with tubed output stage. Inputs: one coaxial (RCA jack), one optical (Toslink
jack). Outputs: unbalanced on RCA jacks. Dimensions: 83
/
4"W by 4" Hby 12 3
4" D. Price: $695. Approximate number of
dealers: 96. Manufacturer California Audio Labs, 16812 Gothard Street, Huntington Beach, CA 92647. Tel: (714) 841-1140.
Fax: (714) 841-2427.
Sumo Theorem "Hybrid" D/A converter. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.5dB. THD: <0.004% at 2V output. IMD:
< 0.01 at 2V output. S/N ratio: >100dB. Channel separation: >80dB. Induced jitter <80 picoseconds. Digital filtering: 8x-oversampling. Conversion: hybrid 1-bit/multi-bit DAC. Analog section: Fully discrete, DC-coupled. Inputs: two coaxial
(RCA jacks), one optical (Toslink jack), "clock" input (see text), AT&T" ST-type optical optional. Outputs: unbalanced on
RCA jacks. Dimensions: 19 1
e W by 1
3
4" Hby 9" D. Weight: 10 lbs, shipping. Price: $799. Approximate number of dealers:
50. Manufacturer Sumo Products Group, 5312 Derry Avenue, Suites Sand T, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Tel: (818) 706-9974.
Fax: (818) 706-1139.
Forcé DAC 50 I-bit D/A converter. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.1dB (44.IkHz sampling rate). Linearity: ±0.IdB
at -100dBFS. Distortion: <0.002%, 20Hz-20kHz (typical). Noise: < -112dBFS, A-weighted. Channel separation: >100dB,
20Hz-20kHz, 110dB typical. Inputs: two coaxial (RCA jacks), two optical (Toslink jacks). Outputs: one unbalanced stereo
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992
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pair (RCA jacks), one balanced stereo pair (XLR jacks). Dimensions: 17" W by 2.75" Hby 10.5" D. Warranty: 3years, parts
and labor. Price: $990. Approximate number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer Threshold Corporation, 7325 Roseville Road,
Sacramento, CA 95842. Tel: (916) 348-0600. Fax: (916) 348-0678.
PS Audio Digital Link II 18-bit, 8x-oversampling De converter. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.5dB. THD: <0.01%.
Inputs: one coaxial (RCA jack), one optical (Toslink jack). Outputs: one unbalanced stereo pair. Dimensions: 17" W by
Hby 7
1
/," D. Weight: 11 lbs. Warranty: 3years parts and labor, transferrable. Price: $499. Approximate number of dealers:
160. Manufacturer PS Audio Inc., P.O. Box 1119, Grover City, CA 93483. Tel: (805) 481-4844. Fax: (805) 481-6892.
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Whenever Italk to Stereophile readers—at
shows and dealers, or on the phone—they
invariably ask for one thing: reviews and
comparisons of inexpensive digital processors. Sure, we'd all like to own aTheta Generation III—or even the $14,000 Mark Levinson No30—but the reality is that, for many
Stereophile readers, acouple of kilobucks for
aprocessor is out of the question.
Idecided, therefore, to take alook at lowpriced digital offerings from four companies
who have established high-end reputations.
For two of these companies (Forté and
Sumo), the products reviewed represent their
first foray into digital technology (not including the Threshold DAC1/e). The CAL Sigma
was included because. ..
well, who isn't curious about a$695 tubed digital processor?
Finally, the wild card in this survey is definitely the PS Audio Digital Link II. This
popular processor's retail price has just been
reduced—surprisingly—from $799 to $499.
The Digital Link II may thus present aserious
threat to the virtual monopoly on this market
niche now enjoyed by the Audio Alchemy
Digital Decoding Engine, newly reduced in
price to $399.
Every reviewer wants to discover the next
great bargain in high-end audio. Could one
of these digital converters be the one? Or are
they merely mediocre? We'll find out in the
listening room.

REVIEW CONTEXT

Iauditioned the four processors surveyed
here under identical conditions and at matched
levels. Additionally, the reference playback
system has remained nearly constant for the
past year, providing astable platform on
which to audition and compare digital processors.
The converters under review fed an Audio
Research LS2 line-stage preamplifier, which
in turn drove aMark Levinson No.23.5
power amplifier via its unbalanced inputs.
When auditioning the Forté DAC 50's
balanced outputs, the converter drove the
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No.23.5 directly through EVS Ultimate
Balanced Attenuators via 20' runs of AudioQuest Lapis.
Loudspeakers were Hales System Two
Signatures, occasionally augmented with a
Muse Model 18 subwoofer. Interconnects
included Expressive Technologies IC-2,
AudioQuest Diamond, and Monster Cable
Sigma (no relation to the CAL Sigma!).
Loudspeaker cable was 8' runs of bi-wired
AudioQuest Sterling/Midnight. A Theta
Data Series II transport or Museatex CDDeck provided the digital signal, and avariety of digital interconnects were auditioned
with each processor. Other converters on
hand for comparison included the Theta DS
Pre Generation III, Musik System Zero, and
that low-cost standard, the Audio Alchemy
Digital Decoding Engine. The excellent
$1500 Musik System Zero provided agood
benchmark for these much-lower-priced units
under review, and the Audio Alchemy DDE
brought another reference point at the lower
end of the scale. All AC power to the processors was conditioned with aTice Power
Block and Titan, and all the processors were
left on during the three-week audition.'
As Ibegan to listen to these processors, I
was reminded of acommon criticism of subjective reviewing: that the reviewer knows
the products' identities and is therefore biased. The word "bias" implies either favoritism to some brand name(s) or preconceived
ideas about how the products will sound.
When listening to music, the last thing on my
mind is the product's brand name: it has no
effect on my musical experience. And as for
favoritism, Idon't care which of these processors—if any—fares well, and which doesn't.
Let the chips fall where they may.
1Leaving your D/A converter on all the time ensures that it
will always sound its best. If you turn it on just before listening, you'll never hear what it can really do. Ifind that it often
takes several days or even aweek before aprocessor reaches
its maximum smoothness and liquidity. In addition, leaving
the processor constantly powered reduces turn-on/off stress
on internal components, increasing the product's life.
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California Audio Labs Sigma D/A processor

CAL SIGMA: $695
Though their first CD player featured a
vacuum-tube output stage, California Audio
Labs is recently known for making goodsounding, moderately priced solid-state
CD players?. The Sigma, a$695 tubed D/A
converter, furthers their reputation in both
areas.
The Sigma is astraightforward product:
no front-panel switches, buttons, or controls.
A single LED on the 83
/ "-wide front panel
4
indicates that the unit is locked to adigital
source. The rear panel has apair of RCA output jacks, digital inputs (one coax, one Toslink), an on/off switch, and an AC jack.
How can anyone make and sell atubed
D/A converter for $695 retail? Look inside
the Sigma and you'll find out. The unit is a
model of simplicity and low parts count,
made possible in part by anew chipset from
Crystal Semiconductor in Austin, Texas.
The input receiver is the Crystal CS8412,
adevice that boasts much lower jitter (up to
30 times lower) than the ubiquitous Yamaha
YM3623 (in astandard implementation). The
CS8412 is fast becoming the standard in
high-end converters. The rest of the digital
section is composed of the Crystal CS4328
DAC, achip that combines digital filtering,
noise shaping, aDelta-Sigma DAC, output
driver, and analog output filtering in asingle
package. One other chip, acommon TTL
device, finishes off the digital section.
Most digital processors have at least a
dozen support chips—called "glue logic"—
that make the whole thing work. The Sigma
has the fewest ICs (a total of five, including
2See Jack English's review of the CAL Icon Mk.11 in Vol.15
No.7. for example.
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the muting timer) of any processor I've seen.
The left- and right-channel DAC outputs
drive adiscrete FET circuit that has a12AX7
vacuum tube integrated into the FET gain
stage. The tube, split between left and right
channels, is in the overall feedback loop and
functions as avoltage follower. The circuit
is direct-coupled, with a741 op-amp used
as aDC servo fior each channel. The relatively
high output impedance of this design requires that the input impedance of whatever
component the Sigma drives must be at least
15k ohms. Use with apassive level control
is therefore discouraged. Interestingly, CAL
chose not to use the CS4328's on-board
MOSFET output driver (which can deliver
2V output into 600 ohms) to directly drive
the final analog output, instead replacing
it with their discrete stage. Note that no
current-to-voltage (UV) converter is necessary with Delta-Sigma DACs.
De-emphasis is passive, switched in with
arelay. All capacitors in the analog stage are
high-quality Wima polypropylene or polystyrene types. A relay disconnects the output
when the unit isn't locked to adigital source,
and amute timing circuit prevents the Sigma
from putting out audio until the tube is
warmed up.
In the power-supply section, asingle large
transformer feeds six regulated stages plus
the high-voltage (100V) plate supply for the
tube. Separate regulation is used on the +12V
tube heater supply, digital section supply, and
+15V analog rails.
Build quality, though not lavish, is firstrate. The board is well laid out, parts quality is high, and the chassis is very sturdy. The
Sigma was made more economical by vir-
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tually eliminating point-to-point wiring; the
digital input and analog output jacks are pcbmounted, as is the transformer. The only
point-to-point wiring in the unit is the two
wires to the power on/off switch. This technique significantly reduces labor costs.
A few other notes: By the time you read
this, CAL will offer an AT&T ST-type optical
input on the Sigma. Current owners can have
their unit retrofitted at the factory. A price
was not available at press time, but expect it
to cost between $250 and $350. CAL:s new
transport, the Delta, will also be offered with
ST-type optical interface.
Listening: The Sigma had the most distinctive sonic signature of the four processors in
this survey, asignature one would expect
from atubed product: smooth, laid-back,
and relaxed. Specifically, the Sigma leaned
toward conveying asense of ease and musicality rather than revealing the music's every
nuance. Its presentation lacked the resolution of detail heard from the other processors, yet the Sigma had aremarkable warmth
and smoothness that was uncharacteristic of
low-cost digital processors.
The mids in particular were warm and
round, in contrast to the Theorem's slightly
leaner, thinner portrayal. I'd even describe
the Sigma's midrange as lush, an unusual
characteristic for such an inexpensive processor. There was aslightly fat character to
the mids that conveyed asense of body and
roundness. Saxophone had avery pleasant
bloom and smoothness, conveying the instrument's warmth and richness. Many processors seem to emphasize asax's upper
harmonics, adding glare and making the instrument sound too thin. The Sigma's midrange warmth contributed greatly to the processor's musicality.
Similarly, the bass was round and fat—
overly so, in my opinion. Low frequencies
were somewhat amorphous and slow rather
than fast and tight. This characteristic reduced
the music's sense of pace and rhythm, imparting aslight "slowness" and diminished
feeling of tension to the music. On "Little
Wing," from Stevie Ray Vaughan's The Sky
is Crying (Epic EK 47380), for example, the
music lacked the cohesion and drive heard
from the Theorem. Overall, the Sigma had
the least sense of pace and rhythm of the
group.
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The Sigma was good in the top octaves,
but slightly less smooth and sweet than the
lushness heard in the mids. The treble was
nicely portrayed, cymbals appearing slightly
behind the loudspeakers rather than forced
on the listener. There was, however, atrace
of grain in the upper mids and lower treble
that added aslight coarseness to instrumental
textures, massed strings in particular. Although the Sigma had less grain than the
Digital Link II and Forté DAC 50, it lacked
the Theorem's textural smoothness. Listen
to the violins in the Dutoit/Orchestre Symphonique de Montréal's recording of Holst's
The Planets (London 417 553-2), for example.
While the Sigma presented aricher, fuller
string sound, it added aslight roughness to
the texture not heard from the Theorem. I
must stress that this characteristic was by no
means hashy or metallic; instead, there was
just afine layer of grain overlaying midrange
textures. This criticism is minor; Idon't consider it asignificant liability.
In soundstaging, Irate the Sigma second
(behind the Theorem) of the four processors
in this survey. There was agood sense of
space and depth, with abetter-than-average
ability to differentiate individual instruments from the whole. The music was
thrown slightly behind rather than before the
loudspeakers. Moreover, the Sigma had
noticeably better resolution of spatial information than the Digital Link II, and particularly the Forté DAC 50.
One CD that is particularly revealing of
aprocessor's soundstaging ability is Mike
Garson's excellent The Oxnard Sessions, Volume
One (Reference Recordings RR-37CD).
Through the best converters, there is apalpable sense of disparate instruments hanging
in three-dimensional space, surrounded by
the recorded acoustic. Through the Sigma,
there was anice sense of depth and distance,
but the Theorem had agreater impression of
transparency and air.
One aspect of the Sigma's presentation that
may not suit all listeners was its somewhat
low powers of resolution. The Sigma was the
antithesis of analytical, "ruthlessly revealing," or etched. Instead, detail was presented
more subtly. This could reduce the sense of
life in some music, making the Sigma less
engaging. For example, the percussion work
on the CD Mokave (AuclioQuest AQ-CD1006)
lost some of its edge, vitality, and rhythmic
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intensity through the Sigma. There was just
it dropping as the output stage became
less information in the signal, acharacteristic
current-limited. Inoticed on the oscilloscope
that could make the Sigma somewhat bland.
connected to the Audio Precision System
To sum up, the Sigma provides apresenOne's monitor output that the waveform was
tation that avoids the common pitfalls of
severely clipped when the Sigma attempted
low-priced digital: hardness, glare, and rapid
to drive a600 ohm load at high levels. Morefatigue. Its primary flaws—reduced resoluover, the negative portion of the wave clipped
tion of detail and aslow, fat bass—were a more severely than the positive swing. Fig.1
greater liability with rock and jazz than with
shows the Sigma's output when driving a
classical, particularly choral works and
full-scale, lkHz sinewave into 600 ohms.
chamber music. Despite these tradeoffs, I
To investigate this behavior in more detail,
found the Sigma very musical and enjoyaIconnected JA's Heathkit decade resistance
ble. Given the Sigma's distinctive sonic sigbox in parallel with the AP's input. (The Sysnature, prospective purchasers are advised
tem One provides only 100k ohms, 600
to audition the unit for themselves. Isuspect
ohms, and 150 ohm loads.) Ifound that the
that some will greatly value the unit's recurrent limiting shown in fig.1 began when
markable ease and musicality.
the Sigma drove less than 13.8k ohms. In light
Recommended.
of this behavior, passive level controls are definitely not recommended for use with the
Measurements: The Sigma had arather
Sigma. In fact, ahigh input impedance prehigh output voltage of 3.5V, nearly 5dB
amplifier would appear to be anecessity. This
higher than the standard 2V output. Output
very high output impedance may also be
impedance was very high for a1992 prodresponsible for the Sigma's somewhat slow
uct, measuring nearly 2k ohms at 20Hz, this
bass quality.
dropping to just under 1.5k ohms at 20kHz?
Frequency response, shown in fig.2, exIt was difficult to get an exact measurement
hibited agreater treble rolloff than is typiof the output voltage into 600 ohms or lower
3Though high, the Sigma's impedance is not as high as that
of the original CAL Tempest, which sourced its signal from
5600 ohms.
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Fig.1 CAL Sigma, waveform of 'kHz signal at
OdBFS when output loaded with 600 ohms
(500mV/vertical div.).
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cal in digital processors. Moreover, the rolloff
began somewhat low in frequency, being
down 0.2dB at 10kHz and -0.7dB at 20kHz.
This may not seem like much, but when
spanning the entire top octave, this amount
of treble attenuation could have contributed
to the Sigma's subjective impression of
smooth treble but aslight loss of air and HF
detail.
De-emphasis error (fig.2) was greater than
is usually measured in digital processors.
There was a0.25dB negative error at 3kHz,
and a0.5dB positive error at 12kHz. This
could cause aslight tizz in the upper treble—
particularly when juxtaposed with the nega21.• -985111C 3011DPRSSIM4 I 8311120/22118e/ n VII%)
-ULM

22 JUL 92 14:19:49
TMp

tive error in the lower treble—when playing pre-emphasized discs. The dip at 3kHz
and peak at 12kHz may cause aslight "whitening" of the treble when the de-emphasis
circuit is engaged. Interestingly, the Sigma's
inherent treble rolloff will closely compensate
for the positive de-emphasis error between
about 6kHz and 15kHz, restoring aflatter
treble response.
It is essential to be aware that such firstorder errors may exist when comparing
processors. Knowing which discs are preemphasized is vital when performing critical listening evaluations. Digital processors
not only have significant de-emphasis errors,
but also exhibit different amounts of attenCAL SI
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uation when the de-emphasis circuit is
engaged. Matching levels with an unemphasized test tone doesn't ensure accurate level
matching when auditioning the converters
with pre-emphasized discs.
The Sigma's interchannel crosstalk (fig.3)
was low, measuring -85dB across most of
the band, and decreasing only slightly in the
upper treble. The plot, however, is dominated
by noise, with the actual crosstalk emerging
out of the noise floor at about 7kHz and
above.
Driving the Sigma with digital silence (all
data words are set to zero) and performing
aVs-octave spectral analysis on the output
produced the plot of fig.4. The HF noise level
is fairly low, but the power-supply-related
noise, seen as peaks at 120Hz and 240Hz, is
moderately high in level (-95dB). It may be
difficult to achieve good power-supply noise
rejection in such asmall chassis, particularly
with the Sigma's large power transformer.
There are, however, no spikes in the audioband that would indicate converter misbehavior. The effects of the Crystal chip's noise
shaping can be seen by the rising noise level
above the audioband.
The same type of spectral analysis is shown
in fig.5, but this time with the Sigma decoding data representing adithered -90dB, lkHz
sinewave. The power-supply noise is apparent, the level of HF noise is low, and the linearity looks good. Moreover, the left- and rightchannel traces perfectly overlap at the testtone frequency, indicating the DAC's two
channels are well matched. This is confirmed
by fig.6, which shows the Sigma's departure
from linearity. This is excellent performance:
the left channel is virtually perfect to -100dB,
while the right has aslight (1dB) negative
error at -90dB, which corrects itself, having no error at -100dB. (One-bit converters
typically have better low-level linearity than
most multi-bit converters.)
The Sigma's noise-modulation plot is
shown in fig.7. The traces, made by plotting
the spectrum of the noise floor while the processor decodes a41Hz sinewave at levels
ranging from -60dBFS to -100dBFS, are
dosely grouped, indicating the Sigma's noise
floor doesn't vary or change its spectral balance with changing input levels. There is a
rise in the noise floor centered at 500Hz, but
it is consistent among the traces. This is
generally good performance. Interestingly,
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

the noise-modulation plots of CAEs System
One DIA converter (Vol.15 No.8, p.143)
show asimilar peak at 500Hz. This holds
true despite the fact that the System One's
digital filtering, DIA converters, and overall design are totally different from the
Sigma's.
Fig.8 is the Sigma's reproduction of an
undithered, ¡kHz sinewave at alevel of
-90dB. The signal is overlaid with afairly
high level of audioband noise. It also looks
very slightly asymmetrical, with the negative-going half of the wave having less negative swing. Looking at the full-scale, lkHz
squarewave (fig.9), we can see slightly more
overshoot than is typical of most digital
filters, particularly on the trailing edge. Compare this waveshape with that of the other
converters in this survey.
Fig.10 is an FFT-derived spectrum of the
Sigma's output when decoding acombination of 19kHz and 20kHz at full scale. The
level of sidebands around the test tones is low,
but the lkHz difference product is fairly high
at -82dB. The overall noise floor is also
slightly higher than the other converters in
this survey.
Finally, the Sigma doesn't invert absolute
polarity, and Imeasured alow 100µV of DC
at the left channel output and 200µV at the
right channel. Overall, the Sigma's bench
performance was good for an inexpensive
processor.

SUMO THEOREM: $799
The Theorem was originally shown at the
1992 WCES in avery small chassis that prohibited adding features or upgrades. Sumo
has since become more ambitious, putting
the Theorem in afull-sized chassis and offering several upgrade options that would have
been impossible in the truncated version.
There's not much to say about the Theorem's features; the front panel has apower
"On" LED and nothing else. Selection between the unit's single coaxial input and Toslink optical input is automatic. If adigital signal is present at both inputs, the system
defaults to the optical input. The rear panel
has asingle RCA digital input jack, aToslink
optical input, a"clock" input, and apair of
RCA jacks on which the analog output signals appear. A line fuse and captive AC line
cord finish the rear panel. Sumo plans to
announce an upgraded version of the The-
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Sumo Theorem D/A processor
orem, with balanced outputs and AT&T STtype optical inputs. No release schedule or
prices were available at press time.
The Theorem is the only outboard DIA
converter I'm aware of (except the Sony DAS
R1 and Linn Numerik) to provide amethod
of independently synchronizing the converter to the transport. This is the "clock"
input just mentioned. When connected to a
CD transport with aclock output, the Theorem will lock to the separate clock signal
and not need to recover it from the S/PDIF
signal. In all other digital processor/transport
combinations, the clock signal is carried in
the audio data down the interconnect cable.
This method, however, is asignificant source
ofjitter in the recovered clock. By locking
the processor to aseparate clock, the entire
problem of clock jitter introduced by the digital interface is avoided.4
While this sounds good in theory, there are
no transports with a256x clock output on
the market, and as far as I'm aware, none in
development. Sumo included the clock input
just in case they make their own transport,
or another manufacturer decides to include
a256x clock output.
Under the skin, the Theorem is an unusual
design. A small printed circuit board containing all the digital and analog circuitry is
mounted on amuch larger board that holds
some of the power supply. This arrangement
provides more board space for options and
makes wholesale upgrades (replacing the
entire circuit) easier. Moreover, the DAC
board will plug into Sumo's Athena II and
Diana preamplifiers, turning those preamps
into aDAC/preamp combination.
The power supply consists of atoroidal
transformer and single bridge rectifier supplying ten regulation stages. Six of these
stages are active (three-pin ICs), four passive.
The analog supply rails are an unusually high
±35V.
4See Vol.15 No.1, p.166 (January 1992) for amore complete
discussion of this technique.
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Although Sumo's brochure suggests the
Theorem uses the new Crystal CS8412 input
receiver, my sample had the usual Yamaha
YM3623 chip. Sumo originally designed the
Theorem with the Yamaha chip, switched to
the Crystal (which had problems in early versions), then switched back to the Yamaha.
Digital filtering is provided by the 8x-oversampling Burr-Brown DF1700. This filter
is identical to the more common NPC 5803
filter chip.
The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is
adual-channel Burr-Brown PCM67P, the
so-called "hybrid" DAC. It gets this name
from the fact that the upper 10 bits of the 18bit digital word are converted to analog by
amulti-bit resistor ladder converter, and the
lower 8are processed by a1-bit converter
with noise shaping. This hybrid approach
theoretically combines the best of both conversion technologies: good low-level linearity from the 1-bit portion, with superior
dynamics and other qualities associated
with multi-bit converters. Sumo chose the
PCM67 after listening to avariety of DACs.
The Theorem is the first product I've reviewed to use this DAC; it doesn't appear to
have caught on among high-end designers.
The Theorem is unusual in that there are
no ICs in the analog circuit after the DAC.
In fact, the whole output stage is both tweaky
and impressive. The current-to-voltage converter, gain stage, and output buffer are integrated into asingle stage. The circuit is an
all-discrete, fully complementary class-A
design, with very little feedback. The output drivers are acomplementary pair of hefty
(10-220 type package) bipolar transistors,
which can reportedly drive high current
(500mA) into low impedances. The circuit
is direct-coupled, with a741 op-amp acting
as aDC servo. The low-pass Bessel filter and
de-emphasis circuit are built into the analog
stage's feedback loop, with de-emphasis
switched in by arelay. A second relay mutes
the output when the unit isn't locked to a
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digital input Sumo believes that the level of
performance provided by their output section
can't be matched by op-amps.
Ihad mixed feelings about the Theorem's
build quality. The chassis metal is quite thin,
and the unit lacks the 1
/"-thick front panel
4
found on the DAC 50 and Digital Link II.
Iwas very impressed, however, with the
output stage's design and execution; this
sophisticated acircuit is unusual in adigital
processor, particularly one of such amodest price. Given the choice between athicker
chassis and abetter-sounding analog stage
(if it is indeed better-sounding), I'll take better
sound any day.
Listening: Because the Theorem was the last
converter to arrive, Ilistened to it only after
spending the previous week auditioning the
other three processors in this group. Iwas in
for apleasant surprise.
First, the Theorem had easily the best
soundstage of the four processors. The feelings of space, depth, and air was excellent for
any digital processor, never mind one costing
ahair under $800. There was adistinct impression of individual instruments, each surrounded by air, hanging in three-dimensional
space. The presentation was the antithesis of
flat sterility, in which images fuse into acongested mess. Instead, Iheard aremarkable
openness, front-to-back layering of images,
and awonderful sense of bloom surrounding
image outlines. Ihad this impression within
seconds of hearing the first music through
the Theorem (Robert Lucas's Usin' Man Blues,
AudioQuest AQ-CD1001), an impression
repeatedly confirmed over extended auditioning. The sense of the guitar and vocal
appearing in the listening room, surrounded
by the recorded acoustic, was palpable.
Moreover, the Theorem had aremarkable
transparency, which, combined with the
excellent resolution of spatial cues, created
an engaging "you are there" quality. In this
respect, it had the most analog-like presentation of the group.
The Theorem's overall tonal balance was
alittle tilted toward the treble for my taste.
Although not bright or hashy, the treble
5Ihad one functional problem with the Theorem: when the
Theta Data transport automatically turned off its digital output after five minutes of nonuse, the Theorem put out avery
loud glitch through the loudspeakers. Apparently the muting
circuit isn't fast enough to ground the analog output when
it loses lock with the incoming signal.
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tended to be abit forward and overly analytical. Cymbals, percussion, and other transient instruments with lots of high-frequency
energy bordered on becoming etched. Perhaps contributing to this impression, the
Theorem seemed to lack warmth in the nids.
Robert Lucas's guitar lacked the sense of
body and fullness heard through the PS
Audio Digital Link, and particularly the CAL
Sigma. This could tend to make the treble a
little threadbare There was, however, agood
sense of liveliness and detail; the Theorem
had afeeling of vitality and life missing from
the CAL Sigma.
The other aspect of the Theorem's presentation that grabbed my attention was its very
strong sense of rhythm, pace, and drive. The
unit had an "upbeat" quality that made me
tap my foot. Music was infused with agreater
rhythmic propulsion and energy in comparison with the Sigma and Digital Link
II. This quality is usually related to acomponent's bass presentation, but in the Theorem's case, Iattribute it to the processor's
excellent dynamics. The Theorem's ability
to portray music's fine dynamic structure was
superb, easily the best of the group. The processor was particularly adept at conveying
the speed and zip of transients. Drums had
asteep leading edge and good impact, although the Theorem was better at conveying
microdynamics than sheer slam and weight.
Bass presentation was tight and welldefined, but slightly lean and dry. The Digital
Link II had more warmth and roundness, but
at the expense of "speed" and agility. Bass
guitar lines had less "purr" and weight
through the Theorem than any of the other
processors, but pitch definition was excellent. The Theorem was tighter and faster than
the Sigma, but lacked the Forté DAC 50's
weight, greater pitch definition, and deeper
extension. Nevertheless, the Theorem's bass
was more than acceptable in aprocessor of
this price.
Another favorable aspect of the Theorem's
presentation was the lack of grain in the mids
and treble. The upper octaves were surprisingly clean and free from coarseness. Female
vocal—Sara K.'s Closer Than They Appear
(CheskyJD67)—had apurity and silkiness
not heard through the other processors in
the survey. Similarly, massed violins had a
smoothness reminiscent of much-higherpriced processors.
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It's interesting to listen for the differences
in reproduction of analog tape hiss between
digital processors. The differences can be
large, often reflecting the processors' musical characteristics. The Theorem seemed to
"whiten" tape hiss more than the other three
processors, but its texture was very smooth
—just like undigitized hiss. Some processors
coarsen the hiss's texture, making it sound
granular and rough instead of smooth and
even. The Theorem's reproduction of tape
hiss correlated with the musical impressions:
slightly up-tilted treble, lack of midrange
warmth, and very little grain.
Resolution of detail was superb; the Theorem clearly presented the most information
to the listener. In this respect, the Theorem
had more in common with the high-priced
processors. The music's fine inner detail and
subtlety were resolved, greatly adding to the
listening experience. The nuances in Robert
Lucas's vocals revealed agreater degree of
expression through the Theorem. Although
the treble detail was slightly etched for my
taste, it was lively, open, and airy.
Overall, Iwas very impressed by the Theorem. In the area where it clearly excels—
soundstage size, focus, and resolution—
the Theorem was superb. It had the most
"analog-like" presentation, devoid of the flat,
sterile "cardboard-cutout" images endemic
to low-cost digital. The Theorem was my
favorite of this group of four processors and
an excellent value at $799. Some listeners,
however, may be willing to sacrifice the Theorem's higher resolution and superior soundstaging for the Sigma's more relaxed presentation. A personal audition is mandatory,
therefore.
Highly recommended.
Measurements: The Theorem had the
lowest output voltage of the group, measuring 1.97V when reproducing afull-scale,
lkHz sinewave. Output impedance was a
fairly low 152 ohms across the band, which
suggests the Theorem will have no trouble
driving apassive level control.
The unit's frequency response (fig.11)
showed amoderate (03dB) rolloff at 20kHz.
De-emphasis tracking (also shown in fig.11)
was virtually perfect. Intercharmel crosstalk,
shown in fig.12, was difficult to measure; the
true crosstalk didn't emerge from the noise
floor until 5kHz and above, indicated by the
234

flat, then gently rising curve.
A spectral analysis of the Theorem's output
when decoding digital silence is shown in
fig.13. There is aafairly high level of 60Hz
power-supply noise and an unusual peak at
501CHz, either the result of the noise-shaping
scheme in the Burr-Brown PCM67 hybrid
DAC or due to an idle tone. Fig.14 is the same
type of spectral analysis, but this time with
the Theorem decoding adithered lkHz,
-90dB sinewave. There is asmall peak at
2kHz in the left channel not present when
the Theorem decoded digital silence, suggesting it is asignal-related second-harmonic
3
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distortion. It is, however, very low in level.
Low-level linearity (fig.15) was only fair,
with a2.5dB positive error (right channel)
and a1.7dB positive error (left) at -90dB. The
channels are not that well matched, especially
considering that both converters are within
the same monolithic chip.
The noise-modulation plot (fig.16) reflects
the Theorem's less than ideal low-level linearity. There is afairly wide divergence in the
traces, particularly above 3kHz. Moreover,
the bandwidth of the change in the noise
floor's spectral balance as afunction of input
level is wide, spanning two and ahalf octaves.
lire Dorm 0.1011.3fi./ I MAIBP.1.141119/

1111111.,

Capturing the Theorem's reproduction of a
11d-lz, -90dB undithered sinewave produced
the waveform of fig.17. There seems to be a
low level of audioband noise, and inexplicably, the fourth and fifth positive peaks in the
plot are of higher amplitude. The low noise
level is paradoxical: the Theorem had asubjectively higher noise level than the other
converters, and the crosstalk measurement
also seemed to indicate ahigh noise floor. The
unusual shape of this waveform is perhaps
idiosyncratic to the hybrid DAC used in the
Theorem; this is the first processor I've measured to use this hybrid converter.
An FFT-derived spectral analysis of the
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Theorem's output when decoding afull-scale
mix of 19kHz and 20kHz is shown in fig.18.
The lkHz difference component and sidebands around the test signals are well down
in level, but there are afew low-amplitude
spikes in the audioband. These spikes, however, are far fewer and lower in level than
those seen in the Forté DAC 50's intermodulation spectrum. Fig.19 is the Theorem's
reproduction of alkHz, full-scale squarewave. It has slightly less overshoot and more
ringing than the Forté DAC 50, but is otherwise typical in shape.
Finally, the Theorem doesn't invert absolute polarity, and Imeasured 20012V of DC
offset (left channel) but amoderate 1.2mV
offset at the right-channel output.
Compared with the other processors, the
Theorem's bench performance was only
mediocre. There was, however, nothing in
the plots that would indicate the Theorem's
musicality.
FORTE DAC 50: $990
In contrast to the Sigma's simplicity of design and operation, the Forté Model 50 is
elaborate, inside and out. The full-width
front panel has arotary switch that selects
between the unit's four digital inputs or puts
the processor in "standby" mode. Three small
LEDs indicate the incoming sampling frequency, and afourth LED (marked "Error")
indicates if the unit isn't locked to adigital
source. The front panel also has acosmetic
touch that reveals its Threshold origins: two
sunken, gold-plated hex bolts hold the panel
to the chassis, reminiscent of Threshold amps
and preamps.
The rear panel provides unbalanced outputs on RCA jacks and balanced signals on
XLR connectors. Four digital inputs—two
optical on Toslink jacks, two coaxial on RCA
jacks—are included. An IEC AC line jack
finishes off the rear panel.
Removing the top cover revealed asingle

pcb containing the power supply, digital section, and analog output stage. The power
supply comprises two small transformers and
two bridge rectifiers supplying seven regulation stages. Using two transformers keeps
the analog and digital power-supply sections
separate. Eighteen small (470g) electrolytic
caps provide smoothing before the regulators, with additional filtering performed next
to the circuits supplied. Some of the regulated supplies (to the analog portion of the
DAC) are re-regulated passively (an inductor/capacitor network).
The digital section uses lots of chips-24,
to be exact—in sharp contrast to the CAL
Sigma's five ICs, including the DAC. These
are mostly input switching, timing, and other
"glue logic." Curiously, all the important
chips had their markings sanded off and
painted over to hide their identities. Designer
Michael Bladelius, however, had no qualms
about telling me about the digital topology.
The input receiver is the Philips SAA 7274,
not acommon choice among designers.
Three separate oscillators are used (one for
each sampling frequency), atechnique that
reportedly lowers jitter in the recovered clock.
An NPC 5813 8x-oversampling digital filter
feeds aPhilips 7350 Bitstream converter
which is used for noise shaping. This in turn
feeds aPhilips DAC-7 (FDA-1547) Bitstream
chip. The DAC-7 is adual-differential device,
with two outputs (+ and -) for each channel. To create the single-ended signal at the
final output, the + and -signals are combined differentially and amplified by an opamp, then buffered with asecond op-amp
running at unity gain. The output stage is
direct-coupled, with apair of trimpots for
DC nulling at the output buffer.
De-emphasis is passive, as is the analog
output filter. This filter, amodified Bessel
type, reportedly has linear phase to 75kHz.
Output stage capacitors are Wima or Roderstein polypropylene types, and resistors are
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all metal-film.
Build quality is good, although the unit
has asomewhat lightweight feel. Overall, the
Forté DAC 50 was the nicest-looking processor of the group, and had the best user
interface.
Listening: The DAC 50's presentation was
paradoxical: Iliked some aspects of it, but not
others. I'll start with what the processor did
well.
First, the DAC 50's bass presentation was
clearly the best of the group. It was tight, very
well defined, and had deeper extension than
that heard from the other processors. Bass
drum had asolidity and impact Ifound
appealing. This contributed to the DAC 50's
good sense of rhythm and drive, particularly
on music in which the bass guitar and kickdrum work together. On Stevie Ray Vaughan's
The Sky is Crying, the DAC 50 presented a
solid, tight rhythm section with an excellent
sense of pace. The DAC 50's presentation in
this regard was the antithesis of the Sigma's;
where the Sigma was somewhat slow and ft
in the bass, the DAC 50 was agile and lively,
with excellent pitch definition. Dynamics
were also good, with sharp leading edges and
impact. Interestingly, I've generally found
1-bit converters to have asofter bass and less
punch than multi-bit converters—not at all
like the DAC 50.
Despite the DAC 50's excellent bass and
good sense of rhythmic drive, Ifound it difficult to enjoy music through it: the presentation was just too analytical and overly
detailed. The treble constantly called attention to itself—always abad sign. Cymbals
assumed atoo-prominent role in the music,
transients were etched, and there was an
impression ofjust too much going on in the
treble Moreover, the high-frequency region
seemed somehow detached from the rest of
the music rather than anatural part of it. The
treble lacked the hashiness and grain heard
from the Audio Alchemy DDE, but tended
to be hard rather than liquid. Although the
high end was clean, its forwardness and hard
texture brought about listening fatigue. There
was asense of relief when the music was
turned down—another bad sign. Whereas
my criticism of the Theorem in this regard
was minor and didn't preclude arecommendation, the degree of this characteristic in the
DAC 50 was much more significant.
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The other side of this coin was the DAC
50's resolution of detail; there was lots of it.
Nuances and fine structure were brought to
the forefront, allowing the listener to hear
more of what was on the recording. Some
may like this kind of presentation, but Ifound
it fatiguing.
The DAC 50's presentation was the most
forward of the group, with the music existing
slightly in front of the loudspeakers. It was
also the driest, without the sense of space and
air heard from the other processors. The
soundstage tended to be somewhat flat and
lacking depth. On Mike Garson's Oxnard Sessions, for example, the impression of the bass
player behind the piano, the sense of the
instruments surrounded by the recorded
acoustic, and the feeling of air and bloom,
weren't there to the same degree heard
through the other processors, particularly the
Theorem.
The DAC 50's basic sonic signature remained the same when auditioned through
its balanced outputs. There seemed to be a
slight improvement in soundstaging, but the
presentation was abit more forward, not
what the DAC 50 needed.
Overall, the Forté DAC 50 wasn't my cup
of tea. Although it had excellent bass definition and extension, the DAC 50's overly
analytical rendering and lack of soundstage
depth preclude a recommendation, I'm
afraid.
Measurements: The DAC 50 put out 2.24V
from both the unbalanced and balanced outputs. Although this level from the unbalanced
outputs is typical, most processors double
their output voltage from the balanced outputs. Output impedance did not vary with
frequency, measuring amoderate 300 ohms
from the balanced outputs and 597 ohms
(600 ohms nominal) from the balanced
outputs.
Unless noted, the following measurements
were made from the DAC 50's unbalanced
outputs. Frequency response (fig.20) was the
flattest of the group, with virtually no rolloff
at 20kHz. There was also no apparent passband ripple, as has been seen with other Bitstream converters. De-emphasis error (also
fig.20) was slight, with avery shallow broadband dip in the treble—probably inaudible.
The right channel (dotted trace) had slightly
more error than the left channel.
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Interchannel crosstalk (fig.21) was quite
low, measuring 93dB at lkHz. This figure
drops considerably in the treble, however, to
-68dB at 20kHz. The 6dB/octave decrease
in channel separation with frequency is
indicative of capacitive coupling between
channels. Channel separation from the balanced outputs was about 5dB better across
the band.
Fig.22, athird-octave spectral analysis of
the DAC 50's output when decoding "digital
silence," shows the effects of noise shaping.
This technique pushes noise from the audioband into the ultrasonic band, seen as the
For. Si FRIZIRISP 61119.1.111r/ 1/1101.1111r1 v. 012911191
1 MOB

rapid rise in the noise floor above 20kHz.
There are no converter artifacts, however, and
there is good isolation from power-supply
noise.
Fig.23 is aspectral analysis of the DAC 50's
output when driven by the digital code
representing adithered -90dB, lkHz sinewave. The overall noise level is commendably low, the absence of power-supply artifacts is respectable, and low-level linearity
appears good. This was easily the bestlooking spectral analysis of the group. Further, the DAC 50 has outstanding low-level
linearity (fig.24). The converter is virtually
perfect to -100dB, and both channels behave
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Fig.25 Forté DAC 50, noise modulation, -60 to
-100dBFS (5dB/vertical div.).
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almost identically.
The noise-modulation plot (fig.25) was
similarly good, with tight groupings and low
noise level. Despite some divergence of the
traces below lIcHz, this is nevertheless excellent. The DAC 50's reproduction of alIcHz,
-90dB undithered sinewave is shown in
fig.26. The waveshape is overlaid by audioband noise and has some negative DC offset.
Iwas intrigued by the DAC 50's performance on the 19kHz and 20IcHz intennodulation test (fig.27). Although the 11d-lz difference component is well down in level (lower
than -100dB), there are unusual spikes in the
noise floor spaced exactly lkHz apart between 7kHz and 23kHz. These are low in
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level (all below -100dB), but Icouldn't help
wondering if these spurious components
were responsible for the hardness noted during the auditioning.
The DAC 50 reproduced alkHz, fiffi-scale
squárewave with ashape typical of linearphase digital filters (fig.28), but with slightly
less ringing. Imeasured between 100µV and
200µV of DC offset at the unbalanced outputs and between 800µV and lmV at the balanced outputs. The DAC 50 doesn't invert
absolute polarity from either the unbalanced
or balanced outputs.
The DAC 50 performed well on the bench;
it was easily the best-measuring converter
of this group. Its low-level linearity was
exemplary, but Iwas concerned about the
spikes in the noise floor when it decoded a
full-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz.
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AUDIO DIGITAL LINK II:

$499

Looking at the Digital Link II's build quality
and circuitry, it's hard to believe that it can
sell for $499 at retail. The Digital Link II
shares the same appearance as PS Audio's
SuperLink and UltraLink processors, but
has a4"-shorter chassis. The 1
/"-thick front
4
panel uses PS Audio's familiar touch-sensitive
switches that turn the unit on and select
between coaxial and optical inputs. LEDs
above these switches indicate when the unit
is locked to the digital source. A third LED
illuminates when power is applied.
The rear panel features apair of highquality, gold-plated RCA output jacks, RCA
digital input jack, and Toslink optical input
jack. A four-pin jack accepts DC from the
outboard power supply, a41
/ "by 23
2
/ "by
4
21
/ "black box.
2
Although Icouldn't get inside the power
supply, it reportedly contains asingle large
transformer. Once inside the Digital Link,
the stepped-down AC is rectified, filtered,
then regulated by four three-pin regulators.
Like other PS Audio converters, the Digital
Link has kits of filter capacitors (a total of
18,000g) distributed around the board.
The circuitry is contained on two pcbs: one
handles the digital inputs and input switching
control, the other is the main board containing the digital and analog circuitry.
The input receiver is the Yamaha Y/V13623B,
but implemented with the jitter reduction
circuit developed for the UltraLink. Digital filtering is provided by the 8x-over-
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PS Audio Digital Link D/A processor

sampling Yamaha 3434, asmall and inexpensive filter chip. A pair of Analog Devices
AD1860 18-bit DACs perform D/A conversion. The AD1860s are the premium "K"
version, selected for best low-level linearity
and lowest THD. The DACs are matched
between left and right channels, but no MSB
(Most Significant Bit) trimmer is included.
Like the SuperLink, the Digital Link II uses
passive current-to-voltage (I/V) conversion.
PS Audio is the only company Iknow of that
doesn't use an active I/V converter (usually
an op-amp). The current-to-voltage stage
takes the DAC's staircase current output and
converts it to avoltage. In the Digital Link
II, this stage is nothing more than a150 ohm
resistor connected to ground. The advantage
of this technique is one fewer active device
in the signal path, but at the expense of higher
noise; by Ohm's Law, using alow-value resistor means alower voltage, therefore requiring extra gain in the line stage.
The direct-coupled output stage is based
on aPrecision Monolithics OP37 op-amp
(one per channel). A FET current source
biases the OP37 into class-A operation. Because of the low voltage from the I/V converter, the op-amp is run at avery high gain
(30dB). This op-amp is the only active device
between the DAC and analog output; only
one gain stage is used, with passive deemphasis and apassive first-order low-pass
filter. The amount of circuitry after the DAC
is minimal, owing both to the passive I/V
converter, low-pass filter, de-emphasis, and
single gain stage/output driver.
A dual-channel relay shunts the audio output to ground when the unit isn't locked to
an incoming digital signal or when the unit
is turned off. Note that the front-panel on/off
switch merely activates the shunting relays
240

and turns off the front-panel LEDs; all other
circuitry remains fully powered. This ensures
that the unit will sound its best without its
owner having to wait for warm-up.
Build quality is far better than what one
would expect from a$499 digital processor.
The chassis is nicely made, with countersunk
screws, thick metalwork, and a1/4"-thick
front panel.
Listening: The Digital Link II provided
excellent sound. Although Ididn't feel it
equaled the Sigma or Theorem, it was nevertheless impressive for its price.
In perspective, the Digital Link II's sound
was very similar to that of other PS Audio
processors: slightly forward in the tnids, less
than impressive soundstage depth, and afullbodied low-frequency presentation. Starting
with the bass, the Digital Link fell between
the Sigma's fatness and the Theorem's lean,
tight rendering. There was anice sense of
weight to the bass, with fairly good pitch
definition. Although not as fast and articulate
as the Theorem's, the Digital Link's bass was
rounder and fuller, making the entire presentation warmer.
The Digital Link II's soundstaging was
better than the DAC 50's, but not up to the
level heard from the Sigma and (especially)
the Theorem. There was aslight opacity and
congestion to the presentation compared
with the Theorem. The impression of individual instruments hanging in space, asense
of air and bloom, and clarity were all good
considering the $500 price, but in absolute
terms were only fair. The Digital Link II put
athin veil between me and the music, slightly
reducing the level of musical involvement.
On the previously mentioned Robert Lucas
disc, the Digital Link II lacked some degree
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of the transparency, resolution, and air heard
from the Theorem, reducing the palpability of the images.
One area in which the Digital Link II
excelled was its treble presentation, where
it was smoother than the Theorem, and even
the Sigma. This treble smoothness had its
price, however: aslight obscuring of detail.
The upper octaves lacked asense of hearing
everything that was going on. Going back
to the Theorem revealed that the Digital Link
presented less information to the listener than
the Theorem. There was, however, apurity
and lack of grain in the treble, though not to
the same extent heard from the Theorem. To
its credit, the Digital Link didn't affront the
ears with ahashy, metallic treble. Long listening sessions without fatigue were possible
with the Digital Link II. Moreover, the Link
had agreater warmth than the Theorem, particularly in the mids.
In summary, Iwould rank the Digital Link
II behind the Theorem and Sigma, but ahead
of the DAC 50. At $799, arecommendation
would be iffy. Considering its $499 price and
good build quality, however, the Digital Link
II is abargain. Recommended.
Measurements: Like other PS Audio processors, the Digital Link II has ahigh output voltage-3.6V when decoding afullscale, lkHz sinewave. Output impedance was
extraordinarily low, measuring 2.1 ohms at
20Hz, increasing only slightly to 2.6 ohms
at 20kHz. This combination of high output
voltage and low output impedance makes the
Digital Link Hideal for use with passive level
controls.
The Digital Link II's frequency response
(fig.29) showed agradual but rather early HF
rolloff, being down 0.2dB at 10kHz and
0.6dB at 20kHz. This was very similar to the
Sigma's mile and correlated to the listening
impressions of less treble detail. De-emphasis
error (fig.29) was significant: 0.5dB positive
error at 5kHz, increasing to +0.75dB at
10kHz, and decreasing slightly to +0.5dB
at 20kHz. This will add aslight tizziness to
the sound of pre-emphasized CDs. These
kinds of de-emphasis errors are typically
caused by component (resistor, and particularly capacitor) tolerances.
Interchannel separation (fig30) was rather
poor, measuring 70dB at lkHz, decreasing
to 47dB (R-L, worst case) at 20kHz. Note
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that this graph has been resealed to show the
rather high levels of crosstalk. A spectral analysis of the Digital Link II's output when
decoding digital silence (not shown) revealed
no converter misbehavior, but arather high
level of power-supply-related noise at 60Hz,
120Hz, and 180Hz. This noise can be seen
in fig.31, asimilar spectral analysis of the
unit's reproduction of adithered -90dB,
lkHz sinewave. Note that most of the powersupply noise is in the left channel. There is
also an unusual peak at 2kHz in both channels, most likely caused by aconverter error
shifting some of the energy up an octave.
(The 2kHz peak was not present when the
Digital Link II was decoding digital silence.)
Linearity (fig32) was good considering the
fact that PS Audio doesn't trim the DACs'
MSB value, but not exemplary in absolute
terms. The Digital Link II's noise-modulation plot is shown in fig33. The overall noise
level and tightness of the groupings indicate
good behavior, but there is asignificant shift
in the noise floor's spectral balance above
101d-lz as afunction of signal level. Note how
the traces diverge above 10kHz. The Digital Link II's reproduction of an undithered
lkHz, -90dB sinewave is shown in fig.34.
Silo D/altall.1814 .4191.018, I PIOLliael

FR1220.4
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Fig.29 PS Digital Link, frequency response (top)
and de-emphasis error (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.30 PS Digital Link, crosstalk (I0dB/vertical
div.).
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Looking at the Digital Link II's FFTderived intermodulation spectrum when
decoding afull-scale mix of 19kHz and
20Id-lz (fig35), we can see amoderately high
level of the lkHz difference component
(-90dB) and afairly low level of sidebands.
Overall, this is good performance The unit's
reproduction of afull-scale, lkHz squarewave is shown in fig.36. There is slightly
more overshoot on the leading edge than is
seen from most processors using NPC filters.
Finally, The Digital Link II doesn't invert
absolute polarity, and there was alow level
of DC at the outputs—between 200µV and
300µV.
The Digital Link II's bench performance
n 8181.411.188 11811,868(18r) à 11188812(der, us 11111014)
.
-78.88 i.

,

I

..J.
,

-,.-.44.14.

22 At 12 111.29 48

was only fir; the de-emphasis error was significant, low-level linearity was less than
ideal, and the level of crosstalk was higher
than that usually measured.

PUTTING IT ALL IN PERSPECTIVE:
THE AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE,
MERIDIAN 203, &
MUSIK SYSTEM ZERO

After getting to know each of the processors,
Iauditioned them in relation to the $1495
Bitwise Musik System Zero (favorably reviewed last month) and $399 Audio Alchemy
Digital Decoding Engine Where do the four
processors fall compared with a$1500 processor and the inexpensive DDE?
Starting with the DDE, it was no contest;
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Fig.3I PS !Yea' Link, spectrum of ethered 'kHz
tone at —90.3IdB with noise and spuriae (hoctave analysis, right channel dashed).

Fig.32 PS Digital Link, departure from linearity
(right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.34 PS Digital Link, undithered 'kHz sinewave
at —90.3IdB.

Fig.35 PS Digital Link, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-30kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.33 PS Digital Link, noise modulation, —60 to
—100dBFS (5dB/vertical div.).
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all four processors were superior to the DDE,
particularly in the treble. Although the DDE
had good clarity and resolution—greater
resolution than the Digital Link II—its hashy
treble was asignificant liability. Although
Ipreferred the Forté DAC 50 to the DDE,
the former's $990 price precludes arecommendation.
The most logical comparison is between
the DDE and the $100-more-expensive Digital Link II. First, the Digital Link's build
quality is far superior. Comparing the power
supplies, for example, the Digital Link's is
much larger and heavier, and has ahighquality locking connector. The DDE's supply has amini-jack that momentarily shorts
the supply rails to ground if the plug is
inserted with the power supply plugged in.
The Digital Link's full-sized chassis and
high-quality RCA jacks add to its value. The
DDE, however, has an absolute-polarity
inversion switch and the ability to be upgraded through the I
2Sbus port.
In terms of sound quality, the Digital Link
was clearly more musical. In virtually all
areas—treble smoothness, soundstaging,
bass, lack of grain, and involvement in the
music—the Digital Link II was convincingly
better. Again, the DDE had superior clarity
and resolution, but its aggressive treble
was its Achilles' heel. The Digital Link had
awarmth and smoothness that made it more
enjoyable. Further, the Digital Link II's presentation of detail was more refined, with
finer gradations between the salient and the
subtle.
The Theorem was closest in sound to the
excellent Musik System Zero. Both threw
a spacious, three-dimensional, precisely
focused soundstage, but the Zero was clearly
the better processor. The $1500 unit had a
warmer balance in the mids, weightier bass,
amore delicate treble, and greater soundstage transparency. The Theorem, however,
acquitted itself well against aprocessor nearly
twice its price.
Finally, Icouldn't help comparing the
Theorem to aprocessor that is, in my opinion, the processor to buy for under $1000—
the Meridian 203. Despite improvements in
low-priced digital, the 203 has maintained
its competitiveness. Ishould add that the 203
Icompared to the Theorem is the older version, not the new model with the Philips
DAC7 chipset.
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The Theorem was clearly better at resolving space than the 203, with amore palpable soundstage and greater transparency. Bass
presentation—pitch definition, pace, tautness—were superior to the Theorem's. The
Sumo also had amore laid-back quality in
the mids, sounding almost recessed compared to the 203. One aspect of the Meridian
Idid prefer was its overall tonal balance. It
was warmer, richer, and more full-bodied
than the Theorem, with afully fleshed-out
midrange. Nevertheless, Ifelt that overall, the
Theorem was the better-sounding processor.

CONCLUSION

Iwas generally impressed by the price/performance ratio of the three processors earning
arecommendation. This was particularly true
of the PS Audio Digital Link II, which, at
$499, is nothing short of asteal. It is clearly
better than the Audio Alchemy DDE, and
in some ways competitive with more expensive converters. Ifelt, however, that the Digital Link II was bettered in absolute terms by
the CAL Sigma and Sumo Theorem. Because the Digital Link II costs $300 less than
the Theorem and $200 less than the Sigma,
it is probably the best value of the group. If
you want the best sound for the least money,
the Digital Link H is the processor to buy.
Although the CAL Sigma was the most
colored processor of the four—it departed
the most from neutrality—I found it musically engaging and unfatiguing. It was easy
to listen to for long periods, and lacked the
unpleasant stridency and glare so often heard
from inexpensive digital playback. "Warm
and friendly" best describes the Sigma. Its
flaws—soft bass and lack of detail—tended
to be sins of omission rather than of commission. Recommended more for classical
music—particularly choral and chamber
music—than rock and jazz.
The Sumo Theorem was in many ways the
best-sounding converter in this survey. Its
soundstaging abilities and resolution of spatial information were superb. The Theorem
also had an excellent sense of pace and liveliness, qualities that made it musically compelling. Its slightly lean and up-tilted tonal
balance, however, may not suit all listeners.
Some may prefer the Sigma's warmer, gentler
presentation over the Theorem's greater resolution of detail and superior soundstaging.
The Theorem is the processor I'd buy out of
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this group. In fact, it gets my vote for the
best-sounding converter under $1000.
Icannot recommend the Forté DAC 50.
It strong points—excellent bass definition,
weight, and extension—couldn't overcome
its fatiguing, overly analytical presentation.
Although it was superior to the Audio Alchemy DDE, its price tag makes it uncompetitive with the other processors in this
survey.

The bottom line? There are musical digital processors that don't require asecond
mortgage. Moreover, this current crop provides better performance than yesterday's
bargains—the Rotel RCD-855 and Audio
Alchemy DDE—in my opinion. If you own
aCD player and are thinking of upgrading
to adigital processor, one of the three processors recommended may breathe new life
into your CD collection.

F OLLOW-UP
THE IMPROVEMENT DISEASE

It has been said that the high-end audio
industry has aweakness which perversely has
also helped to maintain its growth. The
evolutionary process whereby designs are
improved, upgraded, and supplanted at regular intervals keeps everyone interested, and
of course affords reviewers useful employment. On the other hand, once apurchase
has been made there may be resentment on
the part of owners who find that, by the time
their choice has become established and
awarded sufficient review recommendation,
aproduct upgrade is already in the pipeline.
Announcements of such improvements are
often premature, impelled by the manufacturer's desire to appear ahead of the competition. Ifeel that this practice has an ultimately
damaging effect on the industry, alienating
existing owners and stalling sales in progress
by raising false hopes of an early availability of an upgrade. In fact, serious delays are
often experienced with the products in question, due to truncated and/or rushed development. Offering upgrades to existing owners,
frequently at significant extra cost, is no real
answer, but simply an amelioration.
General experience suggests that aworthy
hi-fi component has aminimum lifetime of
two years. When launch announcements are
made, say at the Summer CES, development
should be complete and the production
resources already in place. However, too
many show models are very early prototypes,
or even dummies. Indeed, in one notable case,
there was no product to see at all!
Time is required for the market reaction
to anew product to develop, while the review
process can take from six to nine months. If
the general assessment of aproduct is posi-

tive, sales will consolidate, amarket share will
be established, confidence will grow, and
steady sales will ensue. The product gains
reputation and stature by word of mouth and
by example sufficient to carry it for at least
two years of sales activity.I
However, many magazine writers have
been tripped up by manufacturers during the
review process. As the review goes to press,
perhaps 10 months after the product's real
introduction to the market, it is common to
find some dispute about the findings since
the manufacturers have already upgraded
or replaced that particular model. Dealers,
magazines, and customers cannot be expected
to put up with this for much longer. Designers must show some restraint and adopt
amore considered and conservative approach
to upgrades if this industry's good reputation is to survive.
For the purchaser, the greatest problem is
one of scale. Just how big are the trumpeted
improvements of agiven audio component
in the context of his or her own established
audio system? In my opinion, many commentators and reviewers make inadequate
attempts to judge relative performance differences, the flavor-of-the-month approach
being all too common. Worse still is the temporary love affair in which areviewer appears
to abandon all judgmental faculties and
provides such purple prose that few know
whether the product in question is any good
at all.
For my reviews in Hi-Fi News & Record
1In some cases, designs have lasted much longer than this,
their reputations remaining untarnished. An obvious example
is the Quad Electrostatic speaker. Another was the long-lived
ARC D79, while in the UK the Spendor BC1 and LS3/5a are
worth mentioning.
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Review, Ihave long used anumerical scoring
system for sound quality based on an extensive library of past reviews. This is kept as
accurate as possible by reference to an established inventory of key products in every category. Some of these go back more than a
decade in order to help maintain agood perspective of the rate of advance. If there is
any doubt about acurrent model, an aural
refresher with aunit out of the stock room
usually settles the matter. Iencourage my colleagues to do the same.
—Martin Collorns

KRELL KST-I00
POWER AMPLIFIER

Without singling out Krell, my introductory
plea to the industry to adopt amore conservative approach to product launches and
upgrades nonetheless leads into a"FollowUp" on the sound of the current KST-100
power amplifier, amodel on which Ifirst
reported in Stereophile Vol.14 No.7 (July
1991), together with the Krell KSL line controller. Since that review the $2950 KST has
evolved; what has been at the dealers for the
past nine months is in fact asignificantly
improved model.
One danger for this amplifier is its relationship to the rest of the Krell range, these
massive components leaving the KST looking like ajunior, rather less serious model.
Please do the impossible and forget the rest
of ICrell's power-amplifier range for amoment. How does the KST-100 look now?
This is no junior amp. On test, it produced
130Wpc into 8ohms with negligible distortion. The very load-tolerant KST-100's 4
ohm delivery was 250W, and it finally began
to hit the limits at 400Wpc into 2ohms.
Moreover, in pairs it may be used as a400W
8ohm monoblock, this option facilitated by
the versatility offered by balanced and unbalanced audio inputs. The peak current delivery
can reach ±40A, so this is no baby power
amplifier.
Having set the stage for aserious view of
its performance and potential standing in the
marketplace, note the level of sound quality
attained by the KST-100 at its introduction. Here it was rated as comparable to the
discontinued KSA-80, itself once aleading
example in its price category, and now
replaced by the even better KSA-150B. The
KST-100 was felt to have stepped into the
place vacated by the KSA-80, succeeding at
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

asubstantially keener price.
On first review, the KST-100 acquitted
itself very well, reaching the KSA-80's standard of sound quality without replicating the
latter's particular character and balance of virtues. It was found to match the new KSL
controller well, the combination representing
good value. The KST-100 sounded more like
the new larger, lower-feedback Krell amplifiers than the '80 itself, this difference associated with improved rhythm, alivelier, more
dynamic midrange, and amore open quality. (A certain mild "darkening" had been
perceptible on some Krell amplifiers of afew
years ago.)
Where the KST conceded fractionally to
its relatively moderate price was in the treble,
which, though patently detailed and informative, had atinge of "zzz" high in the range,
atouch of "carelessness" reminiscent of
tracking problems heard with some wideband pickup cartridges. The upper treble
simply did not sound as integrated or as
smooth as the rest of the audible range.
Nevertheless, with careful choice of loudspeaker and sources, asystem balance could
be found where even this may be induced to
fade to anegligible level. Despite its relatively
moderate power supply and output stage, the
KST-100 can rock with some of the best of
them, and offers powerful deep bass. By normal standards, it is still well endowed in the
muscle department.
So how does the current '92/'93 KST-100
compare? Remembering that small improvements are hard-won at this elevated level, the
KST shows an absolute improvement in subjective quality of nearly 10%. One could pay
several thousand dollars more for such an
increase.
While this improvement is characterized
by an all-around gain in quality, the change
is most noticeable in the amplifier's treble,
which is now virtually in the KSA class,
characterized by fine definition and control
without excessive brightness. Judged by the
very bést standards the treble could still be
regarded as alittle dry, but in practical ternis
it remains very good.
The KST amplifier is capable of strongly
defined, well-focused stereo images of very
good width and fine depth. Even in such
areas as transparency, the standard is high
enough to allow aclose comparison with
references in the class of the Audio Research
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Classic 60. Fundamentally neutral, the current KST goes well with analog and the
smoother digital sources, and also made a
serious attempt to drive the Wilson WATT
3/Puppy 2speakers to adecent standard.
A warmer, more natural tonal quality is
also evident in the midrange, abetter match
to digital sources. The sound seems more
relaxed, less forced, and yet dramatic expression is improved—a nice combination, this.
And the solid, articulate bass standard is
preserved.
So what separates the KST-100 and KSA150B? Superficially they are remarkably close
in merit, yet significant differences do emerge
in direct comparison, differences which point
to the KSA's greater authority and ultimate
superiority. When the going gets tough,
when heavy transients are present when the
amplifier is asked to drive more difficult
loads, the KSA has more "grunt," in context
sounding unburstable. The KST's bass lines,
atouch lighter, cannot generate quite the
same degree of "slam." The KSA's sound also
remains alittle sweeter and more relaxed.
That adverse-load-driving "grunt" is what
separates the Krells in general from more
agile and elegant performers like the Meridian 605. Given the range of speakers and conditions which my listening-station amplifiers have to endure, there is afirm place for
both the Krells and the Meridians. Where the
Krell has absolute load-driving authority, it
sounds alittle calm and laid-back; it is the 605
which sets the pace in rhythmic terms if
mated to aload which it favors.
Evolutionary developments in the Krell
KST-100 have refined its performance to a
level where it takes its place as aclass leader.
Don't misjudge this amplifier as the "baby"
of Krell's power range. It is aserious 130W
+ 130W example in its own right, one of
which many competitors would be rightly
proud. Its value for money is unquestioned.

SAVA\T
AUDIO
Providing The Ultimate
In Products 8z Services

Consultancy •Custom Systems
Acoustic Treatment •Installation
Home Theater •Retail •Worldwide
Air Tangent •Allego •Apex
Arcici •Athena •Air Tight
Audio Prism •Audio Quest
Audiostatic •Basis •Benz
Bitwise •Cardas • Chario
Chesky • Clarity Audio •Creek
CWD •Delos •Dorian •EAD
EKSC •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Ensemble
Epos •Essence •First Sound
Fosgate •Geman Acoustics
Harman Video •Harmonia Mundi
Kinergetics • Klyne •Last
Magnan •Merrill. Mod Squad
Mogami • Morch •Nestorovic
Neutrik • Nimbus •Opus3
Power Wedge •Presence Audio
Pro Ac • Proprius •QED
Rega •Reference Recordings
Roksan • RoomTune •Rotel
Sequerra • Sheffield Labs •Sims
Sumiko • Symphonic Line
Systemline •Tara Labs

—Martin Colloms

Target •Tice Audio •Wadia

Coming Attractions (continuedfrom p.3)
call Debbie Fisher at (505) 982-1411 for tickets.
Finally, the winner of the free trip to Santa
Fe drawing held in conjunction with Stereophile's
Los Angeles Hi-Fi Show last April was Bryan
Thorpe of Upland, CA. Unfortunately we have
been unable to get in touch with Mr. Thorpe,
who moved, leaving no forwarding address.
Please give me aphone call, Mr. Thorpe.

Water Lily •WBT
and More

In New York & New Jersey
609-799-9664

—John Atkinson
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MEET THE I
NNOVATORS

Speak with Spectral
Friday, December 11
Saturday, December 12
Mr. Richard Fryer, President
Dr. Keith Johnson, Director of Engineering
We will have acomplete Spectral system
for you to hear. Audition
the new Spectral
Reference
electronics: the
DMA 180 Amplifier
and the DMC 20
Preamplifier.
Also the new Reference
Moving Coil cartridge — the
MCR Signature II. And finally, the new
SDR 1000 SL Series 2CD Playback system
The New
Spectral DMA 180
Reference Amplifier.
Breathtaking Grace.
Massive Power.

R. S. V. P.
Call, Fax or write in
for our complete Seminar
Information guide.
Advance registration is
necessary.
Refreshments will be served.
We're in the
NYNEX Yellow Pages

FINOVATIVE

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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MEET THE I
NNOVATORS

Learn from Linn
Thursday, October 8
Friday, October 9
Mr. Ivor Tiefenbrun, Managing Director, Founder
Seminars. Turntable klinik. Most importantly.. .Music.
New products: The Archly moving coil. The new Karik all-in-one CD player
The Kremlin tuner. The Aktiv Keltik system powered by 4of the
fabulous new Klout reference amplifiers. The digital Matrix multi-zone,
multi-source global music system. And much more.

The Aktiv Linn Keltik Loudspeaker

R. S. V. P.
Call, Fax or write in
for our complete Seminar
Information guide.
Advance registration is
necessary.
Refreshments will be served.
We're in the
NYNEX Yellow Pages
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MEET THE I
NNOVATORS

Talk with Thiel
Thursday, November 19
Friday, November 20
Mr. Jim Thiel, Design Engineer
Ms. Kathy Gornik, President, Marketing Director
Mr. David Gordon. Sales Manager

Thiel...
The Next Generation
Introducing the Thiel CS 3.6
The Next Classic.
$3,900./pr.
The Thiel Speaker Line
SCS Bookshelf...$1,090./pr.
CS 1.2...$1,250./pr.
CS 2.2...$2,250./pr.
CS 3.6...$3,900./pr.
CS 5...$9,200./pr.
R. S. V. P.
Call, Fax or write in
for our complete Seminar
Information guide.
Advance registration is
necessary.
Refreshments will be served.
We're in the
NYNEX Yellow Pages

INNOVATIVE
AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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MEET THE I
NNOVATORS

LINN
Thursday, October 8
Friday, October 9
Mr. Ivor Tiefenbrun,
Managing Director, Founder
AVALON
ACOUSTICS
Thursday, November 5
Friday, November 6
Mr. Nell Patel,
President

MADRIGAL...MARK LEVINSON
&PROCEED
Thursday, November 12
Call, Fax or write in
Friday, November 13
for our complete Seminar
Mr. J. Michael Wesley,
Information guide.
V.P. ofProduct Development
Advance registration is
Mr. Dana Carlson,
necessary.
Eastern Regional Manager
Refreshments will

THIEL
Thursday, November 19
Friday, November 20
Mr. Jim Thiel, Design Engineer
Ms. Kathy Gornik, President,
Marketing Director
Mr. David Gordon, Sales Manager

O UR

LINAEUM CORPORATION
Thursday, October 22
Friday, October 23
Mr. Paul Paddock, Chief Engineer

be served.

SPECTRAL
Friday, December 11
Saturday, December 12
Mr. Richard Fryer, President & CEO
Dr. KeitbJobnson,
Chief Consulting Engineer

B RANDS

O UR FACILITY

Adcom, ADS, AKG, Avalon Acoustics, Bang &Olufsen, B&K,

Our 6000 sq. ft. facility allows us to perform specific com-

California Audio Labs, Celestino, Creek, Definitive, Denon,

parisons which include turntable vs. CD, turntable vs.

Exposure, Fosgate, Grado, JVC Video, Klyne, Lexicon, Linn,

turntable, CD vs. CD, speaker vs. speaker, tapedeck vs.

Linaeum. Mark Levinson, McIntosh, Mirage, MIT, Monster,

tapedeck, and comparisons among electronics. Come in to

NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer Elite, ProAc, Proceed, Proton,

Innovative and see our Media Rooms with Dolby Pro-Logic

Rotel, Sennheiser, Sh ahini an, SharpVision, Signet,

and LucasFilm Home THX• Surround Sound and our com-

SONY Video, Spectral, Spica, Thiel, Velodyne.

plete Video Department.

D ELIVERY,

INSTALLATION & R EPAIR 7 DAYS A W EEK

We deliver and install at reasonable rates throughout the entire region. In the event you need service, we offer afree loaner
for units purchased at Innovative. Service is performed on premises. Located just 5minutes from Wall St. Easy to reach
by subway or car. Parking nearby. Call for directions We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

INNOVATIVE
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SHOWROOMS
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B UILDING

A

L IBRARY

BARBARA J
AHN

BRAHMS'S
Piano Quintet in f,

.1

n1862, the year after completing his
Piano Quartet No.1, Op.25, Brahms
started work on astring quintet (with
doubled cellos). As was so often the case, he
sought the approval of Clara Schumann—the
widow of Robert and herself avirtuoso piSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

op.

34

anist and composer—by sending her the first
three movements of the Quintet to look
through. She was impressed, and no less so
when the Finale arrived some months later.
Violinist Joseph Joachim, another friend
whose opinion Brahms valued greatly, was
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less excited by it, stating that the texture was
too thick and turgid. Brahms acted upon his
advice and made afew revisions but, after a
private performance of the work in Vienna,
the result was still considered unsatisfactory.
A further revision followed, and the work
reappeared as aSonata for two pianos. Brahms
and Karl Tausig give its first performance
from manuscript in April 1864, and this too
was deemed unsuccessful. Clara suggested
that full orchestra (!) might well be the answer, but Brahms responded less dramatically with aversion for Piano Quintet, and
it was in this guise that the work eventually
met with acclaim. Hailed as "the greatest
piece of chamber music since 1828" (ie, since
Schubert's death) by the renowned conductor
Hermann Levi, it has remained aforce to be
reckoned with ever since.
But while few would dispute its importance in the chamber music repertoire, none
could deny that it is an extremely difficult
work to bring off, thanks to the heaviness of
part-writing noted by Joachim, and some
awkward transition and bridge passages, particularly in the episodic first movement. The
piano, too, takes the lion's share, and it is all
too easy for it to dominate the work to the
detriment of the string quartet's contribution.
It has not been difficult, then, to sift
through the currently available issues in the
Schwann Opus and Gramophone catalogs, and
discard, fairly rapidly, those performances
that simply do not come to grips with the
work. A new Philips recording made by
Oleg Maisenberg and the Hagen Quartet at
the Lockenhaus Festival (Vol.6 from the
Lockenhaus Collection, 434 037-2) failed to
reach me in time for review. Idid, however,
have an opportunity to assess The Fauré
Quintet of Rome's view of the work (Claves
CD-8702), and found it far too deliberate;
in fact, their approach is so mannered that it
almost sounds as if it is an attempt to cut
through the over-reverberant acoustic of the
recording venue.
Han and the New World Quartet (Pickwick IMP MCD30) demonstrate some excellent teamwork in the expressive Andante,
but are less convincing in the rigors of the
outer movements and the Scherzo. While the
strings have, unusually, been given forward
balance on both these recordings, it is the
piano playing of both Panenka with the
Kodan Quartet and Jand6 with the Kodály
252
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that has been favored to ill effect (on Denon
CD-73536 and Naxos 8550406, respectively). Although it has to be said that Jandó
gives an urgent, well-argued, and technically
sound interpretation, his ideas are none too
original. Panenlca, on the other hand, sounds
uncommitted and fails to command attention.
Pian De Waal and the Allegri Quartet, on
anewly released Cala recording (CACD
1009), are relaxed to the point of being totally
unidiomatic, and the smooth wash of sound
that has been afforded them only serves to
emphasize this. Deszó Rinki and the Bartók
Quartet (Hungaroton HCD 11596) are also
surprisingly low-voltage here, despite producing much warm and sensitive playing.
But yet again, injudicious balance and the
density of the recording only serve to highlight similar weaknesses in the score.
On to discussion of those issues that Ifeel
have alot more to offer. It's interesting to go
back to the Richteraiorodin Quartet performance (on Saga 5448 LP, nia), which has, for
so long, been the yardstick against which all
other recorded performances have been measured. Iwas weaned on this version, so it will
always have aspecial place in my affections,
but set beside new ideas and thinking on the

work from such young ensembles as András
Schiff and the Takács Quartet, and the Lindsays with (the admittedly much-experienced)
Peter Frankl, this "old-school" approach,
with its hard-driven ferocity and threateningly ominous air, seems needlessly wearing.
Rudolf Serkin and the Budapest Quartet's
1963 reading, coupled with the String Quartet in c, Op.51 No.1, has reappeared recently
as an ADD transfer in CBS's Masterworks
Portrait series (MPK 45686). This reading
exemplifies the problems inherent in the old
school of thought, the traditional choice of
two fixed tempi for the opening statement
of the Allegro first movement's main theme
and its reappearance some eight bars later on
unison strings being acase in point. It is also
aperformance of great dynamic contrast, like
the Richter/Borodin reading, and in this follows the letter of the score, but these passages
of startling change are simply set alongside
one another like widely differing colors in
amosaic. Both the Talcács and Lindsay Quartets have found ways to make these adjacent
colors flow into each other much more naturally and, to my mind, with amuch less jarring and disjointed effect. Serkin/Budapest
was the critic's first choice on arecent "Build-
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ing aLibrary" program of this work on the
UK's influential Radio 3, but I'm afraid it
doesn't carry my vote.
Rubinstein and the Guarneri Quartet originally set down their view of the Quintet
some three years later, in 1966. This can still
be heard in agenerous coupling with the
Schumann Piano Quintet on RCA's digitally
remastered issue for the Rubinstein Collection (RCA 5669-2-RC). Exposition repeats
in the first movement have been omitted and
the sound is very dated, but this reading displays areal interchange of ideas between
artists working together on an equal footing. Nevertheless, there is no lack of power
from Rubinstein when it is needed. But this
performance also interprets the work in a
portentous light, despite alack of drama in
places and astudied and careful approach to
the Scherzo, which says little about heat-ofthe-moment spontaneity.
This could never be said of the live recording by Leonskaja and the Berg Quartet (coupled with the Dvorák Piano Quintet on EMI
CDC 749024 2), set down at the Mozartsaal of the Konzerthaus, Vienna in June 1987.
Such urgency drives this volatile performance
that rhythms become over-emphatic in an
attempt to hold the work together in some
devastatingly fast tempi. This must have been
amarvelous performance to hear in concert,
but it doesn't bear repeated listening.
Although only available in a3-CD boxed
set (DG 419 875-2, coupled with the two
String Sextets, the String Quintets Opp.88
and 111, and the Clarinet Quintet), the late
Amadeus Quartet's 1968 reading of the
Quintet with pianist Christoph Eschenbach
should still be considered when choosing a
version of this work. Ihave always had a
weakness for that wholesome, plummy,
recognizable Amadeus sound, and while it
emphasizes the Romantic vein of Brahms's
psyche, Eschenbach keeps everyone's feet
firmly on the ground with amore Classical
constraint to the piano part. Ithink the balance is perfect, and if the Amadeus must be
accused of going for beauty of sound above
all else, then Ihave to emphasize that there
is nothing unidiomatic about the result: they
bring mystery to the Finales quiet introduction, which they allow to gather momentum
with expert timing the Scherzo is highly charged
but carries arefreshing air of optimism, while
the Trio is smooth and seamless. This is chain-
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ber-music playing of the highest order, a
near-perfect example of how well this Quintet works when all performers are sensitively
balanced both mentally and physically.
Which brings me to those recordings in
which the natural piano dominance of the
work is allowed to become adisplay vehicle for astrong solo artist. Barry Douglas
tackles the work almost as if he believes he
could take it on single-handed—a pity when
the Tokyo Quartet performs with such emotional sensitivity and with such eloquent,
long-breathed phrasing (RCA 6673-2-RC,
coupled with four piano pieces). The Andante,
too, is desperately slow and dispassionate—
what acontrast to the approach of that other
renowned egocentric, Glenn Gould, with his
idiosyncratic gallop through this movement
with the Montreal String Quartet (1957, ilia)!
Pollini also dominates the entire work,
though Idoubt that this was his intention.
Coupled with the Quartetto Italiano (but
without coupling another work—poor value
at ca 44 minutes at full price, DG 419 6732), they favor the traditional, driven interpretation. If Pollini's playing is of prime interest,
it is not always especially responsive to the
tenor of the music. The Andante, in partic-

ular, is cold and somewhat calculated.
Ashkenazy, by comparison, shows much
greater sensibility in this movement, but I
don't feel that he fully warms to the chambermusic ethos until the Scherzo and Finale. Here
he interacts much more successfully with the
Cleveland Orchestra String Quartet (London
425 839-2, coupled with the Clarinet trio),
bringing the work to apassionate, well-timed
conclusion after some disastrously ugly and
emphatic piano statements in the already difficult and episodic first-movement Allegro.
Right from the start, André Previn proves
himself agood chamber musician in his recording with the Musikvereinsquartett (Philips 412 608-2). There are no indulgences here;
rather, he goes for awell-integrated sound and
brings some delightful subtlety and passion
by turns to the first and last movements,
while playing transitions to new episodes and
speeds with the utmost insight. But the Andante and Scherzo seem rather weak and lightweight, and ultimately of little consequence
within the sum total of the performance.
Nothing that the Lindsay String Quartet
does with this work could pass unnoticed,
even though it couldn't all be said to be
wholly satisfying (ASV CD DCA 728, cou-
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their pianissimos are highly charged. What's
more, they're not afraid to see this as an
optimistic work; there are moments of light
and vision, and an enthusiastic questing
rather than mere assertive striving. And all
this emotional harmony is undertaken with
the highest degree of technical skill: their
careful phrasing of the Andante allows it to
sway gently like one of the composer's
much-loved lullabies, and the Finale's cross
rhythms are beautifully negotiated. While
all dynamic commands in the score are followed faithfully, they are never allowed to
break the work into episodes, even at its
weakest points.
This rather more balanced and varied
interpretation will not be to everyone's taste,
but Icertainly find it refreshing. Ialso like
the tension that comes of realizing apotentially aggressive and highly charged work
with aseries of beautiful and rounded sounds,
so the Amadeus/Eschenbach collaboration
has my second vote. But if you must hear the
work in its most traditional form, try to seek
out the old Richter/Borodin recording on
LP—I'm certain one of these three alternatives will be to your taste.

pled with the Schumann Piano Quintet).
They are ayoung, positive, and very much
larger-than-life Quartet who present this
work in asimilar fashion—the Allegro opens
with great authority, yet the fragmentary pp
dolce passage in the development is full of
light. The Scherzo is lively and constantly
propels itself forward with great purpose. But
the Finale, like the extremely slow Andante,
is far too deliberate and mannered, and this,
combined with the cavernous acoustic, proves
an insurmountable disappointment for me.
Furthermore, Ifeel that, while Peter Franld
is well-balanced by the recording engineers,
he doesn't really have the power to project
when necessary.
So, finally, to my personal favorite: the
reading by András Schiff and the Takács
Quartet (London 430 529-2, coupled with
the B-flat String Quartet, Op.57). These
artists have been playing together since their
time at the Liszt Academy in Budapest, and
it shows. Their confidence in and respect for
each other result in an easy drifting in and out
of focus as the distribution of themes dictates.
They are sensitive not only to the elemental drive of the work, but also to its more
relaxed and passionate moments, yet even
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27-year-old Stefan Vladar (left) turns in an intense set of Diabelli Variations (this page), while k.d. lang
tac kles the torch song on its own terms on her new Ingénue (p.29I).

CLASSICAL
BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations, Op.120
Stefan Vladar, piano
Sony Classical SK 48060 (CD only). Marcus Herzog, eng.;
Georges Kadar, prod. DDD. TT 53:36

It should surprise no one who has heard Vladar's recordings of the Beethoven concertos
(originally released by Enigma Classics and
now being reissued by Naxos) that this performance reveals the 27-year-old pianist to be an
artist of taste and temperament. In one of the
most technically and musically demanding
works in the repertory, he captures the many
facets of its Classical-variation style For one
thing, there is the music's wide emotional range
—its serenity, impish humor, processional
grandeur, explosive brusqueness, ripe repose,
and brooding otherworldliness—all of which
Vladar projects with an apt intensity tempered
by acontrol that heightens the stark contrasts
from one variation to another. Then there is his
STEREIDPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

awareness of the harmonic backbone rooted
in Diabelli's waltz that becomes acentral nervous system of the entire work. Important too
is atechnical dexterity typified by the clarity
produced in the big double fugue near the
work's close. But most of all there is Vladar's
grasp of the music's inherent drama and tension as well as of (in the broadest sense of the
term) its wit, the iind of wit that lies at the heart
of musical Classicism.
If there is adrawback to the playing, it is the
occasionally clangorous, even metallic quality of Vladar's tone. One mighe be tempted to
blame this on the engineering were it not afailing apparent also in his recordings of the Beethoven concertos. Certainly some listeners may
prefer the richer palette and greater tonal
roundness of Michael Oelbaum in this score.
All the same Vladar's account can hold its own
with some of the best, notably those of such
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eminent Beethovenians as Rudolf Serkin and
Artur Schnabel. Above all else, this release testifies to Vladar's being on the way to fulfilling
the promise he exhibited when winning the
International Beethoven Competition at the
age of 20.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BRAHMS: A German Requiem
Charlotte Margiono, soprano; Rodney Gilfrey, baritone;
Monteverdi Choir, Orchestre Révolutionnaire et Romantique, John Eliot Gardiner
Philips 432 140-2 (CD only). Wilhelm Hallwig, eng.;
Houter Hoekstra, prod. ODD. TE 65:48

This Gerrnan Requiem is characterized by Philips
as "the first on period instruments." It is certainly unorthodox, not only in its sonority,
which is lean, transparent, and relatively light,
but also in its pacing, Gardiner's tempos often
being faster and sometimes abit slower than
the norm. The overall effect of this account is
to de-Victorianize the music, stripping it of the
kind of sentimentality that, Iwould suspect,
G. B. Shaw reacted against when he damned
the score for sounding as if "it came from the
establishment of afirst-class undertaker."
In Philips's uncommonly detailed annotations, Gardiner points out the characteristics
of Brahms's orchestra: the "burnished" tone
of horns in F, timpani played with "hard sticks,"
and—following the injunction ofJoachim (for
whom Brahms wrote his Violin Concerto)—
the use of vibrato only when "the expression
seems to demand it." Gardiner might also have
added that Brahms, although having avalved
horn at his disposal, wrote for it as if it were
a"natural," ie, valveless, instrument.
The product of Gardiner's atypical pacing
and sonority is aRequiem that, if stripped of sentimentality, is also abit muted in its emotional
impact. Typical of the whole is the second section, "Denn alles Fleisch es ist wie Gras," one
of the great dirges in western music. Here the
timpani, hard sticks notwithstanding, lack the
requisite cutting bite found in other performances, notably amagnificent 1966 account
led by Karajan available on amid-priced DG
disc. And some of the work's more outgoing
passages sound slightly tame here. Still, this
performance, boasting two fine soloists and a
beautifully balanced choir, offers arefreshing
point of view, and benefits from exemplary
engineering of uncommonly wide dynamic
range. In short, this might well be an ideal second version to own, one making afine companion to the more traditional yet never stodgy
accounts of Klemperer, Levine, and two by
Karajan, the aforementioned 1966 version and
amagnificent mono performance from 1947
superbly remastered on an EMI CD—the first
recording, by the way, the work ever received.
—Mortimer H. Frank
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

BRAHMS/WEBER: Clarinet Quintets
See underjazz, Eddie Daniels
CHOPIN: Scherzi, Etudes, Mazurkas
4Scherzi; Etudes, Op.25 Nos] & 7; Mazurkas, Op.7 No.5,
Op.41 No.1, Op.56 No.2, Op.68 No.4
Ivan Moravec, piano
Dorian DOR-90140 (CD only). Douglas Brown, David
H. Walters, Brian C. Peters, engs.; Randall Fostvedt,
prod. ODD. TT: 56:55
CHOPIN: Piano Music
Ballade No.4; 4 Mazurkas, Op.30; Impromptu No.2;
Scherzo No.4; Waltz, Op.42; Preludes, Nos.19-24,
Op.28; Andante Spianato & Grande Polonaise Brilliante,
Op.22
Anna Malikova, piano
MCA AED-10208 (CD only). V. Ivanov, V. Schuster,
engs. DOD. TT: 62:19
CHOPIN: 24 Preludes, Op.28; Sonata No3, Op.58
Nikita Magaloff, piano
Denon 81757 9158-2 (CD only). Norio Okada, eng.;
Takashi Baba, prod. DOD. TE 65:33
CHOPIN: Sonatas, Mazurkas, Etudes
3Sonatas; 4Mazurkas, Op.17; Etudes, Op.10 No.6, Op.25
Nos.3, 4, 10, & 11
Leif Ove Andsnes, piano
Virgin Classics VC 791501-2 (2 CDs only). Sean Lewis,
eng.; Tony Harrison, prod. DOD. TE 110:08

Czech pianist Ivan Moravec has given us distinguished Chopin discs dating back to the
'60s; none more satisfying, however, than the
present stunning collection which features fabulous playing of the complete Scherzi. His
interpretations have always been personalized,
even individualistic, ifjust once in awhile calculated hesitations cause some lack of spontaneity. Overall, however, the tonal subtlety
and widely varied dynamics are astonishing,
the evoked moods wonderfully variegated, the
technique on the highest possible plane. Dorian's reproduction, neither uncomfortably
close-up nor vapidly distant, is absolutely natural and clean, giving afeeling of tangibility
without the slightest hint of the clatter that
seems so prevalent on recent piano recordings.
The 27-year-old Anna Malikova has assembled anicely varied program which complements asuperb technique and careful attention
to notational details. At the moment, however,
despite the poetry displayed in the Prelude
No.21 and the middle section of the Fourth
Ballade, the Russian pianist tends to sound a
little studied, charm taking aback seat to an
occasionally aggressive, tonally restricted approach in which forte passages are banged out.
If she could get rid of the agogic pauses before
beats she wants to stress, her performances
would have afar better chance of flowing. The
Arts and Electronics reproduction at its loudest
hints at oversaturation, but is otherwise brilliant
and quite rich.
The Swiss-based Nikita Magaloff, also of
Russian origin, is very much an heir to arapidly
disappearing Romantic piano tradition, one that
espouses temperament, rhetoric, and the so-
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called "big" style. His Chopin is not terribly
inward, but it is imposing and sounds, despite
its obvious spontaneity, as though the interpretations have been well seasoned. Highly dramatic, on occasion even rhythmically capricious, these very attractive Préludes and the
Third Sonata are well worth hearing, especially
when the piano, with an especially impressive
bass, is so effectively captured.
Andsnes, whom Ihad not previously heard,
was born in Norway in 1970 and has also
recorded Grieg and Janacek for Virgin Classics.
Based on most—if not all—of what one hears
here, he is someone to watch. Sensitive to the
classical architecture of the three Chopin Sonatas, he has an excellent sense of dynamics,
which he shapes well, plus an often staggering technique. Much of the playing is highly
poetic, even at times stunningly introverted,
especially in the sonatas, which are treated quite
without sentimentality. Personality is always
evident, though his impetuosity (for example,
the stretto-like bursts of speed at the end of the
Second Sonata's second movement) gives some
foretaste of afew willful tendencies, such as the
extreme tempo choices in the etudes. If the
Sonata No.1, anotoriously weak piece, comes
off more beautifully here than with most interpreters—a really impressive feat—the four
Op.17 mazurkas regrettably emerge with stultifying stiffness. Virgin's piano sound, somewhat plain in color (the glassy top is abit hard)
and slightly distant, could be richer.
The jewelbox for the Virgin album, incidentally, is the first I've seen that houses two CDs
in the space normally required for one. An
interior flap, hinged on the right, carries the
second disc on the reverse side of the first, a
rather ingenious system (once you figure out
how to turn the flap over) notable for its spacesaving potential. Iunderstand that other companies will soon begin using it. —Igor Kipnis
HANDEL:Saul
Alastair Miles, Saul; Derek Lee Ragin, David; Jolm Mark
Ainsley, Jonathan; Lynne Dawson, Michal; Donna
Brown, Merab; others; Monteverdi Choir, English
Baroque Soloists, John Eliot Gardiner
Philips 426 265-2 (3 CDs only). Wilhelm Hellweg, prod.
DDD. Tr 2:38:44
HANDEL:Orlando
James Bowman, Orlando; Arleen Augér, Angelica;
Catherine Robbin, Medoro; Emma Kirkby, Dorinda;
David Thomas, Zoroastro; The Academy of Ancient
Music, Christopher Hogwood
L'Oiseau-Lyre 430 845-2 (3 CDs only). Peter Wadland,
prod. DDD. TT: 2:37:57
HANDEL:Floridan&
Drew Minter, Floridante; Maria Zádori, Timante; István Gáti, Orante; József Moldvay, Coralbo; Annette
Markert, Elmira; ICatalin Farkas, Rossane; Capella
Savaria, Nicholas McGegan
Hungaroton HCD 31304-06 (3 CDs only). Andras
Szekely, prod. DDD. TE 2:39:45
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HANDEL:Agrippina
Sally Bradshaw, Agrippina; Wendy Hill, Nero; Lisa Saffer,
Poppea; Nicholas Isherwood, Claudio; Drew Minter,
Ottone; others; Capella Savaria, Nicholas McGegan
Harmonia Mundi 907063.65 (3 CDs only). Robina G.
Young, prod. DDD. TT: 3:25:53
HANDEL:Giulio Cesare
Jennifer Larmore, Giulio Cesare; Barbara Schlick,
Cleopatra; Bernarda Fink, Cornelia; Marianne
Rorholm, Sesto; Derek Lee Ragin, Tolomeo; Furio
Zanasi, Achilla; Dominique Visse, Nireno; Olivier Lallouette, Curio; Concerto Köln, René Jacobs
Harmonía Mundi 901385.87 (4 CDs only). DDD. IT
3:50:00

These five recordings bring good news indeed:
first, that the Handel revival is still in full swing;
second, that so-called "authentic"-instrument
performances have come sufficiently of age as
to need neither apology nor introduction; and
third, that the quality of performances is astonishingly high. There was atime when most of
the world thought that Handel was the composer of
Messiah, the Water and Royal Fireworks
Musics, and some concerti; now we can know
him as one of the greatest dramatists of all times.
Saul, the lone oratorio among all these operas,
is agreat work that receives here agreat performance. This highly charged, theatrical reading, recorded live, has the energy of an "event!'
First heard in 1739, Saul was agreat success.
It's easy to tell why. The biblical story of King
Saul's irrational, self-destructive jealousy toward young David offers many opportunities
for melodrama, and Handel grasps them all.
Saul is sung by bass Alastair Miles, who is
up to both the technical and emotional demands
of the role. His scene with the Witch of Endor
is riveting, as are his moodswings elsewhere.
Miles realizes that Saul is more than alunatic
bully; he is atragic hero, complete with flaw.
And the voice is beautiful. As his son Jonathan,
we have tenor John Mark Ainsley, who sings
with just the right young, innocent, gentle,
rational, sound—this empathetic portrayal stays
in the memory. Countertenor Derek Lee Ragin
sings David, achoice of voice unprecedented,
Ibelieve, as the role was conceived for afemale
mezzosoprano but is usually sung by aregular
tenor an octave lower. But Ragin is so impassioned at all times, and sings with such handsome tone and authority, that he gold me on the
oddity. (Just listen to his rage and technical control in "Impious wretch:') Both Lynne Dawson
and Donna Brown are lovely, but vocally
they're close to interchangeable; if you're not
following the libretto, you may get thrown off.
A special word of praise must go to soprano
Ruth Holton, who sings asolo early in the
score—her boyish purity is adelight.
John Eliot Gardiner, certainly one of the most
valuable conductors active today, cannot be
praised highly enough. His tempi, phrasing,
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and ear for dramatic truth are absolutely right,
and he gets terrific singing and playing from
his chorus and orchestra. Philips's sound, despite some of the pitfalls of alive performance,
is up to their best, most vibrant standards. Don't
miss this one.
Orlando was first performed in London in
1733, six years after Vivaldi's treatment of the
story and almost 50 years before Haydn's. The
story of the knight who goes mad for love is
apparently appealing; more interestingly, when
he goes mad, it's somewhat amusing. Orlando
was composed for the famous alto castrato
Senesino; here it is sung by British countertenor
James Bowman. Bowman's odd sound, reedy
even by countertenor standards, is not to everyone's taste, but there's no doubt that he makes
one care for Orlando, who's in real trouble. His
beloved Angelica is sung by Arleen Augér, who
uses her colorful, flexible soprano with great
decisiveness and occasional toughness. Catherine Robbin sweetly sings Angelica's loved one,
Medoro, and the everywhere-you-look Emma
Kirkby is flawless as the shepherdess Dorinda.
But the role of the magician Zoroastro needs
adarker voice than David Thomas's.
Christopher Hogwood leads his group with
verve, but Ican't help feeling that this opera has
more to it than we get here. Something is lacking in both urgency and humor. It's valuable,
and true Handelians won't want to be without
it, but Idoubt that Hogwood's vaguely straightlaced approach will win new friends for the
opera. The recording is bright and forward.
Floridante is not agreat work, but neither is
it dismissible. All of the music for the title character is graceful and charming, and countertenor Drew Minter sings it ravishingly on this
set; his coloratura is fluent and lithe, his tone
always appealing, and his ability to draw afull
portrait is admirable. Elmira, his beloved (coveted by the evil Oronte, usurper of the Persian throne), is equally well drawn by Handel,
and mezzo Annette Markert uses her creamy
voice to good effect. Oronte is your basic evil
guy, and István Gáti's baritone gets around the
wickedness with anice dark color and good
expression. There is good music for Timante
and Rossane (another pair of lovers), but while
Maria Zádori is terrific as the former, Katalin
Farkas sounds as if she's sightreading and unhappy at the same time. Moldvay's Coralbo (a
Persian officer, and agood guy) is solid.
Nicholas McGegan seems to lack his customary urgency here, and the recording is
somewhat dull, too. (It's amazing what two
different engineers can do—this was recorded
in exactly the same space as the Philips Saul,
which is as "alive" as this is "dead.") But there
are treasures in this trove; recommended.
Speaking of McGegan (and the same fesSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

tival), he's also in charge of Harmonia Mundi's
new Agrippina. The opera was first performed
in Naples in 1709, but don't let its early date
fool you. For starters, Handel was composing
in Italian for Italians (remember, most of his
Italian operas were written for the English), and
the libretto is good, so subtleties abound. Agrippina concerns itself with the eponymous heroine's attempt to place her berserk son, Nero,
on the throne. (Agrippina was, at one point, told
by an astrologer that yes, her son would be
emperor, but that he would kill her. She is supposed to have said, "Let him ...
provided he
is emperor." Now that's astage mother.) The
entire corrupt royal family is treated with humor
in this work and the ending is happy, with
Ottone and Poppea together, Nero ascending
to the throne, Agrippina satisfied, and Claudius
not quite as bumbling as we might have guessed.
And the scene at the start of Act III in which
Poppea, master-slut that she is, manages to hide
most of her lovers behind curtains just to
embarrass them all, is pure Marx Brothers.
The opera allows plenty of room for great
singing and sharply delineated characters, and
Handel's choice of voice parts makes clear just
what he was looking for. Except for the absence
of castrati, the vocal ranges have been kept.
Nero is seen as ahorny young boy and is sung
by soprano Wendy Hill with just the right petulant style to carry it off. Similarly, Ottone,
weak, likeable, and head over heels in love with
Poppea, is cast as amale alto; countertenor
Drew Mintershandles the part with grace. Lisa
Saffer's Poppea, with much to do, is very upperclass for such atart, but gorgeous in the arias
and insightful and wicked in the recitatives.
Nicholas Isherwood's bass can't quite get down
to Claudius's depths, but he manages to draw
the flabby but still sharp Emperor realistically.
It would have been easy for Sally Bradshaw to
sneer her way through the title role, but she opts
for underplaying, which works. She handles
the fiendishly difficult music with gusto, and
makes sense of thefiorature—listen to the way
the first act doses. Smaller roles are all well taken.
McGegan is in top form, as are the members
of Capella Savaria, who play with bright tone
and sharp attack. The recording is sharp and
well-balanced, with the continuo (harpsichord,
archlute, cello) always audible but never too
prominent. This is apearl.
But I've saved the best for last. Giulio Cesare
is one of the undisputed masterpieces of Barogue opera; its music is beautiful, subtle,
potent. There have been other recordings of
Cesare, but none comes close to this new one
in authenticity, fascination, or sheer dramatic
effect. An old RCA set featured Beverly Sills
as the most alluring Cleopatra imaginable, but
it was over-orchestrated, cut practically in half,
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and the role of Cesare, composed for alto castrato (Senesino again), was allotted to bass Norman Treigle. An out-of-print DG set, with
Fischer-Dieskau in the title role and Tatiana
Troyanos as Cleopatra, was sluggishly conducted by Karl Richter and performed without any embellishments whatsoever. And a
Verona/Melodram set is sung in German with
another bass Cesare (Walter Berry), atenor
Sesto (the wonderful Fritz Wunderlich; still,
the role was composed for female mezzo and
only later re-cast for tenor), and is cut and
heavy-handed. (An English National Opera
video with Dame Janet Baker in the title role
is worth checking out; its audio equivalent is
currently unavailable.) Time was ripe for a
great, complete recording. Here it is.
With one exception, the vocalists are ideal.
Jennifer Larmore is amezzo Cesare—a not very
risky choice without acastrato available (but
odd for conductor Jacobs, himself acountertenor)—and she's magnificent. Idon't think I
ever imagined Iwould hear this music sung so
accurately and forcefully. Jacobs's tempi would
drive alesser singer mad, but Larmore rips into
the character with ease and passion. Fabulous.
Bernarda Fink, another mezzo, sings Cornelia,
and her beautiful tone and careful reading make
the role as heartrending as it should be but never
is. Marianne Rorholm is the mezzo Sesto, and
she's properly enthusiastic and caring—another
fine portrayal. Derek Lee Ragin's countertenor
Tolomeo is pointed and vicious—I only wish
his voice were bigger. Furio Zanasi sings Tolomeo's bass music well and with admirable flexibility. This leaves us Barbara Schlick's Cleopatra,
and it's aproblem. The only thing Schlidc is actually missing is sensuality. Her voice (though not
her characterization or interest) is shallow, but
Cleopatra's sound must be as multi-Eceted as she
is—she has nine arias, each expressing something
different. I'm not saying Schlick is abad Cleopatra,
but this show would have been something else
with asexy leading lady.
René Jacobs's unerring sense of timing and
rhythm, his ability to make the recitative live,
the surge of the energetic arias (Tolomeo's
"Cempio, sleale," Cesare's almost unbelievable
"Al lampo dell'armi"), the tenderness of Cleopatra's "Piangero," the sultry duet between the
lovers, and any number of other moments, all
add up to four hours which whiz by, carrying
the listener with the drama. Jacobs and his
Concerto Kiln can't be praised highly enough.
The engineers, too, have served up areal treat:
nothing is out of place, the voices and instruments sharing prominence. (By the way, the
opera is on four CDs, but you only pay for
three) I've lived with this recording for acouple
of months now and have played it more than
ahalf dozen times. It hasn't paled yet, and isn't
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

likely to. Great stuff—go get it.—Robert Levine
MOZARII Serenade for 13 Virmd Instruments, K361
Soloists of the Chamber Orchestra of Europe
Teldec 2292-46471-2 (CD only). Tony Faulkner, eng.;
James Mallinson, prod. DDD. TE 49:18

The expressive range of this glorious (essentially chamber) work has doubtless been responsible for its receiving performances from some
of the most distinguished conductors, including
Furtwângler, Klemperer, and Szell. This conductorless account can hold its own with any.
The 13 "soloists" play with dead-center intonation, finely gauged balances and dynamics,
and exceptional responsiveness to the music's
wit, intensity, sensuousness, and color. Tempos
for allegros have aspanking liveliness and crispness, minuets are not permitted to dawdle, and
slow movements emerge with asinging line
sustained by just enough breadth to heighten
expression without rupturing continuity. In
the great set of variations, the shifting moods
are conveyed while the harmonic backbone that
ties them together remains clear. And the
group's immediate plunge into the finale after
the last of those variations is abracing shock
providing still further dramatic contrast to a
performance that abounds in drama. Throughout, adouble-bass is tactfully used to provide
welcome harmonic support. The close sound
emphasizes the basic chamber-music character
of the work and occasionally exposes afinger
smacking against akey. For anyone seeking a
vibrant, polished account of this towering masterpiece, this release is warmly recommended.
—Mortimer H. Frank
SAINT-SAINS: Symphony 3, Phaéton
Michael Murray, organ; Christian Baden, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Telarc CD-80724 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng. (orchestra);
Michael Bishop, eng. (organ); Robert Woods, prod.
DDD. TE 45:33

It's far too easy to avoid warhorses like the
"Organ" Symphony simply because we've
heard them so often. It had been awhile since
Ilistened to it myself. But returning to it after
so long was achastening experience: Iadmit
that I'd forgottenjust how beautiful this music
is and how well it stands up to repeated hearings. This is the finest combination of performance and recording of all the "Organ" Symphonies Ihave heard.
Christian Baden, asuperb conductor, succeeds here in drawing out the work's contrasts
and expressiveness in rare fashion. The rolling, luxuriant phrasing of the first movement,
the almost painfully poignant longing of the
second, the biting rhythmic crispness of the
third, and the grandeur of the finale are all realized in extraordinarily cogent and compelling
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form. (Forgive me for subdividing Saint Saëns's
two movements for convenience.) The only
disappointment comes after the introduction
of the fourth movement, during the soft passage for strings with the ethereal piano figures
floating high above. This, for me, is one of the
supreme moments of all music. But under
Baden's direction, the piano flourishes are almost inaudible.
Ican also find only one real shortcoming
with the sound quality. The organ is abit
closed-in on top, causing aconsiderable loss
of openness and detail. Otherwise, hall ambience is outstanding, depth and width convincing, and tone colors remarkably faithful. Orchestral details are sharp and clear, but not at
the expense of overall ensemble cohesiveness.
Incidentally, orchestra and organ were recorded
acontinent apart—the former in London, the
latter in Naples, Florida.'
Iknow of no outright poor recorded performances of this work. One of the finest, and perhaps most controversial, is that of Martinon
with the Orchestre National del ORTF on
EMI. It is areading of almost manic extremes
—dark, fiery, and irresistibly exciting. Telarc's
previous recording of the work, with Ormandy
and the Philadelphia, sounds somewhat enervated compared to Baden's, and especially compared to Martinon's. Paray's opening suspense
in his performance, now out on Mercury CD,
turns to metrical calculation in the last half of
the work. Dutoit's mercurial reading on London is arresting, but not the equal ofBaden's.
On the budget Naxos label there is an excellent traversal by Stephen Gunzenhauser and the
CSR Symphony Orchestra of Bratislava. This
disc betrays its low price in neither performance
nor recording quality.
But so thoroughly convincing and powerful
is Baden's partnership with the RPO that, if I
had to choosejust one version of this symphony
to live with, this would be it. Michael Murray
turns in aperformance equal in power to that
of his first Telarc recording with Ormandy, although the extended high registers in the earlier
version allow you to hear his work more clearly.
Iurgently recommend this recording, especially if you, like me, have been too long absent
from Saint-Saëns's remarkable—and durable
— work.
—Robert Hesson
SCHMIDT: Symphony 3
HINDEMITH: Concerto for Orchestra
Neemeprvi, Chicago Symphony
Chandos CHAN 9000 (CD only). Mitchell G. Heller,
eng.; Chris Hazell, prod. DDD. TT: 54:58

In January 1991, Chandos returned to the CSO
1I'm reminded of the mid-'70s Chicago/Barenboim recording for DG, in which not only were orchestra and organ a
continent apart, but so was their intonation!
—JA
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to record Neemeprvi's continuing survey of
Franz Schmidt's four symphonies, coupling this
one with an early, rarely programmed work
from 1925 by Hindemith, his Concerto for
Orchestra.
The pairing serves to point up the problem
with Schmidt: an obsession to work in the late19th-century Central European style, astyle
which Mahler had already sewn up, and which
even Strauss had difficulty in keeping fresh and
original. Strauss's saving grace lay in his spontaneous affinity for the humor to be found
within irony and vulgarity, and the wise perception which gave rise to his self-description
as a"first-rate composer of second-rate music!'
Schmidt is deadly serious all the time. Even
when he tries to be light, as in his scherzos, it
goes over like alead balloon. Marginal pieces
can often be put over with the powerfid advocacy of asympathetic conductor and aresponsive orchestra. This time, the opposite seems
to be the case. By playing Schmidt's Symphony
3as beautifully as they do, prvi/CSO reveal
it for all the empty, over-reaching euphonic
gesturing of which it is composed.
Nothing could come as more of acontrast
than Hindemith's nearly contemporaneous
Concerto for Orchestra, believed to be the very
coinage of atitle to be made so famous two
decades later by Bartók. Concerto for Orchestra was viewed as aneo -baroque concerto
grosso for 20th-century orchestra. If Hindemith is making a"statement" here, it seems
to be no more than "Damn! I'm having aball
writing this thing. And it's going to be even
more fun to play!" And fun is what Jârvi/CSO
have with it.
Unfortunately, the Couzens boys, owners
of Chandos, have been having some fun too—
with the master tape, after it had been so lovingly and skillfully produced and engineered
during live performances by Decca/London's
Chris Hazell and WFMT's Mitch Heller. The
truth is, Mitch Heller runs his masters through
avery light Lexicon ambience program in order
to open up and "enliven" performances that
would otherwise sound extremely dry, onedimensional, and "sucked-out!' Interestingly,
his tapes sound so dry you'd hardly suspect him
of employing smoke and mirrors. Mitch follows aprized engineering ethic: just when you
think you've got it right, back off abit.
When the Couzens get these masters, they
run them through yet another ambience synthesizer, aQuantec, with anything but alight
touch. In this case, possibly due to criticism,
possibly due to urging by producer Hazell to
back off, this recording is less afflicted than its
predecessors from Chicago. It's still too much;
we all know what too many cooks do. However, this time at least we have aChandos re-
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cording in which the soundstage doesn't collapse into impotent artificial silence during
pauses, and in which the full tutus don't fall into
confused, jangling free-for-alls.
If you're curious about Schmidt, you can take
achance on apiece that has nothing to say but says
it expertly. The Hindemith alone may be worth
the price of the disc, such atoe-tapper it is.
In the meantime, I'd like the Couzens to listen
to the CSO Bernstein/Shostakovich on DG,
the Sold Otello on London, and Barber's Lovers
under the late Andrew Schenck on Koch, in
order to hear how tastefully ambience may be
synthesized.
—Richard Schneider
SCHNITTKE: Violin Concertos 3& 4
Oleh Krysa, violin; En iKiss, Malmo Symphony
Bis CD 527 (CD only). Robert von Bahr, eng., prod.
DDD. Tr 61:44
SCHNITTKE: String Quartet 3, Piano Quintet
MAHLER/SCHNITTKE: Piano Quartet
Ludmilla Berlinsky, piano; Borodin String Quartet
Virgin Classics VC7 91436-2 (CD only). Tryggvi Tryggvason, eng., prod. DDD. TE 66:00
SCHNITTKE: ICanon in memoriam I.Strawinsky
LIGETI: String Quartet 1
LUTOSLAWSKI: String Quartet
Hagen Quartet
DG 431 686-2 (CD only). Gernot von Schultzendorff,
eng.; Christian Gansch, prod. DDD. TT: 54:00

Almost every month now, new recordings of
Alfred Schnittke, Russia's most eminent living
composer, appear on CD; the present offerings
make available acrop of particularly fine works.
A disc of Violin Concerto 4(composed in
1984) has long been awaited; the intriguing, absorbing sound-world of this startlingly original
work constantly hints at extramusical implications but, typically for Schnittke, reveals none.
En Klas is aseasoned Schnittke interpreter,
and the Malmo SO already has aproven record with three other Bis discs of Schnittke's
music under its belt; these performances flow
smoothly and idiomatically from the orchestra.
The soloist, Oleh ICrysa, also shows fine insight
into the demands of Schnittke's style, but I
found his self-effacing approach underpowered
at times in music that encompasses extremes
of emotion, and his readings are alittle prosaic
in the most magical sections. The recordings
are clear and detailed, with some uncolored
warmth to the overall sound, although the venue
seems inappropriately anonymous. However,
buy this disc for Concerto 4.
The Borodin Quartet disc (with Ludmilla
Berlinsky) can be unreservedly recommended.
String Quartet 3may be treated to awonderfully taut reading by the Britten String Quartet
on Collins Classics, and the Piano Quintet is
abit more searchingly explored by Kremer, et
al, on Melodiya (nia), but the Borodin's commitment and expertise are never in doubt, and
the program as awhole is dramatically balanced
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

and shaped.
Quartet 3, with its many allusions to other
music, especially Beethoven's Grosse Fuge, is a
tour deforce, and an ideal opener for the recital.
Mahler's first movement of aPiano Quartet,
written when he was 16, followed by Schnittke's exploration/completion in his own style
of the sketches for the second-movement
Scherzo, provide the perfect foil for the other
works. The concluding Piano Quintet is one
of the few major works in the genre; its staggering intensity will leave you emotionally
drained. Schnittke here is as relentless as Shostakovitch at his most single-minded, the brooding, gut-clenching sounds he conjures having
the effect of aural cold-turkey. This is apiece
to return to time and again—if you can take it
the first time.
The Hagen Quartet's disc fittingly concludes
with Schnittke's dour, introspective Kanon,
written in 1971 for acommission by Tempo
magazine to commemorate the death of Stravinsky. They pace the work poignantly, subtly
bringing to the surface the full depth of emotion
the music contains. The early (1954) Ligeti
Quartet that opens the disc is atotal contrast,
full of variety and vitality. Ligeti's individual
style shows through in places, but there is a
strong flavor of Baru*, and quite afew other
composers and idioms. Wit, humor, and afair
measure of pathos abound. All these qualities
are realized with verve and virtuosity by the
Hagen Quartet, and are precisely captured in
asparkling recording. Lutoslawski's more
single-minded String Quartet receives abrilliant, controlled reading. Try this disc for abrief
enjoyable introduction to quartet writing typical of the third quarter of this century.
—Barbara Jahn
SIBELIUS: Symphony 4; The Tempest, Suite I
Lief Segerstam, Danish National Radio Symphony
Chandos CHAN 8943 (CD only). Jorn Jacobsen, eng.;
Michael Petersen, prod. DDD. TT 64:53
SIBELIUS: Symphonies 4& 5
Lorin Maazel, Pittsburgh Symphony
Sony SK 46499 (CD only). Bud Graham, eng.; Steven
Epstein, prod. DDD. TE 71:34
SIBELIUS: Symphonies 4& 5
Herbert Blomstedt, San Francisco Symphony
London 425 858-2 (CD only). James Lock, John Pellowe,
engs.; Andrew Cornall, prod. DDD. TT 67:50
SIBELIUS: Scaramouche
With: "Wedding March" from The Language of the Birds
Neemeprvi, Gothenburg Symphony
Bis CD 502 (CD only). Michael Bergek, eng.; Robert Suff,
prod. DDD. rr: 64:02

The Finnish conductor Leif Segerstam has the
timing of Sibelius's most introverted and desolate symphony, the Fourth, to atee. This deeply
personal and dark-hued work, written when
the composer was worried over the consequences of an operation for the removal ola
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tumor from his throat, needs to be smooth and
seamless, with anatural wash of dynamic and
tempo gradations. Segerstam has the most natural approach of the three conductors represented here. Maazel and the Pittsburgh SO are
immediately beguiling with the quality of their
playing and the opulent beauty of the Sony
recording, but there's alack of intimacy here
and aslightly more disjointed feel to the performance as awhole: phrases do not always
seem to be the natural consequence of those
they follow, and the Finale is strangely inconsequential, ending abruptly rather than working to aclose. Blomstedt comes somewhere in
between the two, making bigger, bolder gestures than Segerstam to convey the drama of
these anxious emotions. But his statements have
auniversal context despite the fact that his
sound is much leaner than Maazel's, and has
aclarity of texture more readily associated with
chamber music.
Both Blomstedt and Maazel couple Symphony 4with the heroic Fifth. Blomstedt again
has pace and stature without rhetoric. Maazel
gives afine performance and, again, it is easy
to be swayed by the sumptuousness of the
recording, but this beauty is only skin-deep.
Blomstedt is living the music rather than
merely enjoying it.
The coupling on Segerstam's disc is the first
Suite from Sibelius's incidental music to The
Tempest. The 34 numbers of the original score
were written for aproduction in Copenhagen
in 1925; two years later, Sibelius shortened and
re-ordered them into two Suites. This vividly
illustrative music bears many of the hallmarks
of his later style. Segerstam realizes both of these
essential ingredients perfectly, and the Chandos
recording copes well with the wide range of
technical problems that the music throws up.
An excellent disc, then, and aclear recommendation for the collection.
Finally, to one of Chandos's favorite artists,
Neemeprvi, on aBis recording of the "Pantomime Tragedy," Scaramouche. It's difficult to
understand why it has taken till now for someone to set down the world-premiere recording of the complete score, for this is quite
delightful music that should attract awide
audience. Sibelius, however, was never happy
about the conditions of the work's composition: More music was demanded of him than
he had been initially led to expect, and he was
afraid that spoken dialogue would dilute the
impact of his music in performance. Despite
the assurance that the dialogue was only being
sent to him as aguideline, Sibelius discovered
too late that the production was to indude music,
dance, and speech. The reviews of the first performance on May 12, 1922, however, were
most appreciative of the music, though not of
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

the melodramatic nature of the production.
Such enchanting ideas as abound in Scaramouche prove Sibelius's skill with miniature
forms and time spans. The score bulges with
invention, color, and the most beguiling themes.
The orchestra plays quite beautifully, the
recording matches this, and Icertainly feel the
richer for having been given the opportunity
to become better acquainted with the piece The
generous addition of the "Wedding March"
from The Language of the Birds is asplendid, if
unnecessary, bonus. Try this one and you'll
surely buy.
—Barbara Jahn
SMETANA: Md Hass
Zdenek Macal, Milwaukee Symphony
Telarc CD-80265 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT 73:35

Telarc brings us excellent sound, and even better
music-making, from the Heartland. Milwaukee
isn't exactly the first place you'd expect to hear
an idiomatic performance of the Czech national
musical epic, but conductor Macal, born in
Brno, has areal tale-spinner's sense for the
piece He knows what his orchestra can do, so
the MSO's reading is big-hearted if not necessarily big—there is not the great blended volume of the Czech Philharmonic. Macal instead
conducts with chamber-music feel, free and
lyrical. Iwould guess from the recording that
the MSO has rather asmaller string section
than more celebrated orchestras, and winds and
brass are correspondingly prominent. But what
brass! Stunningly clear and precise, their playing forms the backbone of this reading. (American orchestras, even of the so-called second tier,
simply have the best brass players.)
Macal's interpretation of the cycle traces a
considerable range of feeling. The Vlatava is the
sweetest I've heard, the Sárka unreservedly fiery
(although without the last trace of Maenad violence invoked by Talidi and Areer1). Tábor shows
the conductor at his best: ever alert, by turns
driving and lyrical, Macal shapes and integrates
each return of the Hussite theme so it doesn't
hector on repetition. Overall, Macal's Má Vlast
is very unusual among recordings by nonCzech orchestras in that the listener (this one,
at least) never senses the work becoming overlong. It's also the best digital-era performance
I've heard, though Ishould add that Ihaven't
heard the recent Kubelik/Czech PO, which has
drawn accolades from the critical press.
Telarc's is also an unusually good recording,
with true timbres and an ultra-precise, if not
particularly expansive soundstage. (Audiophiles
please note: for all Iknow, this soundstage
reproduces Milwaukee's Uffilein Hall just fine)
The sound is live and transparent, with real air,
quite unlike the dead sound we get from many
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Telarc efforts from Atlanta and Cleveland.
Skillful conducting, enthusiastic playing,
near-reference (for digital) sound—what else
can you want? Highly recommended.
—Kevin Conklin
R. STRAUSS: Legendary Recordings
Ein Heldenleben, Willem Mengelberg, NYP; Also Sprach
Zarathustra, Serge Koussevitzky, BSO; Don Quixote,
Alfred Wallenstein, cello, Sir Thomas Beecham, NYP;
Death and Transfiguration, Leopold Stokowski, Philadelphia Orchestra; Aus Italien III: On the Shores of Sorrento,
Frederick Stock, CSO
RCA 60929-2-RC (2 CDs only). Disc to DAT, Ward Marsten. CD production: Anthony Salvatore, eng.; Andre
Gauthier, supervisor; John Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TE
2:25:46

Titis remarkable issue contains recordings dating from 1928 through 1941 by the four American orchestras with which Strauss appeared as
guest conductor in 1904, and with Philadelphia and New York, again in 1921. Beecham,
Mengelberg, and Stock maintained close lifelong relationships with Strauss. Though less
involved personally with the composer, no one
would deny Koussevitzky and Stokowski their
advocacy and flare for his works. Don Quixote,
Also Sprach Zarathustra, and the Sorrento movement from Aus Italien are heard here in their
debut recordings.
Thanks to the keen ears and finely honed
skills of Ward Marsten, we may hear these
recordings very much as do those who have
collected the original 78s and have the means
to listen to them on high-end audio systems.
If you think the '30s were the stone age of
recordings, you may be surprised. Though sonically Iwouldn't suggest this set as the one-andonly for these stupendously demanding works,
the performances put even the best modern stereo recordings by Reiner, Karajan, Bohm, and
later Beecham in perspective.
The opening of Zarathustra suffers the most,
considering what we're accustomed to, but just
hang in. Don Quixote and Sorrento have aclarity
of line and beauty of tone which rival modern
recordings, and Death and Transfiguration has a
dynamic range you will not believe. Mengelberg's Ein Heldenleben, perhaps the most celebrated recording in the collection, has been lovingly restored with all of its musical range, and
with most of the 7th Avenue subway magically
eliminated.
Aside from light, discrete EQ, and the use
of aPackburn Noise Suppressor to render the
finished product virtually free of pops and ticks,
we are left with an amazingly authenticsounding package. The remaining background
noise is smooth, even, and unobtrusive. Legendary Strauss Recordings is as fine arestoration of
vintage phonology as you are likely to experience.
—Richard Schneider
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BACH, J. S.: French Suite No.6, BWV 817
CHOPIN: Preludes Nos.13 & 15, Op.28; Mazurka,
Op.24 No.4
SCHUMANN: Papillons, Op.2
Mieczyslaw Horszowski, piano
Elektra Nonesuch 79264-2 (CD only). Max Wilcox, eng.
at prod. DDD. 'FE 46:36

The brief 46:36 is quite irrelevant in this particular case. Were it half as long, the disc would
still be worth getting—the playing is that
deeply satisfying. An accurate appraisal would
also insist on noting some slight evidence of
technical stiffness and that, just once in awhile,
tempi tend to be slower than not. But these
comments, as well, must be regarded as irrelevant. Horszowski was five months shy of his
99th birthday when he recorded this program
at Philadelphia's Curtis Institute (and turned
100 this July). That certainly makes it Guinnessworthy, but this, too, misses the real point: these
are—every one of them—glowing interpretations
that, through their performer's sheer musicality,
understanding, and tonal beauty, provide enormous pleasure. The piano reproduction is colorfill, intimate (the performer's vocal noises are
often quite audible), and ideally warm.
—Igor Kipnis
VIRGIN'S M USIC
FOR THE VIRGIN QUEEN
ROBERT JONES: The Muse's Cardin
Worksfor voice and lute
Emma Kirkby, soprano; Anthony Rooley, lute
Virgin Ventas VC 791212-2 (CD only). Simon Foster,
prod.; Anthony Howell, eng. DDD. TE 60:47
WILLIAMS LAWES: For ye Violls
Consort setts for viols and organ
Fretwork, viol consort; Paul Nicholson, organ
Virgin Ventas VC 791187-2 (CD only). Nicholas Parker,
prod.; Tim Handley, eng. DDD. TE 69:30
THOMAS RAVENSCROFIl Them Were Three Ravens
Songs, rounds, and catches
The Consort of Musicke, Anthony Rooley
Virgin Veritas VC 791217-2 (CD only). Anthony Rooley,
prod.; Anthony Howell, eng. DDD. TT: 61:14
CHRISTOPHER WILSON: Rosa
Elizabethan lute music
Christopher Wilson, lutes
Virgin Ventas VC 791216-2 (CD only). Adrian Hunter,
prod.; Nicholas Parker, eng. DDD. TE 59:37

Robert Jones, aminor Elizabethan composer
and panegyrist, was the author of no less than
five books of airs, all of which have, sadly, survived. Confronted with his name, Icould only
remember one song, "Now what is love," a
pleasant enough ditty well sung by Paul Hillier
on aHyperion issue of about 1980. Unfortunately, to judge from the present collection,
it all goes downhill from there. Jones, unquestionably an admiring follower of the great John
Dowland, alas followed too far behind. The
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lyrics, to be honest, are little inferior to most
of those which Dowland set, but the latter's
accord between music and text is mostly lacking here.
Isuppose you feel by now that Ican't recommend the Jones disc. Not so! You see, it has
got Emma Kirkby. Icheerfully confess that if
the divine Emma released adisc entitled Baroque
Laundry Lists or Great Doggerel of the Elizabethan
Age, Iwould rush out and buy it. Ifelt that way
15 years ago, and it's downright scary how
much better she's gotten of late. Thanks to her
travels through the Baroque, she's become an
Italianate Englishwoman, no longer afraid to
sigh, laugh, or weep as the music requires.
Thank what powers there be for the longevity
of the Compact Disc; we are unlikely to hear
such avoice again.
Christopher Wilson's lute program is an excellent one, with some familiar pieces and some
less known. There are, of course, any number
of excellent lute recitals, from Walter Gerwig
to Ronn McFarlane, but that should not dissuade you from this one, beautifully played in
astyle that is either simple or floridly ornamented,
as required. There are also acouple of tunes I
have not heard elsewhere that Ivery much
enjoyed: "Arthur's Dump," attributed (on very
slim evidence) to Philip van Wilder, and "My
Lord of Deliem's (?) Lament:' by Anon. There
is also very lovely playing on agalliard by Ferrabosco and the title track, apavane by John
Danyel. Two very different-sounding lutes are
used, alight six-course and aconsiderably more
resonant seven-course. Anyone who fancies the
lute should have this record.
For me, the real winner in this fine batch of
releases is the Ravenscroft. This is not your
usual Consort of Musicke release, consisting
as it does mostly of the sort of thing Joe Elizabethan might have sung with family and friends
at his favorite inn after afew good sack possets. There are settings of familiar folk tunes
("Three Blind Mice," "Froggy Would AWooing," etc.), dialect pieces ("Hodge Trillinclle
to his Zwett hort Malkyn"), and yet another
paean to the former Flinbeth Barrett ("Browning Madame," atruly gorgeous round, running
gags notwithstanding). To be sure, some of this
disc is purely beautiful music—the viol fantasies and two Latin motets, in particular—
but most of it is plain fun. If Iwere having abig
party at the Turk's Head in 1600, Tom Ravenscroft would be high on my guest list.
The Consort of Musicke has ahigh old time
with this; true enough, the singers don't always
keep their dialects through an entire song, but
neither would most of Ravenscroft's readers,
I'll wager. And the great Emma gets to sing
"The Three Ravens," that most famous of Elizabethan gloomy ballads, and does it to aturn;
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

her only real competition is Glenda Simpson
on an old Saga issue. The Consort's other soprano, the little-less-gifted Evelyn Tubb, does
well also, and alto Mary Nichols turns in asplendid rendition of "Belpheber Go for it, America!
William Lawes qualifies as an Elizabethan by
virtue of having been born in the penultimate
year of Gloriana's reign, and because otherwise
the annoying pun in my title to this review
would not have worked. In fact, however, his
viol setts were not written for the 16th-century
amateurs for whom Ravenscroft, Campion, and
even Dowland often wrote, but for the sophisticated taste of the court of Charles I. His inventive writing calls for virtuosic playing, and his
oddly dissonant harmonies may not please even
1992 audiences. Nevertheless, this is astrongly
recommended issue, for Fretwork's superb ensemble playing and showy turns of ornament.
Lawes even wrote aset of variations of that
finest of variation themes, Dowland's Lachrymae,
and asplendid one it is. My favorites, though,
are the two Airs for lyra viols (I should probably call them bastard viols, since lyra viols
more usually refers to astyle of play, but who
do you think Iam, Corey Greenberg?), which
elicit some inspired playing from Fretwork's
bass violists.
Sound on these Virgins is very fine indeed.
Venue for all but the Lawes is Forde Abbey,
Chard, which appears to have moved (yet again)
from Dorset to Somerset between sessions, but
does not suffer from the translation. (There
can't actually be two Forde Abbeys, can there?
Nah ...) If you want to know what we reviewers mean by a"warm acoustic:' try the Wilson lute disc (Somerset) or the Ravenscroft
(Dorset). The latter is, in fact, awonderful
demonstration of soundstaging, with precisely
imaged voices issuing fromjust about everywhere. Things do get atouch swimmy at times,
but that's the price you pay for using minimal
miking in aresonant venue and then moving
your singers about for spatial effects. These are
yet more riches from Virgin Ventas, and well
worth hearing.
—Les Berkley
BOUCHARD: Pourtinade
CHIHARA: Redwood
SHOSTAKOVICH: Sonata for Viola & Piano, 0p.147
Kim Kashkashian, viola; Robyn Schulkowsky, percussion
(Bouchard, Chihara); Robert Levin, piano (Shostakovich)
ECM New Series 1425 (847 538-2, CD only). Jan Erik
Kongshaug, eng.; Manfred Eicher, prod. DDD. TT
60:51

This is an encore equal in excellence to ECM's
recording of the Hindemith viola sonatas by
Kashkashian and Levin, reviewed in Vol.11 No.
12. The collection opens with two recent works
for viola and percussion, highly individualistic
in their idioms and very much worth paying
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close attention to. Linda Bouchard's Pouninade
is fascinating in the way it plays on the similarity
of tone color between the viola and the percussion instruments. The mood ranges from calm
to playful, with Kashkashian and Schulkowsky
very much in charge of the sequence: The work
comprises separate sections that can be rearranged by the musicians for each performance.
Though it won't be on the hot list of those who
demand traditional formal structures, Ifound
this piece intriguing and rewarding.
Paul Chihara's Redwood is similarly successful,
characterized ironically by amore rhythmic
style for viola and amore melodic treatment of
percussion. One of aseries of Chihara's works
inspired by trees, Redwood stands capably as a
purely abstract composition, apart from its
programmatic content. The musicianship in
both of these opening compositions is superb,
with an obviously deep affinity for the music.
The CD's program notes by Steve Lake refer
to the Shostakovich sonata—his final composition—as "harrowingly bleak." Being familiar with the Columbia/Melodiya recording of
the work by Fedor Druzhinin and Mikhail
Muntyan, Inever thought of the work in quite
those terms. The Russian duo seems to find
equanimity and acceptance in the composer's
farewell piece. There is very little moaning of
the bar in their interpretation.
But you'll find plenty of it in the performance
of KashIcashian and Levin. This is amuch more
dramatic reading, lugubrious and atmospheric
in the extreme. The slow tempo of the opening movement underplays the gentleness of the
opening bars' rocking motion, while the dancing rhythms of the second movement do, indeed, dance, but with darkness. This is not to
denigrate the performance, but to point out the
decidedly bleak cast ICashkashian and Levin
give it. If anything, their version is characterized
by its deeply impassioned playing. But to my
taste, it is also less "philosophical" and, in the
end, less illuminative of the human condition
(or perhaps what we would like the human condition to be). Throughout, the musicianship
is remarkably heartfelt and technically sparkling.
As to sound quality, Imust again refer to the
Columbia/Melodiya LP (M35109), which is
stunning in its fidelity to tone color, especially
that of the viola. The ECM CD, while very
realistic in its portrayal of musicians in aplausible performing space, has that faint electronic
aura around the instruments that characterizes
so many digital recordings. To my surprise, this
was greatly reduced by the addition of an Allsop/Sims CD Ring (see Vol.14 No.11, p.191).
With the ring, the timbres of the instruments
were more convincing and realistic than the
otherwise superb-sounding naked CD.
—Robert Hesson
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SHOW M USIC
SONY BROADWAY REISSUES

When Ifirst started buying records in the early
'60s, Columbia was, for me, the label for original cast albums. They had the best shows; the
records had abright, lively sound that seemed
like the essence of Broadway; and, to top it off,
the Columbia Record Club gave you seven of
these records for just k !As my record collection grew, Icame to appreciate the efforts from
RCA and others, but Icontinued to think of
Columbia as the elite: When they record a
show, it must be really good.
Given this formative experience, it was with
asense of nostalgia and excitement that Iopened
the box containing Sony Classicars re-releases
—called the "Sony Broadway" series—of eight
original-cast recordings from Columbia Masterworks. Having listened to them at some
length, my excitement and admiration continues unabated. This is avery classy series,
from the original artwork of the covers to the
highly informative liner notes (by Ken Mandelbaum and "cousin" Didier C. Deutsch) to
the pictures of casts, composers, and lyricists.
For each show, there's asynopsis of the plot and
alisting of musical numbers in four languages.2
Musical numbers are presented in the sequence
in which they appear in the show rather than
the sequence dictated by the LP format. (On
LPs, they often used to reorganize the sequence
of the numbers so that the show's hit tune
would be at the end of side 1or the beginning
of side 2.) There are bonus tracks of previously
unreleased material.
All recordings were transferred and remixed
to CD using Sony's 20-bit technology. This
involves creating an intermediate 20-bit master
(all the original recordings were analog), which
is then converted into the 16-bit CD format.
According to engineer David Smith of Sony
Classical, there is some proprietary signal processing (it's the subject of apatent application—
see "Industry Update August 1992, pp.53-57)
that produces what Sony calls amore "highdefinition" sound. Comparison with the previous CD release of Candide (MK 38732) reveals
that the new version sounds smoother and provides abetter sense of ambience. (The new Candide has also been remixed, which could also
account for the difference.) Listening with an
analytical ear (the right one), Ithought that the
ambience on the mono recordings sometimes
sounded digitally synthesized, but the effect
2Show music fans with some knowledge oflanguages might
want to play agame of "Translate That Title." How about,
from Miss Liberty, "Facciarnoci Una Bella Passeggiata?" Give
up? "Let's Take an Old-Fashioned Walk!'
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was fairly subtle.
All the recordings in this series are worthy
of inclusion in the catalog, but there is one that
should earn Sony Classical the undying gratitude of show music lovers: The Most Happy Fella
(S2K 48010). This is agreat show 3 and agreat
recording. (No less an authority than John
McGlinn—interview in the works—has admitted that, although he'd love to record Fella, the
original would be very hard to top.) Goddard
Lieberson, the guiding force behind Columbia's
original cast recordings in the '50s and '60s,
pulled out all the stops here, insisting that the
entire show, including the dialogue, be recorded.
It filled up three LPs, now two CDs. Although
not "through-composed," Fella has much more
music than atypical Broadway show, and it's
gorgeous music, from the Broadway-brassy
"Big D" to the operatic "My Heart is So Full
of You." (Some have criticized the eclecticism
of the mixture, but it doesn't bother me.) Technically accomplished and characterful singing
from Robert Weede, Jo Sullivan, Susan Johnson,
Art Lund, and the entire cast. If Icould recommend just one recording from this series, The
Most Happy Fella would have to be it.
Candide (SK 48017) is aclose second. This
recording has not been out of the catalogue
since 1956, and was at least partly responsible
for the continued interest in ashow that originally ran for only 73 performances. Despite the
arrival of the new complete recording conducted by Bernstein (DG 429 734-2, reviewed
in Vol.15 No.5), many people still think of the
original as the best of all possible recordings
of the score, and Iwouldn't want to argue with
them. It's avibrantly theatrical performance
that is more supplemented than replaced by the
new recording. Buy both!
Wonderful Town came just before Candide in
Bernstein's oeuvre, and amore dissimilar show
one could not find. This is pure fluff, two-girlsfinding-romance-in-the-big-city. It's alot of
fun, with alively score that's pure Broadway.
(No wonder the public was surprised by the
operatic Candide.) The recording reissued here
(SK 48021) is not the original cast (that's on
MCA Classics MCAD-10050), but the cast
from the TV version, albeit with many of the
same cast members, including leading lady
Rosalind Russell, and has the same conductor
(Lehman Engel). It sounds like an original cast
recording, and, unlike the original, it's in stereo.
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (SK 48013), A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn (SK 48014), Miss Liberty (SK
48015), and Irma La Douce (SK 48018) are from
3There's arecurrence of interest in The Most Happy Fella: during the 1991-92 season, the Goodspeed Opera House produced an "intimate" (two-piano) version that was so popular
it went on to Broadway; during the same season, the New
York City Opera produced afull operatic version.
STEREOPH1LE, O CTOBER 1992

roughly the same period as The Most Happy
Fella, Candide, and Wonderful Town, but I'd put
them agood notch below Fella and the two Bernstein pieces. The scores are simply not as good,
and the shows sound more dated. However,
they still provide an enjoyable listening experience, and are arguably superior to many current
musicals. The LP versions have been unavailable
for along time, so unless you already have them
(or can afford to buy the LPs at collectors'
prices), this is the only game in town.
On the Twentieth Century (SK 35330) is the
most recent show (1978) in this series, and it's
an excellent choice. Cy Coleman's score is not
as immediately appealing as some he's written, but it definitely grows on you. Like Candide, Twentieth Century borrows successfully
from comic opera/operetta tradition; unlike
Candide, Twentieth Century stays more within
the Broadway idiom. With abook by Comden and Green, the show works very well on
stage; in fact, Ihave atheory that if the score
had had just one hit song (like, say, "Tomorrow,"
in Annie), the show would have been ahuge hit.
As it was, its success was moderate, business picking up only after Judy Kaye, the understudy, took
over from Madeleine Kahn. Kahn, agifted comic
actress, apparently lacked the vocal technique
to sing the role daily. The recording was made
just after the show opened, so her voice still
sounds okay, but she has adisconcerting tendency to go ever-so-slightly offpitch. I'm sure
that Judy Kaye would have beenfar better.
Sony Classièal has more plans for the Sony
Broadway series. By the time this review appears,
Dames at Sea, Dear World, Ballroom, 1776, The Rothschilds, Irene, and Hallelujah, Baby should be out.
After that, they'll be getting close to the bottom
of the barrel. Perhaps they can be persuaded to
re-master some of their early CD releases (My
Fair Lady and the like), using their 20-bit
processing. Hope the original analog session
tapes are still around!
—Robert Deutsch

J
AZZ
EDDIE DANIELS: .. .This Is Now
Eddie Daniels, darinet; Billy Childs, piano; Tony Dumas,
Jimmy Johnson, bass; Ralph Penland, Vinnie Colaiuta,
drums
GRP GRD-9635 (CD only). Bernie Kirsh, eng.; Eddie
Daniels, Billy Childs, prods. DDD. TE 64:31
BRAIIMS: Clarinet Quintet in b, Op.115
WEBER: Clarinet Quintet in B-Flat, Op.34
Eddie Daniels, clarinet; The Composers String Quartet
Reference Recordings RR-40 (LP), RR-40CD (CD). Keith
O. Johnson, eng.; J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod.
AAA/DDD. TT 62:31

Equally adroit performing jazz or rlaqsical music,
heralded as aunique talent by Leonard Bern-
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AUDIO RESEARCH, KRELL, MARK LEVINSON...
the mere mention of these names evokes
images of the ultimate in quality, design
and musicality. They are simply the world's
leaders of high-end audio. And you'll find
all of these phenomenal analog and
digital masterpieces only at SOUNDEX.
AUDIO RESEARCH: The legend continues.
Pre-Amps: LS1, 2, 3& remarkable LS5.
Power Amps: V35, V70, V140, all balanced.
Sensational V100 all tube, ultra linear.
Phono Pre-Amps: PH 1, 2& 3.
KRELL/KRELL DIGITAL: Revolutionary design.
Pre-Amps: KSL, KRC & KRC2 with remote
control. Power Amps: KST 100, KSA 150 & 250,
MDA 300 & 500 & unequalled "Krell Audio
Standard". D/A Converters: the all new
Signature 8( Studio. Transports: the MD 10 8(
MD 20. And the CDDSP CD player.
MARK LEVINSON: Musical elegance,
award- winning design. Digital: Groundbreaking No.30, new No.31 transport &
affordable No. 35 DAC. Pre-Amps: No. 28 &
No. 26S. Power Amps: All new No. 27.5,
No. 23.5 & ultra musical No. 20.6 mono amps.
Call for an appointment. Better yet, drop by.
You'll discover a level of customer service as
legendary as the equipment we sell.
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stein and Leonard Feather (the latter contributes
GRP's liner notes), Eddie Daniels proves more
than up to the challenge on these exceptional
recordings. And with over an hour of music
on each, the listener has time to relax and surrender to some uncommon musical artistry.
On the extremely well recorded ...
This Is
Now, his sixth album for GRP, Daniels charges
right out of the gate, smokin' all the way, on
Bill Evans's "34 Skidoo." This tune provides
Eddie the perfect vehicle with which to demonstrate his chops, setting the stage for atour de
force of outstanding jazz ensemble playing. The
album succeeds due largely to Daniels's impeccable phrasing, quick fingers, and ebullient,
swinging style. Nor does the rhythm section
disappoint, propelling the music forward, combining drive with unerring taste. Pianist and
composer Billy Childs shines on several tracks,
especially "Double Image" and "All the Stars
Are Out." Bassist Tony Dumas and drummer
Ralph Penland are featured on the relaxed Thad
Jones tune, "3 and 1." The tempo slows abit
on "It Was Always You," where Daniels again
makes it sound easy. He makes everything here
sound effortless.
Daniels is also agifted composer; athird of
the tunes are his, not adud among 'em. Iespecially liked the ballad "Cry." My only complaint is that there's so much good music on
...
This Is Now, it's difficult to get anything else
done. Buy it and revel in hearing what honest,
modern jazz is all about.
As for the Reference discs—my God, what
alovely recording. If more sessions were recorded this well, reviewers could spend more
time discussing the music, and listeners everywhere would enjoy music significantly more.
The Troy Savings Bank Music Hall proved the
perfect venue for recording these two masterpieces of chamber music; the sensation of "being
there" is remarkable So is the level of fine, lowlevel detail, faithfully captured by engineer
Keith O. Johnson. The English Coles ribbon
mikes Dr. Johnson used catch every nuance of
the performance. The degree to which you hear
these effects is limited only by the resolving
power of your system. Iwon't further discuss
this recording's sonic aspects; it's state-of-theart, among the best I've ever heard. Unless
future Reference Recordings Imight review fall
short of the standard set here, Iwon't comment
on their recording quality either.
I'm no expert on the chamber music ofBrahms
or Weber. But as soon as the first strains of the
Weber swept through my room, Ifelt my blood
pressure drop. This is great music by any standard—with the exception of the second movement, Weber's Quintet is all gaiety, spirit, and
fun, and the performance by Daniels and the
Composers String Quartet is spirited, emoSTEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

tive, compelling, and exciting. When the music
turns dark in the somber, introspective Fantasia,
the performers capture the shift. Daniels sings
through his clarinet throughout this movement
as the music wanders through melancholy and
despair. The puckish Menuetto restores the
carnival-like atmosphere, segueing into the
highly charged Rondo. And with much bravura
and more fine, fleet-fingered playing from
Daniels, the finale had me on the edge of my
seat. Bravo!
If the Weber Quintet is beautiful, the Brahms
is sublime A few notes into the opening Allegro
and you're immersed in aworld of elegiac
melodies which become even more lovely as
the music continues. Brahms was amaster of
lush, golden-ripe melodies, and Op.115 is
chock-full of them. To me, the rhapsodic Adagio
is chamber music at its best, the aural equivalent
of robust, California Zinfandel in tall-stem
glasses, served seaside at sunset. If music can
swoon, this does.
As in the Weber, the musicians perform
splendidly. Their intonation is impeccable, they
maintain the music's pulse (varying it when
called for), and convey the majestic sweeps of
melody with emotion and conviction, five
musicians playing as one. To be moved by the
results requires no special facility; just apair
of ears and an open heart.
This LP is among the first batch of Reference
Recordings to be cut on their own custommodified, half-speed mastering lathe. The
struggle to keep the analog tradition alive,
exemplified by the release of this (and other)
LPs at atime when other companies are melting
down vinyl, attests to Reference Recordings'
determination, commitment, and vision in
offering music lovers an analog alternative.
Thank you, Tam Henderson.
Like most Reference sessions, this one was
recorded simultaneously AAA and DDD, for
LP and (excellent-sounding) CD, respectively.
The first difference that struck me was the shift
in perspective: the listener is seated in row E
with the CD, row Jwith the LP. Ialso picked
up more hall sound on LP, no doubt due to a
better capturing of the ratio between direct/
reflected sound and the venue's natural ambience The LP simply has more "air." Strings and
clarinet are harmonically richer on LP, the
strings more "rosiny" (especially viola and
cello, which seem to "glow" more), the clarinet
more "woody." Leading edges ofnotes are also
more distinct on LP. The vinyl's noise floor is
surprisingly low, attesting to skillful mastering
and good quality control in later production
stages. The surfaces are quiet, the record flat
and glitch-free It's akeeper.
But this release is significant in either format. Irecommend buying both.—Guy Lerncoe
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FRISELL, ZORN & C O.
PAUL MOTIAN: Motion in Tokyo
Paul Motian, drums; Bill Frisell, guitar; Joe Lovano, tenor
sax
JMT 849 154-2 (CD only). Ron Saint, Masashi Goto, Joe
Ferla, engs.; Stefan F. Winter, prod. TT 54:56
JOHN SCOFIELD: Grace Under Pressure
John Scofield, guitar; Bill Frisen, guitar; Charlie Haden,
bass; Joey Baron, drums
Blue Note CDP 798167 2(CD only). James Farber, eng.;
Steve Swallow, John Scofield, prods. TT 62:45
JOHN ZORN: Film Works, 1986-1990
John Zorn and acast of tens
Elektra Nonesuch 979270-2 (CD only). Don Hunerberg, Rickey Belt, engs.; John Zorn, prod. TT 68:37
JOHN ZORN: More News for Lulu
John Zorn, sax; Bill Frisell, guitar; George Lewis,
trombone
hatArt CD 6055 (CD only). Peter Pfistel, eng.; Pia &
Werner X. Uehlinger, prods. TT 72:53

The past few months have proved aBill Frisell
bonanza for yours truly, one of his biggest fans.
He is featured to varying degrees on these four
discs. Two are unqualified successes, one alaudable if flawed experiment, and one an interesting exercise.
More News for Lulu continues and extends
Newsfor Lulu, atribute to some neglected composers of the hard-bop era. Tunes by Kenny
Dorham, Hank Mobley, Sonny Clark, and
Freddy Redd are once again deconstructed by
Zorn 8c Co., who yet remain true to the originals' spirit and swing.
The rhythm-sectionless trio (sax, guitar,
trombone) recalls Jimmy Giuffre with Jim Hall
and Bob Brookmeyer. But while that trio was
aconversational chamber group, this aggregation bears more resemblance to apickup
game of basketball. That's acompliment—
anyone familiar with schoolyard ball knows the
joys of great players in aloosely structured
situation.
MNFL is awilder, woollier game than NFL.
Being entirely live, Zorn gets in plenty of
showboating, but shows that he can swing hard
when he wants to. Frisell sets up his usual selfless picks and passes in addition to whipping
one or two behind the back, and the criminally
underrated George Lewis shows why he's a
first-round pick in anyone's league.
Two additional composers are added this
time: Big John Patton and Misha Mengelberg.
On Mengelberg's "Gare Guillemins," as on
much of the record, the three interact more like
adixieland combo than in the "head-solohead" bp manner. This adds to the joy—no,
gleefulness—that pervades this project. This
kind of interaction is possible only with players
who listen as hard as they play. More News for
Lulu—please!
If the Lulu crew is apickup team, Motian's
group rates veteran champion status, together
over 10 years with 11 albums and not abad one
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

in the bunch. Motian, praised for his drumming
with Bill Evans, Paul Bley, Keith Jarrett, and
Charlie Haden, has long been underrated as a
composer. His angular yet melodic works have
obviously influenced Bill Frisell's own ugly/
beautiful style. The intense spirituality of many
of Motian's tunes is enhanced by his feathery
cymbal work, Mr. Bill's ambient guitar, and,
often, no bass. That there is no lack of bottom
on this or any of his bassless discs is largely
creditable to Frisell's deft placement of reverberant low notes. It's hard to imagine another
guitarist doingjustice to this music; Frisell's
work with Motian ranks among his best. Joe
Lovano's muscular tenor ensures that things
never drift off into the ether, his barroom/Coltrane style bringing aunique earthiness to the
often celestial music.
This outing, beautifully recorded live (yes,
in Tokyo), brings us eight new Motian tunes
and areworking of his "Two Women of Padua."
Originally aconversation between sax and guitar, it is here interrupted by two typically frenetic but musical drum solos.
On this disc (as in all of Motian's work) is art
of the highest order. Genre-defying, improvisatory, with the freedom achieved by three breathing as one, spiritual, fun—in short, audible hope
that humanity isn't afailed experiment. Yes, I'm
raving—this one's amust.
Touted as the guitar album of the '90s, Grace
Under Pressure is more like anear miss. (Okay,
no more sports metaphors.) It's taken me a
while to warm to Jolui Scofield. For along time
his tone, like someone perpetually clearing his
throat, set my teeth on edge. Then it dawned
on me—Louis Armstrong, Dr. John, Tom Waits!
Conventionally attractive voices? No. Distinctive and expressive? You bet. So is Sco's. His
playing still occasionally strikes me as arbitrarily angular, but he's just so goldarn good, and
getting better. His composing continues to
improve, reaching ahigh point on his last record, Meant to Be. Compositionally, Grace Under
Pressure is aholding point. "Twang" is areworking of ground covered in "Twister" from Bass
Desires days, but no less fun.
"Pat Me," an homage to Pat Metheny, works
more as an exercise in paying tribute to someone else's style while maintaining one's own.
Metheny was Scofield's first choice to do this
album, and the two rapid-fire opening tunes
would have been more suited to his style than
Frisell's. Too, the two guitar tones never quite
blend or contrast enough, partly due to amix
that places them on top of each other.
Lest you be put off, this is agood record.
"Pretty Out" and "Scenes from aMarriage"
play to Frisell's strengths and give Scofield's
angularity acontext. Any cavils are only because of both artists' extremely high standards.
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Apogee Centaur Minor speakers, Cary SLA-70 amplifier, Me/os MA///preamplifier, Altis DIA converter, Vandersteen 18 speakers,
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components. We'll feature Cary, Apogee, Magnum-Dynalab/OCM,
Scienfific Fidelity, Me/os, Vandersteen, Altis, VPI, Sony ES, Eminent
Take advantage of specially-reduced "Audio Party pricing for the
duration of this special event.
Plus there will be free refreshments, lots of exciting audio component
demonstrations, and the chance to meet and talk with other audiophiles
and music enthusiasts, including special guest reviewers from
"Stereophile magazine.

Please call us for acomplete manufacturer seminar schedule as well as an
updated prize list and contest rules.
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Scofield is to be congratulated for stretching
abit and taking achance instead of making
another album with his tried-and-true crew.
My admiration grows as it becomes clear that
he is amember oían exclusive club: musicians
who are art- rather than career-driven.
John Zorn wondered why his phone didn't
ring off the hook with film-scoring offers after
the release of his Ennio Morricone tribute The
Big Gundown. Film Works, acompilation of three
movies that he did score, shows us why. Film
music normally does not call attention to itself,
but works in conjunction with the visuals to
create an effect. This doesn't mean that it can't
stand on its own, just that it should remain
evocative rather than provocative—a harder
task for Mr. Zorn than for most of us.
This music is at once too jarring to avoid distracting from the images (I can't be sure since
Ididn't see the movies, but Zorn admits one
section was rejected for just this reason), while
compositionally not interesting enough to
stand alone.
Still, it can be great fun listening to Zorn and
his usual posse (Frisell, Quine, Previte, Horvitz,
et al) flex their multi-genre muscles—sort of
like watching the Lakers do warm-up exercises
(so Ilied). And it sounds great, having been
recorded at the old Radio City Music Hall.
Required listening for Zorniacs only.
—Michael Ross
FOUR VITAL

LPs/CDs FROM VTL

JAMES LEARY:James
James Leary, John Clayton, Reggie Hamilton, Al McKibbon, Fred Tinsley, basses; Todd Cochran, piano; Clayton
Cameron, drums. On "I'm Walkin" only: Eddie Harris,
tenor sax; Billy Childs, piano; James Leary, bass; Ralph
Penland, drums
ViTaL 003 (2 LPs/1 CD). AAA/AAD. TE 62:24
JAMES LEARY:James II
Eddie Harris, vocal, tenor sax; Billy Childs, piano; James
Leary, bass; Ralph Penland, drums
ViTaL 005 (2 LPs/1 CD). AAA/AAD. TT: 61:45
DOC POWELL: The Doctor
Doc Powell, guitar; Rodney Franklin, piano; Reggie
Hamilton, bass; Michael Baker, drums
ViTaL 006 (2 LPs/1 CD). AAAMAD. TE 61:07
KAREN BRIGGS: Karen
Karen Briggs, Charlie Bisharat, Mark Cargill, Harry Soorso,
violins; Jimbo Ross, viola; Bennie Maupin, soprano sax;
Milcho Leviev, Nick Smith, piano; Nedra Wheeler, bass;
Russ Henry, drums; David Romero, Ronnie Guitterez,
percussion
ViTaL 009 (2 LPs/1 CD). AAA/AAD. TT 62:34
All above: David Manley, eng., prod.

Judging from these and other recordings put
out by Vacuum Tube Logic's ViTaL Records,
producer and VTL head David Manley has two
qualities not always found in recording executives: daring and loyalty. In his first recordings,
he has turned to musicians he knows, even if
they're not well known to the general public,
and has given these musicians extraordinary
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

freedom to produce their pet projects. In the
case of the recordings under review, these include asession devoted to abass choir, amostly
string session featuring violinist Karen Briggs
(who has appeared as asideperson on other
ViTaL records), and astirring debut session by
jazz guitarist Doc Powell.
ViTaL is an audiophile company which puts
out each of its recordings on both single CDs
and two-LP sets. Manley's analog recordings
are, as he says, "captured straight onto two stereo tracks," recorded in his specially designed
studio. The results are consistently compelling:
the sound is natural, spacious, and yet, even in
the larger ensembles, clear and balanced. Listeners must make minor adjustments: recorded
by other hands, the individual players of the
bass choir might have been more precisely
identifiable, and the percussion section on
Karen Briggs's recording probably would have
sounded closer. But I'm not ready to call those
qualities flaws. As with ViTaUs first recordings
(see Vol.15 No.2, p.201), Ifound the LPs marginally clearer and more natural than the CDs.
The music is challenging. James Leary has
two discs, the first for his bass choir and the second for amore traditional quartet. The idea of
abass choir is not new. In 1967, Bill Lee
founded his New York Bass Violin Choir,
which finally recorded in 1980. Iknow of a
contemporary Japanese group called Bass
Cookin' that features 13 basses, and producer
Manley mentions aFrench group. But the concept is not likely to catch on in abig way. The
problem is obvious: the low bass sounds are
either redundant or muddy. Ifound Larry's
arrangement of Thelonious Monk's "Bemsha
Swing" attractive, as was his version of Gershwin's "Gone, Gone, Gone." Nonetheless, few
of the bass choir arrangements actually swung
as they seemed to want to. Leary's quartet recording was more lively, with its solos by Eddie
Harris on pieces such as "Seven Steps to
Heaven:' "Joshua," and "Oleo."
It's surprising how few jazz violinists there
have been, and what alarge percentage of the
greatest of them, such as Joe Venuti, Stephane
Grappelli, and Stuff Smith, began their careers
in the '20s before the winds began to dominate
jazz. Free jazz opened up the music to new instruments, including afew violinists such as
Leroy Jenkins, and Europeans Jean-Luc Ponty
and Michael Urbaniak have created amore
popular sound. But jazz violinist Karen Briggs
is one oía self-chosen few. Her debut recording
is primarily dedicated to her own compositions,
such as the Latin "Travel Murals!' Briggs is
rarely ahard-swinging violinist, playing long,
expressive lines in ajaunty, rather than pushy,
way. The brightest sounds on her album come
during the opening number, "All Blues," with
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its sparkling pizzicato playing by her string
choir. She has afeel for Latin rhythms, as we
hear on "Samba de Orpheus!' Her writing,
though never startling, brings some new sounds
to the music, and her soloing is promising.
Doc Powell, aguitarist previously unknown
to me, has produced the most traditional, and
to my ears, the most satisfying set in this batch
of recordings. Particularly on LP, the quartet
seems set back in space, and the bass is recorded
less prominently than in most current recordings. On the other hand, the drumset is not
spread all over the soundstage, and the cymbals have aclear, longlasting zing, bright as
crystal. Both guitar and piano have ample presence, and the sound of the guitar is not inflated
or diffused. Powell opens with an ingratiating
blues, and his quartet cooks from the beginning. Powell finds alyrical path through "Maiden Voyage refreshing Herbie Hancock's tune
in the process, and whispers his way through
the Stanley Turrentine hit, "Sugar." His "Celia"
is more raucous, and he shows his openness to
new material when he plays the Isley Brothers'
"For the Love of You" and Stevie Wonder's
"Isn't She Lovely!' This is the most traditional
ViTaL Acoustics record so far: it also swings
the hardest.
—Michael Ullman
LARRY WILLIS: Steal Away
Larry Willis, piano; Gary Bartz, alto sax; Cecil McBee,
bass
AudioQuest CD 1009 (CD), LP 1009 (LP). Pierre Sprey,
eng.; Joe Harley, prod. AAA/AAD. TT 47:38

Pianist Larry Willis got his start working with
Jackie McLean in the '60s, and has since performed with leaders as varied as Stan Getz,
Carmen McRae, Jerry Gonzales, and Blood,
Sweat & Tears. He has rarely been so well recorded as on the "pure analog recording" Steal
Away, named after aspiritual Willis's mother
sang to him as achild.
Willis weds elegance to afimky spirit. Beginning Steal Away with the down-home, 12-bar
"Valdosta Blues," he seems to revel in his Steinway's sound. That sound is deep, warm, and
natural on the CD and even better on the LP,
which seems to place the instruments alittle
farther from the listener and reproduces them
more precisely. The difference is perhaps minimal,
but vinyl fans will want to check this one out.
The music is restrained, lyrical, and tremendously appealing without generating tremendous heat. Perhaps that's because the trio does
not include adrummer. It does include the
wonderful alto saxophonist Gary Bartz, here
sounding unusually thoughtful, and one of the
premiere bassists of contemporary jazz, Cecil
McBee. The trio plays an extended "Steal
Away" and another blues, McBee's "D Bass-ic
Blues!' The trio sounds assured, and alert to
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

each other's musical whims and substantial
ideas. Ihave never heard McBee's big tone and
fluent, agile technique better reproduced. Willis
duets with McBee on "Ethiopia" and solos on
three other numbers, including apiece once
recorded by Miles Davis, "The Meaning of the
Blues." Willis begins musingly, playing outof-tempo chords and suggestive lines, elsewhere playing the blues in modern gutbucket
style. Here he makes the meaning of the blues
seem elusive, but both styles become him.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
ARSON GARDEN: Wisteria
Vertebrae Records ASKD 66013 (LP/CD). Tom Herbers,
eng., prod. (3 tracks, Mike Robinson). AAA/AAD. TE
43:21

They wanted the name to be catchy, and, in an
Antonin Artaud "Theater of Cruelty" sort of
way, it is. While urban areas sizzle, we sit here
in Brooklyn, anticipating trouble, and wonder if these nice young college kids from Indiana, weaned on poetry, theory, and old Jefferson Airplane LPs, could be persuaded that an
incendiary tag and apredilection for Dreampop
do not an intellectual revolution make.
This generation's equivalent of the English
Invasion, Dreainpop is all deconstructed melody lines, heavy on bass and drums; important
primarily for texture Whether there's amusical
equivalent of the universal unconscious and
Arson Garden is plugged in, or whether they
developed it themselves as alogical extension
of Siouxsie and the Banshees meets Sonic
Youth meets world beat meets disco, Wisteria
is consistent in style. There's no place to hide.
Lead singer April Combs's voice swoops in,
out, and over the guitar-driven equivalent of
atraffic jam with delivery and timbre pretty
close to chalk on ablackboard: you may not like
it, but it gets your attention. But whether it's
through acheerful disregard of the laws of physics via the independent production (three tracks
are live-in-the-studio takes from aJohn Peel
BBC radio session), aband stretched to the limits of its technical ability, or acomponent of style
—which they can and do call dissonance, syncopation, and counter-melody—it's real tough
to make out what Arson Garden is on about.
Like abusted car alarm, occasional words and
phrases cut through the surf, propelled by
Combs's unsteady delivery. While her style
occasionally recalls Grace Slick, as well as
10,000 Maniacs' Natalie Merchant (no surprise;
Combs has recorded with the Maniacs' producer), there was never aquestion of whether
Slick was in perfect control of her instrument.
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Whether it's intentional or not, here the listener
is quite rightly afraid the voice is going to deliver something very nasty indeed.
And what we hear can be very nasty, both
in nasality of tone and in content: little embedded chunks of message or sound bites relating
to misogyny and masochism ("Kathy's In
Deep"); menace, foreboding, and endings
("Bird in the Houser "Cold"); something that's
simultaneously an anthem, an attack, and an
apologia for what sounds like drug addiction
("It Will Soon Be Over/This Chemical Draws").
"It's not always simple /It's not always smart
/But how would you deny it /When you know
it's the way that you are?" runs arefrain as current as Thomas DeQuincey. Keep the lyric
sheet handy; you won't make out the words
without it.
The generally perspicacious Chicago Reader
thinks "Arson Garden may be the only North
American art-rock band that matters." While
Ifind them about as entertaining as Sid Vicious,
they do have ago-for-broke edge as dangerous
as Jim Morrison, the Velvets, or Lydia Lunch.
In an era when R.E.M. and The Replacements
define the parameters of speaking out, at least
Arson Garden is 43 minutes of undiluted
emotion.
Up close and personal on agood system,
Wisteria is pink noise from the social conscience,
impossible to ignore The group's great tragedy,
however, is that it lacks aVietnam or aSpanish
Civil War to rally the troops, and is thus driven
inward. As Pogo put it, "We have met the enemy and they are us." That's ahard concept to
get across for aband which prefers to consider
its compositions poetry, but, like the Guerrilla
Girls—the anonymous New York art collective
that mobilizes to plaster the city with museumquality posters blasting sexism in art galleries
—Arson Garden combines radicalizing interpretations of the aural medium and the long
view. Unless you share their personal concerns,
however, Wisteria is not an LP to enjoy. Don't
turn it up (you'll get TID), and don't use headphones.
—Beth Jacques
K.D. LANG: Ingénue
Sire 26840-2 (CD only). Greg Penny, Marc Pamaer, engs.;
Greg Penny, Ben Mink, kcl. lang, prods. AA])? TT 41:57
SARA K.: Closer Than They Appear
Chesky JD67 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David Chesky,
Norm Diamond, prods. DDD. TT: 52:26

Blame it on Natalie Cole. If she can pull off a
full Lazarus from the depths of Easy Listening
Hell—the place where Seals & Crofts, England
Dan &John Ford Coley, and the Starland Vocal
Band went to die—just by putting on asequined
dress and singing acouple of Daddy's old
songs, well, who needs Geritol?
While these two chanteusy albums aren't
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

direct Cole clones—most of the songs on Closer
Than They Appear and Ingénue are originals—I
can't help feeling that both these women
watched Unforgettable streak up the charts and
said, "If she can doit. .."
No doubt about it, lang has one of pop's great
voices. She's just about the only singer living
who could duet Roy Orbison on equal terms.'
Hell, I'd pay to listen to her sing selections from
the PETA songbook; amedley of, say, "Pass
the Pig Blood:' "Mink De Vile and "Zha Zha
Must Die." But seriously, folks, I'm less sure
about paying to hear Ingénue.
Ithink I've run smack into aculture gap here.
Iactually kinda liked listening to Linda Ronstadt and Rickie Lee Jones stumble through
George Gershwin and Sammy Cahn. To my
rock-jaded ears, What's New, Pop Pop, and even
Unforgettable are more palatable (read "easier")
albums than Ingénue. And, yes, Iknow that if
accessibility is the yardstick, then Stravinsky,
Miles Davis, and the Rolling Stones don't stand
achance against Pachelbel, Chick Corea, and
the Partridge Family.
Ingénue seems like the real deal, k.d:s legit
attempt to tackle the torch song on its own
terms. She's doing Judy Garland, not Dinah
Shore, and Ican respect that. It's just that, when
"Ms. Chatelaine" comes round, my brain is
telling my ears why they should like this, but
my ears are telling my hands to reach for the
Skip button. Now Iknow how JGH feels when
Corey cranks up The Uple Mofo Party Plan.
The sound is another matter. The engineer
is Greg Penny, who did "Yo, Man!" work on
Jones's Pop Pop, and here he proves that he's not
just asonic minimalist. The instrumental tracks
and backing vocals are creamy as Hâagen Dazs
without being indistinct. And the most important instrument of all, lang's luscious voice, is
handled right too: close-tniked for detail with
atasteful amount of processing.
Ican't say that Ingénue is abad album; it might
be your cup ofEarl Grey. But Iliked k.d. lang
better when she was channeling Patsy Cline.
sara k.,5on the other hand, is chatuteling Joni
Mitchell, and this album is alot easier on my
ears. She's no k.d., but she's got avery nice voice
which she uses to good effect. She doesn't
stretch notes beyond their natural conclusion,
and she emiates without gushing. The original songs here are pretty good, but she's no Joni
either; this album is about attractive vocals,
tasteful arrangements, and acertain track-totrack consistency designed not to put you off
your paté. Perfect for your next dinner party.
The one stumble here is her languid, ram4Although Roy had obviously lost astep by the time they
paired up on "Crying."
5yet another graduate of the e.e. cummings school of punctuation, ipresume.
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bling version of "Like aRolling Stone." She
dawdles over every syllable and takes just asecond less than seven minutes to slog through it
(Dylan clocks in at 6:05). Still, it takes guts to
scattify Zimmerman lyrics like "Ain't it hard
when you discover that, he ain't really where
it's gonna be at." Guts, yes. Brains, no.
The sound, as you might expect from the
Brothers Chesky, is oh so lush. As good as Ingénue sounds, Closer Than They Appear is better
in every way. The instrumental tracks are
cleaner and more detailed, the soundstaging
is much better defined, and there's amore seamless integration between the vocals and the
instrumental tracks. Invite your audio friends
to dinner; they won't be disappointed.
Remember that both these records were
made before Natalie won the Grammy. With
that in mind, Ican't help wondering what REs
going to send me to review next. Simply Divine:
The Last Sessions? Patti Smith's Of Pithair and
Cole Potter? Bohemian Rhapsody in Blue by Queen,
with special guest star Helen Reddy?
Istand prepared.
st. john
MAGIC SAM: Give Me Time
Delmark DD-654 (CD only). Bob Koester, Steve Wagner,
prods. Bill Lindemann, original recordist. CEDAR
processing by Cambridge Sound Restoration Ltd. ADD.
TE 38:12

Man alive, did this one take me by surprise!
Even aMagic Sam freak like me had ahard time
getting excited about the release of some amateur recordings of solo Sam noodling around
in his living room, but Give Me Time is so tough,
so full of undiluted soul, that if you're even
peripherally into blues you need to buy it, NOW.
Essentially just Magic Sam and asoftly amplified Epiphone electric guitar (which sounds
beauqul), Give Me Time is atantalizing aural
snapshot of aman who, if he hadn't died in
1969 of aheart attack at age 32, would've been
as big as B.B. King today. Ridiculous bluesidolator froth? Check out the too-cool Magic
Sam Live (Delmark CD DE-645), especially the
Ann Arbor Blues Festival tracks, to hear the
unbelievable voice and guitar that stole the
show right out from under B.B., Muddy
Waters, and Howlin' Wolf. The energy and passion Magic Sam was able to conjure in alive
setting, even with his pick-up band at Ann
Arbor, outstrips anyone in blues today.6
A man singing by himself with only his own
guitar for accompaniment is the oldest form
of the blues, but what makes these tracks so
interesting is the promise they held. At just 31,
with already legendary performances and recordings behind him, Magic Sam Maghett 7
was poised on the brink of international blues
stardom at atime when rock audiences were
clamoring for exactly the kind of package Sam
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER
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had to offer. Possessed of young good looks
and tremendous talent, the Magic Sam we hear
captured alone in his living room is one of quiet,
simmering power. Whether showering sheets
of blue notes through standards like "S weet
Little Angel," or breaking down classics like
Otis Rush's "I Can't Quit You Baby" to their
most basic, bedrock structures, Give Me Time
offers alook at an artist at the height of his
powers, stripping his music down until it positively aches with feeling. And best of all, the
sound is definitely NOT Audiophile-Approved,
so you can ignore all those pesky parameters
like soundstaging accuracy and high-frequency
detail and just immerse yourself in the music.
As powerful in its understated grace as any
blues recording I've heard in the past several
years, Give Me Time is amust-have. Listeners
unfamiliar with Magic Sam might want to pick
up his classic Delmark albums like West Side
Soul first, but even if you've never heard of
Magic Sam before, the sheer soulfulness of Give
Me Time will bowl you over. Buy it, and really
enjoy your hi-fi rig for achange.
—Corey Greenberg
DELBERT' McCLINTON: Never Been Rocked Enough
Curb D2-77521 (CD only). Delbert McClinton, Jim
Horn, Don Was, Bonnie Psitt, prods.; lots of engineers.
AAD? TE 40:18

Like R&B itself, Delbert McClinton never
really went away—he was just on the road for
ten years. But with recent albums from The
Commitments, Bobby King & Terry Evans,
and now athird disc from McClinton in as
many years after none at all for way too many,
Delbert's brand of R&B is getting some welldeserved mainstream attention.
But there's more than just rhythm and blues
on Never Been Rocked Enough, which includes
straight-ahead rock like "Every Time IRoll the
Dice," and even reggae—an irresistibly bouncy
take of Bob Marley's "Stir It Up," complete
with recorders and flutes. "On aDelbert album?!?" Yep. Works atreat, too.
6And that includes the "new" Fabulous Thunderbirds, who
added ex-Roomful of Blues leader Duke Robillard and generic retro '50s irritant Kid Bangham on guitars after Jimmie Vaughan called it quits last year; after checking them out
live with Mondial's Paul Rosenberg here in Austin and listening to their latest record, the official Greenberg Blues Rating is: SUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUCKS!!! Led by
Jimmie, the T-Birds were single-handedly responsible for
kick-starting the '80s blues boom (and paved the way for the
decade's biggest star, Jimmie's baby brother Stevie Ray), but
the latest incarnation of the band is afar cry from when they
were modern blues's #1 band. Who's coming up to fill in the
blanks? Robert Cray, the black Phil Collins? Mysterio-chihuahua Chris Whitley? Ex-metal strangler Gary Moore? Give
me abreak. Traditionalists like Robert Lucas are alot of fun,
but without bands like the original T-Birds and Stevie Ray
to push the music forward, the blues ca 1992 is in asorry-ass
state. Say, this soapbox stuff is fun!
7Ifeveryone called you "Mr. Maggot' you'd go by Magic too.
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This is the best album yet of Delbert's long,
steady-rollin' comeback, and the first to seriously rival 1975's Victim of Life's Circumstances
for sheer joy of stomp. Jim Horn's arrangements
approximate the lineup of Delberes road band:
two guitars, bass, drums, keyboard, and three
horns. Unfortunately, Horn's horns are so processed with reverb, EQ, and various types of
studio Nutrasweet that he may as well have
used asynth to start with. (Damn, it hurt to say
that.) Bass and drums sound great. There's a
handful of rock-star cameos: Francine Reed (of
Lyle Lovett's last few albums), Tom Petty,
Melissa Ethridge, and, on "Good Man, Good
Woman," the same duet with Bonnie Raitt that
appeared on Raitt's Luck of the Draw. Funny
thing—it sounds awhole lot better here.
But celeb studio walk-ons and over-processed horns are just details. What got me when
Iheard Delbert the very first time, what gets
me every time, is his irresistible aw-shucks hillbilly jive: you know, the guy with the facesplitting grin sitting on the tailgate of his '69
Ford pickup, legs apart, looking down into his
longneck, shaking his head and good-naturedly
whining out some tall tale of crazed redneck
passion so patently unbelievable it simply has
to be true. And if that sounds to you like abeer
commercial or aGarth Brooks video, keep in
mind that, every once in awhile, it's real. Delbert's always had adark edge on him that
Hollywood-Approved Jerry Reed never did.
As always, you hear this most in Delbert's
own songs (yes, he's writing again), "Why Me?"
and "Cease and Desist"—he's the most entertaining, ingratiating complainer I've ever heard.
And he's straight from the heart, as on the completely convincing "Have aLittle Faith in Me"
(by John Hiatt) and "Blues as Blues Can Get."
The title track is pretty offensive, its High
Concept reaching up about as far as All-thatgirl-needs-is-a-good-lay. Well, that's Delbert;
he never said he was ahippie. Or liberated. Or
politically correct. You take the plug-ugly with
the good and the bad. This kind of aggressive
codcsmanship doesn't offend me nearly as much
as Lyle Lovett's smugly insinuating sexism.
Delbert McClinton sounds like the rowdy,
street-wise, joke-cracking, prodigal older
brother most of us never had. Welcome back
again, Del. Let's haul off& kill us afatted steer.
Best R&B album of '92, easy —Richard Willett
FRANK ZAPPA: You Can't Do That On Stage Anymom
Vol.5
Rykodisc RCD 10089/90 (2 CDs only). FZ,prod.; FZ,
John Judnich, Dick Kunc, Bob Stone, Wally Heider,
Mark Pinske, Spence Chrislu, engs. ADD. TT: 2:21:06
FRANK ZAPPA: You Can't Do That On Se Anymore
Vold
Rykodisc RCD 10091/92 (2 CDs only). FZ,prod.; FZ,
Bob Stone, Kerry McNab, Spence Chrislu, Mick GlosSTEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

sop, George Douglas, Davey Moire, Joe Chicarelli,
Mark Pinske, Bob Liftin, Barry Keene, engs. ADD/
DDD. TT: 2:17:44

Frank Zappa's comprehensive documentation
of live recordings is now complete with the
release of You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore,
Vols. 5& 6. Both double-CD sets have been
released in alimited-edition wooden box with
slots for all six volumes in the series.
The scope of this ambitious Rykodisc series
is staggering in its diversity and range, and FZ
has saved the best for last; Vol.6 is the unequivocal peak of the whole series, with Vol.5 not
far behind.
Disc one of Vol.5, dedicated to the early Mothers of Invention, spans the years 1965 to 1969.
A scathing indictment of narcs and informants
called "The Downtown Talent Scout" comes
from the Fillmore West in 1965. With the core
"Freak Out" band, Zappa's lead vocal is biting and angry. The 1969 "Charles Ives" is an
impressionistic, multi-textured piece whose
rhythm track was heard on Captain Beefheart's
"The Blimp." A rare Lowell George vocal on
the old Ft&B tune, "Here Lies Love," comes
from the same concert and offers all the unmistakable appeal and unique flavor of the early
M.O.I. Elsewhere are hilarious snippets of conversation from the tour bus, an early chunk of
"Little House IUsed to Live In" called "Return
of the Hunch-Back Duke" which segues into
agreat period reading of "Trouble Every Day,"
and wonderful unaccompanied drum trialogues between FZ, Jimmy Carl Black, and Art
Tripp. The disc ends with two rarities that collectors have long prized: acustoms-officer skit
called "German Lunch" (bootleg collectors
know it as "My Name Is Fritz"), and the 45rpm
studio mix of "My Guitar Wants to Kill Your
Mama," shortened here from its original 3:07
to 2:12, aversion radically different from the
familiar Weasels Ripped My Flesh track.
Disc two is one of the great CDs of the series.
Deriving mainly from a1982 Geneva, Switzerland concert, it features the '82 band at its
peak. This is agroup that Zappa states "could
play beautifully when it wanted to," and everything here is assayed with stunning precision,
confidence, and brilliant virtuosity. Live versions of the previously unreleased "The Dead
Girls of London" and "Shall We Take Ourselves
Seriously" join such familiar staples as "Easy
Meat," "Dancing Fool," and "City of Tiny
Lights." Zappa's guitar solos on "Easy Meat,"
"RDNZL," and "What's New in Baltimore"
are among his best on record.
But the real attraction here is the band's cohesion. "RDNZI.:" is magnificent, as is "A Pound
for aBrown (on the Bus)" and just about everything else. "The Black Page #2" has never been
played better, and "City of Tiny Lights" fea-
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tures another mind-bending guitar solo from
FZ that creates amusical maze of great density
and complexity. The band is tight, to say the
least, with drummer Ed Mann's amazingly precise and dexterous playing holding everything
together. This disc is agoldrnine of quality that
collectors will find hard to pry from their players.
Vol.6 gets under way with the "M.0.1. AntiSmut Loyalty Oath." Here the 1970 band vows
not to do on the Florida stage what Jim Morrison of the Doors had been arrested for earlier
that year. "The Poodle Lecture" (from FZ's
Baby Snakes film) leads into avigorous 1979
"Dirty Love," and the inclusion of six tracks
by the great 1988 band makes this final volume
particularly appealing.
Highlights: The 1980 "Magic Fingers" is fast
and furious, with rich keyboard textures, bionic
execution, and asignificantly revised arrangement. "Farther O'Blivion" (sic) is are-tooled
"St. Alphonso's Pancake Breakfast" with alternate musical accompaniment and Zappa's
epigrammatic recitation. "Shove It Right In"
is aripe 1971 slice of 200 Motels material that
starts with "She Painted Up Her Face" and
includes the material up to the title section. It
comes from the Fillmore East, ca the pencilcover album. "Make A Sex Noise," from 1988,
is atightly edited bit of funky hilarity that defies
description. Disc one ends with four 1984
gems, "Dinah-Moe Humm," "He's So Gay:'
"Camarillo Brillo:' and "Muffin Man."
However, I'd take disc two of Vol.6 to the
proverbial desert island over the other 11 in the
series. The 1984 "Illinois Enema Bandit" eclipses the Zappa In New York version, and that was
agreat performance. Again, the guitar solo is
simply amazing. Imagination is one thing, but
the ability to organize one's ideas and structure
them in aconceptually satisfying and musical
manner is what distinguishes FZ from the

garden-variety soloist. "Thirteen" features violinist L. Shankar, who turns in asparkling solo
on acomposition that proves real rock momentum is not limited to 4/4. The 1976 "Black Napkins" comes from the same big band that made
Zappa In New York. As much as Ilike the '88
version of this piece (I called it gorgeous in these
pages), Ikeep listening to this one over and over.
Michael Brecker's tenor solo is amonster, and
the tempo is even more deliberate than the later
live recording. The '88 "We're Turning Again"
overshadows the studio version and slides into
"Alien Orifice" (from 1981) with the natural
ease and logic we've come to expect of Zappa
programming. "Catholic Girls" and "Crew
Slut" are back-to-back, the '88 band handling
with almost casual ease the difficulties these
quirky works must have offered. In the delightful 1978 "Take Your Clothes Off When You
Dance," the main theme is articulated by acoustic guitar and Shanlcar's pizzicato violin, backed
by Ed Mann's mallets. Shankar's solo is right
there. By the time the closing benediction arrives
via the "200 Motels Finale" and "Strictly Genteel" (from 1981), the impact and excellence of
Vol.6 are assured.
Zappa collectors don't need my recommendation to obtain these CDs. There's no decision
to make—they're simply essential. Although
it would be hard to overestimate Zappa's sense
of humor, social conscience, and political
awareness, his real value has always been as a
composer, arranger, and player, and his talents
in these areas are what make these four CDs
so impressive. You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore, Vols.1-6, belong on every shelf. My hat
is off to Frank Zappa for the meticulous care
and diligence with which he has assembled this
collection. It's no less than what we've come
to expect.
—Carl Baugher

O UTTAKES
PETER CASE: Six Pack ofLove
Geffen GEFD 24466 (CD only). Tchad Blake, eng.;
Mitchell Froom, Peter Case, prods. AAD? TE 42:38

COWBOY JUNKIES: Black-Eyed Man
RCA 61049 (CD only). Bob Doidge, John Oliviero, engs.;
Michael Timmins, prod. DDD. TE 46:29

Ex-Plimsoul Peter Case does his bestiolui Lennon, and his best is damn good. With aband
behind him, and vocals right out of Double Fantasy, Case displays asurprising pure-pop sensibility. How can you resist election-year wordplay like "Shaking babies and kissing hands"?
Or "The Wonderful 99"?: Barry Sadler meets
Barry McGuire over at 011ie North's house.
And aural squigglies abound: you'd swear
George Martin was twiddling the knobs. In
short, the best Beatles album since XTC's
Skylarking. Or was that Imperial Bedroom?—ASj

"I've got it bad for Margo Timmins." That's
how Iwas gonna start my review of the last
Cowboy Junkies album. But in those P.C. (preCorey) days at Stereophile, Ithought better of
it. Not that this is one of those achin' mojo,
drool-in-the-jewelbox things. It's just that I
can't get enough of that voice. Black-Eyed Man
is like The Caution Horses, only alittle better.
The band's looser, but Margo's bro Michael still
can't write, and the sound is merely good. Then
there's that voice. The Trinity Session it ain't, but
if you've got it bad too, buy it anyway. —ASJ
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The Grand
Itluscon
Is it The Finest Sound in The World?

Ask the critics

the new signature Software Based
Digital Processor and the KRC remote
control pre-amp...I hate to say this,
but hi-fi will never be the same. With
sincere apologies to every other
manufacturer of high-end hardware,
Ican only say that the rules have
changed. Yes, gang, they've boldly
gone where no hi-fi manufacturers
have gone before."
—Ken Kessler -HI-FI NEWS 6t

"The Best Sound at the Show: a
group of one."
—Chicago CES 1991
"...I've heard great-sounding
systems and I've heard GREATsounding systems, but I've never
heard anything even remotely as
good as the demonstration of the
new $60,000 Apogee Grand
Speaker system (Now $75,000)"

RECORD REVIEWS August1992

—Corey Greenberg, STEREOPH1LE,
Vol. 14, 48 August 1991

"...the Grand produced the best
recorded sound I've ever
experienced. It was
transcendental—the kind of
sound you'd mortgage your
house for."
—Robert Harley, STEREOPHILE,

"Best sound in the history of the
known universe: to Krell and
Apogee for the joint
demonstration of the Apogee
Grand and the Krell Audio
Standard monoblock power amplifiers,

THE
4

,

k

Vol. 14, 48, August 1991.

n POGEE-

Serving The Entire U.S. St Exclusively East of the Mississippi at

SOUND by SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO...DONE RIGHT

18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-822-5271
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Hear itfor yourself...

f
— IPOGEL FICOUSTICS, INC.
(
e

SOUTNI) by SINGER
And

Cordially inviteyou tojoin usfor
The North American Introduction of

riPOGEE
And

POGEE- MINI-GRAND

At

SOUNTI) by SINGER
18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003

October 22, 1992
from three to nine P.M.
Help us celebrate the birth of asonic and technological evolution in
audio reproduction with Jason Bloom, the president ceApogee Acoustics, Inc.
Jason will reveal the multitude c).
funique concepts which are incorporated in
the Apogee "GRAND" Series at 5:00 PM., 6:30 PM., AND 8:00 PM.
Space will be limited

RSVP to Carol or Alice
(212) 924-8600

e
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"With the Sumo, Ibellowed
out an involuntary and quite
audible 'Yeah!'"
Torn Norton, Stereophile Magazine, Vol. 14 No. 6, June 1991

"...there was no escaping the Andromeda Ils
clear, open, transparent sound ...in this price and
power range, Iwould not make a decision until I
had auditioned the Sumo."
Tom Norton, Stereophile Magazine, Vol. 14 No. 6, June 1991

L__11

C:11

East: Harvey Electronics, Locations throughout New York, (212) 575-5000
\Nast: Sound Company, Locations in San Diego County (619) 582-4148
WorldRadioHistory

M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
THETA DS PRO GENERATION III &
DATA SERIES II
Editor:
We at Theta are aglow at the attention Robert
Harley and Lewis Lipnick have lavished on our
products. We really do appreciate being treated
so well.
May we nevertheless beg to differ with LL's
admittedly lighthearted comments about our
upgrades?
He makes it sound as if we've had azillion
or so upgrades to our products, and that's just
not so. We are, in the course of five years, now
up to "Generation III." That's all. We think
we've been pretty conservative in saving up all
these neat improvements we come up with and
making an organized change out of it when we
just can't hold back any more. And the reviewers have overwhelmingly agreed with us when
we have announced improvements, at least if
words like "groundbreaking" and "sets new
standards" still mean something.
NEIL SINCLAIR
President, Theta Digital
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR
Editor:
We, as manufacturers and distributors, ask that
areviewer not only grasp the obvious, but that
he or she go beyond the superficial to arrive at
adeeper sense of the product. That they approach their work with the intensity and focus
with which we approach ours. In doing so, the
end result should be awritten work which takes
the reader behind the scenes, provides insights
into what the designer intended, and then critically determines how successfully this was
accomplished measured against the greater
yardstick of sonic truth. Jack English, in his
review of the Sonus Faber Electa Amator, to
use ahighly technical term, "nailed it" In doing
so, Mr. English accomplished all that we can
reasonably ask for, and even made us like it
when he said our speaker wasn't perfect. For
perfection, Jack, we refer you to Extrema.
Above all, we came away from the Electa
Amator review with asense that English really
S
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grasped the "specialness" of the Amator. Somehow, Franco Serblin has managed to whip solid
walnut cabinets faced with stippled black leather and some of the finest drivers ever produced into the sort of sonic confection that
always satisfies and never leaves one feeling
overfull or underfed. These speakers are comfortable, full-bodied, and very, very capable.
If the Electa Amators were wine, they would
be aChateau Margaux. We ask that your readers
audition them, not as minimonitors but as fillrange speakers capable of besting the best
behemoths in their price range.
There are the matters of correct listening
height and the protective wire tripod on the
tweeter. The height from the floor is determined by listening. Too close to the floor and
comb filter effects cause interference patterns
that, well, interfere with the tweeter's own radiation pattern. Too high and crossover effects
begin to come into play. The correct height
varies somewhat from room to room, and while
we generally prefer placement of the speaker
such that the woofer is in line with the listener's
ear, please keep in mind that this is for normal
seat height, nothing like the office chairs we
frequently find in store demo rooms. As arule
of thumb, the stands should be set between 29"
and 30", measured from floor to baseplate.
As to the protective metal tripod over the
tweeter, many manufacturers of metal-dome
tweeters have taken to using aphase plate over
the tweeter dome which looks very much like
the simple protective device Sonus Faber uses.
These phase plates have metal or plastic diffusing plates, some as large as 3/
4'in diameter,
hung directly in front of the tweeter. The
designer thereby hopes to take the sonic "hot
spot" created at the center of ametal-dome
tweeter and spread the energy around. A pretty
crude idea, Ithink you'll agree. Iwonder if
some of Mr. English's reservations do not stem
from amental association with these crude
devices. Please note that the protective metal
frame we use emphatically does not employ one
of these phase plates. Sonus Faber uses exclusively the finest soft-dome tweeters; these do
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"Smooth, dynamic sound belies tiny
price."
— Kent ,Bransford. Hi-F1 Heretic

-I
still feel the Dana Model_ Iis one of
the great values in all of audio, sounding much like a really :oherent $450
design."

The new SUB delivers tight
bass down to 25 hr.
The SUB is compatible with any
speaker and uses a cylind-ical enclosure to minimize cabinet resonance
and standing waves. The 80hz passive
crossover allow use of one or two
subwoofers-and even the option of
later adding adedicated amplif.ier. The
SUB comes with spikes and solid oak
top and base.

Dana Audio products are avairable only direct from our factory with a 30 day trial period.

For Information or to order: 512-454-3233
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not require such manipulations. Our protective
tripods have absolutely no effect on the sound,
but do serve to protect one of the most expensive
tweeters in the world from incidental damage.
Thanks again for awonderful piece of writing and the opportunity to clarify acouple of
minor points for the readership.
JOHN HUNTER
Director, Sales & Marketing, Sumiko
TARA LABS SPACE & TIME
PASSAGE
Editor:
Please allow me to take up aminute of your
readers' time by sharing afantasy Ihad after
reading Dick Olsher's review of the Passage
Line Stage:
Time: the not-too-distant future, 3am.
Place: ahome in northern New Mexico, the master
bedroom.
Scene: A man suddenly wakes from fitful sleep.
He sits bolt upright in bed, soaked in perspiration, He
has a look of horror on his face. He speaks to
himself. ..
DICK OLSHER: OHMYGOD, now Irealize
what went wrong with that Passage Line Stage
review. It wasn't the line stage's problem at all;
it was the [fill in the blank] I'd put in the system
just before inserting the TARA unit!
"Twilight Zone" music up; fade to black.
Don't get me wrong, Ilike and respect Dick
Olsher and Ihave no doubt that he heard what
he heard. But Idon't think anyone really knows,
at this point, why he heard what he heard. Certainly Dick's description of the Passage Line
Stage's sound is like nothing anyone else we
know of has heard in this unit. Admittedly, we
never compared it to the Sonic Frontiers—have
yet to see one in any of our dealers—but we have
compared it to various models of Audio Research,
Conrad-Johnson, Counterpoint, VTL, etc.,
both in retail environments and in consumers'
homes, always with encouraging results, especially when price is taken into account.
Soggy, rubbery bass? Soporific lower treble? Smeared imaging? Poor dynamic contrasts?
Sorry, Dick, you're not describing the line stage
Isent you, you're describing the classic signs
of asystem snafu. Yes, Iknow you're very meticulous and careful in setup and comparison, but
even the best sometimes blow it—note JGH's
review of the updated Threshold SA-ls (Vol.11
No.11, p.14) and the "m4jorfauxpas" that Lewis
Lipnick describes in his review of the Cello Palette Preamplifier (Vol.15 No.6, p.148).
TARA Labs is acompany of listeners—both
in development and production. After several
days ofbum-in and test-instrument check-out,
every piece of electronics is auditioned by myself or one of the other officers before the unit
is shipped. Yes, it's possible that something
S
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could have gone wrong with the line stage between Oregon and Santa Fe, but we were given
no hint (prior to reading the preprint of the
review) of the wretched sound Dick was getting, nor were we given achance to send asecond sample Perhaps if the unit had gone overtly
defective, like Sonic Frontier's "latest production" sample (Vol.15 No.8, p.165), we might
all have had achance to find out what was really
going on.
Regarding Dick's comment about polarity
inversion, we don't mention it in our specs or
manual because we feel that spec to be completely without value. No consumer knows the
correct polarity of any specific recording until
they listen. The great majority of line stage endusers have apolarity switch on their CD players
or processors. We're not "ashamed to own up
to the facts" (what an unfortunate choice of
words for someone we know to be as unprejudiced and fair as Dick Olsher); we just left out
aspec we consider to be about as useful as teats
on aboar.
But all discussion of the merits (or lack
thereof) of the Passage Line Stage is now academic. For several months we have been working on new versions, with extensive internal
revisions, of the Passage Line Stage and its companion power amp. The model reviewed in this
issue is discontinued as of September 1, 1992.
The new version should be available by the time
this issue of Stereophile is mailed. We will gladly
provide the internal updates at no charge—
shipping excluded—to any owner.
Owners may call our Customer Service department at (503) 488-6465 from 10am to 6pm
PST to arrange for areturn authorization.
If Stereophile is interested, we will be happy
to make one of the new Passage Mk.IIB Stages
available for review as soon as we catch up with
initial demand.
M ATTHEW BOND
TARA Labs

PAC CPR/TIPS
Editor:
Thank you for the complimentary and insightful review of our solid-state preamplifier, the
CPR/TIPS. Ivery much appreciate this opportunity to comment on both Robert Deutsch's
and Tom Norton's findings.
The CPR/TIPS is very much amodular
product. It may be updated at any time from
abasic line-powered CPRIb to aCPRIb/TIPS,
the cost of factory TIPS installation being
included in the price of the TIPS. Upgrade to
aphono stage (IIb or IIIb) may be obtained
factory-direct at the price difference between
the models.
The discussion of "noise" in audio systems
is one that's been along time coming. Noise
appears in many forms in our audio systems,
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rmEJE- Audio
B&W Silver Signature
MUSICALITY IN SILVER—
THE DEFINITIVE CHOICE
To celebrate a25-year quest for perfection, B&Ws
renowned Steyning Research Centre created a
compact, two-way loudspeaker embodying the highest
levels of B&W quality, materials and performance. The
latest computer-and laser-aided technology yields two
entirely new drivers. High purity silver wiring and
cabling are employed in all voice coils, in each
component winding, in every terminal. The crossover
is mounted outboard. The stand itself is fabricated of
pre-Cambrian Welsh slate, for the optimum combination of inertial mass, stiffness and acoustic damping.
As one of B&Ws premier dealers, we went to
England to audition the Silver Signature. Its musicality
equals its technology. Our friends and customers have
avery special experience awaiting them.
In addition to B&W, we are proud to offer
components from Bryston, Madrigal, Magnepan,
Magnum Dynalab, Mark Levinson, Theta,
Vandersteen, Wilson Audio and others. Each one,
musically accurate—each, the Definitive choice.

1
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
206/524-6633
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the most familiar being the audible kind. Audible noise, such as tube noise, thermal noise
(resistors), contact-generated noise (diode effect), and record-surface noise, has been dealt
with for years, and is usually of the benign,
"white," random-noise characteristic. Digital noise, on the other hand, has become the
bane of music-reproduction systems as we
know them.
"Digital Pollution," as we refer to it, is insidious, getting into your system by airborne as
well as direct electrical connection. Any electrical device having a"clock" produces highfrequency, fast-rise-time, high-amplitude,
"radio transmission-like" pulses with an almost
infinite harmonic contact! This noise is everywhere! Your CD player, computer, VCR, kid's
video game, and clock radio are just afew of
the culprits. Even the test equipment used by
some trying to measure noise creates its own
blanket of pollution. The type of noise created
by these devices has nothing in common with
music, and must be kept out or re-directed.
The PAC CPR/TIPS keeps this pollution
from its power supply by being electrically disconnected from the AC mains. (One CPR
owner reports further improvement by physically removing the AC line cord from the wall
outlet and the TIPS unit!) The PAC IDOS
directs digital pollution created in the system
to earth ground, and then isolates the rest of
the system from this noise.
Robert Deutsch's finding that the CPRIIlbs
MC amp is not as quiet as its "dead-quiet" line
stage is not surprising. The question of cartridge/cable/connector/phono amp compatibility has long been aperplexing one, with
background noise becoming more obvious in
this era of silent-background CDs. For those
people needing only an "archival" phono system as asecondary program source, we have
found a"dead-quiet" combination to be a
Sumiko Blue Point cartridge with the CPRIIb
(MM phono stage, no MC amp). This combination allows us to run the phono bandwidth
far wider without being overly sensitive to digital pollution.
Tom Norton seems to have made an admirable effort to give meaningful measurements for
product comparison purposes. However, the
limited testing does contain one error. When
the CPR/TIPS is configured with an MC amp
and the phono stage, its output impedance is
very high when measured through the tapemonitor output (Tom correctly noted that it is
not buffered). This high output impedance into
alength of cable will measure considerably
down at 20kHz. The phono frequency response
can only be measured at the main outputs. This
condition is not present when only the MM
phono stage is used. Ialso question the lineS
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stage frequency response above 20kHz. His
graph shows alevel of OdB. At that level, the
preamp should measure flat to 100kHz! But test
equipment and setups vary; Iam in no way
criticizing Tom's effort, only questioning setup.
Conventional electrical measurements and
specifications are never an accurate guide to
how good acomponent sounds, only to how
bad it might sound! In our fully equipped, stateof-the-art laboratory we spend many hours of
R&D time attempting to correlate measurements with sonic characteristics. Tom has noted
one: symmetrical circuit layout. Squarewave
and pulse testing continue to be valuable tools
showing aclose relationship with perceived
"detail." Measurements of common-mode
rejection, power-supply regulation and impedance, and ground-reference noise levels all show
a direct relationship to "soundstage" and
"ambience." Of course, the most valuable test
equipment we use is on the sides of our heads;
Imust compliment Robert Deutsch on the calibration and accuracy of his.
LAWRENCE C.SMITH
President, Perfectionist Audio Components
BERNING EA-2I0I
Editor:
First, Iwould like to thank Dick Olsher and
Tom Norton for their fine and thorough work
in reviewing the Berning EA-2101 amplifier.
Ifeel that it is worth restating perhaps the most
important thing that Dick stressed in his evaluation of the sound of the amplifier: the need to
consider the entire sound system in the evaluation. As the resolving capability of components increases, it becomes possible to not only
put together the best-sounding systems the
world has heard, but the worst as well. The
worst system may even cost more. It is actually reassuring to me that Dick was able to
come up with both good and bad combinations, because Ihave experienced this myself
with both Berning products and the best of the
products from other manufacturers.
While Iam on the subject of systems, Iwish
to discourage the use of power-line conditioners with any Berning product that uses à
switching-type power supply. This includes
the EA-2101 and EA-2100 amps-and the TF-12
and TF-10 preamps. All of these products have
properly designed conditioners built into them.
When two power conditioners are connected
together they can interact in undesirable ways.
This warning is not in the manuals for these
Berning products, as the proliferation of these
devices has occurred since the manuals were
written. Imention this as aresult of reports from
users who have listened both with and without
an external conditioner. There is no danger in
using an external conditioner, however.
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Price is not areason to buy second best!
Introducing the LYRA LYDIAN at $895

The Lydian is not built to aprice, it is built to LYRA standards of
Standards that have made the
musicality and refinement.
The Lydian has the same 6N
Clavis and Parnassus famous.
polished
stylus,
and
copper coils,
highly
Clavis and Parnassus with
removeable body as the
it at the dealers listed below.
slightly higher output. Hear
Brooks BercIan LTD.
1818)359-9131
The Listening Studio
(617)423-4590
Soundworks
(301)929-8600

Sounclex
(215)640-4433

"Salon One Audio
(715)421-5910

Elite Music Systems
(407)539-0576
Sound by Singer
(212)924-8600

Galen Carol Audio
1512)805-9927
Krystal Clear Audio
(214)520-7156

Sound Il
(508)996-5454
House of High Fidelity
(612)645-6990

Audio Outlet
(914)666-0550

ALL LYRA CARTRIDGES HAVE TRADE-IN VALUE ON LYRA CARTRIDGES.

IF YOU OWN ALYRA CARTRIDGE
YOU WOULDN'T TRADE IT FOR ANYTHING ELSE!
Clavis trade-in $1000 towards aParnassus.
Distributed by IMMEDIA

PH (510)654-9035

FAX (510)654-9039

What Does It Take To Be The
World's Finest Audio Cables?
Quality -Handcrafted, high purity silver-plated copper
construction using our own proprietary geometry.

Call
716-223-1520
To Order
or For Additional
Information
Interconnect Cables
System I$129/1 Mtr. Pr.
System 2 $229/Mtr. Pr.
Reference $329/1 Mtr. Pr.
Digital
$149/1 Mtr.
Balanced Versions of
Above Available
Speaker Cables
System 6 $200/8 Ft. Pr.
System 4 $360/8 Ft. Pr.
Reference $680/8 Ft. Pr.
Al! Speaker Cables are
Terminated with Spades
Other Ends May Be Used
Power Cords
6Ft. Cord with Hospital
Grade Ends $99

366

Sound -RC Audio cables exhibit the ultimate in
neutrality, transparency, imaging and tonal balance. Music
will present itself with avivid sense of realism and dynamics.
Value -While RC Audio cables outperform even the

costliest competitors, their reasonable price will surprise you.
They outperform cables costing up to four times their price.

System Compatibility -Take thirty days to
audition RC Audio cables in your system. If you don't agree
they are the finest cable investment you can make in your
system simply return them undamaged for acomplete refund.

audto

The Single Biggest Improvement
You Can Make To Any Audio System...Guaranteed!
RC Audio /3349 Monroe Avenue /Suite 252 /Rochester, NY 14618
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Iwould like to discuss the subject of distortion that was raised in the review, and why various choices were made and what they mean.
The same basic output-circuit topology has
been used in all EA-series Berning amplifiers.
The screen-drive triode topology was invented
in 1973 by myself and patented in '76. The invention actually had roots in the energy shortage of the time. Sonically, certain characteristics
are common to all of these amplifiers, but there
are major refinements in the newer models that
provide better resolution, liquidity, and transparency. The refinements did not affect the basic
measured steady-state harmonic distortion
characteristics that Tom measured, and his results are pretty much valid for all of the EA
amplifiers (there are additional transient harmonic distortions in earlier models that did not
have the regulated power supply that would
not have shown up in Tom's measurements).
Two circuit parameters can readily be changed
to affect both the amount of harmonic distortion and its spectrum. For low negative feedback amplifiers, high-bias currents (toward
class-A) reduce high-order harmonics. Total
harmonic distortion is generally not reduced
because low-order harmonics dominate, and
these are for the most part independent of bias
current provided the output transformer is not
being saturated by imbalances. Increasing negative feedback is most effective in lowering total
harmonic distortion, working best on the loworder harmonics and less effectively on the
high-order harmonics.
As Dick mentioned in his review, Imade the
EA2-150 amplifier in the mid-'70s. The EA2150 had afeedback switch that allowed users
to select the amount of negative feedback used.
Most users selected little to no feedback, even
though they knew the measured distortion was
higher. Does this mean that most listeners prefer the distortion? Idon't think so. It seems that
the corrective feedback is causing some other
kind of distortion (non-harmonic, perhaps?),
low in absolute terms, that may imprint the
sound with avery undesirable characteristic.
This seems reasonable, given that audio cables
seem to vary in sound while exhibiting very
low harmonic distortion and aflat response
over the frequencies of interest. As aresult of
this great experiment, Berning amplifiers use
only enough feedback to bring the output impedance down to acceptable levels.
We did aseries of experiments with bias vs
sound quality. We found two sweet spots: one
at the low current used in all Berning amps, and
one at acurrent about 10 times higher (about
where other tube amps are operated). We decided that, while the sound was different, they
were equally good in subjective quality, assuming the high-bias condition did not saturate the
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1992

output transformer.
Two milliamps of bias-current mismatch in
the output tubes is sufficient to begin to saturate
an output transformer, which manifests itself as
aloss of mid- and high-frequency definition. A
high-bias amplifier is not sufficiently stable to
hold the bias to these required tolerances, especially with unregulated power supplies.
While the output transformers in the EA2101 are smaller than they might be for ahighbias amplifier, the big weight savings is due to
the absence of aline-frequency power transformer. A 30-pound line transformer could be
expected to give 20% regulation, assuming
average house wiring. The one-pound highfrequency power transformer used in the EA2101, coupled with its drive electronics, gives
2% regulation—especially important for atriode amplifier.
DAVID BERNING
The David Berning Company
FORTE DAC 50
Editor:
First, we would like to thank Mr. Harley for
including the Forté F50 DAC in his review of
moderately priced D/A converters. We have
always enjoyed his reviews, sometimes agreeing
while at other times disagreeing with his conclusions. It is the nature of this debate that creates the enthusiasm among those of us who
derive our living from this specialized field of
creativity at the manufacturing level, as well
as the musical hobbyist or audiophile who
judges audio products with his purchase. It is
in the spirit of this debate that we base our comments on Mr. Harley's findings for our Forté
F50 DAC.
The Forté F50 DAC was conceived and designed with the single-minded purpose of
being as true to the source material as sonically
and technologically possible within agiven
price range. In view of these goals, we feel we
have succeeded in designing and building a
revealing, detailed, and very musical DAC.
The Forte 50 employs extensive proprietary
circuitry as well as other unique nonproprietary
circuits which go well beyond the designs
found in other products within this price class.
Moreover, as Mr. Harley points out, the build
quality rivals that of much more «pensive D/A
converters, certainly something important for
the user who is laying out mariy hundreds of
dollars for apiece of equipment which acustomer expects to keep in his audio system for
some time. Unique circuit design, excellent
construction, and aesthetic design all combine
to make, as Mr. Harley agrees, one of the more
interesting and certainly the best-measuring
product in his review.
Additionally, Mr. Harley acknowledges that
there are many areas of the F50 DAC which
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ea4
Audio/Video • Compact Discs

Di ital

g Ear offers a distinctive blend of audio
hardware, displayed in four elegantly appointed
sound rooms.
Our audio/video specialists excel in personal,
professional service, offering consultation and
custom installation.
In addition, Digital Ear features over 30,000 CD's.
You'll find one of the most comprehensive selections
of classical, rock and jazz, as well as country, folk
and blues. Open 7 days.
— FEATURING

LLLLL

and Krell Digital

Acurus •Adcom •Air Tight •Altis •Apogee •Aragon •Audioquest •B&W
Cal Audio Labs •Cello •Day-Sequerra •Denon •Golden Dragon •Kinergetics
Krell & Krell Digital •Lexicon •Magnum Dynalab •Niles •OCOS •Pioneer Elite
Scientific Fidelity •Sony ES •Sound Anchors •Swans •Theta •Thiel
Valve Amplification Co. •Velodyne •XLO Electric
— VIDEO —
Pioneer • Proton •Sony
Digital Ear • 13011 Newport Ave. •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903

The Smart Way To Buy &Sell
Used AuclioNideo Equipme t!

Equipment lists from dealers and indivuals are continuously updated
on our computer and mailed to our subscribers on the 1st and the
15th of each month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy
to find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date
information.
AUDIO TRADING TIMES
PO Box 27, Conover, WI 54519
Ph (715) 479-3103
Fax (715) 479-1917
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set it apart from others in its class: excellent,
tight, and well-defined bass presentation,
generally lacking in bitstream converters, is
outstanding in its deep extension. Moreover,
there is an abundance of detail, all contributing
to asense of rhythm and pace. Indeed, virtually every aspect of the F50 is found to be one
of the best in class—except one.
Mr. Harley has concluded that the converter
has so much detail and the presentation is so
forward and analytical that he experienced listener fatigue. Interestingly, the fact that the F
50 can extract such detail from the source material is one of the reasons why the bass definition
and dynamics are so excellent. Indeed, we would
be negligent in our quest for sonic excellence
if we were to somehow "tune out or filter out"
or otherwise roll off what might appear to be
unacceptable information from the source
material. As far as the presentation being "too
forward:' we find that, with first-class source
material, such apresentation can be rather
engaging and not fatiguing.
As we said when we began this discussion,
the opinions of all should be considered in the
purchase of aD/A converter, or, for that matter,
any other piece of high-class audio equipment.
However, the most important opinion is the
one the listener forms with their own ears and
other senses. Our opinion and that of Mr.
Harley should serve to help the consumer seek
out aspecialist audio dealer where one can form
that last important opinion—their own. This is
arecommendation that we are sure Mr. Harley
and we at Forté can both agree upon.
ANDREW REGAN
National Sales Manager, Forté

Ps AUDIO DIGITAL LINK II
Editor:
We would first of all like to thank Stereophile and
Robert Harley for including the PS Audio Digital Link II in the survey of modestly priced digital processors. We are gratified by the positive
review and Mr. Harley's strong recommendation. A couple of points do bear comment,
however.
"This popular processor's retail price has just
been reduced—surprisingly—from $799 to
$499." We would like to point out that, while
this is true, the Digital Link II is essentially the
same processor introduced four years ago as
the original PS Audio Digital Link. No compromises in performance have occurred since.
No changes in board layout, circuit configuration, or topology have taken place. While
there have been minor (and rather normal)
changes in parts, the addition of anti-jitter, and
anew faceplate, the Digital Link II is otherwise
unchanged from the original product offering.
The reduction in price was adecision aimed
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1992

entirely at creating interest among abroader
consumer audience. While arisk, it has paid off
in terms of sharply increased PS Audio business; and that, ultimately, has allowed us to sustain this special price.
That the Digital Link II is competitive today,
even at $499, is acredit to its designers and to
PS Audio's early commitment to the digital
"learning curve." It also says alot about the
value of listening—even in the design of digital
products.
"One area in which the Digital Link II excelled was its treble presentation, where it was
smoother than the Theorem, and even the
Sigma?' We believe this is principally due to two
factors. First, the anti-jitter circuit we rediscovered in finalizing the design of our new
UltraLink digital processor. We subsequently
dropped this same anti-jitter into the Digital
Link, which had been designed (four years ago,
mind you!) with asimilar but less effective jitter
circuit. Second, PS Audio's passive I/V conversion, as described in the body copy of the review,
is an essential element in our high-frequency
performance. Hours of listening have confirmed this to be asignificant contributor to
high-frequency smoothness and lack of edge,
once again underscoring the importance of
listening, even in digital design.
"The Digital Link Il's bench performance
was only fair. ."We agree. On the other hand,
the Digital Link II is agood example of aproduct designed to sound good above all else, and
secondly to measure respectably well in the lab.
In the April 1991 issue of Stereophile (Vol.14
No.4), Mr. Harley made the following comment regarding the PS Audio SuperLink: "I've
yet to see adigital processor measurement that
reveals the converter's intrinsic musicality (or
lack of it). Maybe one day Audio Precision will
send me atest file called MUSICLTYTST. Until
then, our ears remain the best judge of acomponent's ability to convey the musical experience."
We at PS Audio feel that, while we have made
progress in the last four years, and have
undoubtedly moved up the digital learning
curve (as evidenced by our new SuperLink Two
and UltraLink processors), there was something fundamentally right about the original
Digital Link design. We were apparently on the
right track. And as long as there are folks out
there who are willing to buy it at $499, we will
continue to make it.
RANDY PATTON
BOB ODELL
President
VP Engineering
PS Audio
SUMO THEOREM
Editor:
We would like to thank Robert Harley and Ste-
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Audio hile Electron Tubes
Premium flualifq Tubes
I
Matched Power Tubes

PIN

EACH

...........

'he Nuys, Calif.

KT88

10.00
6CA7
25.00
6L6GC-PHILIPS 30.00
6L6GC-CHINA
12.50
6LF6-USA
22.00
EL34-GERMAN 15.00
EL34-CHINA ..... 12.00

PAIRS

20.00
50.00
60.00
25.00
44.00
30.00
24.00

QUARTETS
40.00
100.00
120.00
50.00
88.00
60.00
48.00

P/N

EACH

KT88-CHINA... ...... 25.00
1(090-YUGO
35.00
300B
225.00
6550 -CHINA ....... 19.00
6550A-GE
30.00
7591A-PHILIPS
25.00

PAIRS

QUARTET

50.00
70.00

100.00
140.00

38.00
60.00
50.00

76.00
120.00

Pre-Amp Tubes
5AR4/GZ34
5U4GB
6AN8A

ARS ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax: (818) 997-6158

(818) 997-6279

6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
LM-6DJ8
12AT7
12AU7A

15.00
12AX7
15.00
LM-12AX7
13.50
12AX7A
12.50
LM12AX7A
6.50
12BH7A
12.00 LOW NOISE 5751
650
6922
650
LM -6922

Shipping Information 8 Terms
COO Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air $12.00 /UPS Reg. $10.00

6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE
6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE
14.00
8.50
12.00
18.00 LOW NOISE

* WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
Ma terCard

Prepayment:
UPS 2day Air S8.00 /UPS Reg. $6.00
8.25% Sales Tax in CA

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

THE LOGICAL CHOICE IS ZERO

BITWISE
MUSIK SYSTEM Zero
20-BIT 0/A CONVERTER
We've packaged the musical qualities of our Musik System One in an
affordable, dual compartment chassis. The Musik System Zero's class A
analog stage, dual 20-bit colinear DACs and digital/analog isolation
deliver the natural sound music lovers demand. All you have to do is listen!

Bitwise Audio Technologies
Southeast Texas: Galen Carol Audio

P.O. Box 17562, San Antonio, TX 78217 •(512) 805 9927

Colorado: Audio Unlimited
2343 W. Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110 •(303) 698-0138
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reophik for the time spent accomplishing athorough review of the Sumo Theorem. It is agenuine thrill to have Robert consider our product
the best-sounding converter under $1000.
We were also very happy to see Theorem in
the good company of the other fine converters
Robert reviewed. After over two years of design
work dedicated to the Theorem, we have come
to appreciate the challenges faced by manufacturers in this emerging audiophile field.
Indeed, it is the rapid pace of advancing technology that has compelled us to develop the
unique architecture of the Theorem. As goodsounding as the Theorem may be, it has been
specifically designed with the ability to be
upgraded should better-sounding digital technology become available. We chose the PCM67
DAC, as its hybrid conversion scheme offers
some unique performance advantages. The
PCM/6 is quite new, and is just now finding
its way into some of the latest-generation converters from Theta Digital and Krell.
Finally, it was apleasure to see the Theorem
auditioned with excellent associated equipment.
However, it is our experience that the combination of the Mark Levinson No.23.5 and Hales
System Twos has anatural tendency toward the
slight upward treble tilt that Robert heard. Our
customers have found the tonal character of the
Theorem to be extremely well-balanced, with
superior bass impact, on virtually all the sys-

tems it has been auditioned with.
M ICHAEL CUSTER
SUMO Music Communications Systems

KRELL KST-I00

Editor:
We would like to thank Martin Colloms for his
KST-100 "Follow-Up" review. We would like
to make afew comments on his preface to the
review.
Evolution of design is arequirement of competition in high-end audio. We believe this market to be product-driven, and our customers
expect that R&D efforts are continuous.
Regarding product introductions, we find
his thoughts idealistic but impractical. We and
our accounts gather but once or twice ayear.
Regional shows are usually annual events. Retailers, distributors, and customers alike expect
to see what is in development at these shows,
regardless of availability. We believe they all
understand the process.
As to his comments regarding the importance of reviews, the length of time required
to complete them, and the performance of his
comrades, we reserve our thoughts and leave
the issues for the reviewers to hash out among
themselves.
DEAN ROUMANIS
Vice President, General Manager
Krell Industries

For Artistry in Music, We're Proud to Feature...
Apogee •Audio Quest •C.A.L.
Classe •Genesis •Kinergetics
We also carry:
Magnum •Monster Cable •B&W •NAD
•Nakamichi •Straightwire •Sumo •Velodyne •
Carver •Rotel •Signet •Target •Arcici •B&O
•Fosgate •Lexicon •Listen Up •Sonographe •
Sony ES •Tice •B&K •Boston Acoustics •
Thorens •Denon •Dahlquist
Apogee
60 Years in Business, We Must be Doing Something Right."

Square Deal
456 Waverly Ave., Patchogue, NY 11772
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Consult aQuiet Expert, Call:

(516) 475-1857
Others: 1 800 DEAL-441
Local:
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Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium vacuum tubes newly
developed by agroup of British
audiophiles and engineers, in
conjunction with the Shuguang
tube factory in China.
"Judging by the quality and
sonic superiority of the Golden
Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this
venture is the best thing to have
happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve
and Mullard... the Golden
Dragon goal of premium tubes
rivaling the best ever made
appears to have been realizedPg
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14
No. 11, November 1991.

Preamp Tubes
12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A
6DJ8

Altis, Apogee, Arcici, API,
Audioquest, Avalon, MSB
Technology, Cardas, Classé,
EAD, Esoteric, Fosgate, Graham,
Kinergetics, Magnum/Dynalab,
MFA, Muse, Nifty Gritty,
Parasound, Pioneer Elite,
Reference Line, Room Tune,
Ryan, SOTA, Sumiko, Symo...

Power Tubes
L84/613Q5
EL34/6CA7
6L6GC
6550A
KT66
KT77
KT88
2A3
300B
811A
845

(singles)
$14.00
$14.00
$14.00
$22.00
(matched pairs)
$ 22.00
$ 42.00
$ 42.00
$ 72.00
$ 48.00
coming soon
$ 96.00
$ 96.00
$264.00
$ 54.00
$156.00

Tubes by Design
813-925-3483
PO.Box 48865, Sarasota, FL 34230
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W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836.
Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores.
U.S. National Distributors: Bernhard DeBoer, Inc.,
Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors, Levity Distributors
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Sounds Like Music
Real HiFi Systems
2734 W. Bell Rd #1306
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
River City Compact Disc
10700 Rod Parham
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Audiophile Selections
8111 E. Oak Ridge Circle
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717B University Ave
CD World
1573 Solano Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510A Walnut St
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Stereo One
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd
Concord
Stereo Unlimited
2151 Salvio #0
Costa Mesa
Upscale Audio
1835 Newport Blvd
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd

Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book and News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Los Angeles
L.A. Audio Video
101 S. Western Ave
Robertson Magazine
Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Upscale Audio
330 N. La Cienega Blvd
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newhall
Record Revolution
24262 Lyons Ave
North Hollywood
Levity Distributors
6850 Vineland Ave #F
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr

SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
Cymbahne Records
999 S. Logan St
1035 State St
Second Sound
Mission Audio
1875 S. Broadway
215 W. Mission St
Sound Hounds
Lenz Arts
1575 S. Pearl
142 River St
SoundTrack
Santa Monica
1298 W. Alameda Ave
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt.) SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Shelley's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Fort Collins
Ovation
Santa Rosa
236 S. College
Sawyer's News
733 Fourth St
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
Highlands Ranch
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
%tin
The Digital Ear
Uttleton
13011 Newpurt Ave #100
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr
Upland
Audio Haven
Thornton
1937 W. 11th St MG
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Van Nuys
Audio Den
Westminster
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
The Audiophile Network
14155 Kitthdge St
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack,
Vernon
Pearce Electronics
Kinergetics
Audible Difference
9901 W. 50th Ave
4260 Charter St
805 El Camino Real
Walnut Creek
Western Audio Imports
CONNECTICUT
Sound Distinction
4191 El Camino Real
Bristol
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Pasadena
Sound Unlimited
Westminster
Canterbury Records
169 Church St
Upscale Audio
805 E. Colorado Blvd
Danbury
15251 Beach Blvd
GNP Audio Video
Carton Stereo
West Sacramento
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Mts Inc./Tower Magazines
Reseda
Hartford
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Variety Newsstand
Al Franklin's Music
Westminster
18456 Sherman Way
1Civic Center Plaza
Audio Today
Riverside
Middleton
14306 Beach Blvd
Speaker Craft
Madrigal Audio Lab
Woodland Hills
1650 Seventh St
2081 S. Main St
Laser's Edge
Roseville
New Haven
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Dimple Records
Take Five
Wilson Audio Video
1701 Santa Clara Or
105 Whitney Ave
Entertainment
Rowland Heights
New London
20044 Ventura Blvd
Audio Best
Roberts
COLORADO
2411 S. Joel Dr
90 Bank St
Arvada
Sacramento
SoundTrack
Audio FX
FLORIDA
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
3019 DSt
Boca Raton
Aurora
Paradyme AudioNideo
Stereo Shoppe
SoundTrack
1720 Fulton Ave
279 N. Federal Hwy
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
San Diego
Clearwater
Boulder
Stereo Design
Rising Sounds
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd Eads News 8Smoke Shop 28901 US 19 N.
1715 28th St
Stereo Unlimited
Fort Pierce
Listen Up
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
Sound Insights
2034 E. Arapahoe
2302 S. US #1
San Francisco
SoundTrack
Sounds Alive
Fort Lauderdale
1685 28th St
731 Florida St
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Stereo-Image
stereo Plus
1939 Pearl St
2201 Market St
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
Colorado Springs
Ultimate Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
Listen Up #3
141 Kearny St
230 N. Tejon
Jacksonville
San Jose
House of Stereo
Sound Shop
3505 Southside Blvd #10
420 Town áCountry Village 528 S. Tejon
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Santa Barbara
AudioVision #1
612 N. Milpas St
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Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Oisctronics Corp.
2315 NW 107th Ave
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
11927 S. Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L
Stereo 8Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
Tucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAN
Honolulu
Audio Direction
3184A Waialae Ave
IDAHO
Boise
Stereo Shoppe #3
8778 Fairview Ave
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Jazz Record Mart
11 W. Grand Ave
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Sound Choice
928 W. Diversey Pkwy
Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Homewood
Record Swap
18061 Dixie Hwy
Mt. Momia
Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
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WORLD CLASS SPEAKER
Real World Price
"Many loudspeakers favor one rype of music over others. The M-3 appears
equally at home with small-scale material—where it relates instruments and
voices in their proper size—and large-scale, dramatic works. From the delicate
rendering of solo voice and guitar to the challenges ofgrand opera, it rarely
gets flustered or comes apart at the (sonic) seams."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereopbile, Vol 13, No. 11, Nov. 1990
"Fine transient details are rendered naturally, without undue prominence.
Strings are silky-sweet, yet gusty when called for. Guitar bad detail and
warmth. Sibilants were clear yet controlled."
Thomas J. Notion, Stetrophile, Vol 13, No. 11, Nov. 1990
"...M-3 is capable of absolutely top performance."

High Fidelity, (Sweden) No.6, 1990
"For most listeners, the M-3 will be the fulfillment of their high end dreams."
lli-F1 High-End (Switzerland) Vol.4. Maraune /99/

MIRAGE M-3
$2500 pair

EXCLUSIVE DEALER IN SILICON VALLEY
PROUDLY FEATURING...
AudioQuest, B&K, Conrad-Johnson,
Definitive, Kimber, Mirage, PAC IDOS
Paradigm, Polk, Sony ES, Sumiko,
Scientific Fidelity, Yamaha, VIL.

CAMPBELL

MT. VIEW

2627 So. Bascom
Campbell CA 95008

391 San Antonio
Mt. View, CA 94040

408-559-4000

415-949-4000

FEEDING YOUR SYSTEM
DIRTY POWER?
Just as we are concerned with impurities in our food and drink,
more and more audiophiles are discovering the benefits of the
purified AC power provided by NoiseTrapper products. Enhanced low
level detail. Improved spatial qualities. Amore musical system.
Thc NoiseTrapper Plus CD ($419), for low-power use, employs a
500VA

transformer, EMI/11F1 filtration, and individually isolated

outlets for digital components. The NoiseTrapper Powerstrip
($149) offers 8hospital-grade outlets in an industrial-strength
powerstrip. The original Plus, the 2000 (for use with power amps)
and the Powerstrip are all Recommended Components.
Stereopbile says: "I tarn imagine any system, at any
quality level, that wouldn't benefit from the improvements it [the Plusl
provides... Recommending the NoiseTrapper Plus and NoiseTrapper2000
is just about the safest recommendation I'll ever make."
—Corey Greenberg Stereopbile, VoL 14, No.11, November 1991
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Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. Second St
Schaumburg
Hi Fi Hutch
879 S. Roselle Rd
Skokie
Digital Sound
7435 Tripp Ave
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
IOWA
Bettendorf
Sound Environments
2304 Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Compact Disc Center
7825 E. Harry
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
3636B Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Record Masters
711 W. 40th St
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
&Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14703-C Baltimore Ave

Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Sliverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment Pl,
Annex Bldg
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Briggs &Briggs
1270 Massachusetts Ave
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
OAudio
95 Vassar St
Everett
Everett Music Shop
30 Norwood St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
2800 E. Grand River Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W. Saginaw
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
%verse City
The Sound Room
1319 S. Airport
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Pl
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MISSOURI
Blue Springs
Seventh Heaven
600 S Seven Hwy
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
Kansas City
Primus Audio
1104 Baltimore
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
The Sound Room
747 N. New Belles Rd

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaelz, Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galiotes St
Garcia Street Books
376 Garcia St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
NEVADA
Buffalo
Las Vegas
Speaker Shop
Union Premiums
3604 Main St
1325 E. Flamingo Rd
Glen Cove
Reno
Island Audio Video
High End Stereo
49 Cedar Swamp Rd
959 W. Moana Ln
Great Neck
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Discriminating Ear
Hanover
937 Northern Blvd
Camera Shop of Hanover
Jamaica
47-51 S. Main St
RAF HiFi/Stereo
Dartmouth Bookstore
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
33 S. Main St
Lake Grove
Peterborough
Audio Den
Old Colony Sound Lab
Smith Haven Plaza
305 Union St
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Ridge Center
Latham
DB Systems
Clark Music In Albany
Main St
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
NEW JERSEY
Audio Excellence NY
Little Falls
4974 Alexis Dr
Film &Music by
Signature Sourd
Audio Video Interiors
8409-B Shallow Creek Rd
Rt 64 E.
Lynbrook
Marlton
American Audiophile
Hi Fi Connection
Trading Corp.
RD 1, Rt 73
373 Sunrise Hwy
Middletown
Merrick
Stereo Dynamics
Performance Audio
1670 Hwy 35
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Millburn
Mount
Kisco
Professional Audio
Accent on Music
Consultants
175
Main
St
182 Essex St
Fox &Sutherland
Morristown
15 S. Mager Ave
Sight &Sound
Nanuet
60 Speedwell Ave
Eardrum Audio &Video
South Street Stereo
148 E. Rt 59
20 South St
New York
Northfield
Dina Magazines
Sound inc.
270 Park Ave S.
900 Tilton Rd
Electronic Workshop
Nutley
10 E. 8th St
Bernhard DeBoer
J&R Music World
113 E. Centre St
23
Park Row
Ridgewood
Lyric Hi-Fi
Sounding Board
1221 Lexington Ave
75 Franklin Ave
The Magazine Store
Trenton
30 Lincoln Plaza
Hals Stereo &Video
Park Avenue Audio
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
425 Park Ave S.
Verona
Audio Connection
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
615 Bloomfield Ave
Pleasantville
Westfield
Audio Excellence
Stuart's Audio
343 Manville Rd
544 North Ave E.
Woodbridge
Queens
Woodbridge Stereo Center TD. Electronics
115-36 229th St
751 Amboy Ave

NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
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Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Rockaway Park
Hi Fi Classics
115-09 Rockaway Beach Blvd
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons
Rt 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Superior Sight &Sound
278.0 Erie Blvd E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
809 Blowing Rock Rd
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Mr. Audio
601 S. Kings Dr NF
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Columbus
For The Record
1386 Grandview Ave
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W. Central
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
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Tubes, Cables
Accessories
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KIM3ER KABLE UnityAudie'llyniaca MICIOTIEG
* Acoustic Energy
* Audible Illusions
* Audioquest
* Cardas
* Fried
* Grado
* Kimbef Kable
* Klima
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* Lectron
* Linaeum
* Magnum Dynalab
MFA
* Micromega
* Mod Squad
* March
* Musical Fidelity

* Music Reference
* Parasound
* PSE
* Quicksilver
* Rego
* Rotel
* Signet
* Spendor

* Spica
* Taddeo
* Target
* Tice
* Unity Audio
*Valve Amp. Co.
* Vanciersteen
* XL0
*** and MUCH morel!

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07004 )
(201) 239-1799
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University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
The Phonograph Ltd.
5150 S. Memorial #1-I
OREGON
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Gettysburg
K&K Records
53 Chambersburg St
Harrisburg
I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. Third St
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Mask's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St
Williamsport
Malizia Sound Systems
1933 W. Third St
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Novo Audio
Covadonga 104 #300
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
1807 Bush River Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Bravo
707 E. North St
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeria
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr, Rossville
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900

La Verona
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Sound Systems
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
1102 W. Koenig Ln
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
#G441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #10
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-13
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
Mesquite
MJM Audio
1515 Towne E. Blvd #197
Wichita Falls
Pro Audio
4020 Rhea Rd #4-E
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
South Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N. Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Charlottesville
Disctraxshuns
238 Zan Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
&Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
The Sound Exchange
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
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WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo
13187 Northup Way
Bellingham
The Landing Discs &Tapes
1307 11th St
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S. University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
University Audio
402 S Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
222 S. Railway St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
KM Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St

Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.

Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio Video
233 Brock St S.

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St
ONTARIO
Chatham
Absolute Sound
725 St. Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Essex
Disc 'n Dat AudioNideo
5Frances Ct
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
1280 Main St W.
Thompson's Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E.
North Bay
Popular Audio
144 Main St W.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio &Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Sudbury
Total Sight &Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Timmins
Professional Sound
175 Third Ave
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Decor
155 Gordon Baker Rd #213
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5181 boul. Décarie
Ouébec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio OImports
544 Burwood Rd, lut Floor
Pirimai Hi-Fi &Video
Westfield Shopping Town #54
Burwood Rd, Bufflood
Melbourne, Victoria
McGill's Authorised News
187 Elizabeth St
BELGIUM
Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14
BERMUDA
Hamilton
M&M International
61 Church St
CROATIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Bfistrup
Copenhagen
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi-Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
Kr Radio
M.P. Bruunsgade 36
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b
HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Dina House #1001
11 Duddell St
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg.
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
317
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ANNOUNCING...

Kelerence

efeuts—

Analogue lives!
RR's well-known devotion to the finest in
analogue sound has led us to initiate this
new series, featuring some of the most
highly regarded performances and recordings from the golden age of analogue;
featuring superb reculs from the master
tapes; featuring numbered, extra-heavy
HQ-I80 pressings of virgin vinyl, presented in deluxe gatefold jackets.
The first releases, available Fan, 1992:

RACHMANINOFF
Symphony No. 2 in e minor
Leonard Slatkin /St. Louis Symphony
RM-1002

In Southern California

mordirepm
le/°,11 IJ

MIAMI

Service & Selection

Audio Den proudly offers hidefinition audio & video for the
discriminating music lover.
We specialize in custom home
installation and personal service
for those who seek excellence in
the reproduction of music.

RAVEL
Bolero, Le Tombeau de Couperin
Pavane, Une Barque sur l'ocean

Stanislaw Skrowaczewski
The Minnesota Orchestra
RM-1001

GERSHWIN
Rhapsody in Blue, Second Rhapsody
Variations on 'I Got Rhythm'
Leonard Slatkin /St. Louis Symphony

Electronics

Accessories

Counterpoint
Bryston
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
NAD

Audio Quest
CWD Furniture
Mod Squad
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty

Luxman
Denon
Marantz
McCormack
Dynaco

Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
WBT
Esoteric Audio
CD Stop Light

Jeffrey Siegel, piano
RM-1003

In due course, there will be titles from many
labels, encompassing classical, jazz, pop
and (dare we say it?) quality rock & roll.
To be kept informed, write or call.

Speakers

Turntables

Acoustat
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Video

Inquire at better audio salons,

NAD

Proton

or order directly from the sourc:e:

Fosgate

$29.98 each, postpaid in the U.S.

Pioneer
Hitachi

Check /Visa /Mastercard
Free catalogue /Dealer inquiries invited.

TO ORDER: 1-800-336-8866

Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

(818) 781-4700

Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107

15600

In Canada: May Audio Marketing, 514-651-5707

11 S
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IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound 8Music
Via della Formica 496
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
601881 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 JIn Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael

MEXICO
National Distributor
Mlxcoac 1380
Mexico 19, DF
Diseño Activo. SA
Blvd Adolfo Lopez Mateos
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2911 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
[IR. Britton
3Sydney St

POLAND
National Distributor
Warsaw 02-743
Horn Distribution
UL Bacha 101303
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio N8-A
Damaia de Baixo
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617
SOUTH KOREA
National Distributor
Seoul
Korea Electronics
C. P.O. 1369

PHILLIPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
SPAIN
Greenmeadows Subdivision National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jotre, 22

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
WIlstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln
Glasgow G2
Music
Room
SWITZERLAND
98 Bath St
Geneva
London
Hi -Fi Portier
Audio T
11 Rue Verdaine
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
TAIWAN
18 Monmouth St
National Distributor
Covent Garden
Taipei
KJ Leisuresound
Audio Vertex
26 New Cavendish St
4F No.2 141 Ln
Manchester
Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7
Music Room
50 Bridge St
THAILAND
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Bangkok
Focal
Harris Arcade, Friar St
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
VENEZUELA
Future Land
Caracas
Amarro Plaza, 3rd Fl
Ardica
Pleonchit Rd
Centro Comercial Concresa,
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
Piso 1
SM&M Marketing Co.
Local 321 Prados del Este
Peninsula Plaza, 3rd Fl
153 Rajadamri Rd
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grey Turegatan 24

STEREO
MAGE
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VVe continue to be the small audio retailer committed to bringing our
marketplace and its clients the best in the industry today"
Mary Smith

—Audio Components by:
B&K •ROTEL •ENERGY •SPICA •AUDIO ALCHEMY •CARY •SONI C FRONTIERS
CLASSÉ •ENLIGHTENED AUDIO •APOG EE •HALES •MUSE •ACOUSTIC ENERGY
MARTIN LOGAN •SOTA • M ICRO MEGA • MELDS • MONITOR • HARMAN KARDON • PARADIGM

Cables and Accessories
STRAIGHTVVIRE •CAR DAS •MO NSTER CABLE •SUMIKO •SPACE & TIME. LAST
N ITTY GRITTY •VPI •SME •TIFFANY • SIMPLY PHYSICS •AUDIO SELECTION

11,111
\i

ee

(303) 442-2166

OPEN M ON. -SAT. 10-6, OR BY APPOINTMENT
1939 PEARL • BOULDER, COLORADO 80302
TRADE- I
NS WELCOME • 1 YEAR UPGRADE POLICY

STEREOPHILE, OCIOBER 1992
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Bruce Moore Audio Design
Featuring:
*B.MAD
Companion IS
Amps Dual 60
Custom M125
Custom M225
*EAD
DSP 7000
T7000
*Kinergetics
55 Ultra
Subwoofers
SW 800C
*Quad
ESL63
*Merlin

Ultrawide Band Width
Custom M125
($ 66001/Pair

Amble Audio Quest, (B.MAD), Cary, Chesky, Dynaco, Eminent Technlogy, (EAD),
Kimber, Kinergetics, Merlin, NEAR, Quad, Reference Recording, Target, XL0.

Call for an appointment:

408-377-3580

electronics

AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
N.U. •THRESHOLD
toude_peakers

INFINITY •M & K
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANDERSTEEN
phono & c.d.

CARNEGIE •DUAL
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRADO •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SME
SONOGRAPHE •SOTA
SUMIKO •THORENS
VPI •van den HUL
cables

Audioquest •M.I.T.
MONSTER /SIGMA

Over the past eight years, we've been chosen
by these eight manufacturers to be their
exclusive dealer for all Long Island:
Audio Research
Bryston •Klyne
Martin Logan
Oracle •Proceed
Thiel •Threshold
Visit us...We'll become YOUR choice, too!
4 Large Music Rooms

• Private Demos by Appointment

Delivery and Expert Installation throughout Metro New York
"Nothing matters but the music!" Lermontov, The Red Shoes (1947)

other good stuff

A.S.C. Tube Traps
C.W.O. furniture
The PHANTOM Shadow
a Fine Collection of
real records •c.d. discs

lAudioV2 )
ene
1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY
•W BABYLON. NEW YORK •(5161 661-3355
WorldRadioHistory

Central Pennsylvania
HiFi House has been servicing former
Penn State students for 21 yrs. throughout Pennsylvania. Our reputation for
quality and service earned us national
recognition as audio retailer of the year;
1983-84.
If you are looking for SOUND advice
and would rather be 'talked to' than
'talked down to', stop in and visit us.
Private Evening & Weekend
Appointments Available

Custom Home & Car Stereo
Installations Are Our Specialty

Nakamichi •B&K •Stax
ADS •Rotel •Altec Lansing
B&W and more!

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
Our $50,000+ investment in test equipment evaluates new components (prior
to our sonic evaluation) and supports
the service needs of our many satisfied
customers. We are an authorized dealer
for all products we sell.
EXPERT CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
We specialize in commercial installations with references available upon
request. For information contact: HiFi House,
366 -E. College Avenue, State College, PA 16801
(The home of Penn State University)

814/237-2897
We at 1-11F1 House strongly recommend
you support your local dealer, if available!

Hifi House

1111111111111111

111111111

CEIESKY JAll

JVC Jan Festival LIVE! ANight
= of Chesky Jazz: Town Hall, New
York City JD82 -This special
= live concert recording, featuring
Paquito D'Rivera, Phil Woods,
= Ana Caram, Tom Harrell and
= Fred Hersch, will knock your
= socks off. Brilliant performances:
Live!—Like you are there sound.

Red Rodney: Then And Now
JD79 -Classic Bebop with a
twist. Red leads us and avery
contemporary quartet into "Bop
for the nineties."

CHESKV RECORDS

Monty Alexander: Caribbean
Circle JD80 Ahot all-star jazz
ensemble, featuring Jon Faddis,
Frank Foster and Slide Hampton.
joins Monty on amusical journey
through his jazz and Caribbean
roots. Most dynamic recording to
date -also available in gold CD.

you can het; the difference

=
=

Chesky Record CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record Stores, or order direct vrth Visa/MasterCard by calling
1-800-331-1437 or 212-586-7537 or send check or money order to: CDs $14.98 plus $3.00 postage and handling
(add 8.25% sales tax in NY State) to CHESKY RECORDS Radio City Station, PO Box 12268. New York, NY 10101
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The Audio/Video Professionals
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B. J. Audio, Inc. 1-800-736-5533
991 Beechmeackow Ln. Cincinnati, OH. 45238

*JVC

*Fried

Loudspeakers

*NO risk 30 day in home audition!
.,a
ii for models andprices

XLZ 1050TN CD PLAYER
-8x OVERSAMPLING
-OPTICAL/COAXIAL OUTPUTS
-RECOMMENDED COMPONENT

••• Ce femur"'

•

.
l'ARGET
...CALL

*KIMBER KABLE
...CALL

inn) FES

•Acarian Systems •Adcom 'Aragon •B&K
'CAL •Ccrdas •Celestion 'Coda 'Conrad-Johnson
•Deflnaltye Technology •Ellte by Pioneer •Fosgate
•Magnepan •Marantz *Mirage •MIT 'Monster Cable
•NAD •Nckcrnichl •Pcracigm .Proton .Rogers
'Scientific Fidelity •Sonus Faber 'SOTA "Sfax
•Surniko 'Theta Digitci •Velodyne •VTL

Long Island
Exclusive

evinson

Heightened Awareness
will enhance your audio visual experience.
Come, visit during our October November
manufacturers receptions. Call for details:

Si
2021 Smith Haven Plaza •Lake Grove, NY 11755
322
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, 804 per word, $15 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.50 per word, $99 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT. All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only: Master
Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
ANNOUNCING HI-FI '93, THE STEMOPHILE
HIGH-END SHOW, in San Francisco, March 12,
13, and 14, 1993. At the San Francisco Marriott, 55
Fourth Street (next to Moscone Center), downtown
San Francisca Hi-fi heaven! Marvel at more than 75
premier high-end hi-fi systems, many set up and
tweaked by their inventors, designers, engineers, and
manufacturers. See and hear experimental/pre-production models. Evaluate more high-end equipment
in asingle day than you could see and hear in months
of regular store visits. Enjoy live concerts. Participate in question-and-answer sessions with Stereophile's
editors and writers. Shop from awide selection of LPs,
CDs, recorded rarities, and accessories. Tickets by
mail, $15; at the door, $25. Each ticket is valid for all
show days. Write or Fax: Hi-Fi '93, The Stereophile
High-End Show, 208 Delgado Street, Santa
NM 87501,
Fax (505) 984-1737. For exhibitor information, contact Ken
Nelson, Nelson & Associates Inc., 62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705, phone (914) 476-3157, Fax (914) 9692746. Overseas calls and Faxes welcome!

Fe,

AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution' EP Twin-Balanced' interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Avenue, Trenton, NJ 08629, Fax/phone (609)
599-3828.
USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT SALE. Mark
Levinson No.27, No.26, Apogee Centaurus Minor, Audio
Research LS-1, Krell KSL, Jadis JA-80, Defy 7, Magneplanar MG-IIIA, B&W 801 Series 3Rosewood, Linn LP12 Lingo w/Ekos, Proceed PCD 2, PDP 2, PDT 2, Adcom
GFA-555, GFP-555, GTP-500 II, GFA-545, Misc. Luxman & Rotel. Audition Audio, (801) 467-5918, Fax: (801)
467-0290.
MINNESOTA—JCB INC. (JOHN BEDINI) Hexfet/Signature Series amplifiers and CD Stabilizer; also
Arcici, AuclioPrism, Bright Star, German Acoustics, LAST,
Musical Concepts, P.A.C., Proton, Rega, Roonffune,
Royd, Shahinian, Swink°, Sumo, VPI, Well-Tempered,
and more. Audition Audio, Minneapolis, (612) 331-3861.
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MIRROR IMAGE, AUDIOSTATIC, NEAR, VAC, Enlightened Audio Design, Scientific Fidelity, SymphonicLine, CODA, XLO, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaudio loudspeakers, IDOS, Definitive Technology, Audio
Alchemy, Celestion SL, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Space
& Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and tumtables,
Musical Design, Marantz, MAS, Arcici, Bright Star, WellTempered, Power Wedge, Wheaton, Fosgate, THX, many
more. Straightforward guidance. Krystal Clear Audio, 4433
McKinney Avenue, Dallas, TX 75205, (214) 520-7156.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components. Daily specials. Best prices! CD players, DIA converters, turntables, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners, amplifiers, and speakers. Exclusive: Available now. New lines
of European tube electronics and turntables. Audio America
(VA). Call (703) 745-2223.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Sound Organisation, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9,
Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. 41Iways
lots of used gear. Established way back in 1979! (818)
307-6467.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
Audio Alchemy, AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio,
Enlightened Audio, Grado, Koetsu, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, NEAR, Power Wedge,
ProAc, Straight Wire, Target, Well-Tempered, XL0 cables.
Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY,
(315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY New arrivals! Linn CD player, Kairn preamp,
Roksan Radius turntable, Naim CD player, Deltec processors, Epos ES-11, McCormack CD drive and electronics. All on demonstration. Our affordable products—
Rotel, Creek, Arcata Rega, Castle, and Royd—are musical
and should be auditioned. We care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY
10549, (914) 242-0747.
USED EQUIPMENT LIST To receive our list of used,
demos, and bargain equipment, call, write, or fax: Audio
Consultants, 1014 Davis St., Evanston, IL 60201. Tel: (708)
864-9565, Fax (708) 864-9570. Our list is updated monthly.
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ADA •ADCOM •AKG
AUDIOPRISM
AUDIOQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON •CAL
CANTON
CWD CABINETS
DENON •DUAL
KLIPSCH •LEXICON
LUXMAN •MADRIGAL
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN-LOGAN
McINTOSH •NEAR.
NILES •PARADIGM
PROCEED •ROTEL
RUSSOUND •SIGNET
SME •SONANCE
SONRISE •SOTA
STAX •SUMIKO •TERK
THORENS •WADIA
VANDERSTEEN
JVC VIDEO
OPTONICA VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO
VIDIKRON VIDEO

WHAT DOES NEW ENGLAND'S OLDEST
AUDIO STORE SHARE WITH RALPH
WALDO EMERSON?
Emerson's concept that "The excellent is new
forever".
And that is the point of the Klipschorn. Paul
Klipsch was most concerned with distortion and
dynamics when he designed the Klipschorn in
1943. What was true then is still true today. The
horn moves more air with less distortion than
any other system. It is an acoustic amplifier.
Just as wheels have gone from stone to magnesium, they are still round. There are truths and
truths don't change with fashion.

When you're ready, we'll be here.
For New England
Quality Sound Since1.928

llse Musk Sox
58 Central Street • Wellesley, MA • 02181

(617) 235-5100

all.111111,

Coda Technologies Amplifier System 100, embodies many unique concepts
whose only purpose is to bring the listener closer to the musical ideal.
This and other Coda products may be auditioned at:
DOCTOR B'
SAUDIO/VIDEO
2166 NORTH HOME
PARK RIDGE ,IL 60068
(708) 296-0375
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REEL TO REAL DESIGNS
3021 SANGAMON AVE .
SPRINGFIELD ,IL 62702
(217) 544-5252
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AUDIO RX
2918 N.SUMMIT AVE .
MILWAUKEE ,WI 53211
(414) 964-4300
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SAN DIEGO AREA: Hales, SOTA, and the new Epik
speakers (ceramic-tweeter/transmission-line woofer). The
unequaled C.A.T. preamp. Also, passives. SymphonicLine and Coda. Enlightened Audio Digital. SOTA and
Benz analog. Cardas, XL°, Siltech, the new HighWire,
others. Damping and basing products from Sound
Anchor, Bright Star, Combak, Microscan. By appointment. Audio Archives, (619) 455-6326.
WE QUIT, EVERYTHING NEW. Acurus Lb. $379;
A250, $579; Aragon 24K, $950; 2004, $700 & $900; Distech LSII, $850; Dynaco ST-70, $699; Hailer 5E120, $200;
5E240, $300; Iris tuner, $225; Iris CD, $249; XL600,
$695; KEF C95, $675; 104/2, $1100; NAD 4100, f200;
7000, $335; 7100, $430; 5060, $260; 2400THX, $375;
Nitty Gritty 1.0, $139; CD1, $115; PSB260, $625; 40,
$310; Snell E, $575; Q, $425;J, $389; K, $265; Sansui
Vintage CDX711, $500; TUX711, $325; Superphon
400S, $1050; SP100, $225. (805) 272-5962.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B8cK, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413. Appt.
AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomecca by Pierre Lurné,
Audio Note, Aural Symphonics, Benz-Micro, Bitwise,
Chario, CODA, Dynavector, Ensemble, Ikeda, JM Labs,
Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, McCormack, Muse, Roksan, RoomTunes, SaTA, Tice, Unity
Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and more. ..CallJohn Barnes,
(303) 698-011% or Fax (303) 922-0522. 2341 West Yale Ave,
Englewood, CO 80110.
AN MART IN SO. CALIF. Monthly Special: Audio
Alchemy, Cardas, Dynaco, Kinergetics, Esoteric, Sony
ES, Infinity Kappa, Mission, Rotel, Paradigm, Pioneer
Elite, Monster, Point Source, Bose, Onkyo, Acoustat.
Conrad-Johnson Evolution 2000 (U), new condition,
$3500. Aragon 24K Mk.II preamp, $880. Esoterix X1CD player ($5000), $3200; P-500 transport, $699. Elite
PD-75 CD ($1200), $890. Dynaco ST-70 II, $795. Mission
753, rosewood in stock, Adcom 565 (D), $1180/pair.
Inventory sale only. Call Fred, (818) 282-0520
PROAC RESPONSE III (rosewood), $4500; Rowland
Consonance, latest, $2500; Kinergetics KCD-40, $1200;
CAL Aria Mk.III, $1200; Revox B261 tuner, $500. All
mint, boxes. Call (512) 824-5561.
McLAREN 602 PFLEAMP and 702 power amp. New
Zealand's finest. See Audio cover article, Vol.70 No.12.
$495 each. (602) 744-3858, message.
QUAD US, warranty; Arcici stands; ARC Classic 60
KT88s; Mark Levinson No.23/26, 11
2 years old; CAL Labs
/
Sigma DAC. All boxes. Priced for quick sale. (904) 7719302 EST, 6pm-8pm weekdays; anytime weekends before 7pm.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-3, new, black, with stands,
$2500; Wadia 2000, dealer price. Call (301) 983-3964 9am5pm, Eastern time.
FOR SALE: CARY SLA amp (35Wpc, class-A tube),
$600; Cary 955 CD (rnint, low hours), $550; Cary CAD
5500, $650; Threshold FET 10e PC, $1250. Wanted:
Rogers LS3/5a, teak, mint. (414) 354-5082, Dave.
VANDERSTEENs: brand new lBs with Sound Anchor
stands, oak with black grille, under warranty, $575. (215)
238-0126 or (609) 547-5629.
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MUSEATEX MEITNER PA6i preamplifier and STR55
power amplifier (updated 9/90 from PM and STFt50), with
black lacquer cabinets, $1300 and $800 respectively.
Sony 705ESD CD player. $500. Nakamichi CR7A cassette deck, $750. Yamaha NS-1 loudspeaker, $650. (904)
646-4703.
FOFtSELL TURNTABLES, direct from Canadian Distributor. The finest in the world. See review in TAS. Air
Force list, $18.500; Reference list, $12,000. Limited time
offer, direct price, $13,995, $8900 US. Blume Audio, (416)
861-0141, (416) 691-4319.
CARVER 1.5T, Threshold CAS 1, Electrocompaniet
Ampliwire 100, BO. Andy, (313) 278-2843 after 6pm.
SWAN'S SPEAKERS! LEDA/GEMINI satellite/subs.
Absolute mint condition with external crossovers. Black
ash, original $9400, now $4800 delivered in USA, from
authorized dealer. Mike, (512) 345-9269, 6-10pm Central.
MAGNEPAN MG-2.6R. absolute mint, warranty, $1400;
CAL Sigma converter, unopened, $595; McIntosh MAC
4100 receiver, excellent condition, s6so. WANTED: Quad
ESL-63s with stands. Evenings, (203) 968-0155, leave message
for Constantine.
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURE, $1750; Sonographe
SC-1 preamp, $500; SA-120 power amp, $750; package,
$2850 OBO. All mint, boxes. (609) 482-8209.
CLASSÉ DR-6 II line stage, with 1pair Audio Purist
balanced interconnects, silver finish, in use 5months,
$2200. (718) 332-9227.
CLASSICAL disCDigest—new quality publication for
discerning collectors/audiophiles sharing our passions
for classical music CDs. New release reviews, fresh and
original historical perspectives, and hi-fi audio. Large
ii0/2"x11" presentation containing exciting graphics and
illustrations. Send only $14.95—six-issue introductory
subscription (half off cover). Classical disCDigest, Box 192,
Ringwood, NJ 07456-0192.
ICRELL: KSP-7B, $1800; KST-100, $1700; KSA-150,
$3000; KSA-250, $3900. All are immaculate, with boxes.
(718) 277-6123.
NITTY GRITTY MINI PRO 2, new, sealed box, $475
+ shipping. 8am-10pm PDT, (714) 982-2386.
APOGEE STAGES, $1650; Symo LS5X speaker cable,
two 7' pairs, S250/pair. CallJohn, (512) 691-2933.
KSA-250, $4750; WT-2000, $3000; LS-2, $2000; Meridian 203, $800. All Combak-treated. 3m and 13m MIT330 SG, $500, $265. Tel: (718) 748-8056, evenings.
KINERGETICS ICPA-2, Quicksilver mono amps, Quad
FM-4, $1250 OBO. (703) 386-9826.
B&W 801LE Silver Anniversary, rosewood with stands,
sealed, ($8020) $5900. B&W 805, rosewood, ($2150)
$1095. SOTA Jewel with LMT tonearm and Pearl cartridge, black oak, sealed, ($1325) $725. Vandersteen 3,
($2395) $1595. Vandersteen 2Ci, with superstands, sealed,
($1395) $895. Mirage Ml, bi-wire, ($5000) $3000. Mirage
M3, ($2500) $1595. Wadia X32 converter and 3200 transport, ($5000) $3000. Mod Squad Prism II CD player,
($1795) $995. Tiffany line conditioner, ($1200) $625.
Counterpoint SA-220, black, ($3000) $1750. Ron, (214)
855-4743; Bill, (214) 855-4747.
MAGNEPLANAR MG3A, black/oak trim, 6' panel, 5'
ribbon tweeter, perfect, ($2200) $1350 B/0; Vandersteen
model 2W subwoofer, 350W, self-powered, clean, fast,
deep bass, ($1250) $700 B/0; Dyna ST-70, $125; PAS 3X,
$75; Hailer DH200 amp, 100W, $150. (415) 454-7991.
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TI ME

DON'T LOSE
YOUR SYSTEM
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Lo S ANGELES:

CROSBY
MODDED
QUADS

GRADIENT

TO SURGES, SAGS

DROPS AND POPS !
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PROTECT YOUR EOUIPMENT WITH ATOP
OUAIITY POWER CONDITIONING UNIT
FOR ADIFFRENCE YOU CAN HEAR.

MUSE 5U8.5
TERRIFIC

e

1-800-N OW-DIAL

Tripp Lite Power Conditioners American Power Conversion

SELECTION

LC-1800 $269.95 LC-2400 $349.95 BK-600 $459.95 BK-900 $559.95
Rack Stunt LCR-2400 $39.95 Rack Mount AP-600 $799.95
ISOBAR 8-12219.95 Surge Arrest SA-7 $49.95
RS112-12 $129.95 SAP -7 $
79 95
The Power Wedge
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STREET SMART POWER SYSTEMS

e

SERVICE (614) 761-8933 FAX (614) 761-8955
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Do you have a love/hate relationship
with your home music system?
Are you
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tired of audio reviewers telling you how
good their system sounds when their
equipment costs more than the gross
national product of some small nations?
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oletter has been helping real audiophiles
just like yourself for almost four years. We
review

e

equipment

that

sounds

good

while offering lasting value. We talk about
set-up techniques, tweaks, audio news,
wires ,software and everything you need

M OD

UL UT1CN

to know to make home audio exciting
again, without getting too technical. Rediscover audio with us and remember

=the
music BOOM,
(213) 355-7/150
3, 6

why you bought that first record.

12 months-12 issues-$18 dollars.

Uound for Sound
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220 N. Main Street
Kewanee IL 61443

309/852-3022
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KRELL KBL (new 4/92), absolutely perfect condition,
$3250/offer. McIntosh 754, mint condition with box and
manual, $550; McIntosh MR-67, mint condition with
manual, $350; McIntosh L-14 equipment cabinet, new
in factory box, $75. SF Bay Area. Dave, (415) 898-4545.
APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR loudspeakers, including
stands, $975; one pair MIT 750 Shotgun speaker cables,
15' lengths, $695; two pairs MIT 330 interconnect cables,
3' lengths, $195/pair. Call (614) 635-2598 after 7pm EST
EXPRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES IC-1 INTERCONNECT "This is extraordinary interconnect that reveals
detail and timbrai shadings Inever knew existed in my
music collection." Robert Harley, Stereophik, Vol.13 No.12,
December 1990. Also available: the SU -1 moving-coil
step-up transformer, which improves the performance
of the world's best preamplifiers. Customer and dealer
inquiries invited. Expressive Technologies,
Box 6401, Holliston, MA 01746, (508) 429-1219, Fax (508) 429-6583.

PC)

WADIA X-32, $1300; Esoteric P-500, $700; Aragon
4004, $900; Krell PAM 5, $900; Apogee Calipers, $800;
three pairs AudioQuest Quartz, lm, $75 each; two pairs
AudioQuest Midnight, 20', $125 each; Adcom ACE-515
line conditioner, $100; SAE T102 tuner, $100; Target TT4
(four shelves), $125. Package price, $5000. Henry, (212)
255-2347.
B&K M-200 SONATA monoblock amplifiers, as new,
mint condition, bi-wire outputs, asteal at $1275. (817)
776-9953 evenings.
SNELL E/3, light oak, mint condition, $750. (508)
478-0426.
PS AUDIO 250 DELTA mono amps, $1195; PS Audio
55 plump, $499; Vortex Screen speakers, $995. Call Roger,
(805) 498-8767.
ARC SP9 Mk.II (black), $1200; new Theta Prime D/A,
$950; Theta Digital cable, $120; Monster M-1 speaker
cable (8' with spades). All are mint. Call Jay, (203)
228-2036.
A PAIR OF CUSTOM-MADE SUB WOOFERS for
Apogee speakers, using two 15" woofers. Comes with
active crossover, $2500. (908) 889-9342.
HI-FI CLASSICS—SELECT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available. Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! Tel: (718) 318-9618, Fax: (718) 318-9623.
MIRROR IMAGE 1.1s amp, mint condition, 200Wpc/8
ohm, 400Wpd4 ohm, $1700. (602) 956-4664 leave message
PS AUDIO ULTRALINK, 2months old, $1595 with
full warranty. (813) 587-7868.
SOUND-LAB ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS now available in Central Ohio. Factoryauthorized dealer exclusively offering Sound-Lab's complete product line. Auditions in arelaxed environment
by appointment. Trade-ins welcome. John Durrett Audio,
Columbus, OH, (614) 436-3123.
CELEST1ON SL-700 with stands & grilles, $1750; Luxman T-117, $299; Spectral DMA-200, $3200; Coda 02,
$1150; Madrigal PDP, $850; PCD, $950; Power Wedge,
$375. Best offer or trade. WTD: JM Lab Utopia. (818)
858-4794 before lOpm, leave message or Fax.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
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HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—Reliable
source for Apature, Arcici, Cardas, Dynaco, Merlin, Music
Reference/RAM Labs, Parasound, Philips, Promethean
Audio Products, PS Audio, RoornTune, and TARA Labs
products. Call Mark or Rich for sound advice—sound
price. Signature Sound, PO. Box 2814, Liverpool, NY 13089.
(315) 622-9066, (315) 622-4137.
ICON ACOUSTICS STILL GETTING RAVE REVIEWS! Call us on our toll-free number and we'll be
happy to send you copies of our reviews and our 12-page
color brochure. Since 1989, Icon speakers have only been
available directly from us, the people who designed and
built them, so you'll save hundreds of dollars by avoiding
dealer markups. Get the sound quality usually reserved
for speakers selling for twice as much, together with Icon's
famous customer service, lifetime warranty, and 30-day,
no-risk, in-home audition. Icon Acoustics, 13 Fortune Drive,
Billerica, MA 01821, (800) 669-9662.
KEF, KEF, KEF, KEF, KEF, KEF, KEF owners—Finally!!!
A much improved "KUBE" bass equalizer is available
in the form ola "Golden Flute." Please callJPS Labs at
(716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically improve your listening pleasure.
ICRELL KBL preamp, Audio Research DACI-20 D/A
converter, mint. (414) 494-2744.
CONRAD-JOHNSON EVOLUTION 20, $3200;
Quicksilver Silver monos, brand-new, sealed, with cages,
full warranty, $1950; Vandersteen 3, black, $1600; AudioQuest Clear, 6' pair, $325. All mint. (215) 966-2583.
APOGEE CENTAUR MAJORS, solid mahogany, 3
months old, original boxes, mint condition. Paid $4100,
$2800. (205) 620-4363.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV5, MV50, $1500 both; two
pairs Aural Symphonies AS1 with W13T, $60 each; Temporal Continuum, $140. (510) 548-9548.
TARA Tftl-CLASS MONOBLOCKS by VTL-240W
switchable to 100W class-A triode, based on VTL 225
chassis. Still under warranty. List $6300, $2700. Counterpoint SA-20 stereo amp, factory updated to SA-220
specs, complete with copper chassis, 220W stereo, 600W
mono, still under warranty. List $3195, $1500. Quicksilver KT88 monoblocks, less than 1year old, mint condition, still under warranty. List $1895, $1200. Counterpoint SA-3.1 preamp, all tube, $350. Temporal Continuum
speaker cable by TARA Labs, 2sets, 12', complete with
test CDs. List $600/pair, $275/pair. All equipment like
new, in factory boxes with papers. Call Ron at (904)
355-0368.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8 prearnp, $1800/$850; Bravura
preamp, $600/$250. (206) 582-6291, leave message.
ESOTERIC P-2, MINT CONDMON, with box and
manuals. Audio Concepts Sapphire and Saturns with
stands. (912) 882-7544 evenings.
ICRELL KSA-250, fresh, $4500; B&W 801 II, Flutes,
Anchors, $3000, flawless. (702) 362-4925.
APOGEE STAGE with matching stands, used 1week,
$1800. (216) 966-852&
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Roteliust $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST
CLASSÉ DR-I0, absolutely perfect, low use and transferable warranty, $1495 OBO; virtually brand-new AQ
Lapis, lm, $295; two 0.5m, $195 each. Tim, (806)
756-4425.
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CD STORAGE+

Audio Images
‘..\(?... Audio Research
Threshold
Classé Audio
Nairn Audio
Melos
PS Audio
Sony ES
Eastern Pa's Premier High End'
Denon
Awfw specialists
Thiel

No. A150

This unit stores 150 CD's behind glass doors.
Three adjustable shelves with brass bookends
hold single & multiple CD's, Videos and
Cassettes — in any combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or
wall mount.
For FREE Literature & Prices on our Full Line:
Call I-800-432-8005 FAX 1-201-748 ,2592

soRice -

linieni> Vandersteen
ProAc
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Purist Audio
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VPI •PSE •XL0 •Straightwire
Cardas •Sumiko •M & K. ..& more!
(me Quahh, Affordabitily, and Leferizie With A Puma! Touch

215-391-1200
5980 Hamilton Blvd. •Allentown, PA 18106

P.O. Box 747-2
Nutley, NJ

07110)

New Arrivals—
Avalon Acoustics • ViMak
NAD •A TC SCM- 0
V.A.C. Preamplifier • PSB
Meridian 203 DA C 7•Artemis EOS
EAD Enlightened Audio Designs

Straight Talk....
For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices!

106 Brands Available!

Classe' Audio •Muse •Coda
Ensemble •XL0 • Tara Labs
Cardas •Audioquest •Esoteric
Acoustic Energy • Tesla •PSE
Kimber •Lexicon •Genesis
Celestion • Velodyne •Entec
Magnum/Dynalab •Meridian • Tice
Sound Anchor • Target • V.A.C.
Sfax •Rega •.S'onrise

Acuus Adcom -ADS -Audio
Prism - B&W -Boston -CWD Denon - Esoteric Audio Fineline - Forte -Kef - Kinber
Kabie Kfipsch -Martin-Logan Mitsubishi - Monster Cable -NAD
Nakamichl Onkyo - Paradigm Parsec -Phase Technology Phillips -Reyox -Sonus -Sennheiser
Shire -Signet -SME -Snell -Sony Sony ES -Stax Sunko -Target Threshold -Velodyne -Yamaha & 66 More -Call for units not listed

301-989-2500

Js
A•U-D- •0

15454
Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville,
Maryland 20866
FAX (301)989-2552

VISA, MASTERCARD
& AMERICAN EXPRESS

2ti

Phone: 913 -842 -1811 Est-6
24th & Iowa. Lawrence. KS 66044
Mon-Thu: 10am-8pm. Fri & Sat: 10am-6pm

A .
I_J 1311. 0

/WI> F.. 0

18,000 Display of World Class Audio
12 Sound Rooms -25 000+ CDs
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PROAC RESPONSE Ils, black, mint, $1950; pair Janis
W-3 subwoofer with IA interfaces, most recent, $1500
both; Haller XL600 amplifier with Esoteric power cord
included, $650. Call for power-cod information; excels
with all tube equipment. Call Sam, (718) 261-7046 after
6pm EST
HEAR THE VERY BEST Boulder Amplifiers and Mach
1Acoustics loudspeakers. New England audiophiles listen
to the "stunning" Accutoe drivers flawlessly executed
in the most revealing speakers designed to date. Driven
by ultra-low-distortion Boulder electronics. For an
audition in southern New Hampshire, please call (603)
654-9826.
MAGNEPAN MGII1A speakers, $1350/0B0; Clements
RT-7 speakers, $1750 OBO; Levinson ML9 power amp,
$1600 OBO. Contact Marge at (615) 531-3470 till 9pm EDT:
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 3ELECTROSTATICS: two
pairs, new in cartons. White/black or white/teak, $1400/
pair plus shipping and insurance. Nalcamichi SP-7 headphones, like new, $40. MSUSchm/ ofMusic, (51 355-7674.
ICRELL COMPACT DISC turntable, model CD-DSP,
approximately 8months old, $2950. Richard, (602) 8399166, or (602) 897-7044.
SIMPLY BETTER TECHNOLOGY from North Creek
Music Systems—loudspeaker components and kits for
the discriminating audiophile. Please call or write for a
complimentary brochure. 500E Route 8, Speculator, NY
12164, (518) 548-3623.
AUDIO FURNITURE—WHY PAY MORE? Our
modular oak units are available factory-direct at huge savings. Mix and match different units to create custom wall
systems. Beautiful, handcrafted, and very affordable. Free
brochure Northwood Design, POBox 83, Conover, WI 54519,
(715) 479-7532.
B8cW 802 MATRIX SERIES II, $3200; 1pair OCOS 10'
cables, $250; Levinson ML27 amp, $2800; and ML28 preamp, $2300; and assorted MIT 330 interconnects. Prices
do not include shipping. Bill, (312) 871-1792.
APOGEE DIVAS, $6500; B8cW 80Is, Anniversary edition, $4200; Threshold 550e, $5200; Threshold FET 10e,
$2400. (806) 794-3806 or (806) 747-2673.
MERLIN 4B+ SPEAKERS, $2000; Mod Squad Prism
(473-based), $600; Cardas Quad speaker cable, two 8'
pairs, $200/pair; NYAL Superlt phono preamp (Mod
Squad-modified), $250. (81? 778-26g 8am-lOpm Central
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Rd-Cap, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay (stock
VTA and custom SIO2K series), Holco, Matsushita; Alps,
Boums, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas, Tiffany, WBT, Edison Price Music Posts,
Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable, Teflon wire;
Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks; Curcio Daniel Mk.I
and Mk.II preamp kits/Dynaco rebuild kits; upgrade kits;
Pearl Tube Coolers and Isosockets; Analog Devices
(AD827JN, AD847JN); tube sockets, etc. Discounts up
to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1992 catalogue. Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M5, Canada. Tel: (416) 847-3241 Fax: (416) 847-5471.
MUSIC METRE CABLES, INTERCONNECTS:
Music Metre II, $105; Calibre, $165; 121 Reference, $250;
Silver, $400/meter. Speaker cable: $15/foot. New Solid
Silver digital cable, $200/meter. Send for info, reviews,
and dealer list. Second Opinion Audio, 249 N. Brand #701,
Glendale, CA 91203.
(818) 242-4535, Fax: (818) 2424415. Dealer inquiries invited.
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THIEL 1.2s, black, excellent condition, boxes, $700. (412)
242-4630, Pittsburgh, PA.
THE ABSOLUTE POWER SERIES of Power Line Purifiers will absolutely give the greatest improvement in
sound quality for your money. They represent the very
finest, most technologically refined, consummate, powerpurifying products ever conceived. They will not degrade
your sound quality or limit your dynamics like most other
products will. The audible improvements are simply stunning, breathtaking, and not subtle. In addition to providing
apure source of power, they also will protect all of your
valuable electronic components from damaging powerline disturbances. Time has come to hear what you have
been missing, your system sounding its absolute best!
Many affordable models are available to fit all systems,
from the smallest to the largest. Most systems can be outfitted in the range from $299 to $1559. You can start out
with the $299 model, sized right for all your source components and even some smaller systems, and later add
larger models that handle really big amplifiers. All come
with afive-year transferable warranty, and have been
designed to last alifetime. Many other power accessories arc also available. Guaranteed performance! Call now
to order or receive more information or technical
assistance. Without aclean, very pure source of power,
your system just can not sound its absolute best!! The
Absolute Power series of Power Line Purifiers—there is
no substitute!! Call 24 hours daily: (800) 321-6512 or (708)
369-2113.
ROWLAND 7s, SN 7797/7798, Gold; SN 7995/7994,
Platinum, balanced, latest version, mint condition,
$7000/pair; CAT SL1R Mk.11, latest version, excellent
condition, $2600. All with boxes and manuals. Sean, (619)
55?-1052.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE MODIFICATIONS.
Hybrid FET, analog output, upgraded internal power supplies, pure silver wiring. Realize greater depth and width
of soundstage, deeper bass response, and amore open and
harmonically correct midrange and top end. $169, moneyback guarantee. SuperMod, (503) 344-3696, or Wave Trace
Technologies Inc., (813) 587-7868.
MOTIVATED SELLER, AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS/ACCESSORIES. No reasonable offer refused.
Will pay shipping in North America. Electrocompaniet
amp and pre, Sound Audio hybrid 50W amp, tube line
preamp, solid-state line preamp, desktop mini high-end
speakers, QED passive preamp, PAC IDOS AC filter, Tice
TPT clock. Aural Symphonics cable, 15', 6', 3'; DCLR
balanced interconnects, 2m, 1m. RCA/WBT interconnects, 8' Symphonic Conductor speaker cable, Yconnectors, Unity Audio speakers CLA-1/CLA-2, black/
oak; Siefert Research speakers, model Maxim 3-HV2,
black; Arcici speaker/component/turntable stands. All in
excellent condition. Call (416) 508-8357 after 6pm EST,
Mon.-Sat.
KRELL ICSA-200, mint, warranty, $3300, must sell. (713)
641-373&
MAGNEPAN 2-B SPEAKERS (UPDATED), $550;
Audio Research MCP-2 pre-preamplifier, $650; Stax Pro
headphones, $550; Uher 4000 Report-L recorder, $180.
(718) 261-6449.
MARTIN-LOGAN QUEST ESL, Zebrawood, immaculate, 7months old, $2995. (804) 360-0125.
UNITY SIGNATURE FOUNTAINHEADS, 6months
old, like new, $3500. Call Ed, days (203) 327-9227, evenings
(203) 359-4351.
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Upstate
New York's
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Dealer For...

Arcici •Audio Alchemy
Audio Quest •Celestion
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B&K •Bose •Lyra Clavis
Counterpoint •Fried
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I
Processor

Now On Display
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ACURUS
ARAGON
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.
1

AUDIO RESEARCH

Z.

AUDIOOUEST

q

MIRAGE
NMI
NAKAMICHI

HCM

AUDIO

1015 Mangrove

GRADO
MAGNEPAN
MAGNUM ovtiALAS

Dahlguist •Klipsch •Graham

F.
IP_
i

Chico, CA

fl'.

95926
916-345-1341

PROCEED

Music Reference •NAD
Nelson Reed •SME
Vendetta Research •Pac Idos
Nitty Gritty •Promethean
SOTA •Tara Labs •VMPS
Straightwire •Lexicon
STAX D/A Converters
STAX Earspeakers..and more

R C AUDIO
VELODY NE

MAKING HI-END AUDIO
AFFORDABLE SINCE 1972
Please call or visit

800-222-3465

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!
REPRESENTING:
AUDIO OUEST •
AUDIO RESEARCH •BEE AUDIO •
B & W •BASIS •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •CLASSE •
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRAHAM •
LINN •LYRA •MIT CABLE •
MOD SQUAD •ORACLE •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROVJLAND DESIGN GROUP •
STAR •STRAIGHTVJIRE •
SUMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
VA C •WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON & MORE •CD 1& LP s•

Searching for the best CDs at a
LOW price?
We specialize in only the best.
With our already DISCOUNTED
prices, enroll in our incentive
program FREE and receive
BIGGER SAVINGS!
We carry:
Audioquest, Chesky, Dorian, EMI,
Harmonia Mundi, London, Mercury,
Ref. Recordings, Sheffield, Wilson, &
avariety of "special selections"
For more information and FREE catalog:

CALL 1-800-998-9669

o

or (714) 974-9669, FAX: (714) 283-2857

udiophile
elections
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QUAD ENTHUSIASTS: Factory-authorized service and
replacement parts. Reconditioned Quad 303s, 405s, and
ESLs in stock. For all technical, service, parts, and/or reconditioned equipment inquiries, contact: QS&D. Inc., 33
McWhirt Loop #108, Fredridesbutg, VA 22404 (703)372-3711,
Fax (703) 372-3713. Visa/MasterCard accepted.
THE BEST-SPENT $IN AUDIO!! Have your room analyzed by the experts! Send or Fax (216/852-2363) your
room diagram with dimensions and equipment/furniture details to: RoomTune, Inc, PQ Box 5Z Sugarcreek, OH
44681. $39.95 Visa/MC. Phone (216) 852-2222for more
info.
CARY SLA-70 tube amp, ($995) 8495. Vortex Kevlar
Reference Screen speakers, ($3000) $975. Neither of above
yet broken in. Stanley Klyne SK-6 high-level preamp, 45
hours. Current retail price: $1950, sell 8895. (503) 664-6195
after 1pm (Oregon).
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Belles 150, 8450; Focus .7s, $500; B&K Pro 5, $275; B&K
202+, $540; Superphon SP100, $275; and more. We represent best-buy products from Belles, B&K, ESS, EAD,
Parasound, Musical Concepts/Design, Music Reference,
Fried, Linaeum, NEAR, Audio Alchemy, Melos, Period,
many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317)474-9004,
11-7pm EST
PHILIPS DAC960 D/A CONVERTER/PREAMPS at
half price! Coax and optical digital inputs, fixed and variable preamplified outputs drive power amps, balanced
outputs, headphone amp. New with original Philips warranty, $475 plus s/h. Phone (410) 828-9225 or write do
Hampton Childress at Box 36141, Towson, MD 21286-6141.
NAIM NAIT 2integrated amp, interconnects, cables
included, $600; Counterpoint SA-12 power amp, $550;
Audio Research D100 power amp, $630. (604) 273-0113,
evenings.
CLASSE DR-8, $1500; Classé DR-6L preamp, $1700;
Theta DS Pro Basic D/A converter, $1450; Power Wedge
IAC power filter, $150; KEF 105, rosewood finish, $2300.
All items mint condition with boxes. Darrell, (704)
846-4968.
SIGNET AT-0C9 phono cartridge, brand new in box,
$225. Stereophik Recommended Component, Class B.
Mike, (609) 778-1758.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Rotel, Onkyo, McCormack, Chicago Speaker
Stands, ICimber Kable, Music Metre, Scientific Fidelity
loudspeakers, Sonographe, AudioQuest, Acurus Electronics, Power Wedge Line Conditioner, Audio Alchemy,
Linn tumtables, cartridges, and loudspeakers, Arcid,
Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson,
VPI, Vandersteen, B&W. Three Rivets Audio, (219)
422-546a
PHILIPS LHH1000 CD Reference System, absolutely
new, unopened packaging, must sell, best offer. (313)
542-3085.
ICRELL PAM 5PREAMP, excellent sound and condition, $1195 OBO; two pairs LiveWire Clear, 3' cables,
$100/pair. (703) 639-6911 days, (703) 382-3388 evenings.
MARK LEVINSON NO.27, new, mint, $3000; Adcom
GFA-555, excellent condition, $500. Both with original boxes. Plus shipping.Jim, (305) 665-0464 nights, (305)
530-0088 business hours.
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UNIQUE AUDIO IN ARIZONA; offering products
by Enlightened Audio Design, Anodyne, NBS, Purist
Audio Design (water cable), Arcici, Target, RoomTune,
Rolcsan, Snell, German Acoustics, PAC, WBT, Microscan
Anti-Resonant System, much more For best prioes...call
7days/weele, auditions by appointment, lèL/Fax (602) 956-4664
evenings, leave message.
MUSE SUBWOOFER, $1990; Quad US Monitors,
$2150; Moscode 600W Hybrid, $990; Electrocompaniet
EW250, 250Wpc, $1990; Snell Type Q speaker, $570;
Forté la, 50W, class-A, $990; Adcom GFA-535 amp,
$279; B&K M-200 Sonata monoblocks, $1300; Sumo
Polaris Il, 120Wpc, $599; Adcom GFA-565 monoblodcs,
$1200; Muse 1preamp, $2200; Coda 2.5 amp, class-A,
$1990. (916) 920-9113.
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: Vandersteen, KEF,
Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K,
Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic Line, Melos, Parasound, Micromega, Audio
Alchemy, EAD, Regs, Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab,
Stax, Grado, Power Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs,
OCOS, XL0. University Audio Shop, 402 S Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
UNPRECEDENTED INTERCONNECT AUDITION OFFER from Solid Core Technology! You will
be paid $5 for taking the time to carefully listen through
the Cormorant interconnect, the unique, non-inductive,
remarkably real-sounding cable designed in harmony with
the laws of physics. Pay $5 off the $12911m regular price,
plus shipping: $3/ground, $5/air. If not delighted with
the sonic improvement, return within 60 days for refund
induding shipping both ways plus $5. Fair enough? Happy
listening! Stewart Grand, Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview
Avenue, West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316 or (80(L)
484-8271, code 7281.
BLUE POINT CARTRIDGE OWNERS, UPGRADE
to near class-A performance Get ultra-rigid coupling to
tonearm. Use our aluminum adapter to replace original
plastic. Results—better resolution, imaging, and bass definition. $35. Easy to install. Meadow Song Labs, 6Adelaide
St. East, Suite 310, Toronto, Ontario M5C1H6, Canada. Tel:
(416) 941-1595.
ICRELL KMA-400s, 160s, ICBL; Martin-Logan Monolith 111x; Velodyne ULD-18; all mint, warranty. Best
offer. (606) 268-8768.
AUDIOPHILE-QUALITY KITS AND SUPPLIES: ST70 upgrades, passive/buffered line-stages, phono preamps, and power supplies. Volume controls, resistors,
capacitors, transformers, tubes, wire, connectors, and more.
WonderCaps, WIMA, RAM Tubeworks, WBT, Monster, Vampire, etc. Plus QWIK-CAD software. $2 for 1992
catalog. Welborne Labs, 6836 S. University Blvd. #70, Littkton, CO 80122.
ATMA-SPHERE MA-1 amps, updated, perfect, $2850;
NBS speaker cable, 10' pair (cost $1000), $450. Before 10
CDT (205) 823-9418.
SONY TC-K88B "Limited Edition" cassette deck, mint
condition. Retail was $1200, sell for $300. Also two AA1506 Heath basic amps, $60 each. (714) 679-0173.
SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized: Acurus, Sumo, Rotel, H/K, Denon,
Maranta, Signet, Energy, Niles, Monster, AudioQuest,
et al. Stereo Classics, 75 Church Street, New Brunswick, NJ
08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 220-1284. Buy, sell, trade,
service. Amex, MC, Visa, Discover.
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SOUND
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3400 MONROE AVE. ROCHESTER, NY 14616 716.264.0410

ifs about music..
Audioquest
AudioAlchemy
B &K
B &W
Cal.Audio Labs
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Grado
The Mod Squad
McCormick
Monitor Audio
Rega
Roksan
Rotel
Scientific Fidelity
Sharpvision
Spica
Snell
Taddeo
Vandersteen
V.P.I.
Wadia Digital

Ohio's Exclusive Dealer For:
Air Tangent •Avalon •Basis •Dynaudio
Enlightened Audio •Graham •Gryphon
Hales Audio •ladis •Klyne •MFA
Oracle •ProAc •Quicksilver
Jeff Rowland Model 9's •Wadia Digital

Also On Display:
Audio Ouest •Cardas •Eminent Technology
Genesis •left Rowland Design Group
Koetsu •Lyra •Magnum Dynalab
Mod Squad •PS Audio •OCOS •Rotel
Sanus Systems •SME •SOTA
Sound Anchors •Sound Lab
Sumiko •Tice •VPI

12621 Larchmere Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
216/791-6363 FAX 216/791-3 131

If There Is A
Passion For Music,
AMoment In The Soul
Can Last ALifetime.

A

ENJOYq
MUSIC!

Epos
ProAc
Apogee
PS Audio
Quad
Roksan
Rotel

INTRODUCING

and more!

the SPECTRAL DMA-180

Introducing
Roksan CD Transport
and DAC!

SELECT SOUND
Long Island's unique

»Mid
2125 Central Ave •Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272-1275
332

h1 1
1Store

6314 Northern Blvd East Norwich NY
(conveniently located within the metro
area, where Route 106 Oyster Bay and
2M meet)
(516) 624-2124
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARIS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, Rd-Cap, Solen, Wonder Caps/solder/wire;
Vishay, Caddock, and Holc° resistors, all types audio connectors, chassis wires, high-pass modules, tubes, isolation
feet, custom cables and terminations, hospital-grade AC
outlets and plugs, tools and accessories, request catalog!
Michael Percy, Box 524 Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 669-7181,
Fax (415) 669-755&
EAD DIA, $1100; transport, $1650. Mirage M-1, $2850.
ARC LS2, $1800. Counterpoint SA-100, $999. David
Bening EA-2101, $2900. Trades considered, 6-10pm, Kim,
(213) 254-6140, leave message or Fax.
THERE IS HOPE! High-end comes to the Southeast.
Sight 8c Sound Design is now offering fine audio for
everyone. Custom home AN design and installation is
our specialty. Sight & Sound Design, P.O. Box 5538, Hilton Head Island, SC 29928, (803) 842-6932.

LPs/CD s/TAPEs
WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 titles in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rare Records, Ltd, 139 West 72nd Street,
New York, NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212) 595-2941.
CLASSICO. IS ISSUING its monthly list #1 with thousands of top-quality RCA, Mercury, Decca, EMI, Argo,
London, complete stereo Lyritas, and other TAS HP List
records. Please write, call, or Fax for your free copy now.
2555 Huntington Dr. #A-198, San Marino, CA 9110& Tei/Finc
(818) 585-9875.
AUDIOPHILES! Get some great music before my «wife does. Send for list. Made, 6505 E. Central, Suite 167,
Wichita, KS 67206.

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILE LPs and CDs. Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield, Reference, Chesky, Analogue Productions, Wilson, !Clavier,
AudioQuest, Nautilus, Opus 3, TBM, Proprius, Harrnonia Mundi .. many more current, rare, and out of print.
Catalogue $3 in US, $5 elsewhere. InformatWn: (913) 8258609. Fax: (913) 825-0156 Orders: (800) 525-1630 Acoustic
Sounds, Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402.
LIQUIDATING PERSONAL CLASSICAL RECORD
COLLECTION-30,000 items. Catalogue, $2. MITMLP, P.O. Box One, Bnghtwaters, NY 11718.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Disk,
Quiex, American, Imports, collectibles, and others Write
or call for listings and updates to: William Everett,Jr., 52
Pumpkin Dekght Road, Milford, CT 06460-421% (203) 8773911, 24 hours, fifth ring—machine.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guilford Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (31 255-3444
$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO RCA LPs: LSC 1806
(Strauss), 1817 (Offenbach), 2225 (Witches'Brew), 2400
(Fistoulari), 2449 (Gibson), LDS 6065 (Royal Ballet).
Others wanted! Randall Goldman, PO. Box 2806, Rancho
Mirage, CA 92270
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG'sJazz, 53 Bellefontaine, Framingham, MA
01701.
CLASSICAL OPEN-REELS. All perfect. List of 100
available. (310) 301-0818.

ProfflUfiCO
AUDIO

PECIFILIf

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
• Acoustat
• Adcom
• AKG
• Aragon

• ProAc
• Proton
• Quad
• Rego
•ALCM
• Rokson
• Audio Alchemy • Rotel
• Audio Shane
• J. Rowland
• Beyer
• Sound Lab
• Celestion
• Cello
• Creek
• CWD
• Energy
• Grado
• H/K
• Janis
• Linn
• Mod Squad
• Naim
• Paradigm :1

• Spendor
• Spica
• Sumiko
• Target
• Tesla
• Theta
• VIL

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N.CLARK •CklICAGO. IL 60614 •312 883-9500
•MORTON GROVE •708 561.1900

NI5701W DEMMER
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Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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IN HIGH END
At Audio Ensemble you will find
that high end doesn't have to mean
pretentious. Perhaps that's why so
many customers are willing to travel
just alittle further for our advise.

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
VANDERSTEEN

(psE)

aer..ré

SDIC(1 MIT

Infinrty IRS Series

ADCOM WELL
OUCJIOqUeSt

rd
A
1) I()
ENSEMBLE

MPRTIMDGArl

A.
bo

rsv—r _
fkl_1010

LABS

COUNTERPOINT

audio research

THE

419 Amherst Street •Nashua, NH 03063
603-886-4742
No sales tax in NH
Auchoquest •VPI • 'MorlIn Logan •Closse •Jeff Rowland
•'Aerial •CAL •Haller

5

•EAD •Vandersteen •'McIntosh
•Rotel •FMS •'Celestion •Forte •'Avalon Avatar •
Marantz DCC •'Muse •'Polk Audio •Room Tone •
Ensemble •Quality Used & Traded in products available
&own ne. of1erIngstb192

SliOPPE

21 N. Market Si.. Selins grove. PA •717 374.0150

ACCURA-1
-E.AUDIO

VIDEO

DALLAS FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE

Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:

AMX
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Source
LUCASf11.1111
B+K
BIC
Celestion
Draper

STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET®

We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.
SOUND LAB

MICROMEGA

MUSIK SYSTEM

CLASSE

VTL

MFA

APOGEE

SPEAKER ART

MUSE

MERIJN

HALES

RYAN

PSB

ROWEN

VMPS

WELL TEMP

FIRST SOUND

ROTEL

CARDAS

GRADO

THORENS

WHEATON

AVALON

SHURE HTS

VERSA

BENZ

Fosgate
Harmon Kardon
Haller
Jamo
JVC
NHT
MB quart
McCormack
Mod Squad
Mi-K
NAD

Son
ti

Standesign
Stewart
Target
Camelot Technology
Tice
Toshiba
VP'
Velodyne

//MA

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G

Consultation •Sales •Installation
Available throughout the United States.

Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
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Niles
Pioneer
Proton
Pulsar
Revolver
Rocksan
Rockustics
Runco
5'
1E1

PHONE (214) 692-6597

8511 MANDERVILLE LANE /DALLAS TEXAS 75231
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RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS:' Mercury 90,000, London
FFSS "Bluebadce Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212)496-1681; Fax (212) 877-1274 Harvey
Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10023.
AUDIO. ..BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list, without charge, call (716)
377-0432.
THE 1992 MIDWEST CLASSICAL RECORD SHOW
will be held Saturday, October 10 at the Holiday Inn
Northshore, 5300 West Touhy, Skokie, IL from 9:30 to
4:00. 1000s of LPs for sale, including many Mercury Living Presence and RCA Shaded Dogs. Also open-reel tapes
and CDs. Call (708) 991-9272 for information.
PRE-RECORDED CLASSICAL RJR TAPES. The overlooked format that still sounds best. $8 and up per reel.
Extensive list, $3 (credited toward purchase). Also buying
/-and 1
4
1
/-track tapes (singles or collections). Ed Schneck,
4
1401 Ocean Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11230, (718) 377-7282 weekday afternoons.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.

WANTED

WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Marantz,
Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson,
Krell, Counterpoint, Berning, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL,
Citation, Fisher, Rowland, Threshold, Boulder, Classé,
Klyne, Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton, Sequerra,
Cello, Robertson, Tannoy, tube and solid-state. (713) 7284343, Fax (713) 723-1301, Maury Cori), 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX 77035.
WANTED: MAGNEPAN 1.4 or 1.5QR speakers. Also,
older Bryston 3B amplifier. (312) 274-2749, Barry.
WANTED: DYNACO STEREO 400 amplifier, any condition. Robert, (714) 676-8020 or (714) 676-7202.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B8dC, Maton, AR, Cdestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046 (215) 886-1650.
WANTED: MARANTZ 140 amp, MC board or
schematics for APT Holman; 1Infinity RS-4000. (704)
375-3559.
McINTOSH MC275 TUBE AMPLIFIER. Working
condition essential. Randall Goldman, Box 2806, Rancho
Mirage, CA 92270.

BARNES 8t NOBLE STACKALILE wood record rack
wanted. Paul, (818) 441-1210, CA.
WANTED: MEITNER TURNTABLE, good condition.
Richard, (301) 345-3536, leave message.

Enlightened
AudioDesign
Seminar

A UDIO CENTER
rrc

Presents The Fall Classics.
AVALON •B&K•BENZ-MICRO
CARDAS •CWD •DEFINITIVE •GRADO
GRAHAM •KISEKI •LEXICON

Presented by

MAGNUM-DYNALAB •MARTIN-LOGAN

Alastair Roxburgh

MUSIC REFERENCE •NITTY GRITTY

Professor of Electronic Engineering
& Director of Product Development at E.A

ORTOFON •PHILIPS •PROAC •REGA

Sunday, November 1st

ROTEL •JEFF ROWLAND •SME •SOTA

2PM

SPICA •STRAIGHT WIRE •SUMIKO

Refreshments will be served.

THETA •VPI •WIRE WORLD

We are convenient from both
Philadelphia and NY.
Call for directions and reservations.
609-883-6338

ROWLAND Models 8 & 9
S.E. U.S. Exclusive

Sponsored by

HAL's
_ STEREO & VIDEO
Alt. US Route 1&Texas Ave., Lawrenceville, NJ
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4134 N. Federal Highway
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308

(305) 566-0233
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SMALL FRYS

CD
Magic"

When it comes to selecting an audio dealer,
bigger is not always better.
We are small -on purpose!

Improves CD playback to audiophile
quality.
CD

Magic

Our size guarantees apersonal rapport, an individual relationship that insures maximum enjoyment from your investment in audio. Why not work
with someone who is willing to take the time to
understand your individual needs? We think small
is better. Give us acall today and see if you don't
agree. Ianswer all calls personally. Galen Carol

makes CD Music come to life.

You haven't really heard your CD
until you hear it with CD Magic.
CD Magic sprays an invisible film on
the playing side of your compact discs.
Hear these musical improvements with
CD Magic:
Stops CD Skipping.
Beautifully increased detail.
Clear, marvelous vocals.
New, lifelike musicality.
Clean highs, tighter lows.
Vivid stereo sound stage.
Super musical clarity and enjoyment.

Classé Audio, Wadia, Basis, Wilson Audio WATT,
Convergent Audio, Quad, VAC, Threshhold,
California Audio,Quicksilver, Meridian, Magnum.
Dynalab, Berning, E/T, VPI, Graham, Celestion,
M FA, Spica, Aragon, Duntech, Lyra, SOTA, Sound
Lab, Genesis, Jadis... and many more. We carry
virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

Spray it on.
Wipe it off.
That's all!
No polishing. Chemically neutral. Will not
alter or harm CDs.
Removes by washing.

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.

CD Magic improves 200 compact discs.
Send $14.95 for CD Magic postage paid.

Galen Carol Audio

o

Give CD Magic a Try!

You'll like it!

Galen Carol Audio —"Audio One To One"
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
(512) 805-9927 •FAX (512) 805-9928

Compact Dynamics Co.
P.O. Box 32014 -Eudid, Ohio 44132

ATC,
Acurus, Aragon,
Audio Alchemy,
Aural Symphonics,
Barclay Digital, Coda,
Counterpoint, Dynaco, IDOS
Philips, Tara Lab, XL0
Free Shipping within the United States

We also buy/sell used ARC, Cello,
Levinson, Krell, Threshold, etc.

510-549-2178

KRELL& KRELL DIGITALIB&W
ADCOMUNAKAMICHimP S AUDIO
PRO ACC<INERGETICSiMIRAGE
VELODYNEBROTELaMOD SQUAD
APOGEE
R&D
STRAIGHTWIRE
MAGNUMDYNALABUMIT
STAX a OPTONICA • SUMIKO
AKG U BEYER u TARGET U YAMAHA
WELL TEMPERE DIPINNACLE

SALES • SERVICE • FUN

STEREO

The Audio Chamber
Berkeley, California
Fax: (510) 521-3080

•

415.861.1044
2201 MARKET ST. •S.F., CA 94114
WorldRadioHistory
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A DVERTISER

I NDEX

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson St Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

Acarian Systems
Accurate Audio Video
Acoustic Image
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Altair Audio
Alti,
Apogee
ARS Electronks
Artech Electronics
Audio Adrisor
Audio Center
Audio Chamber
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Designs
Audio Ensemble
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Haven
Audio Images PA
Audio Insight
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Selections
Audiophile Systems
Ando Power Industries
AudioQuest
Audio Research
Audio Store
AudioStrearn
Audio Trading Tint«
Audio Vision
AudoVisions
Aural Symphonic,
Avalon Acoustics
MK Components
B&W Loudspeakers
Billy Bags
Bitwise Audio
Elf Audio
Bose Express Musk
Bound for Sound
Borak
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cable Concepts
California Audio Labs
Cardas And,,,
Cary Audio Design
Celestion
Cello
Chesky Reconis
Classé Audio
Clements Audio
Coda Technologies
Compact Dynamics
Conrad-Johnson
Counterpoint
CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
Dana Audio
David Lewis Audio
Definitive Audio
Denon
Digital Ear
Electrocornpaniet
Ensemble
Exposure Electronics
Fairport Soundworks
Forte
Galen Carol
Gryphon USA
Haller
Hales Audio
Hars Stereo
HCM Audio
HiFi House
Immedia
Innovative Audio
JS Audio
REP
Kief sAudio/Video
Kimber Kable
Kinergetks
Krell Digital
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102
334
104
75,125
46
Ils
68
60
310
164
76-77.268
335
336
316
292,318
322
320
334
314
312
331
328
270
286
284
330
170
160
340
36
278
72
308
255
320
158
98
140
25
260
310
322
126
326
96
I
48
112-1 I3
326
172
16
2
86
290
321
52
94
324
336
62
I
7
272
330
302
174
304
80
308
168
260,262
256-257
332
50
336
144
88
106
335
330
321
306
247-250
328
48
328
262
146

Linn
Listening Room
Lorentz Design
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
Martin-Logan
McCormack
McIntosh Laboratories
Mirage
MIT
Mobile Fidelity
Monarchy International
Mondial
Monitor Audio
Muse Electronics
Musical Surroundings
Musk Box
Musk Hall
Musk Room
NAD
Nairn Audio
Natural Sound
NEAR Loudspeakers
Ninnec
Now Hear This
OCM
Panamax
Parasound
Perfectionist Audio
Per Madsen Design
Precision Audio
ProAc
Pro Audio
Progressive Audio
Pro Musica
PSEI
Quad
RC Audio
RCS International
Reference Recordings
Rogers
RoornTune
Rotel America
Rowland America
Rush Sound
Santis Systems
Savant Audio & Vkleo
Select Sound
Sennheiser
Signet
Sono Frontiers
Sorke
Sound & Music
Sound by Singer
Sound Components
Sound Concept, The
Sound Connections
Soundex
Sound Goods
Soundings
Sound Resource
Square Deal
Stereo Dynamics
Stereo Image
Stereo Plus
Stereo Shoppe
Straight Wire
Sumo
Swan's Speaker System
Synergistic Research
TARA Labs
TDK
Theca
Thiel
Transparent Audio Marketing
Tubes Ily Design
Ultra Systems
Underground Sound
Univocal
Valve Amplification
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Wadia Digital
WireWorld
XL°

170
296
262
280
14,20
I
66
252
56
8
30
84
26
I1S
150
108
158
276
324
68
326
18
58
266
142
28
6
160
156
22
260
333
288
166
262
291
333
44
260
306
73
318
73
100
13
162
164
94
246
332
64
I52
42-43
328
316
92-93.298-299
254
330
168
282
314
120
332
311
264
319
336
334
54
300
168
274
34
96,98
38
70
121
312
253
332
158
90
40
74
339
114
154
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Stereophile writers enjoy apeculiar relationship
with high-end manufacturers. Without adoubt,
many—even most—are our friends. We look forward to seeing them at CES or Stereophile HighEnd Shows, we welcome them when they visit
us in Santa Fe, and we're energized when visiting their factories and design labs.
Some magazines encourage strictly handsoff relationships between writers and manufacturers, but not Stereophile. We invite them to dinner, and they invite us. We visit them, and they
visit us. We want to learn everything we can
about what they're thinking, and what new
things they've put into their products. They
want to learn how we review, what music we
listen to, what our rooms are like, what controls we have to ensure an objective outcome
to our reviews. We thirst for the knowledge that
only they can impart. Manufacturers are our
friends, and not just when we write good reviews
(as explained by RH in his most useful "As We
See It," Vol.14 No.9).
But friendship does not describe the whole
relationship. Our primary goal is to find out
as much as we can on behalf of you, the person in the position to buy that manufacturer's
equipment. In that role, we need not only to
learn what each manufacturer is putting into
their product—we also need to evaluate the
results, how the product sounds, and how well
it works. As we visit their rooms at CES, as we
tour their factories, as they set up their products
in our listening rooms, we're friends. After the
manufacturer departs, leaving his or her "baby"
for us to review, we become coldhearted consumer advocates.
There has recently been aspate of quite negative reviews in Stereophile. This isn't particularly unusual—what's unusual is that the same
products have been reviewed positively in other
quarters. Upon receiving their review preprints;
each of these manufacturers has expressed
astonishment that aStereophile writer could differ in his conclusions from views expressed
elsewhere. Some have gone so far as to wonder why we didn't call up as soon as we heard
something from the product which was less than
excellent, or that JA didn't pull the benighted
338
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writer from his assignment when acontrary result
turned up.
These conclusions betray amistaken impression of the review process. Stereophile writers
are expected to review the product as submitted.
Each manufacturer is given all the opportunity
they wish to recommend listening positions,
associated equipment, and favorite recordings.
They can spend 16 hours adjusting their speakers
in our listening room (though we'll actually
review it where we think it sounds best). Any
manufacturer who visits us and finds something wrong with his product as delivered is
free to send us asubstitute.
But eventually they leave, knowing their product is working correctly and set up in at least
aneutral environment. And when they leave,
ametaphorical curtain is drawn—just as in a
voting booth—and the reviewer is left to struggle for weeks or months to reach aconclusion
as to how you, the person whose hard-earned
money might be expended for the product in
question, will be served by that product. Bad
sound will not cause this reviewer to call the
manufacturer to request amodification or
replacement (unless the product appears to be
broken). Other favorable reviews do not cause
this reviewer to doubt his judgment if it differs.
Our concern is your satisfaction and listening
pleasure. Though we realize that negative reviews will significantly affect the manufacturer,
who may be our friend, this is of no concern
to us. It is even possible that the manufacturer
could go out of business because of areview.
While we would never wish this for any company, the possibility causes us no concern; only
you, the consumer, matter.
It is crucial for both reader and manufacturer
to understand that Stereophile's peculiar friendships serve to inform our writers, and thereby
our readers; they do not affect the outcomes
of reviews.

1Approximately two weeks before Stereophile goes to press,
manufacturers whose products have been reviewed receive
anear-final preprint of the review so that they can correct any
factual errors and respond to the review in 'Manufacturers'
Comments," if they wish.
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WADIA

When we chose to

consolidate technologies, we
couldn' tdo so without major
advancements.
Introducing the Wadia 6 CD Player.

The

challenge of producing a CD player bearing
the standards inherent at Wadia drove us to
advance the potential of the product category in ways that have never been considered
previously.

The Wadia 6 utilizes a truly all-

digital volume control. Accessed by remote,
it negates the need for a traditional preamplifier.

Chassis design and construction
techniques were chosen to
maximize performance. The
unique transport, manufactured exclusively for Wadia,

was designed with characteristics which compliment
the 32 times resampling of
the digital information in the
decoding computer.

The

bottom line is Music... and
we think you'll love what we
have done. See and hear it
at your Wadia Dealer.

Wdia DIGITAL
The Leader sr, Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, 1N
54022 PHONE 715-426-5900
WorldRadioHistory

FAX 715-426-5665

FAM.4.1zAID
otidoquest

DIAMOND
P. AVER 101,1 M1011,0

.01.C10,5

State-of-the-art jewels from AudioQuest.
AudioQuest cables and plugs are distinguished by intelligent designs, the finest metals
and superior insulation. Emerald' uses 99.99997% pure copper, Lapis - and Diamond - use
pure solid silver. All three are resistance welded to direct-gold plated FPC copper plugs (RCA
or XLR). From Turquoise'« through Diamond, AudioQuest makes seven jewels you will
appreciate and enjoy everyday - not just on special occasions.

audiocluest.

PO Box 3060. San Clemente, CA 92674 USA

Te
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714/498-2770

Fax P4/498-8112

